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Preparing Your Manuscript

Your name goes here
Your address here
Page number here

Number of words goes here.
State here, the rights that
you are offering for sale.

TITLE OF STORY GOES HERE

By

Your Name or Psuedonym

The story or article begins about half way
down the first page. It should be double spaced.
In the upper right hand corner should appear the
approximate number of words. Every word counts.
The word "a" counts as a word. Abbreviated words
count as one word. Count the exact number of
words on three pages, and from that compute the
number in the manuscript. In a longer script, of
say 50 pages, you should count exactly the number
of words on 5 pages and compute the total from
that.

Each subsequent page should be numbered and
carry your last name, preferably on the top left
hand corner of the page. (The number goes at top
right hand corner. ) Use either pica or elite

type. There is no editorial preference. Be sure,
though, to use a clean ribbon, and keep typewriter
keys cleaned. Your script must be neat. Scripts
under 12 pages should be folded in thirds ; longer
scripts should be mailed flat. Use one side of
the paper only—preferably use white paper. Stay
away from any paper, typewriting, or ribbon that
is "off color."

Leave a margin of about 2 inches on left hand
side, top and bottom and about 1" on right side of
sheet.

It is not recommended that you use a manu-
script cover or cardboard ; neither is it recom-
mended that you staple the pap:es of your
manuscript or bind them in any way.
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Animal Magazines

ALL-PETS MAGAZINE, P. O. Box 151, Fond du Lac, Wise, S. C. Henschel, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.50 a year. Uses picture-story articles of almost

any kind of animal that might be kept as a pet. Pays $10 to $15 for articles, plus

$3 to $4 for each photo used. Each story should have at least seven clear 5x7

glossies.

THE AQUARIUM, P. O. Box 832, Norristown, Pa. J. W. Anderson, Editor and
Publisher. Articles outlining breeding experiences, do-it-yourself ideas, or informa-

tion about the requirements of fish or aquatic plants. Pay Ic a word; $2.50 to $5

for photos.

AUDUBON MAGAZINE, 1130 Fifth Avenue, New York 28, N. Y. John K.

Terres, Editor. Issued bi-monthly. Official publication of the National Audubon
Society. Uses articles about birds, mammals, plants, insects, wildlife conservation

and its relation to forests, soil and other natural resources. Articles about wild pets

are desirable, but not about domestic animals (cats, dogs, cagebirds, livestock,

etc.); wild animals and their relationships to each other and to their environment;

life histories reports on animals, either from field research or study; bird or other

animal biographies; wildlife of a particular region; articles on local wildlife con-

servation projects; picture story or illustrated-text story (animal tracks, marine

life, birds, flow^ers, etc.); biographical sketches of living naturalists; "how-to-do"

articles on wildlife photography, establishing sanctuaries, community forests, school

nature projects, etc.; personal experience articles in bird-attracting (supplying food,

water, planting cover, birdhouses). Lengths 1,500-2,500 words. Buys some features,

250-1,000 words. Photographs with articles are desirable, but not necessary. Prefers

that writers query first on article subjects. No fiction, poetry or cartoons. No hunt-

ing, fishing or trapping material. Reports within three or four weeks. Pays from

$15 up to $75 for articles, on acceptance; $3 each for inside photographs, $15 for

covers.

CATS MAGAZINE, 4 Smithficld St., Pittsburgh 22, Pa. Issued monthly; 35c a

copy; $3.50 a year. Raymond D. Smith, Editor. Uses factual articles on the cat in

relation to society. That is, the cat in art, science, history, medicine. Occasionally

uses an article on truly unusual cats. Personality sketches of outstanding cat owners

who are famous for other reasons; or, cat artists, photographers, authors, etc. Wants
articles on cat care and cat health—preferably by veterinarians, or with their by-

line. Pays I/2C a word for 1,000 to 2,000 words. Rarely uses fiction, but will con-

sider occasional humorous sketches or true-to-life story wath cat as central char-

acter—length 500 to 2,000 words. Does not yse fillers. Photographs may illustrate

articles or carry captions only; $3 to $5 each; $15 for cover picture. Uses four to

twenty-four line poems about cats; pays 10c a line, $1.00 minimum, on acceptance.

FRONTIERS, A Magazine of Natural History, c/o Academy of Natural Sciences

of Philadelphia, 19th and the Parkway, Philadelphia 3, Pa. Mary E. Drinker, Edi-

tor. Uses natural history articles written in layman's language on birds, mammals,
plants, etc. Length should be 1,800 words, and payment is 2c a word. Likes a brief

query. Buys pictures singly or in sequence, for which $3 to $5 is paid. When pictures

accompany a story the price is figured along with the story. No fiction or fillers.

THE NATIONAL HORSEMAN, Box 68, Baxter Station, Louisville 4, Ky. Ray-

mond Sheffield, Editor. Issued monthly; 65c a copy; $6.00 a year. Uses stories on

American saddlebred horses, Tennessee walking horses. Roadster horses, about

2,000 to 3,000 words. Articles used are same as above with historical value. Report

in 30 to 90 days. Pays Ic a word, on acceptance.

OUR DUMB ANIMALS, 180 Longwood Ave., Boston 15, Mass. In the market for

photos, drawings, articles, essays and short verse—all about animals. Photos (B &
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W only) should be sharp, depicting either domestic animals in natural poses or

wild animals in their natural surroundings. There is no objection to children or

adults appearing with the animals. Pictures should tell a story of animal Hfe. Arti-

cles and essays may include any subject dealing with animals, especially those with

humane import. Does not want articles about animal training, commercial use

for entertainment, animals in captivity, domesticated wild animals, etc. Stories

dealing with oddities of animal life and natural history are also acceptable. Articles

should be accompanied by good illustrations (photographs or drawings) whenever

possible. Little or no fiction is used. Verse should be short—from four to twelve

Hnes. Best article length is 300 to 600 words. Payment is /2c a word on acceptance,

$1 and up for photographs, and $1 for acceptable verse. Include return stamped

envelope.

PET LIFE, official consumer publication of the National Retail Pet Supply Associ-

ation, Inc. Address the Editor, Eloise Keeler, P. O. Box 151, Mill Valley, CaU-

fornia. This is a magazine to stimulate appreciation and understanding of pets and

their important role in the American home. Published quarterly, it is distributed

by retail pet supply dealers; 25c a copy; $1 a year. Query before submitting ma-

terial, and all material must be accompanied by sufficient return postage. Payment

on publication.

POPULAR DOGS, 2009 Ranstead St., Philadelphia 3, Pa., Mrs. Alice M. Wagner,

Editor. Issued monthly for purebred dog breeders and all dog owners, humane
societies, pet owners, show exhibitors, obedience and field trainers. Wants true ma-
terial on any aspect of dog breeding, exhibiting and owning dogs, obedience, field

work, police work, life-saving, herding, examples of dog intelligence and homing
instinct. Occasionally buys photos with manuscripts and rarely with captions only.

Pays 50c per inch and $3 per photo. Accepts short verse of 4-8 lines for fillers and

buys original cartoons. Pays on publication and reports within two weeks. Makes
individual arrangements with respect to rights.

THE QUARTER HORSE JOURNAL, 2736 Plains Blvd., P. O. Box 271,

Amarillo, Texas. Don Tarver, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year.

Material covers all Quarter Horse activity. Especially interested in authentic stories

of old-time Quarter Horses, work that might throw some new information of an

historical nature on family bloodlines or individual horses. The editor should be

queried first on such articles that will take a lot of research. Articles on race horses,

rodeo horses (roping and bulldogging), cutting horses and Quarter Horse owners

and breeders are often used if subjects are well known and would be of general

interest to the magazine's readers. No fiction or poetry. Good pictures wanted with

stories. Articles run about 1,500 words, sometimes longer depending upon work.

Pays 2c a word for all feature material and $5.00 each for photos, on acceptance.

TURF AND SPORT DIGEST, 511 Oakland Ave., Baltimore 12, Maryland.
Raleigh Burroughs, Editor. Pays Ic a word, and up, for articles and fiction on
horse racing, from 2,000 to 3,500 words. Pays $5 each for photographs and $75 for

color transparencies, on publication. Prefers a query on all material.

WESTERN HORSEMAN, 3850 N. Nevada Ave., Colorado Springs, Colo. Issued

monthly; 35c a copy; $3.50 a year. Dick Spencer HI, Editor. Articles submitted
here should center on the stock horse, be authentically western, and not exceed

1,500 words. Some type of illustration should accompany manuscript, preferably

good, clear, glossy prints. Pays 2c to 3c a word, on acceptance. No fiction or poetry.
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Astrology Magazines

AMERICAN ASTROLOGY, 148 Larchmont Ave., Larchmont, N. Y. Joanne S.

Clancy, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. No poetry.

Non-fiction and Fiction: Considers stories and articles with astrological themes.

Pays on publication. Query first.

ASTROLOGY—YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE, 355 Lexington Ave., New York
17, N. Y. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $4.20 a year.

Non-fiction: Although some of the departments are staff written, free lance writers

are encouraged to submit interestingly presented articles on subjects relating to

astrology and how it affects daily life. Shorter lengths are preferred, and the edi-

tors ask that a stamped, return envelope be included with submitted manuscript.

Pays Ic to 2c a word, or by arrangement on acceptance.

HOROSCOPE, 750 Third Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Edward A. Wagner, Editor.

Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.50 a year.

Non-fiction: This is a specialized market, strictly limited to those writers who have

a knowledge of astrology and actual experience in this field. Uses features and
articles with a genuine astrological basis. Research and expository reports or studies

that are well written are acceptable, but they must be strictly astrological. Lengths

run about 2,500 to 3,000 words. Pays about 3c to 4c a word, on acceptance.

Fillers: Uses fillers and anecdotes that have an astrological basis.

PREDICTION, Link House, Store Street, London, W. C, 1, England. H. J. D.

Murton, Editor. Issued monthly. No fiction or cartoons.

Non-fiction: Uses occult science stories.

YOUR PERSONAL ASTROLOGY MAGAZINE, 441 Lexington Ave., New York

17, N. Y. Dal Lee, Editor. Issued quarterly; 35c a copy. No fiction, photographs,

or poetry.

Non-fiction: Uses astrological articles helpful to the individual reader. Reports in

one week. Pays /ac to lea word.
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Autownotive Magazines

CAR AND DRIVER (formerly Sports Car Illustrated), 1 Park Ave., New York

16, N. Y. Karl E. Ludvigsen, Editor.

Non-fiction: This magazine for automobile enthusiasts places particular emphasis on

sports cars and competition cars. Wants features on famous races, persons, or cars;

also technical "think" pieces. Not interested in coverage of local events. Pays $150

to $300 for photo-illustrated articles of 1,500 to 2,000 words. Pays on acceptance

and reports within one week.

Photos: Pays $10 and up for b & w photos with captions only and $100 and up for

color cover shots. Also buys photos submitted with manuscripts.

FOREIGN CAR GUIDE, 215 Fourth Ave., New York 3, N. Y. Frank W. Coggins,

Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy.

Non-fiction and Photos: This oubHcation, directed to Volkswagen owners and en-

thusiasts, wants articles (preferably with pix) on anything and everything to do

with Volkswagens. Do-it-yourself projects reports are invited. Technical and semi-

technical articles must be accurate. Article length 1,500 to 3,000 words. Pays $100

to $150, on publication; $3 to $7 for pix.

HOT ROD MAGAZINE, 5959 Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles 28, Calif. Bob
Greene, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.50 a year.

Non-fiction: Interested in how-to-do-it articles and longer articles dealing with hot

rod groups that are cooperating with city and state law enforcement agencies,

school and civic officials and National Hot Rod Assn. in making the sport safer.

Names of local hot rod clubs, technical data outline sheet and sample copy of

magazine sent upon request. Pays up to 5c a word, depending on quality of ma-
terial.

Photos: Uses picture stories on top hot rods, custom cars. Complete photo coverage

is needed showing car from all angles. Include owner in at least two photos

—

close-up and overall. Must have detailed engine shots and close-ups of any inter-

esting features. Photos should be 8x10 glossy. Keep text under 1,000 words and

include complete technical data and exact changes made in car. Pays up to $15 per

photo.

MOTOR LIFE, 5959 Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles 28, Calif. Erwin M. Rosen,

Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.50 a year. No fiction. Advise query first.

Reports are prompt, rates are good, and payment is on acceptance.

Non-fiction: Uses articles on U. S., imported, and competition automobiles. Also

wants authoritative, illustrated, technical articles on performance improvement and

special cars.

Cartoons: Cartoons are used.

Photos: Uses photos and drawings about U. S., imported, and competition automo-

biles. Can use picture stories on unusual cars, dramatic racing action and human
interest sidelights on the automotive scene. Also buys occasional color transparen-

cies not less than 4x5 for cover use; racing photos receive favored consideration.

MOTOR TREND, 5959 Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles 28, Calif. Don Werner,

Editor.

Non-fiction: Wants well-written articles that will appeal to everyone interested in

cars, regardless of specific interest or knowledge. These might deal with key per-

sonalities, outstanding events (past or present), unusual cars, adventure stories told

in the first person, and discussions of current trends. Preferred length, 1,500 to

2,000 words. Payment varies, 5c a word and up. Buys first rights, on acceptance,

and reports in two weeks.

Photos: Photos may be sulMuitted with captions only or as illustrations with manu-
script.
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Fillers: Wants short service-type fillers and photo features of 300 to 500 words.

Query first. Buys all rights and reports in 10 days.

MOTORCYCLIST, 99 South Chester, Pasadena, Calif. William M. Bagnall, Edi-

tor. Slow reports.

Non-fiction: Uses a few general articles on safety, odd uses of motorcycles, and eco-

nomics showing increased registration. Pays Ic a word, on publication.

Fiction: Uses adventure, travel and romance stories built around a motorcycle

rider. Avoid stories involving races or other competition unless familiar with rules

and policies. Pays Ic a word for fiction also.

Photos: Uses photographs showing action, lady riders, and travel for which they

pay $3 each.

NATIONAL MOTORIST, 216 Pine St., San Francisco 4, Calif. Jim Donaldson,

Editor. Issued bi-monthly. No fiction or poetry.

Non-fiction: This official publication of the National Automobile Club uses articles

of about 500 to 1,100 words accompanied by black and white glossy prints for

illustration. Such subjects as people and places of interest in the western states or

the history of the western states, snccial travel techniques for short or long motor

trips, hunting, fishing, outing, outdoor hobbies, and some natural history. Pays 8c

a word, on acceptance, and reports in a week.

Photos: Pays $5 to $8 for photos but buys photos with articles only.

SPEED MECHANICS, 215 Park Ave., South, New York 3, N. Y. Fred Schnaue,

Editor. Issued bi-monthly; 35c a copy; $2.10 a year. Reports in two weeks. Rates

vary and payment is on publication.

Non-fiction: Uses how-to-do-it material on car performance and appearance, with

step-by-step photos preferred. Some how-it-was-done material is used, as well as

articles on automotive fundamentals. Material should be aimed at young car fans

who are interested in better and safer performance from their cars. Query first on
hot-rod events coverage, article ideas and custom car or souped-up engine stories.

Fiction: Some fiction is used and should be aimed at young car fans.

Fillers: Uses gags and featurettes of 50 to 60 words in length. Buys all rights and

pays $10 to $20 for these. Query is not necessary. Reports in one week.
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Aviation Magazines

AIR PROGRESS, 575 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Albert L. Lewis, Edi-

tor. Issued 4 times yearly; 50c a copy. An aviation "fan" magazine. The Editor

suggests writers study several issues before submitting any material. Uses photos

with manuscripts and with captions. Also "authentic" drawings and scale plane

plans. Rates are very good.

AIRLANES, 340 West 57th St., New York 19, N. Y. R. A. Benas, Editor. Query

the editor before submitting any material.

THE AOPA PILOT, 4644 East-West Highway, Bethesda 14, Md. Official organ

of the Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association. Query the editor before submitting

any material here.

FLYING, 1 Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y. Robert I. Stanfield, Editor. Wants

readable material connected with flying experiences, how-to articles and shorts for

pilots and plane owners; aircraft use in business, industry, agriculture, sports; all

phases of civil (including personal, business and transport) and military aviation.

Areas covered include both fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft, powerplants,

support equipment. Complete technical acuracy is essential. Top length is 2,000

words. Black and white photographs are important and must be of clear profes-

sional quality. Buys non-fiction and cartoons also. Payment is up to $500 on ac-

ceptance.

Business and Finance Magazines

THE CREDIT UNION BRIDGE, Box 431, Madison, Wis. Richard Y. Giles, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly. No fiction, poetry, or cartoons.

Non-fiction: Wants articles on consumer credit and family savings programs. Use
business paper style. No specific length requirements. Submit outline. Rates are

negotiated, on acceptance. Buys all rights; no by-lines and reports within a week.

Photos: Buys photos submitted with manuscripts.

FORTUNE, Time & Life Bldg., New York 20, N. Y. Duncan Norton-Taylor, Man-
aging Editor. Issued monthly; $1.25 a copy; $10.00 a year. Buys almost no outside

material.

NATION'S BUSINESS, 1615 H St., N.W., Washington, D. C. Issued monthly;

$18 for three years.

Non-fiction: A. H. Sypher, Editor. Uses articles on new developments in business,

the effect of government actions in business, etc. Prefers about 2,500 words, and
pays $500 and ud for these. However, rates vary denerfding on the material. Pay-
ment is on acceptance. Buys first American rights. Prefers a query letter and reports

in one week.

Photos: Ralph Patterson, Photo Editor. Buys b & w enlargements. Most photogra-
phers who work for this magazine use both 16 mm and Rollei cameras. ASMP code
is their yardstick for photo rates. Articles and photos are bought separately. As-
signments are given whereupon an agreement is made on the maximum time on
the story. All expenses are guaranteed. Buys first-time rights.
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HoMV Sharp The Editor^s Pencil

By Henry Malmgreen, Editor of Modem Romances

I've had a scolding from a writer who not long ago sold her first

story to Modern Romances. She'd been thrilled with the sale, and had
waited patiently for her story to appear in print. And then . . .

"Why did you have to change it so inuchf" she wrote angrily. "Why, it

doesn't seem like my story at all! Honestly, Mr. Malmgreen, don't you

know what it docs to a writer's morale to find that the story she worked
on to the limit of her ability wasn't good enough for you to publish?

And if you felt it needed to be rewritten, you might at least have given

me a chance to do the work!"

Because I don't like anybody to be mad at me, and also because this

writer is one I value as a contributor, I wrote to her and explained at

length just why my philosophy of confession-magazine editing forces me
to do the sort of thing she was complaining about. I'm glad to say that

she calmed down and forgave me. But the whole incident started me
thinking. "Other writers," I said to myself, "probably get as baffled and
annoyed as Miss X—they just don't sit down and write me a chiding

letter. Maybe I ought to explain my philosophy to other confession story

writers."

I think that perhaps the best way to do this is to give you the com-

plete case-history of a top-rating story, published in the September, 1959,

issue of Modern Romances as "Don't Pity Me—Love Me!"

The Story of a Story

The original version of "Don't Pity Me—Love Me!" was titled "One-

Way Street to Hell" and written by Mary Granger. Mary is a talented

young writer who has been submitting and selling—to me for a little

more than a year. Her work has vitality and originality—two things that

are very precious to me as an editor. But she does sometimes go astray in

plotting, and that is what she did in this story.

I read "One-Way Street to Hell!" and decided that there were a lot

of things I liked about it, and quite a few I didn't like. MR's Story Edi-

tor, Dan Senseney, read it and agreed with me. So we sat down together

and pooled our ideas—this is standard operating procedure for us on all

stories. We talked and talked—agreeing on this suggestion, rejecting that

one—and when we were finished we knew what changes we wanted made.

So you can follow our thinking more easily, and be able to apply it

to the next story you submit to a confession magazine, I'm synopsizing

"One-Way Street to Hell" on the left-hand side of the following pages,

and summarizing the changes that went into "Don't Pity Me—Love Me!"
with, as concisely as I can, the reasons for the changes. I'd suggest that

you read the left-hand column first, all the way to the end, and then refer

to it, if and when you need to, as you read the right-hand column.
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'One-Way Street to Hell' 'Don't Pity Me—Love Me!'

Narrator is Sophie, a fifteen-

year old girl whose father is serv-

ing a prison sentence on a morals

conviction, and whose mother has

run away with another man, de-

serting her daughter. Ashamed of

her parents, Sophie has transferred

to another high school desperately

hoping to be accepted there.

When it seems impossible for her

to make friends she agrees to let

an attractive boy, Dick Judley,

copy from her paper during an

examination— if, in payment, he

will take her to one of the parties

she knows his gang holds every

Saturday night.

At the party, which is held in

the basement of the garage owned
by Dick's father, Sophie proves

unexpectedly popular, and Dick's

interest in her is aroused to such

an extent that he takes her to a

dark corner where he seduces her.

She permits this to happen be-

cause she feels herself in love with
Dick, and naively believes he loves

her, although she knows he has
been going steady with another
girl, Libby Dennis.

Later the same evening, all the

teen-ageis at the party play a game
called "Cavalcade"—a version of

drag-racing. Riding with Dick,

Sophie is severely injured in an
accident due to his recklessness.

Waking up in the hospital, she

learns that both her legs are

broken, and she may never walk
again. Despairingly she takes this

to mean that she certainly will

not walk, and tells Dick so when
he comes to visit her in the hos-

pital.

Shocked and blaming himself,

Dick insists that he loves her and I

First things first. We looked, as

we always do, for a valid theme—
the moral statement which every

good confessions story must make
—and decided that in this case it

should be: the folly of trying

either to buy or to force love.

Sophie does both — the first by

agreeing to help Dick cheat if he

will take her to the party, the sec-

ond by permitting him to marry

her when she feels his only moti-

vation is a sense of responsibility

toward her. But the theme must

be strengthened, made far more
explicit.

The morals charge against Pop
is a red herring—a false clue indi-

cating to the reader that this story

will have something to do with

Pop's odd sexual practices. Better

if he's in prison for some nice

normal felony.

The original story told us in a

couple of sentences that the nar-

rator's father is in prison and her

mother has run away — but we
never see where Sophie lives, nor

are we given any explanation of

how a teen-age girl could be per-

mitted by public authorities to

live alone; this violates the realism

so vital in confession stories.

Another flaw in the original is

the way in which Dick's father is

introduced. If concern for him is

to be the trigger which brings

about the story's climax — and it

must be, as you'll see — he can't

be just a shadowy figure who is

brought into the story toward the

end; he has to be someone with

whom Sophie feels herself in-

volved emotionally — someone
whom the reader too will know
and love. To accomplish this, and
also to give Sophie's mother di-

mension as a character, we de-

vised an opening scene in which

18



'One-Wav Street to Hell" 'Don't Pity Me—Love Me!'

will take care of her; and just be-

foie she is discharged from the

hospital, a helpless cripple, he asks

her to marry him. Meanwhile, he

has quit school and gone to work
in his father's garage, to earn

money to pay Sophie's hospital ex-

spenses.

Sure that he does not really love

her, Sophie nevertheless agrees to

marry him because she is all alone

in the world and feels she has no

choice. After their simple wed-

ding, Dick takes her to live with

himself and his father; his mother

having died some years earlier.

Several months go by, with Sophie

cooking meals for the two men
from a wheel chair. Although she

and Dick share the same room,

their relationship is purely pla-

tonic, and Sophie continues to be

sure he does not love her and is

pining for his lost freedom and
Libby, his former sweetheart. His

father is invariably kind to her,

but she feels in her heart he must
blame her for having ruined

Dick's life. Both of them frequent-

ly urge her to do the exercises

recommended by the doctor in

hope that she may someday walk
again, but in her self-pitying leth-

argy she refuses to bother.

Then, one hot day, Dick's fath-

er comes home early from the ga-

rage, saying he is tired and not

feeling too well. Sitting with

Sophie in the kitchen, he suffers

a sudden heart attack and gasps

out a request for his pills, which
are upstairs in his bedroom. Some-
how, the need to help him gives

Sophie strength to leave her wheel
chair, drag herself up the stairs,

get the pills, and half-fall down
again to the ground floor. But she

Sophie, hungry after school, goes

to the cheap eating place where
her mother is a waitress, and finds

Mom so drunk and offensive on
the job that the boss is even then

in the act of firing her. A kindly

middle-aged customer of the eat-

ing place takes pity on Sophie's

tearful embarrassment at this

point, and helps her to get sloppy

old Mom home and into bed. This^

good Samaritan later turns out to

be Dick's father — a man to whom
Sophie thus already has a built-in

reason for being grateful. And by

tightening the time-scheme, so

that Mom's desertion of Sophie

happens only a day or so before

the accident which makes Sophie

a cripple, we avoid any need to

worry about why the authorities

permitted her to live alone—there

simply hasn't been time for them

to learn of her situation.

If there's one thing about con-

fessions stories we're sure of it is

this: readers must like the narra-

tor. Again and again, the stories

which rate high on the Readers'

Poll are those whose narrators are

appealing, while conversely, the

low-rating stories tend to be those

whose narrators irritate and/or

repel readers. Although narrators

must make mistakes (if they don't

where is the confession?) , their

mistakes must be those which

readers can condone and sympa-

thize with. Examining Sophie, as

depicted by Mrs. Granger, we
weren't sure she fulfilled this con-

dition. That business of helping

Dick cheat, for instance, just to

get a bid to the party—it makes

her seem terribly lacking in self-

respect. But she gains stature if

we let the incident occur only the

day after Mom loses job, when
Sophie is feeling specially lonely
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'One-Way Street to Hell" 'Don't Pity Me—Love Me!'

is too late—Dick's father dies in

her arms.

Now Sophie realizes that she did

love Dick's father, but she feels

that her love is unlucky— it always

destroys the one to whom she gives

it. Dick does not realize, and she

doesn't tell him, that she made the

superhuman effort of climbing the

stairs and getting the pills. That

night, in his grief, Dick takes her

in his arms and consummates

their marriage. But Sophie feels

that he has turned to her only for

comfort, not in love, and makes

up her mind to leave him and set

him free.

Slipping from bed after he is

asleep, she goes in her wheel chair

to the front room, where there is

a pair of crutches she has never

tried to use. With their help, she

is able to stand up—but she drops

one crutch and the noise wakens

Dick. When he sees her standing

he assumes she is leaving him be-

cause he has taken her sexually.

Sophie, for her part, longs to tell

him she will stay but feels she has

no right to. He urges her to walk

—and she does, straight into his

arms, although she had meant to

walk toward the door. Dick sees

this as proof that no matter what

she has said, she docs love him,

and begs her to stay with him for-

ever. 1 he end of the story leaves

us with the impression that even-

tually Sophie will be able to walk

as well as ever.

and scared. She gains further

stature if we let her waver in her

intention to hold Dick to his

promise—then finds Mom has de-

serted her and decides to have this

one evening of fun come what
may.

The relative ease with which

Dick is able to seduce Sophie is an-

other very black mark against her.

Lord knows seductions occur in

confession stories, but a girl who
goes overboard for a boy on a first

date—and that date one which she

knows is only payment of a debt-

is not a girl likely to win readers'

hearts. So we changed the seduc-

tion to a simple boy-and-girl :5cene

indicating the awakening of love

between these two kids, 'and let

them both be decent enough to re-

strain themselves before matters

got out of hand. This also enabled

us to show Dick as a more worth-

while person — important because

readers also dislike narrators who
fall in love with obvious no-goods.

An unexploited element in the

story as Mary Granger wrote it

was Sophie's jealousy of Libby,

Dick's former girl friend. Al-

though Dick has married her, she

always feels that he's pining for

Libby. We felt this should be

strengthened by allowing Libby

to function in the story, instead

of just being talked about, so we
provided two scenes in which she

appears—one at the garage party,

when she exhibits jealousy of

Sophie, and another some weeks

after Sophie and Dick are married,

when Libby and some other teen-

agers come to the house and try

to get Dick to go out with them
for the evening. Although Dick re-

fuses, Sophie is sure he really

wants to go.
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It's dramatic to show Sophie standing up and walking when she

realizes her father-in-law's lilc depended on it—but not very credible. We
fixed this by letting Sophie decide, after some weeks as Dick's unloved

wife, that her only salvation lies in becoming able to walk again. To do

this, she begins performing exercises in secret. Besides making her walk-

ing more believable, this also—again—adds to her stature as a person.

That All-Important Climax

Finally, we felt it necessary to change the whole climactic sequence in

order to clarify and tighten it. Instead of letting Dick's father die after

Sophie's great attempt to help him—thus negating all her efforts-we
changed the story so she really docs save his life by getting the pills. We
eliminated the sexual episode, as being out of place under the circum-

stances, and while still having Dick discover Sophie walking, we had him
react in anger because he feels she has been deceiving him all this time,

exploiting his pity for her. Heartbroken, Sophie then manages to get out

of the house and to a bus stop on crutches, and travels to a distant city,

where she collapses, and is found in a hospital by a contrite and loving

Dick, who has learned in the meantime from his father of how Sophie's

efforts saved the older man's life.

Who Will Do the Rewrite?

Once we'd talked-out all these changes (and a few more, minor ones

which I won't bother with here) Dan went to his typewriter and put

them all into a seven-page directive, single-spaced. And this directive, to-

gether with Mary's original MS, went airmail to writer Marguerite Mc-
Clain in Minneapolis. Why Marguerite and not Mary?— to hark back to

one of the questions I quoted at the start of this article. Is it really neces-

sary to turn a writer's story over to a different writer for revision? Alas,

I'm afraid it usually is. Unless the original writer is a real long-time pro-

fessional, with years of experience behind her, it is all but impossible for

her to be objective enough about her work to accept and carry out the

quite extensive revisions we generally ask for. This isn't just a theory

of mine—all too often, I've tested it out, and found myself forced to

publish a story that somehow or other, in the process of revision by its

original writer, has lost its freshness and power.
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Confession Magazines

INTIMATE STORY, 295 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Mary Lucile Proctor,

Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy. Uses stories from 3,000 to 10,000 words. Stories

should be vital and timely, and should reflect the conflicts which arise through the

problems of our world today. They should be handled with dramatic impact and

emotional warmth. Articles are written on assignment from an outline. Pays 3c a

word and up, on publication.

MODERN ROMANCES, 750 Third Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Henry Malmgreen,

Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.50 a year. Want strong confession stories

which are realistically motivated and convincing, with suspense, sincere emotion,

and true-to-life characterizations. Prefer a woman narrator. No Park Avenue pent-

house locales or exotic settings such as carnivals, circuses, rodeos, etc. Want strong

reader identification; their readers are mostly from low income and educational

levels of population. Length ranges from 5,000 to 10,000 words, with an occasional

20,000 word story bought for two-part serialization. Pay 4c per word if self-revised;

5c after three sales, on acceptance. Writer's data sheet and full prize money info

available on request.

MY ROMANCE, 655 Madison Ave., New York 21, N. Y. Jean Robbins, Editor.

25c a copy. Wants down-to-earth human-interest stories in which the problem and

its solution are important. Strong emotional appeal is essential. Problems should be

mostly those of young people and young married couples, told from the girl's view-

point. An occasional story from the man's angle is used. Lengths for stories are

5,000 to 6,000 words for an average, and up to 8,000 words for very strong prob-

lems. Also a good market for shorter stories of 1,500 to 3,000 words. Articles are in

demand and types include romantic problems, how to deal with them, inspirational

themes, etc. Pays 3c a word for stories, on acceptance; flat rate for articles. Also

published at this address and having approximately the same requirements is True

Secrets.

PERSONAL ROMANCES, 295 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Hilda Wright,

Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. Uses first-person stories of court-

ship and marriage with deep emotional problems. No glamour background wanted.

Stories must have the feeling that these are real things which happened to real

people. Lengths are from 4,000 to 12,000 words, with an occasional strong two-part

serial. Pays 3c a word and up, on publication; reports in three weeks.

REVEALING ROMANCES, 23 W. 47th Street, New York 36, N. Y. Rose Wyn,
Editorial Director; Shirley Brownrigg, Senior Editor. Issued monthly; 20c a copy.

Uses first-person stories that are sincere, plausible, realistic, readable, and inter-

esting. Stories written from the feminine viewpoint are preferred, but one man's

viewpoint story may be used in each issue. Emphasis is on courtship and young

married stories. Short-shorts up to 3000 words, short stories up to 6500 words,

novelettes up to 10,000 words. Also uses articles of every type: courtship, marriage,

personality, homcmaking. Light romantic verse up to 20 fines. Reports promptly.

Pays 3c a word and up for stories and articles and 50c a line for poetry, on accept-

ance.

SECRETS, 23 W. 47th Street, New York 36, N. Y. Rose Wyn, Editorial Director;

Shirley Brownrigg, Senior Editor. Issued monthly; 20c a copy. Uses confession

stories written in a strongly dramatic, sincere emotional style. Lengths: novelettes

up to 10,000 words, shorts from 3500 to 6500 words, and short shorts from 2000
to 3000 words. Uses articles up to 1200 words and fillers from 200 to 500 words on
all subjects relating to the personal lives of women today. Interested specifically

in articles on the subjects of courtship, marriage, personality, popularity, health,

home-making, children, and the family. Light romantic verse up to 20 lines is used.

Pays 3c a word and up to 50c a line for poetry, on acceptance.
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TAN, 1820 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 16, 111. Louie Robinson, Managing Editor.

Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.50 a year. Has a predominately female audience,

ranging from high school teens to middle age. Wants to see 2,000- to 5,000-word

articles written in a lively, anecdotal style on marriage, sex, or family problems.

Prefers medical or psychological significance. Pays Ic to 2c per word. Needs strong,

emotional impact fiction stories, dealing with human problems of love, marriage,

jealousy, insecurity, hate, etc., up to 5,000 words. Pays l/ac to 2c per word, on
acceptance. Buys four- to eight-line romantic verse at $5 per verse. Reports within

two weeks.

TRUE CONFESSIONS, 67 W. 44th St., New York 36, N. Y. The writing style

must make the reader feel at home with what the writer has to say; emotional

depth and credibility are also important. Stories should be slanted at readers in

their teens to late twenties; 5,000 to 7,500 words, but will consider any length up to

14,000 words. Provocative lead and strong plot are imperative. Payment is 5c per

word for fiction and non fiction. Uses self-help articles, inspirational, and anything

of interest to the readers of the magazine. Does not want beauty, fashion or cooking

pieces. Preferred article length is between 500 and 800 words. Longer, researched

pieces pay more than the regular 5c per word. Query for long features, but not for

filler material. Does not usually buy pictures. Address features to Helen Vincent,

Managing Editor.

TRUE EXPERIENCE, 205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. Frank R. Gould,

Editor. Issued monthly; 20c a copy. Wants earthy stories; realistic situations and

people with emphasis on dramatization of family life. Length: up to 10,000 words.

Payment from 3c to 5c per word. Style should be simple and direct; characters

must be natural. The reader wants to be entertained as well as helped. Payment is

on acceptance and self-addressed return envelope with sufficient postage must be

enclosed.

TRUE LIFE SECRETS—ACTUAL CONFESSIONS, Charlton Bldg., Derby,

Conn. Ernest H. Hart, Editor. Issued bi-monthly. Aimed at female readers from 16

years of age upward. Wants fiction related to love, discreetly handled sex, poignant,

problem stories written in the first person. Prefers 5,000 word length. Buys no

photos, but is a good market for cartoons for which they pay $5-$7. Reports within

a week and buys full rights.

TRUE LOVE, 205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. Miss Evonne Rae, Editor.

Issued monthly; 25c a copy. This magazine appeals definitely to young women be-

tween fifteen and thirty, married or single. All stories must be realistic love stories,

with plenty of romance and emotion woven through them. Stories should be court-

ship or marital problems written with honest emotion. All stories should be pre-

sented as personal experience, told in the first person with a theme or definite

moral emphasized. Pays $175 for 3,500 to 5,000-word stories; $250 for 6,500 to

7,000-word stories, and $400 for book-lengths of 10,000 words, on acceptance.

TRUE NURSE STORIES, 2726 N. Harlem Ave., Elmwood Park, 111. Frank R.

Steele, Editor. Issued monthly. Wants material that can be used or adapted in

short length features for girls and women such as personal advice on social be-

havior, sex problems, self-improvement. Also short articles on nurse interests, nurse,

doctor and patient relations and associated controversial subjects. Pays 5c a word

and .up. Fiction should be professionally written first person experience stories and

must have authentic hospital, medical, or nursing background. Length should be

3,000 to 7,000 words and pays 4c a word and up for fiction. Photos are bought if

they are submitted with manuscripts. These bring $7.50 apiece. All payment is

made on acceptance, U. S. rights are bought, and reports are usually within two

weeks after receipt.
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TRUE ROMANCE, 205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. Frank Gould, Editor.

Issued monthly; 25c a copy. Seeks great love stories, strong on character, realism,

excitement; also intensely romantic stories. Can use good pre-marriage and mar-

riage articles. Payment rates: From 3 to 5 cents per word. Length from 4,000 to

10,000.

TRUE STORY MAGAZINE, 205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. Nina S.

Dorrance, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy, $2.50 a year. Seeking stories of

courtship and young marriage, wifehood, motherhood, family life, dramatically and

romantically presented. Short stories from 3,500 to 7,000 words, novelettes from

7,000 to 9,000 words, and double-lengths from 11,000 to 14,000 words also used.

Articles accenting self-help rather than simple factual information are preferred.

Reports in four weeks. Pays $100 to $500 on acceptance. Photographs and anecdotes

wanted for Women Are Wonderful feature, 5c a word.

YOUR ROMANCE, 32 W. 22nd St., New York 10, N. Y. W. W. Scott, Editor.

Wants fast-moving, emotional confession stories, 4,000 to 5,000 words. Mostly urban

or suburban young married couples or love affairs. No rural scenes, no extraordi-

nary problems. Modern frankness on married love and sex; no crime. Every story

must be from the woman's point of view. Payment is 3c a word on acceptance.
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Crossword Puzzle Magazines

BEST CROSSWORD PUZZLES, Pines Publications, 355 Lexington Ave., New
York 17, N. Y. Issued quarterly; 35c a copy. Uses crossword puzzles having only

keyed words. Also interested in novelty puzzles. All work must be typed and a

stamped return envelops enclosed. Pays from $5 to $10 per puzzle on acceptance.

Reports in 6 weeks. Buys all rights.

CROSSWORD & FILL-IN PUZZLES, EASY CROSSWORDS, FIFTY SIMPLE
CROSSWORDS, HARLE CROSSWORDS, THE PUZZLER'S MAGAZINE,
QUICKIE CROSSWORDS, 215 Park Avenue South, New York 3, N. Y. Editor:

Walter H. Holze. Magazines use fairly easy-to-solve crossword puzzles, also Fill-In

puzzles. A list of current requirements will be sent upon receipt of a self-addressed

stamped return envelope. Specify whether Crossword rquirements or Fill-In re-

quirements are wanted. Rate of payment varies according to size of puzzle used

—

further information will be sent with requirements. Puzzles will be checked and

accepted or returned within three weeks. Don't submit puzzles unless you are asked

to! Payment is on publication, for all rights.

Also on all of our crossword magazines we are currently interested in receiving

articles on the derivation of words, the correct usage of words, words peculiar to

certain localities or trades, etc. Writers should check a current issue of each maga-

zine to see the type of material we are using.

Note that such articles on words must run about 1,500 words, divided into two

installments—the first installment to run 900 words, the second 600 words. Some
interesting, original, central theme must bind the article together. Also, the article

must show a real knowledge of the words and terms used. Under no conditions

should it merely be a list of a lot of words without their being defined and treated

in an entertaining manner. Articles on medical terms and diseases are not accept-

able.

Payment for each article is made upon publication of the first installment, at the

rate of approximately 2c a word. Unusable manuscripts are generally returned

within two weeks after their receipt.

CROSSWORD PLEASURE, CROSSWORD TIME, CROSSWORD TREAT,
152 West 42nd St., New York, N. Y. Issued bi-monthly, 35c a copy. Uses cross-

words and variety puzzles. Payment upon publication for good, original material.

Also uses short mystery stories which have factual solutions; lengths up to 500

words for fiction; 1,000 words for articles. Pays $15 for mysteries, up to $25 for

articles.

EVERYBODY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE MAGAZINE, FAST 'n EASY
CROSSWORDS, FUN CROSSWORD PUZZLES, JIFFY CROSSWORD PUZ-
ZLES, 1472 Broadway, New York 36, N. Y., TV Reporter, Inc., Publications, Jan
Bacon, Editor. Issued bi-monthly; 25c an issue, $1.50 a year. Material submitted

must be absolutely accurate. Merriam-Webster Dictionary is final authority. Rates:

$3, $3.50, $3.75, $4.25 on publication.
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Detective and Mystery Magazines

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S MYSTERY MAGAZINE, Lakeview Bldg., Suite 105,

North Palm Beach, Florida. William Manners, Editorial Director. Issued monthly;

35c a copy. Buys stories that range in length from 1,000 to 10,000 words. Emphasis

is on quality in plotting and writing. These may be serious, sophisticated, suspense

or deductive stories. Some humorous stories, too. Rates are from 3c to 6c a word,

on acceptance.

BESTSELLER MYSTERY MAGAZINE, P. O. Box 271, Rockville Centre, N. Y.

Joseph W. Ferman, Editor and Publisher. Want fast-paced, well-written mystery or

crime stories. Tend more and more toward quality writing of the sort practiced by

the better English writers. Pay Ic a word for fiction. Also use abridgements of

about 45,000 words from full-length mystery novels, reprints, and pay a flat $250

for these, on acceptance.

CONFIDENTIAL DETECTIVE CASES, Detective House, Inc., 441 Lexington

Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Issued bi-monthly; 25c a copy, $1.50 a year. Ruth Beck,

Editor. Uses fact detective cases, about 3,000 words, that will appeal to a male

audience. Cases must involve a woman principal, either victim or killer. Good art

must be available with the case—quantity is not as important as quality. Payment
is upon acceptance. Most articles are staff-written. No fillers or poetry. Reports

within two weeks.

ELLERY QUEEN'S MYSTERY MAGAZINE, 527 Madison Ave., New York 22,

N. Y. Crime detective, suspense, all types of mystery stories are used, including

off-trail, but it should be quality material—mediocre plots or writing are not

wanted. Lengths used are up to 10,000 words, with 3 to 10c a word paid for orig-

inals and less for reprints.

GUILTY DETECTIVE MAGAZINE, 32 W. 22nd St., New York 10, N. Y. W.
Scott, Editor. Buy fast-moving stories of the hot-rod and juvenile delinquent va-

rieties, length 1,000 to 10,000 words. Pay I/2C a word, on acceptance.

MASTER DETECTIVE, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. A. P. Govoni, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. Uses on-the-spot current crime

stories and well written accounts of old cases. Pays around $150 for 5,000 to 6,000-

word pieces. Query first. All facts should be thoroughly checked before sending in

a story. Photographs are essential.

MIKE SHAYNE MYSTERY MAGAZINE, 501 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Cylvia Kleinman, Editor. Buys novelettes of 8,000 to 10,000 words, and prefer a

strong, fast-moving story. Also interested in condensed (about 25,000 words) pre-

publication version on mystery novels. Pays Ic per word on acceptance for short

material, $250 for first North American Serial Rights for novelette.

OFFICIAL DETECTIVE STORIES, 400 No. Broad St., Philadelphia 1, Pa.

Harry Keller, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. Uses true, current

stories of detection of crime, 5,000 to 8,000 words. Buys photographs to illustrate

stories. Study the magazine to see exactly what is wanted. Pays 3c a word and up,

on acceptance; $5.00 for each photo used. No fiction or cartoons.

THE SAINT MYSTERY MAGAZINE, 489 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Hans
Stefan Santesson, Editor. This magazine prefers fiction short shorts for which they

pays Ic a word. Credibility is the special quality that is looked for in all stories.

Payment is made* on acceptance. Reports as soon as possible, buys all serial and
non-exclusive foreign rights. Query first. This magazine suspended publication in

August, 1960, but is buying material in anticipation of arrangements being finalized

for a new edition. The magazine is, however, not really an open market at this

time.
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STARTLING DETECTIVE, 67 W. 44th St., New York 36, N. Y. Joseph Corona,

Kditor. Issued bi-monthly; 35)0 a copy. Uses true detective stories and articles with

photos, on the solving of crimes, chiefly, murder cases. Length, 4,000 to 6,000 words.

•Also uses 6,000 and 7,()00-word factual accounts of current murder cases at 5c a

word plus photo payment. Query on both photo stories and full-length stories. Re-

ports within two weeks. Pays 5c a word for stories, on acceptance; $5.00 each for

photographs, on publication.

TRUE DETECTIVE, 205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. A. P. Govoni, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. Uses accurate, timely stories of true-

crimes, preferably murder, with photos of principals, etc. Stories must be written

with strong characterization, motivation, detective work, suspense. Published upon
indictment and/or written confession. Query first. Uses manuscripts of approxi-

mately 5,000 words. Photographs are a must. No fiction or poetry. Reports in a

week. Pays $175 to $200, plus $7.50 each for photos, on acceptance. Manuscripts

rejected by True Detective are automatically considered for use in Master Detective

before being returned. Rates are slightly lower for Master Detective.

TRUE POLICE CASES, 67 W. 44th St., New York 36, N. Y. Joseph Corona, Edi-

tor. Issued bi-monthly; 25c a copy. Wants true fact stories only, averaging about

5,000 words. Payment for these is $150 to $350. Also interested in seeing longer

pieces up to 9,000 words, for which $350 is paid. Likes sensational crime cases that

are in the news with the research thorough and well handled.
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Non-Uction: How The Pros Write it

By Don McKinney

A few years ago the managing editor of True^ Charles N. Barnard,

was asked to put together an anthology of the best stories the magazine

had published over the past 20-odd years. In the course of going through

the thousands of articles on everything from head-hunting to martini

mixing, he gave a good deal of thought to the best piece we had ever

done. The one he finally selected was not an epic adventure, an expose

which hit the front pages, or the personal saga of some great man; it

was, instead, a quiet, unsensational report from a sportswriter named
W. C. Heinz.

Heinz's story, "The Morning They Shot the Spies," described an

incident he witnessed during the latter days of World War II, when three

German soldiers were executed because they had been found in American

uniforms behind American lines. This incident had not made news when
it happened, and there were no headlines when Heinz's account was

printed; yet it was the kind of story which both editors and readers

remember long after the sensational and lurid are forgotten.

The story was memorable for a number of reasons, but it stands out

mainly because of its honesty and integrity. Heinz simply told what
happened and how it affected him and how others felt about it, and that

was all. He didn't try to tell you that this was going to be the greatest

and most significant thing you had ever read; he didn't toss off words

like "incredible" and "horrible" and "earthshaking"—words which have

been so overused that tjiey have lost any impact they may once have

had—he simply let the story tell itself, as directly and cleanly as he knew
how.

I am not, of course, suggesting that everyone rush out and buy the

anthology for the purpose of finding an infallible guide to fame and
fortune in the writing field. There are a great many articles which cannot

be written this way; the author frequently does not have an opportunity

to witness the events he is writing about, for instance. And it is hardly

necessary to probe the depths of the human heart when discussing the

differences between oleomargarine and the "expensive spread."

But this story does offer one lesson: the simple, uncomplicated ap-

proach will always have more impact than the kind of souped-up prose

that too many nonfiction writers feel is necessary. I don't know where
the cluttered, slam-bang style which characterizes so much of today's

nonfiction came Irom. but it must have been learned somewhere. Where-
ever he got it. the writer's first move should be to forget everything he

ever learned about "the craft of writing" and get back to the basic

approach, the direct, innnediate, uncluttered approach that he had when
he was a child.
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To put it even more simply: Don't lurile like a writer—just write.

Long before he became the "grand old man of American letters" and

virtually stopped writing for publication, Ernest Hemingway started a

revolution by rejecting all of the old forms and writing naturally. But

the stale and passe styles he turned his back on still—and far too often—

turn up in print.

The Writer's Worst Enemy

A few months ago an experienced and successful writer submitted a

story about an obscure action in the Pacific during the last war. It was

rejected rather quickly so I can't quote from it, but I vividly remember
an unending series of muscles writhing under sweat-stained shirts, bullets

whining like banshees through the steamy jungles, and grinning, slanty-

eyed antagonists. Had this writer been content simply to tell the facts—

instead of gilding every lily with the time-worn cliches of his trade—he

would have had a memorable story.

The cliche is the writer's worst enemy, mostly because it comes so

nattnally that you're not even aware you're using it.

There was a quote in the newspapers a few years ago that I've never

forgotten. A member of the UN was asked by a reporter whether he pre-

ferred to be called an Asian or an Asiatic. "I prefer to be called an Asian,"

he said. "The term Asiatic is so often followed by 'hordes' in your

language."

Most stories, if they are any good, will tell themselves. The writer's

job is to select what is important to unify the facts into a whole, and then

to let those facts take over. Too often, I'm afraid, the author is merely

employing cover-ups for the fact that he doesn't know what he's talking

about.

Which brings me to the first of those essentials vital to the writing

of any story: a thorough knowledge of your subject, and an idea of how
you want to approach it. This seems so obvious that it shouldn't be

necessary to bring it up, yet many writers don't seem to consider it im-

portant. They should not only have this knowledge when they sit down
to write; they should have it even before they propose the story to

an editor.

Time and again a writer will smile across my desk and say something

like: "How about a story on Ted Williams ... or the bombing of Pearl

Harbor ... or Rasputin ... or the Dreyfus Case?"

The only answer is: "Okay, how about it?"

"Well," he may go on doggedly, "what kind of angle would you like?"

These are the words of a man who wants his work done for him. He
may believe that the editor will think he is being merely obliging, but

he won't fool anybody.

The moral here is: Don't confuse a subject with a story. Ted Williams

and Pearl Harbor and the rest are subjects: behind them are many stories

—consider the reams of articles and books which have been written about

both. Don't tell the editor what your subject is— tell him your special

approach to that subject.

This advice applies as well to writers who propose ideas by letter.

Though it isn't necessary to use 2500 words to outline a 5000-word

article it is necessary to reveal a grasp of the subject and to indicate a
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point of view. The man who writes a one-paragraph outline, or tries to

stake out six future issues of the magazine with a few dozen queries in a

single letter does not inspire a great deal of confidence, and does not

get many assignments.

In planning an article, the first step is to read everything previously

written on your subject; even a bad job can be helpful. When checking

into previous references, remember that the Reader's Guide doesn't index

all magazines. The best way to find out whether an unlisted magazine has

covered a specific subject is to ask its editors. It's a nuisance, but it's better

than an enthusiastic query proposing a "never before told" story which

they published a few months before.

Before actually proposing your story to the magazine, try to round

up some usable original research material so that you can offer more than

a rehash of what others have done. Are any of the people involved

available for interview? Your query would seem more attractive if you

could say that you had contacted certain key persons and they w^re

prepared to cooperate.

Are there other original sources that haven't been tapped before-

local newspapers, diaries, out-of-print accounts? Quite often an old subject

will seem new again if something is discovered which casts it in a new
light.

Get More Research Material Than Is Necessary

If you read through your finished article and then your notes and

find you've used everything, you didn't do enough research. Your article

should give the reader the feeling that you know a lot more about the

subject than you've written; that you are an expert and telling him only

what he needs to know in order to understand and enjoy your story.

As Dick Gehman, one of today's top freelance writers and a real pro,

has said: "I must emphasize the importance of extensive, exhaustive

research. If the writer knows so much about the subject he cannot possibly

cram it into 5,000 words, so much the better. He w^ill be bound to

put in the most important details."

This all leads into the second major ingredient of quality nonfiction;

thi})ki}}g the material out, assessing its vahie, and arrivirig at a coherent

point of iiiew. It takes no great talent to gather material—just hard work

and a knowledge of where to look— but that's only the beginning. You
have to study and think about your material so thoroughly that it takes

on a definite form of unity in your mind.

If you are writing the story of some event—be it the invention of the

cotton gin, the invasion of Saipan, or the launching of the first earth

satellite-you are constructing a story in almost the same manner as you

would put together a piece of short fiction. Just as does a good short

story, a piece of nonfiction has a beginning (which arouses the interest

and gets the action moving) , a middle (which develops the characters

and builds suspense and an end (which resolves the problems and ties

up the loose ends)

.

In this type of story, characterization and a sense of narrative flow

are essential. Mere facts are as dead as cold statistics unless tliey are

backed up with a sense of the personalities and motivations of the men
involved, with the details which lift your story out of the statistical into
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the real. Characterization is just as important to an article about Bene-

dict Arnold or Charles Lindbergh as it is to a good novel.

If you don't think that a narrative style is important go back and
read one of those history books you had in high school. I was out of

college before I discovered that history could be interesting.

In most of today's large-circulation magazines, the writer is allowed

a certain amount of what has been called, somewhat unfairly, "fictionaliza-

tion." Actually, what he is doing is using fiction techniques to tell a

factual story. This does not mean that any facts are altered in the slightest

detail, or that the personalities and motivations of the people involved

are distorted in any way. But it does give the writer license to recreate

scenes in a dramatic, exciting fashion, and to give the reader a "you are

there" feeling. Instead of stating the cold facts, the writer brings this

long-dead material to life by putting it in a "story" form.

When the dialog that was actually spoken is not available (and you

should check thoroughly first to find out if it is available), you can invent

a minimum amount to bring further life to the narrative. This should

not be overdone, but a few sentences sprinkled throughout will relieve

the paragraph after paragraph of pure description, keep the story moving,

and rescue it from a straight history-book approach.

You will find, perhaps to your surprise, that this technique is used

in a great many magazines and serious historical works. The best course

is to study the market you're aiming for and learn just what devices they

allow in the recreation of a factual story.

In addition to understanding your story, it is necessary to have a point

of view about it. lliis doesn't mean you should write an editorial, but

you should have studied and thought about it enough to reach some
conclusion of your own as to what really happened, and why.

But don't state these conclusions in your own words; let the facts

tell the story, and if your conclusion is the right one, the facts will

support it. There are exceptions to this, of course, but the best course

to follow is to keep your own opinions unexpressed, and let your conclu-

sions be proved by your facts.

Writing the Profile

If you are writing about some living person—what has come to be

known as a "profile" since The New Yorker perfected the form—the most

important thing you can do is make the person seem as alive to your

reader as he seemed to you when you talked with him. This comes about

largely through an accumulation of seemingly unimportant details, an

accurate reproduction of the man's way of speaking, and a series of

anecdotes which reveal his character.

A year or so ago a writer w^ho was then new to us wrote a profile

which made every editor sit up and smile and feel he had just stumbled

across a new vein of gold. There was one scene in particular in which

small details gave a far better picture than any mere collection of facts

could have. To give you a more specific idea of what I mean, here are

a few paragraphs:

''At 6^, Frank Lausche looks like a hermit saint who has been chained

to a rock, away from the light, for many years. The face is ashy-pink and

scored with wrinkles. The eyes are dark and emotional, and he rarely
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looks directly at you when he speaks; he carries his head at one side and

seems to be peering through a knothole. The famous hair is like Brillo,

grayish and unkempt. The mouth is indrawn arid prim, like a tough

old woman's, and he speaks with a slow, careful primness in the grand

style, like Daniel Webster."

After a description of the man, here he is in action:

"As Lau'sche talks, he gazes off into some private abyss . . . He swivels

in his chair, gets up and down, seems to go to sleep, wakes with a start

and carries on where he left off. He scratches his head, rumples his hair,

covers his face with his hands, measures off his arguments on the edge of

his battered desk with his quick, blunt hands . . . He smokes an old cigar

butt. It keeps going out. He keeps relightening it. Finally he puts it,

ashes and all, into his breast pocket. . .
."

I quoted at such length because this ilhistrates so many pK)ints that

I'm trying to make. Aside from the fact that his age is given, there's

nothing "essential" here at all. Yet these "unimportant" derails create

a living picture of the man which no amount of statistics could begin

to capture.

Between colorful, revealing details and specific hard facts, give me the

details every time Some vital statistics are necessary, of course, but if

the reader wants more he can look the man up in Who's Who. A good

profile gives the reader something he couldn't get anyw^here else—

a

genuine recreation of a personality on a printed page.

When you quote the man you're writing about, put down the words

just the way he says them. I recently read an article by a famous writer

in which he quoted from a Swedish heavyweight, a West Indian Negro
and one of the so-called sick comedians. They all talked alike. I will

never read any of this man's dialog again without the feeling that I am
listening to other men's ideas expressed in his w^ords. The "ear for dialog"

is supposed to be essential to good fiction; it is just as essential to good

nonfiction.

Anecdotes are easy things for an editor to ask for; much harder to

find. But they are essential. Often the subject of your profile cannot or will

not supply them himself, and you must go to his friends, relatives or

business associates. You should also go to his enemies, as no man is all

shining knight, and the opinions of those who dislike or disagree with

him are essential to a balanced, objective picture.

One final thought if you are writing a profile; know as much as you

can about your subject before you talk to him. Don't expect him to sit

there and reel off the story of his life from the year one. Instead, he will

usually sit back and ask you what you want to know, and you had better

be ready for his question with a list of specific questions of your own-
including some that he won't want to answer. Often the undiplomatic

question will reveal far more than the expected one.

Many of these points I have been setting forth apply to any type

of nonfiction article. If you are doing a piece on a new medical discovery,

for instance, think of its final perfection and acceptance as a story. Talk
to the man or men who were responsible for it, and try to recreate their

moments of despair and triumph. Talk to other doctors who are in a

position to evaluate its imjx)rtance, and keep your article lively through

liberal use of these anecdotes and quotes.
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Bring the material home to your reader, show him how this or that

will affect him personally. Cite examples of patients who suffered be-

cause such and such a discovery was then unknown—put this in human
terms. Talk to representatives of the American Medical Association;

talk to your family doctor.

Perhaps this is asking too much in the name of art, but if the new
curable disease isn't too common, you might even go out and catch it

yourself. I am being somewhat facetious, of course, but you'll have to

admit that a personal description of the symptoms would have impact.

Please don't think we require this of our writers. But we did suggest

that one writer, doing an article on some Mexican mushrooms with

"magic" trance-inducing properties, eat some of them himself. And his

vivid description of the weird, dream-like state he went into and the

things he saw while in this condition were what really made his articles

come alive.

If you are writing about some well-publicized subject like sports,

get the locker-room stories that weren't in the papers, the unguarded
comments of your subject and his teammates and players from other

teams—get something fresh and new.

Think of a Title Before You Start

Many writers think their own title is unimportant—"Hell, the editor's

going to change it anyhow"—but a title is more than a name for a story;

it is a theme.

And it not only tells the editor what you're trying to say; it keeps you

on the track yourself. Nine times out of ten, when a piece comes in with-

out a title—or with a label like "Babe Ruth Story"—there's something

wrong with it. If you don't understand your own story well enough to

write a good title for it, you are not going to write a good piece either.

Know what you're going to say before you say it. I don't mean that you

should have a preconceived idea of your subject before you tackle it;

this sort of prejudice has ruined more writers than whisky, women or

slow horses. But after you've finished your research and that horrible

moment comes when you actually plunk yourself down in front of your

torture machine, have your point of view in sight.

You Have to Be Original

Another ingredient which lifts an article out of the ordinary is

originality. Some people will tell you that the best way to satisfy an

editor is to study his magazine and write your article in the same style.

This, frankly, is a sure-fire approach to mediocrity. Of course, a writer

should be familiar with a magazine before he tries to sell to it. Nothing

annoys me more than a piece which obviously does not come close to

jibing with our editorial policy. But aside from that, a blind imitation

of another writer's style (unless you are writing for Time) is about the

worst possible way to go about your job.

For one thing, the magazine may be sick to death of the style which

you pick to imitate. We once did a series of profiles of outstanding men,

most of whom would fit into the "self-made" classification. Either because
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their personalities were much alike, but more probably because the

writers felt they should fit into a certain mold, these men all drank,

cursed, chased women and did their jobs in a highly unorthodox manner.

The first few pieces seemed lively and refreshing; then the formula began

to pall. Writers who patterned their stories after our earlier pieces—

and there have been a good many of them—have since learned to their

sorrow that though imitation may be the snicerest form of flattery, it

doesn't sell.

Originality is hard to define. If you could pinpoint the exact nature

of originality, it wouldn't be original anymore. Let's just say that the

original writer goes at his story in the way that seems most logical and

effective to him, no matter what other writers have done. The standard

way to construct a story might be: opening anecdote, statement of theme

or subject, anecdote, factual background material interspersed with

anecdote, interview, concluding anecdote.

This formula is all right. It has been used in True before; it has

been used in every other magazine, and it will be used again. But it is

not a formula to quicken any editor's heart.

Don't be afraid to try something new. The worst thing that can

happen is that the magazine will ask you what you were thinking of,

and suggest something else. But they'll also respect you for having used

your head, even if you fell off the sled. Anybody can imitate; it takes

talent and imagination to try something new. Nobody remembers the

second guy who flew the Atlantic solo.

Here's a "different" lead that came off; it was a story about a train—

the 20th Century Limited. The author could have started off with a lively

anecdote, or an impressive collection of facts and figures on speed,

reliability, etc., but instead he took the reader and sat him down in the

middle of the track:

'7 a?n going to run a real train through here for you, leaxnng on
Track 5-/ at the carpeted gate, to prove that dreams come true. Didn't

you ex)er dream of being an engineer, of holding the throttle on a fast

ballast-scorcher just to see how it was? Well, here's where you can do
it . . r

Simple, direct? Yes. And if you love trains, and most men do, this

shows you right away that it's going to be your kind of story.

There is just one more thought that I'd like to leave w^ith you, because
it may be good for your morale. Whether a writer has been working for

us for 20 years, or whether it is his first submission, he probably won't
get it right the first time. Of course, the article you turn in should be
the very best that you can do. Some writers submit pieces with "First

Draft" written across the top, and we send them back and ask for their

finished draft, because we are editors not writing consultants. But don't

be disappointed if you are asked to rewrite— it happens to everybody.
To sum things up, I won't sum things up. That part of an article

always bores me. If you want to know what I said, go back and read
it again.
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Fanning and Rural Interest Magazines

A-l DIGEST, 10 Ninth St., Columbia, Mo. U- A. Herman, Editor. Issued monthly.

No fiction or photos. Cartoons are bought on contract only.

Non-fiction: Considers articles aimed at cattle and livestock raisers. Pays $5 per

column, on pubHcation. Reports on receipt of manuscript.

Fillers: Occasionally publishes verse or poetry.

ALMOND FACTS, P. O. Box 1768, Sacramento, Calif. Drew F. West, Editor.

Issued bi-monthly. No fiction, verse, poetry, or cartoons.

Non-fiction: Subject matter must deal with almonds (i.e. culture, marketing, etc.).

Payment varies depending on the story importance. Payment on publication. Buys

first printing rights only and reports within 30 days.

Photos: Buys photos submitted with manuscripts and with captions only. 8x10 size

is preferred. Pays $5 for pix plus manuscript fee.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, Hamilton, Illinois. G. H. Gale, Editor. Issued

monthly. No fiction, verse, poetry, or cartoons.

Non-fiction: Wants beekeepers experience articles. Pays according to budget, on

publication. Reports at once.

Photos: Buys photos submitted with manuscript and pays according to budget.

Prefers 4x5, 8x10.

Fillers: Uses short news items.

THE AMERICAN HEREFORD JOURNAL, 500 Graphic Arts Bldg., Kansas City

5, Mo. D. R. Ornduff, Editor. Issued semi-monthly. No fiction, verse, poetry, or

cartoons.

Non-fiction: Wants articles on production procedures and practices, with accent on
specific factual material. Mainly 500 to 1,500 word lengths used. Usually better to

query rather than speculate. Pays I/2C to 2c per word, on pubHcation. Reports

within 30 days. Buys first publication rights.

Photos: Pays $2 per print for photos submitted with manuscripts.

BADGER FARM BUREAU NEWS, Box 1150, Madison, Wis. Henry W.
Schrocder, Editor. Issued once a month. No fiction, verse, poetry, and reports

after publication. All payment is made on publication.

Non- fiction: Wants Wisconsin farm stories only, of not over 1,000 words in length.

Cartoons: Uses only 12 cartoons per year.

Photos: Buys photos with manuscripts and with captions only. Should be 5x7
or larger glossy prints. Pays $3 to $5 for these.

BETTER FARMING METHODS, Sandstone Bldg., Mount Morris, 111. Frank
Waddle, Editor. Issued monthly. No fiction, verse, or poetry.

Non-fiction: Wants articles on adjustments in agriculture for farmers and farm
leaders. Length should be from 1,200 to 1,500 words. Interviews are used as fea-

tures. Pays $50 for these, on acceptance. Reports in a week and buys single publi-

cation rights.

Cartoons: Uses 30 cartoons a year and pays $5 each for these.

Photos: Buys photos submitted with manuscripts and with captions onlv. Payment
is from $5 to $40.

DAIRY PLANT FIELDMAN, P. O. Box 18118, Louisville, Ky. L. A. Zahradka,
Editor. Issued monthly.

Non-fiction: Wants dairy farm articles on quality salesmanship, cattle disease, and
dairy farm management. Payment by writer's request. Articles must be exclusive.

FARM AND RANCH, 318 Murfreesboro Rd., Nashville, Tenn. Bill Kennedy,
Editor. Lssued monthly. No fiction, verse, poetry, or cartoons. Material is mostly
staff written.
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Non-ficiton: Uses short (up to 2,500 words) how-to-do-it articles on the business of

farming as it applies to all or part of the southern states from Virginia to Cali-

fornia. Prefers photos with articles. Pays from $10 to $100 and up for articles, on
acceptance. Reports in two to three weeks and buys First Publication rights.

Photos: Pays up to $15 for b & w photos and up to $100 for color transparencies.

Buys photos submitted with manuscripts and with captions only.

FARM BUREAU MIRROR, 3609 Derry St., Harrisburg, Pa. Robert Kamensky,
Editor. Issued monthly. No fiction, verse or poetry.

Non-fiction: Wants agricultural material only, written in straight newspaper style.

Length is not an important factor. Rate varies from $10 to $50 plus, on publication.

Reports within two weeks and buys first rights only.

Cartoons: Uses about 50 agricultural cartoons a year for which they pay $5 each.

Photos: Buys photos submitted with manuscripts and with captions only. Prefers

5x7 or 8x10. Rates from $3 up.

FARM JOURNAL, Washington Square, Philadelphia 5, Pa. Issued monthly; 25c a

copy; $1.00 a year. Five separate editions are printed for the East, the Central

States, the Southeast, the Southwest and the West parts of the U. S. Material is

bought for one or more editions depending on where it fits. Payment is the same,

regardless of editions the piece is used in.

Non-fiction: Carroll P. Streeter, Editor. Timeliness and seasonality are very impor-

tant. Allow about two months for most articles. Non-fiction is always highly prac-

tical and should be helpful to as many farmers as possible. Farmers' experiences

may apply to any phase of farming and animal raising as well as to the farm home
and the community. Queries are always helpful. Technical material must be accu-

rate. "The Farmer's Wife" section is open for homemaking experiences based on

what a particular woman did. Allow a full two or three months for material in this

department. Some material in all departments is staff-written, and some is on

assignment. However, many free-lance submissions are bought. It might be well to

query first. Pays excellent rates, on acceptance.

Photographs: Photographs, either separately or with short how-to material, in

picture stories and as illustrations for articles are much in demand.

Fillers: Short how-to articles of about 500 words are in demand; also epigrams,

quips, short humor.

THE FARMER-STOCKMAN, 500 N. Broadway, Oklahoma City 1, Okla., and

4321 North Central Expressway, Dallas 5, Texas. F. J. Deering, Editor. Issued

monthly in two editions, one for Oklahoma and one for Texas. No fiction.

Non-fiction and Photos: Devoted mainly to direct farm reports from within the

territory. Occasionally buys short, bright, illustrated articles. Reports promptly and

pays on publication.

Fillers: A column of poetry is included each month and some poems are used in

the women's section.

FLORIDA GROWER AND RANCHER, P. O. Box 2350, Tampa, Fla. Alice

Tompkins, Editor. Issued monthly. No fiction, verse or poetry.

Non-fiction: Uses how-to articles for Florida farmers, 1,000 to 1,500 words in

length. Pays $10 to $20 for these, on acceptance. Reports within 10 days.

Cartoons: Buys 72 farm life cartoons yearly and pays $2.50 each.

Photos: Buys photos submitted with manuscripts and with captions only. Preferred

size is 5x7 or 8x10 for which they pay $5 and $10.

GEORGIA FARMER, P. O. Box 7285, Station "C," Atlanta 9, Ga. Elmo Hester,

Editor. Issued monthly. No fiction, verse or poetry. Very seldom uses cartoons.

Non-fiction: Wants concise how-to and success farm stories localized to Georgia.

Payment depends on the quality of the article and the photos accompanying it. All

payment is on publication and reports within two weeks.
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Photos: Photos are occasionally bought with manuscripts and payment for photos

is included in the price of the article.

THE HOOSIER FARMER, 130 E. Washington St., Indianapolis 4, Ind. C. W.
Stall, Editor. Issued monthly. No fiction. Payment on publication. Buys exclusive

rights in Indiana farm publications.

Non-fiction: Wants general farm articles. No payment.

Cartoons: Buys about 24 cartoons a year that have a farm angle. Rate about $3 to

$5 per cartoon in drawing form.

Fillers: Uses verse or poetry sent in by amateurs and judged by the staff to be the

best. No payment.

THE IDAHO FARMER, see The Washington Farmer.

ILLINOIS RURAL ELECTRIC NEWS, P. O. Box 1180, Springfield, 111. William

E. Murray, Editor.

Non-fiction and Photos: Uses articles of 1,200 words relating directly or indirectly

to the use of electricity on the farm. Particularly likes stories showing the farmer

how he can save time. Pays $50 each, on acceptance. Two good, glossy photographs

must accompany manuscript. Also buys 600-word stories with one illustration at

$25 each. No women's material needed.

JERSEY JOURNAL, 1521 Broad St., Columbus 5, Ohio. Lawrence H. Odgers,

Editor. Issued twice monthly. No fiction, verse, poetry or cartoons.

Non-fiction: Uses Jersey cattle dairy farmer and breeder success stories, particularly

Jersey cattlemen who are seUing all-Jersey milk. Pays $10 to $15 and up per

article, on publication.

Photos: Buys photos submitted with manuscripts. Also buys cover picture primarily

dealing with Jersey cows and people who work with Jersey cattle. Pays $10 per

picture, when pubUshed.

THE KENTUCKY FARMER, Box 210, Middleton, Ky. Bernard L. Vonderheide,

Editor. Issued monthly. No fiction, verse, or poetry.

Non-fiction: Buys on-the-farm feature stories, showing the good management and

"how-to-do-it" aspects of a particular operation on the farm. Main requirement is

that the feature show a Kentucky farmer and his farm. Payment varies with depth

of article. Payment on publication. Reports immediately.

Cartoons: Buys a few farm cartoons.

Photos: Buys photos submitted with manuscripts. Rates vary.

LANCASTER FARMING, Box 1524, Lancaster, Pa. Jack Owen, Editor. Issued

weekly.

Non-fiction: This magazine is for the farm families of Lancaster and surrounding

counties. There is no specific need for material, but will welcome any manuscript

the writer cares to submit. No established rates, but will offer what they feel is a

just payment.

NATIONAL LIVESTOCK PRODUCER, 139 North Clark St., Chicago 2, 111.

J. W. Sampier, Editor. Issued monthly. No fiction, verse, or poetry.

Non-fiction and Photos: Best to study recent issues and query editor first. Articles

of 2,000 words on the production and marketing of livestock are used. Pays $100

per feature, up to $300. Prefers to buy package of photos and text. Pays on publi-

cation. Buys first rights only and reports in two weeks.

Cartoons: Pays $10 each, but arc overstocked.

NATIONAL WEEKLIES, INC., 179 E. Second St., W^inona, Minn. Dorothy

Leicht, Editor. No cartoons or photos.

Non-fiction: Uses stories, 2,500 to 3,000 words, of interest to small-town or farm
families. Pays fair rate, on publication.

Fillers: Occasionally accepts poetry.
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OREGON CATTLEMAN, Ochoco Bldg., Prineville, Oregon. Cecil L. Edwards,

Editor. Issued monthly. No fiction, verse, or poetry. Cartoons are bought through

a contract service.

Non-fiction: Uses articles of historical and medical nature and market articles.

Payment by treaty, on publication.

Photos: Payment for photos by treaty.

THE OREGON FARMER, see The Washington Farmer.

ORGANIC GARDENING AND FARMING, Organic Park, Emmaus, Pa. Robert

Rodale, Editor. Issued monthly. No fiction, verse, poetry, or cartoons.

Non-fiction: Uses factual, informative and interesting articles based on the organic

(natural) concept of agriculture—that is, the use of natural fertilizer, ground rock

mineral fertilizer, biological insect control, etc., and avoidance of chemicals,

poisons, etc. Mulching, composting, garden and farm techniques, livestock, house

plants, improved varieties, nutritional aspects. Features— 1,000 to 2,000 words ap-

proximately. Pays $35 to $70 on acceptance and reports in two weeks. Buys first

rights. Note: Writers interested in contributing to O. G. & F. are urged to. send for

copies of Author's Handbook, Photo Guide, and a current issue of the magazine

in order to be better informed and prepared to submit wanted material. There is

no charge. Write M. C. Gohman, Managing Editor.

Photos: Buys photos submitted with manuscripts. Also photo stories and single re-

lated photos. Enlargements (4x5 or larger preferable), black and white glossy

prints. Also color transparencies (4x5) for cover use. Pays $5 to $15 for b & w;

$50 for color transparencies.

Fillers: Uses short articles for filler material.

RURAL NEW YORKER, 311 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N.Y. William Berghold,

Editor. Issued monthly; 10c per copy; $1.00 per year.

Non-fiction: Uses articles dealing with Northeast farms, livestock, poultry, and

horticulture.

Photos: Uses 8 x 10 glossy enlargements. No color. Subject should have North-

east farm appeal. Pays $2 to $3 for inside photos; $7 to $25 for covers, on publica-

tion. Buys one time rights for covers and first time rights for articles. Always

query first. Generally does not make assignments. However, a specific assignment

may be made with a specialist in a particular field of agriculture. Agreement is

usually made via correspondence in advance.

THE SHORTHORN WORLD, 16 South Locust St., Aurora, 111. Bill Stunkel,

Editor. Issued on the 1st and 15th of every month. No fiction, verse, poetry, or

cartoons.

Non-fiction: Uses stories about Shorthorn and Polled Shorthorn operations, shows,

and sales. Pays 75c a column inch, on publication. Buys first publication rights and

reports within two weeks after publication.

Photos: Buys photos with caption only. 4/2x6/2 or 7/2x9/2 preferred. Pays $2 per

photo.

SOUTH DAKOTA STOCKGROWER, 426 St. Joe St., Rapid City, S. D. Jack

McCulloh, Editor. Issued monthly. No fiction.

Non-fiction and Photos: Wants articles accompanied by photos on livestock. Pay-

ment varies, on publication.

Cartoons: 18 to 20 cartoons are used each year.

Fillers: Uses verse or poetry as filler material.

SUCCESSFUL FARMING, 1716 Locust St., Des Moines 3, Iowa. Issued monthly;

25c a copy; $1.00 a year. Indoor and outdoor interests and work of a farm are of

equal importance here, and the farmer's wife is as important as the farmer himself.

Non-fiction: Dick Hanson, Editor. Feature material includes outstanding projects

of plain dirt farmers, scientific developments and new equipment for farms, news
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of the 4-H Clubs and Future Farmer Chapters, homebuilding and remodeling, farm

furnishings. Good illustrations are very important. Maximum text length is about

2,500 words. An occasional short inspirational article would fit in. Pays an average

of 4c a word, on acceptance.

Photos: Picture stories with detailed captions handle many subjects to advantage.

Pays $3 to $10 each for photographs.

Fillers: Various departments such as "All Around the House," "All Around the

Farm," etc., use short contributions for which $5 is paid. Buys suitable short verse

occasionally at 50c a line. Reports in one week. Uses humorous verse 2 to 10 or 12

lines and brief, witty quotations on current Hfe. Pays $3 for jokes and gags used.

Buys all rights and reports upon purchase.

THE TENNESSEE FARMER AND HOMEMAKER, Box 515, Nashville, Tenn.

See The Kentucky Farmer.

THE UTAH FARMER, see The Washington Farmer.

WASHINGTON FARMER, Review Bldg., Spokane 10, Wash. Cecil Hagen, Man-
aging Editor. Issued on the first and third Thursday of each month. No fiction or

cartoons.

Non-fiction: Buys some technical articles and also some farm life articles, almost

entirely from local sources. Prefers to be queried first. Articles seldom exceed 1,500

words and pays $5 to $35 for these, on acceptance. Buys one time publication rights

and reports before 60 days.

Photos: Buys a few photos submitted with manuscripts and with captions only.

Prefers 8x10 for cover page use, if local. Pays $10 for covers.

Fillers: Uses short verse from readers for a token payment of $1. They are not in

the market for verse.

WESTERN FRUIT GROWER, 251 Kearny, San Francisco 8, Cahf. Harold

Rogers, Editor. Issued monthly. No fiction, verse, poetry, or cartoons.

Non-fiction: Uses how-to-do-it and experience type stories on commercial fruit

operation in seven western states. Length up to 1,000 words. Pays 3c a word or $30

a page, including pix, on publication. Buys first publication rights and reports

within one week.

Photos: Buys photos submitted with manuscripts and with captions only. Prefers

8x10, but can use 4x5 if they are sharp. Payment figured in page rate.
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Fraternal Magazines

THE ELKS MAGAZINE, 386 Fourth Ave., New York 16, N. Y. Issued monthly.

Fiction: Lee C. Hickey, Editor. This should be of interest to readers of a man's

magazine yet of a character which can go into these readers' homes without

creating the impression that the magazine runs sensational material. Top length

approximately 5,000 words. Excellent rates. No fillers, cartoons, or poetry. Reports

in about 3 weeks.

THE KIWANIS MAGAZINE, 101 E. Erie St., Chicago 11, III. Issued monthly;

20c a copy; $2 a year. Edited for small-town business and professional men with

active interest in civic affairs and their families.

Non-fiction: Richard E. Gosswiller, Editor. Articles about social and civic

betterment, business, education, religion, domestic affairs, etc., up to 3,000 words.

Emphasis on objectivity and intelligent analysis of contemporary problems in

fields mentioned. Payment is up to $250. Also uses 1,500-word articles that con-

tain high-level humor or light satire. Payment for these is up to $150.

Fiction: May be humorous, or have a definite theme. Payment is up to $200.

Fillers: Uses unusual and imaginative fillers — humorous if possible, which

bring up to $50. Payment is on acceptance. Reports in two weeks. Prefers queries.

Buys first rights only.

THE LION, 209 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, 111. John R. Karel, Editor. Issued

monthly; 15c per copy; $1.00 per year. No fiction or fillers.

Non-fiction: This magazine is edited for business and professional men of 105

countries. Articles of practical value, sports, humor, business, with a maximum
wordage of 1,500, are published. An anecdotal approach is preferred. Payment

is 10c per word, or more, on acceptance, depending on quality and regularity

of acceptable contributions.

Photos: Photographs are accepted as illustrations with a manuscript, or with

caption material only. Payment here is $10 per picture, and is made on publica-

tion. Reports are within ten days.

THE ROTARIAN, 1600 Ridge Ave., Evanston, 111. Karl K. Kruger, Editor.

Fillers: Subfeature on almost anything that fits the magazine's pattern, however,

they are overstocked. Lengths up to 300 words. Pays according to what the ma-

terial is worth to the magazine. Buys full rights; reports within a week. Query

first.
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General Editorial Magazines

THE AMERICAN LEGION MAGAZINE, 720 Fifth Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

Issued monthly; 15c a copy; $1.50 a year.

Non-fiction: Joseph C. Keeley, Editor. Legion material is not open as a market, but

general articles and humor are free-lance. Most non-fiction is written on order,

usually following a query with outline. Seasonal material should be 2,500 words.

Pays good rates on acceptance. Reports in two weeks.

Cartoons: Bill Luddy, Editor. Uses about 150 general appeal, action-type cartoons

per year with beguiling or ludicrous characters. Short captions. No spreads. Taboo:

bad taste, ofT color, sex, liquor, religion, racial diflFerences. Size proportionate to

2"x3" or 3"x4" [iVi times is best). Finish should be done in line with blue wash

used to indicate Ben Day areas. Pays $50 for first sale, then payment is scaled up

to $100 for additional sales. Reports in one week. Buys first rights only.

Photos: Photos are handled on an assignment basis with the magazine retaining

authorship as to the use of secondary rights. Color 4x5 preferred. Also uses 8x10

glossy black and white prints. Top flight photos only.

Fillers: Joseph C. Keely, Editor. The last page, "Parting Shot^ ""
offers a very small

market for brief anecdotes, humorous shots and light verse. Reports in two weeks.

AMERICAN MERCURY, 250 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y. Maurine Halli-

burton, Managing Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $4 a year. No poetry or

fiction.

Non-fiction: Uses general-interest articles on business, science, history, the Ameri-

can Scene, travel, humor. 500 to 3,000 words. Assigns political articles. Query on

these. Payment by agreement on publication.

Fillers: Uses short fillers, preferably humorous.

CORONET MAGAZINE, 488 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Issued monthly;

35c a copy; $3.00 a year.

Non-fiction: Lewis W. Gillenson, Editor. Wants entertaining, informative or inspi-

rational articles that can be presented effectively. Major categories most often used

are: current issues, personalities, medicine and health, money, human relations,

history, science, modern living, recreation, crime; institutions, events and customs;

humor, first-person experiences, religion. All material should be well researched,

yet written brightly with strong story-line and anecdotal content even in the case of

the most factually informative subject. Payment for articles is on acceptance.

Fillers: Patricia Gately, Editor. Uses epigrams, jokes, anecdotes, light verse, inspi-

rational tidbits, etc. Length up to 500 words. Pays $5 for material from published

source and minimum of $10 for original anecdotes. Buys all rights plus reprint

rights. Reports within 90 days.

COSMOPOLITAN, 959 Eighth Ave., New York 19, N. Y. Issued monthly; 25c a

copy; $4.20 a year. No fillers or verse.

Non-fiction: Thomas Fleming, Editor. Uses profiles, medical articles, articles on

sociological subjects, material on health, nutrition, diet, articles of national interest

of all kinds. Length is about 3,000 words. Short humor pieces, about 2,000 words.

Rates vary according to material. Pays on acceptance.

Fiction: William Carrington Guy, Editor. Wants stories with solid plot, good char-

acterization and good writing. Sophisticated handling and fresh approach to both

serious and humorous stories. Short shorts from 1,500 to 3,000 words; short stories

from 5,000 to 6,000 words; and murder or suspense stories of 25,000 words. Pays

top rates for fiction.

Photographs: Photographs with manuscripts or with captions. Pays on acceptance.

EBONY, 1820 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 16, 111. John H. Johnson, Editor. Issued

monthly; 35c a copy; $3.50 a year. No essays, poetry, or historical articles.
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Non fiction and Photos: Uses articles and features which can easily be illustrated

by photographs and are by or about Negroes with emphasis on achievement and

success. Also uses entertainment features and sports articles—length 2,000 to 3,000

words. Study the magazine for style. Pays $75 and up for text. Pays $100 and up
for set of at least 15 pictures.

LIFE, Time & Life Building, 9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y. Henry R.

Luce, Editor; Edward K. Thompson, Managing Editor. Issued weekly; 20c a copy;

$5.95 a year. Most material is staff jjrepared. The best field for contributions is

human interest stories. (Examples: "Story of Mayo Buckner," by Robert Wallace,

in March 24, 1958 issue; 'The Pitiful Pirates," by Evan McLeod Wylie, in March
2, 1959 issue.) Manuscripts should be addressed to Articles Department, Ralph

Graves, Articles Editor. Good payment, on publication. Also see Picture Magazines

section.

LOOK, 488 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Gardner Cowles, Editor. Issued

bi-weekly; 20c a copy; $4.00 a year. A picture-and-text magazine for the whole

family. Although most of the content is staff-written and the magazine has staff

members across the country, the balance is worked out from ideas submitted by

writers and photographers. The editors are always on the lookout for article sug-

gestions about all types of people, of all ages, in any section of the country. Where
picture possibilities are good, staff photographers are sent out to develop picture

aspects. Suggestions for articles should be addressed to Managing Editor; for pic-

tures to Picture Editor. Pays good rates, on acceptance.

THE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC MAGAZINE, 16th and M Sts., N.W., Wash-
ington 6, D. C. Issued monthly; $1.00 a copy; $8.00 a year. Has its own staff of

writers and photographers, but unsolicited contributions receive careful attention.

Non-fiction and Photography: Dr. Melville B. Grosvenor, Editor. Uses articles

averaging 2,000 to 8,000 words. The ideal article is an accurate descriptive narra-

tive of personal experiences in places of geographic interest. Information should be

presented vividly and unforgettably. A large collection of top-quality color and

black-and-white photographs from which illustrations may be selected is important.

Outstanding series of color and black-and-white photographs of a geographic

nature will be considered, even when not accompanied by an article. Single, un-

usual black-and-white photos are purchased occasionally. Standards are high. Pays

$800 to $1,500 and up for articles, on acceptance. Query first.

THE NEW YORKER, 25 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y. Issued weekly; 25c a

copy; $7.00 a year.

Non-fiction: William Shawn, Editor. Single factual pieces run from 3,000 to 10,000

words. Long fact pieces are usually staff written. So is "Talk of the Town," al-

though ideas for this department are bought.

Fiction: Uses fiction, both serious and light, from 1,000 to 6,000 words.

Fillers: About 90 per cent of the fillers come from contributors with or without

taglines (extra pay if the tagline is used). Also buys serious and light verse. Reports

in two weeks. Pays good rates, on acceptance.

PAGEANT, 535 Fitth Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Non-fiction: William A. Robbins, Editor. Buys all types of articles. Is interested in

almost everything, from personalities to provocative first-person treatments on

controversial subjects. Wants imaginative presentation, a high degree of topicality,

and originality. Prefers word length of 1,500 to 2,500 words. No fillers, no fiction,

or verse. Pays from $50 to $650. Queries giving ideas and outlines for articles

should be sent to Mr. Robbins. All picture queries should be sent to Peter Meyer-

son, Picture Editor.

PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE MONTHLY, 210 S. Clinton St., Chicago 6, 111.

V. Peter Ferrara, Editor. Issued monthly; 20c a copy; $1.00 a year. No fiction or

poetry.
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Non-fiction and Photos: Uses success stories of famous people, past or present;

applied psychology; how-to-do-it mechanical articles, not too technical; popu-

larized science and invention; personality and human interest stories with an opti-

mistic tone. Photographs and drawings are essential. No fiction or poetry used.

Reports in one week. Pays a base rate of 2c a word, $3.00 for each illustration,

on acceptance.

READER'S DIGEST, Pleasantville, N. Y. Issued monthly; 35c a copy. Items in-

tended for a particular feature should be addressed to that feature, although the

editors may decide they are better suited to another section of the magazine.

Non-fiction: Although the market for original feature articles remains slight, the

editors are receptive to ideas and consider them more important than their pre-

sentation. Uses first-person narratives of personal, unusual experiences. Must be

true, previously unpublished, and revelatory of human nature. Contributions must

be typewritten, preferably double-spaced, and not over 2,500 words. Will not be

acknowledged and will be returned only if return postage is sent. Do not send

original documents or photographs. Pays $2500. Address to First Person Editor,

The Reader's Digest, Pleasantville, N. Y.

Fillers: "Life in These United States" is the most popular department. A large

staff reads everything, eliminates ae:e-worn tales, those which poke fun at a handi-

capped person, or reflect unfavorably upon racial or religious groups. Ancedotes

centering around children are less likely to be accepted, as the department is in-

tended to be revelatory of adult human nature, its virtues, humor, and oddities.

Current issues carry notations about requirements in departments which are buy-

ing. "Toward a More Picturesque Speech" has replaced "In Search of a Quip" and

is wider in scope. Consideration is given to bits of extraordinary good description,

quips, clever definitions, etc. Pays $100 for "Life in These United States" material.

SATURDAY EVENING POST, Independence Square, Philadelphia 5, Pa. Issued

weekly; 15c a copy; $6.00 a year.

Non-fiction: Ben Hibbs, Editor. Seven or eight articles are used in each issue, and
three-fourths of them come from free-lancers. It is wise to query the editors on an
article idea before investing the time and labor required to turn out a finished

manuscript.

Fiction: Post fiction falls into three categories—serials, novelettes, and short stories.

Serials run from 25,000 to 60,000 words, and the Post uses about 15 a year. Novel-

ettes range from 10,000 to 12,000 words, and 8 to 10 are bought annually. The
Post publishes 208 short stories each year, varying in length from 2,500 to 6,000

words. Especially welcome are stories with a business background, love stories, ad-

venture stories and humorous stories.

Fillers: The Post is always interested in seeing poems up to 16 lines, serious and
humorous; prose Post Scripts, not more than 400 words, epigrams, regular back-

of-the-book features such as The Perfect Squelch, not more than 200 words. Buys
all rights until publication; after that all rights except American and Canadian
Magazine rights revert to the author. Pays top rates. Reports in a week, except for

the regular back-of-the-book features. No report unless addressed envelope is en-

closed.

SEPIA, Good Publishing Co., 1220 Harding St., Ft. Worth, Texas. Adelle Jackson,

Editorial Director.

Non-fiction and Photos: This is primarily a picture magazine interested in every

phase of Negro life. Wants good photo stories with about 1,500 words of text.

Pays $200 and up for a complete story with pix, depending on the quality of the

material.

TOWN AND COUNTRY, 572 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Issued month-
ly; 75c a copy; $7.50 a year. Henry B. Sell, Editor. Though the magazine oc-

casionally has writers such as Robert Moses, Cleveland Amory, Francis Parkinson
Keyes for special features, it is predominantly staff-written.
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YANKEE, Dublin, N. H. Issued monthly. No cartoons.

Non-fiction: Wants 1,200 to 2,000 word articles on New Englanders. Pays 5c to

10c per word. Buys all rights and reports in one to two weeks.

Fiction: Same as non-fiction.

Photos: Buys 8x10 glossy prints (b & w); no color. Buys one time rights on ac-

ceptance or on publication. Assignments are made on a prearranged basis; guaran-

tees are given and all expenses are paid.

Fillers: Uses poetry, 8 to 12 lines in length. Pays $5 for each poem and buys all

rights. Reports in two to three weeks.
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Health and Medicine Magazines

LIFE AND HEALTH, 6856 Eastern Ave., N.W., Washington 12, D. C. J. DeWitt

Fox, M.D., Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year.

Non-fiction: Uses articles on health, medical topics, common diseases, mental hy-

giene, etc., written in layman's language. Prefer M.D. or R.N. by-lines, but accurate

and authentic free-lance material is invited. Down-to-earth articles written in lay-

man's language are needed on how to keep fit, specific diseases such as arthritis,

cancer, tuberculosis, mental hygiene. Teen-age topics also needed. Average length

1,500 words. Payment moderate, on acceptance.

Photos: T. K. Martin is Photo Editor. Buys 8x10 glossies and 4x5 or larger color

photos. Buys one-time, exclusive rights. Pays $50 for covers and $5 to $6 for other

photos used.

LISTEN MAGAZINE, 6840 Eastern Ave., N.W., Washington 12, D. C. Francis A.

Soper, Editor. Issued bi-monthly; 35c a copy; $2.00 a year.

Non-fiction: Uses articles from 500 to 1,500 words; medical, legal, and educational

articles on alcohol, narcotics, and dope problems; mental health; occasional out-

door or inspirational articles. Especially interested in youth-slanted articles en-

couraging non-alcohol way of life. Pays 2c to 4c a word and reports in one to two

weeks.

Fiction: Seldom uses fiction except when based directly on an actual experience

relating to the alcohol problem or some phase of it. Not over 2,500 words. Also

pays 2c to 4c a word for fiction.

Photos: Buys photos.

Fillers: Uses occasional poetry.

POPULAR MEDICINE, 66 Leonard St., New York 13. N. Y. Frank Johnson,

Editor. Issued bi-monthly; 35c a copy; $2.00 a year.

Non-fiction: Uses articles on health and medical topics of a popular nature. Sub-

jects should interest the widest number of people. Facts must be scientifically ac-

curate or scientifically debatable. There is a preference here for material by doc-

tors. Lengths run 1,500 to 2,000 words. Query first regarding your subject and
rates.

REALIFE GUIDE, 150 Lafayette St., New York 13, N. Y. Dave Huntly, Man-
aging Editor. No fillers.

Non-fiction: Uses material by doctors, psychologists, psychotherapists, or other

qualified experts on subjects dealing with marital problems. Pays I/2C a word and
up. Query first.

SEXOLOGY, 154 W. 14th St., New York 11, N. Y. H. Gernsback, Editor. Issued

monthly; 35c a copy; $3.50 a year. No fiction or cartoons.

Non-fiction: Uses scientific-medical articles on sex education, sexual behavior, etc.,

particularly from M.D.'s and Ph.D.'s. Articles written on order. Pays from 2/2C to

5s a word, on acceptance. Query first.

STRENGTH AND HEALTH, 26-52 N. Ridge Ave., York, Pa. Bob Hofl^man, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. No fiction.

Non-fiction: Uses material specializing in field of physical culture. Articles on how
to keep fit or develop muscles through exercise, use of resistance exercise by famous

persons in the world of sports or entertainment, before and after accounts, etc. Pays

from $25 to $50 for articles, after publication. Reports within a month.

Photos: Pays $5 for each published photograph.

TODAY'S HEALTH, 535 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 10, 111. Issued monthly; 35c

a copy; $3.00 a year. Published for laymen by the American Medical Association.

Non-fiction: Kenneth N. Anderson, Editor. Uses sound articles on any subject re-

lated to health, including World of Medicine, child development, nutrition, travel
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and recreation, public health and safety, and research. Prefers a positive approach,

telHng readers what they can do to preserve their heahh. Likes clear, thorough,

concise writing. Most articles should run 1,000 to 2,500 words, but no rigid limits.

Pays 3 to 10 cents a word on all written material, additional payment for photos

used. Prefers query. Reports in two weeks. Buys all rights.

Photographs: Buys photo stories of 6 or more pix with enough facts for staflF to

write text and captions. $90 and up for photo stories.

Hi'Fi and Music Magazines

THE AMERICAN RECORD GUIDE, P. O. Box 319, Radio City Station, New
York 19, N. Y. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.50 a year. James Lyons, Editor.

Formerly The American Music Lover. Emphasis is on recorded music rather than

hi-fi gimmicks. Uses feature articles, scholarly and popular, on various aspects of

music, especially when they can be accompanied by a related discography. No fic-

tion, fillers or poetry. Payment is by arrangement^ on acceptance.

HI FI/STEREO REVIEW, One Park Ave., New York, N. Y. Furman Hebb, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly. For those interested in the best of music, both classical and
jazz. Wants articles on Hi Fi Equipment (general aspects of component systems);

Music (compositions, composers, musicological and sociological aspects); Humor
(general regarding equipment, music, etc.). Pays 7c per word for articles 2,500-

3,200 words in length. Satire and humor regarding music and hi fi is the only fic-

tion wanted. Payment is the same for non-fiction. Pays on acceptance. Wants no

photos. Buys all rights and reports in two to ten days.

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE, Great Barrington, Mass. Issued monthly; 60c a

copy; $6 a year. Roland Gelatt, Editor. Uses articles on musical subjects, and on

high-fidelity sound reproduction. Usual length is between 2,500 and 3,000 words.

Seldom use fiction or verse. No fillers. Payment is on acceptance.

OPERA NEWS, 654 Madison Avenue, New York 21, N. Y. Issued weekly, October

to April; 35c a copy; $6 a year. Frank Merkling, Editor. Reviews of operas pre-

sented throughout the world; publicity material about singers and patrons of music.

Payment is by arrangement.

TAPE RECORDING, Severna Park, Md. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.75 a

year. Mark Mooney, Jr., Editor. Uses articles dealing with the field of tape re-

cording. Recording methods, including stereo, are wanted as well as how-to-do-it

articles. No fiction or poetry is used. Uses short fillers on same type thing as de-

scribed above—magnetic recording in industry, education, the home, etc. Pays 2c

per word, on publication; $5 each for pix.
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Hotne Service and Garden Magazines

THE AMERICAN HOME, 300 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y. John Mack
Carter, Editor. No fiction.

Non-fiction: Use articles concerning homes, home remodehng and maintenance,

decorating, food, gardening, handyman projects, kitchens, and how-to's. Subjects of

interest to men and women. Lengths vary between 300 and 2,500 words. Rates paid

depend upon quaHty of material. Likes a query, but welcomes material submitted

on speculation. Pays on acceptance.

Photos: Buys photos at photographer's rates.

BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS, 1716 Locust St., Des Moines, Iowa. Issued

monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year.

Non-fiction and Fillers: Neil Kuehul, Features Editor. Uses articles on building

economics, child care and training, family finance, how-to-do-it features. Particu-

larly interested in short (250 to 1,000 words) factual idea material related to all

phases of the home and family living. Also buys special features in the fields of

family relationships, medicine, travel, personaUties, science. No fiction or poetry.

Payment ranges from $25 to $2,500, depending on material, and is made on accept-

ance. Reports in two weeks.

Cartoons: Gordon Greer, Editor. LTses about 60 cartoons a year that are in good

taste and funny. Pays $75 to $125 per, on acceptance, and reports within one week.

Buys all rights.

Photos: Uses photographs on home building, home furnishings, children, garden,

handyman, table arrangements, and travel. Also buys special feature photography

of subjects relating to family activities. Some personality photos.

Most photography is assigned with expenses paid separately; usually buys exclu-

sive reproduction rights. Both color and black and white are used in any size from

35mm to 8x10. Payment is made upon acceptance of material.

FLOWER AND GARDEN MAGAZINE FOR MID-AMERICA, 543 Westport

Rd., Kansas City 11, Missouri. Rachel Snyder, Editor.

Non-fiction and Photos: Interested in illustrated articles on plants and methods of

growing or using them, including picture series of not more than 6 shots. Photo

sizes 5x7 and up for black and white; 3)4x4)/4 and larger on color. Most material

used has a definite mid-U. S. regional slant. A companion publication. Flower and
Garden Magazine, Eastern Edition, 543 Westport Rd., Kansas City 11, Mo. Elvin

McDonald, Editor, uses similar material but with emphasis primarily on Eastern

Seaboard states.

Cartoons: Uses cartoons slanted towards gardening. Prefers ink, size 8x10. Pays $6
per cartoon.

FLOWER GROWER, One Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y. Marjorie J. Dietz,

Managing Editor.

Non-fiction: Wants interesting authoritative articles written from the viewpoint of

the beginning as well as the experienced gardener, in varied lengths up to 1,800

words. Pays $50 and up. Query first; frequently overstocked.

Photos: Buys good pictures which are paid for separately.

GOURMET, Hotel Plaza, New York 19, N. Y. No photos.

Non-fiction: Uses articles on subjects related to food and wine—travel, adventure,

reminiscence. Length 2,500-3,000 words. Suggests a study of several issues to under-

stand type of material required. Buys First North American Rights. Query not

necessary. Address scripts to R. B. Bakalar.

HOME MODERNIZING GUIDE, 530 Fifth Ave., New York 36, N. Y. Gladys
Miller, Editor. Issued twice yearly. No fiction or verse.

Non-fiction and Photos: Complete guide to all phases of home modernizing and
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remodeling. "Before and After" case histories of remodeled houses—interior and

exterior. Articles and photos of remodeled Attics, Basements, Kitchens, Bathrooms,

Laundries, Storage. Reports within 4 to 6 weeks. Payment varies, on acceptance.

HOUSE AND GARDEN, 420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Issued month-

ly; 60c a copy; $5.00 a year. No fillers.

Non-fiction: Harriet Burket, Editor. Articles of 1,000 to 1,500 words are bought,

but it is best to query first. Subjects cover architecture, decoration, gardening, food,

music, entertaining, travel. Illustrations with articles preferred. Payment on accept-

ance, with rates depending on importance of material.

HOUSE BEAUTIFUL, 572 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Guy Henle, Exec.

Editor. Issued monthly; 60c a copy. Hearst magazine dealing with decor and

shelter. Mostly on assignment. Query first. Buys all rights and pays on publication.

NEW HOMES GUIDE, 530 Fifth Ave., New York 36, N. Y. Gladys Miller, Edi-

tor. Issued twice yearly; 50c a copy. No fiction.

Non-fiction and Photos: For those interested in the building of a new home. Wants
articles on kitchens, bathrooms, laundries, heating and cooling, as well as those

dealing with the construction of new homes and emphasizing architecture and de-

sign. Illustrative photos desirable. Payments vary, on acceptance. Reports within

4 to 6 weeks.

Fillers: Uses fillers on the above topics.

POPULAR GARDENING, 530 Fifth Ave., New York 36, N. Y. No fiction.

Non-fiction: Uses articles on gardening, both pro and amateur and related subjects.

Feature articles should be 1,000 to 1,200 words.

Photos: Buys photos with captions for approximately $5 each.

Fillers: Pays $5 for short items, more for longer pieces.
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Juvenile and Young People^s Magazines

AMERICAN FARM YOUTH, 113 W. Main St., Danville, 111. Harold O'Connor,

Editor. Issued monthly except June, July and August; $1.00 a year. Uses non-

fiction articles of 500 to 2,500 words that will appeal to older rural teen-agers.

Readers are Future Farmers, Future Homemakers, Ho'me Ec students, 4-H Junior

Leaders. Wide range of interests: educational and career opportunities, success

stories of rural young people, latest in agriculture and agribusiness, what teen-

agers are doing for recreation and amusement, inspirational, etc. For the girls:

fashions, sewing, cooking, health, charm, dating, etc. Use plenty of photos and

illustrations. Pays up to $50 for articles on publication. No poetry or fiction.

AMERICAN GIRL, 830 Third Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Esther R. Bien, Editor.

Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. Read by girls from 10 to 17. Iris Chek-

enian. Article Editor, and Mary Irons, Feature Editor, want articles dealing with

the arts, literature, biographies, homemaking, current events, personalities, social

behavior, personality problems, international friendship, sports, games, music,

careers, education, nature, etc. They must be of a conversational tone rather than

"writing down" to the readers. Maximum length 2,500 words. Marjorie Vetter,

Fiction Editor, wants well-plotted stories with likely, believable characters and
vivid backgrounds. These should be concerned with school, home, human rela-

tions, character development, parents, siblings, boy-girl, adventure, mystery, serv-

ice, sports, etc. 3,000 word limit on these. Pay rates comparable to the field, on

acceptance.

AMERICAN JUNIOR RED CROSS JOURNAL, 18th and E Sts., N. W., Wash-
ington 6, D. C. Maurice Flagg, Editor. Issued monthly, October through May;
15c a copy; $1.00 a year. Uses articles around 1,000 to 1,200 words in length on

subjects slanted to the interests of teen-agers, emphasizing service, human rela-

tions, sportsmanship, citizenship. The readers here are interested in building a

healthy personality, are community-minded, are keenly interested in international

understanding. Most articles are solicited so that themes of the magazine can be

developed; uses very little fiction. Occasionally buys photographs. Reports in about

two weeks. Nominal payment, on acceptance.

AMERICAN NEWSPAPER BOY, Winston-Salem, N. C. Chas. F. Moester, Edi-

tor. Uses a limited amount of short fiction, 1,900 to 2,000 words. It is preferable,

but not required, that the stories be written around newspaper carrier boy char-

acters. Before writing this type of fiction for this market, the author should consult

a newspaper circulation manager and learn something of the system under which
the independent "little merchant" route boys operate generally the country over.

Stories featuring carrier contests, prize awards, etc., are not acceptable. Humor
and mystery are good. Stories are bought with the understanding that American
Newspaper Boy has the privilege of reprinting and supplying the material to other

newspaper boy publications in the U. S., and such permission should accompany all

manuscripts submitted. Pays $10 to $20 for stories, on acceptance.

THE BIBLE TRUTH, 1137 Noble St., S.E., Grand Rapids 7, Mich. Rev. John H.
Schaal, Editor. Issued weekly; 10c a copy; $1.75 a year. Uses Christian fiction,

about 1,400 to 1,450 words, for Sunday school children 14 years of age and older.

Reports within three weeks; when purchases are made reports will take longer.

Pays $10.00 on or before publication.

BOYS AND GIRLS, The Otterbein Press, Dayton 2, Ohio. Norma Sullivan, Edi-

tor. Issued weekly; $1.20 a year. Sunday school paper for school grades 4, 5, and

6. Uses short articles of history, nature, biography, inventions, things to do and

make, etc., 300 to 500 words. Also photographs, poetry, and puzzles, but no fiction.

Particularly wants poetry other than nature poems. Reports in one month. Low
payment, on acceptance.
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BOY'S LIFE, Now Brunswick, N. J. Buys short fiction botwcon 2,000 and 4,000

words, plus two or three serial stories a year that run between 10,000 and 15,000

words. Should contain stronj^ action vyrittcn with an appeal to boys. Suggested

subjects are adventure, mystery, camping, hiking, mountaineering, study of ani-

mals, work of forest rangers, game wardens, history, space and science fiction.

Also stories about any phase of Scouting—^Scouts, (^ub Scouts or Explorers. Buys

first-serial rights and pays between $150 and $350. Address fiction to Fran Smith,

Story Editor. Articles should be addressed to Bob Hood, Articles Editor. Type of

articles wanted are personalities, historical, how-to's, aviation, astronomy, weather,

etc., written to interest boys. Pays about $75 to $200 for articles, but likes a query

on these. "Information for Authors" brochure and free sample copy sent on request.

CALLING ALL GIRLS, 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Issued monthly

except June and August; 40c a copy; $4.00 a year. Rubie Saunders, Editor. Uses

articles and features of general interest to girls between seven and fourteen

—

grooming, parties, hobbies, self-improvement, etc. Length about 2,000 words. Uses

how-to-do-and-make filler material with a maximum wordage of 150. No photos.

Fiction may be set in any locale and may be about girls living today or about

girls in the past. Avoid situations involving boys in a romantic way. Keep between

1,800 and 2,300 words. Pays $75 for fiction; $15 to $50 for articles; $5.00 for short,

simple, how-to fillers, on acceptance. Reports within 3 weeks.

CATHOLIC BOY AND CATHOLIC MISS, Notre Dame, Ind. Rev. Joseph P.

Voelker, C.S.C., Executive Editor. Uses short stories (up to 3,000 words). These

should have strong, well-developed and logical plots. "The readers of both maga-

zines are in the 12-15 bracket—students in upper elementary and lower high

school grades. Boy needs stories of particular interest to boys in this classification.

Miss needs stories for girls on that age level. In addition we need stories that can

run in both magazines—stories of interest to boys and girls. We pay $65.00 up for

these stories, on acceptance. Miss can use an occasional two-, three-, or four-part

serial; Boy at present uses no serials.

Articles (up to 2,500 words) about apostolic Catholics or groups who have done or

are doing something to 'change the world.' These will run in both magazines.

They should provide a vivid, attractive, up-to-date example for our readers, with-

out being preachy. Subjects may be persons in religious life or lay people; if they

are youngsters near the age of our readers, so much the better. It is better to

query us about such articles before completing them; there may be particular

aspects of the subject we'd like developed.

General articles. Boy needs sports articles—profile-type pieces about outstanding

players or articles about great teams or events. Generally, they should be of current

interest rather than historical. Again, better query first. Miss needs comparable ma-
terial of girl interest: profiles on outstanding (and impeccable) personalities in the

entertainment world, articles about women or girls who have done an outstanding

job in a particular field—politics, science, education, sports, etc. Also articles on

career opportunities, personal appearance for young teens, future homemaking
ideas, personality tips, science, the fine arts, and on whatever else might be interest-

ing and helpful to girls in Miss's age bracket. For all such articles it's wise to query

first. Photographs should accompany all articles, if possible. Rates paid on ac-

ceptance. $25.00 up for very brief articles, $50.00 up for longer ones. Reports on

manuscripts within one month, often in a matter of days. Sample copies sent on

request."

CATHOLIC YOUTH, Salvatorian Fathers, St. Nazianz, Wise. Rev. Roy Mollen,

S.D.S., Managing Editor. Good fiction up to about 1,600 words, for young people

between the ages of 10 and 15. Pays up to 2c a word. Non-fiction material also

desirable, especially with good photographs. Science and educational articles with

photos needed. Also interested in cartoons and illustrations. Illustrators please in-

quire and send samples.
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CHILD LIFE, 3516 College Ave., Indianapolis 5, Ind. Mrs. Adelaide Field and

J. Hartt Walsh, Ph.D., Editors. Ten issues a year, $5.00. Need stories, plays, poems,

make-it's, riddles, games for bright, appreciative children 5 to 11. StafF-steered

educational features: Science, Books, Music, Words, Facts, Sports. Interested in

Beginning Reader stories, poems, photo stories, 2-part serials. Word limit: 900.

Pay: about 3c a word, 25c a line for verse, on publication.

THE CHILDREN'S FRIEND, 40 N. Main St., Salt Lake City, 16, Utah. Mrs.

LaVern W. Parmley, Editor. Action stories with Christian ideals for children up

to twelve, 600 to 1,200 words; tiny tot tales; holiday stories. Serial stories, three

to ten chapters of 1,000 to 1,500 words each. Pays 2c a word, on acceptance. Re-

prints Ic a word.

CHILDREN'S PLAYMATE MAGAZINE, Cleveland 5, Ohio. Rosemary Hart,

Editor. Issued monthly. Int^erested in good seasonal stories and stories that are

sparkling and have laugh appeal for boys and girls from six to twelve, in lengths

from 600 to 1,200 words. Payments at 2c a word and up, on acceptance. Wants
craft ideas (with samples, if possible) that children can make themselves from

simple and easily obtainable materials. See Playmate's To Do pages for boys and
girls before submitting. Please price craft material. Selections are made 6 to 8

months in advance of publication date.

CHILDREN'S STORIES, Otterbein Press, Dayton 2, Ohio. Norma Sullivan, Edi-

tor. Issued weekly; 90c a year. Uses poetry, photographs, puzzles and something-

to-do articles for children 6 to 8 years of age. Low rates, on acceptance.

CHRISTIAN TRAILS, a weekly Sunday school paper for readers of 9 to 13 years

of age. Can use stories that are fictional, biographical, and missionary of 1,000 to

1,500 words, but must have a definite spiritual lesson or gospel message. Seasonal

material should be sent 8 months in advance. Payment on acceptance. Send manu-

scripts to C. E. Shuler, Associate Editor, Christian Publications, Inc., Third and

Reily Sts., Harrisburg, Pa.

CHRISTIAN YOUTH, 1816 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 3, Pa. William J. Jones,

Editor of Publications. Issued monthly in weekly installments. All accepted ma-
terial must be Christian and have a devout, sincere spiritual tone. Stories must in-

terest the whole family, and provide inspiration and entertainment. Stories up to

1,800 words are wanted for the late primary, junior, and senior young peo-

ple. Feature articles up to 1,500 words on interesting, well-known or little-known

Christian leaders and organizations are acceptable, especially when accompanied

by photographs. Uses religious verse on unhackneyed themes.

CLASSMATE, 201 Eighth Ave. So., Nashville 3, Tenn. Kenneth A. Winston, Edi-

tor. Monthly magazine for Methodist young people, ages 15 to 18. Fiction deals

with major problems and concerns of older teens, including early marriage and
engagements, quitting school, parent-child conflicts, etc. No moralistic fiction. No
serials. Length, 2,500 to 3,000 words. Pays 2c a word and up.

CONQUEST, 6401 The Paseo, Kansas City 10, Mo. J. Fred Parker, Editor. Is-

sued monthly; 15c a copy; $1.50 a year. Uses religious fiction up to 2,500 words in

length. Human interest shorts particularly with a religious cast. Illustrated feature

articles of general interest. Religious biography also desired. Limited amount of

inspirational verse up to 20 lines. Material should be geared to upper high school

and lower college level. Reports in six weeks. Pays $6.00 per thousand words and
up, and 10c a line for verse, on acceptance.

COUNCIL FIRES, a weekly Sunday school paper designed for young people of

high school and college ages. Can use fictional, biographical and missionary stories

of 1,000 to 2,500 words, but must have a definite spiritual lesson or gospel message.
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Payment on acceptance. Send manuscripts to Mrs. Wilrtia B. Lowe, Associate Edi-
tor, Christian Publications, Inc., Third and Reily Sts., Harrisburg, Pa.

CRAFTS, Honesdale, Pa. Garry Cleveland Meyers, Editor. "We want fresh, novel,

tested ideas, with clear directions, easily illustrated, preferably with made-up
models. Project must require only salvage materials or inexpensive, easy-to-obtain

materials. The wider the age-range, difficulty and appeal, the better; especially de-

sirable if easy enough for early primary grades. We are particularly interested in

ideas appropriate to different seasons and special days. $5-$40 on acceptance.

"We rarely print verse longer than 6 to 8 lines. Should have emotional appeal to

young children; in fewer words, more forcefully expressed than could be said in

prose. We like humor but don't want drivel and mere empty jingles. Our verse
should be worth learning by heart and remembering a lifetime. $3-$ 10 on accept-
ance."

DATEBOOK, 71 Washington PI., New York 11, N. Y. Issued bi-monthly; 35c a

copy; $2 a year. Art Unger, Editor. A magazine for girls, 13 to 18 years. Articles

should be straightforward, written with the assumption that teen-agers are young
adults. Absolutely no taboos except the boundaries of good taste. Problems dis-

cussed include integration, how to cope with problem parents, etc. Fiction should

be simple, sensitive, authentically motivated, first person. Uses fillers up to 750

words, and pays $5 to $15 for them. Payments for fiction and articles is $25 to

$300 for 2,000 words. Query first.

EVANGEL, Winona Lake, Ind. Helen E. Hull, Editor. Issued weekly; $1.65 a

year. Uses stories between 2,300 and 2,500 words, and serials with similar length

installments, slanted toward college and young adults. The religious or moral mes-

sage should not be wriggled in or superimposed, but should be an inextricable part

of the story, worked out in the characterization of at least one strong Christian,

who is not necessarily the main character. Uses articles from 800 to 1,500 words

and some fillers between 200 and 500 words. These should be human interest arti-

cles, in which information is painlessly presented by way of individual experiences.

Buys poetry of devotional type and photographs. Reports in a month. Pays Ic a

word and 10c per line for poetry.

FRIENDS, 240 W. 5th St., Dayton, Ohio. Bruce Hilton, Editor. Issued weekly;

$2.00 a year. This is a feature magazine for early teen-agers in junior high. Uses

short stories with a character-building slant, but with "real" young people as

characters. Prefers boys as heroes. Boy-girl situations are all right if handled

sympathetically. Uses articles of current interest. Also needs lively features on what

young people are doing for church and community. Black-and-white glossy photo-

graphs are particularly wanted to accompany these. No poetry. Pays /2c and up
per word. Slow reporting.

FRIENDWAYS, Fifth and Chestnut Sts., Anderson, Ind. Mildred M. Hatch, Edi-

tor. Issued weekly; $1.00 a year. Junior church school magazine to inspire and

guide boys and girls in Christian development. Uses short stories, 800 to 1,500

words, serials, 2 to 5 chapters, on adventure, sports world, friendship missions,

historical and Bible background, seasonal themes, and modern life situations.

Articles, 150 to 500 words, on Christian biography, nature, music, travel, things to

do, books, puzzles, family fun, brief meditations. Illustrations of children and
scenes, 1 or 2 colors. Short poems. Pays $4 per thousand words, on acceptance.

First and second rights purchased.

HI! A CATHOLIC MAGAZINE FOR GROWING-UFS, 25 Groveland Terrace,

Minneapolis 5, Minn. Miss Phyllis Luger. Issued monthly, September' to June; 20c

a copy. Uses fiction up to 1,500 words, appealing to boys and girls 9 to 12 years of

age. Particularly interested in 1,000-word stories. Mysteries, historical, adventure,

humor, etc. Also articles of appeal to this age group up to 1,200 words, with photos.
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No poetry. Pays Ic a word and up, depending on value of material, on acceptance.

Editorial material centers around home, school, religion, adventure and humor.

Stories should be wholesome, not morahstic.

HIGHLIGHTS FOR CHILDREN, Honesdale, Pa. Garry Cleveland Myers, Edi-

tor. Issued 10 times yearly; $6.00 a year. For children 2 to 12 years of age.

"We carry stories 500 to 1,000 words—unusual, wholesome stories appealing to

both girls and boys; stories with strong emotional appeal, vivid, full of action and

word-pictures, easy to illustrate. Stories should begin with action rather than de-

scription, have plot and strong suspense from start to finish. We want the kind of

story that will be eagerly listened to by the youngster three or four, and also read

by the child nine to twelve with interest and enthusiasm (same story).

"We like stories in which the listener or reader can imagine himself the leading

attractive character, whose traits his parents and teachers would like him to emu-

late; stories which don't emphasize money values, but imperishables. Moral teaching

must be indirect, subtle, never Sunday-schoolish. We need stories of humor, and

holiday stories devoid of Santa Claus and the Easter Bunny.

"Suggestions of war, crime and violence are taboo. Highlights aims to exalt the

preciousness of every person regardless of his family background, social status, re-

ligion, race, color or nationality—aims to foster brotherhood.

"We publish some fanciful stories and are looking for more good ones. (We
don't mind having animals talk.) But beginners rarely write fanciful stories well

and had better avoid them. New writers would do well to discipline themselves

with realism, holding rigidly to an appealing plot with suspense from beginning to

end, writing the story over and over before submitting it.

"We accept a story on its merit whether written by a novice or by an experi-

enced writer. We pay 4 cents to 15 cents a word ($40 to $100) on acceptance, de-

pending on the Editors' appraisal of originality and excellence of story, and on the

amount of editing or rewriting required.

"Most of our factual articles, including history and science, are wTitten on

assignment by persons with rich background and mastery in their respective fields.

But we are always looking for new gifted writers, especially science teachers, engi-

neers, scientists, historians, who can interpret to children useful, interesting, au-

thentic, verifiable facts.

"Exceptional science articles within 1,000 words, $50-$ 150; other factual articles

up to $100; payment on acceptance."

HIS, 1519 N. Astor, Chicago 10, 111. Paul W. Fromer, Editor. Issued monthly,
October through June; 40c a copy; $3.50 a year. Uses devotional, missionary, voca-
tional and Bible-exposition articles, all written with the Christian university students
in mind, and from an evangelical (conservative) viewpoint. Buys photos rarely.

Reports in 2-6 weeks. Pays ^c a word, after rewrite; $5.00 for professional-type

photos.

HUMFTY-DUMPTY'S MAGAZINE, 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
Alvin Trcsselt, Editor. Issued 10 times yearly; 40c a copy. Uses material in three

categories: (1) Stories for beginning readers, 500 to 700 words, the shorter the

better. Writers should know the vocabulary and subject matter used in primer and
first readers. (2) Read-aloud stories, under 1,000 words, typical juvenile stories

which appeal to young children 3 to 7 years. (3) "Tell-me" stories for parents to

read and tell again in their own words to their small children. These need a sharp
climax and should allow for participation by the children themselves. They may
run up to 1,200 words in length. Uses a little short poetry with appeal to the very
young. Pays good rates, on acceptance.

JACK AND JILL, Independence Sq., Philadelphia 5, Pa. Nancy K. Ford, Manu-
script Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.95 a year. Uses stories from 300 to
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1,500 words and serials with three or four 1,500-word installments; also plays,

puzzles, verse and activities. Report in about three weeks. Pays on acceptance.

JUNIOR CATHOLIC MESSENGER, 38 W. 5th St., Dayton 2, Ohio. Roy G.

Lindeman, Editor. Issued weekly during school year. Uses short stories, 900 to 1,200

words; serials, two and three chapters of 900 words each; on sports, mystery, ad-

venture, fantasy, legend, humor to appeal to children in grades three to six. Mini-

mum pay for short stories, serial chapters, $60. Photos and photo stories for

children, $5 per photo. Verse, 16 lines or under at 25c to 50c a line; on acceptance.

JUNIOR LIFE, 8100 Hamilton Ave., Cincinnati 31, Ohio. Dana Eynon, Editor.

Issued weekly; $2.00 a year, or 35c per quarter when ordered in lots of five or

more. Uses stories, 1,400 to 1,500 words, for boys and girls, 9 to 12 years of age.

Interested in fiction with adventure, heroism, and good moral implication—charac-

ter-building, etc. Uses illustrated hobby and handicrafts articles. Reports in a few

weeks usually. Pays /qc a word, after acceptance.

JUNIOR LIFE, 2445 Park Ave., Minneapolis, Minn. Deloris Kanten, Editor. Each
weekly issue contains one story, approximately 1,200 words. Need character-build-

ing stories for the 9-1 1 -year-old with lots of action; well plotted stories of heroism,

adventure, mystery, nature and animals, travel, etc. Nature and science articles of

200-500 words are used occasionally. Both secular and Bible-based puzzles which
challenge and stimulate worth-while thinking are used. Poetry used occasionally.

Pay /2C a word. Poetry: 25c a line on acceptance. Will consider buying sec-

ond rights to material already printed. Author must secure permission from
first publisher.

JUNIOR WORLD, Beaumont and Pine Boulevard, Box 179, St. Louis 66, Mo.
Dorothy Livsey, Editor. Issued weekly; $1.50 a year. Uses from 1,000 to 1,500-word

short stories; serials, 6 to 8 chapters of 2,000 words each; for junior boys and girls.

Articles, illustrated if possible, of travel, biography, science, handicrafts, or general

information should run from 100 to 1,800 words. Uses poetry up to 20 lines. Pays

$4.00 to $5.00 per 1,000 words, on acceptance.

JUNIORS, 1701 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 3, Pa. Jean Richards, Editor. For boys

and girls 9 to 1 1 years of age. Uses well-written stories, 1,500-1,800 words, that are

full of action, with good plots appealing to juniors. Serials, running not more than

8 chapters, of from 1,800 to 2,000 words each, are in demand. Wants good poetry.

Articles about people past and present who have done worth-while things. Impor-

tant that all material have definite Christian emphasis. Pays up to Ic a word on

acceptance.

MISSIONARY YOUTH, Techny, 111. Rev. Francis J. Kamp, S.V.D., Editor.

Issued nine times yearly; $2.00 a year. A Catholic youth magazine for 5th to 8th

grade level. Uses short shorts, short stories, articles, fillers, and human interest pic-

tures. Articles should run from 500 to 1,200 words. General fiction for boys and

girls. Should have implied moral, but no "goodie" stories. 1,500 words—2c a word
on acceptance. Reports within a month.

MY COUNSELLOR, 1825 College Ave., Wheaton, 111. James R. Adair, Editor.

A weekly distributed in Sunday Schools that uphold the Bible as God's own word,

a few serials of 2 to 4 parts. Stories must deal with problems and adventures of

children, 9 to 13 year of age, and have strong evangelical Christian flavor, although

no preaching. Action a must. Articles of boys and girls who are doing something

unusual as Christians. Object lessons from the world about us. No verse. Materials

should be addressed to Ruth Tietje, Associate Editor. If interested in this market,

write for Tips To The Writer, which gives detailed description of needs, and enclose

10c. Reports in three weeks. Pays about 2c a word, depending on quality of ma-

terial, month following acceptance.
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ONE MAGAZINE, 426 S. Fifth St., Minneapolis 15, Minn. Uses short stories, up

to 2,500 words, that have a spiritual theme for teen-agers. Christian theology should

be evident. Pays Ic to I/2C per word, and buys exclusive rights unless otherwise

specified. Articles should feature teen-age problems; church Ufe; interviews with

public figures, celebrities, etc., who are Lutheran; also articles showing the drama

in scripture and church history. Articles should be no longer than 1,800 words. Pays

$5 to $10 for pictures of teen-age life and church Ufe. It is not necessary to query.

Address scripts to the editor, Charles Lutz.

ONWARD, 8 N. Sixth St., Richmond 9, Va. Miss Lola Miller, Editor. Issued

weekly; 40c per quarter. Junior High story paper of Presbyterian Church. Uses

300 to 1,000-word articles. Buys fiction and cuts and most of material from Story

Paper Syndicate. Buys poetry. Rate of payment is very low.

PICTURES AND STORIES, 201 Eighth Ave., South, Nashville 3, Tenn. Jean

Buchanan, Editor. Issued weekly. Uses poems and stories (950 words or less)

suitable for use in church paper, of interest to children 6 to 8 years of age. Pays a

minimum of l%c a word, on acceptance.

POWER, 1825 College Ave., Wheaton, 111. Fiction should concern the problems

high school and college-age young people face. Stories should be dramatic, moving,

plausible, and show the reality of the Christian life in a natural way. Contemporary

stories are preferred, with the protagonist a born-again Christian. Length is 1,500

to 1,700 words for single installments. Uses occasional serials, preferably two or

three parts. Pays usually about $30 to $40, depending on material, and buys all

rights unless otherwise specified. Wants real-life profile articles, showing Christians

from all walks of life and the reality of Christ in their lives. Biographical sketches

of heroes of the faith, such as missionaries of long ago or historical figures who
were Christians, are used. Personal experiences are also wanted in either 400 to 700

words or 1,500 to 1,700 word lengths. Uses quizzes, puzzles, fillers, special features

and treatments. Authors interested in studying the needs of this magazine may
write for their Tips to the Writer packet. Article payment is 2-2/2C a word, and
payment for photographs used with articles is between $2.00 and $5.00.

PRIMARY WORLD, Winona Lake, Ind. Helen Hull and Esther Roberts, Editors.

(Formerly Light and Life Story Hour.) Issued weekly. Stories for this paper are

being written on assignment at present. We need activity articles, 200 to 300 words,

illustrated by line drawings. Pays Ic a word on acceptance. Reports in about a

month.

PROGRESS, Lee's Summit, Mo. James E. Sweaney, Editor. Issued monthly; 20c a

copy; $2.00 a year. Uses fiction, 1,000 to 2,500 words, that will stimulate right

thinking in young people without being "preachy" or slow-moving. Stories should

have both boy and girl reader interest. Uses articles that show how to apply

Christian principles in a practical way to the everyday problems of young people,

but not preachy. Articles, 500 to 1,500 words. Buys photographs (black-and-white

only) and poetry. Reports in two weeks. Pays Ic a word for prose and 25c a line

for poetry, on acceptance.

THE QUEEN'S WORK, 3115 S. Grand Boulevard, St. Louis 18, Mo. Rev. Herbert

Walker, S.J., Editor. Issued monthly, October through June; $2.00 a year. Catholic

magazine for teen-agers. Buys no fiction. Uses authentic true stories, 1,500 words.

Pays 2c a word or better. No poetry. Reports in two weeks.

SCHOLASTIC MAGAZINES, 33 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. This house

buys fi'ction only for two of its special-interest magazines which are distributed to

high school students. These are Practical English and Co-ed. Pay from $150 to

$500, on acceptance. All non-fiction is staflF-written. Address all submissions to

Scholastic Originals Editor.
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SCHOLASTIC ROTO, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. June Herman, Edi-

tor. A rotogravure supplement insert for high-school newspapers, reaching some
1,800 major senior high schools throughout the country. Concentrates entirely on
picturing teen-age activities both in and out of school. Better watch moral angles

here. Objectionable stufT can not be used—such as hazing, smoking, drinking. Con-
tributors must anticipate needs of this publication at least two months in advance.

No fiction. Pays up to $300 for picture essays and up to $150 for articles.

THE SENTINEL, 127 Ninth Ave., N., Nashville 3, Tenn. Jo Alice Haigh, Editor.

Issued monthly in weekly parts; $1.25 a year. Uses mystery, camping, adventure,

humorous short stories, 1,400 to 1,600 words, for boys and girls 9 to 12 years of age.

Moral note should be present, though not unduly prominent. Information and
travel articles up to 650 words, preferably with illustrations, are wanted. Some
serials are used, with specifications for short stories for each chapter. Also some
poems and puzzles. Pays 2c a word, on acceptance.

STANDARD, 2923 Troost Ave., Kansas City 10, Mo. Margaret R. Cutting, Editor.

Issued weekly; 5c a copy; $1.10 a year. Uses short stories, 2,000 to 2,500 words;

articles, 1,000 to 1,500 words. Photographs of nature scenes, youth and adult life.

Poetry from 4 to 16 lines. Reports in about 60 days. Pays $3.75 per 1,000 words for

prose and 10c a line for poetry, on acceptance.

STORIES, 930 Witherspoon Bldg., Philadelphia 7, Pa. Evelyn Nevin Ferguson,

Editor. Issued bi-weekly; $1.00 a year. Uses stories, 800 to 1,000 words, planned

for the child 6 to 8 years of age. These may be fantasy, historical, humor, or

realistic. Also short articles, 200 to 500 words, on things to make and do that will

add to the knowledge of Biblical times. Research for this material must be accu-

rate. Poetry, 4 to 16 lines. Reports in 30 days. Pays Ic a word and up for prose and
20c a line for poetry, on acceptance.

STORIES FOR CHILDREN, Fifth and Chestnut St., Anderson, Ind. Mildred M.
Hatch, Editor. Issued weekly. Uses stories, with or without photos, to interest chil-

dren 5 to 8 years of age. Religious, nature, children, etc. Also uses poetry. Pays 50c

to $2.00 for photos of children, $1.00 to $4.00 for poems, and $4.00 per 1,000 words,

on acceptance.

STORYLAND, Beaumont and Pine Blvd., Box 179, St. Louis 66, Mo. Dorothy M.
Livsey, Editor. Issued weekly; $1.25 a year. Uses stories up to 1,000 words, for

children under 9 years of age. Simple handicraft articles from 300 to 500 words,

and drawings or photographs with child or animal subjects are used. Also poetry,

not over 20 lines. Pays $5.00 per 1,000 words for stories and articles, 75c per four

lines of poetry, and 25c to $3.00 for glossy print photographs, according to size and

subject matter.

STORYTIME, 127 Ninth Ave., N., Nashville 3, Tenn. Jo AHce Haigh, Editor.

Issued monthly in weekly parts; $1.00 a year. Uses stories of wholesome adventures

and achievement for children 4 to 8 years. Moral note should not be unduly promi-

nent, but should be present. Length is 500 to 700 words. Occasionally uses brief

articles about things to make. Uses 4- to 12-Hne verse. Also photographs to accom-

pany articles that interest children. Pays 2c a word, on a.cceptance.

STORY TRAILS, Winona Lake, Ind. Helen E. Hull, Editor. Issued weekly; $1.25

a year. Uses stories between 1,800 and 2,000 words, and 3 to 5 part serials, slanted

toward juniors. Basic requirements for fiction are same as for Evangel. Uses brief

articles, 1,000 words maximum, of how-to-do-it's, with sketches or photos; nature,

behavior, primary hobby articles with photos. Buys black-and-white photographs;

also lyrical bits of nature or religious poetry. Reports in a month. Pays on accept-

ance Ic a word and 10c per Hne for poetry.
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STORY WORLD, 1701 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 3, Pa. Jean Richards, Editor.

Issued monthly in weekly parts; $1.00 a year (single subscription). A church school

story paper published by The American Baptist Publication Society. Uses well-

written, full-of-action stories, 700-900 words, to appeal to children 6 to 8 years of

age. Stories where children solve their problems in Christian ways, and stories about

Christian family life. Wants good children's poetry. Reports in an average of three

weeks. Pays up to lea word for stories, $1 to $3 for poems, after acceptance.

STRAIGHT, 8100 Hamilton Ave., Cincinnati 31, Ohio. Mrs. Bee Nelson, Editor.

Issued weekly; $2.00 a year. Short stories with well-constructed, interesting, excit-

ing plots with teen-age boys and girls. Stories must appeal to teen-agers and involve

sports, mystery, school incidents, family situations, special days, church work, camp
experiences, etc. Uses Bible puzzles. Photographs (8x10 black and white) showing

teen-agers, activities, projects, sports. Stories, 1,000 to 1,800 words, Ic a word on

acceptance.

TAY, THE ALLIED YOUTH, 1346 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.

Issued during the school year. Published by Allied Youth, Inc., an organization

specializing in alcohol education. Want alcohol-centered stories in which the teen-

aged hero or heroine decides it's "smarter for teen-agers not to drink." Not prohi-

bitionist in slant, however. Pay 2c a word, on acceptance. Also want good general

teen-age cartoons. Pay $5 for these.

TEENBEAT, P. O. Box 445, Phoenix, Ariz. Issued weekly. Raymond Lockwood,

Editor. Uses any fiction or non-fiction, poetry, cartoons, photos or any other data

as long as it pertains to teen-agers. Fiction Editor is Donald Silverman. Non-fiction

Editor is Edward Lucking. Payment for fiction and non-fiction is $250. Pays on
publication.

TEEN TIME, Winona Lake, Ind. Helen E. Hull, Editor. Issued weekly; $1.65 a

year. Uses stories between 2,000 and 3,000 words, and serials with similar length

installments, slanted toward junior highs and old juniors. Can use a short short

occasionally. Basic requirements for fiction are same as for Evangel. Also wants

articles from 1,000 to 1,500 words and filler articles between 200 and 500 words.

Article subjects range from hobby and recreational ideas to young people's service

projects and Bible study clubs. Buys black-and-white photographs and poetry.

Reports in a month. Pays Ic per word and 10c per line for poetry on acceptance.

'TEEN MAGAZINE, 5959 Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles 28, Calif. Charles Laufer,

Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. Read by the 13 to 19 age group,

primarily girls. Want feature articles up to 1,500 words on anything appealing to

their teen-age audience. Payment varies with length and accompanying art. Want
fiction up to 2,000 words dealing specifically with teen-agers—romance and humor
preferred. Pay $100 to $150, on acceptance. Send fiction to Ralph Benner, Assistant

Editor. Buy 8x10 glossy pix with articles. Report within five weeks.

TEEN TALK, 2445 Park Ave., Minneapolis 4, Minn. Dcloris Kanten, Editor. For

Lutheran readers between 12 and 15 years. Uses fiction to 2,000 words; articles to

800 words; occasional poem up to 12 lines. Pays /ac a word on acceptance. Send

stamped self-addressed envelope for writer's folder stating editorial requirements.

TEENS, 1703 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 3, Pa. Dick King, Editor. Issued weekly;

$1.30 a year. For boys and girls of junior high age. Uses 2,000-word stories that

interpret Christian ideals to young people. Main characters should be 13 to 16

years. Modern backgrounds are preferred, although some Biblical stories are used.

Also uses features on science, religion, how-to-make, vocations, hobbies, that are

400 words plus photographs. Will review good religious poetry. Cartoons are used.

Pays $15, and up, for stories; $5, and up, for features with photograph; $4, and up,

for articles; and $5 for cartoons.
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TIL 8 STORIES, 2445 Park Ave, Minneapolis, Minn. Deloris Kanten, Editor.

Issued weekly; 8()r a year. Uses character-building stories up to 900 words for five-

to eight-year-olds. These must entertain, and take the child a step along the way in

his development. Uses a small amount of poetry, simple puzzles, make-it articles,

games. Fays /2C a word, on acceptance.

TRAILBLAZER, 930 Witherspoon Bldg., Philadelphia 7, Pa. Evelyn Ferguson,

Editor. Issued bi-weekly; $1.70 a year. Religious story paper for boys and girls 9 to

11 years of age. Stories should be from 1,000 to 1,300 words in length; serials from

3 to 10 chapters, each chapter not longer than 1,300 words. Stories, which may be

fantasy, historical, humorous, or realistic, should be well plotted and full of action

for this age group. Articles should run from 200 to 500 words and may be accom-

panied by clear, glossy prints. Such subjects as biography, handicraft, nature, hob-

bies, church projects, sports are suitable. Poems of 4 to 16 lines, slanted for juniors,

are used. Puzzles, activity games, quizzes, etc., are also used. Buys photographs.

Pays Ic a word and up, on acceptance.

TRAILS FOR JUNIORS, 201 Eighth Ave., South, Nashville 3, Tenn. Marion C.

Armstrong, Editor. Issued weekly. Uses 1,800- to 2,200-word fiction, and poems for

juniors 9 to 12 years of age. Special articles on assignment. Reports as soon as pos-

sible. Pays minimum of 1 /ac a word, on acceptance. Query first.

TREASURE CHEST, 38 W. Fifth St., Dayton 2, Ohio. Joseph G. Schaller, Editor.

Issued bi-weekly during school year; 10c a copy; $2.00 a year. Uses short stories for

children in 6th to 8th grades. No articles, photographs, or poetry. Reports in a

month. Pays $55.00 per story, on acceptance. Query first.

TWELVE/FIFTEEN, 201 Eighth Ave., South, Nashville 2, Tenn. Margaret Barn-

hart, Editor. Published monthly in weekly parts for teen-age boys and girls. Uses

short stories, 2,500 to 3,500 words, and serials of 4 to 8 chapters. Wants non-fiction

on hobbies, nature, popular science, things to do and make, sports, personal welfare,

human relations. No fillers. Buys photographs, prefers 8x10 glossies, no color. Pays

1 /2C a word, and up, on acceptance.

VENTURE, 920 Witherspoon Bldg., Philadelphia 7, Pa. Aurelia Reigner, Editor.

Issued monthly; $1.75 a year. Slanted to boys and girls 12-14.

"A typical issue of the magazine will contain two stories of about 2,500 words

each, one slanted to boys and one to girls. The boys' story is most likely to deal

with sports, adventure, mystery, space, or humor. The characters may be all boys.

The girls' story is most likely to deal with social situations and to have some boy-

girl interest in it. However, girls' stories may also deal with adventure, mystery, or

humor.

"Occasionally an issue may carry one longer story, with top interest and value

for both boys and girls. We are looking for well-plotted stories, with plenty of

action, lifelike teen-age characters, dealing with problems that are resolved in

realistic ways.

"Feature articles may range in length from 500 to 2,000 words, depending upon

the nature of the material. Articles should deal with subjects of vital interest to

junior highs—such as, physical and personal development, manners, self-improve-

ment, science, nature, hobbies, achievements of teen-agers, vocational information,

biography.

"If an article is illustrated by photos, these must be sharp, clear, glossy prints,

about 8x10 inches, of professional quality.

"We need good ideas for things to make—materials must be inexpensive and

easily obtainable; occasional party plans; original puzzles and quizzes; original

ideas for a humor page.

"Short poems with real appeal to this age group will be used. Payment 2c a

word and up on acceptance."
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VISION, Beaumont and Pine, Box 179, St. Louis 3, Mo. Guin Ream Tuckett,

Editor. Issued weekly; $2.50 a year. Published for young people of the Disciples of

Christ Church, 12 to 18 years of age. Uses fiction, features, cartoons, short poems,

and photographs, all of teen-age interest. Especially desires articles of current in-

terest, relating current happenings to teen-agers. Interested in finding young writers.

Pays Ic a word for prose and $3 and up for photographs.

WALTHER LEAGUE MESSENGER, 875 N. Dearborn Ave., Chicago 10, 111.

Issued monthly; $3 a year. Alfred P. Klausler, Editor. Uses fiction with religious

implication, written for young people, 1,200 to 1,500 words. Pays Ic a word, on

acceptance.

WEE WISDOM, published by Unity School of Christianity, Lee's Summit, Mo.

Jane Palmer, Editor. Issued monthly. Magazine for boys and girls under 13 years

of age, designed to help them establish their lives on a firm foundation of Christian

principles. They will send their "Editorial Policy" brochure on request. Buy short

stories up to 2,200 words for their older readers; up to 1,000 words for the five to

eight group. Use 6,000 to 15,000 word serials, each chapter limited to 2,500 words.

Pay 1/2 to 3c per word on acceptance. Picture and dot puzzles according to worth

to us.

WORDS OF CHEER, Mennonite Publishing House, Scottdale, Pa. Helen Trumbo,

Editor. Stories and articles should be realistic and have convincing dialogue, ap-

pealing to 9- to 14-year-olds. Problems related to home, school, and community
should present the Christian experience as definite, but normal under the influence

of the Christian home and church. Stories 1,500-2,000 words. Articles 800-1,000.

Payment upon acceptance.

WORLD OVER, 426 W. 58th St., New York 19, N. Y. Dr. Morris Epstein, Ezekiel

Schloss, Editors. Issued bi-weekly, October through May; $1.75 a year. Published

by the Jewish Education Committee of New York. Uses stories of Jewish interest

for youngsters aged nine to thirteen, 600 or 1,200 words per chapter. Query about

articles. Photographs of Jewish interest. Pays 3c a word and up.

YOUNG CATHOLIC MESSENGER, 38 W. Fifth St., Dayton 2, Ohio. James T.

Feely, Editor. Issued weekly during school year; $1.60 a year. Uses short stories,

not over 1,600 words, with strong plot—mystery, adventure, humor, school life, etc.

Also serials, two to six chapters of not more than 1,600 words each, with strong

plot, definite climax. Each chapter should end on note of suspense. Most articles

are written on request. Interested in articles particularly pertinent or appealing to

children 11 to 14 years of age. Verse—overstocked on longer lengths, but buying

few of four to eight lines. Query on ideas befor writing them. Pays $100 and up
for short stories, $175 to $450 for serials, 2c a word for non-fiction.

THE YOUNG CRUSADER, 1730 Chicago Ave., Evanston, 111. Lillian Luney,

Editor. Issued monthly; 5c a copy; 60c a year. Uses stories under 1,000 words with

definite total abstinence teaching. Pays /2c a word, on acceptance.

YOUNG PEOPLE, 1703 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 3, Pa. David D. Raycroft,

Editor. A vveekly for American Baptist young people (18-25 yrs.). Uses fiction with

indirect rcHgious tone: 2,000 words. Non-fiction—personality sketches, historical

sketches, young people "doing things": 750-1,000 words. Pic stories: 6-10 black-

and-white glossies per story (5/2" x 7"). Pays 1 cent per word on acceptance. Buys
first rights.

YOUTH, Gospel Trumpet Co., Anderson, Ind. Fiction should be character-building

or with some basic religious implications without being preachy. 1,500-2,500 words.

Special article needs in the personality profile, how-to, and current affairs areas.

750-1,500 words.
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YOUTH FOR CHRIST MAGAZINE, 109 N. Cross St., Wheaton, 111. Warren
VVicrshe, Managing Editor. Issued monthly; 30c a copy; $3.00 a year. Youth maga-

zine slanted for 14 to 20 age bracket. Material should have a definite evangelical

tone but should avoid preachy emphasis. Article length is around 1,500 words.

Fiction should have action and youth characters. Uses personality pieces on success-

ful business, professional and sports people with Christian backgrounds. Needs

articles helping youth in meeting today's problems. Uses cartoons which have teen

slant. Pays $5 for cartoons. Pictures with youth slant are used. Pays up to $40 for

fiction; Ic a word for all other material; $3 and up, per picture.

OUR SUNDAY VISITOR, Huntington, Ind. Msgr. Joseph Crowley, Editor. Issued

weekly; 5c a copy; $3.00 a year. Uses almost exclusively Catholic articles, up to

1,500 words. Photographs accepted. No poetry. Reports in three to six weeks. Pays

3c a word and up, on acceptance.

YOUTH'S COMRADE, 6401 The Paseo, Box 6076, Kansas City 10, Mo. Wants

fiction that vividly portrays definite Christian emphasis on character-building values

without being preachy. Setting, plot and action should be realistic. Length is up to

2,500 words. Also uses serials of six to eight chapters with each chapter not longer

than 2,500 words. Pays $6 per thousand words, and up, and buys all rights unless

otherwise specified. Uses very few articles, but these should be how-to's and per-

sonality development pieces. One-pagers are preferred—about 1,000 words—with

payment $6 per thousand words. All material should appeal to children between

12 and 17 years of age. Address scripts to Robert D. Troutman, Editor.
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Love Magazines

IDEAL LOVE STORIES, 241 Church St., New York 13, N. Y. Issued bi-monthly;

25c a copy. Marie Antoinette Park, Editor. The material here is basically the same

as that found in Today's Love Stories.

MY LOVE SECRET, 535 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Suzanne Hilliard, Edi-

tor. Issued bi-monthly; 20c a copy; $1.20 a year. Read by teen-age girls from 13 up.

Want articles up to 1,000 words on love, dating, health, clothes, grooming, and

other universal teenage problems. Use fiction of the strong, dramatic confession

type, with young heroes and heroines, concerning teen-age problems, centered

around true-to-life characters. Story length: from 5,000 to 10,000 words. Pays 3c

per word, on acceptance. Report within six weeks.

RANCH ROMANCES, 355 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Jim Hendryx, Jr.,

Editor. Issued quarterly; 35c a copy. Uses stories dealing with the old West that

have plenty of action, realistic characterization and good plot line. Lengths are

from 4,000 to 6,000 words, with novelettes from 8,000 to 12,000 words. There is

also a market here for fact features in short lengths dealing with the Old West.

Pays Ic a word. Uses a limited amount of poetry at 25c a line.

TODAY'S LOVE STORIES, 241 Church St., New York 13, N. Y. Issued bi-

monthly; 35c a copy. Marie Antoinette Park, Editor. Uses the modern, more intense

type of love story, with stronger emphasis on sex and physical involvement, 1,000

to 10,000 words. Romance is imperative, but the sophisticated kind where sex is

more realistically blended with love. While some of the stories are told in the first

person they do not want the confession type story. Payment is /2C a word, on
publication.

WESTERN ROMANCES, 241 Church St., New York 13, N. Y. Marie A. Park,

Editor. Issued bi-monthly; 25c a copy; $1.50 a year. Wants love stories both of the

old West and the present-day West, 1,000 to 10,000 words. Other qualifications are

the same as Today's Love Stories. Pays Yzc a word, on publication.
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MenPH and Adventure Magazines

ADAM, Knight Publishing Co., 8762 Prismatic Bldg., West Branch, Los Angeles 46,

Calif. Lothar Ashley, Editor-in-Chief. Issued monthly; 50c a copy.

Non-fiction: Will consider non-fiction personalities and profiles, contemporary arti-

cles of male interest, humor, satire, history, and battle of the sexes themes. Query
first on these. Length: 2,000 to 4,000 words. Pays $75 to $200, on acceptance. Has

the purchase order plan. Buys First North American Serial Rights and reports in

ten days.

Fiction: Uses stories of male-female relationship in a situation of conflict, crisis,

drama, adventure, or humorous confusion. Stories must have pace, tension, conflict,

suspense, excitement, interest, male-female relationships. While they may go further

into sex than those in most magazines, they should avoid graphic sex descriptions,

perversions, or fetishes. Stories ranging from 1,000 to 4,000 words bring $75 to

$200 paid on a quality and placement basis. Buys all rights, but authors may ask

for reassignment of rights after publication. Pays on the 10th of the month after

acceptance and reports within two weeks.

Cartoons: Frank Edward Lee, Cartoon Editor. Submit only finished ink or wash

cartoons (S/axll)—no roughs. Desert island gags and cannibals have been worked

to death. Standard rate is $10. Reports by return mail. Buys all rights and uses the

purchase order plan.

Photos: All photo submissions must contain the following: ( 1 ) An acceptable re-

lease for all models used containing the model's name and signature. If the model

is under 21 years old (18 if married) the signature of a parent or guardian is

required. A sample model release is available on request; (2) A stamped, self-

addressed, return envelope; (3) A fact sheet giving information about the model;

(4) Place or activity being photographed. Include all information that may be of

help in writing an interesting text for your photo story. A sample fact sheet is

available on request. Uses black and white photo stories for personality profiles;

stories covering events, places, or unusual activities; and special material, including

single black and white photos (11x14) used as center spreads. They must be full

nudes, calendar type shots with eye contact.

Fillers: No humorous fillers wanted. Uses short-short fiction and articles only.

Preferred length is 600 to 700 words for which they pay $25. Buys all rights; if

author wants any returned, he should write for permission. Reports in ten days.

Pays on acceptance purchase order plan.

ADVENTURE, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. Edwin Johnson, Editor.

Issued bi-monthly.

Non-fiction and Fiction: Half of the material in this magazine is fiction and the

other half is non-fiction. Male adventure is the theme, but this may take place

right in the home town as well as in far-off places. Each issue uses one novelette

with a preferred length of approximately 10,000 words, which brings $500. Articles

and fiction of 2,500 to 3,000 words bring $250 and up.

Photos: Picture stories are wanted, for which $50 a page is paid.

ARGOSY, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. Henry Steeger, Editor; Alden H.

Norton, Executive Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $4.00 a year.

Non-fiction: Milt Mechlin, Non-fiction Editor. Needs articles of a controversial

nature by or about well-known names; and service articles on how a man of the

house may save money or improve his family's economy or comfort. Emphasis on

smart male slant. Articles average $500 each.

Fiction: Bruce Cassidy, Fiction Editor. Needs good fiction material in 4,000 to 5,000

words, novelettes of 12,000 to 16,000 words and novel condensations of 25,000

words by top fiction authors. Fiction should also emphasize the smart male slant.

Would also like 500 to 1,250 word humor pieces. Prices vary from an average of

$500 for short stories, to as high as $3,000 for a special lead or feature.
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Cartoons: Doris Schwartz, Cartoon Editor. Masculine cartoons, 8/2XII inches in

size; pays $40 for a small panel, and more for multiple panels. Should be ink, ben

day, no wash. Pays on acceptance and buys all rights. Reports in three to four

weeks.

Photos: Eric Lasher, Editor. Wants good picture stories, as well as picture stories

that can be worked into features. Prefers contact sheets and a selection of 8x10

glossy prints. For color photos, in 35mm, prefers Kodachrome. Otherwise they

have no preference regarding size or type of transparency. Pays $100 a page for

black and white; $150 a page for color; and $500 for a cover. Rates are flexible,

though. Pays from $500 to $750 for a color and b&w set. Does not pay extra for

the text or captions that accompany a picture story. They feel that the photogra-

pher is responsible for identifying and explaining his photos accompanying the text.

Send pictures; queries cannot describe photos fully. Pays on acceptance. Only gives

assignments to photographers whose work they are familiar with. Sometimes offers

a guarantee. Does not pay expenses.

BOLD MEN, Cape Magazine Management Corp., 11 East 17th St., New York 3,

N. Y. Larry Reich, Editor. No fillers or featurettes.

Non-fiction and Fiction: Wants hard-hitting articles and fiction dealing with celeb-

rities and average people in suspense-filled, offbeat situations. Fiction should be

"hip" about men-women situations but not off-colored. Adventure should be hair-

raising and should include a woman who is vital to the predicament the hero

(always a man) is trying to solve. When dealing with celebrities, the article should

be scrupulously substantiated. Pays $50 to $100 depending on length (1,500 to

3,000 words). Buys First North American Serial Rights. All payment on acceptance

and reports within two weeks. Direct all queries to Larry Reich, Editor.

CAVALIER, 67 W. 44th St., New York 36, N. Y. Bob Curran, Editor. Bill Wise,

Managing Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. No fillers or cartoons.

Non-fiction: Uses articles of dramatic character for and about adventurous men
that will appeal to young, active men between 17 and 35 years. Subjects may be

adventure, cars, sports, personalities in the news, medicine, fact crime, jobs, sex.

Payment for articles runs to $1,500, on acceptance. Reports within fifteen working

days.

Fiction: Carol Wienir, Editor. Uses horror stories only under 5,000 words in length.

Payment is a minimum of $400 on acceptance. Imagination is the key quality

looked for in these stories.

Photos: Accepts photos both with and without manuscripts. Prefers 8x10 black and
white enlargements, and 35mm color photos. Buys first rights. Payment varies.

Query first on these.

CLIMAX, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. Louis Sabin, Managing Editor.

Lssued monthly. Reports in two weeks. Queries preferred.

Non-fiction: Uses true adventure stories in the non-fiction area. Pays $50 to $250
depending on length and quality, on acceptance.

Fiction: Uses military, sport, male-female, and western fiction. Good dramatic story

situation with plenty of suspense is important. Also pays $50 to $250, on acceptance.

Be sure to study the magazine first, before submitting material.

DUDE AND GENT, 505 Eighth Ave., New York 18, N. Y. Bruce Elliott, Editor.

Nat Lchrman, Managing Editor. Dude and Gent alternate each month. No fillers.

Fiction: Fiction should be brief—from 1,500 to 3,500 words, well-plotted and occa-

sionally snappy. Explorations, subtle, serious, or humorous, of conflicts between

the sexes are the mainstay of the magazine, and no subject is taboo as long

as it is light, satirical or significant—to a youth (spiritually, at least) and hip

reader. Writers interested in this market should avoid "downbeatness" and per-

versity, bearing in mind that while sex does play a large role in Dude and Gent,

the approach is salubrious, not salacious. Rates are 5c to 10c a word, on acceptance,

for First North American rights. Reports immediately. No queries on fiction.
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Cartoons: Looking for urbane, well-drawn cartoons with a sex or satiric slant,

avoiding the cliches both verbal and lineal of the "girly" magazine. Uses over 100

a year and pays $25 for each on scheduling for publication. Acceptances or rejec-

tions are generally made known within two weeks, frequently sooner. Any kind of

rough is okay for the first look; if accepted they will let the cartoonist know
their mechanical requirements. Send to "Cartoon Editor."

ESCAPADE, 1472 Broadway, Room 815, New York, N. Y. Douglas Allen, Editor.

Fiction: Fiction in the Caldwell, O'Hara, Hemingway vein. Short short fiction,

1,250 to 3,000 words. Payment is 5c a word and up; payment approximately 30

days after acceptance.

ESCAPE TO ADVENTURE, 21 W. 26th St., New York, N. Y. Robert Lichello,

Editor. Issued monthly. No verse or poetry. All payment is made on publication of

material. Buys First North American rights. Negative reports in a week, accept-

ances take longer.

Non-fiction: Likes strong adventure stories for men, accurate and factual locales,

"how to" pieces which appeal to men, "service" articles, etc. These pay an average

of $75 with extra for pix.

Fiction: Fiction must be based on fact. Places, dates, must be real. Reader identifi-

cation is important. Rates are $75 with extra for pix.

Cartoons: Pays $7.50 each for cartoons of interest to men.

Photos: Buys only photos that are submitted with manuscripts.

FLING FESTIVAL, 44 E. Superior St., Chicago 11, 111. Issued quarterly; $L00
a copy.

Cartoons: Arv Miller, Cartoon Editor. Wants sophisticated male slant. Approxi-

mately 20 cartoons printed each issue. Any medium can be used for finish. $10

to $50 on acceptance, depending on size and reputation of artist. Magazine is

constantly looking for double-page spread ideas and multi-panel gags. Best to

query first. Sometimes will buy an idea for spreads from cartoon roughs to be

farmed out to regular contributors. Buys first rights, but sometimes reprints later

with payment accordingly. Best chance to sell the Fling Festival market is by having

unusual slick, stylized technique.

Photos: Address all photos to the attention of Editor, Arv Miller. We prefer to

see contacts on all forms of photo stories if possible. OK'd contacts should be

enlarged to 8 x 10 glossy prints. Color is used with most pin-up presentations.

Nothing smaller than 2^ x 2J4 color will be accepted. On color studies we
really prefer 4x5. Magazine buys first rights exclusive, but will make additional

payment for reprint use. $100 and up for B/W photo sets and $150 and up for

B/W and color. Information sheet must be enclosed with submission on model or

picture-story. Color cover rates—$75 up depending on size and quality. Assign-

ments are given if proper proof is given that magazine will get a first-class story.

Minimum expenses are sometimes paid when situation warrants. Before submit-

ting, photographer best check photo contents of Fling Festival issue for approach.

Fillers: Uses jokes and mystery teasers (see Mike Nichols filler). Length should

be 100 to 250 words. Pays $5 to $25 and buys first rights. Reports in two or

three weeks.

FOR MEN ONLY, 655 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. Noah Sarlat, Editor.

Issued monthly.

Non-fiction: Uses dramatic profiles of exciting characters; also exposes. Best

article length is 4,000 to 6,000 words, for which they pay $300, with separate pay

for pictures.

Fiction: Uses exciting adventure stories of 3,000 to 5,000 words with payment to

$250.

Photos: Buys sensational picture stories on subjects that have elements of horror or

terror as well as action.
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FRONTIER TIMES, P. O. Box 5008, Austin 31, Texas. Joe Austell Small, Editor.

Issued quarterly. For requirements see True West.

GENTLEMEN'S QUARTERLY, 488 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. Everett

Mattlin, Editor. Issued eight times a year. Rarely uses photos. No cartoons. Pay-

ment on acceptance and buys First North American Serial rights. Reports in one to

two weeks.

Non-fiction: These articles for men in the upper income bracket should cover

travel, sport, food and drink, art and photographic essays, and biographies. 5,000

words is the limit. Pays from $100 to $300 for these.

Fiction: Good quality fiction is wanted. It need not be humorous, but not too

offbeat either. Pays from $150 to $300 for these also.

Fillers: Uses long poems or several poems together because of the proportions of

the magazine. Satirical or humorous poetry might be possible. Pays approximately

$50 for poems.

GUY, 303 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. William A. Robbins, Editor. Issued bi-

monthly.

Non-fiction: Uses mostly true adventure stories, but no animal or hunting episodes.

Prefers crime, survival, escape, war, exciting personalities of interest to men, written

in either the first or third person. Length, 1,200 to 1,500 words; or 3,500 to 4,500

words. Query editor first. Pays $150 to $300 per story.

LUCKY MATE, see Bold Man.

MALE, 655 Madison Ave,, New York 21, N. Y. Bruce J. Friedman, Editor. Issued

monthly; 35c a copy.

Non-fiction: Uses powerful, dramatic, heroic, true adventures set in exotic back-

grounds. Hard-hitting articles, exposes, personality pieces of contemporary interest,

with strong male appeal. 5,000 to 7,000 words. Payment on acceptance from $300.

Fiction: Male appeal fiction up to 5,000 words.

Cartoons: Cartoons with strong male appeal. Ink or wash. Pays $15 per cartoon, on
publication.

Photos: Photographic illustrations are especially important to give authenticity to

the stories.

MAN TO MAN, 21 W. 26th St., New York 10, N. Y. Everett Meyers, Editor.

Issued 10 times a year; 35c a copy. No fillers.

Non-fiction and Photos: Wants varied adventure articles which may be first person.

Interest should be contemporary with man vs. man or man vs. woman conflicts.

Articles accompanied by good black and white pix in particular demand. Queries

not necessary. Pays $75 for most articles up to 3,000 words, on publication, and
extra for pix used. Reports within two weeks.

Fiction: Uses strong masculine fiction to about 3,000 words which should include

some relationship to women.

MAN'S DAY, 535 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Issued bi-monthly; 25c a copy.

Evan Lee Heyman, Editor.

Non-fiction: Exciting, non-fiction articles for men: World War II survival ordeals,

true espionage, Civil War stories, accounts of major disasters, adventure stories set

in exotic backgrounds, soldiers-of-fortune, crime classics. Length about 3,500 words.

Rates up to $500, on acceptance. Query first.

MAN'S LIFE, 32 West 22nd St., New York 10, N. Y. Harold Straubing, Editor.

No fiction.

Non-fiction: Uses military expose articles, true crime round-ups, adventure, war
stories, etc., in lengths up to 3,000 words. Pays $150 and up. Query first.

Cartoons: Uses 75 cartoons a year. Prefers ink and wash. Pays $10 per cartoon, on
acceptance. Reports in two weeks.
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Photos: Uses glossy b&w enlargements; no color. Pays $15 for photos submitted

with articles and $125 for cheesecake sets, on acceptance. Also buys first rights.

Query first on these.

Fillers: Cartoons are used as filler material. See cartoon requirements as listed

above.

MAN'S MAGAZINE, 444 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Phil Hirsch, Editor.

Does not wish to receive any freelance material at this time.

MAN'S WORLD, 655 Madison Ave., New York 19, N. Y. Noah Sarlat, Editor.

Issued bi-monthly. Same requirements as Male, Stag, and For Men Only magazines.

MEN, 655 Madison Ave., New York 21, N. Y. Bruce J. Friedman, Editor. Issued

monthly; 35c a copy.

Non-fiction: Wants powerful, dramatic true adventures, set in exotic backgrounds
or out of America's past, with strong male appeal. Also uses hard-hitting exposes,

personality pieces, articles dealing with men's fundamental interests: jobs, money,
leisure, man-woman relationships. 4,500 to 7,000 words. Payment from $300, on
acceptance.

Cartoons: Wants cartoons with strong male appeal. Pays $15 each, on publication.

MEN'S THRILLS, see Bold Men.

MODERN MAN, 8150 N. Central Park, Skokie, 111. Lawrence Teeman, Editor.

Issued monthly. All payment is on publication. Buys first and second rights and
reports in 30 to 60 days.

Non-fiction and Fiction: Wants 2,000 to 3,000 word articles. Read the magazine

for subject matter and style of writing. Pay $125 for fiction and $150 to $200 for

articles with pictures.

Cartoons: Cartoons are used.

Photos: Sometimes uses photos with captions only. Does use photos submitted

with manuscripts.

MR. MAGAZINE, 21 W. 26th St., New York 10, N. Y. Everett Meyers, Editor.

Issued bi-monthly; 35c a copy; $2.10 a year.

Non-fiction and Photos: Uses articles of interest to men on exotic travel, personali-

ties and women. Articles accompanied by good b&w pics are in particular demand.

Reports in two weeks in most cases and pays $50 to $75, on publication.

Fiction: Uses varied fiction built upon strong human themes with sympathetic

characters; up to 3,000 words. Few taboos within the limits of good taste, but trick

endings for their own sake are not in high demand. Wife-husband murders have

about had it, unless handled with above average skill.

THE NATIONAL POLICE GAZETTE, 250 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.

H. H. Roswell, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.50 a year. Contents are

made up of four departments: sports, special features, color pin-ups, and letters

from readers.

Non-fiction: Particularly interested in exclusive human interest stories of big name
personalities. Check the magazine for slant, and with the editors for lengths and

rates.

NUGGET, 545 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Michael St. John, Editor and Pub-

lisher. Issued bi-monthly; 50c a copy.

Non-fiction: John Dodge, Feature Editor. Articles of 1,200 to 1,500 words should in

general be interesting and amusing rather than informative and educational. Pays

$100 to $500 for articles.

Fiction: Short fiction (1,200 to 1,500 words), preferably funny or entertaining, is

wanted. Also uses strong stories of high Hterary merit. Pays $100 to $500 for fiction.
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Cartoons: Uses one, two and four color cartoons and hopes for a high quality of

art work. Rates are $25 to $100.

Photos: Photographs, singles and sets, black and white and color will be considered

especially for their quality and wholesome sex appeal. Interested as well in non-girl

sets on sports, travel and miscellaneous subjects of a dramatic or humorous nature.

Fillers: Buys jokes and other fillers. Pays $5 and up for gags.

PIC, 423 S. Elm Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. Victor H. Wagner, Editor. No fillers.

Non-fiction: Covers a wide range of topics of interest to men; adventure, business,

outdoor, sports, new ideas, how-to-build. Article lengths run from 800 to 1,500

words, heavily illustrated with pictures. Good rates, on acceptance. Tries to report

within a week.

Photos: Picture features are used. Also uses photos with manuscripts.

PLAYBOY, 232 E. Ohio, Chicago 11, lUinois. Hugh M. Hefner, Editor-Publisher.

Jack J. Kessie, Managing Editor. Issued monthly; 60c a copy. Pays $3,000 and up

for lead fiction; comparable rates for other fiction, articles, cartoons, and photos.

Non-fiction: Articles should be written with wit and charm, and a specific style is

important. Does not want strictly informative pieces, true adventure, or how-to ma-
terial. Check magazine for subject matter. Likes pieces on jazz, outstanding con-

temporary men, sports, games, food and fashion. Length is about 2,500 words for

articles. A query is advisable here.

Fiction: Uses entertainment pieces that interest urban men. Stories should be well

constructed, with quality writing as well as unusual, arresting ideas. Satire, the

offbeat story and sex in good taste are welcome. Fiction lengths are from 2,000 to

10,000 words. An occasional short short of from 1,000 to 1,500 words is used.

Cartoons: Uses full color cartoons. Cartoon ideas should be submitted as roughs

first, with one finished drawing included.

Photos: Likes good black and white and color photographs of beautiful women,
with some text.

Fillers: Party Jokes are always welcome; also interesting items for Playboy After

Hours, front section (best check this carefully before submission). Prefers lengths of

20 to 250 words for which they pay $25 to $100. Buys usual rights and reports in

one week.

REAL MAGAZINE, 505 Eighth Ave., New York 18, N. Y. Frederick W. RoloflF,

Editor. Issued bi-monthly. All articles and picture stories should be sent to Richard
C. Smith, Managing Editor.

Non-fiction: Uses narrative material of interest to men. Subjects concern every-

thing from the atomic plane bungle, to great crimes, war narratives, sports, cars,

hunting and fishing, medicine, humor, and such service material as boats, guns and
fishing apparatus. Will pay up to $1,000 per article.

Cartoons: Robert Baum is Cartoon and Art Editor. Pays $30 for cartoons; more for

spreads.

Photos: Picture stories start at $100; individual pictures and assignments are at

ASMP rates. Color transparencies (no prints) are acceptable in any size and cover
prices for same start at $350.

Fillers: Uses shorts (500-750 words); gags and miscellany for the editorial column.
Gags and miscellany should be about 50 words for which they pay $5. No query
for short material. Buys First North American rights. Gags/miscellany material
does not receive a report; if it is used, a check is sent.

REAL ADVENTURE, 535 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Evan Lee Heyman,
Editor. Issued bi-monthly; 35c a copy. Same requirements as Man's Day. Preferred

length 5,000 words. Payment up to $750, on acceptance. Query first.

ROGUE, Box 230, Evanston, Illinois. William L. Hamlin, Editor and Publisher.

Issued monthly; 50c a copy. Careful study of the magazine is suggested for would-
be contributors; current issues show slant.
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Non-fiction and Fiction: Prefers stories and articles with a sophisticated handling

and solid content; themes of both should be keyed to the urban male market. Some
satire used. Lengths Should not exceed 4,000 words, preferred length is 2,000 to

3,000 words. Pays 5c a word, on acceptance.

Cartoons: Big market for cartoons, particularly those with a sophisticated sexy gag
line. Pays $23 to $100 for these.

Photos: Photo features are also a wide open market with payment as high as $500.

Prompt reports.

SAGA, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. John M. Ross, Managing Editor.

Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year.

Non-fiction and Fillers: Uses features that focus on the resourcefulness of skillful or

courageous manner in which a man solves a problem confronting him. Emphasis is

on muscular adventure rather than intellectual; humor, sports, unusual profiles,

great crime stories also wanted. Lengths run from 200 to 5,000 words. The very

short bits are capsule adventures; thumbnail sketches or adventures in miniature

and not odd facts. Queries are best on all feature ideas. From these the editor can

judge possible length and rate of payment as well as the acceptability of the idea.

Pays $50 for shorts to $500 for top articles. Average article payment, $250.

SEE, West Part Publishing Corp., 505 Eighth Ave., New York 18, N. Y. Franklyn

Raven, Editor; Richard C. Smith, Managing Editor. Issued bi-monthly.

Fiction: This narrative men's adventure magazine publishes highly fictionalized,

lusty accounts of men in action involved in same with beautiful women. The only

authenticity required is actual places in time and events (e.g. World War II; Civil

War; Chicago's gangland wars, etc.). Pays $100 for stories on acceptance.

Cartoons: Robert Baum, Art Editor. Pays $10 for cartoons, on acceptance.

Fillers: Uses gags not exceeding 50 words for which they pay $5 per item published.

Buys first North American Serial rights. No reports; if filler is used, a check is

mailed.

SIR!, 21 W. 26th St., New York 10, N. Y. Adrian Lopez, Editor.

Non-fiction: Buys articles in such fields as adventure, psychology, sex, sports, vice

exposes, history, personality pieces on glamour girls, etc. Article lengths range

from 1,500 to 10,000 words and pays $75 to $350. Queries are invited, but not

required.

Fiction: Buys fiction from 1,500 to 2,500 words with lots of action, love interest,

and a strong O. Henry-like twist at the end. Buys all rights and pays up to $75.

Photos: Pays $5 per print for pictures.

STAG MAGAZINE, 655 Madison Ave., New York 21, N. Y. Noah Sarlat, Editor.

Issued monthly; 35c a copy.

Non-fiction: Uses fast, suspenseful, dramatic, true stories. Also uses articles on per-

sonalities and crime which run up to 7,000 words. Wants dramatic profiles of

fabulous personalities. Pays up to $500, on acceptance.

Fiction: OfT-trail fiction, bolstered by tense atmosphere, is acceptable, though hero-

villain plot is not necessary. The editor suggests that the inexperienced writer stick

to the well-plotted story. These also pay up to $500, on acceptance.

TRUE, 67 W. 44th St., New York 36, N. Y. Douglas Kennedy, Editor. Issued

monthly. Queries are a must.

Non-fiction: Wants fact-mystery, sports and personality pieces, history, westerns,

medical, science, military, Americana and adventure articles. All material should

have good, strong male slant. Lengths average 2,500 to 7,000 words, with book

lengths running about 18,000. Pays from $500 to $2,500 on acceptance. Buys all

rights; these may be returned to the author on request after publication. Reports in

two weeks.
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Cartoons: Likes anti-female and male superiority over the female cartoons that are

done in color. $85 minimum is paid, on acceptance. Buys all rights and reports in

two weeks. John Binder is Cartoon Editor.

Photos: Considers picture stories, with varying amounts of text required. Uses both

color and black and white.

Fillers: Uses one page features, 800 to 1,000 words in length, for which they pay

$150 to $300. Buys all rights and reports in two weeks. Query first.

TRUE ADVENTURES, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. Alden H. Norton,

Executive Editor.

Non-fiction and Fiction: Uses stories and articles with a man's action slant. Should

contain excitement and danger without sadism. Pays good rates, on acceptance.

Edwin Johnson is Articles Editor.

Cartoons: Uses male slant cartoons, 8/2XII in size. Prefers ink and ben day, no

wash. Pays $15 per cartoon, on acceptance. Reports in one to two weeks. D. G.

Schwartz is Cartoon Editor.

Photos: Uses black and white picture features of two to four pages. Cover photos by

assignment only. Payment on acceptance. Peggy Graves is Photo Editor.

TRUE MEN STORIES, 32 W. 22nd St., New York 10, N. Y. Harold Straubing,

Editor. Same requirements as Man's Life.

TRUE WEST, P. O. Box 5008, Austin 31, Texas. Joe Austell Small, Editor.

Issued bi-monthly. No fiction or poetry.

Non-fiction: Facts must be accurate. First person, cross between facts and dry

historical journals and moving style of good fiction. In short, articles must be

very entertaining and a fast-moving history of the Old West and it must be

factual. Length should be from 1,500 to 5,000 words for which they pay Ic a

word, on publication. Buys first American Serial Rights and reports in three to

four weeks.

Cartoons: Uses approximately 100 Old West cartoons per year. Pays $3 apiece,

on acceptance.

Photos: Photo rate varies. Generally a flat offer for an article plus pix is made.
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Military Magazines

THE AMERICAN WEEKEND, 2020 M St., N.W., Washington 6. D. C. Leslie

R. Honeycutt, Managing Editor. Issued weekly; 15c a copy; $6.00 a year.

Non-fiction and Photos: This magazine for American families serving outside of

the U. S. wants feature articles dealing with the American scene, 600 to 1,200

words. Photos are essential. Pays after publication.

ARMY, 1529 18th St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C. John B. Spore, Editor. Issued

monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year.

Non-fiction: Wants articles up to 3,800 words relating to military art and science,

representing the interests of the entire Army. Especially interested in articles hav-

ing application to current problems or fostering traditions. Pays 3c to 5c a word.

Fiction: Rarely uses fiction, and then only when it points out a military lesson in

tactics, organization or the like. Pays 3c to 5c per word, on publication.

Photos: Pays $5 to $10 for b & w photos.

INFANTRY MAGAZINE, E.P.O., USAIS, Fort Benning, Ga. Official publication

of the U. S. Army Infantry School. Issued bi-monthly; $4 a year; $7 for two years;

$10 for three years. No poetry. Rarely uses fiction.

Non-fiction and Photos: Uses articles up to 2,500 words on military subjects, with

slant toward professional Infantryman. May or may not conform to Infantry doc-

trine. Editor interested in field expedients, short cuts, improvements, and simplifi-

cations in training and equipment which can be used in other units. Occasional

pieces on military history for soldier readers. Photos accepted only with MS. Re-

ports in one to three weeks. Payment on publication; rates depend on type, length,

and editorial correctness of article.

LEATHERNECK, Headquarters, U. S. Marine Corps, P. O. Box 1918, Washing-

ton, D. C. Karl A. Schuon, Managing Editor.

Non-fiction and Photos: Articles should be submitted in outline form; photographs

are mandatory.

Fiction: "Writing for Marines about Marines is not an easy job. They know them-

selves very well and if they don't recognize themselves in what they read, we hear

about it in no uncertain Marine terms," says Managing Editor Schuon. The big

need here is for fiction, preferably 2,500 to 3,000 words, but will consider pieces

up to 5,000 with a Marine angle; clean boy meets girl, barracks humor, Marines

on liberty with plots against authentic foreign or Stateside backdrops. Pays $150

to $200 on acceptance.

Cartoons: Cartoons should be slanted towards the enlisted Marine and should be

done in ink. Pavs $15 and ud. on acceptance and buys first rights. Reports in 10

days to two weeks. Sergeant Duane E. Wells is Cartoon Editor.

Fillers: Uses poems up to six stanzas in length for which they pay $10 and up.

Reports in ten days.

MARINE CORPS GAZETTE, Box 1844, Quantico, Virginia. No fiction or poetry.

Non-fiction: Uses articles up to 3,500 words pertaining to the military profession.

Keep copy military, not political. Readership is 90% officers. Uses a great deal of

copy of the "Why Don't They" variety from enlisted men and junior officers. All

offerings are passed on by an editorial board as well as by the editor. Reports in 30

to 60 days and pays 3c to 6c a word, on publication.

Fillers: Uses true, short, humorous, military anecdotes for which they pay $10 each,

on publication.

THE NATIONAL DEFENSE TRANSPORTATION JOURNAL, 1612 K St.,

N.W., Washington 6, D. C. Francis W. Crary, Editor and Publisher. Sabina M.
Haenel, Managing Editor. Issued bi-monthly; $1.75 per copy; $10 per year. No
fiction.
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Non-fiction: Desires articles which stimulate interest in, provoke thought on, and

provide open forum for discussion of national defense transportation and logistic

matters. Preferred length: 2,000 to 3,000 words. If called for, authors must take

necessary steps to have manuscripts cleared for publication by military. Depart-

ment of Defense, and State Department. Payment of honorarium up to $100 on

publication.

Fillers: Uses short news stories (50 to 200 words) on transportation. Generally,

there is no payment for these.

NATIONAL GUARDSMAN, 1 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington 1, D. C.

Allan G. Crist, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. No fiction or

poetry.

Non-fiction: Uses articles from 2,000 to 3,000 words on military strategy, tactics,

combat lessons learned as they pertain to the Army and Air Force (including Army
National Guard and Air National Guard), historical or current. Material must be

strictly accurate from a technical standpoint. Writer must have military knowledge.

Reports in two weeks. Pays 3c a word, and up, depending on originality, amount
of research involved, etc., on publication.

Photos: Occasionally buys photos.

NAVY TIMES, 2020 M St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C. Issued weekly; 25c per

copy; $7.50 per year. John Slinkman, Editor.

Non-fiction and Photos: Buys practically no outside material, but might be inter-

ested in an occasional human interest story on some interesting former Sea Service

man who is doing some unique job or activity since release from service. Rate

would depend on value of story. Buys photographs (no color) submitted with the

script, and pays alter acceptance. Reports as soon as possible.

ORDNANCE, 708 Mills Bldg., Washington 6, D. C. Colonel Leo A. Codd, Editor.

Issued bi-monthly; $1.00 a copy; $5.00 a year (includes membership). No fiction or

poetry.

Non-fiction: Uses technical and scientific articles written in non-technical language.

Subjects deal with armament aspects of the armed forces, and with industrial pre-

paredness for the national defense. News style. Length, about 2,500 to 3,000 words,

with pictures. Majority of readers are non-technical people in industry, and stories

are slanted for them. Reports in a week. Pays on publication, rates in line with the

going market.

Photos: Occasionally buys photos.

OUR NAVY, 1 Hanson PI., Brooklyn 17, N. Y. Robert Wells, Assistant Editor.

Non-fiction: Articles wanted are pieces on modern navies, preferably U. S., and his-

torical pieces on the U. S. or Confederate Navies, or the Coast Guard. 2,000 to

4,000 words are nreferred, and articles should be descriptive, critical, and bio-

graphical. Pays $50 for lead articles; others vary. Articles or fiction of exceptional

quality double length or longer will be considered for serials.

Fiction: Buys a small amount of fiction between 2,000 to 3,500 words. Subject mat-

ter should be Navy, or deal with an enlisted Navyman in a believable situation.

Must not tear Navy down. Payment for fiction is about Ic per word.

Cartoons: Buys Navy subject cartoons.

Photos: Seldom buys photos, but does use illustrations for most fiction and some
articles.

Fillers: Uses featurettes of 150 to 200 words for which they pay Ic a word. Reports

within 2 or 3 weeks.

QUARTERMASTER REVIEW, 1026 17th St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C. Maj.

Gen. Herman Feldman, U.S.A. Ret., Publisher. Issued bi-monthly; $1.25 a copy;

$7.50 a year. No poetry.
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Non-fiction: A technical and educational military publication. Uses articles dealing

with any phase of military supply. Pays l/ac a word, on publication.

Photos: Accepts photography.

UNITED STATES NAVAL INSTITUTE PROCEEDINGS, Annapolis, Md.
Commander W. M. A. Greene, U.S.N., Editor. Issued monthly; 50c per copy; $5.00

a year. No cartoons or fiction.

Non-fiction and Photos: Uses articles concerning the Naval Service and national

security in lengths from 2,500 to 5,000 words. Photos are desired with the articles

but are not necessary. Reports in 30 days. Pays about 4c to 8c a word, on accept-

ance.

Fillers: Pays $5 for anecdotes with strong Naval or Marine Corps interest.

VFW MAGAZINE (formerly Foreign Service), 34th and Broadway, Kansas City

11, Mo. Barney Yanofsky, Editor. Issued monthly; 10c a copy; $1.00 a year. The
magazine is heavily loaded with organizational material, which limits the market.

Fiction: Occasionally uses a good short story with the theme of a war experience.

The shorter the better. Must be factual and historically accurate. Pays good rates,

on acceptance.
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Miscellaneous General Magazines

The Magazine ANTIQUES, 601 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Alice Win-
chester, Editor. Issued monthly; $1.00 a copy; $8.50 a year.

Non-fiction: Uses articles, 1,000 to 2,500 words; original information regarding

some aspect of glass, china, metal wares, furniture, etc., and their makers, and

houses furnished with antiques. Where the material does not represent new dis-

covery, it should present a new point of view. Pays 3c a word, on publication.

Query recommended.

Photos: Photos are used exclusively at cost.

CONTEST MAGAZINE, Upland, Indiana. Hugh Freese, Managing Editor. Is-

sued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.50 a year. No fiction. Currently overstocked on

fillers.

Non-fiction: Uses instructive how-to-win articles dealing with the prize contest

hobby. Uses articles telling how to create and prepare entries for specific contests

or specific types of contests. Reports in six weeks. Pays /ac a word, on publication,

with bonus for outstanding material.

Photos: Buys photographs pertaining to contesting.

THE DIPLOMAT: Travel, Fashion, Society Review, 982 National Press Bldg.,

Washington 4, D. C. Hope Ridings Miller, Editor.

Non-fiction: Uses material slanted to high level income group, government heads

and high appointees, and social notables all over the world. Most articles are staff

written, but they have a definite need for features from 900 to 1,000 words on

sophisticated subjects that will interest the widely traveled reader. Especially de-

sired are those in the lighter vein, showing up social foibles of economically privi-

leged persons. Pays $50 to $350 for features, after publication, and reports within

a week. Buys all rights. Queries are important.

Cartoons: Wants cartoons slanted to a sophisticated, moneyed audience, done in

ink. Pays $10 to $25 per cartoon, after publication, buys all rights, and reports

within a week.

Photos: Uses 8x10 glossy black and white enlargements and color only for covers.

Pays $10 to $15 per photo and buys exclusive rights, on publication. Gives assign-

ments with guarantees, but does not pay expenses. Always query first.

Fillers: Uses some light and serious verse that meets extremely high standards as

to originality and treatment. Pays 50c to $2.00 a line, depending on excellence.

This magazine is currently overstocked on verse.

FATE, Clark Publishing Co., 845 Chicago Ave., Evanston, 111. Mary Margaret

Fuller, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy. No poetry or fiction.

Non-Fiction: Subjects deal with mystical and strange events, magical rites, primi-

tive culture, and weird personal experiences. Lengths run 2,000 to 4,000 words.

Query regarding proposed subject. Pays 2c a word, minimum.
Photos: Uses photos.

Fillers: Uses short anecdotes, 100 to 500 words in length.

THE HIGH WAY MAGAZINE, Westminster Hill, Canterbury, Conn. Leroy

Victor Cleveland, Editor. Issued quarterly; 25c a copy; $1.00 for 5 issues; $2.00

for 12 issues.

Non-fiction: This anti-evolution journal uses articles pointing up the naturalism

—

supernaturalism problem. Articles should be up to 500 words for which they pay

/ac to 2c a word. Reports in two weeks.

Fillers: Uses short shorts, poems up to 36 lines, and one to six-line thought gems.

Pays /ac to 2c a word for prose and $1 to $2 per poem, on acceptance.

NATURAL HISTORY MAGAZINE, 79th and Central Parkway, W., New York

24, N. Y.
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Non-fiction: John Purcell, Editor. Uses all types of scientific articles except chem-

istry and physics—emphasis is on the biological sciences. Prefers professional scient-

ists as authors. Lengths range between 2,000 and 5,000 words. Pays from $100 to

$400. Query before submitting.

Photography: Uses black and white photographs, for which up to $50 per page

is paid; also purchases sets of photographs at flat rate. Some color is used for which

up to $100 per page is paid.

RAILROAD MAGAZINE, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. Freeman Hub-

bard, Editor. Issued bi-monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. No fiction, fillers, car-

toons, or poetry.

Non-fiction: Especially needs locomotive articles. Also uses dramatic fact articles

on any phase of railroading in the U. S. or Canada, past or present. Lengths

should be from 1,500 to 3,000 words, with or without pix. Articles should have

railroad "color," some excitement, and technical information. Also uses streetcar

and interurban articles that are rich in personalities and anecdotes. Query first

with a brief outline plus writer's qualifications for handling the subject. All queries

are answered the day they are received. Pay 5c a word, on acceptance.

Photos: Uses photos only with articles. Buys no separate photos.

THE ROSICRUCIAN DIGEST, Rosicrucian Park, San Jose, Calif. Joel Disher,

Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. No fiction, photos, or poetry.

Non-fiction: Uses feature articles on mysticism, philosophy, psychology, science,

biography, and the arts. Many articles are secured by assignment. Magazine should

be studied (free sample sent upon request). Convenient length, 1,500 to 2,500

words. Reports usually within two weeks. Pays 2c a word, on acceptance.

SKY AND TELESCOPE, Sky Publishing Co., Harvard College Observatory,.

Cambridge 38, Mass. Charles A. Federer, Jr., Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy;

$5.00 a year.

Non-fiction and Photos: Uses illustrated articles relating to astronomy. Quite a

bit of the material is done on assignment, so query the editor first.

SUNSHINE MAGAZINE, House of Sunshine, Litchfield, 111. Henry F. Henricks,

Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. No photos, poetry, or fillers.

Non-fiction: Uses inspirational articles.

Fiction: Uses uplifting, well-plotted stories with worthwhile themes and, if pos-

sible, a surprising climax. Limit 1,500 words; 1,200 preferred. Reports in 30 to 60

days. Payment is based on merit, on acceptance.

TOMORROW, 29 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Non-fiction: Eileen J. Garrett, "Editor. Uses articles dealing with extra-sensory

perception, telepathy, the possible survival of the human personality after death,

precognition, and related subjects. Well-authenticated psychic case histories on
subjects of hauntings, apparitions, telepathic dreams, etc. Payment is Ic a word
on acceptance.

WEEKDAY, 11 N. Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, 111.

Non-ficition: Articles of 1,000 words should be slanted toward the average man,

with the purpose of increasing his understanding of the business world and help-

ing him be more successful in it. Also uses articles on "How to Get Along with

Other People." Pays $20 to $50 for these.

Photos: Human interest photos are bought occasionally for covers, black and

white only.
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Movie Magazines

FILMS IN REVIEW, 31 Union Square, Now York 3, N. Y. Henry Hart, Editor.

No fillers.

MODERN SCREEN, 750 Third Ave., New York 17, N. Y. David Myers, Editor.

Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.25 a year. Uses 2,000-word pieces about the private

lives of the stars, with intimate glimpses of their personalities. These must be care-

fully researched, and are assigned on the basis of a submitted outline. Also uses

shorter features that vary from two-line fillers to 500 words, which are often picture

stories showing private activities of Hollywood personalities. These may be sub-

mitted complete. Reports in one week. Payment varies, and is on acceptance.

MOTION PICTURE, 67 W. 44th St., New York 36, N. Y. Jack Podell, Editor.

Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.50 a year. Uses short, interesting stories about top

Hollywood stars; sharply angled, timely, newsworthy. Story outline and idea must

be submitted and approved by editor before story is written. Wants top-rate black

and white, color photography (any size). Pays on acceptance, variable rates, with

bonus for exceptional material.

MOVIE LIFE, 295 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Barbara Janes, Editor.

Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. Interested only in star personality stories

which are mostly on assignment. Sometimes buys stories on speculation, as well as

good, candid picture layouts. Pays $100, and up, on publication.

MOVIE MIRROR, Sterling Group, Inc., 411 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Richard Heller, Editorial Director. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 per year.

Want exciting, emotional stories about top movie stars. Interviews on specific phases

of a movie star's life are also acceptable, and teen-age interest is important. Also

want exclusive picture stories and photos submitted with manuscripts. Maximum
length 1,800 words. Payment is a minimum of $100, on acceptance. Query first.

Several yearbooks using material about movie and TV stars are also published at

the same address. Reports within two weeks.

MOVIE STARS TV CLOSE-UPS, 295 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Joan
Ketchum, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. Emphasis here is on

private life of movie and TV personalities, bringing out interesting and photogenic

topics. Occa.sionally buys photographs. Reports in two weeks. Pays $125 per story

and $10 per picture, on publication. Buys all rights.

MOVIELAND AND TV TIME, 535 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y. James Greg-

ory, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. Uses bright, enthusiastic

stories that show a thorough knowledge of the movie colony. Personality portraits

that are angled, rather than routine biographies. But main need is for strong, dra-

matic stories about stars with widely-shared human problems. All stories must be

true. Length, 1,600 to 1,800 words. Always query editor first. Pays usual rates in

this field, on acceptance*

PHOTOPLAY, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. Issued monthly; 25c a copy.

Uses special Hollywood features and personality stories on Hollywood stars. Buys

photographs in some instances. Does not use fiction. Reports in ten days to two

weeks. Good rates.

SCREEN STORIES, 750 Third Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Durbin L. Horner, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.25 a year. Uses fictionized versions of movies,

done from the studio script. Most material runs to 5,000 words, and includes dia-

logue taken directly from script. Usually two or three short stories of 1,500 words

are used; these without dialogue. To write for this magazine, you must have pub-

lished fiction already and you must live in the vicinity of New York City so that
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you can get scripts quickly and consult with the editor. This is a limited field, but

not a closed market. Pays 2c a word, on acceptance.

SCREENLAND, 355 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Ira Peck, Editor. Nearly

all material here is bought from West Coast writers. Stories should have a central

theme, and should not be merely biographical stories of Hollywood stars, but well-

angled stories of a phase of their personalities. Pays $125 for these 2,000-word

stories.

SILVER SCREEN, 355 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Ira Peck, Editor.

This magazine has the same requirements as Screenland.

TV AND MOVIE SCREEN, 441 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. See Movie
Mirror and TV Picture Life.
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National and World Affairs Magazines

CHALLENGE, The Mas^azinc of Economic Affairs, 475 Fifth Ave.. New York 17,

N. Y. Haig Babian, Editor. Issued 10 times a year; 30c a copy; $3.00 a year. No
fiction, fillers, photos, cartoons, or verse.

Non-fiction: Wants articles on economic affairs, 2,200 to 4,000 words in length,

of high literary quality. Articles must be concise, literate and knowledgeable. Pays

$100 to $250 per article, on acceptance. Reports in one week and buys non-profit

reprint rights.

THE COMMONWEAL, 386 Fourth Ave., New York 16, N. Y. Edward S. Skillin,

Editor. Issued weekly; 25c a copy; $8.00 a year. Seldom publishes fiction.

Non-fiction: Uses timely articles on current questions, political and cultural, up
to 3,000 words in length. Pays 2c a word, on acceptance.

CURRENT HISTORY, 1822 Ludlow St., Philadelphia 3, Pa. Carol L. Thompson,
Editor. Issued monthly; 85c a copy; $7.00 a year. No photos or poetry.

Non-fiction. Uses articles on current events, stressing their historical, economic, and
political background, 2,500 to 3,500 words in length.

INSIDE STORY, Suite 1115, 480 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. D. C.

Elberon, Editor.

Non-fiction: They publish only genuine inside stories about people, the news, and

the world we live in. Use personality pieces about famous people, what they have

really done; and what they are really like; solidly written, entertaining, true per-

sonal narratives. Please read this magazine to get the true slant. Pays 5c a word for

material accepted.

THE NATION, 333 Sixth Ave., New York 14, N. Y. Carey McWilliams, Editor.

Non-fiction: Uses factual, concise and timely articles on social, political and eco-

nomic subjects of national and international interest; also articles on general cul-

tural themes. Length to 2,500 words. Pays on publication.

Fillers: Occasionally uses short poems.

NATIONAL REVIEW, 150 E. 35th St., New York 16, N. Y. Wm. F. Buckley, Jr.,

Editor. Issued fortnightly. No fiction or photos.

Non-fiction: Uses articles on current events and the arts which would appeal to a

politically conservative audience. \Vrite for a sample copy. Pays $50 per printed

page, on publication. Reports in two to three weeks.

Cartoons: Does not buy "one-shot" cartoons. Artists who believe their work would
appeal to NR's audience should submit a representative folio.

Fillers: Uses verse or poetry but all information must be obtained from, and manu-
scripts submitted to—Hugh Kenner, Poetry Editor: P. O. Box 175, Golita, Calif.

THE NEW REPUBLIC—^ Weekly Journal of Opinion, 1244 Nineteenth St.,

N.W., Washington 6, D. C. Gilbert A. Harrison, Editor.

Non-fiction: This liberal, intellectual publication uses 500 to 2,000 word comments
on public affairs and the arts.

PACIFIC AFFAIRS, 333 Sixth Ave., New York 14, N. Y. William T. Holland,

Editor. Issued quarterly; $1.25 a copy; $5.00 a year. No fillers or cartoons.

Non-fiction: Buys articles concerned with contemporary political, social, and eco-

nomic problems of the Asian and South Pacific countries.
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Models Release

STANDARD FORM MODEL RELEASE

In consideration of the sum of $1.00 and other
valuable consideration to me in hand paid by

(hereinafter referred to as the "Photographer") re-
ceipt of which is hereby acknowledged, I do hereby
consent to the sale, reproduction and/or use of my
photograph by the photographer in all manners,
including advertising, trade, display, editorial,
exhibition, art and all other purposes.

I do further consent to the use of my photo-
graph, (with or without the use of my name) , by any
nominee or designee of the photographer, including
any publisher, periodical, agency or client, and
such picture of me may be used for any or all of
the aforesaid purposes, without any limitations or
reservations whatsoever.

The undersigned is more than twenty-one years
of age.

(signed)

address)

WITNESS:

GUARDIAN'S CONSENT

The undersigned represents that he is the parent
and guardian of the minor named above and represents
that he has the legal authority to execute the fore-
going consent and release and hereby approves the
foregoing and waives any rights in the premises.

WITNESS

(Suggested models release by the American Society of Magazine Photographers)
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Photography Magazines

BETTER MOVIE MAKING, 9 E 40th St., New York 16, N. Y. Lou Lachter,

Editor. Issued bi-monthly. No fiction, no photos with captions only, no verse,

poetry, or cartoons.

Non-fiction and Photos: This magazine for amateur movie makers wants 1,000

word articles plus two black and white photos on how-to subjects. It is mandatory

that an outline be sent in first. Pays $40 per published page, on publication. Re-

ports in two weeks and buys all rights.

GOOD PHOTOGRAPHY, 67 W. 44th St., New York 36, N. Y. George Lilton,

Editor. Issued annually; 75c a copy. Reports in two weeks. The following informa-

tion applies to: Salon Photography, Prize-Winning Photography, Candid Photogra-

phy, and Photography Handbook.

Non-fiction: Uses feature articles on creative photography; manuscript must be

accompanied by photographs of the highest quality. Pays $150 to $250 per illus-

trated article, on acceptance.

Photos: Besides photos that must accompany manuscripts, this magazine buys indi-

vidual photos too. They pay $10 to $15 per photo.

MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY, 33 W . 60th St., New York 23, N. Y. Jacquelyn

Balish, Editor. Issued monthly; 40c a copy; $4.00 a year. Read by photographers

about half of whom have their own darkrooms.

Non-fiction: Uses articles that are instructive aiYd entertaining. Study copy of mag-
azine before submitting and send in outline before writing script. Pays l/ac a word
and up.

Photos: Photos pay $10 and up.

Fillers: Has a department buying photo kinks and gadget ideas.

PIX INCORPORATED, 250 Park Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Leon Daniel, Edi-

tor.

Photos: Specializes in handling photo features, both in black-and-white as well as

color. Sets should be taken with a journalistic feeling, suitable for publication in

national magazines. Color in all sizes accepted. Landscapes and scenics, prefer-

ably in 4x5 size. Most editors and art directors accept 2^4x2^ and 35mm size,

especially for action shots. In many cases 35mm preferred to 2y4x2j4- Every pic-

ture to be well captioned. Prints in black-and-white should be preferably 8x10 or

11x14 in size and in glossy or semi-matte finish. Reports promptly. Payment is on
50-50 basis for black-and-white photographs and 60-40 for color transparencies,

60% of all amounts received going to the photographer.

SCHOLASTIC ROTO, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. June Herman, Edi-

tor. No fiction.

Photos: A rotogravure supplement insert for high-school newspapers, reaching some

1800 major senior high schools throughout the country. Concentrates entirely on

picturing teen-age activities both in and out of school. Better watch moral angles

here. Objectionable stuff cannot be used—such as hazing, smoking, drinking. Con-

tributors must anticipate needs of this publication at least two months in advance.

No fiction. Pays up to $300 for picture essays and up to $150 for articles.

Fillers: Uses featurettes. Buys first and second rights, reports within one week.

Payment varies. Query first.

POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY, 1 Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y. Biuce Downes,

Editor and Publisher; John Durnak, Executive Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy;

$5.00 a year.

Non-fiction: This magazine is mainly interested in instructional articles on photog-

raphy that will help photographers improve their work. This includes all aspects

of photography from camera use through darkroom procedures and aesthetics. It is
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best to submit article ideas in outline form since features are set up to fit the maga-

zine's visual policies. Reports in three weeks, and pays good rates on a space basis.

Fillers: Uses featurettes that run from 1 to 2 columns to 1 pagers and "Photo Tips,"

which are short how-to-do-its, illustrated by a single picture. Featurette length

should be from 350 to 1,000 words; for the "Photo Tips," about 100 words or what-

ever is necessary to give all pertinent information. Pays $25 to $75 for featurettes,

depending on use; $10 for illustrated "Photo Tips"; $5 for tips not illustrated.

Buys one-time rights on unsolicited material and reports in two to three weeks.

U. S. CAMERA, 9 E. 40th St., New York 16, N. Y. Ed Hannigan, Editor. Issued

monthly; 40c a copy; $3.50 a year.

Non-fiction: Uses articles on photography and photographers, how-to-do-it mate-

rial, and camera kinks. This material may vary from brief photo-illustrated kinks

to feature and technical articles that run 3,000 words with 6 to 15 photos. Query
editor before submitting. Text is paid for according to merit on publication.

Reports within a month.

Photos: Outstanding photos are used in the magazine as well as for illustrating

articles. Black and white photos bring $10 to $75; color brings $150 for the cover,

and $25 to $150 for inside.

*
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Don^t Hide Your Light Verse
Under A Bushel

By Richard Armour

Light verse is a kind of poetry that anyone can write. Whether any-

one can write it well enough to make it salable is another question.

Oddly, it is at once easy to write and hard to write. It is easy to write

light verse that will amuse a friend but hard to write light verse that will

amuse an editor. Of course an editor can become a friend, after he has

bought a few dozen verses, but even then he is a little different from your

other friends, because when he says, "I laughed and laughed over this

one," he has to send you a check, unless he hastily adds, "but I was out-

voted."

It's Easy To Write

What makes light verse easy to write, in some fashion, is that it is

(and it should be) brief. It can be as short as two lines, and the light-

ness is likely to go out of it if it becomes much longer than, say, sixteen.

Thus it can be written in short snatches of time, and composed in one's

head while one is physically busy about something else—while shaving or

driving or ironing or washing the dishes. Since it requires no such in-

vestment of time as writing a novel or a short story or an ambitious

serious poem, it is no catastrophe if you fail a few times, or even a few

hundred times.

Another thing that makes light verse easy to write is that it demands
no research (that is, not usually), no erudition, no profound thinking.

Publishable light verse is within the grasp of almost anyone, and the

"almost" is put in there just to be on the safe side. But even if it is

within your grasp, it takes some grasping, and maybe some stretching.

Rx: A Bit of Talent, A Bigger Bit of Work

For, comparatively easy though it may be, writing light verse requires

a little bit of talent or aptitude and more than a little bit of work.

Otherwise so much first-rate light verse would be flooding the editors

that they would by now be overstocked for the next ten years. Actually,

the only thing that inundates them is unusable material, doggerel that

does not come even close to publishable standards. There is always a

dearth of light verse that is fresh in idea and nicely turned. Not that

editors are begging for it, as they sometimes beg for humorous prose,

but they can use it.

A word, at this point, about what light verse is. My own definition is

this: Poetry written in the spirit of play. Many, I know, will insist that

light verse is not poetry, and much of it I have read (and written)

probably is not. I confess that I am more comfortable when called a

"light verse writer" or a "light versifier" than a "poet." But light verse

at any rate uses the devices (rhyme, meter, etc.) of poetry, and I hope

can be admitted into the family, at least as a Cinderella sister. When a
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real poet is in a playful mood or a light verse writer turns poetic—in

the first instance producing some of the poems of T. S. Eliot and W. H.

Auden and Robert Graves, and in the second instance some of the light

verse of Phyllis McGinley and David McCord and John Betjeman—the

line between poetry and light verse is hazy indeed. Perhaps there are two

distinguishable species, which might be indentified as "light verse" and

"light poetry," but I think this would be quibbling.

It Had Better Be Good and Light

The important distinction, for one who wishes to be read (i.e., to be

published) , is between "good" and "bad," and it had better be good.

The financial rewards of light verse are not comparable to those of

the novel or short story. For one thing, a piece of light verse is not likely

to be sold to Jerry Wald or one of the other Hollywood producers and

made into an Oscar-winning movie. Nor are the foreign rights, in Sweden
and Brazil, likely to be fought over. But lighf verse in magazines can

bring as much as ten dollars a line (here is where brevity really hurts!)

and can earn additional dollars through reprints in The Reader's

Digest, Coronet, and other magazines, and inclusion in anthologies and
textbooks. This is peanuts perhaps, but chocolate-covered peanuts.

Currently, a few magazines have humor pages on which they use

light verse, along w^ith short prose humor, epigrams, and cartoons,

Examples are "Post Scripts" in The Satevepost, "Look on the Light

Side" in Look, and "Light Housekeeping" in Good Housekeeping. But
the chief use of light verse today is as filler material to break the

monotony of back pages of solid prose.

Lightens Hearts of Advertisers

Like cartoons, light verse catches the eye of those who merely thumb
through magazines, and thus, by forcing them to pause, gladdens the

advertisers on these pages. It is a humble function, but a useful one.

Many readers, as we all know, read these short pieces first, before settling

down to the stories and articles. And I suspect that the light verse is

more likely to be read than the serious poems, in those magazines which

carry both.

Markets are constantly changing, for light verse as for any other form

of writing. Some magazines have changed in format, now omitting light

verse. However, there are also magazines which have suddenly begun to

use light verse. One of these is McCall's. And there are those new maga-

zines, like Together and Family Weekly, which, happily, have the good

sense and good taste to publish light verse regularly.

Ideas, by the way. are precious. It has been nearly 25 years since I

sold my first pieces of light verse to The New Yorker and The Saturday

Evening Post. In that time I have contributed more than 5,000 pieces

to well over 100 magazines. To sell these 5,000, / have written perhaps

10,000. Assuming each of the 10,000 to contain a separate idea, you will

see why I sometimes wonder whether there is anything left to write

about. Now that I have achieved some confidence with techniques, I

have run low on ideas. How I envy the fresh minds of my versifying

juniors, bubbling with clever things to say.
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"How" Rates With "What"

But in light verse, perhaps even more than in serious poetry, how you

write is as important as ivJtat you write. Indeeed, light verse depends on
skill (or tricks) more than serious poetry. The meter should be accurate,

so as not to throw off the reader and make him falter in the reading. The
rhymes should be precise and, ii possible, amusing in themselves. Recently

I had a little piece in Good Housikikping that was reprinted in The
Reader's Digest. I am not especially proud of it but it illustrates how
a very short bit of verse can be brought off with virtually nothing but

an unusual rhyme. Here it is, called "Slow Motion":

Kids eat their spinach

Inach by inach.

And I am still followed around by another silly little thing, written

some years ago, that depends almost wholly on the rhyme. It appeared

first in The Saturday Evening Post, then in I he Reader's Digest, and
subsequently in various anthologies, occasionally over some other author's

name. It is "Going to Extremes":

Shake and shake

The catsup bottle;

None will come,

And then a lot'll.

Archibald MacLeish has said that "A poem should not mean but be."

This may be true of serious poetry, or some of it, but it is not true of light

verse, except possibly things like Edward Lear's nonsense poems and
Lewis Carroll's "Jabberwocky." Even the playful verses quoted above,

and leaning heavily on their rhymes, say something. Not much, it is true,

but something. Without the assistance of an unusual rhyme, it is possible

to make such a wry, and sadly true, observation on human nature as

this, called "Middle Age":

Middle age

Is a time of life

A man first notices

In his wife.

In longer, more ambitious pieces of light verse there is room for develop-

ing a thought, exaggerating details, doing some metrical fanciwork, and
bringing off a surprise or special twist at the end. Even in eight or

twelve lines it is possible to write what amounts to a humorous short

story, or short short, with a bit of mood and climax. I myself like a piece

of verse that is funny all the way, and not merely in its surprise conclu-

sion, but this is hard to manage.

Trade Secrets

Back in 1947 I wrote Writing Light Verse, a book which has recently

come out in a revised edition. Since it is the only book on this minor

art or craft, I can safely say it is the best. In its pages I told so much about

subjects and verse forms and titles and endings and marketing and all

the rest that one of my competitors wrote me rather sharply, saying I

had given away all our trade secrets. But if there are any trade secrets, they

should be shared with those who want to enter the trade, /, for one,

should like to see more and better light verse written—a.nd published.
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My suggestion to potential light verse writers is that they (1) keep

their eyes and ears open for fresh ideas, (2) learn the rudiments, and if

possible the nuances, of rhyme and meter, (3) read what is being cur-

rently written in the magazines, and (4) study the old (and middle-aged)

masters of light verse, among whom I would include Arthur Guiterman,

Samuel Hoffenstein, F.P.A., Dorothy Parker, Phyllis McGinley, Morris

Bishop, David McCord, Margaret Fishback, Ethel Jacobson, Ogden Nash,

E. B. White, and John Updike. I have two shelves devoted to light verse,

and keep several collections on my bedside table.

If you turn out not to be a light verse writer, you can be the next

best thing—a light verse reader.

(.
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Poetry Magazines

THE AMERICAN BARD, 1154 N. Ogden Dr., Hollywood 46, Calif. Edith Hope
Genee, Editor. Issued quarterly; 75c a copy; $3.00 a year. Uses poetry on all sub-

jects and various lengths. Reports in a month. No payment except cash prizes.

AMERICAN WEAVE, 4109 Bushnell Rd., University Heights 18, Ohio. Loring

Williams, Editor. Issued quarterly; sample copy, 35c; $2.00 a year. Uses good
American poems of all types and lengths. Also uses a few narratives. Glad to use

the work of new writers if it meets their high standards. Reports in a month. No
payment. Several cash prizes.

THE BELOIT POETRY JOURNAL, P. O. Box 2, Beloit, Wis. Editorial Board:
Robert H. Glauber, Chad Walsh, David M. Stocking, Marion Kingston Stocking.

Issued quarterly; 50c a copy; $1.75 a year. Uses all types of poetry from the most
experimental to the most conservative (with emphasis in each case on quahty) and
is always on the lookout for interesting new talent. No restrictions as to length or

form. One unusual feature is the policy of devoting occasional issues to one long

poem or to a special chapbook on one theme. Reports usually in three to six weeks
except for final decisions, which are made at quarterly editorial meetings. No pay-

ment except copies of magazine.

BLUE RIVER POETRY REVIEW, R. R. 6, Shelbyville, Ind. Vearl Isgrigg, Edi-

tor. Issued quarterly; 60c a copy; $2.00 a year. Any type of poetry considered. The
usual limit is 20 lines, although some exceptions are made. Free verse preferred.

Humorous verse wanted. No payment for poetry, except prizes. In continuous pub-
lication for 25 years.

CARAVEL, A Magazine of Verse, 1065 Runnymede St., East Palo Alto, Calif. Uses

verse that dramatizes people and places, and shows the richness of the world's cul-

tures. May be historical, but contemporary settings preferred. Pays 5c a line; mini-

mum $1, on acceptance. Ben Hagglund, Editor.

EPOS, Crescent City, Florida. Will Tullos and Evelyn Thome, Editors. Issued

quarterly; subscription rate $2 a year, $3 for two years, single copy 50c. Only the

most distinguished poetry used. Wants unusual and dramatic subject matter, vivid

imagery and technical skill. No line limit. Payment in contributor's copies. Reports

in one week.

ESSENCE, 55 Trumbull St., New Haven 10, Conn. Joseph Payne Brennan, Editor.

Issued semi-annually; 25c a copy; 50c a year. Need short, professional poetry which

has impact and originality. Favors no clique; any carefully-written poem which

communicates something. High standards in spite of small subscription list. Wel-

ccmie so-called "ofT-trail" pieces. Reports in two weeks. Pays in contributor's copies

only. Verses submitted without stamped, self-addressed envelope are destroyed.

FLAME, Alpine, Texas. Lilith Lorraine, Editor. Issued quarterly; 75c per copy;

$3.00 per year. Primarily lyrical free verse with striking imagery, but will also ac-

cept the best in traditional poetry. Payment is $2.00 per poem, on acceptance,

24-line limit. General reasons for rejection are given on returned poems and all

manuscripts are reported on the day received.

CONTEST NEWS, Alpine, Texas. Lilith Lorraine, Editor. Issued twice a year in

December and January. Contest Chairmen are requested to send details of their

poetry contests for free listing. $1.00 per year.

PASQUE PETALS, Valley Springs, S. D. Esther M. Christensen, Business Man-
ager; Adeline M. Jenney, Editor, Valley Springs, S. D.; Dorothy I. Davie, 924 S.,

Cleveland Ave., Sioux Falls, S. D., Publisher. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a

year. Uses poetry only of seasonal or any regional theme, not too modem or
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radical, and from South Dakotans only, past or present. Send poems to editor, in-

clude postage. Reports promptly. No payment.

PATTERNS, 118 S. Willard St., Burlington, Vt. Gladys LaFlamme, J. R. Brown-

field, Editors. Issued 3 times a year; 75c a copy; $2.00 a year. Will consider verse on

any subject, any theme, any technique, as long as it is not imitative. Usually reports

in three weeks. No payment.

POETRY, 1018 N. State St., Chicago 10, 111. Henry Rago, Editor. Issued monthly;

50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Uses poetry on any theme and any length except the rare

poems too long for a single issue. Both free verse and metrical forms used. Accepts

nothing which has been previously printed anywhere, in any form, either in this

country or abroad. Cannot promise an immediate reading or immediate publication

after acceptance. Pays 50c a line, on publication. Several annual prizes of $100 are

awarded every November for the best verse printed in Poetry during preceding year.

POETRY DIGEST, Post Office Box 177, Milldale, Connecticut. John De Stefano,

Editor. Grace Gilombardo Fox, Associate Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00

a year. Publishes only quality poetry. All lengths, all forms. Also articles about

modern poets and poetry. Lengths 1,000-2,500 words. Features book-reviews, pho-

tos, illustrations, and other departments. Averages 48 pages each issue. Reports in

three weeks.

QUICKSILVER, A Quarterly Magazine of Poetry, 4429 Foard St., Fort Worth 19,

Texas. Issued quarterly; 65c a copy; $2.50 a year. Grace Ross and Mabel M. Kuy-
kendall. Editors. Uses poems centering on the state of Man, his inward crises and
his moments of vision; vigorous experimental and individualistic work; verse plays

ranging in length from couplets to two hundred lines; contemporary themes in

contemporary terminology. Pays in prizes and copies of the magazine.

SCIMITAR AND SONG, Jonesboro Heights Sta., R. 7, Stanford, N. C. Lura

Thomas McNair, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $4.00 a year. Prefers sincere,

sound and beautiful poems. Also uses biographical notes about poet-contributor.

Cash and book prizes awarded. Poet's picture featured on each cover. Caters to no

clique. There is room here for worthwhile poems of all forms.

SEVEN, 15 S. Robinson, Oklahoma City 2, Okla. (Merged with The Lantern.)

Issued quarterly; $1 a copy; $3 a year. James Neill Northe, Editor. Uses only seven

original poems an issue; one reprint in the column. Seven Times Seven. Is inter-

ested only in the most sheerly lyrical, poignant and original material possible.

SPIRIT, A Magazine of Poetry, 386 Fourth Avenue, New York 16, N. Y. John
Gilland Brunini, Editor. Issued bi-monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Only pub-

lishes poems by members of the Catholic Poetry Society of America, which is open

to all on payment of enrollment fee of $3.00. Also conducts free bureau of criticism.

Write the editor for information. No unsolicited articles. Reports in three weeks.

Pays 30c per line, on publication.

WINGS, P. O. Box 332, Mill Valley, Calif. Stanton A. Coblentz, Editor. Issued

quarterly; 35c a copy; $1.00 a year. Uses the best lyrical poems obtainable; usual

limit 50 to 60 lines. No extremist work desired. Also uses reviews of current books

in field of poetry; biographies of poets, etc. Limit, 500 to 600 words. Author advised

to query first. Reports in three weeks. No payment except prizes.
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Popular Craft and Science Magazines

AMERICAN MODELER, 575 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Albert L. Lewis,
Editor. For model plane, boat, car and radio control builders of all ages. Study of
an issue is suggested. Pay $35 to $250 for articles. Use very little fiction, but pay
$10 and up for on-the-subject fillers. Buy pix with captions, either singly or in sets,

for $5 to $25. Report in three weeks.

CERAMICS MONTHLY, 4175 N. High St., Columbus 14, Ohio. Query before

submitting any material here.

FAMILY HANDYMAN, 117 E. 31st St., New York 16, N. Y. Issued bi-monthly.

Uses articles and how-to pieces on home improvements and repairs. Emphasis
should be on how to make something that costs less than it can be bought in a store.

Photographs showing progressive steps should accompany manuscript. Picture

stories pay $50 a page. H. Steinberg, Managing Editor.

FLYING MODELS, 215 Park Ave. South, New York 3, N. Y. Don McGovern,
Editor. Issued bi-monthly, 35c a copy. Directed to model airplane fans and contest

flyers of all ages. Want articles on the construction of new model plane designs,

stories of modelling activities of national importance, photo series dealing with

model building or flying. Prefer advance query including outline of article, rough
sketches of proposed illustrations. Finished articles average 1,200 to 1,500 words.

Payment averages $100, on publication. Pay $5 each for pix with captions only, also

on publication. Report within one to four weeks.

THE HOME CRAFTSMAN, 115 Worth Street, New York 13, N. Y. H. J. Hobbs,

Managing Editor. Issued bi-monthly; 35c a copy; $2.00 a year. Uses "how-to-make-

it" articles of interest to home craftsmen, 1,200 to 1,500 words. Photos or drawings

are essential. Also uses home improvement fillers, 150 words. Glossy print photo-

graphs. Pays Ic a word and $2.00 and up for photos, on publication.

HOME MAINTENANCE & IMPROVEMENT, 59 E. Monroe St., Chicago 3, 111.

Issued quarterly; 25c per copy; $1.00 per year. Robert P. Satkoski, Managing Edi-

tor. Uses articles pertaining to home improvement, remodeling and beautification

written to interest the home owner. Photographs submitted with a manuscript

should be 8x10 glossies. Payment is based on the merits of the material, and is

made on publication.

MECHANIX ILLUSTRATED, 67 W. 44th Street, New York 36, N. Y. William L.

Parker, Editor; Larry Sanders, Feature Editor; Robert Brightman, Crafts & Hob-
bies Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. Uses 1,500 to 2,500-word

feature stories about science, invention, novel boats, planes, cars, weapons, dramatic

personal adventure, unusual occupations, all with mechanical or scientific peg but

not too technical. Photos essential. Query first. Also uses home workshop projects,

photos, kinks, etc. Reports promptly. Pays from $5 to $400 and up for articles, on

acceptance; up to $500 for 4 x 5 or larger color transparencies of interesting me-

chanical or scientific subjects accepted for cover.

MODEL AIRPLANE NEWS, 551 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. Walter L.

Schroder, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $4.00 a year. This is a good market

for freelancers who have a knowledge of model plane building. Uses articles deal-

ing with model airplanes in all phases, as well as material on general aviation if it

has a tie-in with model airplanes. Text should be illustrated with photographs and

drawings, for which extra is paid. Pays 2c a word, and up, depending on value of

material and its timeliness. Payment is not made until article is scheduled for pub-

lication. Idea queries are suggested.

MODEL RAILROADER, 1027 N. 7th St., Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Paul E. Larson,

Editor. For hobbyists interested in scale model railroading. Want construction ar-
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tides on specific model railroad projects (structures, cars, locomotives, scenery,

benchwork, etc.), also photo stories showing model railroads. Query the editor first.

Buy pix with captions only and to illustrate articles. Pay $3.50 to $5.00 per shot.

Pay for some material on acceptance, the rest on publication, at from $15 to $25

per page. Report in 10 days.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS, 1 Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y. Oliver P. Ferrell,

Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $4.00 a year. Uses material from writers who
know the electronics field. Material may cover any field of electronics on a practical

level—articles on how to do it, how to use it, and what to do with it. Limit material

to 2,000 words. Pays 6-8c a word, with special rates for professional photographs.

POPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE, 200 E. Ontario Street, Chicago 11, 111.

Roderick M. Grant, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.50 a year. Uses un-

illustrated articles up to 200 words, and articles of any length illustrated by photo-

graphs. Length of features limited to 2,000 words. Wants latest developments in

fields of science, mechanics, invention, discovery and achievement, stressing human
interest in both photographs and text. Buys photographs. Reports in 24 hours. Pays

Ic to 10c a word for features, on acceptance; photographs, $5 and up, which in-

cludes caption material. How-to-do-it articles on craft and shop work, with photo"-

graphs and rough drawings, and short items about new and easier ways to do

everyday tasks, should be addressed to Shop Notes, and Craft Editor, Wayne C.

Leckey.

POPULAR SCIENCE MONTHLY, 355 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Howard Allaway, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.40 a year. Material falls

roughly into four categories—the science feature story, the picture feature story, the

how-it-works article, and the how-to-make-it article. The first three categories are

staff prepared, and writers should query before submitting a manuscript. Open
market for how-to-make-it articles, and illustrations are important. Reports within

a week. Pays 2c to 25c a word on acceptance.

PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE MONTHLY, 210 S. Clinton Street, Chicago 6. 111.

V. Peter Ferrara, Editor. Issued monthly; 20c a copy; $1.00 a year. Self-advance-

ment magazine for young men. Uses success stories of famous people, past or

present; applied psychology; how-to-do-it mechanical articles, not too technical;

popularized science and invention; personality and human interest stories with an
optimistic tone. Photographs and drawings are essential. No fiction or poetry used.

Reports in one week. Pays a base rate of 2c a word, $3.00 each for illustrations, on
acceptance.

RAILROAD MODEL CRAFTSMAN, The Penn Building, Ramsey, N. J. Harold

H. Carstens, Editor. Issued monthly. For scale model railroad hobbyists. Wants
articles on scale model railroad how-to-do-its. All articles must be illustrated with

photos or drawings, the preferred photo sizes being 4x5 and 8 x 10. Rarely uses

cartoons. Pays variable rates for articles and $5 and up for photos on publication.

Usually buys all rights.

SCIENCE AND MECHANICS, 450 E. Ohio St., Chicago 11, 111. Don Dinwiddie,

Editor. Issued monthly. Editor Don Dinwiddle will welcome inquiries from profes-

sional freelancers accustomed to top magazine rates for top-quality articles. Broad

market for provocative feature articles dealing with new developments and trends

in science, electronics, missiles and rocketry, space age research, industry, transpor-

tation, and home building, furnishings and maintenance—in fact, any subject of

interest to general consumer market is eligible providing emphasis can be given

scientific or mechanical details. But the article must "touch" the reader—relate

impellingly to his interests. Text-bookish technical treatises are out. This means that

it is a wide-open market for show-how articles on home maintenance and remod-

eling, home workshop know-how and money-saving short-cuts and kinks, building
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and using power tools, repairing electrical appliances, servicing automobiles, mak-
ing unusual household accessories, building and repairing radio and TV projects,

and everyday science experiments.

The magazine prefers to work on an inquiry (replies on these within three

weeks) and assignment basis, and it pays promptly on acceptance. Uses glossy

photos only, and will pay photo costs where necessary to obtain professional quality.

On construction projects, requires photos of finished project in action and drawings

which actually show the reader how. Works at least four months ahead of issue

date.

SCIENCE DIGEST, 200 E. Ontario St., Chicago 11, 111. George B. Clementson,

Managing Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.50 a year. Uses material re-

printed from other magazines. Also buys free-lance articles on popular science sub-

jects. Free-lancer has best chance on subjects other than medicine. Length, about

1,500 words. Pays 3c to 5c a word for originals, $50 an article and up for reprints.

No fiction.

SCIENCE NEWS LETTER, 1719 N Street, N. W., Washington 6, D. C. Watson
Davis, Editor. Issued weekly; 15c a copy; $5.00 a year. Uses scientific news, latest

advances in all fields of science. No fiction. Sometimes buys photographs. Reports

in a week. Pays Ic a word, on acceptance, for material for syndicate service which

is also used in the magazine.

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, 415 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

THE WORKBASKET, 543 Westport Rd., Kansas City 11, Mo. Mary Ida Sullivan,

Editor. Issued monthly. Uses articles, 800 to 1,000 words, which explain how a

person or a family has benefited, financially or otherwise, by sewing, needlecraft,

etc. Also has a how-to short-stuff section which uses material on hobbies, ideas for

pin-money and the like. These are limited to 250 words or under and bring a flat

sum of $2. The food section, garden stufT and book reviews are primarily staff

written. Reports within six weeks. Pays 2c a word for articles, plus $3 to $5 for

accompanying art, on acceptance.

WORKBENCH, 543 Westport Road, Kansas City 11, Mo. Jay W. Redden, Editor.

Articles of interest to the do-it-yourselfer, anything from building furniture to re-

modeling a home. Must have drawings with accurate dimensions. Prefer photos, use

several per page. Buys stories as package; photos, drawings and copy. Rates run

from $20 to $50 per published page. Please read several recent issues as scope of

articles has changed in last year. Buy 6 months ahead on seasonal material.
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Quality^ Quarterly and
lAterary Magazines

There are non-paying markets in this hst. The reason they are included is that this

is a likely area for the continuous talent search by most "slick" magazine and book

editors. Each year, many writers, who have slipped by unnoticed or who are oriented

to writing for these smaller magazines, are discovered by the big-pay market through

the pages of the markets below.

ALABAMA REVIEW, University of Alabama. Wm. Stanley Hoole. Editor. Issued

quarterly for devotees of Alabama and Southern history, literature, and social life.

Reports within sixty days. No payment.

AMERICAN HERITAGE, 551 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. Oliver Jensen,

Editor. Issued bi-monthly. Published in hard covers, and sponsored bv the Ameri-

can Association for State and Local History, and the Society of American Histori-

ans, Inc. Query. Uses material on American history, but not purely antiquarian

subjects. Length should average 3,000 to 4^000 words. Buys first serial rights, pays

on acceptance.

THE AMERICAN SCHOLAR, 1811 Q Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. Hiram
Haydn, Editor. Pubhshed by Phi Beta Kappa, issued quarterly, $1.00 a copy; $4.00

a year. Uses non-technical treatments of science, art, religion, politics and national

and foreign affairs. Best length is between 3,000 and 4,000 words. Pays $100 per

article on acceptance.

THE AMERICAN SWEDISH MONTHLY, 8 E. 69th St., New York 21, N. Y.

Mac Lindahl, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy: $4.00 a year. Uses articles up to

1,000 words, preferably with photos, concerning anything connected with Swedish-

American accomplishments, history or current. Occasionally buys photographs. No
poetry. Reports in 3-4 weeks. Payment varies, on acceptance.

AMERICAN QUARTERLY, Box 46, College Hall, I'niversity of Pennsylvania,

Philadelphia 4, Pa. Dr. Hennig Cohen, Editor. Issued five times a year for profes-

sional people interested in American studies: teachers and students. Wants schol-

arly, interdisciplinary articles on American subjects. Preferred length is 20 pages.

Publishes an occasional illustration at the discretion of the editor. No payment.
Reports in three to six months after submission.

AMERICAN-SCANDINAVIAN REVIEW, 127 East 73rd St., New York 21, N. Y.

Erik J. Friis, Editor. Issued quarterly for Americans interested in Scandinavia.

Wants articles about any phase of life and culture in Scandinavia, written in a

popular fashion, but at the same time being scholarly and authoritative. Stories are

usually written by Scandinavian authors, but stories by Americans, if they have a

Scandinavian or Scandinavian-American locale, may be used. Also interested in

photos. Payment on acceptance of material. Reports in two weeks and buys all

publication rights.

THE AMERICAS, Academy of American Franciscan History, Box 5966, Washing-
ton 14, D. C. Issued quarterly. Uses scholarly articles based on the history or cul-

ture of Latin America or on inter-American relations. Pays about $2 a printed page
(600 words). Preferred length: 10,000-12,000 \vords.

ANTIOCH REVIEW, P. O. Box 268, Yellow Springs, Ohio. Paul Bixler, Editor.

Issued quarterly; 75c a copy; $3.00 a year. Uses progressive articles on politics,

economics, literature, and all areas important for social change. Lengths, 2,000 to

8,000 words. Small amount of fiction used—stories of "man's struggle with his

social environment." Pays $2 to $4 per published page, on publication.
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THE ARCHER, a little magazine, Box 3005-VC, North Hollywood, Calif. Wilfred

H. Brown and Elinor Henry Brown, Editors. Camas Press, Publisher. Issued irregu-

larly (has been quarterly); 5()c a copy; $2 for 5 issues; 1 free to contributor, Pur-

pose: To encourage better writing and to entertain readers. Preferred top lengths:

prose under 1,200 words (one-pagers under 650 words); verse: 11 lines or less (but

use some verse to 60 lines). Look for sincerity, unified imagery, human appeal.

Welcome free verse and skillful nearrhyme but will not reject verse solely bcause it

does rhyme. Uses limited amount of short fiction, essays, humor, sketches, anec-

dotes. Avoids most "writing about writing," in prose or verse. Cannot promise

prompt reports (one editor writes brief personal notes on all returned manuscripts,

but does not attempt criticism of submissions). Publication has been delayed by

personal crises of editors, but The Archer has not been suspended intentionally.

Stamped reply envelope must accompany all submissions and queries.

ARIZONA QUARTERLY, University of Arizona, Tucson, Ariz. Albert F. Gegen-

heimer. Editor. Lssued quarterly; 50c a copy; $2.00 a year. Uses "quality" fiction,

normally not over 3,500 words. Southwestern interest preferred, but not essential.

Particularly interested in articles dealing ^vith the Southwest—folklore, literature,

etc. Also some other articles appealing to a university-type audience. Uses some

serious poetry. No photographs. Reports in two or three weeks except during sum-

mer. No payment.

ATLANTIC, 8 Arlington Street, Boston 16, Mass. Edward Weeks, Editor. Issued

monthly; 60c a copy, $7.50 a year. Stories and poems from both new and estab-

lished writers. Essays and articles generally 3,500 to 5.000 words. Occasionally two

or three-part serialization of books, usually non-fiction. Short humorous essays and

light verse. Buys first rights only, payment on acceptance.

BOOKS ABROAD, University of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla. W^olfgang Bernard

Fleischmann, Editor. Issued quarterly; $1.25 a copy; $4.00 a year. Articles (maxi-

mum length 2,000 words) concerned with contemporary foreign literature; book

reviews of 100-150 words on new books published abroad of a literary nature, or

books published in the U.S. dealing with foreign literature. All contributions in

English. No fiction. Payment only in ofT-prints (25) of a major article, plus 3 com-

plimentary copies of B.A.

BOSTON UNIVERSITY STUDIES IN ENGLISH, 36 Bay State Road, Boston

15, Mass. David Bonwell Green, Editor. Issued quarterly for scholars, critics, teach-

ers, and students of English. Interested in scholarly and critical articles dealing

with English literature. Reports in three to six months. No payment.

BUCKNELL REVIEW^ Bucknell University, Lewisburg, Pa. Harry R. Garvin,

Editor. Issued three times each academic year for those interested in academic

subjects and the humanities. Interested in articles dealing with history, the social

sciences, and literature. Also philosophy and the political sciences. A non-technical

style for general scholarly readers is preferred. Length should be 5,000-15,000

words. Reports in three weeks. No payment.

BULLETIN OF BIBLIOGRAPHY AND MAGAZINE NOTES, c/o F. W. Faxon

Co., Inc., 83 Francis St., Boston 15, Mass. Anne C. Sutherland, Editor. Issued three

times annually for librarians and students of English. No payment.

CALIFORNIA CROSSROADS, 2444 Cedar St., Bakersfield, Calif. Thomas Lig-

gett, Editor. Issued monthly.

THE CANADIAN MODERN LANGUAGE REVIEW, 34 Butternut St., Toronto

6, Ontario, Canada. Dr. G. A. Klinck, Editor. Issued quarterly for high school and

university teachers of modern languages. Wants literary articles and articles on

teaching methods, and audio-visual aids. Preferred length is 1,500-2,000 words.

Reports in one month. No payment.
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THE CAROLINA QUARTERLY, P. O. Box 1117, Chapel Hill, North Carolina.

Richard Rickert, Editor. Issued three times annually for readers of serious literary

works: short fiction, criticism, poems. Wants articles of criticism on contemporary

fiction, or on forms of criticism or poetry. Also acceptable are views on current

cultural or social affairs. These non-academic articles should be approximately

5,000 words in length. Humorous stories are acceptable, but should not be simply

conventional or slick. Poems must be original and matured in use of language with

original subjects. Poems with traditional structure are acceptable, but mature ex-

perimentation is preferred. Up to 100 lines is acceptable. Popular conventional

verse is not wanted. Payment is irregular. Reports in four weeks. The contents are

copyrighted and the author retains reprint rights. Annual awards of $50 for the

best fiction published and $25 for the best poem published are given.

CHICAGO JEWISH FORUM, 179 W. Washington St., Chicago 2, 111. Benjamin

Weintroub, Editor. Issued quarterly; $1.25 a copy; $5.00 a year. This is an Anglo-

Jewish magazine devoted to the presentation, in a scholarly manner, of aspects of

contemporary Jewish thought and problems. Uses articles on Jewish and minority

problems only, but short stories used do not necessarily depict Jewish subjects only.

Uses 2,500 to 6,000 word articles and 2,500 to 5,000 word stories. Buys poetry, but

no photographs. Reports in two to four weeks. Pays Ic a word, on acceptance.

CHICAGO REVIEW, University of Chicago, Chicago 37, 111. Hyung Woong Pak,

Editor. Issued quarterly. Publishes fiction, poetry, essays, drama, book reviews, and

art-work.

CHRYSALIS, 51 Commercial Wharf, Boston, Mass. Issued 4 times a year; 75c a

copy; $2 a year. Lily Hastings and Baird Hastings, Editors. Use articles on music,

dance, theatre, one-act plays. Length is 4,000 to 7,000 words. Pays $10 on publica-

tion. No fiction, fillers or photos. Pays on publication.

COASTLINES, 2465 N. Beachwood Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif. Gene Frumkin,

Editor. Uses fiction, poetry, criticism, articles and translations.

THE COLORADO QUARTERLY, Hellems 118, University of Colorado, Boulder,

Colo. Prefers fiction with plots and believable characters, in lengths between 3,000

and 5,000 words. Does not want esoteric or experimental writing. Stories by Re-

becca West, Jean Stafford, William E. Wilson, Lawrence Spingarn are recom-

mended for reading by writers who wish to submit to this magazine. Payment for

fiction is $20, upon acceptance—sometimes less if story is unusually short. Needs
articles on a wide range of subjects that concern themselves with regional, na-

tional, and educational matters. These should be written by specialists in a non-

technical, non-academic style. Length should be between 4,000 to 6,000 words, and
payment is $20. Does not purchase photographs. Reports usually in 2 weeks.

CONTACT, Box 755, Sausalito, California. William H. Ryan, Editor. Issued quart-

erly; $1.45 a copy; $5.00 a year. Aimed at those of a curious and courageous mind.

Uses articles, fiction, poetry, pictures. No restrictions other than quality. Payment
upon publication.

COMMENTARY, 165 East 56th St., New York 22, N. Y. Norman Podhoretz, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly. Encourages newcomers, although material by outstanding

names is regularly pul)lished. Accepts fiction, no poetry, but material is mostly

thoughtful essays from 3,000 to 7,000 words on political, social, theological and
cultural themes, general, as well as with special Jewish content. Pays approxi-

mately $25 a page, on acceptance. Query first.

THE CRESSET, Valparaiso University, Valparaiso, Indiana. O. P. Kretzmann,
Editor. Issued monthly except July and August for Lutheran college faculty and
clergy. Wants articles stating the relevance of the Christian gospel to contempor-
ary problems. For each page which contains approximately 800 words, they will
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pay $6.25. They will also consider contemporary verse or poetry up to 20 lines

for which there is no payment. Pays on publication and buys all rights. Reports

in 2-3 weeks.

CRITICISM, Wayne State University Press, Detroit 2, Mich. Herbert M. Schuel-

ler, Editor. Issued quarterly; $1.50 a copy; $6.00 a year. For a college and uni-

versity audience of humanities, scholars and teachers. Use articles on literature,

music, visual arts. Style should be clear and to the point. Belongs to no particular

critical "school." Length 2,500 words and up. Address material to Robert F.

Gleckner, Associate Editor. No payment, and reports take up to three months.

THE DIAL, 461 Park .\venue South, New York 16, N. Y. Richard W. Baron,

Publisher, James H. Silberman, Editor. Issued quarterly; $1.50 a copy; $5.00 a

year. Use quality fiction of the highest caliber. No articles, no criticism, no poetry,

no art, no book reviews. Also, no romance, westerns, science fiction, mysteries, or

any other formula stories. Lengths up to 25,000 words. Pay $100 to $1,500. Reports

in 6 weeks.

DRAMATICS, College Hill Station, Cincinnati 24, Ohio. Leon C. Miller, Editor.

Issued monthly, October through May, for high school teachers and students.

Wants articles dealing with the secondary school theater: acting, directing, scenery,

costumes, etc. Pays $15-$25 for articles. Buys all exclusive rights and reports in

60 days.

THE ENGLISH RECORD, Colgate University, Hamilton, N. Y. Strang Lawson,

Editor. Issued three times a year for English teachers. This magazine wants any-

thing concerning the teaching of English. The preferred length is 1,000-2,000 words.

Poetry is seldom published. No payment. Reports in one month.

EPOCH, A Tri-Annual of Contemporary Literature, 159 Goldwin Smith Hall,

Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. Issued three times a year, 75c a copy; $3.00 a

volume. Uses quality fiction from 1,500 to 5,000 words. Would like to see more

stories that combine a fresh, honest transcription of human experience with power

or meaningfulness. Also uses poetry, approximately 15 pages each issue. Reports

in two months or more. No payment.

THE EXPLICATOR, Box 10, U.S.C. Station, Columbia, South Carolina. J. Ed-

win Whitsell, Editor. Issued monthly, October through June. For students and

teachers of literature. Explication de texte only; Maximum length 1,000 words,

500 or less preferred. No payment, however does buy permission to reprint poetry.

Reports in 5 or 6 months.

FILMS IN REVIEW, 31 Union Square, New York- 3, N. Y. Henry Hart, Editor.

Issued monthly; 60c a copy; $5.00 a year. Devoted exclusively to intellectually in-

teresting and/or important articles and reviews of movies. Needs articles from

1,500 to 3,000 words on every aspect of the motion picture—its history, techniques,

arts and influence. Reports in two weeks. Does not pay.

THE FREEMAN, Foundation for Economic Education, Irvington-on-Hudson,

N. Y. Paul L. Poirot, Editor. Issued monthly for serious students of liberty of all

ages. This magazine wants explanations of the case for free markets, competitive

private enterprise, private property, limited government, personal freedom of

choice, plus analyses of socialistic cliches and fallacies. Length up to 4,000 words

for which they pay 5c per word. Seldom uses fiction, but will consider stories

oriented as above. Buys photos submitted with the manuscript and poetry that is

seriously oriented toward the freedom philosophy at 5c per word. Pays on publi-

cation and buys full rights, including permission to reprint. Reports usually within

a week.

GEORGIA HISTORICAL QUARTERLY, Editorial Office, Box 587, Athens,

Georgia. Business Office, Box 751, Savannah, Ga. E. Merton Coulter, Editor. Is-
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sued monthly. This magazine is for the historically minded and wants articles con-

cerning Georgia, primarily, but the South in general. Articles should not be over

5,000 words. No payment given.

GEORGIA REVIEW, University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia. W. W. Davidson,

Editor. Issued quarterly for the intelligent general reader and the specialist. Pre-

fers articles with a regional slant, though they are not limited to that. Accepts

biographical, sociological, political, geographical, and literary criticism articles of

4,000 to 5,000 words in length. In fiction, avoid the avant-garde, the obscene and

the experimental. Stories should be from 3,000 to 4,000 words. Pays Ic per word
for prose. Interested in short poems, not too obscure, but those having a point and

something to say. Payment is on publication. The material for this magazine is

copyrighted, but permission to reprint is given. Reports within a month.

THE GRECOURT REVIEW, Smith College, Northampton, Mass. C. P. Thomas,

Editor. Tri-annually, $3 a year. Interested in short stories, poetry, essays, reviews,

plays, etc. by student writers, under-graduate or graduate. Looking for new ideas,

new forms. No photographs or art work. Payment in bound reprints and contribu-

tors copy.

HARPER'S MAGAZINE, 49 E. 33rd St., New York 16, N. Y. Russell Lynes, Man-
aging Editor. Usually publishes just one fiction story each month. Length for this

may vary between 1,000 and 5,000 words. No taboos. No formula. Wants literary

quality; stories must be written by grownups for grownups; something must happen

in each story. The characters must be portrayed as real people who live a full life.

The historical story, the story "in fancy dress" is out. The editors want stories by

authors who write their own way rather than trying to copy someone else's style.

Buys North American serial rights, and pays from $200 to $250 for a normal length

story. Buys articles on a variety of subjects: politics, science, personalities, literary

matters, the arts, entertainment, finance, business. Studying copies of the magazine

is recommended by the editors. Article length varies from 2,000 to 4,000 words.

Likes to be queried; does not purchase photographs. For filler material, the mag-

azine uses quite a lot of poetry, and of excellent quality. Other fillers are impos-

sible to define—paragraphs that are picked up and thought to be amusing or per-

tinent. No gags, or featurettes wanted. Poems are usually from five lines to fifty;

a poem taking up more than one page is rarely used. Poetry pays about $1.75 a

line and fillers pay $25, Buys North American serial rights for these and reports

in a week. A query is not necessary for fillers and poems, however, address submis-

sions to John Fischer, filler editor. Cartoons are rarely used except if they apply to

an article that is being used. Usually one cartoon a month or twelve a year are

accepted, and they are those that can be reproduced in line as opposed to those

that have to be reproduced by half-tone. Pays $50 and reports within ten days to

two weeks for these.

THE HARVARD ADVOCATE, 21 South St., Cambridge, Mass. Robert Fichter,

Editor. Issued six times a year. The ADVOCATE currently cannot accept material

from outside the Harvard Community.

HILLTOP and the BOOKLOVER, High Springs, Fla. Sophie Jean Irving, Editor

and Publisher. Uses articles written around Florida, historic sketches, novelette,

biography, narrative poetry, epic or the lyric in romance forms. Some material on
special assignment. Pays on acceptance.

HORIZON, A Magazine of the Arts, 551 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Joseph

J. Thorndike, Jr., Editor. Issued bi-monthly; $3.95 a copy; $18.00 a year. Aimed
at the generally intelligent reader (college education or equivalent). Covers cul-

tural topics—the entire span of mankind's creative talents. Articles average 3,500

words, and pay is about $500. Use occasional one-page articles of 350 to 500 words;
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pay about $200. No fiction, occasional poetry. Send material to Wm. Harlan Hale,

Managing Editor. Pay on acceptance, and report within two or three weeks.

THE HUDSON REVIEW, 65 E. 55th St., New. York 22, N. Y. Frederick Morgan,

Joseph Bennett, and Mary Emma Elliott, Editors. Issued quarterly; $1.25 a copy;

$4.00 a year. Uses quality fiction up to 10,000 words, articles up to 8,000 words,

translations, reviews, and poetry. No photographs. Reports in six to eight weeks.

Pays 2c a word for prose, one-half rate for translations, and 65c a line for poetry,

on publication.

IDEALS, 3510 W. St. Paul Ave., Milwaukee 1, Wise. Interested in inspirational

prose and homespun type of poetry. Black and white photos should be 8 x 10;

glossy prints and color transparencies must be 4 x 5 inches or larger. Rates for

photographic material are dependent upon quality. Art requirements include needs

for single color background art in all media, as well as full color art work for re-

production purposes. Write the editor for complete information.

INLAND, P. O. Box 685, Salt Lake City 10, Utah. John Rackham, Editor. Issued

quarterly. Publishes poetry, short fiction, excerpts from novels in progress, essays,

critical articles, academic satire. Literary merit essential. Usually reports within

month. Payment in subs, and contr. copies. No length restrictions.

INTER-AMERICAN REVIEW OF BIBLIOGRAPHY, Organization of American

States, Washington 6, D. C. Javier Malazon-Barcelo, Editor. Issued quarterly. For

specialists and institutions interested in the culture and bibliography related to

Latin America. Wants biographical articles, review articles, book reviews, current

bibliography, notes and news in twenty-three subject fields related to the Americas

with particular emphasis in the humanities. Pays $50-$75 per solicited article on

acceptance of the material. Reports within two weeks.

JOHNSONIAN NEWS LETTER, 610 Philosophy Hall, Columbia University,

New York 27, N. Y. James L. Clifford and John Middendorf, co-editors. Issued

four times a year for scholars, book-collectors and all those interested in 18th

century English. Interested in news items, queries, comments, etc., having to do

with 18th century English literature. Reports immediately.

THE JOURNAL OF NEGRO HISTORY, 1538 Ninth Street, N.W., Washington

1, D. C. William M. Brewer, Editor. Issued quarterly. Aimed at serious students

of history of college level and above. Wants articles concerning history as in-

fluencing or influenced by the Negro. Standard style for scholarly periodicals.

Usually not over 20 typed, double-spaced pages. Pays in contributor's copies. Re-

ports immediately.

THE KANSAS MAGAZINE, Dept. of English, Kansas State University, Man-

hattan, Kansas. W. R. Moses, Editor. Issued annually, $1.00 a copy. Published by

the Kansas State College Press, but not a college publication. Originally intended

as an outlet for writers who are present or former Kansans; welcomes other writers

as space permits. Uses short stories, sketches, general articles, literary criticism,

poems. No length requirements, though great length is a handicap. Material judged

on literary quality and appeal to an adult reader group. Reports ordinarily within

a month. No payment except copies of magazine.

KEATS-SHELLEY JOURNAL, Publisher: The Keats-Shelley Association of

America, Inc., 61 Broadway, New York 6, N. Y. Mabel A. E. Steele, Chairman,

Editorial Board, Houghton Library, Harvard University, Cambridge 38, Mass.

Issued annually for academic and lay members of the Keats-Shelley Memorial

Association in the U.S. and abroad. Wants critical biographical, bibhographical

articles (approx. 5,000-8,000 words) on Keats, Shelley, Byron, Leigh Hunt, and/or

their circles; well-organized, documented, and written in as readable a style as

possible. No original poetry or drama is accepted on the above subjects listed for
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articles. Will use and cover cost of engraving any suitable illustrative material

submitted, and will return originals if desired, but will not buy or pay for prepar-

ation of prints or facsimiles. No payment. Reports in usually one to three months,

but no promises are made.

KENYON REVIEW, Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio. Robie Macauley, Editor.

Uses articles, short stories, verse, book reviews, illustrations. High literary standards

and contributors are usually established writers. Payment, $25-$45 per thousand

words, on publication.

KEYSTONE FOLKLORE QUARTERLY, Box 105, Glenshaw, Pa. George Swet-

man, Editor. Issued quarterly for students of folklore. Interested in folklore col-

lections made in or related to Pennsylvania and scholarly or popular studies in the

field. No verse used except genuine popular ballad versions or other folk verse.

No payment. Reports in 60 days.

LANGUAGE, Journal of Linguistic Society of Amrica, Editorial: Yale Graduate

School, New Haven, Conn. Business: Box 7790, University Station, Austin 12,

Texas. For professional linguistic scientists. Wants articles and reviews dealing with

technical problems of linguistic science. Only members of the Linguistic Society

of America may publish in this Journal. No payment, but all material is copy-

righted. Reports in one to six months.

THE LITERARY REVIEW, Fairleigh Dickinson University, Teaneck, New Jersey.

Charles AngofT and Clarence R. Decker, Editors. Issued quarterly, $L00 a copy;

$4.00 a year. Concerns itself with contemporary writing in the field of belles lettres

both in the United States and abroad. Seeks to encourage literary excellence, and

is hospitable both to established writers and young v.riters of promise. Stresses

creative rather than critical writing. Uses articles, hction, and verse, with no restric-

tions and no payment. Reports in two weeks.

MAINSTREAM, 832 Broadway, New York 3, N. Y. Issued monthly; 50c a copy;

$5.00 a year. This magazine combines the former New Masses and Mainstream.

It publishes articles on cultural and political questions, as well as fiction, poetry,

and drawings. Lengths for both articles and fiction may run from approximately

2,000 to 4,500 words. Does not pay.

MARK TWAIN JOURNAL, Kirk^^•ood 22, Missouri. Cyril Clemens, Editor. Is-

sued twice a year for those interested in American and English literature. Prefers

critical and biographical articles dealing with Mark Twain and other American,

English and foreign authors. Payment by arrangement, on acceptance. Reports in

two weeks.

MICHIGAN HISTORY, Cass Building, Lansing, Michigan. Lewis Beison, Editor.

Issued quarterly for scholarly readers of history. No payment.

MIDWEST FOLKLORE, 478 Ballantine Hall, Indiana University, Bloomington,

Ind. W. Edson Richmond, Editor. Issued quarterly for folklore students, scholars,

and collectors. Interested in articles concerning collections of folklore and analyses

of folklore. No payments. Reports in two weeks to a month.

MODERN FICTION STUDIES, Dept. of English, Purdue University, Lafayette,

Indiana. Maurice Beebe, Editor. Issued quarterly. Aimed at largely academic,

though many serious readers. Interested in critical or scholarly articles on Ameri-

can, British, and Continental prose fiction since 1880. No payment. Reports in

four to six weeks.

NAMES, Journal of the American Name Society, 2 Georgiou Vendiri St., Filothei,

Athens, Greece. Demetrius J. Georgacas, Editor. Issued quarterly. Aimed at those

interested in names and onomatology. Uses mostly scholarly and some semi-popu-
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lar articles on names and onomatology; length determined by the nature of the

subject matter and exposition. Publishes verse or poetry possibly as a novelty. No
cartoons or photos arc used. There is no payment. Reports in about 6 weeks.

NEGRO HISTORY BULLETIN, 1538 Ninth St., N.W., Washington 1, D. C.

Albert N. D. Brooks, Editor. Issued monthly, October through May for the school

and lay public. Interested in articles concerned with the role of the Negro in build-

ing history and civilization. Uses brief stories on folklore and myths (American
and foreign) and brief historical plays. Uses poetry not over four stanzas in length.

Payment in contributor's copies. Reports immediately.

NEW CAMPUS WRITING, c/o Grove Press, 795 Broadway, New York 3, N. Y.

Nolan Miller and Judson Jerome, Editors. Address Antioch College, Yellow

Springs, Ohio. Uses fiction, plays, articles and poetry. Contributions limited to col-

lege students only.

THE NEW ENGLAND QUARTERLY, Hubbard Hall, Brunswick, Maine. Her-

bert Brown, Editor. Issued quarterly for historians and scholars. Wants scholarly

articles on New England life and letters. No payment, but does copyright ma-
terial. Usually reports within two weeks.

NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY, University of New Mexico Press, Albuquerque,

N. M. Roland Dickey, Editor. Issued quarterly; 75c a copy; $3.00 a year. Uses

articles of intellectual interest, up to 6,000 words. Publishes about 8 short stories

a year, preferring unusual, non-slick approach, up to 5,000 words. Interested in

sketches, playlets, impressionist pieces. Publishes about 30 short poems a year, high

literary quality. Payment on publication. $10-$20 for articles and stories; poems

$5. We use no photographs, no cartoons.

NORTHWEST REVIEW, Erb Union, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon.

Ron Abell, Editor. Issued three times a year for a critical lay audience. Wants
articles and book reviews on commission only. Will answer queries. Articles should

have the qualities of timeliness, siejnificance, and/or regional importance or in-

terest. Prefers articles of 2,000 to 4,000 words. Interested only in quality writing,

no froth, trivia, etc. No restrictions on subject matter. Currently looking for stories

with a contemporary flavor and will pay literary rates for these articles. Uses 8

poems per issue. Payment about $5 per printed page, on acceptance. Reports in

two- four weeks.

THE OSU THEATER COLLECTION BULLETIN, Dept. of Speech, 154 N.

Oval Drive, Ohio State University, Columbus 10, Ohio. Dr. John H. McDowell,

Editor. Issued annually for persons with research interest in theater history. Wants

significant contributions on any aspect of theater history and interestingly written

results of original research. The OSU Theater Collection Bulletin is a report-type

publication of the research activities in the OSU Theater Collection. It does not

normally solicit MSS from people who are not engaged in research in the Collec-

tion. The articles in the Bulletin are reports by student-researchers of their progress

on theses or dissertations, or results of research completed.

THE PARIS REVIEW, 16 Rue Vernet, Paris 8, France. New York Office: 45-39

171 Place, Flushing 58, N. Y. George A. Plimpton, Editor. Issued quarterly. Uses

fiction, poetry, articles, criticism, drawings and translations.

PENNSYLVANIA HISTORY, 94 Penna, Ave., Easton, Pa. John M. Coleman,

Editor. Issued quarterly. Wants scholarly articles on Pennsylvania history of 4,000-

7,000 words in length. Uses pictures. No payment.

THE PERSONALIST, University of Southern California, Los Angeles 7, Cali-

fornia. Dr. W. H. Werkmeister, Editor. Issued quarterly; 50c a copy; $2.00 a year.

Uses only critical articles under 20 pages pertaining to philosophy, religion, and
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literature. Very little poetry used. Reports in approximately two weeks. No honor-

arium.

PERSPECTIVE: A quarterly of literature and the arts, Washington University

P. O., St. Louis 5, Missouri. Jarvis Thurston, Editor. Issued quarterly for literary

intellectuals. Wants articles on literary criticism on contemporary writers, Ameri-

can or foreign. Preferred length is 3,000 or more words. Intended for an audience

already familiar with author's work. Wants serious quality fiction up to 20,000

words. Uses quality poetry intended for an audience familiar with, for example,

Stevens, Pound, Eliot. No restrictions on length. No payment. Reports in one

month.

PHYLON, 223 Chestnut St., SW, Atlanta 14, Georgia. Tilman C. Cothran, Editor.

Issued quarterly; $1.00 a copy; $3.00 a year. This is the official organ of the At-

lanta University. Uses articles written within the framework of racial and cultural

contacts. Uses short stories (1,000 to 3,500 words), poetry and research articles

(1,500 to 4,000 words). No payment.

PMLA, 6 Washington Square North, New York 3, N. Y. Prof. George Winchester

Stone, Jr., Editor. Issued quarterly for college and university teachers of English

and modern foreign languages. Wants scholarly articles and features. No payment.

Reports in two to three months.

PRAIRIE SCHOONER, Andrews Hall, University of Nebraska, Lincoln 8, Nebr.

Karl Shapiro, Editor. Issued quarterly; $1.00 a copy; $3.00 a year. Uses several

stories per issue. Also two or three articles per issue, up to 5,000 words. Subject

to general interest. Seldom prints the scholarly or academic articles. Reports in a

month. No payment. No limit on length of prose or poetry. Photos used occasion-

ally.

THE PRINCETON UNIVERSITY LIBRARY CHRONICLE, Princeton Uni-

versity Library, Princeton, N. J. Alexander D. Wainwright, Editor. Issued quart-

erly for scholars and book collectors. Interested in literary and historical articles,

preferably having some connection with Princeton or with material in the Uni-

versity Library. No fiction wanted unless it has some connection with material in

the University Library. Wants photos only if necessary. No payment. Reports

within a few weeks of receipt.

RENASCENCE: A Critical Journal of Letters, Editorial Office: Marquette Uni-

versity, Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin. John Pick, Editor. Issued quarterly for authors,

critics and college educators. Wants critical articles and book reviews only. No
payment. Reports upon acceptance of material.

ROMANCE PHILOLOGY, University of California Press, Berkeley, Calif. Yakou
Malkiel, Editor. Issued quarterly for scholars, including graduate students. Wants
articles on academic subjects exclusively. No payment. Reports within a few weeks.

SATURDAY REVIEW, 25 W. 45th Street, New York 36, N. Y. Harrison Smith,

Articles Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $7.00 a year. Uses aticles, literary

essays and reviews, also some verse. Most articles are assigned. The literary repu-

tation of the author is considered necessary to back up stout opinions and criti-

cisms as expressed in any piece of writing. High literary quality is essential in both

prose and verse. Pays $75-$200 for articles on publication. No fiction is considered.

Uses 8x10 glossy photos and buys one-time rights for these. Pays on acceptance

and prefers to be queried. Pearl Steinhaus is the Photo Editor. Also uses fillers as

essays and editorials. Word length should be 1,000 to 3,500 words for these. Pays

$75 to $150. No query is necessary and reports as soon as possible.

THE SHAKESPEARE NEWSLETTER, Kent State University, Kent, Ohio. Dr.

Louis Marder, Editor. Issued six times a year. Aimed at those readers interested in
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education and dramatics. Wants articles on Shakespearean criticism, biography,

stage, etc. No payment. Reports as soon as possible.

THE SHAW REVIEW, 221 Sparks Bldg., University Park, Pa. Stanley Wein-
traub. Editor. Issued three times a year (January, May and September) for

academic, theatrical and lay readers interested in GBS, his work and his world.

The subject of articles should be George Bernard Shaw and his milieu—its per-

sonalities, works, relevance to his age and ours. MLA Style Sheet recommended.
Articles under 5,000 words preferred. Payment in ten contributor's copies. Reports

in about si.x weeks.

SNOWY EGRET, 82 Burch Ave., Durham, N. C. Humphrey A. Olsen, Editor.

This semi-annual magazine is in the market for fiction, essays, biographies, and

criticism which have to do with nature or man in relation to nature. Originality

of thought and literary quality is desired. Poetry up to 9 lines or more are paid

$2 per poem with $2 extra per page for poetry that runs over a page. Payment on

publication. An examination of a copy of the magazine may save writers time and

trouble. A sample copy will be sent for 25c. Prose and general correspondence

should be sent to the editor. Shorter Apts., 701, Rome, Georgia.

SOUTH ATLANTIC QUARTERLY, Box 6697, College Station, Durham, N. C.

W. B. Hamilton, Editor. Issued quarterly; $1.00 a copy; $4.00 a year. Uses articles,

2,500 to 5,000 words, on current affairs, literature, philosophy, and history. No
fiction, photographs, or poetry. Reports in six weeks. Pays $2.00 per printed page,

on publication. Proceeds of sale of rights to reprint divided with author.

SOUTHERN FOLKLORE QUARTERLY, 208 Anderson Hall, University of

Florida, Gainesville, Fla. Alton C. Morris, Editor. Issued quarterly for folklorists,

musicians, literary scholars, etc. Wants folklore material with emphasis upon its

collection, preservation, and utilization. Publishes folk poetry only. No payment.

Reports in approximately two months.

SOUTHWEST REVIEW, Southern Methodist University, Dallas 5, Texas. Char-

acterization rather than plot is the important requirement for fiction—excellence

of writing. Lengths 3,000 words, as an average. The stories, "With Laughter," by

Julian Silva, and "A Default," by R. V. Cassill, are examples of the type ma-
terial desired. Pays '/jc a word on publication, and buys first serial rights. Articles

may be historical, scholarly, regional, literary criticism, national and international

problems, etc., in lengths around 3,000 words. Likes to be queried. Does not buy

photographs.

SOUTHWESTERN LORE, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo. John Green-

way, Editor. Issued quarterly. Uses material dealing with any phase of southwest-

ern archaeology, anthropology, biology, folk-lore, geology, paleontology, history

or related subjects. Line drawings and photographs are accepted. No payment.

Style sheet available.

THE TAMARACK REVIEW, Box 157, Station K, Toronto 12, Ontario. Issued

quarterly; $1 a copy; $4.00 a year. Material used in critical essays; review of

various arts; serious travel articles; and journalism of literary quality, up to 10,000

words. Pays Ic a word on publication. No fillers or photos. Literary quality poetry

is paid for by arrangement.

THE TEXAS QUARTERLY, Box 7527, University Station, Austin 12, Texas.

Issued quarterly; $1.00 a copy; $4.00 a year, $5.00 foreign. Published by the facuhy

of the University of Texas. Dr. Harry H. Ransom, Editor. Uses quality articles

about sciences, the social sciences and the humanities. Some poetry and fiction.

Very high standards. Pays up to $500 an article. Recommends query letter.

THEATRE ARTS, 1545 Broadway, New York 36, N. Y. Issued monthly; 75c a

copy; $7.50 a year. Address manuscripts to: Feature Editor. Publishes articles on
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the theatre and allied arts, including opera and ballet. Publishes a complete play

each month. Most articles are assigned. Suggests writers query before submitting

material. Reports promptly.

THOUGHT, Fordham University, 441 E. Fordham Rd., New York 58, N. Y. Rev.

Joseph E. O'Neill, S.J., Ph.D., Editor. Issued quarterly; $1.25 a copy; $5.00 a

year. Uses competent articles in the fields of science, literature, history, sociology,

education, philosophy and religion, written in a way to appeal to the well-educated

general reader; 9,000 to 11,000 words in length. Poetry very rarely used. Reports

within a month; include return postage with submissions. No payment except re-

prints of published articles.

TRADITION (The Magazine of America's Picturesque Past), 16854 Hamilton

Ave., Detroit 3, Mich. L. W. Mueller, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c per month. A
generously illustrated magazine dealing wath unique often unexplored areas of

America's past. Want articles of from 1,000-5,000 words. Documented non-fiction.

Original research—no rewriting of standard incidents. Factual accuracy is abso-

lutely essential. Illustrations are extremely important, so send either photographs,

drawings, or an indication of where these can be obtained. Pay a minimum of Ic

per word, $5 per illustration. Query letters welcome. Will buy cartoons at mini-

mum rate of $5 per cartoon if they fit the magazine's format and requirements.

L. W. Mueller is Cartoon Editor. Uses glossy photos, 8x10, no color. Buys exclus-

ive rights and pays a minimum of $5, on publication. Query first. Tradition wel-

comes the contribution of short, historically accurate anecdotes or quotations. The
first contributor of each item used will be paid $5 on publication. Maximum length

is 300 words. Contributions should be dated, and the source must be given. Con-

tributions cannot be acknowledged or returned. Address Short Article Editor.

TWENTIETH CENTURY LITERATURE, 2679 South York St., Denver 10,

Colo. Alan Swallow, Editor. Uses scholarly and critical articles concerning 20th

century authors of all nations. Especially interested in bibliography. Prefers to run

against popular currents in scholarships; when one author is being written about

most, this magazine likes to have material upon other authors at that time. Ma-
terial should cover all types of literature, poetry, drama, essay, as well as fiction.

No preferred article length. Footnotes as necessary for reference should be placed

at the end of the manuscript. No payment. Gives several reprints of articles free.

Reports in two months.

UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS CITY REVIEW,* 5100 RockhiU Road, Kansas City

10, Mo. Alexander P. Cappon, Acting Editor. Issued quarterly; $1.00 a copy; $3.00

a year. Uses stories, 2,000 to 3,000 words, and articles. Also poetry, but no photo-

graphs. Reports in a month. No payment.

VIEWS, 939 D Street, Northwest, Washington 4, D. C. Eustace Durrett, Editor.

Issued quarterly. Uses fiction, poetry, essays, graphic arts, reviews, and transla-

tions.

VIRGINIA MAGAZINE OF HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY, Virginia Histori-

cal Society, 428 North Boulevard, Richmond 20, \'a. William M. E.^Rachal, Edi-

tor. Issued quarterly for serious students of Virginia history. Interested in care-

fully .researched and documented articles on Virginia history, and well edited

source material relating to Virginia. Appropriate illustrations are used. Pays $2

per printed page on publication. Reports within one month.

THE VIRGINIA QUARTERLY REVIEW, 1 West Range, Charlottesville, Va.

Charlotte Kohler, Editor. Issued quarterly; $1.00 a copy; $4.00 a year. Uses good
short stories, conventional or experimental, from 2,000 to 7,000 words. Also

articles, 3,000 to 6,000 words: discussions of current problems, economic, historical;

literary essays. Buys poetry, but no photographs. Reports in two weeks. Pays $5.00

a page of 350 words for prose and 50c a line for poetry, on publication.
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WALT WHITMAN REVIEW, Business Office: Wayne State University Press,

Detroit 2, Michigan. Editorial Office: William White, Journalism Dept., Wayne
State University, Detroit 2, Michigan. William White and Charles E. Feinberg,

Editors. Issued quarterly for specialists in American literature. All articles and

book reviews, notes and queries should deal with Walt Whitman and his writings.

Preferred length is 2,000 words maximum. Payment in contributor's copies. Writer

retains all rights. Reports within a few days.

WESTERN FOLKLORE, University of California Press, Berkeley 4, Calif. Way-
land D. Hand, Editor. Issued quarterly; $1.25 a copy; $4.00 a year. Uses western

folklore material: songs, legends, beliefs, and customs. Semi-scholarly. No payment.

WESTERN HUMANITIES REVIEW, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah.

William Mulder, Editor. Issued quarterly for the academic or educated laymen.

Wants authoritative but readable articles not over 5,000 words (preferably 3,500)

on literature, art, philosophy, history and religion. Wants fiction stories of 3,500

words in length. Poetry of any length is accepted. Payment in reprints. Reports in

30 days. Buys U. S. Serial Copyright only.

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA HISTORICAL MAGAZINE, 4338 Bigelow Blvd.,

Pittsburgh 13, Pa. Miss Prudence B. Trimble, Editor. Issued quarterly for mem-
bers of the Historical Society of Western Pennsylvania and libraries (chiefly col-

lege and university.) Wants articles pertaining directly or indirectly to Western

Pennsylvania. No payment.

WORD, 401 Philosophy Hall, Columbia University, New York 27, N. Y. William

Diver, Andre Martinet, and Uriel Weinreich, Editors. Issued three times a year.

Aimed at readers interested in linguistics and related fields. Wants scholarly arti-

cles containing original contributions on linguistic and related subjects. No pay-

ment. The time required to report on a manuscript varies with its difficulty.

THE YALE REVIEW, 28 Hillhouse Ave., New Haven, Conn. J. E. Palmer, Editor.

Buys quality fiction between 3,000 and 5,000 words. Wants authoritative discussions

of politics, economics, and the arts, in lengths between 3,000 and 5,000 words. Does

not purchase photographs. Payment on publication.
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Radio and TV Magazines

ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED, 67 W. 44th St., New York 36, N. Y. Robert G.

Benson, Editor. Issued monthly. No fiction, verse or poetry. All payment is made
on acceptance. Reports in two weeks and buys all rights.

Non-fiction: Feature articles on new and interesting developments in the general

field of electronics. Anything with an electronics connection interests us. Our special

areas of interest include ham and citizens band radio, short-wave listening, hi-fi,

workbench test equipment, experimental apparatus, kits, amateur rocketry, military

developments, outer space electronics, scientific developments, theory, etc. Preferred

length 2,000-2,500 words; pictures or other illustrative material are necessary.

Query suggested. Pays $40 to $60 per published page in the front of the book.

Also uses: Build-it articles. These can be home workshop projects in any of the

electronics hobby areas listed above (hi-fi, radio, test gear, etc.). Build-its must

include a lead photo of the completed project, step-by-step assembly photos, rough

schematics and other construction drawings, parts list with cost for new parts and

complete instructions in copy form. EI offers a free Author's Guide pamphlet for

build-it articles (send stamped, self-addressed envelope). Query suggested.

Cartoons: Uses cartoons dealing with electronics, hi-fi, amateur radio angle. Pays

$15 for these.

Photos: Buys photos submitted with manuscripts (buys on package basis) and with

captions only. 8x1 0's are preferred, with negatives available. Pays $40-$60 per pub-

lished page for picture sets on stories; single photo rate is $12.50.

Fillers: Short features, copy and photos bring $50 to $120. Illustrated tips are so-

licited in soldering, tape equipment, hi-fi, construction and general electronics

project procedure. Pays $12.50 for these.

TV STAR PARADE, 295 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Diana Lurvey, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. Occasionally buys photos. No fillers.

Non-fiction: Emphasis here is on private life of TV personalities, bringing out in-

teresting and photogenic topics. Reports in two weeks. Rates vary, and are on

publication.

TV PICTURE LIFE, 441 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Richard Heller,

Editorial Director. Issued monthly; 25c a copy. No fiction, poetry, or cartoons.

Non-fiction: Uses articles and picture stories on TV personalities. This offers a

market for exclusive articles with new angles. Query first. Pays $100 minimum, on
acceptance. Replies in two weeks.

Photos: Uses photo stories. Will accept contacts. Also uses all size color photos. Pays

$10 and up, on acceptance. Buys first rights. Gives no assignments. Query first.

TV AND MOVIE SCREEN, 441 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Richard

Heller, Editorial Director. 25c a copy. No fiction, poetry, or cartoons.

Non-fiction and Photos: Uses articles and picture stories on TV and movie person-

alities. This offers a market only for top material. Better query. Buys contacts as

well as color photos. Payment by agreement, on acceptance, $100 minimum. Re-
ports in two weeks.

TV GUIDE, Radnor, Pennsylvania. Merrill Panitt, Editor.

Non-fiction: Wants off-beat articles about T\^ people and shows. This magazine is

not interested in "fan" material. Also wants stories on the newest trends of televi-

sion, but they must be written in layman's language. Writers are advised to query
with an outline first. Article length is from 200 to 2,000 words. No set rate of pay.

Cartoons: Uses particularly outstanding cartoons for which $50 is paid.

Photos: Wants professional high-quality photos which should accompany articles.

TV-RADIO MIRROR, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. Ann Mosher, Editor.

Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. Occasionally buys photos.
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Non-fiction: Can use material written by people who are familiar with Hollywood
and TV stars. Query first. Rates are by arrangement.
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Regional and Travel Magazines

ALL FLORIDA MAGAZINE, P. O. Box 5736, Jacksonville, Fla. George Widney,

Editor. Issued weekly. Query first.

Non-fiction: Uses Florida slanted articles no longer than 2,000 words, illustrated by

photographs, if possible. Pays 4c a word, on acceptance.

Photos: Pix, whether submitted with article or with caption material only, are

preferred in the 8x10 size, although 4x5's are acceptable. Pays $3.00 to $5.00 per

picture.

ARIZONA HIGHWAYS, Arizona Highway Dept., Phoenix, Arizona. Raymond
Carlson, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.50 a year.

Non-fiction: Uses travel articles pertaining to Arizona and the Southwest, and his-

torical and personality articles pertaining to Arizona people. Preferred length is

2,500 words. Pays 2c a word for articles and buys first publication rights only.

Reports in one week.

Photos: Pays $2 to $10 for black and white photos and $20 to $60 for color shots,

VAx^y^ or larger.

Fillers: Uses poetry on the back page of the magazine paying 50c a line. Buys

first publication rights only and reports in two weeks.

BATAAN MAGAZINE, Capital Publisher, Inc., 1006 National Press Bldg., Wash-

ington 4, D. C. (Also 206 Villonco Bldg., Manila, PhiHppines.) Dr. Diasdado M.
Yop, Editor and Publisher. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $5.00 a year. The company
also publishes Know Your Congress and Know The United States of America,

annual magazines.

Non-Fiction: Devoted to American-Philippine and Far Eastern affairs. Uses non-

political articles, dealing mainly with commerce and trade, 1,500 words in length.

CALIFORNIA MONTHLY, Alumni House, University of California, Berkeley 4,

Calif. Verne A. Stadtman, Editor.

Non-Fiction: This alumni magazine wants articles about former students employing

a creative, imaginative approach to business or profession, family life or community
ideas. Preferred length is 300 to 2,500 words. Pays $20 to $60, on publication.

CUE, The Weekly Magazine of New York Living, 20 W. 43rd St., New York 36,

N. Y. Emory Lewis, Editor. Issued weekly; $6.50 a year. No fiction or poetry.

Non-Fiction and Photos: Uses different, off-beat articles on any subject appealing

to the sophisticated reader who lives in New York and vicinity. Particularly in

demand are: crusading or expose pieces on local topics close to the reader's heart

or pocketbook; articles on truly different people or places within the area Cue
covers; pieces on institutions in New York City and vicinity which have remained

obscure despite terrific accomplishment. No coverage of entertainment or enter-

tainment personalities is needed. Top-notch, anecdotal, tight, incisive writing is

demanded. Photo-illustrated manuscripts are preferred. Be sure to query first by

letter. Pays between $50 and $150, on acceptance.

DESERT MAGAZINE, Palm Desert, Calif. Eugene L. Conrotto, Editor. Issued

monthly; 40c a copy; $4.00 a year. No fiction or cartoons.

Non-Fiction: Uses articles up to 3,000 words, with pictures, on subjects of history,

geography, archeology, gem and mineral fields, Indians, mining, personalities,

botany, wildlife, gardening, and homemaking—all non-commercial phases of life

on the desert Southwest. Reports in 30 days. Pays 2c a word and up, on acceptance.

Photos: Buys photos with manuscripts and photo essays. Prefers contact sheets for

black and white. Uses 4x5 vertical color photos on the cover only. Pays $3 to $5

per black and white and $25 per color phcno, on acceptance. Buys one time rights.

Query first.

Fillers: Uses poem of the month for which they pay $5 and buys first publication

rights. Photos are sometimes used as fillers.
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DOWN EAST MAGAZINE, Camden, Maine. Duane Doolittle, Editor. Issued 10

times a year. No cartoons. This magazine is now overstocked on poetry.

Non-Fiction: Uses historical and contemporary articles on Maine subjects. Usual
feature length is 2,000 to 3,000 words for which they pay 2c a word, on acceptance.

Buys first serial rights and reports in two weeks.

Fiction: Some fiction is used.

Photos: Buys photos submitted with manuscripts and with captions only. The 8x10
size is preferred. Color photos should be 4x5 or larger. Pays $3 to $5 for black and
white; $25 for color photos.

GRAFIC MEXICO, 1464 Ivanhoe St. (temporary), Denver, Colorado. Daniel
O'Connor, Editor.

Cartoons: Uses cartoons and spot drawings that are slanted towards Mexico or

South of the Border. Pays the market rate, on acceptance. Buys one time rights,

and reports immediately.

Photos: Prefers to receive contact sheets. After acceptance would like 5x7 en-

largements quality finished glossy prints. Uses color also. Pays $5 for b & w; $9 for

color. Pays extra for text, but amount of text accompanying photos should be
limited. Buys first time rights and in some cases will insist on exclusive. No as-

signments are made and queries are not necessary. All payment is made on ac-

ceptance.

Fillers: Uses featurettes with Mexican and South of the Border flavor. No specific

length requirements for these. Pays 1 /2C a word and buys first rights and in cases,

exclusives. Queries are not necessary. Reports immediately.

HOLIDAY, Independence Square, Philadelphia 5, Pa. Issued monthly; 60c a copy;

$5.50 a year. Devoted to travel and recreation.

Non-fiction: Ted Patrick, Editor. Articles must be factual, with a maximum length

of 3,500 words. Writers should query on ideas, since articles are usually assigned

to or handled by regulars. Pays good rates, which vary according to editorial evalu-

ation of worth of individual manuscript. Payment on acceptance.

THE lOWAN, 118 S. Elm St., Shenandoah, Iowa. David Archie, Editor. Issued

bi-monthly; $1.50 a copy; $7.50 a year.

Non-Fiction: Uses articles dealing with aspects of Iowa life—its industry, culture,

history, personalities, homes and gardens, sports, scenery, etc. Wants illustrations

with these. All articles must deal with Iowa or Iowa people and be an average of

1,200 words in length. Pays 2c a word.

Photos: Uses picture stories besides using photos with articles. Pays $3 for black

and white pictures and starts at $20 for 2^x2^ color transparencies.

THE MAGNOLIA, 1027 Dauphine St., New Orleans, La. Joe Newbrough, Jr.,

Editor. Issued monthly. No fiction.

Non-Fiction: Wants 200 to 2,500 word articles on segregation, life in southern

states, written to oppose those who wish to change Southern tradition. Pays 2c per

word on publication, buys first publication rights, and reports in ten days.

Cartoons: Buys 30 cartoons each year for which they pay $3.00 each.

Photos: Buys photos submitted with manuscripts and with captions only. Prefers

8x10 size and pays $3.00 to $5.00 each for these.

Fillers: Buys poetry up to 20 Hues in length for which they pay 10c a line.

MOBILE LIVING, 1359 Main, Sarasota, Fla. Ward H. Patton, Jr., Editor. Issued

monthly. No verse or poetry.

Non-Fiction: Uses home and garden articles and features slanted for people inter-

ested in mobile homes and travel trailers. Length should be up to 1,500 words. Pays

I/2C a word for these, on publication. Buys all rights and reports as soon as

possible.

Fiction: Occasionally uses fiction about mobile home living. Pays I/2C a word for

fiction.
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Cartoons: Uses 50 cartoons a year dealing with mobile homes. Pays 5.00 each.

Photos: Buys photos submitted with manuscripts; 8x10 glossies preferred. Pays

$3.00 and up for pix.

MOTOR NEWS, 139 Bagley, Detroit 26, Mich. Wm. J. Trepagnier, Editor. Issued

monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. No fillers, fiction, poetry.

Non-Fiction and Photos: Uses articles pertaining to travel, 750 to 1,500 words.

Photos, black and white glossy, 8x10, must accompany manuscripts. Buys photos

with articles only. Reports in two to three weeks. Pays $50 to $100 on acceptance

and buys one-time picture rights. Query.

Cartoons: Motoring, travel, and outdoor cartoons wanted. Prefers ink, ben day of

8x11 size. Pays $7.50 per cartoon, on acceptance, and buys first rights only. Reports

immediately.

NEGRO TRAVELER, 8034 S. Prairie Ave., Chicago, 111. Clarence M. Markham,

Jr., Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. Query first.

Non-Fiction: Aims for a readership of people who travel, also hotels, restaurants,

motels. Wants articles of 500 to 2,500 words on subjects of human interest. Pays

y2C to 3c a word, on acceptance. Reports in 30 to 60 days.

Fiction: Wants success stories, travel, hotel, restaurant, highway stories—no racial

issues or similar stereotype material. Also pays /2c to 3c a word.

Cartoons: Uses 120 cartoons a year, slanted towards this market. Pays $2.00 and

up, on acceptance. Ben day is preferred. Buys publisher's rights.

Photos: Pays $2.00 and up for pix.

NEW HAMPSHIRE PROFILES, Box 900, Portsmouth, N. H. Paul E. Estaver,

Editor. Issued monthly; 40c a copy; $4.50 a year. No fiction, poetry, fillers, or

cartoons.

Non-fiction: Articles dealing with current events should be presented at least ten

weeks in advance of publication date. Lengths are from 1.000 to 2,000 words. Pays

an average of $25 for each accepted article and reports within one month. A sample

copy and a writer's data sheet sent on request.

Photos: Prefer illustrated black and white 8x10 photos dealing with New Hamp-
shire life, past or present, but especially the present. Pays 5.00 per photo.

NEW MEXICO MAGAZINE, P.O. Box 1716, Santa Fe, New Mexico. J. Walter

Flynn, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.50 a year.

Non-Fiction: Uses 1,200 to 1,800 word articles having a New Mexico backs:round,

historical or modern. Photos should accompany manuscripts. Pays $25 to $50 per

article, on publication. Buys one time publication rights and reports in 3 to 4 weeks.

Photos: Pays $25 for 2^4x2^4 and larger color transparencies of New Mexico
subjects.

Fillers: No payment for the poetry used as fillers.

OLD TIME NEW ENGLAND, 141 Cambridge St., Boston 14, Mass. Abbot
Lowell Cummings, Editor. Issued quarterly; 75c a copy; $3.00 a year. No fiction.

Non-fiction and Photos: Can only make use of manuscript material relating in

some way to New England antiquities. On rare occasions buys photographs, but

the payment for both photographs and articles is far below market value. Prefers

being queried.

THE OHIO MOTORIST, 2605 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio. Seward A.

Covert, Editor. Issued monthly. No fiction. All payment is made on publication,

buys first serial rights, and reports in 30 to 60 days.

Non-fiction: Wants articles on travel and automotive touring interests, 800 words,

approximately, one, two, or three pictures. Use a straight forward descriptive style

of the event, location, or history. Pays $25 to $45 for these.

Cartoons: Uses 3 or 4 cartoons per issue dealing with automobiles and travel.
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Photos: Occasionally buys photos submitted with articles and with captions only.

8x10 size is preferred. Pays $5 to $15 per photo and $20 to $25 for a cover.

Fillers: Uses amusing short poetry for filler material. Should be 4, 5, or 10 lines.

Pays $5 to $15 for these.

PROMENADE MAGAZINE, 40 E. 49th St., New York 17, N. Y. Clarissa M. de
Villers, Editor. 35c a copy; $5.00 a year.

Non-Fiction: Published and purchased by 19 leading hotels in New York, Washing-
ton, D. C, Baltimore, and Puerto Rico, and presented to their guests. Most articles

are done on assignment due to the specialized readership. Reports within a month.
Rates are average.

Fiction and Fillers: Light sophisticated verse and occasional fiction is purchased
from poets and writers of known personality.

SUNSET MAGAZINE, Menlo Park, Calif. Proctor Mellquist, Editor. Issued

monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year; $4.00 outside Wash., Ore., Calif., Idaho, Nev.,

Ariz., Hawaii.

Non-Fiction and Photos: Uses limited amount of free-lance material as background
for staff-written articles on Western homes, gardens, crafts; and on travel, mainly

in the West, but limited amount of foreign. Can always use "Good Ideas"—orig-

inal solutions to small problems of house and garden management. Contributions

accepted only from persons living in Sunset's circulation area. Space rates for writ-

ten material based on text of published article; $15 for photographs.

TRAIL-R-NEWS MAGAZINE, Box 1551, Glendale 4, Calif. Henry C. Holcomb,
Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year.

Non-Fiction and Photos: Uses travel articles from 1,000 to 3,000 words, with at

least one glossy photo. These must be specific, giving exact data, where to go, where

to park, what to see, expenses, etc., and written from the trailerist's angle in the

first person. Human-interest material centering around trailerists is very much
needed. Pays up to $75 for articles and photos. Reports in two weeks.

Fillers: Very few fillers are used. However, short humor pieces would be very

welcome. No poetry or gags. Other fillers would be tips for trailerists of 100 words

in length. Pays up to $10 for 100 words. Buys all rights and reports immediately.

TRAILER TOPICS MAGAZINE, 28 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, 111. Issued

monthly; 20c a copy; $2.00 per year. Paul Edwards, Editor. No fiction, verse or

fillers.

Non-Fiction: This magazine is edited for people who live in mobile homes. Fea-

tures used may be about people who live in permanent mobilehomes, or about

traveling in trailers. Material should be factual, but may cover any aspect of

mobilehome living or trailering. Plans for stories will be discussed. Lengths may
vary from 1,000 to 6,000 words—most popular length is 2,000 words. Manuscripts

accompanied by pix are preferred. Pays Ic per word, on publication. Write for

detailed card titled "Editorial Rates and Requirements."

Photos: Preferred pictures are 8x10 glossies, and these may be submitted with

captions only, as well as with manuscript. Pays $1 each for pictures used with

manuscripts; $5 for cover photographs by arrangement, on publication.

TRAVEL, 50 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y. Malcolm McTear Davis, Editor.

Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. No fiction or poetry.

Non-Fiction and Photos: Wants what-to-do-and-see material in a particular locale,

with costs and prices worked in wherever appropriate. Lengths may be from 1,000

to 3.000 words, accompanied, if possible, by good black-and-white photographs,

preferably with people in the scenes. Also uses A Travel Adventure, Travel Ad-

venture In Fishing, and Island Idyll—this last being a reasonably accessible

island for inexpensive vacation or possible retirement. Travel may take place
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either in U. S. or foreign country. Pays $50 to $100 per article—photos are in-

cluded in the price of the article—on acceptance. Articles should deal with areas

rather than single cities or museums, landmarks, etc. Articles should present ma-
terial so that the reader could duplicate the trip or enjoy the same sights and ex-

periences. Hence few personal anecdotes are wanted. Current stock makes query

advisable.

Cartoons: Uses cartoons directly connected with travel pursuits, 8x10 in size. Ink

is preferred. Pays $10 per cartoon, on acceptance, and buys first N.A. rights. Re-

ports in two weeks.

TROPICAL LIVING—Homemaker and Gardener, 8131 S.W. 124th St., Miami
56, Florida. Evelyn Margaret Savage, Editor. Issued bi-monthly.

Non-Fiction: Uses articles of interest to Florida homemakers and gardeners, 300

to 1,000 words long. Wants how-to-do-it gardening articles with a southern slant,

and features about unusual plants and trees. Pays Ic a word, on pubHcation, and

buys all rights. Reports immediately. Welcomes query letters.

Photos: Pays $3 to $5 per photo, $25 per color transparency (4x5 or 5x7 only).

Buys all rights.

WESTWAYS, 2601 S. Figueroa St., Los Angeles 24, Calif. Patricia Manahan, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. No fiction.

Non-Fiction: Wants articles of not more than 1,200 words, dealing with such

subjects as camping, hunting, fishing, travel, winter sports, history, and natural

science. Covers the thirteen western states, Mexico and Western Canada. Pays 8c

a word, on acceptance. Reports within two weeks. Query letters are preferred.

Cartoons: Uses travel—motor gags, some general. Pays $10 each, on acceptance.

Buys all rights and reports immediately. Lowell Butler is Art Director.

Photos: Uses 8x10 glossy enlargements. No color. Pays $7.50 per photo; $10 for

picture features. Buys first time rights. All payment is on acceptance and queries

are preferred.

Fillers: Uses poetry, not more than 24 lines, on the above subjects. Pays 50c per

line.
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Religious Markets

AMERICAN JUDAISM, 833 Fifth Ave., New York 21, N. Y. Paul Kresch, Editor;

Helda Holland, Associate Editor. Four issues per year. Uses articles up to 1,000

words on Reform Judaism in America or how Reform Jews live and act and think.

Pays 3c to 5c a word, on acceptance. Also uses poetry, and semi-documentary

sketches.

THE AMERICAN ZIONIST, 145 E. 32nd St., New York 16, N. Y. Ernest E. Bar-

barash, Editor. Wants articles dealing with events in Israel, and problems facing

the Zionist movement. Also historical and personality articles that have the Zionist

theme. Length should be 1,600 words. Payment is up to $35. Query first.

ASPIRE TO BETTER LIVING, Divine Science Church and College, 1400 Wil-

liams St., Denver 18, Colo. Elsie MacKay, Editor. Uses inspirational articles that

help interpret the spiritual meaning of life, according to the Divine Science teach-

ing. Write for complimentary copy of magazine. Meditations for each day are ar-

ranged for in advance, but samples from new writers are given careful consider-

ation. Payment is made upon publication .

AVE MARIA, Notre Dame, Ind. Rev. John Reedy, C.S.C, Editor. Issued weekly,

20c a copy, $6 a year. National Catholic family magazine, U. S. and Canada.

Fiction: quality, adult only, preferably not religious or devotional, but within scope

of Christian literary tradition; publishes more fiction than any other Catholic

magazine; 1,500 to 3,500 words. Articles: theories only as theories afTect readers;

general; current social or economic problems, contemporary and historical biog-

raphy, effects of current events on Catholics, light-touch, family and adult humor;

800 to 3,000 words; I/2C to 5c dependent on quality, length and import. Some
poetry, 24 lines maximum, $5 each. All payments on acceptance.

BAPTIST LEADER, 1701-1703 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia 3, Pa. Dr. Benjamin

Browne, Editor. Issued monthly. Limited to articles on church school methods.

Inquiry should be made before submitting anything else. High standards. No
fiction. Poems of merit used occasionally. Articles should be submitted six months

in advance of season. Pays modest rates, on acceptance.

THE BAPTIST RECORD, Box 530, Jackson, Mississippi. Joe T. Odle, Editor.

Issued weekly for Baptist Church members and leaders. Wants rehgious articles re-

lated to Christian living, church work, missions. Christian education, stewardship,

etc. Pays for material only in special cases. Reports after a reasonable time for

consideration.

BAPTIST STANDARD, 2222 San Jacinto, Dallas, Texas. Dr. E. S. James, Editor.

Issued weekly for Baptist laymen and preachers. No payment for articles. How-
ever, payment for photos up to size of 11 x 14 varies. They consider photos with

captions only, also payment is on acceptance. Reports as soon as possible.

BUDDHIST WORLD PHILOSOPHY (formerly World Philosophy), Box 28,

Three Rivers, Mich. Marie Harlowe, Editor. Issued quarterly. Copies sent for dana

(Offering). No regular subscription price. Uses articles up to 2,000 words, deahng

with the philosophical atheism of original Buddhism. Articles on peace and inter-

racial matters should be of world interest, as magazine circulates more widely in

the Orient and in Europe than in America. No fiction or photographs, but poetry in

harmony with articles is used. Reports in three days. No payment except subscrip-

tions and copies of magazine.

BUILDERS, 3rd & Reily Streets, Harrisburg, Pa. Dr. Raymond M. Veh, Editor.

Issued weekly; $2.75 a year. Uses short stories, 1,500 words or less, utilizing high

type characters in Christian situation. Also one feature of historic, geographic,
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scientific or literary significance in each issue. Occasionally buys photographs, but

no poetry. Reports in ten days. Pays $7.50 for short stories.

CATHOLIC BOOK REPORTER, Penn Terminal Bldg., New York 1, N. Y. Is-

sued bi-monthly for the Catholic laity. Wants 1,500 words articles written in popu-

lar style on any known person or history that induces greater reading of Catholic

books. They will pay $25 for these articles and $3 each for photos submitted with

the manuscripts, on publication. Buys all rights and reports in ten days,

CATHOLIC DIGEST, 44 East 53rd St., New York 22, N. Y. John McCarthy,

Executive Editor. Issued monthly. Wants 2,500 word articles only written in popu-

lar magazine style for which they will pay $200 and up. Also buys picture stories,

for which payment is $100 and up. No fiction wanted. Pays on acceptance and re-

ports in two weeks. Also buys Catholic Magazine Rights.

CATHOLIC HERALD CITIZEN, 2170 N. Prospect St., Kenelworth, Milwaukee

2, Wise. Msgr. Franklin J. Kennedy, Editor. Issued weekly for 165,000 Catholic

families in Wisconsin. Wants features of an informative nature, concisely and clear-

ly written in simple style of 1,500 to 2,000 words. Pays $25 to $50 depending on

the estimate of the article's value. On occasion uses 8 x 10 glossy photos submitted

with manuscripts, included in above rate payment. For photos, pays $5 each on

publication. Buys exclusive rights, subject to reprint with author's and pubHsher's

permission. Reports in ten days.

CATHOLIC HOME MESSENGER, Canfield, Ohio. Published monthly. Articles:

1,800-2,200 words. Cultural, human interest, biographical, travel, and current

events. Photos should accompany articles where possible. Fiction: 1,800-2,200 words.

Slanted to the adult. Themes pointing up social and family problems. Pays 2c a

word and up. Sample copies available on request.

THE CATHOLIC LAMP, Ringgold Street, Peekskill, N. Y. Rev. Ralph Thomas,
S. A., Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. Uses stories with Catholic

slant, 2,000 words. Also topical articles of current interest, 2,000 words. Pays 2/2C

a word on acceptance.

THE CATHOLIC REPORTER, P. O. Box 1037, Kansas City 41, Missouri. Rob-

ert G. Hoyt, Editor. Rev. Vincent J. Lovett, Exec. Editor. Issued weekly except

the last week in July and the last week in December, for Catholics of Northwest

Missouri. Also has some national readership. Buys little free-lance material. In-

terested in feature stories, of unusual Catholic interest. Not reported by the relig-

ious news services, and stories or essays on cultural trends or on book reviews. Pay-

ment varies greatly, depending on author's competence and reputation. For a three

page news or feature story they would pay from $10 to $20; a longer feature, 1,500

to 2,000 words, from $25 to $50. Buys photos submitted with manuscripts and

photos with captions only. Prefers 8 x 10 glossies and pays $3 to $5 per photo.

Payment made at the end of the month of publication; publication usually follows

close on acceptance. Reports within 10 days to two weeks.

THE CATHOLIC WORLD, 401 W. 59th St., New York, N. Y. Rev. John B.

Sheerin, C.S.P., Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $6.00 a year. Uses articles on

art, education, religion, literature, world affairs, and short stories reflecting a Cath-

olic philosophy of life, 1,500 to 2,800 words. Also uses short poems. Pays on pubH-

cation.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 5, 111. Harold E.

Fey, D.D., Editor. Lssued weekly; 25c a copy; $6.50 a year. This is an independent

Protestant journal of opinion and news on public affairs, religion and human wel-

fare, domestic and foreign. It seeks to contribute to the development of a Christian

consensus on issues while they are still in process of decision; to promote self-
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criticism and ecumenical discussion. Uses articles of 2,000 to 3,000 words, also

poems. Pays on publication.

THE CHRISTIAN, Box 179, St. Louis, 66, Mo. Howard E. Short, Editor; James
M. Flanagan, Assoc. Editor. Issued weekly; $4.00 a year, $3.00 in clubs of i^ve or

more. A religious journal published by the Christian Board of Publication of the

Christian Church (Disciples of Christ). Welcomes articles, short stories, poems,

meditations dealing with religious themes, 300-1,500 words. Payment $1.00 to

$15.00 on publication. Receipt of materials acknowledged at once. Report takes

several weeks.

CHRISTIAN HERALD, 27 E. 39th St., New York 16, N. Y. Daniel A. Poling,

Editor. Buys articles up to 3,000 words about everyday people who have accomp-
lished something; crusade pieces; community betterment. Magazine now divided

into three basic emphases: Community Leadership, Personal Enrichment, Church
Participation. This is an inter-denominational magazine. Wants fiction around 2,500

words that deals with wholesome family situations. Also buys cartoons about Prot-

estant ministers and churches. Pays $50 to $150 for fiction; 2c to 5c a word for

articles; after acceptance.

THE CHRISTIAN HOME, 201 Eighth Ave. S., Nashville 3, Tenn. Dr. Joy Bay-

less, Editor. Issued monthly; $2.50 a year. Uses vignettes, and stories not more than

3,500 words in length, about families in which children are young or of adolescent

age. Emphasis is upon character building, but does not want didacticism or exces-

sive sentimentalism. Humor is desirable. Sound, educational principles required.

Uses articles on character building and religious themes. Religious articles must be

consistent with the best religious education ideas. Length of articles should be

around 1,500 words. Buys photographs of family groups, also poetry. Pays I/2C a

word for prose and 50c a line for poetry.

CHRISTIAN LIFE, 33 S. Wacker Drive Avenue, Chicago 6, 111. Robert Walker,

Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $4.00 a year. Inspirational news and business

magazine for evangelicals. Uses 3,000 and 1,800-word fiction; true adventure (also

3,000 and 1,800-word) in first person confessional or narrative of spiritual con-

versions, missionary adventure, answers to prayer, etc.; articles showing God at

work in and through human personalities and organizations; how-they-did-it arti-

cles of religious nature, trend articles on evangelical church development and equip-

ment. No poetry. Photographs a definite asset in determining salability. Queries

strongly urged. Reports in 30 days. Pays 2c a word, on acceptance.

THE CHRISTIAN PARENT, One Penn Ave., Glen Ellyn, 111. Martin P. Simon,

Editor. Issued monthly except August; 30c a copy; $3.00 a year. Devoted to re-

ligious education. Wants articles, stories, novelty features that will be helpful to

parents in a Christian home. Pays Ic a word on acceptance.

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR, 1 Norway Street, Boston 15, Mass.

Erwin D. Canham, Editor. Issued daily except Sundays and holidays; 10c a copy;

$20.00 a year. Newspaper. Uses articles and essays for editorial and department

pages, up to 800 words; up to 1,200 words for Home Forum. Buys photographs and

verse. Reports in two weeks or more. Has varying space rate, with a minimum of

$8.00 a column.

CHRISTIANITY TODAY, 1014 Washington Bldg., Washington 5, D. C. Dr. Carl

F. H. Henry, Editor. Issued fortnightly for Protestant theologians. Request sample

copy of magazine for nature of articles wanted. Pays $35 to $50 for articles and

$10 for short religious poetry of 50 to 200 words, on publication. Reports in ap-

proximately two months.

CHRISTIAN TRAILS, Christian Publications, 3rd and Reilly Streets, Harrisburg,

Pa. Issued weekly for juniors and intermediates. Wants fiction, biographical or
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missionary stories of 850 to 2,000 words. All stories must have a definite spiritual

message or lesson. Pays up to $15 per 1,000 words on acceptance. Acknowledgment
is sent upon receipt; report within three months. Buys first or second rights.

CHURCH MANAGEMENT, 2491 Lee Blvd., Cleveland Heights 18, Ohio. Issued

monthly; 30 a copy; $3.00 a year. William H. Leach, Editor. Uses articles and fea-

tures about church building, church administration, homiletics, up to 2,000 words.

Payment of these is Ic a word, with a maximum of $15. Does not use fiction;

poetry occasionally that is brief and of a religious nature. Uses pictures as illustra-

tions with manuscript. Reports usually within two weeks.

THE CHURCH MUSICIAN, 127 9th Ave., N., Nashville 3, Tenn. W. Hines Sims,

Editor. Issued monthly for church musicians and leaders. Interested in articles

dealing with church music activities, success stories, how-to-do-its, we-did-it-this-

way, also choir music for various age group choirs. Pays up to 2c per word for

articles, and up to $15 per engraved page for music. Uses occasional fiction stories

on church music, up to 1,500 words for which they pay 2c per word. Uses oc-

casional short religious poems, for which the rate is $15 and up. Buys cartoons

with music as the subject. Always pays on acceptance and buys all rights. Reports

within 30 days.

COLUMBIA, P. O. Drawer 1670, New Haven 7, Conn. John Donahue, Editor.

Issued monthly; 20c a copy; $2.00 a year. Uses articles of general interest expres-

sive of the Catholic viewpoint, up to 3,000 words. Also short stories to 2,500 words,

and verse. This is published by the Knights of Columbus. Pays 4c to 10c a word,

on acceptance.

THE COMMONWEAL, 386 4th Ave., New York 16, N. Y. Edward S. Skihlin,

Editor. Issued weekly for adults with a college education or the equivalent. Wants
timely articles on political and cultural matters up to 2,500 words in length for

which they pay 2c a word on acceptance.

CONGRESS BI-WEEKLY, 15 E. 84th St., New York 28, N. Y. Samuel Caplan,

Editor. Issued weekly. Wants non-fiction only on anything of general Jewish in-

terest, including communal affairs, civil rights and civil liberties, Jewish education,

culture, politics, Israel, life abroad and personal essays. Payment varies from $25

to $50 per article, on publication. Preferred length is from 1,500 to 2,500 words.

CONQUEST, 6401 The Paseo, Kansas City 10, Mo. J. Fred Parker, Editor. Issued

monthly; 15c a copy; $1.50 a year. Uses one fiction piece, up to 2,500 words, per

issue; must be well-plotted, with solid religious core but no obvious moralizing.

Also uses human interest shorts, biography and feature articles, preferably illus-

trated with good photos, up to 1,200 words. Wants character building articles, on

the subtle side rather than the lecture pattern out establishing high moral standards.

Inspirational verse up to 20 lines. Material should be slanted to upper high school

and lower college level. Reports within six weeks. Pays $6 per 1,000 words for

prose, and 10c a line for verse, on acceptance.

COUNCIL FIRES, Christian Publications, Inc., 3rd and Reilly Sts., Harrisburg,

Pa. Issued weekly for teenagers and young adults. Interested in fiction, biographical

or missionary stories of 850 to 2,500 words that have a definite spiritual message

or lesson. Pays up to $15 per 1,000 words on acceptance. Buys first or second

rights and acknowledgment is sent upon receipt, reports within three months.

CROSIER FAMILY MONTHLY, Onamia, Minn. Editor, Rev. Robert H. Fix,

OSC. Monthly; $3 per year. Purpose: to provide good reading material for the

Catholic family. FICTION that is wholesome, but not preachy, on family life and

related problems. 1,500-2,000 words; 2c-5c per word on acceptance. FACT ARTI-
CLES on Catholic personalities, current events, social problems, general interest

items but especially on family life. 1,500 words; 2c-5c on acceptance. PHOTO-
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GRAPHS 8" X 10" glossies; $4-$10 per photo. PHOTO STORIES; Photos, $4-$10

each; text, 2c-5c per word. LINE DRAWINGS and WASH DRAWINGS pay

about $25 per piece; CARTOONS pay $5 for exckisives. FILLERS of about 250

words; 2c-5c per word. No verse. Usually report in 3 weeks.

THE CRUSADER'S ALMANAC, Franciscan Monastery, 1400 Quincy St., N.E.

Washington 17, D. C. Father Terence, O.F.M., Editor. Issued quarterly. Uses any

truly Catholic or Christian stories, 2,500 words or shorter, with preference for ma-
terial concerning the Holy Land and its Shrines—The Crusades. Articles used are

Biblical, Holy Land, and Crusader material, 2,000 words. Query editor regarding

articles. Buys photographs of the Holy Land, but no poetry. Reports in 7 to 10

days. Pays $10 per 1,000 words.

DAILY MEDITATION, P. O. Box 2710, San Antonio 6, Texas. Rose Dawn, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $4.00 a year. Pays J/^c to Ic a word, on accept-

ance, for articles of 300, 750, 1,200 and 1,650 words (please give exact word count

on ms). Uses metaphysical teachings, inspirational articles; non-sectarian religious

articles teaching the power of prayer, or with a metaphysical slant. 14c a line on

acceptance for poetry along same lines.

DAILY WORD, Lee's Summit, Mo. B. Freeman, Editor. Issued monthly; 20c a

copy; $2.00 a year. Published by the Unity School of Christianity. A monthly

manual of daily studies. Buys a limited number of short articles and poems. Writer

must have an understanding of Unity teachings.

THE EPISCOPALIAN, 443 E. 23rd St., Room 1009, New York 10, N. Y. Henry
L. McCorkle, Editor. Issued monthly for families belonging to the Episcopal

Church. Wants articles of varying lengths that are of interest to lay Episcopal fami-

lies. Payment on an individual basis. Buys photos submitted with manuscripts and

pays on acceptance. Buys first rights and reports in approximately two weeks,

ETERNITY MAGAZINE, 1716 Spruce St., Philadelphia 3, Pa. Issued monthly;

35c a copy; $4 a year. Russell T. Hitt, Editor. Uses articles on contemporary de-

velopments with Biblical emphasis. Also devotional, doctrinal articles. No fiction,

fillers or poetry. Pays approximately 2c per word on acceptance.

THE EVANGELICAL BEACON, 2950 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis 6, Minn. Mel

Larson, Editor. Issued weekly—every other week in July, August, and Sept., for

members and friends of the Evangelical Free Church of America. Wants devo-

tional material, articles on the church, people and their accomplishments. No pay-

ment for articles, but does pay $3 and up for photos submitted with articles. Rarely

buys cartoons and poetry. Pays on acceptance and buys first rights. Reports within

two weeks.

EXTENSION, 1307 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, 111. Issued monthly; 40c a copy;

$4.00 a year. Eileen O'Hayer, Managing Editor. Articles used are of a general or

universal nature. Interested in Catholic personality features and articles of family

appeal in lengths from 2,000 to 4,000 words. Also romance, family and mystery

fiction, in lengths from the 1,000-word short-short to the average 2,500 to 4,500-

word short. Avoid religious taboos, condoned divorce, justified immorality, etc.

Pays good rates, on acceptance.

THE FAMILY DIGEST, Huntington, Ind. A monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 per year.

Editor, John F. Fink. Read by Catholic families. Want articles—instructive, in-

spirational, entertaining, interesting—on all aspects of family life. Length, not over

2,000 words. Some fiction; few fillers; no verse. Pays 3c a word and up on accept-

ance for first rights.

THE FAR EAST, St. Columbans, Nebraska. Rev. Donal O'Mahony, Editor. Is-

sued monthly; 10c a copy; $1.00 a year. Specializes in Catholic missions in the Far
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East. Uses articles on customs, problems and spiritual needs of Far Eastern lands.

No fiction, verse, fillers. Photographs, $5.00. Usually report in one week.

FRIAR, Rochelle Park, N. J. Father Rudolph Harvey, O.F.M., Editor. Family
magazine for Catholic laity. Uses articles and features on current problems or

events; profiles of notable individuals; trends in sociology and education. Length,

1,900 words. Pays on acceptance.

GOOD BUSINESS, Lee's Summit, Mo. James A. Decker, Editor. Issued monthly;

20c a copy; $2.00 a year. Uses articles up to 1,800 words and fillers up to 400

words, showing how to succeed in business by applying the principles taught by

Jesus Christ. Actual experiences, told in ftrst person, are especially desired. Needs

a lot of material, particularly by male writers. Good verse is welcomed, but no fic-

tion. Reports usually within one week. Pays 2c a word minimum, on acceptance.

GOSPEL HERALD, Scottdale, Pa. Paul Erb, Editor. Issued weekly (50 issues per

year) for adult members of the Mennonite Church. Articles used are of a devo-

tional and inspirational nature and should be no longer than 800 words. Rates are

$1.50 per hundred words and 15c per line of verse or poetry on acceptance. Buys

first rights and reports in two weeks.

GOSPEL MESSENGER, 1451 Dundee Ave., Elgin, 111. Kenneth J. Morse, Editor.

Issued weekly. This family magazine uses feature stories about Christian personali-

ties and church-related activities. Articles should be approximately 1,000-2,000

words in length and the rate is $5 and up for these features. Photos submitted with

manuscripts bring $5-$7.50 a piece and short lyrics of 8-20 lines pay 50c per poem.

All payment is on acceptance and reports are within four to five weeks.

GUIDEPOSTS MAGAZINE, 3 W. 29th St., New York 1, N. Y. Leonard E. Le-

Sourd, Executive Editor. Inspirational pocket-size monthly under the guidance of

Norman Vincent Peale. Uses inspirational type articles. Pays $10 to $15 for 250-

word pieces; $25 for 250 to 500 words; $50 for full-length features.

HAND IN HAND, Augsburg Publishing House, 426 S. Fifth St., Minneapolis 15,

Minn. Omar Bonderud, Editor. Weekly paper for children, through grade 3, in

The American Lutheran Church. Uses stories, up to 800 words, with spiritual

theme or church relationship; occasionally uses serials up to two or three parts.

Uses articles, up to 800 words, about heroes of the faith, the church at work and

worship, the Bible, missions, and modern examples of the Gospel at work in the

lives of people. Prefers photos with articles, 5x7 or 8x10. Uses short poems, simple

puzzles, things to do. Reports within three weeks. Buys first, second, or simultan-

eous rights. Pays on acceptance: a minimum of Ic a word, more for short articles,

poems, puzzles, and activities.

HEARTHSTONE, Beaumont at Pine, Box 179, St. Louis 3, Mo. E. Lee Noal, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. Uses articles on family life written

from a Christian viewpoint, 1,500 words. Sketches of concrete families and how
they live together and work out their problems in a Christian way. Cartoons,

poems, and photographs also used. No fiction. Pays up to lea word, on acceptance.

HIS, 1519 North Astor, Chicago 10, 111. Paul W. Fromer, Editor. Issued monthly,

October-June for college and university students. Articles used deal with the prac-

tical aspects of'Christian living on campus, articles relating contemporary issues to

Biblical principles, relationships between Christianity and various fields of study,

Christian doctrine without stuffmess, and missions. Pays '/ac to Y^c a word for these

articles. Occasionally buys verse and photos. Pays on publication and buys first

rights. Reports within 6 weeks.

THE HOLY NAME JOURNAL, 141 E. 65th St., New York 21, N. Y. Rev. Bren-

dan Larnen, O.P., Editor. Issued monthly, except July and Aug.; 25c a copy; $2.00
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a year. Uses roligioiis articles written for C'atholic men, 1,600 to 2,300 words, no

poetry. Pays $5.00 a page, on acceptance.

HOME, 1703 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 3, Pa. Miss Dorothy 1. Sill, Editor. Is-

sued quarterly for parents, shut-ins, and older people. Uses inspirational articles

for older people, and shut-ins, and informative how-to articles on good mental

health. Christian teachings and practices in the home and the like for parents.

Articles should be from 1,000 to 1,500 words in length .Uses 8 x 10 photos with

manuscripts, or alone, and \erse or poetry as fillers (12-16 lines at most). Pays Ic

to l'/2C a word for articles, $3 to $5 for filler verse and payment for photos de-

pends on size—all on acceptance. Buys all rights; book rights may be reserved, but

second rights may be sold only on written agreement. Reports in two weeks to a

month.

HOME LIFE, A Christian Family Maiiazinr, 127 Ninth Ave., N., Nashville 3, Tenn.

Joe W. Burton, Editor. Issued monthly; 15c a copy; $2.50 a year. Uses 750 to

3,000-word short stories and articles of inter(^st to parents and family groups, writ-

ten from a Christian viewpoint. Ways of meeting family problems and suggestions

for enriching family life are particularly usable. Buys poetry up to 24 lines, but

prefers 6 to 12 lines. Photographs bought occasionally. Pays 1 /ac a word for stories

and articles, poetry slightly higher, on acceptance. Report within a month.

IMMACULATE HEART MESSENGER, 221 West Madison St., Chicago, 111.

Rev. Robert Leuver, CM. P., Editor. Issued ten times each year for adult Cath-

olics. Uses subjects concerning devotion to Immaculate Heart of Mary. Style should

be clear and as simple as the message will permit. Pays Ic per word for articles

and no fixed rate for photos submitted with manuscripts. Buys first American

Serial Rights and pays for all material on acceptance. Reports in three weeks.

THE IMPROVEMENT ERA, 50 N. Main St., Salt Lake City, Utah. Buys shorts

and short shorts of 800, 1,500 and 2,000 to 3,000 words. Stories should have high

moral tone with teen-ager appeal; also wants adventure stories. Pays $25 for shorts,

and $50 for longer stories. Articles may be historical, on family relationships,

philosophical subjects, parent-child problems, in lengths up to 3,000 words. Pay-

ment for articles is I/2C a word, on acceptance. Buys photographs—$5 to $6 for

scenic views, $5 to $10 for others.

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION, 475 Riverside

Dr., New York 27, N. Y. Room 710, Virgil E. Foster, Editor. Issued monthly ex-

cept that July and August are combined. Ministers, directors of religious educa-

tion, church school teachers and superintendents, religious education committees,

parents, and students read this magazine. Interested in articles on religious educa-

tion, developments in local churches, religious educational philosophy, student

work, Christian family Ufe, adult education in churches, church camping, etc. Up
to 1,800 words. Nominal payment. Buys photos submitted with manuscripts and

with captions only of 8 x 10 size. Pays $5 for these.

ISSUES, American Council for Judaism, 201 E. 57th St., New York 22, N. Y. Bill

Gottlieb, Editor. Issued three times a year, Winter, Spring and Fall; 50c a copy.

A literary type publication which examines the traditions and historical ideological

backgrounds against which the Council and its rival movement, Zionism, work,

each in their own separate way. Seeks authoritative articles in fields of religion,

philanthropy, public affairs reflecting anti-Zionist concepts. $50 for 2,000-word

articles. Payment on acceptance. Reports on manuscripts in 2-4 weeks. Write for

free sample copy and query before submitting material.

JEWISH FRONTIER, 45 E. 17th St., New York 3, N. Y. Issued monthly. This is

the Labor Zionist Magazine. They accept four or five free-lance articles a month.

These may be cultural material or reportage on the American-Jewish and general
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social and economic scene. Some poetry, and many translations from Hebrew are

published. Pays Ic a word, on publication.

JEWISH LIFE, 84 Fifth Ave., New York 11, N. Y. Saul Bernstein, Editor. Issued

bi-monthly. Uses original articles and fiction no longer than 2,500 words, for which

$6 a printed page is paid. Stress here is on religious values of Judaism, although

general Jewish material is also acceptable if it is in good taste. The magazine

should be studied and queried before submitting.

JEWISH SOCIAL STUDIES, 1841 Broadway, New York 23, N. Y. Dr. Meir Ben-

Horin, Managing Editor. Issued quarterly. This magazine for historians, sociolog-

ists, ministers, social workers, educators, and interested laymen wants scholarly

articles on Jewish history, sociology, and education. Also interested in articles on

intergroup relations. Pays $4 per printed page on publication and reports within. 30

days.

JUBILEE, 377 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y. Edward Rice, Editor. Issued month-

ly. Primarily a religious magazine, but is interested in articles dealing with na-

itonal affairs, politics, family relationships, education, picture spreads, personality

stories, such as might appear in a family magazine. No cartoons. Preferred length

is between 2,000 and 4,000 words. Pays $50 to $100 each, on acceptance.

JUNIORS, 1703 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 3, Pa. Jean Richards, Editor. Issued

weekly for church school children from 9 to 11 years of age. Wants articles deal-

ing with Christian work and workers written in a light dramatic style stressing ad-

venture and high ideas. Length should be 800-1,000 words. Pays Ic a word. 1,500-

1,800 word fiction stories wanted dealing with character building, church and

church activities for a setting. No preachy sentimental religion wanted, but a

spiritual background is desired. Seasonal settings are also required. Pictures sub-

mitted with manuscripts are acceptable. Also good poetry of a seasonal, inspira-

tional nature. Buys all rights and pays on acceptance. Reports in 2 to 6 weeks.

THE KING'S BUSINESS, 558 S. Hope St., Los Angeles 17, Calif. Al Sanders,

Managing Editor. Articles related to Bible study, prayer, and missions with con-

servative evangelical viewpoint, 2,500 words. Limited poetry; some good photo fea-

tures. Pays I/2C a word, on acceptance.

THE LIGHT, 316 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, 111. Issued quarterly. Short stories

or articles directed toward a predominantly Catholic audience, 1,500 to 3,500

words. Must be wholesome and Christian in tone and slanted toward Oriental and

missionary themes. Pays on acceptance.

THE LIVING CHURCH, 407 E. Michigan St., Milwaukee 2, Wis. Peter Day,

Editor; Rev. E. W. Andrews, Executive Editor. Issued weekly; 25c a copy; $10.00

a year. Uses theological discussions, features with an Episcopal Church interest,

and devotional material, by authorities in the field, 750-1,500 words, and straight

news of Episcopal Church happenings. Poetry is used, but not paid for. Buys photo-

graphs. Seldom buys fiction. Pays $10 to $25 for articles on acceptance; news stories

by arrangement.

THE LOOKOUT, 8100 Hamilton Ave., Cincinnati 31, Ohio. Standard Publishing.

Issued weekly, $2.50 a year; five or more copies to one address, 45 cents a copy per

quarter. Jay Sheffield, Editor. Usual rate is $25 for articles of 1,200 to 1,500 words

on phases of educational work of the local undenominational church, or dealing

with personal or family problems of Christian life or work. Also in market for

fiction—short stories of 1,200 to 1,500 words and serials of four to eight chapters,

each chapter 1,200 to 1,500 words; usual payment, $35 for short stories and $35

a chapter foi- serials. Uses stories that will appeal to older young people and adults

in average American Sunday school—not goody-goody, but wholesome. Not in
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market for editorial essays, hllers or poetry. But a few exceptionally good photo-

graphs 8" X 10", black and white glossy, human interest and scenic, paying, usually,

$6.00.

THE LUTHERAN, 2900 Queen Lane, Philadelphia 29, Pa. Dr. G. Elson RuflF, Edi-

tor. Issued weekly; 10c a copy; $3.50 a year. News magazine of the United Luth-

eran Church in America. Uses articles from 500 to 3,000 words. Christian ideology.

Christian personal experience, human interest stories, feature stories about people.

Some fiction used, 500 to 2,500 words, relevant to church magazine. Buys photo-

graphs, but no poetry. Reports in an average of two weeks. Pays Ic a word mini-

mum to 2c a word maximum, on publication.

THE LUTHERAN COMPANION, 639-38th St., Rock Lsland, 111. Dr. E. E.

Ryden, Editor. Issued weekly for Lutherans. Wants fiction only at Christmas,

Easter, etc. Pays Ic per word for stories of 2,000 words in length. Buys pictures

submitted with manuscripts and uses religious poetry for which they pay 25c per

line. All payment is on acceptance.

THE MAGNIFICAT, 131 Laurel Street, Box 154, Manchester, N. H. Sister Mary
Walter, Editor. Issued monthly from Sept. to June; 30c a copy; $3.00 a year. Uses

stories between 1,200 and 1,500 words. Also articles between 1,000 and 1,500

words: biographical, literary, religious, current interest. Uses poetry of 2 lines to 14

lines, but no photographs. Reports usually in two weeks. Payment depends on ma-

terial.

THE MARIAN, 4545 W. 63rd St., Chicago 29, 111. P. P. Cinikas, MIC, Editor.

Issued 10 times yearly; 20c a copy; $2.00 a year. Uses catechetical and inspirational

articles up to 1,500 words of Catholic and Mariological nature. No pictures. Re-

ports promptly. Pays Ic a word, on acceptance.

THE MARIANIST, Marian Library, University of Dayton, Dayton 9, Ohio. Rev.

John D. Mulligan, S.M., Editor. Issued monthly except July and August. $2.00 a

year. A magazine completely devoted to material on the Blessed Virgin Mary
(articles, picture stories, poems), published by the Marian Library. Emphasis is

on articles written by lay Catholics showing Mary's influence in the lives of indi-

viduals and in society. Uses articles 1,500-2,000 words. Reports in 30 days. Pays 2c

a word and up.

MARRIAGE, THE MAGAZINE OF CATHOLIC FAMILY LIVING, St. Mein-

rad, Ind. Rev. Raban Hathorn, O.S.B., Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00

a year. Uses short shorts, short stories, longer articles on husband-wife-children

theme in lengths from 1,800 to 2,000 words. Magazine is slanted for family living.

Wants articles teaching responsibility, politeness, sex-instruction, teen-age guidance,

husband and wife spirituality. Some verse; no photos; no cartoons. Payment is 3c

a word, and up, on acceptance.

MARY IMMACULATE, P. O. Box 96, San Antonio 6, Texas. Fr. Peter Rogers,

O.M.I., Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Uses 1,000 to 2,000-word

stories and feature articles with photos—religious slant. Magazine assists excep-

tionally difficult missions of the Southwest and cannot pay large amounts for arti-

cles; yet material that can be fitted to a missionary publication is needed—ma-

terial that is Catholic in theme and of interest to the general reading public.

Especially wants human-interest material. Reports in 3 to 4 weeks. Pays about $20

to $30 an article, on acceptance.

MARYKNOLL, Maryknoll, N. Y. Rev. Albert J. Nevins, M.M., Editor. Issued

monthly; $1.00 a year. Buys little outside fiction. All articles or fiction in the

magazine must apply in some way to mission work, which is the purpose of the

magazine. Authors should query before submitting. Particularly interested in Koda-

chromes and photographs of Orient and West Coast of South America. Reports
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immediately. Pays for articles on publication, according to quality of material;

photographs and Kodachromes at standard commercial prices.

MESSAGE MAGAZINE, Southern Publishing Assn., Box 59, Nashville, Tenn.

J. E. Dykes, Editor. Issued monthly July through August, bimonthly rest of year;

35c a copy; $2.25 a year. Uses religious and human interest stories of Negroes who
have made outstanding contributions to life. Buys photographs and poetry. Reports

in approximately two weeks. Pays $5 to $25, on acceptance or publication.

MESSENGER OF THE SACRED HEART, 515 E. Fordham Rd., New York 58,

N. Y. Rev. Thomas H. Moore, S.J., Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a

year. Uses articles averaging 1,800 words and stories to 3,500 words, religious in

tone. Pays 3c a word on acceptance. Report period, 2 weeks.

THE METHODIST LAYMAN, 740 Rush St., Chicago 11, Illinois. Shelby E.

Southard, Editor. Issued monthly; $1.50 a year. In the market for short (500-1,000

words) features about unusual or newsworthy projects carried on by a Methodist

Men's Club, illustrated with good, clear, action photos, at least 5x7. Rates depend

on number and quality of pictures used. Also uses brief illustrated, human interest

stories about Methodist lay leaders.

NATIONAL JEWISH MONTHLY, THE, 1640 Rhode Island, N.W., Washington

6, D. C. Edward E. Grusd, Editor. Issued monthly. This is the national B'nai B'rith

magazine. Uses articles on subjects of Jewish interest in lengths from 1,000 to 3,000

words. Wants good short fiction. No poetry. Pays 3 to 4c a word, on publication.

THE NATIONAL LUTHERAN, 50 Madison Ave., New York 10, N. Y. Alex

Liepa, Editor. Issued monthly (except July and Aug.) for clergy and lay leaders

of Synods and Congregations. Wants factual stories on Lutheran Cooperation. That

is, projects undertaken by Lutherans of diflFerent denominations in the community,

state, or on national levels. Good writing, no bias, up to 3,000 words. Pays $20 and

up for stories and occasionally buys pix submitted with manuscripts. These bring

$3 and up each. All payment is on acceptance and the magazine also buys First

American Serial Rights. Reports within two or three weeks.

CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE, 740 N. Rush St., Chicago 11, 111. Uses articles slanted

for ministers and parsonage families for which $25, and up, is paid. Query first.

THE OBSERVER, 1260 North Church, Rockford, 111. Rev. A. J. O'Neill and

Wm. I. JafTe, Editors. Issued weekly. The audience of this magazine is mostly

Catholic adults. Uses features and human interest stories preferably in locale. Also

uses fiction on religious holidays. Payment is Ic per word. Also buys cartoons. Re-

ports in 30 days and pays on acceptance.

ONE, Augsburg Publishing House, 426 S. Fifth St., Minneapolis 15, Minn. Charles

Lutz, Editor. Monthly magazine for youth (senior high and beyond) in The Amer-

ican Lutheran Church. Uses short stories, up to 2,500 words, that have a spiritual

significance for youth. Christian theology should be evident. No serial fiction. Uses

articles, up to 1,800 words, on youth problems, church life, teen at work in the

church, etc. Likes to have 5x7 or 8x10 photos submitted with articles. Buys small

amount of short poetry, also puzzles and quizzes with a Christian education value.

Reports in three weeks. Payment, on acceptance; l/2-2c a word for articles and

fiction; $2-5 for poetry; $5-10 for quizzes, puzzles, cartoons, photos.

ONWARD, Box 1176, Richmond 9, Virginia. Lola Miller, Editor. Issued weekly

for youth between the ages of 12 and 15. Uses short articles of general interest and

short stories about young people. Uses some poetry about nature, but not over two

verses in length. Pays /2c per word on acceptance.

ORIENTATION, P. O. Box 871, Nashville 2, Tenn. Jameson Jones, Editor. An

annual magazine for college freshmen. Wants articles on the meaning of college,
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introduction to college life and activities, how to study, values and problems in

joining a fraternity, extra-curricular affairs, dating, and other areas to introduce

new students to the college campus. Humor of high quality greatly needed. Keep
large state universities and small junior colleges both in mind as you write. Length:

up to 2,000 words. Payment from $10 for short items up to $50 for major articles

on acceptance. April deadline for each annual issue. Reports within a month. Pub-

lished by Division of Higher Education, The Methodist Church.

OUR SUNDAY VISITOR, Huntington, Ind. Msgr. Joseph Crowley, Editor. Is-

sued weekly; 5c a copy; $3.00 a year. Uses articles on Catholic subjects, not ex-

ceeding 1,500 words. Reports in three weeks. Pays 3c a word, on acceptance.

PRECIOUS BLOOD MESSENGER, St. Charles Seminary, Carthagena, Ohio.

Rev. R. B. Koch, C.PP.S., Editor. Issued monthly; 20c a copy; $2.00 a year. Uses

good, readable short stories of 1,500 to 2,500 words—pointed but not "preachy'';

approved general themes as well as religious. Articles on subjects of current in-

terest treated from Catholic viewpoint, 1,500 to 2,500 words. Also human interest

articles and biographical sketches—pictures help sell the article. Reports within

two to three weeks. Pays Ic a word and up, on acceptance.

PRESBYTERIAN LIFE, Witherspoon Bldg., Philadelphia 7, Pa. Robert J. Cadi-

gan. Editor. Issued semi-monthly; $2.50 a year. Uses photographs, news stories and
feature articles concerned with all phases of Protestant Christianity, with emphasis

upon Presbyterian events, people and places. No fiction, except 600-800-word story

for children 6 to 10. News stories should be news, short and objective, and may in-

clude background material. Limit is 400 words. Feature stories should be lively

with human interest and anecdotes if possible, 1,000, 1,500, or 2,000 words. Photo-

graphs should be as natural and informal as possible and should stress simplicity in

their composition. They should be glossy black-and-whites, 8 x 10, with complete

caption material attached; also buys color related or feature material. Pays mini-

mum of 2c per usable word, on or before publication. Payment for photographs is

from $10 for black and white, $25 for color, on acceptance.

PULPIT DIGEST, 159 Northern Blvd., Great Neck, N. Y. Ralph C. Raughley,

Jr., Editor. Issued monthly; 60c a copy; $6.00 a year. Wants sermons for special

occasions; sermons of a general nature; and articles of particular interest to the

minister in his parish work. Pays $15, on publication. Reports in two weeks.

RECONSTRUCTIONIST, 15 W. 86th St., New York 24, N. Y. Dr. Ira Eisen-

stein. Editor. Issued fortnightly. This is a general Jewish cultural magazine pub-

lishing literary criticism, reports from Israel and other lands where Jews live, and
material of educational or communal interest. Also uses interviews and features

dealing with leading Jewish personalities. Preferred length is 3,000 words and pay-

ment is from $15 to $25, made on publication. Uses a small amount of poetry and

fiction.

ST. ANTHONY MESSENGER, 1615 Republic St., Cincinnati 10, Ohio. Rev.

Victor Drees, O.F.M., Ph.D., Editor. Monthly; 35c a copy; $4.00 a year. Best

length for fiction is around 2,500 words; no story should exceed 3,000 words; themes

should deal with modern problems and situations and be slanted for adult readers.

Feature articles, 2,000-2,500 words, should treat of current events having Catholic

significance, economics, education, and sociology, slanted for the layman; the

achievements of contemporary American Catholic individuals, or groups who have

accomplished the noteworthy or unusual. Not desired are Sunday school or

juvenile stories, travelogues, essays, missionary and descriptive material. As far as

possible, feature articles should be accompanied by a selection of clear, black-and-

white glossy photographs, for which additional payment is made. Poetry, along

inspirational, religious, and nature themes, ordinarily should not exceed 20 lines.

Reports as soon as possible. Rates of payment are 3c a word or better for prose

and 50c a line for poems, on acceptance.
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ST. JOSEPH MAGAZINE, St. Benedict, Ore. Rev. Albert Bauman, O.S.B., Edi-

tor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $4.00 a year. Uses short stories from 1,500 to

3,000 words and short-shorts from 1,000 to 1,500 words. Must be well plotted,

wholesome and interesting. Also uses fresh, well-written, authoritative articles with

a message for the general reader, 1,000 to 3,000 words. Nothing encyclopedic. In-

clude photographs, if available. No poetry. First rights only. Reports in two weeks.

Attractive rates on acceptance.

SAINTS' HERALD, P. O. Box 477, Independence, Mo. Roger Yarrington, Editor.

Issued weekly. This is the official magazine of the Reorganized Church of Jesus

Christ of Latter Day Saints. Wants articles on current religious topics, church mem-
bers and historical articles of 1,500 words. Fiction (1,500 words) should relate to

current religious problems, challenges, and trends. No payment for articles or fic-

tion, but does pay up to $8 for good 8x10 pictures concerning the church. There

is no payment for poetry. Payment for photos on acceptance. Reports in two weeks.

SENTINEL OF THE BLESSED SACRAMENT, 194 E. 76th St., New York 21,

N. Y. Rev. William J. O'Halloran, S.S.S., Editor. Issued monthly except com-
bined July-August issue; 30c a copy; $3" a year. Uses articles on Catholic personali-

ties, current events, social problems, general interest, family life—provided always

there is a relationship to the Blessed Sacrament, from 500 to 2,000 words. Stories

that bear directly or indirectly on the Blessed Sacrament, from 1,200 to 2,200

words, absorbing and literary. Pietistic, labored, and "gushy" fiction is not accepted.

Overstocked on Eucharistic verse. Photographs to illustrate articles only. No art-

work, fillers. Reports in 30-60 days. No fixed rates; payment on acceptance.

THE SIGN, Union City, N. J. Rev. Ralph Gorman, C.P., Editor. Issued monthly;

25c a copy; $4.00 a year. Uses material of general interest as well as religious ma-
terial. Stories and articles up to 4,500 words. Uses photographs submitted with

articles and picture stories. Uses poetry. Reports in three weeks. Pays $200 and up
for articles; $250 and up for short stories.

SOUL MAGAZINE, Ave Maria Institute, W'ashington 1, N. J. John Mathais
Haff"ert, Editor. A Catholic publication that is the official organ of the Blue Army,
a Crusade for world peace through prayer, sacrifice, and consecration. Interested

in articles which dramatize the importance of the Blue Army of Our Lady of Fa-

tima in all Catholic organizations. These might be in the form of personality pro-

files, historical articles or even humorous presentations. Articles should be 800 to

2,500 words. Does use color. Accepts no poetry or fiction. Pays 2c to 5c a word.

STEPS, Augsburg Publishing House, 426 S. Fifth St., Minneapolis 15, Minn. Omar
Bonderud, F^ditor. Weekly paper for children, grades 4-6, in The American Luth-
eran Church. Uses stories, up to 1,200 words, with spiritual theme or church rela-

tionship; occasionally uses serials up to two or three parts. Uses articles, up to

1,000 word.s, about heroes of the faith, the church at work and worship, the Bible,

missions, modern examples of the Gospel at work in the lives of people, and re-

ligious activities of the age group of the readers. Prefers photos with articles, 5x7
or 8x10. Uses short poems, simple puzzles, things to do. Reports within three weeks.
Buys first, second, or simultaneous rights. Pays on acceptance: a minimum of Ic a
word, more for short articles, poems, puzzles, and activities.

SUNDAY DIGEST, David C. Cook Publishing Co., Elgin, Illinois. Need true

Christian and missionary adventure, personality pieces, unusual answers to prayer,

unusual achievements of virile churches and Christians 500 to 1,800 words. Oc-
casionally use fiction that is hard-hitting, fast-moving, with a real woven-in—not
"tacked on — Christian message. Quizzes, poetry, sermons and devotional ma-
terial seldom used. Query not necessary, but might save you time. Seldom use
photos. Rates good payment on acceptance. All rights purchased. Robert Owen,
Editor.
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SUNDAY SCHOOL JUNIOR PUPIL, (21 different titles), Sunday School Board,

Southern Baptist Convention, 127 9th Ave., North, Nashville 5, Tenn. William W.
McElrath, Editor. Issued quarterly for boys and girls 9 to 12 and those who work

with them in churches. Articles and features prepared by request only, but editor

welcomes queries. Also query about child life fiction stories. Photos accepted with

manuscripts depends on editor's agreement with person from whom manuscript is

requested. Pays approximately 2c a word on acceptance. Buys all rights and re-

ports within a month.

SUNDAY SCHOOL MESSENGER, 230 East Ohio St., Indianapolis, Ind. Armor
D. Peiskie, Editor. Issued weekly for adults. Wants 500 to 1,000 word length arti-

cles and special day stories of 2,000 to 5,000 words. Pays $5 to $10 per thousand

words. Buys pix submitted with manuscripts for which they pay $1 to $5 depend-

ing on utility. Publishes verse having religious or moral emphasis, 4 to 16 lines, 10c

per line. Payment on acceptance. Buys first, second, third and fourth rights.

THE SUNDAY SCHOOL TIMES, 325 N. 13th St., Philadelphia 5, Pa. John W.
Lane, Jr., Editor. Issued weekly; 10c a copy; $4.00 a year. Uses inspirational arti-

cles of from 1,500 to 2,000 words, wholesome, natural, and with a distinctly re-

ligious tone. Also stories for children at home, 300 to 1,000 words. Uses brief arti-

cles on methods of work in church or Sunday school or Bible study, plans that

have actually been tried and have succeeded. Short verse, distinctly spiritual, is

used, as well as some photographs. Reports in one month or less. Payment usually

at rate of $5 per 1,000 words, on acceptance.

TEENS, 1703 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 3, Pa. Deck King, Editor. Issued weekly

for youths from the age of 12 to 15. Wants articles with clear, sharp photos, if

possible and fiction of 2,000 words in length. Uses short verse and a few cartoons.

Pays Ic per word, $3 to $5 per photo, and $1.00 per verse on acceptance. Reports

in three weeks and buys all rights.

TEENWAYS, Augsburg Publishing House, 426 S. Fifth St., Minneapolis 15, Minn.

Omar Bonderud, Editor. Weekly paper for junior highs, grades 7-9, in The Amer-
ican Lutheran Church. Uses short stories, up to 1,800 words, with spiritual theme or

church relationship; occasionally uses serials up to two or three parts. Uses articles,

up to 1,200 words, about heroes of the faith, the church at work and worship, the

Bible, missions, modern examples of the Gospel at work in the lives of people, re-

ligious activities of junior highs, occupations, other religions and denominations,

personal problems. Prefers photos with articles, 5x7 or 8x10. Uses short poems,

puzzles, quizzes. Reports within three weeks. Buys first, second, or simultaneous

rights. Pays on acceptance: a minimum of Ic a word, more for short articles, poems,

and puzzles.

THE TELESCOPE MESSENGER, Evangelical Press, 3rd and Reilly Sts., Harris-

burg, Pa. Joe Willard Krecker, Editor. Issued bi-weekly for mature readers. Uses

religious material, clearly and dynamically motivated with a strong human interest

element. Maximum of 1,500 words. Either fiction or non-fiction; the latter is pre-

ferred. Payment from $5 to $15 on publication unless otherwise requested. Re-

ports in two weeks to a month.

THESE TIMES, The Southern Publishing Association, Box 59, Nashville, Tenn.
Kenneth S. Holland, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $4.00 a year. Free-lance

pictures are used for covers, and are paid for at the rate of $50 to $75 each. Also

articles, 7,000 words and up, at 3c a word, religious slant, must be factual, can
use pictures.

THIS DAY, 3558 S. Jefferson Ave., St. Louis 18, Mo. Henry Rische, Editor. This

is a family magazine which welcomes material from both new and established

writers. Stories and articles are preferred which have good moral principles, a
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Christian family slant, and wholesome human interest. Stories should range from

1,000 to 3,000 words; articles can be from 500 to 1,500 words in length. Some
poems, from six to sixteen lines are used, also fillers of good humor or general

interest. Cartoons are desired, also illustrations with articles. Pays on acceptance

and send complimentary copies to the author when the work is published. Rates

vary with the nature of the material, with a minimum of one cent per word. Re-

ports on submissions within six weeks or thereof. A stamped, self-addressed en-

velope must accompany each submission for possible return.

TOGETHER, 740 N. Rush St., Chicago 11, 111. Leland O. Case, Editorial Di-

rector. Issued monthly, and published by The Methodist Church. They are looking

for lively, wholesome articles which inform, entertain, and inspire within a wide

range of interest to Christian families. They want material that will help people in

such areas as the art of living (human-interest "parables," not preachments), prob-

lems of home, youth, marriage, church, community, national, and international

affairs. They also like to see strong personality articles with real take-home value to

readers.

Major article length preferred is 2,000-2,500 words, and they are always receptive

to a fast-moving anecdotal and narrative style.

They have a department for breezy, interest-grabbing hobby articles (to 1,500

words), and a special section for children up to ten years old which uses short

poems, riddles, craft ideas, and stories to 750 words. They also are receptive to

shorter features and special fillers such as church-related humor and cartoons. Their

present need for poetry is very limited, and they consider only top-notch fiction for

occasional use.

They always are on the lookout for lively material with a special Methodist twist.

And, when possible, they like to see photos with articles. The guide to all material

is simply that it must interest enough families enough.

Payment is on acceptance, and varies according to quality, originality, timeliness,

etc. Rates are good.

THE TORCH, 141 E. 65th Street, New York 21, N. Y. Rev. Francis N. Wendell,

O.P., Editor. Issued monthly, ten times a year; 30c a copy; $3.00 a year. Uses

stories of a religious or general interest, 1,800 words; also lively articles of Catholic

interest, 1,800 words. Buys a little poetry, but few photographs. Reports in a week
or ten days. Pays $15 to $20 an article.

UNITED EVANGELICAL ACTION, 222 E. Willow Ave., Wheaton, 111. W. Stan-

ley Mooneyham, Editor. Issued monthly for religious, evangelical Protestants. Uses

articles on trends in religion, church success stories, some human interest features

with a religious angle, how Christian principles work in business, government, etc.

Subject should be Evangelical Protestant. Query editor if in doubt. Nothing

preachy. 1,200 to 2,000 words desired. Buys 8 x 10 glossies with manuscripts for $5

per picture used. Payment for articles varies depending on length and quality, and
is on publication. No fiction. Reports in 10 to 20 days, and buys one time rights

unless otherwise arranged for.

UNITY, Lee's Summit, Missouri. Published by the Unity School of Christianity. A
monthly magazine of Christian metaphysics. Uses poems, articles, and true experi-

ences that treat of the Christian life. True stories, should contain from 1,000 to

2,000 words; serials from 10,000 to 20,000 words; articles from 500 to 2,000 words;

verse up to 20 lines. Pays l/ac a word; 35c a line for verse; on acceptance.

UPWARD, 127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Tenn. Josephine Pele, Editor. Is-

sued weekly and mailed to churches in monthly sets. Its readers are boys and girls

13 to 16, in southern Baptist Sunday Schools. Wants articles on science, industry,

history, biography, how-to, hobbies, vocations, understanding yourself, your peer

and your parents, manners and personality, occasional travel and nature. Especially
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interostrd in C'hristian iKMsonalitirs with appeal to youth. 700 to 1,200 words. Pic-

tures desired. Pays 2e a word. Wants sports, hoy-girl, school, family, adventure, and

humor, 1,300 to 2,500 words. Buys photos with manuscripts and in the form of pic-

ture stories. Size is unimportant, clarity is primary. Pays $5 for photos and short

verse or poetry. Buys cartoons dealing with teenagers at the rate o^ $5 to ^10 apiece.

All payment is on acceptance and buys the rights ofTered by the author. Reports

almost immediately.

VICTORIAN MAGAZINE, Lackawanna 18, N. Y. Very Rev. Msgr. Nelson VV.

Logal, Editor. Reader-audience here is the Catholic family. Acceptable articles and

short stories should have riMigious, family, and human-interest or informational

value. Articles on religious themes given particular attention. Stories should illumi-

nate character; plotting depends upon the story. Ordinary length, 1,500 to 2,000

words. Shorter children's stories with instructive theme also welcome. Also use ma-
terial in departments devoted to housewives, teens, men, and the working woman

—

approximate length of these features, 1,200 words. Photos should illustrate articles

when possible. Pay approximately 4c per word, on acceptance. Prompt report.

THE VOICE OF ST. JUDE, 221 West Madison Street, Chicago 6, Illinois. Robert

E. Burns, Executive Editor. Issued monthly. Prefers magazine-type, balanced re-

ports on general interest topics that will help readers to make intelligent judg-

ments and decisions. Not interested in "think-pieces'' or "editorials."' Personality

pieces that reflect significant viewpoints toward current problems and attitudes also

welcome. Subject matter need not be exclusively Catholic but viewpoints in contra-

diction to Catholic teaching are obviously unacceptable. Preferred article lengths

are 1,600 to 1,800 words and 2,200 to 2,600 words. Uses no verse and no unsolicited

fiction. Preference given to articles with photos, which are paid for at $5.00 each if

quality is right. Likes one-page, 800-word articles. Reports within three weeks.

Writers are asked to study .sample copy which will be sent on request. Pays 2r a

word or more, on acceptance. Special rates paid for articles reflecting intensive re-

search or reportorial "leg-work.'' Prefers queries on the latter type of article.

WALTHER LEAGUE MESSENGER, 875 N. Dearborn, Chicago 10, 111. Alfred P.

Klausler, Editor. Issued monthly for church youth. Wants articles (500 to 1,200

words) on church and youth-related topics. Buys photos submitted with manu-
scripts. Pays 2c a word on acceptance and reports in one week. Releases all rights

to the writer.

WORLD OUTLOOK, 475 Riverside Dr., New York 27, N. Y. H. C. Sprinkle and

Dorothy McConnell, Editors. Issued monthly for Protestants, mainly Methodists.

Uses missionary stories, articles, poetry, with pix (if available). Also documentary,

factual and human interest articles. Pays 2c a word minimum. Buys photos with

manuscripts and with captions only, for which they pay $7 each. Infrequently uses

cartoons and poetry. Pays on acceptance, and buys first rights always and all rights,

unless specified. Reports in three weeks to three months.

THE YOUTH'S INSTRUCTOR, Takoma Park, Washington 12, D. C. Walter T.

Crandall, Editor. Issued weekly for 16 to 30 year old readers. Writers should always

query before submitting manuscripts. Preferred length of articles is 700 to 800

words and 1,700 to 2,000 words. Only true-to-fact narratives wanted. No fiction.

Uses photos for picture stories and buys poetry that is suited to a Christian youth

magazine, 32 line maximum. Pays 1/20 a word and up for articles, $3 for photos,

and $1 a line minimum for poetry on acceptance. Buys first rights only and reports

in 3 to 6 weeks.
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Seiencc Fiction Magazines
AMAZING STORIES, FACT AND SCIENCE FICTION, 1 Park Ave., New
York 16, N. Y. Cole Goldsmith, Editor, Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.50 a year.

Uses science fiction stories only, with the emphasis on the characters and their prob-

lems, and technical scientific elements holding a secondary place. Lengths from

1,000 to 20,000 words. Pays Ic a word, on acceptance. Articles are staff written.

ANALOG SCIENCE FACT FICTION, 575 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

John W. Campbell, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Uses stories

of the future told for scientifically trained, technically employed adults; central

theme usually problems of an ordinary technician employed in an industry of 50 to

50,000 years hence. Material is best understood by reading the magazine. Uses

shorts, novelettes, and novels, 2,500 to 60,000 words. Serials only on consultation

with Editor. Photographically illustrated technical articles for generalized technical-

minded audience, about 4,000 to 6,000 words, also used. No poetry. Reports in two

weeks. Pays 3c to 4c a word, on acceptance.

FANTASTIC, Stories of Imagination, 1 Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y. Issued

monthly; 35c a copy; $3.50 a year. Cele Goldsmith, Editor. The articles here are

staflF written, but they will consider fantasy, weird tales, and science fiction, 1,000

to 20,000 words. No fillers; no photos; no poetry. Reports within two weeks.

FANTASY AND SCIENCE FICTION, 580 Fifth Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Rob-

ert Mills, Editor. Wants quality science fiction, with the characterization and action

determined by the staff background. Also logical and unconventional fantasy, from

500 words up to 20,000. Pays 2c a word for originals.

GALAXY SCIENCE FICTION, 421 Hudson Street, New York 14, N. Y. H. L.

Gold, Editor. Issued bi-monthly; 50c a copy; $2.50 a year. Buys no cartoons, poetry,

fillers or articles. Wants quality science fiction stories from 2,000 to 5,000 words,

7,500 to 10,000 words, and serials, 40,000 to 60,000 words. Pays 3c, and up, on
acceptance; $100 minimum. Advises reading closely for slant before submitting.

Send manuscripts; queries not answered.

IT—Worlds of Science Fiction, 421 Hudson St., New York 14, N. Y. H. L. Gold,

Editor; Issued bi-monthly; 35c a copy; $3.50 for 12 issues. Uses science fiction in

any length up to about 20,000 words. Stories should be well-written and soundly

plotted; science should be accurate though not necessarily obtrusive. Entertainment

value is always the first consideration, and readability is all-important. No pure

fantasy, however, and definitely no weird-horror. No articles, photographs, or

poetry. Pays Ic a word minimum.
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Sport and Outdoor Magazines

THE ALASKA SPORTSMAN, Box 1271, Juneau, Alaska. Bob Henning, Editor.

Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. No fiction, poetry, gags, or cartoons.

Non-fiction: Uses true experience stories about the Alaskan outdoors, industries, or

personal adventure. Also uses hunting and fishing articles, 500 to 3,000 words. Pays

Ic a word on publication.

Photos: Buys black and white photos as article illustrations and for frontispiece.

Also buys color transparencies, minimum size 35mm. Pays $2 to $10 for black and

white photos, $25 for color.

Fillers: Uses Alaska items of an outdoor or historical character. Pictures must ac-

company. 100 to 500 words. Pays $5 for these, or about Ic a word plus $5 each for

pictures. No need to query first. They buy first rights. Reports are slow.

AMERICAN FIELD, 222 W. Adams St., Chicago 6, 111. William F. Brown, Editor.

Issued weekly; 25c a copy; $7.50 a year. Payment varies and is made on accept-

ance. Reports usually within ten days.

Non-fiction and Fiction: Always interested in factual articles on breeding, rearing,

development and training of hunting dogs, how-to-do-it material written to appeal

to upland bird hunters, sporting dog owners, field trialers, etc. Also wants stories

and articles about hunting trips in quest of upland game birds. Length wanted is

between 1,000 and 2,500 words.

Photos: Uses photos submitted with manuscripts if they are suitable and also photos

submitted with captions only.

Fillers: Uses some 100 to 250 word fillers.

THE AMERICAN RIFLEMAN, 1600 Rhode Island Ave., N.W., Washington 6,

D. C. Walter J. Howe, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. No
cartoons.

Non-fiction: This is the official journal of the National Rifle Association of Amer-
ica, so fact hunting articles that place emphasis on the type of equipment used and

why are important. The material should be informative and interesting. Also likes

articles about gun repair, maintenance, housing, clubs, etc. Pays a minimum of 5c

a word on acceptance. Reports within two weeks.

Photos: Always on the lookout for good photo articles, one or two pages in length.

Pays $6 each for photos or drawings. For more complete details write for this

magazine's guide for writers and photographers.

THE ARCHER'S MAGAZINE, P. O. Box 832, Norristown, Pa. J. W. Anderson,

Editor. Issued monthly; 30c a copy; $2.50 a year.

Non-fiction: Material used deals with target archery, field target archery and bow
hunting as a sport, craft, and hobby; also college archery, archery for handicapped
persons and industrial archery as a personnel department activity. Lengths up to

2,500 words. Pays Ic a word, on publication.

Photos: Buys 8x10 prints at $1.00 each.

ARIZONA WILDLIFE-SPORTSMAN, Box 3407, Phoenix, Ariz. Bob Housholder,

Editor. Issued monthly. No fiction.

Non-fiction: Uses material on himting, fishing, camping, boating, wildlife, conser-

vation and other outdoor subjects, provided they are applicable to Arizona condi-

tions. Especially interested in how-to-do-it pieces complete with photos or drawings.

Personal experiences of an informative nature are also accepted. Lengths run from

one-pagers (300 to 500 words) to around 2,500 words. Pays 2c a word, on publica-

tion.

Photos and Cartoons: Uses quite a few pictures in illustrating articles and also

outdoor cartoons. Pays $3 and up for photos, depending on the subject.
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BASEBALL MAGAZINE, Washington Bldg, Washington 5, D. C. Issued 8 times

a year; 33c a copy; $2.50 a year. No fillers or poetry.

Non-fiction and Fiction: Uses personaJity stories, human-interest material, humor,

whodunits, and mystery slanted toward baseball fans. Length is between 500 and

2,000 words. Rates vary according to material, but are paid promptly on publi-

cation of material. Report time varies. Unusable material is returned immediately;

acceptances take longer.

Photos: Buys photographs as illustrations for submitted material, as well as photo-

graphs with captions only, provided they have 100% baseball interest.

BOW HUNTING, Riderwood, Maryland. William Stump, Editor. Issued monthly.

No verse or poetry. All payment on publication. Reports immediately and buys

magazine rights only.

Nonaction: Wants articles on unusual archery hunting and archery how-to-do-it

or where-to-go pieces of approximately 1,000 words in length. Be sure to query

first. Pays $15 to $25, depending on the material.

Fiction: Anxious to try fiction with an archery theme. Archery information must

be technically sound. Fiction can be adventure, mystery, humor, etc. Pays $25 per

story.

Cartoons: Absolutely no situations in which the animal is hunted (deer, bear, etc.)

or reverse roles.

Photos: Buys photos submitted with manuscripts and with captions only. Sizes 5x7,

8x10. A layout of five pix, with information, brings $20. A cover photo pays $15,

and single photos pay $5 to $10.

BOWLING, 1572 E. Capitol Dr., Milwaukee 11, Wis. Edward T. Marcou, Editor.

Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year.

Non-fiction and Photos: This is the official publication of the American Bowling

Congress. This is a specialized field and the average writer attempting the subject

of bowling should be well informed. However, anyone is free to submit material for

approval. Length, 500 to 1,800 words, about unusual tournaments, personalities,

etc., featuring male bowlers. Pays 2/2C per word; $5 per photo. Reports within two

weeks.

CLEVELAND ATHLETIC JOURNAL, 1220 Huron Road, Cleveland 15, Ohio.

Bonn R. Ricker, Editor. Issued 10 times a year; 25c a copy.

Non-fiction, Cartoons, Photos, Fillers: Buys general interest and sports articles,

fillers, photographs, and cartoons. Pays Ic a word; $3 to $5 for cartoons. Reports in

a week.

FIELD AND STREAM, 530 Fifth Ave., New York 36, N. Y. Issued monthly; 35c

a copy; $3.50 a year. Hugh S. Grey, Editor. No fiction or verse.

Non-fiction: Uses articles written to interest hunters and fishermen, archers, camp-
ers, cameramen, boating enthusiasts. Length should be 3,000 to 5,000 words. Pays

10c a word on acceptance.

Cartoons: For ink, ben day, and wash cartoons, pays $25 and up, on acceptance.

Buys all rights and reports at once.

Photos: Herman Kessler, photo editor and art director. Enlargements are preferred,

8x10 glossies. Also uses color transparencies from 2^x2^ up, 35mm only in ex-

ceptional cases. The rights bought depend upon the situation as there is no set

policy. Pays $300 a page on photos, $500 a page on covers. Pays extra for text when
articles and photos are bought in a package deal. Query first on photo stories;

assignments are sometimes given. Payment on acceptance.

FUR-FISH-GAME, 2878 E. Main St., Columbus 9, Ohio. A. V. Harding, Editor.

Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.50 a year. No fiction or poetry.

Non-fiction: Uses true stories on hunting, fishing, boating, camping, woodcraft,

travel, conservation, guns, fur, farming, dogs, coon hunting, etc. Prefers articles
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with snapshots. Pays /ac to Ic a word, on acceptance. Reports in two weeks.

Photos: Snapshots accompanying photos should be glossy prints which can be used

for illustrations. Occasionally buys photographs for cover purposes.

GAME BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN, 17 W. 60th St., New York 23, N. Y.

Captain Amos L. Horst, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.50 a year. No
fiction or cartoons.

Non-fiction: Uses articles of about 1,400 words on game bird propagation, game
management, preserve shooting, private game reserves, game bird restoring activi-

ties. (Reports on state and federal projects not wanted.) Also uses articles on guns

and gunning, hunting dogs—their selection, training, and care. Pays Ic per word on

acceptance and reports promptly. Query.

Photos: Photographs are used with the articles submitted and their payment is in-

cluded in the Ic per word rate for articles. First time rights are bought.

Fillers: Uses featurettes and short reports from 20 to 30 words in length. Pays Ic a

word and reports when they are accepted.

GOLF Magazine, 117 E. 31st St., New York 16, N. Y. Charles Price, Editor.

Issued monthly except October and December. No fiction, verse or poetry. All pay-

ment is made on acceptance and reports in two weeks. Buys all rights.

Non-fiction: Uses 2,500 word profiles of golfers, and humor commentary done in

individualistic style. Pays $250 per article.

Photos: Sometimes photos are bought with manuscripts; seldom with captions only.

Photos pay from $10 to $12.50 each.

Cartoons: Thirty-five cartoons are bought each year, for which they pay $25 per

cartoon.

GOLF DIGEST, 1236 Sherman Ave., Evanston, Illinois. Howard R. Gill, Jr., Edi-

tor. Issued 11 times a year (regular issues 35c, annual $1.00), $4.00 a year. Pays

promptly on acceptance.

Non-fiction: Articles on golf instruction, authenticated by a professional golfer, are

especially desired. Also uses features on prominent golf personalities or events, but

prefers initial query. Historical non-fiction pertaining to golf is also good. Pays a

minimum of 5c a word (as edited).

Fiction: A small amount of golf fiction, humorous or otherwise, is used.

Cartoons: Pays a minimum of $10 for cartoons (black and white line drawings, no

wash or color).

Photos: Illustrations (artwork or photographs) are a must, and it is imperative that

they accompany articles. Photos should be 8x10 black and white which pay $20, or

4x5 transparencies which pay $25 to $50. Preferred subjects are nationally-known

golfers, pro or amateur.

Fillers: Uses 4 line poems, 25 to 50 word shorts, and 2 line epigrams which pay a

minimum of $5 and are used every issue. Buys U. S. rights for these.

GOLFING, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 5, 111. Herb Graflns, Editor. Issued

monthly, March through July.

Non-fiction and Fiction: Uses little fiction, mainly non-fiction articles on every

phase of the game up to 1,200 to 1,500 words. A good knowledge of the game is

required for non-fiction articles. Pays $50 to $75 an article, on acceptance, and
reports in 3 to 4 weeks.

GUNS MAGAZINE, 8150 N. Central Park, Skokie, 111. E. B. Mann, Editor, Bill

Edwards, Technical Editor.

Non-fiction and Photos: Requires photo-illustrated stories on firearms, shooting, de-

sign, how-to-do-it, and few really remarkable collections. Has shooter-hunter-

western-police appeal. Target and shotgunning stories needed, all about 2,500

words. Suggest liberal spread of pictures 2y4x2'4 minimum. Contact sheets only

may be sent with stories. Good rates on acceptance.
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GUNS AND HUNTING, 531 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Haskel Frankel,

Editor-in-Chief. Issued bi-monthly. No cartoons, verse, or poetry. Payment on pub-

lication. Buys all rights and reports within a month.

Non-fiction and Photos: Technical gun and shooting stories, how-to articles con-

cerning guns and related matter and hunting stories are desired. Writing should be

explanatory and informative; length about 2,000 words. Photos should always ac-

company manuscripts and are bought with the text as a complete package. Pays up

to $125 for photos and articles.

Fiction: Hunting fiction is sometimes used—about 2,500 to 3,000 words. Shorter

humorous fiction is also acceptable. Shorts should be about 1,000 to 1,500 words in

length.

MOTOR BOATING, 572 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Charles F. Chap-

man, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year.

Non-fiction and Photos: Buys good, cruising articles, well illustrated with black and

white photos. Payment is 2c a word, $5 per photo. Reports in three weeks.

NATIONAL BOWLERS' JOURNAL, 506 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, 111. J. Er-

nest Ahlborn, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $4.00 a year.

Non-fiction and Photos: Uses illustrated articles of not more than 1,500 words on

successful bowling proprietors who have used unusual promotions to build business.

Pays $25 to $40 on publication.

Cartoons: Cartoons can be either business or consumer slanted, as long as they con-

cern bowling. Pays $4 to $6 for cartoons, on acceptance. Cartoons not accepted are

returned immediately.

Fillers: Unusual news items are used as fillers and pay Ic a word, photos extra,

after publication.

OUTDOOR LIFE, 355 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. William E. Rae,

Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.40 a year. No fiction.

Non-fiction: Strictly a hunting and fishing magazine. Much true adventure is used,

along with how-to stories, new techniques in hunting and fishing, etc.; 3,000 to

4,000 words. Also uses similar stories on woodcraft, camping, firearms, motorboats,

and tackle. Writers should develop local atmosphere of a story, describe the coun-

try where they hunt and fish, the people and customs they may encounter. Pays top

rates, starting at $300 for a full-length piece, on acceptance.

Photos: Material must be illustrated with good photographs.

POOL LIFE, 53 Academy St., Newark 2, N. J. S. Sands, Editor. Issued bi-monthly;

50c a copy; $3.00 a year.

Non-fiction: Wants "how-to" articles; pool games or entertainment, etc— 1,000 to

4,000 words. Pays 3c a word, on publication. Reports in 2 to 3 weeks.

Fiction: Uses pool humor of family variety. 1,000 to 2,500 words. Pays 3c a

word, on publication.

Photos: Buys photos submitted with articles.

Fillers: Uses humorous verse.

QHB, P.O. Box 7093, Amarillo, Tex. William R. Diekroeger, Editor. For breed-

ers of Quarter Horses. Looking for stories on how to train Quarter Horses for

performance events such as roping, racing, cutting, barrel racing, polo, etc., also

articles on nutrition, care of the horse, breeding formulas, farm and pasture man-
agement, or anything that would benefit the Quarter Horse breeder. Payment is

2 cents a word and up. Also use 8x10 black and white glossy photos for which
we pay $2.50 and up. Payment for color transparencies is $50.00. Payment is on

acceptance, and we report within two weeks. Suggest query on all articles. All

manuscripts and correspondence should be addressed to Charles Rosson, Edi-

torial Director.
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ROAD AND TRACK, 834 Production PI., Newport Beach, Calif. Dean Batchelor,

Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year.

Non-fiction: This is America's sports car magazine, using articles of interest to the

sports car enthusiast. These must be well illustrated and technically correct, in ad-

dition to their readability. Query regarding length and payment.

Cartoons: Uses as many good automotive cartoons as they can get. No special me-

chanical requirements demanded. Pays $15 to $75 per cartoon and reports in one

week. Hal Crippen is Art Director.

Photos: Will accept contact sheets if time permits; otherwise would like to see 8x10

glossy enlargements. Llses color photos and finds that larger sizes are easier to work
with. Purchases first time rights and pays on publication. Always query first, unless

the material is extra timely. Very seldom gives assignments.

SALT WATER SPORTSMAN, 157 Federal St., Boston 10, Mass. Frank Woolner,

Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $4.00 a year. No poetry, cartoons, or fillers.

Non-fiction: Wants factual and how-to articles of about 2,500 words on salt-water

sport fishing on the Atlantic, Pacific, and Gulf Coasts. General fishing articles are

not desired. This is a specialized field, and the writer should have a technical

knowledge of the sport. Upon request, a copy of the magazine and a sheet of

editorial requirements will be sent. Pays 2c a word, on acceptance.

Photos: Pays $3 each for black and white photos used as illustrations. Also buys

single transparencies, 2|4x2]^ or larger, for the cover and pays $40.

SCHOLASTIC COACH, 33 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. Herman T. Masin,

Editor. Issued monthly except July and August; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. Payment

on publication.

Non-fiction: This magazine is directed to the coaches and physical directors in high

schools. Uses authoritative, technical articles, 1,000 to 2,000 words, on football,

basketball, track and field, tennis, baseball, soccer, swimming, and all physical

education activities. Pays $30 per article.

Photos: Single photos used must have dramatic action. These pay $2 to $5 per

photo.

SKI Magazine, 3 Lebanon, Hanover, New Hampshire. John Henry Auran,

Managing Editor. Issued six times a year; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. All payment

on publication. Reports as soon as possible.

Non-fiction: Uses articles on skiing technique, racers or people of note, resorts and

equipment. Interest, readability and clarity are important, and stories of strictly

local or sectional interest are not desired since this magazine is international in

scope. Controversial pieces are encouraged. All material must be factual and accu-

rate, and it is preferred that articles be well illustrated. Writers should send an

outline form of their idea first, including a leading paragraph. Payment of feature

articles is $15 to $150 for the length of 1,500 to 2,000 woVds.

Cartoons: Skiing cartoons bring $5 to $10 each.

Photos: Articles should be illustrated with good glossy 8x10 photos unless artwork

is used. Picture stories of at least 14 photos on all phases of skiing are also wanted.

Payment for these runs between $25 and $100. Single photos are also desired. Pho-

tographers are invited to submit color transparencies for consideration as covers.

Fillers: Uses 400 to 800 word poems, and featurettes are used in every issue. No
outline or query is necessary for these. Pays 5c to 7c per word and buys first rights.

Reports in one week.

SKI LIFE, 117 E. 31st St., New York 16, N. Y. Ernie McCulloch, Editor; Ronnie
Gu/ik, Executive Editor. Issued monthly from October through March. No verse

or poetry. Pays on acceptance and buys all rights. Reports within a month.
Non-fiction: Articles generally run 1,200 to 1,500 words in easy, informal, ski talk.

Prefers articles of general interest to skiers . . . travel, adventure, how to, budget
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savers, unusual people, places or events that the reader can identity with. Pays

$100 to $250 for these articles.

Fiction: Fiction is seldom used, unless it is very humorous. Pays $100 to $250 for

stories too.

Cartoons: Buys 2 to 3 cartoons per issue on skiinej subjects, but not accidents. Pays

$23 each.

Photos: Buys photos submitted with manuscripts and with captions only. Good
action shots in color for covers pay $150 to $200. Black and white photos pay $10

each; $100 to $150 for photo stories; color shots pay $50 each; $100 per page.

SKIING NEWS MAGAZINE, Box 7858, Denver 15, Colo. Bob Parker, National

Editor. Issued monthly; October to March; 50c a copy; $3.50 a year. Queries are

requested.

Non-fiction: This magazine is in the market for any material of interest to skiers.

Readership varies from teen-agers to businessmen, and material used must appeal

to and please as many readers as possible. Much of the copy is staflF-prepared, but

many articles and features pertaining to skiing are purchased free lance provided

the writing is fast-paced, concise, and knowledgeable. Writer must have a good

working knowledge of skiing. Payment is $35 minimum for non-fiction.

Fiction: Preferable fiction length is between 1,000 and 2,500 words and should have

the same qualities as non-fiction. Good humor pieces and satire are also needed.

Pays $75 for fiction.

Cartoons: Cartoons should have skiing interest and be of any size as long as they

are square in shape. Ink is preferred. Pays $5 and up, on acceptance. Reports

immediately and buys all rights. Joan Jensen is Cartoon Editor.

Photos: In photo features on skiing and also when used as part of a story they

bring $7.50 each.

Fillers: Poetry is used as filler material and pays $2.50 per poem.

SPORT, 205 E. 42nd St., New York, N. Y. Steve Gelman, Managing Editor. Issued

monthly.

Non-fiction: Strictly for the red-hot sports fan, and concerned chiefly with the big

names and events of baseball, basketball, football, boxing, golf, tennis, hockey,

track, and some of the growing minor sports, both amateur and professional. Newsy
copy of a controversial or revelatory nature gets top billing. Most material is staff-

prepared or done on assignment, but all queries are given prompt, careful atten-

tion. Payment ranges from $50 to $500, on acceptance, depending on length and
value. Send queries on seasonal ideas three or four months in advance.

THE SPORTING NEWS, 2018 Washington, St. Louis 10, Mo. J. G. Taylor Spink,

Editor. Issued weekly; 25c a copy; $12 a year. No fillers, fiction, or verse.

Non-fiction and Photos: Uses mainly news material that will interest baseball fans.

Length depends upon the importance of the story. Photos may be submitted as

illustrations for a story. All payment is on publication, and material is reported on

immediately.

SPORTS AFIELD, 959 Eighth Ave., New York 19, N. Y. Ted Resting, Editor.

Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.50 a year. No poetry.

Non-fiction: Uses informative and how-to articles with good photographs on hunt-

ing and fishing, as well as boating, camping and related subjects, such as conserva-

tion. Length is up to 3,000 words. Pays $200 to $400 on acceptance. Reports in two

weeks.

Fiction: Buys an occasional 3,000 word fiction piece dramatizing the outdoors. Also

pays $200 to $400 for these, on acceptance..

Cartoons: Uses 12 to 15 cartoons on fishing and hunting, as well as boating, camp-
ing and related subjects. Pays $50, on acceptance, for first rights. Reports within

ten days.
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Photos: Uses 8x10 glossies in black and white and 2)4x2^4 or larger color trans-

parencies. Pays $20 and up for b & w; $50 and up for color, on acceptance. Buys
first rights. No assignments.

Fillers: Fillers are mostly how-to-do-it tips on the out of doors. All lengths. Pay-

ment depends on length. No queries are neces.sary. Buys first rights and reports in

two weeks.

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED, Time & Life Bldg., Rockefeller Center, New York 20,

N. Y. Andre Laguerre, Managing Editor.

Non-fiction and Photos: Uses articles with a strong sports angle and plenty of

action. Lengths are from 1,500 to 2,500 words. Picture stories are also used. Excel-

lent payment. Outlines and queries are requested. Write to Percy Knauth, Articles

Editor, for outline of requirements.

SPORTSMAN, 655 Madison Ave., New York 21, N. Y. Noah Sarlat, Editor.

THE WOMAN BOWLER, 1225 Dublin Rd., Columbus 12, Ohio. Norma A. Kir-

kendall. Editor. Lssued monthly. Payment on acceptance. Reports within a week.

No non-fiction articles; they are furnished by publicity writers. No photos.

Fiction: This magazine is looking for some new fiction in the field of bowling.

Length should be approximately 1,000 words and payment is made by arrangement

with the writer.

Cartoons: Cartoons pay $5 each and must pertain to the theme of women bowlers

and bowling.

Fillers: Very little verse or poetry used. This too must be on the bowling theme
only.

YACHTING, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. Critchell Remington, Editor.

Lssued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Reports in three weeks.

Non-fiction: Uses articles on all phases of recreational boating, both general and
technical. Pays 3c a word, on publication.

Photos: Photos bought for $3.00 each.
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Sunday Newspaper Magazine
Supplentents

THE AMERICAN WEEKLY, 575 Lexington Ave., New York- 22, N. Y. John J.

O'Connell, Editor. Charles H. D. Robbins, Executive Editor. Charles C. Renshaw,

Jr., Story Editor. Distributed every Sunday with leading newspapers throughout

the United States. Rarely uses fiction.

Non-fiction: Articles must be exciting in subject and in character of writing. Spe-

cial emphasis on exclusi\e stories, on timely events and prominent personalities.

Range of interests covers show business, world aflFairs, family relations, health,

humor, travel, education, human interest, science, crime. Single page articles (800-

900 words) pay up to $300. Two page articles (1,500-1,800 words) payment

around $500, going higher according to merit of material and execution. Reports

in about two weeks. Urges potential contributor to first submit a letter outlining

the proposed story.

Photos: Uses both black and white and color picture stories.

ARGUS LEADER, Sunday Feature Section, Sioux Falls, S. D. James D. Ashley,

Managing Editor. No fiction or poetry. Cartoons are purchased through syndicates.

Non-fiction: Uses occasional feature stories on South Dakota subjects up to 1,500

words. Payment varies and is made on the first of each month.

Photos: Uses photo layouts related to South Dakota.

THE ATLANTA JOURNAL AND CONSTITUTION MAGAZINE, Atlanta

Journal, Atlanta, Ga. George Hatcher, Editor.

Non-fiction: Uses articles with a strong Southern slant, up to 1,000 words. Should

have Georgian or Southern background. Best to study magazine and query edi-

tor, enclosing short outline of material, before submitting. Pays 2c a word and

up; rate varies with importance of article.

CHICAGO SUNDAY TRIBUNE MAGAZINE, 435 North Michigan Ave., Chi-

cago 11, Illinois. C. M. Burkey, Editor. No fiction.

Non-fiction: Only a limited market offered since most material is staff written;

articles of current interest, with midwestern slant; always query first. Pays 5c a

word on publication. Looks for the quality of immediacy in sense of both time

and closeness to the readers. Reports in two weeks and buys first publication rights

only.

Photos: Prefers at least 5x7 glossy b&w enlargements and at least 4x5 color photos.

Buys one time rights. Pays $7.50 mininmm for b&w photos and $125 for a color

cover. Pays extra for text with photos and extra for pics when submitted with

manuscripts. No queries necessary. No assignments.

THE COURIER-JOURNAL, Sunday Magazine Section, Louisville, Ky. Gary
Robertson, Sunday Magazine Editor. No fiction or poetry.

Non-fiction: Uses feature material with Kentucky or Southern Indiana tie up only,

2 to 7 pages of copy. Wants illustrations with articles. Pays $5 to $35 depending
on whether illustrations are furnished, amount of work involved and readability of

feature.

Photos: Buys photographs to accompany feature material and occasionally feature

picture series if local angle is there.

THE DETROIT NEWS SUNDAY PICTORIAL, The Detroit News, Detroit,

Mich. P. D. Aird, Editor. No fiction or feature type stories or articles at present.

Photos: Can use good single photos that "tell a story" or picture sequence telling

a pictorial story. Pays $6 a picture or $25 a page (sequence story), on publication.

DISPATCH SUNDAY MAGAZINE, Dispatch, Columbus, Ohio. Clyde C. Long,
Editor.
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Non-fiction: Uses articles approximately 1,000 to 1,500 words in length; graphically

illustrated. Must be by, for, or about Ohio and Ohioans. Pays a minimum of 2c

a word, on publication.

Photos: Buys photos for which they pay $3, on publication.

DIXIE ROTO, The Times-Picayune Ma.eazine. 615 North Street, New Orleans 4,

La. Warren C. Ogden, Magazine Editor. No fiction or poetry.

Non-fiction: Uses feature articles of particular Deep South interest susceptible to

good illustrations. Length should be from 500 to 1,000 words. Reports in a week.

Pays $25 for articles, on publication.

Photos: Photos submitted with manuscripts can be either b&w or color. Pays $5

for each black and white picture used and $15 to $25 for each color shot used.

DURHAM MORNING HERALD, Sunday Magazine Section, Durham, N. C.

Louis E. Hodges, Feature Editor. No fiction or poetry.

Non-fiction: Uses articles of general interest to readers in their circulation area. In

almost all cases, these features will be concerned with people, events, trends, and

history in North Carolina. In matters of national or international significance, the

local and state aspects are stressed. Reports in two weeks (no report unless return

postage is enclosed.) Pays 15c per column inch for material used, about the 10th

of the month following publication.

Photos: Buys photographs with features for which they pay $3 each.

EMPIRE MAGAZINE, The Denver Post, 650 Fifteenth St., Denver 1, Colo. H.

Ray Baker, Editor. No fiction. Payment is made on acceptance, reports in two

weeks.

Non-fiction: Feature articles should deal with a setting inside the area of Colo.,

Wyo., New Mex., the Dakotas, Utah, Idaho, Ariz., Montana, Kansas, Nebr., Okla.,

and Northern Texas. Writing should be on a high level, informal and full of good

humor. Subject may be unusual personalities, money-making hobbies, true ad-

venture, crime, child and domestic problems, or starting business trends in business

and industry, community life or agriculture. Pays 2c a word.

Cartoons: Uses general cartoons for which they pay $5 each. Buys first rights. Pre-

fers ink.

Photos: Picture stories of about 500 words with five to eight photos are used most-

ly. Be sure to query first on these, and be prepared to submit illustrative black and

white glossies or color transparencies. Pays $5 for photos (color brings more).

Fillers: Uses poetry for fillers, up to 20 lines in length. Pays $2 for these and buys

first rights only. No need to query.

FAMILY WEEKLY, 60 E. 56th St., New York 22, N. Y. Ernest V. Heyn, Editor-

in Chief. Payment is made on acceptance.

Non-fiction: Wants short, lively articles and picture features; emphasis upon indi-

viduals, famous or in the news, adding depth or unknown facts with anecdotal or

personal experience approach. Length up to 2,000 words for lead articles for which

they pay $250 to $500. Shorter 500 to 1,000 word articles bring $150 to $200.

Fiction: Occasional short short fiction, 1,200 to 1,500 words bring $150.

Photos: John Hochmann, Photo Editor. Prefers 8x10 glossy b&w enlargements and

2^4x2^4 color photos. Looks for picture stories about ordinary people doing extra-

ordinary things. Buys first time rights and pays $125 for photos and $200 to $350

for rovers. Docs not pay extra for text and prefers to be queried. Gives assign-

ments and pays expenses such as travel, props, models, etc.

THE HERALD ADVERTISER, Huntington, W. Virginia. Bill Belanger, City Edi-

tor. This is a Sunday newspaper, not a magazine section.

Non-fiction and Photos: Primarily in the market for news feature stories with

photos dealing principally with people formerly from its circulation area: Ashland,

Catlettsburg, Russell, Jenkins, West Liberty, Ky., Chesapeake, Proctorville, Iron-

ton, Ohio, Hunting, Logan, Williamson, Barboursville, Ceredo, Kenova, Ona,
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Point Pleasant, W. Va. Features may concern anyone who formerly lived in this

area, who now has an interesting job, hobby or has done something of newsworthy

notice. A picture of the person should l?e furnished. Rate of payment for story and

photo depends upon quality of story.

HOUSTON CHRONICLE ROTOGRAVURE MAGAZINE, "Texas", Houston,

Texas. John Furneaux, Managing Editor. No fiction or poetry.

Non-fiction: Wants Texas material, preferably within a 150 mile radius of Houston.

However, any Texas copy will get serious consideration. Needs stories, about 250

to 1,000 words in length, that are illustrated. Overstocked on hobby stories. Needs

humor, legend, mystery. Particularly wants stories of Texas regional, social, or

economic significance. Pays $10 to $50 per story.

Photos: Stories should have from 3 to 6 glossy 8x10 photos. Also can use good

color transparencies with manuscripts. They must be larger than 35mm, at least

3 in number. Cover photos are usually staff produced. Photos are included in the

rate paid for stories.

HOUSTON POST, Sunday Magazine Section, Houston, Texas. Campbell Gieslin,

Editor. No fiction or poetry.

Non-fiction and Photos: Uses features in Houston area, mostly of unusual occu-

pations, unusual events, etc. Buys photographs as part of articles. Pays $15 per

article usually, sometimes higher, including art when furnished. Reports in two or

three weeks.

MIDWEST MAGAZINE, Chicago Sun-Times, Sun-Times Plaza, Chicago 11, 111.

Sidney Bulla, Editor.

Non-fiction and Photos: A weekly newspaper magazine with full color black and

white reproductions, which focuses on the "you factor"—stories with a definite

personal implication for the individual reader. Written queries from free-lance

writers must give a brief story outline together with supporting picture possibili-

ties. Timeliness is essential for the development of all stories. Lengths are from

200 to 1,200 words.

THE MILWAUKEE JOURNAL, 333 W. State St., Milwaukee 1, Wise. No free-

lance fiction.

Photos: Especially interested in picture stories and good singles on Wisconsin and

upper Michigan. Minimum black and white rate is $5. Minimum rate for color

transparencies is $20, increasing to $50 for material for the newspaper's rotogravure

magazine. Payment on publication.

MINNEAPOLIS TRIBUNE, Sunday Features Section, 425 Portland Ave., Min-
neapolis, Minn. Wally Allen, Editor.

Non-fiction and Photos: Uses features up to 3,000 words that can be illustrated by

their artists. Must be of upper Midwest interest and have a current news peg. Pays

$15 to $35.

THE NASHVILLE TENNESSEAN MAGAZINE, 1100 Broadway, Nashville,

Tenn. Allen Pettus, Editor. No fiction.

Non-fiction: Uses articles about Tennesseans and Tennessee, past and present, 500

to 2,500 words. Query first. Pays $10 to $50, on publication, depending on quality

and effort.

THE NEW YORK TIMES MAGAZINE, Times Square, New York 36, N. Y.

Lester Markel, Editor.

Non-fiction: This is a Sunday magazine that appears only in the New York Times,

and is basically a news magazine defining news in its broadest sense. Provides back-

ground on national and international news developments, science, sports, educa-

tion, the arts and entertainment, the changing American scene, personalities, family

life, social problems, humor—and virtually the whole human scope. Query first.
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Length may be from 1,500 to 3,000 words, for which $300 is paid, on acceptance.

Shorter pieces run from 400 to 1,200 words at a rate of approximately $30 a col-

umn, or 400 words.

Cartoons: Uses cartoons pertaining to literary situations, books, titles, poetry, for

the New York Times Book Review. Roughs are acceptable for submission. They
should be 3 columns rectangular, horizontal (see page 2, The New York Times

Book Review). Pays $75 per cartoon, on acceptance. Buys first publication rights

only. Rejections within a month. Send cartoons to Mrs. Hannah C. Moses, The
New York Times Book Review, 229 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

PARADE, The Sunday Newspaper Magazine, 285 Madison Ave., New York 17,

N. Y. Charles H. Klensch, Associate Editor. No fiction, poetry, puzzles, or games.

Non-fiction: Parade is a syndicated Sunday newspaper magazine that wants arti-

cles dealing with news of the day. Buys first U. S. rights and reports in one week.

Query first. Good rates. Sometimes uses "psychological" quizzes as features.

Cartoons: Laurence Lariar, Cartoon Editor. Buys special material on subjects he

orders for topical pages. Sends his needs to mailing list of professionals. Uses car-

toons in every issue, but only special material. Pays $40 for cartoons, $75 for pan-

tomimes, on publication. Do not submit unless editor knows you can draw.

Photos: Buys 8x10, b&w glossy prints and color for covers only. Covers illustrate

articles. Almost no free-lance on these. Do not use 35mm. Always query first. Oc-
casionally buys top quality pictures and picture stories if they fit into the general

scheme of the magazine. Pays standard rates and buys first U. S. rights, on accept-

ance.

PICTURE, Minneapolis Tribune, 425 Portland Ave., Minneapolis, Minn. Charles

McFadden, Editor.

Photos: Uses picture stories on contemporary interesting people from Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, and western Wisconsin. Editor will consider material re-

jected by the big magazines or even published material. Pays $5 and up for a single

shot, $25 and up for color, and up to $100 for a two-page color layout.

THE PIONEER ROTO MAGAZINE, St. Paul Pioneer Press, 55 E. Fourth St., St.

Paul, Minn. Ernest T. Larsen, Editor.

Non-fiction and Photos: Uses illustrated articles on historical or contemporary in-

teresting people, civic events, projects, etc., from Minnesota and western Wisconsin.

Also interesting articles about former Minnesotans, especially former St. PauHtes.
Also unusual single photographs. Pays $25 or $30 for page feature and pix.

PROVIDENCE SUNDAY JOURNAL, 75 Fountain St., Providence 2, Rhode Is-

land. Garrett D. Byrnes, Magazine Editor. No fiction or poetry.

Non-fiction and Photos: Uses feature articles with strong Rhode Island angles. His-

torical material not usually considered. Hobby stories are used. So are general

Rhode Island features for use in the Sunday roto magazine. The Rhode Islander.

Buys photographs. Reports in a week to a month. Payment, which varies, is soon
after publication.

SALT LAKE TRIBUNE FEATURES SECTION, Salt Lake City 10, Utah. Roy
Hudson, Editor. No fiction or cartoons.

Non-fiction: Uses articles, 800 to 1,000 words, on subjects of special interest to

readers in the Intermountain area. Payment is on publication at the rate of 35c per
column inch.

Photos: Buys only photos to illustrate articles that are supplied by the writer. Pays
$4 for each picture used.

SEATTLE TIMES SUNDAY MAGAZINE SECTION, Seattle 11, Wash. Chester

Gibbon, Editor.

Non-fiction and Photos: Uses articles of 1,000 to 1,200 words with good illustra-

tions. Wants Pacific Northwest subjects only though this may include people from
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the Northwest who have made good in other sections. Pays $15 for a single page

article, $25 if art is provided. Payment is on publication.

SOUTHLAND MAGAZINE, Sunday Independent, Press-Telegram, Sixth and

Pine, Long Beach, Calif. Fred Taylor Kraft, Editor. No fiction or poetry.

Non-fiction: Uses illustrated articles on Southern California subjects only, 200 to

1,200 words. Pays $5 per 15-inch column, on publication.

Photos: Uses photos only when accompanied by articles.

THE STAR WEEKLY, 80 King St., West, Toronto 1, Ontario, Canada.

Fiction: Owen Cowley, Fiction Editor. Buys fiction of the highest quality, with

plenty of action and color in romances, mystery, western, intrique, adventure, etc.

Lengths are: 2,500 to 3,000 words. Novels should be originals and never before pub-

lished, or books that have had only recent publication. Prefers style of writing such

as that used by Erie Stanley Gardner, Ursula Curtiss, Mark Derley, Elizabeth

Seifert. Novel prices range from $500 to $1,200, and short stories from $150 to $400.

Buys first and second North American Serial Rights on original short stories. Buys

first Canadian Rights on original novels, and second on published ones.

Cartoons: Wants general humor cartoons. Prefers ink and wash. Pays $20 per car-

toon, on acceptance. Buys first Canadian rights and reports in a month.

SUBURBIA TODAY, The Magazine of Pleasant Places, 60 E. 56th St., New York

22, N. Y. Ernest V. Heyn, Editor-in-Chief. No fiction.

Non-fiction: Wants non-fiction which relates directly or obliquely to suburban life

or problems. The subject can be almost anything if you can inject suburban flavor.

Lengths 1,500 to 2,000 words. Pays 15c a word and up.

Cartoons: Cartoons are used.

Photos: Picture features are used in this magazine.

Fillers: Uses poetry and featurettes of about 750 words for which they pay 10c to

15c per word. Query first. Buys first rights and reports in two weeks.

SUNDAY, THE STAR MAGAZINE, 225 Virginia Ave., S.E., Washington 3,

D. C. Philip H. Love, Editor. This is the local colorgravure magazine supplement

of The Washington Star.

Non-fiction: Uses features from 200 to 900 words that are illustrated. Local angle

(D. C, Md., W. Va., Va.) preferred, but subject of broad interest acceptable as

long as the interest is universal. Features with a news peg are preferred. Rates are

from $15 to $50 for features. Prefers queries and reports in two weeks.

Photos: Photos should illustrate features. Also uses photo stories that are three or

more photos with at least 200 words of text, also on local angle. There is a five

week deadline on b&w and six weeks on color. Pays $2.50 to $5 for b&w, $25 and
up for transparencies 2^4x2^4 or larger. No 35mm. Query first.

THIS WEEK MAGAZINE, 485 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. William I.

Nichols, Editor. No fiction or fillers.

Non-fiction: Wants the "you" type article, as well as articles on entertainment,

problems and scoops. Articles which lend themselves to dramatic pictorial treat-

ment are especially desired, and if professional quality photos are available they

should be submitted with the manuscript. The editors welcome outlines of articles

in advance of finished manuscript. Preferred lengths are from 1,500 to 2,500 words.

Top payment. Reports in two to four days. Address material to the Articles Editor.

Always include a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Cartoons: Ralph Stein is Cartoon Editor. Cartoons pointed towards this w^eek's

huge family audience should be upbeat, not sour or nasty, and cartoonists should

remember that this week is first read "Sunday morning after breakfast." Uses

about 200 per year. Any size is acceptable; any medium, but no ben day. Cartoons

should stand up under considerable reduction. Pays $90 to $125 for single panels;

$150 for two panel or more features; $275 and up for "Last Laugh." All payment
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on acceptance and reports in two weeks. Buys all rights, but they are liberal about

letting cartoonists resell with their permission.

Photos: Roberta Ashley and Arthur Goldsmith are Photo Editors. Uses b&w con-

tacts or prints, any type, any size and any type of color transparencies from 35mm
to 8x10. Pays $500 for a cover; full page color $400; full page b&w $300; half page

color $200; half page b&w $150. Pays a minimum guarantee on acceptance and

space rates on publication. Buys first publication rights. Considers both completed

stories and queries. Does give assignments to photographers whose work they know.

Pays $100 a day shooting time, and $50 a day waiting or traveling time, plus ex-

penses which includes transportation, hotels, food, tips, and film costs. Sets a maxi-

mum on both time and expense at the time of assignment.

THE TIMES-PICAYUNE MAGAZINE, 615 North St., New Orleans 40, La. War-
ren C. Ogden, Magazine Editor. No fiction or poetry.

Non-fict'on and Photos: Uses factual articles, about 800 words, appealins: to men
good illustrations. Length should be from 500 to 1,000 words. Pays $25 for arti-

cles, on publication, and reports in a week.

Photos: Uses b&w or color photos to illustrate articles. Pays $5 for each black-and-

white picture used and $15 to $20 for each color shot used.

TODAY, The Philadelphia Inquirer Magazine, 400 North Broad St., Philadelphia,

Pa. Arch C. Luther, Sunday Editor. No fiction or cartoons.

Non-fiction and Photos: Uses factual articles, about 800 words, appealing to men
and women, accompanied whenever possible with photographs. Articles vary in

type from intimate glimpses into the lives of national and international celebrities

to entertaining commentaries on aspects of life in our day; authoritative articles on

national and international affairs; factual crime and mystery; and material of local

and state interest. Rate varies, on publication.

Fillers: Uses 3 or 4 line humorous quatrains. Pays $2.50 for enigrams, $5 for verse

—must be 3 or 4 lines. Queries not necessary. Reports within a week and buys

first publication rights.
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Western Magazines

I

HOOFS AND HORNS, 4425 East Fort Lowell Rd., Tucson, Arizona. VVillard H.

Porter, Editor. Issued monthly. Buys first rights only and report period depends on

how interested the magazine is in the article. All payment on acct^ptance. No fiction

wanted. Non-Fiction: Uses articles on famous cowboys, horses, horsemen, rodeos,

racing, and horse reports for cowboys, ranchers, horse breeders and owners who
have arrived; not for amateurs. Therefore articles should be slanted to an advanced

group; not "how-to's." Pays 2c a word. Cartoons: Wants cartoons with new ap-

proaches, not the old tired western cliches. Pays $3 to $13 per cartoon. Photos:

Buys photos submitted with manuscripts and with captions only. Uses 5 x 7, 8 x 10,

11 X 14 glossy prints in the case of full page bleed covers and "Ranch of the

Month" feature inside. Pays $3 to $15 per pic. Fillers: Uses quite a bit of short

verse at the ends of columns for which they pay 25c to 50c a line. Humorous 2

to 8 line verses on horse and cowboy subjects are much needed.

TRUE WEST, P. O. Box 5008, Austin, Texas. Joe Austell Small, Editor. Issued

bi-monthly $3.00 a year. Query before submitting material. Non-fiction and photo:

Wants authentic articles and photos on the old west. Everything submitted must

be fact.

TRUE WESTERN ADVENTURES, 67 West 44th St., New York 36, N. Y. James
WyckofT, Editor. Issued bi-monthly; 35c a copy. Query the editor before sub-

mitting material here. Payment on acceptance. No fiction. Non-fiction: Wants
authentic stories of the old west, true tales of the famous and infamous, as well

as historical incidents. Length 5,000 words. Fillers: Uses featurettes of 800 words
for which they pay 5c a word. Buys first rights and reports almost immediately.

WESTERN HORSEMAN, 3850 N. Nevada Ave., Colorado Springs, Colo. Dick
Spencer III, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4:00 a year. No fiction or

poetry. Non-fiction and photos: Articles submitted here should center on the stock

horse, be authentically western, and not exceed 1500 words. Some type of illustra-

tion should accompany manuscript, preferably good, clear, glossy prints. Pays 2c

to 3c a word, on acceptance.
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The Short Story Frown a Purely
Impersonal View

By Hallie Burnett

Foi a number ol years 1 have been writing, teaching and editing the

short story, yet panic overtakes me when I am faced with telling how to

write one. I think I know; I think there are some (minor) rules to ob-

serve in wiiting a story; but on the great snow-covered plains of litera-

ture one cannot be sure if those mounds to the left and to the right are

solid rock or simply drifts to be swept away by the next strong wind.

This is to say that the requirements of the short story, while sub-

stantially constant, change in manner and technique from season to sea-

son, and from generation to generation. Reread stories appearing in

American magazines twenty or thirty years ago and see how they not only

deal with different attitudes and environments, but are written in a style

which now seems florid, over-explicit, or, at best—as in the early and so-

called "typical" New Yorker stories—pedestrianly realistic. Go back to

another generation, when a writer such as O. Henry—whose name identi-

fies one of the annual "best" schort-story collections—wrote in a style which

now one imitates at risk of appearing ridiculous; and before that, con-

sider a literary masterpiece such as Leo Tolstoi's "The Death of Ivan

Illyich," which, unhappily, shows us more about how not to write the

short story of today than how one should be written. Yet all these stories

have the requirement set forth by Robert Gorham Davis in his Ten Mod-
ern Masters, in that a story asks a question: "What is it like to be that

kind of a person going through that kind of an experience?" and then

answers it. And here is the rock upon which your story may stand.

It is important to begin any article on the short story by speaking

of other writers, for if one does not read deeply, it is likely one will not

write deeply, or even very successfully, in a commercial sense or any

other. Actually the first rule for a beginning writer is simple, painless and
even fun: Read before you write—fiction, that is, both short and long.

Read to the point of intoxication, if you will, so that youi blood-stream

is changed by the alcohol of fiction, and then believe in the visions that

fill your head.

The sober and important fact about deep and wide reading of other

short-story writers is that one begins thinking in fictional terms, and does

not lapse into propaganda writing, or merely expository writing, or any

other kind that does not contribute to that single, intense and limited

effect that is the short story. A parallel here could be the practice of

photography, where one's eye becomes so conditioned to the limitation

of the lens that all subject matter must be framed in the mind, even be-

fore snapping the shuiter. The short-story writer must know there are

bounds beyond which he cannot go—a limitation which does not apply
to the novel writer—and the best way to know this, apart from actually

writing a story, is to become familiar with the stories of the good writers

and so challenged and excited by what can be accomplished within a
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limited scope, that one does not think of putting his subject matter into

any other form. The word length may run from a thousand to eight

thousand words, but the effect nuist have intensity, nairowness, and focus

on a single problem and its solution and on a single character—or on a

few so linked that the effect is as of one. Too often an editor or a teacher

finds the beginning writer has no interest in how other writers have

achieved success— if indeed he has read them at all—and patiently must

advise: Read Chekhov, Maupassant, Katherine Mansfield, Sherwood An-

derson, D. H. Lawience—there are so many—as well as the good contem-

porary short-story writers of today, the Malamuds, the Roths, the Capotes,

the McCullers, the Peter Taylors—and here I cannot resist putting in:

Read Story magazine where you will find the good stories of tomorrow

as well as of today.

Quantity And Quality

The second thing to learn is the necessity of writing as much as you

read. Quantity may not make quality, but it is doubtful if quality will

become the polished thing it can be without a very great amount of

practical work. But there is an intermediate consideration here, too, that

of finding out, first, if writing is the thing one really wants to do. Are

you a word-oriented person, or do you express yourself, perhaps even

more happily, in music, painting, the dance, or even in social conversa-

tion? The thing that has sustained many writers through the early dis-

couraging days of learning their craft is, simply, that they find writing

more exciting than any other occupation they can think of. Robert Frost

has said he writes poetry because he does not find the same satisfaction

in anything else. Writing should be so important to the writer that, even

if he has failed in other ways to communicate—or even if he has suc-

ceeded—the typewriter is the friend to whom he always returns, not to

the stretched canvas, the piano, or the music for the dance. These tastes

may also be part of the extra-curricular equipment of a writer, but they

are not his release; they are not so deeply loved. There are, in my observa-

tion, writers and non-writers; and even though the non-writer may write

brilliantly and even sell successfully, he will give it all up when it gets

hard, or when another and equally interesting form of expression sug-

gests itself.

So, know that you want to write, that you believe from what you have

read and observed and thought, that )ou are ready to try, through char-

acters, event and mood, to work out a stoiy, relating it to the essential

drama around you.

How do you know you have a story to tell? Where do you settle first,

vour wandering and rather anxious imagination.

Have You a Story to Tell?

The prime test of whether you have a story or not is that you hnd in

every contemplated story an explosion—muted, perhaps, delayed, some-

times, or completely shattering—but something which explodes and thus

changes the status quo. Somewhere, either at the beginning, middle, or

end, there is an explosion in which all parts of the whole are expelled

from an existing pattern—the lives of the characters are jolted from their

rhythm, chaos is produced in their universe, and out of this upheaval,
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"that kind ot person going through that kind of experience," the creative

skill of the author must find or imply some sort of solution. Thus the

writer, before he begins to write, must anticipate, and comprehend this

explosion, and then, without being guided by anything but his own inner

logic, create—or suggest—new order from the old.

An explosion can be many things, make use of any subject matter.

The breakup of a marriage, the beginning of love, the death of an old

man, each can create its own chaos, provide its own solution. Explosion

may be used in three ways. One can commence with the explosion—in

other words the gun goes off once, and the universe seems shattered at

the point the story begins. It is then up to the author to reassemble the

characters, lead on to some final acceptance or solution in their lives,

as in Mary McCarthy's "Cruel and Barbarous Treatment" where the mar-

riage breaks up, and the story works out from there.

It may begin with calm and existing order, proceed with rising in-

tensity to an explosion at the center, working back to a new order at the

end—which, of course, is never quite the same as the old, such as in "The
Man," by Mel Dinelli, both a story and a play. Or one can withhold one's

ammunition to the very end, as in Shirley Jackson's story "The Lottery,"

when the stoning begins and the full meaning of the preceding pages

bursts upon the reader, who is then left to reassemble the parts for

himself.

Any story, I think, will fall into one of these three patterns, and the

author, by approaching the problem in his own mind before he starts to

write, will know the moment in his story when it is most efTective to light

the fuse, how far back to stand from the subject at the time of the ex-

plosion, and whether he is going to set it off at the beginning, the middle,

or the end. An author can take his choice, and begin his story accordingly.

Finish Your Story

Once you start to write your story, the next important thing is to

finish it. Writing is as simple, and as difficult as that. An incomplete
story is no story at all, while a piece of writing with all the faults in Eng-
lish grammar can be a story if brought to some related end. There is no
substitute stage in one's development as a writer for finishing what you
have begun. I, myself, can clearly remember the day I became a writer:

it was the day I stopped dreaming up ideas without developing them,
and forced myself through to the bitter end. Even though that story was
never published and has been lost long since, it was an important mile-

stone in my writing. Then, for several months after that I worked as fast

as ideas came, and, miraculously, the more I completed, the greater the

profusion of stories I thought to tell.

Then came the next stage, when a feeling of uneasiness came over me
as I realized I was not yet succeeding, even though I knew then that some
day I would. As I went back and reread all I had written, I saw that these

stories would have to be rewritten, and maybe even rewritten again. This
was the third stage of my becoming a writer; and one that has never
ended.

How, though, docs a writer get far enough back from his own work
so that somehow he becomes no longer the author, but the reader and

(Continued on page 209)
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Wotnen^s Magazines

THE AMERICAN BABY, 180 Riverside Dr., New York 24, N. Y. Beulah France,

R.N., Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.50 a year. No fiction, poetry or photos.

Non-fiction: Uses interesting articles dealing with care of babies before birth until

the end of the first year. Every issue carries an article by a licensed physician spe-

cializing in obstetrics or pediatrics. Physicians are paid upon acceptance and

may request as many free copies carrying their article as they can use. Biographi-

cal sketches of doctor-authors are used with articles when doctor desires this

type of recognition. Uses articles up to 1,000 words. Reports promptly. Pays /ac

a word, on publication.

Fillers: Uses helpful hints, self-tests, quizzes (right or wrong type), all suitable for

new or expectant parents only. Not over 1,000 words. Pays /ac a word. Buys first

rights and reports within a week. Queries not necessary.

BABY TALK, 149 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y. Deidre Carr, Editor. Issued

monthly; 35c a copy; $4.00 a year. No fiction.

Non-fiction: Uses articles appealing to parents of babies or parents during prenatal

period, up to about 1,500 words. Reports within the month. Pays 2c a word; more

if expert on subject discussed, within 30 days after acceptance.

Photos: Uses photos featured with articles.

Fillers: Uses poetry.

CAREER MODEL, Lee Cusack, Publisher, Liverpool, N. Y. Issued quarterly; 50c

a copy; $5 for 12 issues; $3 for six issues. No fiction or poetry.

Non-fiction: Wants to see 250 to 1,000 word articles accompanied by at least one

photo. Interested in individual model success stories, opportunities for part-time

models; beauty contests, etc. Readers expect to find out how and what goes on.

Pays Ic per word on publication.

Cartoons: Pays $3 per cartoon, on publication.

Photos: Informal shots are preferred. Pays 3 to $10 per pix.

EVERYWOMAN'S FAMILY CIRCLE MAGAZINE, 25 W. 45th St., New York

36, N. Y. Robert M. Jones, Editor. Issued monthly; 10c a copy. Seldom uses fillers.

Non-fiction: Subjects may be home, children, humor, health, fashion, and garden.

Most departmental features are stafT written. Contributions welcomed, but advance

query is advised to determine suitability of subject. Pays $300 and up for material

accepted.

Fiction: Maxine Lewis is Fiction Editor. Uses top quality short stories of 3,000

words that appeal to the home-oriented woman. Payment varies with value of ma-
terial, on acceptance. Buys first U. S. Serial Rights and reports in one to two weeks.

Cartoons: Cartoons should deal with recognizable family situations and should be

for one column wide use. Pays $25 per cartoon, on acceptance, and reports within

ten days. Buys first rights and these are retained until cartoon has been used in all

editions. Harold O. Warren, Jr., Managing Editor, looks at cartoons.

GLAMOUR, 420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Kathleen Casey, Editor;

Mary Ellen Barrett, Literary Editor. Does not wish to receive free lance material.

"My best advice to the free lance writer who wants to take a chance on us is

read the magazine first to see what we like—and don't send in any travel, beauty,

homemaking, fashion or health articles because those are staflF written."

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING, 959 Eighth Ave., New York 19, N. Y. Wade H.
Nichols, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.50 a year.

Non-fiction: Should have warm human quality and be of female interest. Articles

run from 1,000 to 10,000 words. Should deal with current topics; subjects of broad
social implications, those that have identification for the reader. Pays excellent

rates.
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Fiction: Manon Tingue is Fiction Editor. Wants short stories of about 4,000 words,

but will occasionally use longer stories. Also novels and novelettes. Wants fiction of

the highest caliber and the writing must be superior. Stories should appeal and

apply directly to the reader's own personal problems, interests, fears, and aspira-

tions. Buys North American Periodical rights, on acceptance, and reports within

a week.

Cartoons: Wants cartoons for women, pays $100 each, on acceptance. Buys all

rights and reports in 4 to 6 weeks. Elizabeth Page is Cartoon Editor.

Fillers: Uses about 7 or 8 quality poems in each issue and pays $5 to $10 per

line for these.

HADASSAH NEWSLETTER, 65 E. 52nd St., New York 22, N. Y. Jesse Zel Zurre,

Managing Editor. Issued monthly. No fillers.

Non-fiction: Subject matter should be non-partisan about U. S. foreign policy, the

United Nations, civil liberties, etc., or cultural Jewish themes. Query. Pays $50 and

up, on acceptance, for articles of 1,500 words. Buys U. S. publication rights and

reports in two weeks.

HAIRDO, Dell Publishing Co., 750 Third Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Dorothea

Zack Hanle, Editor. No fiction, verse, poetry, or cartoons.

Non-fiction: Study the magazine for the types of articles that are used. Payment

according to length, on acceptance. Reports promptly, and buys all rights.

Photos: Occasionally buys photos, submitted with a manuscript or with captions

only. Prefers 8x10 glossy prints. Pays according to their use in the magazine.

HARPER'S BAZAAR, 572 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Nancy White,

Editor; Alice Morris, Literary Editor. Issued monthly; 60c a copy; $5.00 a year.

Non-fiction: Travel articles, reminiscence and essays are considered. Articles should

deal with new attitudes towards living or be humorous essay-type material. Length

used is 2,000 to 3,500 words and payment is $150 to $350, depending on length.

Queries not essential. Reports in three weeks.

Fiction: Uses fiction of the highest literary caliber. Fiction must show distinction

and vitahty, and should be from 2,000 to 6,000 words. Buys First Serial rights,

American and Canadian, and pays on acceptance. Rates are same as non-fiction.

Fillers: Uses poetry of the highest literary caliber. Uses poems of any length up
to roughly 30 lines. Pays $1 a line. Queries are not necessary. Buys first American

and Canadian serial rights and reports within three weeks.

INGENUE, 750 Third Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Alice Thompson, Editor. Issued

monthly; 35c a copy.

Non-fiction: The editors are interested in seeing articles up to 5,000 words, giving

personalized guidance in such areas as appearance, health, community service,

human relations and emotional problems. Also in demand are news pieces on sig-

nificant events from the worlds of art, literature, entertainment, sports, and politics.

Payment for these will range from $200 to $650. Most material dealing with fash-

ions, food, beauty, etc., is staff written or assigned to experts in the various fields.

Fiction: Sylvia Schuman, Fiction Editor. Any word length up to 6,000 words writ-

ten on a top level is acceptable. No stories dealing with or ending with marriage,

sexual relationships (sensationally handled), or juvenile delinquency. Wants stories

from a girl's point of view dealing with high school or first term college; realistic

stories which recognize teen-agers as people, not caricatures or delinquents. These
should revolve around interpersonal relationships, particularly boy-girl or girl-

parent, or around formation of values, individualization of character, and transition

from adolescence to adulthood. They like a romantic interest even in the most
serious of stories. No "jive" or writing down. Short stories and vignettes are accept-

able if quality of writing is high. Buys all rights, but will return rights to authors

upon request. Pays $200 to $400 depending on author's background and quality of

story, on acceptance. Reports in 2 to 3 weeks. A query letter is not preferred, but
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the editor is willing to okay or even develop an idea ot an author's either by mail,

telephone, or personal interview to explain the specialized needs of this growing

market. Remember emotion is the special quality looked for; stories that mirror the

conflicts, turmoil and wonder of today's teenagers.

LADIES HOME JOURNAL, Independence Square, Philadelphia 5, Pa. Bruce

Gould and Beatrice Blackmar Gould, Editors. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.50

a year.

Non-fiction: Non-fiction should have appeal for men as well as women. Minor fea-

tures of 500 words pay around $200, and major non-fiction goes from $1,000 to

$3,000 for one-part articles. Preferred length for articles is 5,000 words or less.

Fiction: Wants fiction in lengths from 4,000 to 7,500 words for shorts, to 40,000 or

50,000 words for novels. The editors are looking for material of interest to intelli-

gent American women. Short fiction pays $1,000 for a first sale, $1,250 for a second

sale, $1,500 for a third sale, and so on up; book-lengths from a minimum of $5,000

for one-shot use to $50,000 and up for serials.

Photos: Stanley Freeman, Photo Editor, 1270 Sixth Ave., New York 20, N. Y. Pre-

fers enlargements 8x10 or larger, with matte or semi-gloss finish. Color transparen-

cies are also used. Black and white photos pay $250 for a full page; 8x10, $150;

5x7, $100; 4x5, $75; 3x4, $50; smaller, $35. Color photos pay $400 for a full page;

8x10, $300; 5x7, $250; 4x5, $150; smaller, $100. A cover pays $1,250. Payment
queries not necessary. Assignments are given on the basis of a fee plus all expenses

paid.

Fillers: Uses poetry under 16 lines, for which $5 a line, and up, is paid.

LIVING, FOR YOUNG HOMEMAKERS, 575 Madison Ave., New York 22,

N. Y. Mrs. Edith Brazwell Evans, Editor-in-Chief. Issued monthly; 40c a copy;

$4.00 a year. No fillers or cartoons.

Non-fiction: Uses articles on everything connected with the home—construction,

interior decorating, kitchen planning, food and child care. Article length should be

at least 1,200 words. Payment varies, on acceptance. Buys all rights and reports

promptly. Query first. Send articles to William E. Hague, Managing Editor.

MADEMOISELLE, 575 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Betsy Talbot Black-

well, Editor-in-Chief. Issued monthly.

Non-fiction: Primarily a fashion magazine for the intelligent young woman between

18 and 30. Three out of four readers are college educated. Mademoiselle works

four months ahead of publication and each issue is geared to a particular theme:

January
—

"what's new" (in education, in the arts, in careers, etc.); February—love;

March—careers; April—travel; May—summer fun; June—beauty; July—fiction

and reading; August—college; September
—

"back to town"; October—careers

again; November—entertainment; December—Christmas. Always best to query the

editor first on the possibilities of a particular article or story. Features run from

2,000 to 3.000 words and pay from $10 to $500 on acceptance. Eve Auchincloss is

Feature Editor.

Fiction: Madeline Tracey Brigden is Fiction Editor. Wants quality fiction, 2,500 to

3,500 words. (No formula type stories.) Pays $200 to $500 and buys First North
American Serial rights. Reports in 2-3 weeks.

Fillers: Uses poetry and pays $25 for each poem. Buys First North American
Serial rights and reports in one week. Query first.

MAKE UP, see Hairdo Magazine.

McCALL'S, 230 Park Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Herbert Mayes, Editor.

Non-fiction: A non-fiction market for articles that reach a surprising or dramatic

conclusion, personality pieces about special people, unusual and meaningful first-

person narratives, essays of special charm and perception on any subject relating

directly to a woman herself, and humorous articles. Preferred length 2,500 to 4,000
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words. Advance queries suggested on articles. Service articles (food, fashion, medi-

cine, etc.) are staff produced. Verse and occasional cartoons also used. Top rates on

acceptance. Address all manuscripts to Editorial Department.

Fiction: McCall's is in the market for short stories, 4,500 words, with well-devel-

oped plots, convincing characterizations and good lucid writing. Subject matter

should be cheerful and have some identification for American women. The con-

temporary scene is preferable. No interest in themes that are grim, melancholy or

concerned with abnormality or violence. Requirements on length are flexible. Orig-

inality is desirable. Humor, romantic adventure, fantasy and suspense are accept-

able. Stories about old people and children are not actually solicited. Long novels

are also not solicited. Good love stories are preferable. McCall's pays top rates;

pays on acceptance; buys all North American Serial rights. Query letters on fiction

are a waste of time. Please enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope or container

large enough to contain the manuscript for quick reporting. All manuscripts must

be submitted on speculation and McCalTs accepts no responsibilities. Address

fiction manuscripts to the Fiction Department.

MODERN BRIDE, 1 Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y. Helen Grey, Managing
Editor. Issued bi-monthly; 60c a copy; no fiction.

Non-fiction: Uses articles of about 2,000 words of interest to brides-to-be, such as

wedding plans, psychological preparation for marriage, etc. Payment is about $150

and up, on acceptance. Query is advised.

MOTHER'S HOME LIFE, 179 E. Second St., Winona, Minn. Dorothy Leicht,

Editor. Issued monthly; 5c a copy; 25c a year. No photographs. Reports in 6 to 8

weeks and pays on publication.

Non-fiction: Uses articles of from 500 to 700 words.

Fiction: Stories are approximately 2,500 words in length.

Fillers: Buys a few short poems.

MOTHERS-TO-BE, see Hairdo Magazine.

MY BABY MAGAZINE, 302 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y. Peg River, Editor.

Issued monthly. No cartoons or fiction. All payment on publication, reports in a

month and buys first time and reprint rights—American and Canadian only.

Non-fiction: Wants good mother-experience articles. Also articles on matters per-

taining to pregnancy, and baby and toddler care. Articles should be from 750 to

1,000 words in length. Payment varies with the subject and the writer's experience;

also the amount of rewriting necessary; usually Ic to 3c a word.

Photos: Buys photos submitted with manuscripts and with captions only when the

quality is exceptional. Uses 8x10 b&w glossies only. Payment varies.

Fillers: Uses only very short verse for which they pay $5 each.

NATIONAL BUSINESS WOMAN, 2012 Massachusetts Ave., Washington 6, D. C.

Lucy Rogers Baggett, Editor. Issued monthly; 15c a copy; $1.50 a year to non-

members of the National Federation of Business and Professional \Vomen's Clubs.

No fiction.

Non-fiction: Articles are largely staff-written, but they do welcome queries on pro-

posed articles with a view to a specific assignment. Topics include subjects of in-

terest to business and professional women and the status of women today. Pays $10
to $40 for article.s, on acceptance, with the higher rates being paid for those which
are photo-illustrated.

Photos: Prefers queries on photo needs.

Fillers: Buys some short, light verse for which they pay $3.

NEW ENGLAND HOMESTEAD, 29 \Vorthington St., Springfield 3, Mass. Pay-
ment is on publication.

Non-fiction: Uses seasonal shorts of about 1,600 words or less.

Fiction: Uses an occasional short short of no more than 1,500 words, not sensational
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<ir too sentimental, any subject, as lonij; as the story is wholesome and interesting.

Fillers: Uses a few short poems.

PARENTS' MAGAZINE, 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Mary E. Bu-

chanan, Editor. Issued monthly; 40c a copy; $4.00 a year.

Non-fiction: Publishes articles which reveal insight into the mental, emotional

and physical development of children of all ages. Needs practical baby care ma-

terial. Can use articles on general family and marriage relationships. Articles on

health, education and community affairs appear often. Payment is on acceptance.

Approximately 10c a word for novices, more to experienced writers. Articles vary

from 1,5)00 to 2,500 words in length. Likes to be queried with one-page outline

and a few opening paragraphs. Reports within 3 weeks. Prefers warm, anecdotal

style. Humor where possible but not at expense of children.

REDBOOK MAGAZINE, 230 Park Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Issued monthly;

35c a copy; $3.00 a year.

Non-fiction: Barbara Lawrence, Editor. Expose type articles are always wanted;

conditions which affect the magazine's readers, who are in the 18 to 35-year group,

and about which they can do something. Inspirational pieces are welcome if they

tell how some individual overcame trouble. Also interested in short one-page fea-

tures in lighter vein which carry identification for these readers. The average lead

article is between 4,000 and 5,000 words, with shorts down to 2,000 words.

Fiction: Lilian Kastendike, Editor. Uses a great variety of types of fiction, with

stories appealing to both men and women always in demand. Short stories of 3,500

to 5,000 words are always in demand; also short-shorts of 1,200 to 1,400 words. The

editors want more and better complete novels of 40,000 words. Reports in a week.

Pays top rates, on acceptance.

Photographs: Occasionally buys photographs.

Cartoons: Arnold Grossman, Editor. Buys about 35 cartoons a year. "We are espe-

cially interested in young family situation cartoons, although we arc open to gen-

eral humor. We avoid the stereotyped and watch for fresh, modern cartoons.

Roughs may be in pencil and finals must be ink drawings. Both ben day and blue

wash are acceptable. There are no rigid size requirements, but approximately 8 by

1 1 paper is most convenient. We often need vertical drawings that can be repro-

duced in a single column. We pay $100 for cartoons on acceptance including North

American rights. Report is made within two weeks."

Fillers: Address fillers to the Short Features Editor. Wants short prose features

—

funny, light, warm, factual, etc., with a strong personal appeal for young married

readers. Humorous features should appeal to the reader in a very personal way
and should make a person identify with the feature. Narratives are particularly

good. Will also consider brief informative factual features that are particularly

suited to the short self-contained form. Redbook's short prose runs from about 600

words for a two-column piece to about 1,300 or so for a one-pager with runover.

Occasionally they can use slightly longer features. Pays from $250 to $400 for one-

pagers with nominal runover; $150 to $250 for two columns; $100 to $150 for one

column. They will, of course, pay more for longer features. Buys first and second

serial rights and reports within three weeks.

SEVENTEEN, 488 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Enid A. Haupt, Editor.

Issued monthly; 50c a copy. No non-fiction.

Fiction: This magazine for young women under 20 years of age is interested in

buying top quality fiction featuring teenagers. The stories should be strong on

characterization and reality of mood and situation. Even an occasional unhappy
ending is considered. Pays good rates, on acceptance.

THIS DAY MAGAZINE, 3558 S. Jefferson Ave., St. Louis 18, Mo. Rev. Henry
Rische, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $4.00 a year.

Non-fiction: Stories and articles are preferred which have good moral principles,
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a Christian family slant, and wholesome human interest. Stories should range from

1,000 to 3,000 words; articles can be from 500 to 1,500 words in length. We pay

on acceptance and send complimentary copies to the author when the work is

published. All unused material is returned. Rates vary with the nature of the ma-
terial, with a minimum of one cent per word. While all material is submitted on

speculation and no commitments can be made in advance, contributions are wel-

come and given due consideration. We try to give reports on submissions within

six weeks or sooner.

Cartoons: Cartoons are desired, also illustrations, with articles.

Photos: Photos are used.

Fillers: Some poems, from six to sixteen lines are used, also fillers of good humor
or general interest. Buys first publication rights and pays $1.00 to $5.00 for these.

U. S. LADY, 1129 Vermont Ave., N.W., Washington 5, D. C. Alvardee Adams,
Editor.

Non-fiction: This magazine for wives of members of the armed service wants ma-
terial that gives information that will make life easier and fuller for these service

wives. How-to's on cooking, traveling, sewing, etc., with emphasis on stretching the

dollar. Also personal experiences from armed forces wives under various circum-

stances. All material must have clear ser\ice-wife or ser\ice-woman slant or inter-

est. W^ill pay Ic a word, on publication, for authentic service-connected articles of

500 to 2,000 words.

Fiction: Pays Ic a word for stories (500 to 2,000 words) slanted toward the service

wife.

Cartoons: Uses cartoons slanted towards the military wife for which they pay $1.00

to $5.00 each.

Photos: Buys very few photos, but it is good to send any that may help illustrate an

article. All photos should be black and white glossies, preferably 8x10 inches.

VOGUE, 420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Jessica Danes, Editor-in-Chief.

Issued semi-monthly except monthly in January, Jime, July, December; 60c a copy;

$8.50 a year.

Non-fiction: Uses articles and ideas for features, 2,000 to 2,500 words. Fashion

articles are staff written. Pays $300 and up, on acceptance. Address Allene Talmey,

Feature Editor.

WOMAN'S DAY, 67 W. 44th St., New York 36, N. Y. Lssued monthly; 10c a copy.

Eileen Tighe, Editor. No photos or poetry.

Non-fiction: Wants articles that are helpful to the homemaker: philosophy of living,

rearing children, housekeeping, school, vacations, etc., in lengths between 1,500 to

2,500 words. Query. Send articles to Articles Editor.

Fiction: Needs contemporary fiction of quality, genuine human interest, romance

and humor, in lengths between 2,500 and 3,500 words. Pays good rates, on accept-

ance, and buys first and second U. S. and Canadian rights. Address fiction to Betty

Finnin. Fiction Editor.

YOUR BABY, (a service section of Modern Romances), 750 Third Ave., New
York 17, N. Y.

Non-fictfon: Uses warmly written, genuinely helpful articles of interest to mothers

of children from birth to six years of age, dealing authoritatively with pregnancy

problems, child health, child care and training. Medical by-lines are given prefer-

ence. Editors recommend you study this market before trying to write for it.

Lengths used vary from 500 to 1,500 words with payment on acceptance at flat

rates up to $125 for exceptional material. Submissions should be addressed to Mrs.

Eleanor Kent, Service Director, Modern Romances.

YOUR FIGURE, see Hairdo Magazine.

YOUR NEW BABY, 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York 10, N. Y. Mrs. Maja Bernath,

Editor. Issued monthly. Free. No fiction or cartoons.
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Non-fiction: This magazine is directed to new and expectant parents, and wants

personal experience and authoritative articles to 1,800 words on pregnancy, child-

birth, baby care. Pays $15 to $85 for articles, on acceptance.

Fillers: Pays $5 for short solutions to baby problems to 150 words in length. Wants
hints and 300 to 700 word fillers on any aspect of baby or young-child care. Also

"Good Ideas from Other Mothers." Hints of up to 150 words based on personal

experience. Also uses short poems concerning pregnancy or babies. Pays $5 and up
for fillers, on accentance. except "Good Ideas from Other Mothers" which is paid

for on publication. Queries are not necessary.

I
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Broadway Play Producers

What is the function of a producer? He is the chief of all combined op-

erations. Compare him to a builder. A builder gets an architect's design

(script) that appeals to him. Then he sets out to turn it into a show.

He negotiates the financing. He hires a general construction man (direc-

tor) , and sub-contractors: the scenic designer, the costume designer, press

agent, company manager, stage manager, and so on. The producer gov-

erns and supervises them all, until the finished product meets his ap-

proval. Then he calls in the public.

They are rated thus: one *—pretty fair producers, able to finance

plays, have a good track record; two **—constantly producing pro-

ducers; three '^**—superior producers, the best.

ROSE-ADAIR ENTERPRISES, 250 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y. Specializes

in the variety field at present.

AMERICAN NATIONAL THEATRE AND ACADEMY, 1545 Broadway, NYC.
They produce experimental shows to test new ideas. Shows pay no royalty and run

one to two performances.

MILTON BARON PRODUCER, 333 W. 57th St., N.Y.C. General Manager for

other producers. Looks at original plays.

BOWDEN AND BULLOCK, 137 West 48th Street, New York 36, N. Y. Past

productions have included both dramas, such as Caligula and Tennessee Williams'

Twenty-Seven Wagons Full of Cotton, one woman performances, such as Ruth
Draper and Ethel Waters, and light comedies such as Fallen Angels and Hotel

Paradiso. Thus, the firm does not specialize in any one type production. The firm

looks at original plays that have the requirements of intelligent writing, and de-

velopment of fresh and original subject, which can sustain an audience's interest

through the medium of the actors and director. Hotel Paradiso and three National

companies of Auntie Mame are their most recent succcesses.

ROBERT BREEN, 139 W. 44th St., N.Y.C. Talented producer and director. He
produced and toured Porgy and Bess all over the world. Then recently, Free & Easy.

Breen was also the activator and initial Executive Director of ANTA (American

National Theatre & Academy). It was during his tenure that the EXPERI-
MENTAL THEATRE and the ANTA PLAY SERIES functioned. He specializes

in unusual poetic plays of a daring nature and will look at originals only.

CITY CENTER OF MUSIC AND DRAMA, 130 W. 56th St., N.Y.C. They pro-

duce revivals only, mostly recent Broadway hits.

FRED COE, 234 W. 44th St., N.Y.C. Mr. Coe was a television producer. Then he

came to Broadway with Two for the Seesaw and Miracle Workers.

DAVID COGAN, 350 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C. A young man with unorthodox ideas,

began as a theatre investor, then tried producing. His first show with a co-producer

was A Raisin In The Sun. He is the owner of Biltmore Theatre and specializes in

serious comedies and musicals. Mr. Cogan will look at original plays which have

the special qualities of good characterization, warmth and the element of comedy.

CHARLES CONAWAY, 1 E. 53 rd St., N.Y.C. He last produced the revue Ziegfeld

Follies, for which he raised a third of a million dollars. Mr. Conaway will look at

original plays.

KATHERINE CORNELL PRODUCTIONS, 1270 Sixth Ave., N.Y.C. She is a

famous actress and her husband is a famous director: Guthrie McClintic. She is in-

terested only in plays in which she can star.
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CHERYL CRAWFORD, 49 W. 45th St., N.Y.C. Has been on the Broadway scene

for 30 years and presents prestige plays. A recent one was Tennessee Williams'

Sweet Bird of Youth. Mr. Crawford will look at original plays, specializing in musi-

cals.

JEAN DALRYMPLE, 110 E. 55th St., N.Y.C. Clever lady and wonderful one, too.

She produces stage and television shows, sometimes three or four a year. She is the

producer at New York's City Center.

EDDIE DOWLING, 130 W. 44th St., New York 12, N. Y. Will look at original

plays of an unusual nature. He first introduced Tennessee Williams, Paul Carroll

and William Saroyan. He would welcome a good musical. Mr. Dawling has pro-

duced such all time greats as "The Time of Your Life," "The Glass Menagerie"
"The Iceman Cometh," and "Sidewalks of New York." Charming man.

MICHAEL ELLIS, Bucks County Playhouse, New Hope, Pa. He runs a summer
theatre and produces many new shows among many interesting revivals. We are

very fond of this handsome young man.

LAURENCE FELDMAN, 295 Madison Ave., N.Y.C. He is a trial lawyer. Took
over two of the best summer theatres and made an enormous hit running one week
at a time. Did mostly new scripts, new plays to be tried out in summer stock, to be

played on Broadway if promising. Looks at well written original plays. Recently

spent 13 weeks at the Westport County Playhouse, Westport, Conn., and 14 weeks

at the Paper Mill Playhouse, Milburn, N. J.

GENE FRANKEL, 115 Macdougal St., N.Y.C. Producer-director who also operates

a school for actors and writers. He produces ofT-Broadway shows and has forthcom-

ing Broadway productions of "Punbila" and "End of Day." Looks at original plays

often. Mr. Frankel's most recent successes are "Mackeral," "An Enemy of the Peo-

ple" and "Volponi."

ROBERT FRYER AND LAWRENCE CARR, 234 W. 44th St., N.Y.C. Mr. Fryer

produced Auntie Mame, Redhead, Advise and Consent and many big-time musi-

cals. Does first-rate shows.

CY FEUER AND ERNEST MARTIN, 205 W. 46th St., New York 26, N. Y.

Wonderful producers. Musicals are their forte. One of their successes was Can Can.

Others include "Guys and Dolls," "The Boy Friend" and "Silk Stockings." They
do not look at original scripts.

JAY GARON, 152 W. 42nd St., Rm. 1004, N.Y.C. A young man with original ideas

and bold ventures. His last play had only two actors and one was mute. Will look

at any good play with a point of view only if a letter about it is sent in first. His

most recent success was "Kakaki" and has produced "How To Make A Man."

STANLEY GILKEY, 1270 Sixth Ave., N.Y.C. A charming man—a gentleman. He
produces infrequently. Send any play of quality to him and Guthrie McClintic.

MANNING GURIAN, 157 W. 57th St., N.Y.C. He is the husband of actress Julie

Harris. A competent and excellent producer.

T. EDWARD HAMBLETON, c/o Phoenix Theatre, Second Ave. and 12th St.,

N.Y.C. This theatre produces a half-dozen shows a year at a theatre he has leased

for 10 years. They do shows with unusual themes and originality, shows that most

Broadway producers turn down. The Phoenix Theatre is in its 8th year, and has a

resident company of actors, with a goal of establishing a repertory theatre, doing

both classics and new plays.

**STELLA HOLT, Greenwich Mews Theatre, 141 W. 13th St., N.Y.C. She does

ofT-Broadway shows, and excellently. She has been a pioneer in introducing new
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authors and original themes, but is completely scheduled for the current season.

Among her most recent successes were "Me Candido" and "Orpheus Descending."

ALEXANDER SANDOR INCE, 234 W. 44th St., New York 36, N. Y. Will look

at original straight plays that are well written in "theatre" language.

BERT JASLOW AND ANNETTE SCHERN, 234 W. 44th St., New York 36,

N. Y. They are looking for original plays that deliver a real punch. Good musicals

are in order, too. Their most recent successes have been "The Life and Love of

Dorian Gray" and "Driftwood."

*JAY JULIEN, 156 W. 44th St., New York, N. Y. A young producer. Does pro-

ductions with professional skill. Looking for original plays that are a step ahead

anything done before. His last play, "A Hatful of Rain," was a big hit.

THOMAS KILPATRICK, 305 W. 45th St., New York 36, N.Y. He produces

infrequently, but is searching for a good manuscript that has quality along with

popular appeal. Specializes in comedies, dramas, and suspense.

HOWARD LANIN, Mgt., Inc., 11 1 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y. Specializes in

industrial shows, and does not look at original plays.

MR. LEE MAGID, 408 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y. Specializes in musicals

only. Will look at original plays that have the qualities of good comedy and out-

standing songs.

*OSCAR LERMAN, 1472 Broadway, New York, N. Y. He produces musical
comedies. Takes 3 years of painstaking effort to put on a show. He is looking for

mystery-comedy plays only.

*MAX LIEBMAN, 130 W. 56th St., N.Y.C. A fine producer of TV and stage

shows. He initiated the first big TV spectacular. Show of Shows. He is presently

working on the adaptation of a book. Good director too.

*LUCILLE LORTEL, 111 W. 57th St., N.Y.C. She owns and produces about a

dozen OfT-Broadway shows a year. Her White Barn Theatre is an experimental

theatre that does "readings," foreign imports, one-act playlets of experimental nature

that can be done later for the ANTA matinee scenes in New York, or for OfT-Broad-

way productions (for example, lonesco's The Chairs, Sean O'Casey's Red Roses For

Me, and Langston Hughes' Shakespeare In Harlem, all made their American pre-

mieres at the White Barn)

.

GERTRUDE MACY, International Cultural Exchange Service of Antax, 1545

Broadway, N.Y.C. She is the aide of Katherine Cornell. She hasn't produced a play

for several years, but reads many scripts. Her specialty is sending drama, music and

dance to foreign countries. Miss Macy does not look at original plays.

CARROLL AND HARRIS MASTERSON, 1 W. 72nd St., New York 23, N. Y.

There are no restrictions as to the type of plays they are interested in but they look

for sound characterization and fresh ideas. In looking at original plays, they prefer

dealing with agents. God and Kate Murphy was their hit of the 1958-59 season.

**GUTHRIE McCLINTIC, 1270 Sixth Ave., N.Y.C. We've mentioned him above.

Though not too active, he will be back on the scene soon, we feel. He is interested

in any play of quality.

ALBERT MORITZ, 240 W. 12th St., New York, N. Y. Looking for good plays of

all kinds. His most recent plays were Hook 'n Ladder and Follies of 1910.

PATRICIA NEWHALL, 322 W. 55th St., New York, N. Y. She produces off-

Broadway shows that have something to say about human life and have the objec-

tive of achieving greater understanding. Looks at original plays that have vital
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characters, logical psychological plot development, original locale, unusual mood,

and perceptive observations on human nature. Miss NewhalTs most recent successes

include Blood Wedding, No Exit, and Riders to the Sea.

JOSEPH ORNATO, 2121 Broadway, New York 23, N. Y. Specializes in small cast

dramatic and comedy plays. He will look at original plays of high entertainment

value. In recent years Mr. Ornato has produced only off-Broadway and try-outs

including summer stock.

ANTHONY PARELLA, 230 W. 54th St., New York, N. Y. Mr. Parella is inter-

ested in original plays, specifically modern dramas and comedies.

OTTO PREMINGER, 39 W. 55th St., New York, N. Y. A triple threat man.

He produces and directs stage plays and films. His brother is the author's agent,

Ingo Preminger.

JOSE QUINTERO, Circle in the Square, 159 Bleecker St., N.Y.C. Director and

Producer: Long Day's Journey Into Night, Summer and Smoke, Girl on the Via

Flaviivin. Our Tm"n. The Balcony, etc.

JOHN ROEBURT, 101 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. Does comedy and

drama plays that make a contemporary comment, as a straight drama or through

the device of comedy. Will look at original plays that have dimensional character-

ization and maturity of viewpoint. Mr. Roeburt has co-produced and has held ad-

visory positions up to now, but at the present time he has organized a set-up for

legit ventures in the upcoming seasons.

ST. SUBBER, 35 W. 53rd St., New York, N. Y. An interesting and capable pro-

ducer that will look at original scripts. The Dark at the Top of the Stairs and a

Loss of Roses, both by William Inge have been previous hits. A recent Broadway

success was Paddy Chayefsky's The Tenth Man. A quality producer.

EDWARD SPECTER, 1501 Broadway, N.Y.C. A careful and competent producer;

somewhat new on the scene. He came to New York five years ago with a half-

million dollars he had raised from 160 individuals in amounts ranging from $2,500

to $25,000. Does look at original plays. He co-produced the big success. Look
Homeward, Angel, with Kermit Bloomgarden.

ALFRED STERN, 22 West 16th Street, New York 11, N. Y. A leading community
and industrial showman. Has produced ofT-Broadway. Interested in historical sub-

jects, off-beat themes, whimsy and fantasy.

IRVING TILSON PRODUCTIONS, 435 West 119th St., New York 27, N. Y.

and R. D. No. 1, Bloomsburg, Penna. Considers original plays that are intriguing

yet not complicated, action-packed yet light, and suspenseful but humorous.

*SHEPARD TRAUBE, 2 W. 67th St., N.Y.C. An able producer and director. Has
produced musicals, comedies and dramas. One of his early shows was Angel Street.

ROBERT WEINER, 146 Central Park West, New York, N. Y. A young man in his

twenties whose first Broadway production. Tall Story, was sold immediately to films.

Likes anything good but prefers comedies with substance and dramas. Insists on

good theatre wTiting. His most recent success was Medium Part, a musical revue, at

the new $500,000 theatre. The Happy Medium, in Chicago.

HENRY WEINSTEIN, c/o Laurence Feldman, 295 Madison Ave., N.Y.C. He
started as a playreader with the Theatre Guild, became an associate producer, then

took over two summer theatres where he created instant success. Was producer of

Play of the Week for NTA, and now is a producer for Twentieth-Century-Fox, and

will soon be doing plays on Broadway with Laurence Feldman.

*ALTON WILKES, c/o Park Wald Hotel, 117 W. 58th St., N.Y.C. Ran a summer
theatre for many years. Recently he produced his first Broadway show, and it was
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wonderful: The Deadly Game. Looking for another script. His first show received

"mixed" notices and it closed down after a month. Some critics were lukewarm.

(Damned with faint praise.) This reporter and the New Yorker critic thought it

was excellent. Mr. Wilkes specializes in comedy-drama-musical with ideas and qual-

ity. Must have something to say. Is now preparing a musical, Lorero, based on

the Cyrano de Bergerac story.

JULES ZIEGLER, 545 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. Wants plays of up-to-date

interest for people in general. Original plays must have a plot that is easily under-

standable and of simple construction.

Play Publishers

BAKER'S PLAYS, 100 Summer Street, Boston, Mass. Edna M. Cahill, Editor

Reads full-length play scripts and any special type of books about plays. Editor

suggests that you get a group of would-be Barrymores together and act out your

play first, then polish; plays will be read without this required performance when
necessary. Farces, comedies, mysteries always considered first; one-act plays are

also considered.

COACH HOUSE PRESS, INC., 53 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, 111. O. M. For-

kert, Publisher. Publishes plays for children's theater, books on theater techniques.

T. S. DENISON & CO., 321 Fifth Ave., S., Minneapolis 4, Minn. One-act and

full-length plays for grade and high school, and adult production. Also other types

of entertainment material for schools. Books on general interest. Pays on accept-

ance.

THE DRAMATIC PUBLISHING CO., 179 North Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, 111.

S. C. Sergei, Editor. Uses one and three act plays for church groups, high schools,

and community theatre groups, comedy, drama, or musicals. Plays with predomi-

nating female parts tend to be the most popular. Buys non-professional rights and
reports in two weeks.

DRAMATISTS PLAY SERVICE, INC., 14 East 38th St., New York 16, N. Y.

Miss Margaret Sherman, Director. Publishes plays, but does not encourage unso-

licited manuscripts.

ELDRIDGE PUBLISHING COMPANY, Franklin, Ohio. Kay Myerly, Editor.

Wants long and short plays for juveniles, teen-agers, or adults. Special day, church,

and school entertainments for all ages and all occasions. Cash payment on accept-

ance.
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SAMUEL FRENCH, 25 W. 45th Street, New York 36, N. Y. Willing at all time*;

to read manuscripts of books concerninja: the theatre as well as manuscripts of plays.

No reading fee. All manuscripts must be typewritten (in English) on one side of

the sheet only. All manuscripts are read, as a rule, within four weeks of receipt. In

addition to publishing plays, they also act as agents in the placement of plays for

Broadway production, and of program series for television production.

THE HEUER PUBLISHING COMPANY, Drawer 551, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Ed-

ward I. Heuer, Editor. Wants 1-act and 3-act farce, comedy, and mystery plays

suitable for high school production. One simple set. Authors should write for free

leaflet, Type of Plays Required for the Amateur Sta^e. Prompt reports. Payment in

cash, on acceptance.

LONGMANS, GREEN & COMPANY, Play Department, 119 West 40th St., New
York 18, N. Y. Uses clean, one-set plays. More women than men are desirable in

cast. Prefers outright purchases. Price varies. Fifty-fifty on royalty purchase.

PIONEER DRAMA SERVICE, Cody, Wyoming. Shubert Fendrich, Editor. Uses

one-act plays. A royalty contract is arranged. The special quality looked for in

plays is comedy, drama, and melodrama. They are looking for Broadway quality

material in short form. Prefers a balanced cast, or more women than men. The
contract will offer a royalty on all copies sold, plus 50% of all re-sale rights (TV,

.soft cover, etc.). Reports in one month.

PLAYS, The Drama Magazine for Young People, 8 Arlington Street, Boston 16,

Mass. A. S. Burack, Editor. Issued monthly, October through May; 75c a copy;

$5.00 a year. Uses 1-act plays suitable for production by school children from pri-

mary grades through high school. Magazine is divided into three sections: Primary

Plays, Intermediate Plays, Plays for Junior and Senior High School. Uses patriotic

subjects, historical, holiday, comedies, etc. Settings and costumes should be simple

and scenes limited to as few as possible. Reports in two or three weeks. Pays $20

to $70.

ROW-PETERSON PLAYS, 2500 Crawford Avenue, Evanston, Illinois. V. E. Pow-
ers, Editorial Director. Especially interested in one-act and full-length plays, of

either a serious or humorous theme and intent, for secondary school, college,

church, and community production. Occasionally publishes pageants, choralogues,

and similar dramatic material. Xo plays for children at elementary level. Stresses

originality, playability, and audience insight. Endeavors to report in two weeks.

Pays prevalent rates.

PAUL SHYRE, 250 W. 57th St., N. Y., N. Y. A bright young man; producer and
director. He adapts books, rewrites scripts and has won the cheers of the critics.

STANDARD PUBLISHING COMPANY, 8100 Hamilton Ave., Cincinnati 31,

Ohio. Uses short dramatic sketches, children's recitations, readings, drills, acrostics,

pageants, tableaux, etc., for use in observance of special days in Sunday School,

such as Easter, Mother's Day, Father's Day, Children's Day, Temperance Day,

Rally Day, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas, etc.

WETMORE DECLAMATION BUREAU, 1631 S. Paxton St., Sioux City 6, Iowa.

Miss Rae Wetmore, Editor. Plays and readings.
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Little Theatres

JUNIOR LEAGUES OF AMERICA, INC., The Waldorf-Astoria, New York 22,

N. Y. Uses short plays, to run between forty and fifty minutes; preferably one set,

not more than two; small cast. Also long plays, to run not longer than an hour and
30 minutes—not too heavy production demands; handled on royalty basis. All plays

should be suitable for an adult cast to act and be aimed at an audience of from six

to twelve years. Particularly interested in plays that are illustrative of the demo-

cratic attitude toward life. Doesn't mean any flag-waving material, but rather his-

torical material which demonstrates characters developing in a democrary, etc.

Fifteen-minute radio scripts in serials or singly—suitable for children's listening

(6-14); handled on royalty basis—adaptations of children's books or original ideas.

Address Association of Junior Leagues of America, Inc., Waldorf-Astoria, New
York 22, N. Y.

PASADENA PLAYHOUSE, 39 S. El Molino Avenue, Pasadena, Calif. Produces

well-written plays of all types. A 1-set play is not required here. Productions are

excellent. 3-Act plays are also used. Address scripts to Playreading Committee. Re-

ports in three months.
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Sutnwner Theatres

There are two theatres on Broadway, the professional one on and

around Broadway, and that other one which is experimental, a "tryout"

theatre performed in side streets or settlement houses, where bright young

hopefuls try new formulas, or badly mangle the old ones.

In the sinnmer of each year, this second type of theatre undergoes a

curious metamorphosis— it changes from caterpillar to butterfly. It de-

camps to a hundred summer resorts, "barn Theatres," camps, what news-

paperman call the "straw-hat" circuit.

Usually these summer stock companies are resort locations and cater

to beach or camp clientele. F'or a long time they were half vacational and

half cultural, but then businessmen in the theatre began to see great op-

j>ortunities in these summer theatres. They brought in stars, business ad-

ministration, and even entered into profitable tryout deals with Broad-

way producers, notably the Shuberts. Thus if a producer found a tempt-

ing script, he would go to a summer-theatre manager or director and say:

"I want you to rim this play for a week. Cast it with your resident com-

pany except for the lead girl and juvenile. I'll bring them in from New
York. I'll pay you |3()() plus another $200 for ads in the papers. Tell your

cast to do their best. I'm bringing in agents, talent scouts, and producers

to look at the show, and if their acting is good, they'll get something out

of it, too."

Thus a $50,000 production would be "tested," for only $500. The
producer might get other producers to buy in on the show. Angels would
be invited to come, see, and invest.

The Theatre Guild has been operating this kind of a test house for

years. Sometimes a group of good actors would get together, form a co-

operative company, rent a theatre and do a season of plays, sharing the

profits, and participating in the cultural policy making.

To interest the summer-theatre director in your play, you will have

to use ingenuity. It may help if you send a one-page synopsis, enclosing

an air-mail return address envelope. Most of the directors are young hope-

fuls themselves, suffering the same lack of opportunities: disinterest and
callousness of Broadway. This is an opjK>rtunity they have been seeking

for years. They want to make good and finish the season with acclaim.

The following list is assembled alphabetically, by states. These theatres

usually open in June and close Labor Day.
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Suwntner Theatres

California

MUSIC CIRCUS, 1419 H. St. Sacramento, Calif. Producers: Russell Lewis,

Howard Young, 457 N. Canon Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif.

PLAYERS RING THEATRE, Inc., PLAYERS RING GALLERY, 8111 Santa

Monica Blvd., Players Ring Theatre, 8351 Santa Monica Blvd. Producers: Paul

Levitt and Ted Thorpe, c/o Theatre.

TUSTIN PLAYBOX, P. O. Box 245, Tustin, Calif. Producer, Sherwood Price.

Colorado

CENTRAL CITY OPERA HOUSE, Central City, Colo. Producer: Central City

Opera Assoc, 1440 Court Place, Denver. Producers of Operas and plays.

Connecticut

AMERICAN DANCE FESTIVAL, Connecticut College, New London, Conn. Pro-

ducer: Above. Chairman: Rosemary Park. General Manager: Jeanette Schlott-

mann. AffiHated with Connecticut College School of Dance.

OAKDALE MUSICAL THEATRE, Wallingford, Conn. (Near New Haven)
Producers: Ben Segal and Bob Hall. Old Turnpike Rd., Wallingford, Conn.,

colony 9-8721.

THE OVAL, Farmington Ave., Farmington, Conn. Producer: Connecticut Theatre,

Inc. Managing-Director: William Condon, 42 Andrew St., East Hartford, Conn.
Non-equity company.

WESTPORT COUNTRY PLAYHOUSE, Westport, Conn. Producers: Henry T.

Weinstein and Laurence Feldman of The Laurence Henry Company, 331 Madison
Avenue, New York City. Equity.

WHITE BARN THEATRE, Westport, Conn. Producer: Lucille Lortel, 111 W.
57th St., New York City. Directors: Eve Le Gallienne and Ralph Aswang. Use
new and experimental plays that can be used for the Anta off-Broadway series.

No payment.

Illinois

CORN STOCK THEATRE, Box 412, Bradley Park, Peoria, 111. Theatre Manager:
Eugene W. Holmes.

DRURY LANE THEATRE, Evergreen Park, Illinois. Producer: Carl Stohn, Jr.,

2500 W. 94th Place, Chicago 42, Illinois. Uses tried Broadway plays and originals,

plus children's plays.

EDGEWATER BEACH PLAYHOUSE, 5300 North Sheridan Rd., Chicago, 111.

Ex. Director: Arthur Morse, 33 N. LaSalle, Chicago, 111.

SHADY LANE PLAYHOUSE, Box 102, Marengo, Illinois. Producer: Frank Bryan.

Use comedies. Will pay standard contract royalty rate and will report three weeks
after production.
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Indiana

DUNES SUMMER THEATRE, Box 384, Michigan City, Indiana. Producer:

Dunes Art Foundation, Box 384, Michigan City, Indiana.

STARLIGHT MUSICALS, Hilton U. Brown Theatron, Butler Bowl, Indianapolis,

Indiana. General Manager: Melvin T. Ross.

Kentucky

PIONEER PLAYHOUSE OF KENTUCKY, Danville, Kentucky. Producer: Col.

Eben C. Henson. Uses all types of plays.

Maine

LAKEWOOD THEATRE, Lakewood, P. O. Box 220, Skowhegan, Maine, Pro-

ducer: Grant Mills. Equity company. Resident company plus packages and

musicals.

Maryland

OLNEY THEATRE, Olney, Md. Producer: Players Incorporated. Chairman: Rev.

G. V. Hartke. Equity.

Massaeliusettis

CAPE COD MELODY TENT, Hyannis, Mass. Manager-Director: David M.
Holtzmann. 30 W. 44th St., New York, N. Y. Equity company.

LAKE WHALOM PLAYHOUSE, Fitchburg, Mass. Producer: Guy Palmerton,

210 W. 55th St., New York, N. Y. Equity company. Always looking for a good

NEW comedy—farce or high, and right now looking for a New musical comedy
Book—non-political—one purely for entertainment reasons—No message—and no

method acting required—just pure honest writing—situations that are hilarious

—

for good troupers—to be tried out out next summer prior to New York. Mark all

mail personal.

NORTH SHORE MUSIC THEATER, Box 62, Beverly, Mass. Managing Direc-

tor: Stephan Slane.

OBERLIN COLLEGE, GILBERT and SULLIVAN PLAYERS, Highfield, Fal-

mouth, Mass. Producer: W. Hayden Boyers.

PROVINCETOWN PLAYHOUSE, On-The-Wharf, Provincetown, Cape Cod,

Mass. Co-Managers: Virginia Thoms and Catherine Huntington and Edward
Thommen, Director. Interested in new plays of New England life with originality

and literary value. Strong, vivid characterization is imperative. Plays should be

suitable for a small stage and a small company, and an art theatre. $50 royalty paid

for a week's production and the author is invited to the opening.

TED SHAWN THEATRE, P. O. Box 87, Lee, Mass. Director: Ted Shawn.

WILLIAMSTOWN SUMMER THEATRE, Williamstown, Mass. Adams Mem-
oral Theatre. Producer: Williamstown Theatre Foundation, Inc. Director: Nikos

Psacharopoulos. Resident equity company.
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Michigan

MANISTEE SUMMER THEATRE, Ramsdell Opera House, Manistee, Mich.

Madge Skelly, Producer. Pays customary royalties of Playwrights Guild. Looks

for good comedies and dramas.

PETOSKY PLAYHOUSE, Petosky, Mich. Producer-Director: Bentley LenhofT.

3Iinnosota

PAUL BUNYAN PLAYHOUSE, Birchmont Lodge, Bemidji, Minnesota. Director:

Lee Adey, University of Minn., Minneapolis. Non-equity company.

OLD LOG THEATRE, Excelsior, Minn. Producer: Don Stolz, 4615 Moorland
Ave. S. Minneapolis, Minn. Equity company.

UNIVERSITY THEATER, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis 14, Minn. Di-

rector: Frank M. Whiting, 2036 Seabury, MinneapoHs, Minn. Non-equity company.

Missouri

STARLIGHT THEATRE, University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo. Producer: Don-

ovan Rhynsburger. \Vants 3-act plays, chiefly comedies that may be done in the

round $10.00 per performance (house seats 180). Plays usually secured from Dram-
atists and French. Plays produced during month of July. Eight performances a play.

STARLIGHT THEATRE, Kansas City, Mo., (Swope Park\ Production Director:

Richard Berger.

Montana

PIONEER PLAYHOUSE SUMMER THEATRE, Billings, Montana. Producer-

Director: Frederick K. Miller. ^Vants nothing too heavy for summer fare.

New Hampshire

CHASE BARN PLAYHOUSE, \Vhitefield, N. H. Producer: Lucy Chase Sparks,

Chase Farm Colony, Whitefield, N. H. Resident equity company. 8 weeks, July and
August. Apprentice school. Folder on request. 23rd season.

EASTERN SLOPE PLAYHOUSE, North Conway, N. H., Bryan E. Clark, Produc-

er, 6 Berry Lane, Centereach, L. I., New York. Wants mostly comedy; uses one or

two serious dramas per season. Looks for the qualities of charm, sensitivity and
humor. Season schedule is set about May 15th for the coming summer. Open pay-

ment.

LAKES REGION PLAYHOUSE, Gilford-Laconia, N. H. Producer: Alton Wilkes,

P. O. Box 138, East Lyme, Conn. Xo special types of plays sought, but all sub-

mitted must have quality and substance.

LAKE SUNAPEE PLAYHOUSE, Georges Mills, N. H. Producer: H. C. McKay,
Rose Hill, Portland, Conn.

NEW LONDON PLAYERS, New London, N. H. Producers: Norman Leger and
Deed Meyer, New London, N. H. Non-equity.
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PETERBOROUGH PLAYERS, Peterborough, N. H. Producer: Edith Bond

Stearns, Box 1, Peterborough, N. H. Equity company and drama school. Wants

well written plays that are entertaining and are also in good taste.

POTASH BOWL, Swanzey Players, Swanzey, New Hampshire. General Manager:

Douglas Navish, P. O. Box 168, Keene, New Hampshire.

CAMDEN COUNTY MUSIC FAIR, Brace and Caldwell Rds., Haddonfield,

New Jersey. Producers: Lee Guber, Frank Ford and Shelly Gross, 124 S. 18th St.,

Philadelphia 3, Penn.

CAPE MAY PLAYHOUSE, Cape May, New Jersey. Producers: Thomas H. White,

Jr. and Reid Perry, 159 E. 49th St., New York 17, N. Y.

FOOTHILL PLAY HOUSE, INC., Beechwood Avenue, Middlesex, N. J. Pro-

ducers: Charlotte Grauert Klein, and Stanley F. Klein, 359 Beechwood Ave., Mid-

dlesex, N. J. Wants dramas and comedies for small casts and one set. Dwell on

pleasant subjects. Reports as soon as the plays are read. Optional payment.

PAPER MILL PLAYHOUSE, Brookside Drive, Millburn, N. J. Producer-Director:

Frank Carrington. Equity.

ST. JOHN TERRELL'S MUSIC CIRCUS, Lambertville, N.J. Producer: St. John
Terrell, 399 Bleecker St., New York, N. Y. Equity company. Specializing both in

the revival of French adaptions and also original plays. They are especially looking

for mysteries and farce comedies, preferably one-act plays. The Music Circus in

Lambertville specializes in musicals, new revivals of recent Broadway hits.

TOWERS SUMMER THEATRE, Route 23, Cedar Grove, New Jersey. Producer:

Harold E. Lawrence. 3 act comedies preferred. Mail outline first to Hal Lawrence,

319 Main St., East Orange, N. J. Do not send script unsolicited. Interested sum-

mer try-outs and off- (or) -on Broadway material. Report on outline immediate. On
scripts 2 weeks.

New Mexico

ENMU SUMMER THEATRE, Eastern New Mexico University, Portales, New
Mexico. Director: Dr. R. Lyle Hagan.

Neiv York

CECILWOOD SUMMER PLAYHOUSE, DUTCHESS PLAYERS, Cecilwood

Theatre, Rt. 52, Fishkill, N. Y. Producers: Curt Conway, Lonny Chapman, I. T.

Rodale. Uses provocative adult plays with a sharp, laugh-minded point of view

toward life. Purchase usual rights. Standard payment.

COMMUNITY THEATRE PLAYHOUSE, 977 Steele Blvd., Baldwin, L. I. Pro-

ducer: Bruce M. Ferguson, 81 Petit Ave., Merrick, L. L., N. Y. Mr. Ferguson also

produces and co-produces ofT- and on-Broadway shows.

CORNING SUMMER THEATRE, Corning Glass Center, Corning, N. Y. Pro-

ducers: Dorothy Chernuck, Omar Lerman, Corning Glass Center, Corning, N. Y.

Equity company. Will produce one original script each year. Looks for good char-

acter development, strong thematic content, fluidity of dialogue and action. Plays

will be optioned according to standard Dramatists Guild contract or on direct

negotiations with author or agent.
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JOHN DREW THEATRE, Guild Hall, Box 1452, East Hampton, L. I. Executive

Director: Enez Whipple.

EMPIRE STATE MUSICAL FESTIVAL, INC., Anthony Wayne Recreational

Area, Bear Mountain, N. Y. Office address: 501 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Uses operas, ballets and symphonies.

GATEWAY ENTERPRISES (Equity), 43 West 54th St., New York, N. Y. Theatre

plant, Bellport, Long Island. Uses dramas and musicals with strong plots and good

character development. No payment, but the play is given full production. Does

purchase Broadway and film rights. Playwrights must inquire before submitting

scripts, mentioning the subject matter, setting, and the characters involved. Con-

tact David Shedon, Director. GATEWAY PLAYHOUSE produces mostly current

Broadway plays and occasional originals. Some stars. Gateway also operates a

showcase theatre for actor, directors and writers. New material and talent is tested

for stage and film purposes. Summer only.

MELODY FAIR, Box 75, Wurlitzer Park, North Tonawanda, N. Y. Producer:

Lewis T. Fisher, 536 Auburn Ave., Buffalo 22, N. Y., interested in musicals.

RED BARN THEATRE, R.F.D. 2, Northport, N. Y. William Hunt, Producer.

Uses adult and children's plays and pays a percentage of the gross with a small

guarantee.

SHELLEY PLAYERS, P. O. Box 94, New Scotland, N. Y. Producer: Shirley P.

Kaye. We are interested in "new'' plays—like to produce one a season.

STARLIGHT THEATRE, Pawling, N. Y. Producer: Isobel Rose Jones. Interested

in original plays about local history of Putnam and Dutchess Counties, New York.

STATE COLLEGE ARENA SUMMER THEATRE, State College, 135 Western

Ave., Albany 3, N. Y. Producer-Director: Paul Bruce Pcttit, 4 Marion Rd., Delmar,

N. Y. Uses unusual themes, avant-garde. Nothing "Broadway" or "Commercially

slick." Plays should be written for small casts and simple settings suitable for arena

staging. High literary excellence is a necessary quality. Pays standard royalty rate.

SUMMER THEATRE WORKSHOP, Adelphi College, Garden City, L. I., N. Y.

Director: Richard Clemo.

North Carolina

HORN IN THE WEST, Daniel Boone Theatre, Boone, North Carolina. Producer:

Southern Appalachian Historical Association.

MOUNTAINSIDE THEATRE, Cherokee, N. C. Producer: Cherokee Historical

A.ssociation, Inc. Name of production: Unto These Hills.

WATERSIDE THEATRE, Manteo, N. C. (The Lost Colony). Clifton Britton,

Director; J. Sib Dorton, Jr., Gen. Manager. Non-equity company. 1961 season July

i through Sept. 3.

Ohio

ANTIOCH AREA THEATRE, Yellow Springs, Ohio. Producer: Antioch College.

Marcia Overstreet, Exec. Secy. Uses originals occasionally for which they pay $25

per performance for six performances. Interested in liturgical plays with dramatic

impact. Plays are selected in mid-September for consideration. Plays must be in by

early August.
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DENISON SUMMER THEATRE, Granvillr, Ohio. Prodiuor: Drnison Univer-

sity Thcatrr, Box 131, CIraiuillr, Ohio. Non-oquity.

HURON PLAYHOUSE, Huron, Ohio. Producer: F. Lee Miesle, State University,

Bowling Green, Ohio. Non-equity eonipany.

PLAYHOUSE-ON-THE-GREEN, Box 306, Worthington, Ohio. Producer: Colum-
bus Theatre Company, 12 N. Third St., Columbus IT), Ohio.

Pt^nn^ylvania

BUCKS COUNTY PLAYHOUSE, New Hope, Pa. Producer: Michael Ellis, 140

W. 58th, c/o Lenny-Debin, New York 19, N. Y. Equity company.

EPHRATA LEGION PLAYHOUSE, Ephraia, Pa. Producer: American Legion.

GREEN HILLS THEATRE, R. D. 1, Mohnton, Pa. Producer: Berks County

Theatre, Inc., 133 S. 6th St., Reading, Pa.

GUBER, FORD, GROSS PRODUCTIONS, INC., 124 S. 18th St., Phila. 3, Pa.

Uses plays of any kind for whi( h the standard Broadway Playwrights arrangement

is made. Purchase rights.

HEDGEROW THEATRE, Moylan, Pa. Producer: Hedgrow Theatre Corporation.

Educational and cultural non-profit corporation. Semi-professional. Adult and

children's theatre. C-hildren's Producer: Jasper Deetcr.

MUSIC FAIRS, 124 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa. Producer: Lee Guber, Frank

Ford, Shelly Gross, 1700 Locust St., Phila. 3, Pa.

THE PLAYHOUSE, Eagle's Mere, Pa. Producer: Alvina Krause, 620 Foster,

Evanston, 111. Non-equity company.

PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK, Fairmount Park, Philadelohia, Pa. Producer:

Ethelyn R. Thrasher, Room 907, Bankers Security Bldg., l"hila., l^a. Wants tnree-

act Broadway type plays of commercial quality. Rates on a royalty basis.

POCONO PLAYHOUSE, Mountainhome, Pa. Producer: Rowena Stevens, 400 E.

49th St., New York, N. Y. Director: John OShaugnessy; Publicity: Dixie Lee.

Equity company.

RIVEREDGE PLAYHOUSE, Reading, Pa. Producer: RSBP Productions, 130 W.
12th St., New York, N.Y.

TOTEM POLE PLAYHOUSE, Caledonia State Park, Fayetteville, Pa. Produc-

er-Director: Wm. Putch, 244 W. 74th St., Apartment 9B, New York 23, N. Y. 10-

week season starts mid-June.

Rhode Island

THEATRE BY-THE-SEA, Matunuck, Rhode Island. Producer: John G. Holmes.

John G. Holmes Associates, Inc., 184 E. 93rd St., New York 28, N. Y.

Tennessee

GATEWAY SUMMER THEATRE, Great Smokey Mt. Nat'l Park, Gatlinburg,

Tenn. Producer: John Richards, 125 W. 56th St., New York, N. Y. Non-equity com-
pany.
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Texas

ALLEY THEATRE, 709 Berry Ave., Houston 6, Texas. Producer-Director: Nina

Vance. No scripts returned without stamped, self-addressed envelope.

DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE ARTS, Texas Christian University, Fort Worth

29, Texas. Director: Walter R. Volbach. College theatre stages an original play

every season for which they pay $20-$25 per performance. Does not want the usual

Broadway play. Query before sending manuscript.

SUMMER THEATER, Dept. of Drama, University of Texas, Austin 12, Texas.

Director: Loien Winship. Non-equity. Wants high quality originals and proved

plays of all kinds. Rates to be determined.

Utah

BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY, Provo, Utah. Producer: Dr. Harold I. Han-

sen. Non-equity company.

Vermont

WESTON PLAYHOUSE, Weston and Woodstock, Vt. Producer: Harlan F. Grant,

22 Pierrepont Rd., Winchester, Mass. Non-equity company.

Virginia

BARTER THEATRE, Abingdon, Va. Producer: Robert Porterfield, Barter Inn,

Abingdon, Va. Equity company.

MATOAKA LAKE AMPHITHEATRE, Box 488, Williamsburg, Va. Producer:

The Jamestown Corporation. Address as abo\e. Non-cTjuity company. General

Manager Roger Sherman. Outdoor drama production.

Washington

AQUA THEATRE, Seattle, Washington. Director: Gustav Stern, 1G13 Grand Ave
Seattle 22, Wash. Equity company.

Wiseonsin

THE ATTIC THEATRE, Appleion, Wisconsin. Producer: C\)nununity Theatre.

Director: Mrs. Ted Cloak, 122 N. Union St., Appleton, Wise. Non-equity. Wel-

comes and reads manuscripts of unproduced plays. This is a college community,

audiences demand high quality. The better the script, the larger the attendance.

Plays that have drawn biggest houses so far: ''The Little Foxcs^ "The Chalk Gar-

den,'' ''As You Like It,'^ '"Roiuanoff and Juliet." Could prol)ably pay in royalty for

a new play only about the same amount they now pay the publishers, from $135 to

$165 for 8 arena performances, $125 for A proscenium. They do not "popularize"

play scripts, have great respect for an author's integrity, do our best to realize and

communicate what the playwright intended.
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rafiada

GARDEN CENTRE THEATRE, Vineland Station, Vineland, Ontario, Canada.

Producer: Robert Herrman. One or two original plays produced each season (16

weeks.) We use stars, theatre seats 950. New plays should be submitted to producer

at 875 East 21st St., Brooklyn 10, N. Y. Pays established play-brokers rates for new
material.

MOUNTAIN PLAYHOUSE, Beaver Lake, Mt. Royal Park, Montreal, Canada.

Producer: Norma Springford, 6 Edgehill Ave., Montreal, Canada.

SHAKESPEAREAN FESTIVAL, Stratford, Ontario. Michael Langham, Artistic

Director. Victor C. Policy, Administrative Director.

THEATRE UNDER THE STARS, Malkin Bowl Stanley Park, Vancouver British

Columbia. Producer: W. N. Buckingham, 1255 W. Pender St., Vancouver, B. C.

Equity company.
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The People In Your Articles

By Charles H. Brown

If you leaf through current issues of magazines, you will see a great

many articles opening in a vein like the following:

The door to the office ope?jed, and the doctor appeared with May
at his side. He told her to take a seat for a few moments, then looked

at Chuck Kelly and said, ''Will you come in, please?" Kelly knew in-

stantly that it was bad, but he didn't say anything as he walked in and

sat down in the chair next to the desk.

As Clara and Pete Chase were driving along the Long Island road,

their world was very nearly as sweet as the June twilight.

With a monkey sitting beside him, W. B. Andrews drove his over-

loaded pickup truck into Canton, VanZandt County, Texas, just before

dawn on the first Monday in March. Horse collars, saddles, harness, ax

handles and an assortment of tools and plows were piled in the truck bed,

and atop all this a bird dog lay on an old yellow saddle blanket,

half asleep.

All these paragraphs have one thing in common: they read like the

openings of short stories. But they are not. They are the openings-

typical openings—of articles. They exemplify the chief characteristic of

today's magazine article, a new literary genre that differs from older

nonfictional forms as much as a movie scenario differs from a play by

Shakespeare.

This characteristic is that the article is a narrative about people.

In the words of John Fischer, editor of Harper's Magazine: "It is a story

that combines the techniques of the fiction writer with the accuracy

and meticulous fact of the best reporters." The writer's purpose may be

to inform, counsel, or instruct. His subject may be cancer, insurance, or

a rural trade day—the subjects of the articles whose openings are given

above. But regardless of purpose or subject, he deals with people—not

in the general but in the particular. His people have names, addresses,

backgrounds, and physical and mental characteristics. The information,

advice, or instruction about the subject is conveyed through the actions,

feelings, and speech of the people in the story.

The successful magazine writer today, as a result of this new develop-

ment in the presentation of material, must not only know his subject well

and write about it clearly and cogently; he must also be able to portray

people naturally and interestingly.

In portraying character, the writer has several techniques he may use.

These include an expository statement about a person's character or

personality; physical description; the portrayal of character through

action and through his thinking or attitudes, the presentation of bio-

graphical details; and the revelation of character through the reactions

and opinions of other people.
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A basic rule in conveying information through a narrative about

people is that they have names and indentifications. In doing this the

magazine writer follows the practice of the newspaper reporter. Besides

telling who a person is—giving his occupation or position, his residence,

his reputation or whatever is pertinent—the writer may want to give a

hasty characterization or description.

For example, in writing an article, "The Hidden Affair between Big

Business and Big Labor," for Harper's Magazine (May, 1959), Bernard

D. Nossiter was more concerned with issues than with men. He did not

want to take up space with any detailed information about people he

mentioned and quoted, but he felt that the names and positions alone

would not be enough for the reader. He solved this problem by using

single-word characterizations: Raymond
J. Saulnier, the coiiseiuative

chairman of President Eisenhower's Council of Economic Advisers;

Woodlief Thomas, the distirtguished economic adviser to the Federal

Reserve Board; Arthur Goldberg, the wise general counsel for the Steel-

workers; the iconoclastic John Blair, one-time assistant chief economist

of the Economic Division of the Federal Trade Commission; John
Kenneth Galbraith, "the witty Harvard professor who annoys his col-

leagues by writing so well."

Other types of brief descriptive epithets that help to show there is a

man behind the name can be employed. Here are some examples: Dr.

Furbay, a suave, sleek-haired, pencil-mustached man of fifty-three; H. B.

Cantor, who smokes big cigars, makes big deals, and dreams big dreams;

Philip Hamburger, a short, thickset man with dark hair, horn-rimmed
glasses, and an engaging smile; I^r. Harry Clifton Byrd, a curious and
magnetic personality, nicknamed "Curly" for his abundance of wavy
hair, which now encircles his head like white frosting; Sally Young, a

slim mite of a woman.
As portraiture, these examples, used on first mention of the people

in articles, are manifestly incomplete. The writer may want to go on from
these to present a more detailed picture, adding a few more strokes to

his rough sketch but not filling in the highlights and shadows. He does

so by a few expository statements about the person.

Photographs Are Not Substitutes

In building a portrait, one of the aims of the writer should be to let

the reader see the person. This means that he should master the art of

physical description.
J. Donald Adams, in his department, "Speaking of

Books," in the New York Times Book Review (October 20, 1957), said

that it not a common gift among writers, even among those with strong

descriptive gifts. Perhaps, also, it is an art that is being slighted by maga-

zine writers and editors because of a tendency to regard photographs as

a substitute for word descriptions. Actually, a photograph is no substitute

at all. It can show the lineaments of a face clearly, as caught for an in-

stant, but not the changes that take place with changing expressions. It

usually cannot convey the sense of overpowering force of a big man, of

the hail-fellow-well-met friendliness of an energetic salesman. What it

lacks is life. Occasionally, the photographic image needs to be corrected.
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No photograph could make Coleridge come to life, make us see the

real man, as well as the following description from Thomas Carlyle's Life

of John Sterling.

The good man, he was now getting old, towards sixty perhaps; and
gave you the idea of a life that had been full of sufferings; a life heavy-

laden, half-vanquished, still swimming painfully in seas of manifold

physical and other bewilderment. Brow and head were round, and of

massive weight, but the face was flabby and irresolute. The deep eyes,

of a light hazel, were as full of sorrow as of inspiration; confused pain

looked mildly from them, as in a kind of mild astonishment. The whole

figure and air, good and amiable otherwise, might be called flabby and

irresolute; expressive of weakness under possibility of strength. He hung
loosely on his limbs, his knees bent, and stooping attitude; in walking,

he rather shuffled than decisively stept; and a lady once remarked, he

never could fix which side of the garden walk would suit him best, but

continually shifted, in corkscrew fashion, and kept trying both. . .
'. His

voice, naturally soft and good, had contracted itself into a plaintive

sniffle and singsong; he spoke as if preaching, you would have said,

preaching earnestly and also hopelessly.

Such picture-making writing is rare in magazines today. One reason

is that a long block of such description as exemplified in the sketch by

Carlyle, is not allowed by editors, either in fiction or in the article. It

is held to be static, to interrupt the flow of the narrative or the progres-

sion of ideas. Perhaps the editors are right. The Carlyle description does

give us a great deal all at once; we do have to stop to get it in mind. Our
jet-age does not permit us, apparently, to pause to mull over ideas or to

savor a passage of prose. At any rate, the modern practice is to distribute

descriptive details through an article rather than to concentrate them in

one place.

A physical description does not have to be long. Maurice Zolotow, in

an article, "Million-Dollar Decorator," in The Saturday Evening Post

(November 23, 1957), described William Pahlmann:

Pahlmann is a handsome man, who carries himself with the air of

grace and authority that suggests a retired lawn-tennis champion or a

career diplomat. His personal color tones include shrewd cerulean-blue

eyes, thinning oyster-gray hair streaked with ebony and an off-white com-

plexion with a touch of salmon pink.

This description is cleverly and wittily done. The comparisons to a

lawn-tennis champion or a career diplomat are all that are needed to

create in the mind's eye an image; the use of decorator colors to paint

the image delights us because it is at once so natural and so unlikely.

The examples quoted reveal that successful physical description re-

quires imagination and subtlety. A mere recording of complexion, height,

weight, color of eyes, and other data that appear on a driver's license or

passport will not do. The facts must be noted, but they must be sorted

out and given meaning and emphasis and then artfully expressed on

paper.

Appearances Are Deceptive

An apt description of a person is only a start toward the revelation

of character. We want to know what a person looks like, but being able
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to see him does not tell us what he is. As we all know, appearances are

deceptive. A square jaw does not necessarily mean a person has a strong

will; a receding forehead, that he has a low mentality; close-set eyes, that

he is not to be trusted. If we went by these popular stereotypes, we would
be more often wrong than not in our estimate of character. To present

a person in more than one dimension, the writer must employ additional

devices.

One of the most useful techniques is to show character through a

person's actions—what he does on particular occasions and regularly or

repeatedly as a habit. A magazine profile or personality sketch today may
consist chiefly of a series of anecdotes chosen to reveal character.

On occasion a single incident is so typical that, better than thousands

of words of exposition and analysis, it reveals a person's dominant char-

acter trait. Time (March 8, 1948) , in an article explaining why it presents

news primarily in terms of people, cited an incident in the life of Franklin

D. Roosevelt which it felt summed up two viewpoints on a quality in him
which his friends called decisiveness and his enemies called arbitrariness.

It was obtained in casual conversation with Roosevelt's mother, Mrs. Sara

Delano Roosevelt: "Franklin had a great habit of ordering his playmates

around and was generally permitted to have his way. Once I said to him:

'My son, don't give the orders all of the time. Let the other boys give

them sometimes,' 'Mummie,' he said, lifting up a soil-streaked face, 'if I

didn't give the orders nothing would happen!'
"

Excellent use of this technique is made by writers for the New York

Times in that newspaper's short profiles, "Man in the News." For ex-

ample here is one carried (November 7, 1958) when Dr. James Rhyne
Killian, Jr., president of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, was
appointed to a federal post by President Eisenhower:

Two students at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology reached an
impasse in a friendly argument.

So they did what has been considered logical around M.I.T. since the

nineteen twenties. They called Dr. James Rhyne Killian, Jr. The presi-

dent of the institute, who answered the telephone personally, reacted in

character. "Til be right over," he said. It was i a.m. After having consulted

every map and reference book available, the students could not agree

which of their respective home states, Texas or California, had the lojigest

straight line of border.

Dr. Killian admits the legend is more than apochryphal. But with a

touch of diplomacy he says that after discussing the merits of the argu-

ment for some time he left the students a globe and told them to measure

for themselves.

The search for answers has been a mutual objective of Dr. Killian

and M.I.T. from the day he took his degree of bachelor of science in

business and engineering administration thirty years ago.

The illustrative anecdote may be used repeatedly in an article to

reveal a number of character traits. The writer makes a generalization

about a person and follows it with an anecdote. For example, here is

one out of a dozen or more used by Maurice Zolotow in his Saturday
Evening Post article on William Pahlmann:

Pahlmann refuses to accept the popular business axiom that the cus-

tomer is always right. In fact, he believes that his customers are usually
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wrong. Not long ago, he was decorating the home of Max Hess, Jr., a

wealthy Allen town, Pennsylvania, department-store owner. Hess wanted

a playroom in the basement and a big bar in the playroom. Pahlmann
refused to put in a bar when he drew up the floor plan, because he said

that the ceiling was too low and that a bar would be out of proportion.

Hess said, "Proportion—schmoportion—just put in a nice bar, maybe
in natural oak, with a lot of these red leather stools like in a cocktail

lounge."

'It's out of the question, sir," Pahlmann replied suavely. He is firm

in the belief that when the backs of sofas, chairs and the like are too high

in relation to a ceiling, the effect is disturbing. If a ceiling is, say eight

feet high, Pahlmann likes the sofa to be no more than thirty inches high.

He is willing to go up to thirty-six for a bar in relation to an eight-foot

ceiling, but the Hess ceiling xvas only seven feet high.

"Listen," pleaded Hess, "I got to have a bar down here. What do you

want me to do? After all, I can't raise the ceiling.

"Well," Pahlmann said, "if you can't raise the ceiling, lower the floor!"

Hess immediately hired a contractor to start excavating. By the time

the Hess playroom was complete with bar and high ceiling, it had cost

him a tidy $25,000. "But," Hess confided to friends, "we got perfect

proportion now."

Portraying character by telling what a person does is first-rate tech-

nique, but frequently we would like to enter his mind. Unfortunately,

the article writer, unlike the fiction writer, cannot safely enter the mind
of a person and de;scribe his thinking or reveal his flow of thoughts and

feelings by the stream-of-consciousness method. When he tries this, he

must qualify his account: "At the time Napoleon was probably think-

ing . .
." This is a valid technique when the writer knows his subject so

well that he can reconstruct imaginatively what went on in his subject's

mind in particular circumstances. But the writer is always liable to error

in making such reconstructions. More often, he must rely on what the

person says— to reveal his subject's character and attitudes by quotation.

Just as the writer seeks apt anecdotes to reveal personality, so must he

seek apt quotations. He may obtain them during interviews or in his

subject's writings or speeches.

Some of the best examples of articles that reveal character through

direct quotation are to be found in The New Yorker. Some of them
are tours de force, which consist of little more than letting the speaker

talk. Casual as the articles may appear, they are nevertheless works of

intricate art. They are to be found in long profiles such as those by

Philip Hamburger, Berton Roueche, and Thomas Whiteside and also

in the short pieces in "The Talk of the Town." For example, this, from

a sketch titled "Packaged" (Septexnber 29, 1956) :

"The human head," Mr. Edward R. Dye, himself the head of the Safety

Design Research Department of the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratoiy,

which for the past four years, under the sponsorship of the Liberty

Mutual Insurance Company, has been designing a radically safe automo-

bile, told us the other day, "is in its essentials like an egg. Both consist of

an ellipsoidal, hard shell enclosing a semi-fluid. In tJie ideally safe vehicle,

the passenger is packaged like fragile merchandise." His own head was

squarish, balding, and courteously inclined; a pink freckle in the center
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of his forehead, an inch above the brow line, marked him as a Brahman

of iti dust rial engineering.

The more rugged, less oxndariau head beside Mr. Dye's belonged, to

Mr. Frank ]. Crandell, a xnce-president of Liberty Mutual. On the day

of our (hat, the two men Jiad inweiled the design of their comparatively

crashproof car. "Ed has done a lot with eggs," Mr. Crandall said. "He
built little airplanes for them that you could smack against the wall with-

out breaking the egg."

"That was part of some cockpit research I ivas doing," Mr. Dye mur-

mured.

"They made a movie showing these planes being bounced around,"

Mr. Crandell went on. "It's quite a good movie. They called it 'The Egg
and Dye.'

"

"The principle I used there was really the same as in the football

helmets our lab designed," Mr. Dye said. "The Cornell team hasn't had a

head injury in five years. We call it the geodetic strap system—after the

way geodetic maps look, you Know."

We nodded our own head, cautiously.

"The idea is that a blow on the outer shell is distributed throughout

the inner lining, so it feels like a hug. The same thing is done by the chest

cushion and webbed yoke around the driver of this car." He showed us a

drawing of that car. The outer form deviated timidly from Detroit ortho-

doxy; the chassis was a few inches hii^her than most '56 models, a little

hoxier, and rather less nubbly. Within, heresy raged unchecked. The
driver sat in the middle of the front seat, where, in the absence of a dan-

gerous and gawky ivJieel, he tugged at a steering bar something like a

Flexible Flyer's. Inches from his chest an angular cushion loomed consol-

ingly. Two lateral rests supported his arms. "Human arms weigh ten

pounds apiece," Mr. Dye said. "Just holditig them in the customary

steering position is a source of fatigue."

"The whole control fmnel," Mr. Crandell said, "is mounted on ratch-

ets. When the driver gets in, he pulls it toward him, click click click. The
seats slide back and forth, too."

Although only a part of the article is given above, it permits the read-

er gradually to perceive the contrasting characters of the two men talking

—Mr. Dye, factual, precise, earnest, and Mr. Crandell, less concerned with

detail, interested in results rather than methods, humorous.

Researching Helps Portray The Whole Man
Before a writer can reveal character he must, of course, understand it.

In his research, he first obtains data—biographical facts, his subject's ap-

pearance, incidents to show his subject in action, quotations to reveal

thinking processes and attitudes. From these the writer attempts to

pick out those traits that best portray the whole man. He does not rely

on his own interpretation alone, however. He goes to other people for

their interpretations—relatives, friends, enemies. For example, Andre
Fontaine in an article about John Kennedy written for Redbook (Novem-
ber, 1957) sought to explain Kennedy's conspicuous ambition:

What is the source of the drive that propels a multimillionaire's son
out of luxurious surroundings into the rough-and-tumble of politics?

What kind of man stands behind the tousle-haired sincerity that John
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Kennedy presents to the public?

The answers (ire hard to find because no one, luith the possible

exception of his mother and his wife, really know him. Eifen men who
went to school with him and I'isited frequently in one of the big, boister-

ous Kennedy Jiomes say they Jiai'e nei'er been able to penetrate John Ken-

nedy's armor of casual good nature. But tliere are clear indications that,

behind the easy-goitig exterior, there is a basic conflict between idealism

and ambition.

Throughout his perceptive article, Fontaine reinforced his own inter-

pretations with irequent refciences to the opinions ot other people.

Harold C. Schonberg, wiiting in Harpkr's i\1a{;azink (May, 1959)

on Leonard Bernstein, musical directoi of the New Yoik Philharmonic,

went to members of the orchestra for material to reveal Bernstein's

character:

As a maestro Bernsteiii is demanding but unfailingly polite. He never

loses his temper at rehearsals. He also is willing—and this is a revelation

to some members of the orchestra—to take adxnce. "Last year, in the David

Diamond Symphony, I think it was," one player reports, "Lenny walked

over to the trombone players at the end of rehearsal. 'Did I give you a

wrong cue?' he asked, kind of worried. The idea is, Lenny was not afraid

to admit that he might have goofed. Brother, that ain't insecurity. That's

security!"

The players are grateful that he does not rant and rave. Earlier this

season, one of the musicians who had a solo passage in a Ravel work
let his mind drift and completely missed his cue. Bernstein said nothing,

and the player spent the night wondering if Bernstein simply had not

realized the omission. The next day the player xvas specially careful to

come in on the beat. "Bernstein cocked an eyebrow at me," he says, "as

though to ask, 'Where the hell were you last night?'. That was all."

In presenting a character it is well for the writer to put him in a set-

ting or milieu suitable for the ptn poses of the article. If he is portraying a

scientist and wants to reveal him primarily as a scientist, he will naturally

show him at work in his laboratory or at his computations. On the other

hand, if the writer wishes to reveal the scientist's essential humanness, he

may choose to show him relaxing at home with his family.

In an article, "The Changing Midwest," published in Thk Saturday

EvKNiNG Post (January 11, 1958), John Bartlow Martin obtained much
of his material from a county agricultural agent. Martin introduced his

source of information:

The county agricultural agent is Clarence L. Spuller, a big six-footer.

He has been called "the most respected and best-loved man in the county."

Sitting at a roll-top desk in the courthouse at eight a.m. one day last

summer, he said that farms were getting larger and more mechanized.

After getting some information from Spuller in his office, Martin ac-

companied him on his calls to various farmers in the county. The mixture

of narration and conversation that followed made for a much more
effective article than would have resulted if Martin had not described

Spuller in his customary day-to-day background.

An article about a person must contain a certain amount of straight

biographical material—date and place of birth, education, jobs held, and so

forth. Much of this is not revclatorv of character. \Vho, for instance, can
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gel niiich of ail idea of personality or character from the data listed in

Who's Who? Magazine writers, therefore, work such information into

their articles inconspicuously, interspersing it here and there between

anecdotes and other information where it seems to fit. Q^tasionally such

baie data can he enlivened by giving it partly in the words of the sid)ject

of the biography, as in the following Ni:w Vorkkr piece about Commo-
dore Sir Ivan 1 hompson, captain of the Queen Elizabeth:

Sir Ixmu, who was bortj in Lancashire, signed up at fifteen as a cadet on

a tramp steamer. "Why? God knows," he said. "In those days the sea was

romantic. Travel ivas a rare and inviting thing to a young fellow. Today,

there's nothifig to it. Everyone*s been everywltere, and it's all so easy."

After a brief stay ashore, at Toms Rixier, New Jersey, to which his parents

had emigrated, he returned to the sea. He joined the Cunard Line in

1916 and was gixfen his first ship in 1939- After sennng as captain of the

Britannic and reliexnng captain of both the Qiieens, he was made captain

of the Mary in 1952. In 1954, he became captain of the Elizabeth, at the

same time assuming the title of commodore. He received his knighthood

in 1955. ''Forty-seven years at sea!" he said peiisively. "A ivasted life, I

suppose . .
."

In the present-day nanative article, the writer preferably describes

and reports the actions of real people. On occasion, however, he may wish

to create a character through whom to tell his story or parts of it—the

hypothetical average man, a representative type, or a composite of several

persons. In an article, "The Town That Battled Over Sex Education" for

Redbook (November, 1957) , Selwyn James used the composite quotation

method:

Most mothers and fathers agreed readily to his plan (one proposed by

the superintendent of schools). "Most of us can't even answer our chil-

dren's sex questions factually" they admitted, "let alone approach them
without anxiety and emotion. The schools should at least try to give our

kids the physiological facts." But a small minority dissented. "Sex educa-

tion isn't the school's business," they contended. "It's the responsibility

of parents alone."

Jerome Ellison, in an article, "The Church That Wouldn't Leave

Town," published in The Saturday Evening Post (November 23, 1957)

made up some of the names used to give verisimilitude to his account of

how a church in Fort Wayne, Ind., adopted a revolutionary program:

This version of the second freedom—to worship—was brought into

being when the folks at First Presbyterian decided several years ago to

fit out their church to serve a city instead of a neighborhood. Here
"service'* may mean one thing to young Johns and Marys, new and alone

in town and hoping to meet someone nice of the opposite sex, and some-

thing quite different to a young couple like the "Sam Smiths," who'd
come to Fort Wayne with their two children on the lure of a sales job.

How much of an article should be devoted to the several methods of

character portrayal described depends upon the nature of the material

and the purpose of the author. A full-length profile might employ most
or all of the methods. One that merely mentioned people as authorities or

sources of information, only one or two. But any magazine writer who
wants to get his articles published and read today must understand them
and use them.
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Syndicates

Syndicates sell editorial copy to publishers on a commission basis, with

the author receiving 40 to 60 per cent of the gross proceeds. Some syndi-

cates, however, pay the writer a salary or a minimum guarantee. Writers

of top syndicated columns may earn $50,000 or more per year.

The aspiring syndicate writer must first make sure his work won't be

comp>eting in an already flooded field. Second, he must select a syndicate

which will properly promote his material. It's best to query the editor first,

enclosing a stamped addressed envelope.

ADCOX ASSOCIATES, INC., 821 Market St., San Francisco 3, Calif. Glenn Ad-

cox, Editor. Syndicates columns, comics, and special material. Pays 50% royalty.

Buys worldwide rights.

AMERICAN FEATURE SYNDICATE, P. O. Box 3122, M.S.S., Tallahassee, Fla.

Chester Palm, Editor. Uses continuing articles and filler-type features which are

principally staff-written. Fees vary upon negotiation. Buys First North American

publication rights.

ALEX S. ARNOTT, SYNDICATE, 569 Broadview Ave., Toronto 6, Ontario,

Canada. Alex S. Arnott, Editor. Uses newspaper columns, illustrated short articles,

not more than 2,000 words also accompanied with illustrations or photos. Pays

60% royalties and flat fees only when under contract. Send six issues of columns

with return postage.

AP NEWSFEATURES, 50 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y. M. J. Wing,

General Editor.

ASSOCIATED NEWSPAPERS, see The Bell Syndicate.

AUTO NEWS SYNDICATE, P. O. Box 895, 1103 Mortgage Guarantee Building,

Atlanta 1, Ga. Don O'Reilly, Editor, Syndicates articles, photos, cartoons on auto-

motive subjects. Pays 50% royalty. No flat fees.

THE BELL SYNDICATE, 229 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y. Elmer

Roessner, Editor. This syndicate handles only regular, long term features, daily,

three times a week, weekly and at other regular intervals. These features include

comic strips, comic pages, columns and other types of general newspaper features.

Payment is on percentage of income, arrived at by negotiation. These syndicates do

not handle single articles or short-term features. They prefer dealing with pro-

fessionals, as they find amateurs and tyros rarely come up with successfully salable

features. Buys occasional news features, largely from practicing reporters and cor-

respondents. Prices range up to $25 an article; more by special arrangement.

BIPS, Bernsen's International Press Service Ltd., 15 East 40th St., New York 16,

N. Y. Theo Bernsen, Editor; Roy Kemp, Asst. Editor. Specialize in photo features,

both B & W and color. Want human interest, oddity, popular mechanical, scientific,

medical material suitable for syndication through own branches in many countries.

Give full information, well-researched. Willing to syndicate, but prefer to assign

free-lance photographers either on BIPS' ideas or photographer's ideas. Buy ma-
terial outright, and pay on acceptance. Query with picture story ideas.

AL BLOCK, 2224 W. Farwell Ave., Chicago 45, 111. Al Block, Managing Editor.

BOAT AND MOTOR WRITERS SYNDICATE, Solebury, Bucks County, Pa.

Hank Wieand Brown, Editor. Wants boating feature material. Pays 50% royalty

and buys all rights.
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BOATING FEATURES SYNDICATE, 110 W. 47th St, New York 36, N. Y. J.

Kennrth Whittokor, Editor. Buys boating features. Author should submit work on a

continuous basis, otherwise for 13 or 26 weeks.

CARR SYNDICATE FEATURE GROUP, L 213 Matteson, Villa Grove, Illinois.

Patrick Carr, Editor. Reviews of mass media items such as toys, books, records,

series for juveniles. Pays 50% royalty. Buys U. S. and foreign rights.

GERALD CHAPMAN, 116 West Avenue, Great Barrington, Mass. Gerard Chap-

man, Editor. Uses fiction, all lengths, by noted writers only. Not in market for un-

solicited contributions. Payment is by arrangement.

CHICAGO TRIBUNE - NEW YORK NEWS SYNDICATE, INC., 220 East 42nd

St., New York 17, N. Y. Maurice T. Reilly, Editor. Uses comic strips and columns.

Pays 50% royalty and buys newspaper syndicate rights for U. S. and Canada.

CHRISTIAN PICTURESTORY PRODUCTIONS, 5726 Case Ave., No. Holly-

wood, Calif. Vernon Rieck, Editor. Uses "comic-strips," however, needs mostly

story material. Pays flat fees and buys comic-strip rights only.

CHURCH NEWS SERVICE, Suite 889, National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.

Larston D. Farrar, Editor. Buys features on religion that are of continuing interest

and photographs and high-type one shots. The series should include several sam-

ples. Pays 50% of gross and buys syndicate rights here and abroad.

COMMUNITY PRESS SERVICE, 100 E. Main St., Frankfort, Ky. W. Scott

Boyd, Managing Editor. In the market for short-shorts up to 750 words. Reports in

two weeks. Pays 2c a word.

CONSOLIDATED NEWS FEATURES, INC., 229 West 43rd St., New York 36,

N. Y. Elmer Roessner, Editor. See the Bell Syndicate..

COPLEY NEWS SERVICE, 940 Third Ave., San Diego 12, Calif. Rembert James,
Editor.

COUNTRY GOURMET, Salisbury Road, Salisbury, Conn., Claire B. Ackerman,
Editor. Syndicates cookery columns, Broadway gossip column. Pays 50% royalty.

CRAFT PATTERNS, North Ave. and Route 83, Elmhurst, 111. Mrs. Ruth Hall
Smith, Editor. Robert James Smith, Publisher.

CRESWELL PREDICTS, TV-Building—One, 6620 Selma Ave., Hollywood 28,

Calif. Jeron King Creswell, Editor. Uses articles for which he pays a fiat fee.

CRUX NEWS SERVICE, Shickshinny, Pa. Thourot Pichel, Editor. Considers the

"Unknown" in Political History. Usual rate of payment.

SUN-TIMES DAILY NEWS SYNDICATE, 401 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago 11, 111.

W. M. Thompson, Editor. No fiction or photographs at present, and no articles.

Only continuing daily or Sunday strips, panels, or columns. Reports in two weeks.
Pays on standard syndicate royalty basis, pro rated on newspaper payments.

DONEN HUMOR SERVICE, 2065 Creston Ave., Bronx 53, N. Y. Harry S.

Donen, Editor. Syndicates humorous fillers, anecdotes. Is always looking for the
unusual in humor. Pays according to the material accepted. Buys all rights.

DOUBLEDAY SYNDICATE, 575 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. John R.
Mong, Manager.

DOUGLAS WHITING, LTD., 1411 Crescent St., Montreal 25, Quebec, Canada.
D. P. Whiting, Editor. Uses science panels, comic strips, contest promotions and
puzzle features. Pays royalties of up to 40% and flat fees according to the feature.

Buys exclusive rights.
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FARRAR'S NEWS FEATURES, Suite 889, National Press Bldg., Washington 4,

D. C. Larston D. Farrar, Editor. Services of all kinds of publications from daily

newspapeis to house organs in the U. S. and abroad. Seeking continuing features.

No one shots or serials. Want snappy short features that we can sell once and serve

to a client for a long time. Pays 50% of gross, as a rule. Has tie-in with syndicates

in other countries. Reports promptly.

FINE ART FEATURES, 3001 Carson Ave., IndianapoHs 27, Ind. Hubert J. Mertz,

President and General Manager.

FORTUNE FEATURES, Huntly, Va., Edward A. Harris, Editor. Uses columns

with an emphasis on humor. Royalty rates to be negotiated. Buys all rights if it is

mutually agreeable.

GENERAL FEATURES CORPORATION, 250 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

S. George Little, President. Not interested in spot releases. Uses only comic strips,

panels, columns, columnists, etc., for daily and Sunday newspapers on a long-range

syndicate basis.

GILMARK FEATURES SYNDICATE, 525 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Lou Shainmark, Editor.

GLANZER NEWS SERVICE, 223 Coldstream Ave., Toronto 12, Ont., Canada.

Phil Glanzer, Editor. W^hile they are actually editorial correspondents and repre-

sentatives in Canada for a number of American weekly and monthly publications,

they also take care of the editorial requirements of a number of Canadian publica-

tions as well. They do not accept much free-lance material.

GLOBE PHOTOS, INC., 67 West 44th St., New York 36, N. Y. Elliott Stern, Edi-

tor. Interested in photo journalistic features of 10 to 30 pictures in color or black

and white. Professional photography is essential. Payment is 50-50 on black and

white, 60-40 on color, month following sale.

GLOBE SYNDICATE, 2007 Prospect Ave., Spring Lake, N. J. Monte F. Bourjaily,

Editor.

W. L. GORDON FEATURES, 37 ^V. Seventh St., Cincinnati 2, Ohio. A. C. Gor-

don, Editor and Manager. Educational features—women's pages, editorial page,

puzzles, "do-it-yourself," verse, cartoon panels. Fees arranged with writers.

HALL SYNDICATE, INC., 343 Madison Ave., New York 1 7, N. Y. Robert M.
Hall, President.

NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE, 230 W. 41st St., New York

36, N. Y. Lloyd D. Hagan, Director. Syndicates Herald Tribune features; buys

occasionally from free-lancers. Columns, comics, features. Payment on a percent-

age basis. Justin L. Faherty, Editor, buys free-lance news coverage and news fea-

tures.

HOBBY TIMES, 62 Princeton Rd., Parlin, N. J. Frank Del-^Vitt, Editor.

HOLLYWOOD PRESS SYNDICATE, 6605 Ilollyuood Boulevard, Hollywood 28,

Calif. Joseph B. Polonsky, Editor. Handles foreign rights to any fiction or feature

material and books already published in this country. Buys black and white photos

showing places and things; odd, original; baby and animal photos. Also pictures in

color. Reports in four months. Payment is on 50-50 basis, on publication.

INTERNATIONAL RELIGIOUS NEWS SERVICE, 1111 Elizabeth St., Pasa-

dena 6, Calif. D. Carl Yoder, Director.

FRANK JAY MARKEY, 60 E. 42nd St., New York, N. Y. Thomas De Angelo, Edi-

tor. Uses general feature material. No fiction, Payment is on percentage basis.
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KEISTER ADVERTISING SERVICE, King Street, Strasburg, Va. Wm. E.

Keister, Editor. Uses religious articles for which they pay flat fees. Buys exclusive

rights.

KEYSTONE NEWSPICTURE SYNDICATE, 170 Fifth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

Leslie J. Jekely, Managing Editor. Interested in free-lance photographs in the news

field and human interest category. Buys photos for their regular services and acts

as agent for any meritorious photo material.

LONDON INTERNATIONAL PRESS, LTD., 72/78 Fleet St., London, E. C. 4,

England. Features Editor, Jack Aitken. Syndication Manager, Basil Cullin. Uses all

types of material for which they pay a 50% royalty. Pays flat fees in special circum-

stances. Buys world-wide ex-North American, British Commonwealth, European

rights.

McCLURE NEWSPAPER SYNDICATE, 229 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

Elmer Roessner, Editor. See The Bell Syndicate.

McNAUGHT SYNDICATE, INC., 60 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Mildred M. Bellah, Editor. Buys cartoons and comic strips and wants at least three

weeks inked in and synopsis.

GEORGE MATTHEW ADAMS SERVICE, INC., 444 Madison Ave., New York

22, N. Y. Jessie Sleight, Editor. Syndicates all types of daily and continuing fea-

tures; comic strips, cartoons and panels. These are obtained from regular sources,

all under contract.

NATIONAL NEWSPAPER SYNDICATE, 326 W. Madison St., Chicago 6, 111.

Robert Dille, President.

NATIONAL WEEKLY NEWSPAPER SERVICE, 100 E. Main St., Frankfort, Ky.

Farnham F. Dudgeon, Editor.

NC FEATURE AND PICTURE SERVICES, National Cathohc Welfare Confer-

ence, 1312 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington 5, D. C. Virginia Sobotka, Fea-

ture Editor; Thomas Kissling, Picture Editor. Uses articles, short stories, poetry,

and pictures for special Easter, Christmas, and School Supplements. Subject must

be appropriate to season and of interest to readers of Catholic diocesan newspapers.

Maximum length for non-fiction, 1,500 words; for fiction, 2,000 words. Pays on ac-

ceptance. The picture service uses pictures of current Catholic news events or sub-

jects of general Catholic interest. Action pictures preferred and pictures that can

be synchronized with the news. Payment varies according to type and quality of ma-
terial accepted.

NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSOCIATION, 1200 W. Third St., Cleveland 13,

Ohio, and 461 Eighth Ave., New York 1, N. Y. Boyd Lewis, Executive Editor. Uses

/lovel-length adult fiction for serials, also short shorts (facts and fiction, 800-word
maximum) for juvenile readers. As a rule, buys second rights on serial fiction. Also

uses short news features, 300-800 words, with pictures. Send fiction and juveniles to

Cleveland office, and features to New York office.

NORTH AMERICAN NEWSPAPER ALLIANCE, 229 W. 43rd St., New York

36, N. Y. Sid Goldberg, Editor. Daily file to leading U. S. and Canadian news-

papers, also to South America, Europe, Asia and Africa. Uses no fiction. In the

market for first-class non-fiction suitable for feature and editorial pages of the best

newspapers. Only the highest quality material considered, and this only where there

is distinct news value in the story, with feature development. The story must be

slanted for newspapers, must be self-explanatory, factual and well condensed. It

must add measurably to the public's information or understanding of the subject,

or be genuinely entertaining. Broad general interest is the key to success here. Uses
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many news stories in series form. Where opinions are given, the author should ad-
vise, for publication, his qualifications to comment on . specialized subjects. Article

should keep within 800 words if possible. The news must be exclusive to be con-

sidered at all. Reports usually within a week. Rate varies considerably in keeping
with the merit, is fair but not high; $25 per article is a good average, but material

valuable enough to command higher price is most in demand. Payment is made
on distribution to their papers. Publishes world rights.

NORTH JERSEY PRESS BUREAU, 16 Lynne Ave., Hawthorne, N. J. Harold

Latham, Editor. Primarily interested in articles on labor for labor newspapers.

Writer sets own price for articles for sale and syndicates.

PAULIST FEATURE SERVICE, 7th and Hamlin Sts., N.E., Washington 17,

D. C, Miles X. Hillis, Editor. Free 450-word religious articles with photo of author,

c5,000,000 circulation.

PRESS ALLIANCE, INC., 225 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. Uses feature articles,

cartoons, news features, fiction and non-fiction for continental Europe, Scandina-

vian countries, and Middle East.

PUBLISHERS SYNDICATE, 30 N. LaSalle St., Chicago 2, 111. Harold H. Ander-

son, Editor.

REGISTER AND TRIBUNE SYNDICATE, 715 Locust St., Des Moines 4, Iowa.

Bruce Horton, Gen. Mgr. Uses newspaper fiction, 36 installments. No articles or

photographs. Uses newspaper panels, strips, columns. Reports in two to four weeks.

Payment depends on contract.

RELIGIOUS NEWS SERVICE, 43 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y. Lillian R.

Block, Managing Editor. Daily news stories and weekly features. Non-sectarian.

News must have national value. Correspondents are needed in some areas of the

country. Also in the market for good glossy pictures of religious interest, and

scenics, inspirational photos, etc. Pays 2c a word and $5 for each accepted photo-

graph. Weekly radio script prepared by staff.

SCIENCE SERVICE, 1719 N St., N. Y., Washington, D. C. Watson Davis, Editor.

Uses science news, usually 300 words; but very little is purchased except from regu-

lar correspondents. Must be authenticated by authorities. Buys science photographs.

Reports in a week. Payment depends upon material.

SEVEN ARTS FEATURE SYNDICATE, 660 First Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

Nathan Ziprin, Editor.

B. P. SINGER FEATURES, Kurt Singer, 7861 Stanton Road, Buena Park, Calif.

Uses 8 features every week and they are distributed to 200 publications in 25

countries. Their current needs are 8 mystery novels a month for the United King-

dom, 6 mystery novels a month for Mexico, and 5 western novels for Argentina.

Pays in advance: $450 for England, $150 for Mexico, and $100 for Argentina.

Considers only printed books and paperbacks. No manuscripts. In the feature field

they buy outright or on a 50:50 basis, but are only in the market for printed

material for which they like foreign reprint rights. Also interested in interviews

with famous people or profiles of famous people.

SMALL HOUSE PLANNING BUREAU, 1001 First St., So., St. Cloud, Minn.
W. A. Nicrrngarton, Editor. Uses mostly two column mats with descriptive copy for

weekly small house design.

SUPERIOR FEATURES SYNDICATE, INC., 251 W. 42nd St., Room 405, New
York 36, N. Y. Andre F. LT^veque, President. Columns, cartoon strips, puzzles,

special series. 50% net sales. Buys newspaper publication rights.

TRANSWORLD FEATURE SYNDICATE, INC., 2 W. 45th St., New York 36,

N. Y. Elsa Hcister, Editor. Sell stories, articles, hard and soft cover books in for-

eign markets only.
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TORONTO STAR SYNDICATE, Room 1310, 80 King St., West, Toronto 1,

Ontario, Canada. Miss Florence Herbert, Editor. Wants articles for which they will

pay 50% royalty. Buys Canadian and occasionally North American rights.

TORONTO TELEGRAM NEWS SERVICE, 233 Bay St., Toronto, Ontario,

Canada. Raymond Argyle, Editor. Topical series, with pictures, dealing with sub-

jects in the news, travel, adventure, politics, science. Pays 50% and occasionally

pays flat fees. Buys first time newspaper and magazine rights.

TRANSAMERICAN FEATURES COMPANY, 8320 Third Ave., Brooklyn 9,

N. Y., Everett R. Harvey, Managing Editor. Sustaining, rather than one-shot

features, are needed in several areas, and free-lancers are free to submit either fin-

ished material, or ideas in the rough, without a letter of query. No photographs or

cartoons at present. Fresh, sparkling, inspirational stories of a sustaining nature

in 500-750 word units are sought in the children's field, and the teenager's. Light,

romantic fiction for the housewife; good detective fiction for the suburban father,

in the same word lengths, are welcomed. Feature ideas, and they must be sustain-

ing, should have national interest and appeal. Humor is also urgently needed, in

almost any form. No financial features are needed, however. Reports in two weeks.

Payment is based upon a 60/40 basis, with the writer receiving, monthly, sixty-

percent of the gross income from his feature.

TRANSAMERICAN NEWS SERVICE COMPANY (same as above) needs quah-

fied native writer overseas for features behind-the-news in troubled areas; how cur-

rent events are affecting the every day lives of families, i.e., living in Cuba, Africa,

the near-East. A sustaining feature on one typical family in particular, how they

live, their thoughts and hopes in human interest style. Pro-Western aspect only.

Scripts must be in English, accompanied by return postage. Payment by special ar-

rangement. Reports as prompt as mail permits.

TRAY PRODUCTIONS, INC., P. O. Box 804, South Bend 24, Indiana. Porter B.

Williamson, Editor. Wants articles, feature material, special subjects. Payment sub-

ject to negotiation. Buys newspaper and magazine publication rights only.

UNITED FEATURE SYNDICATE, 220 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. James
T. Freeman, Editor. Uses articles and comics. Payment varies. Buys serialization

rights. Concentrates on comics, sustaining columns, special features, occasional

special series.

UNITED OVERSEAS PRESS, 505 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Rudolph

Brent, Editor. Syndicating short stories, westerns, love stories, features with pictures

from the entertainment field for use in foreign countries only.

UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL, 220 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. Roy
Mehlman, Director. Uses news and features.

WASHINGTON NEWS FEATURES, Albee Building, Washington 5, D. C. U. V.

Wilcox, Editor. Specializes in finance. Buys outright.

WIDE WORLD, 50 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y. Max Desfor, Editor.

Interested in news and features.

WOMEN'S NEWS SERVICE, 229 W. 43rd St., New York, N. Y. Elmer Roessner,

Editor. Uses six news features daily, five times a week, with twenty of these sup-

plied by staff or regular contributors. Market is limited. Reports within two weeks.

See Bell Syndicate.

WORLD UNION PRESS, 507 Fifth Ave., New York City, N. Y. (N.Y.C. Bureau),

(Headquarters, Israel). New York Editor, David Horowitz. Israeli Editor, Moshe
Ben Shachar. Full UN coverage, general news items, features, books, theater, etc.

Pays flat fees.

WORLDWIDE PRESS SERVICE, 333 E. 46th St., New York 17, N. Y. Arthur

Fletcher, Exec. Editor. Interpretive news and features from overseas.
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ttook Publishers

ABELARD-SCHUMAN, LIMITED, 6 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y. L.

Schwartz, President. Pubhshes fiction, non-fiction, science, biographies, and spe-

cializes in juveniles. Juvenile Editor, Frances Schwartz.

ABINGDON PRESS, 201 Eighth Ave. S., Nashville, Tenn.; 150 Fifth Ave., New
York 11, N. Y. Emory S. Bucke, Editor; Robert R. Wright, Assistant Editor (New
York); Pierce S. Ellis, Jr., College Editor; Paul M. Pettit, Editor of Religious

Books; Jean E. Karl, Juvenile Editor (New York). Publishes religious, children's

and general books, and college texts. Publishing is generally on a royalty basis,

and manuscripts are reported on within one month.

ACADEMIC PRESS INC., Ill Fifth Ave., New York 3, N. Y. Kurt Jacoby,

Editor. Specializes in scientific works.

ACADEMY GUILD PRESS, 1317 Van Ness Ave., Fresno 15, Calif. Donald
Demarest, Editor-in-Chief. Miss Marion Woods, Associate Editor. Publishes Cath-

olic fiction and non-fiction; books on California, books about horses, bullfighting,

transportation, and Mexico. Preferred length is 60,000 to 100,000 words for fic-

tion; 70,000 to 125,000 for non-fiction. Prefers queries from unagented writers.

Pays 10% to 5,000; 12/2% to 7,500; 15% thereafter. Reports in 3 to 8 weeks.

ACADEMY GUILD PRESS, 2429 Pine St., Box 549, Fresno 3, California. Donald

Demarest, Managing Director and Editor.

ACADEMY PRESS, Box 187, University, Miss. S. Gale Denley, Editor. Especially

concerned with scholarly papers such as M.A. theses, but will consider plays, poetry

collections, research reports, study guides, histories of local institutions, specialized

cook books. Length 10,000 to 50,000 words. Pays on a royalty basis.

ADDISON-WESLEY PUBLISHING, INC., Reading, Mass. Publishes technical

books on the college and graduate level only. Reports in one to four months. Pay-

ment is on royalty basis.

AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY, 55 Fifth Ave., New York 3, N. Y. Dr. Leo

Cans, Editor in Chief, Elementary and High School Publications; Dr. James U.

Rundle, Manager, College Publications; Leroy L. Bruggeman, Manager, Interna-

tional Publications. Publishes classroom textbooks for all widely taught subjects at

elementary school, high school, college and university levels. Manuscripts are

usually written and submitted after preliminary agreement. Royalty payment to

authors; outright payment to illustrators.

AMERICAN HERITAGE PUBLISHING CO., INC., 551 Fifth Ave., New York

17, N. Y. J. J. Thorndike, Jr., Editorial Director. Publishes American Heritage and
Horizon magazines, American Heritage Juriior Library Books, history for children,

one major historical work per year.

AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION, 50 E. Huron Street, Chicago, II, 111.

Mrs. Pauline J. Love, Director of Publishing Department. Publishes books and
pamphlets on library science and related fields of education, including biblio-

graphies, reference guides, handbooks and indexes.

AMPHOTO (American Photographic Book Publishing Co., Inc.) 33 West 60th

St., New York 23, N. Y. Merwin Dembling, Editor. Publishes technical and semi-

technical works on photography exclusively. Query. 20,000 to 30,000 words pre-

ferred. Usual royalty schedule. Reports in approximately 10 days to two weeks.

ANGEL ISL.\ND PUBLICATIONS, INC., Box 775, Sausalito, Calif. Editors are:

Ray West, Poetry; Evan Council, Fiction; William Ryan, Non-Fiction. Publishes
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Contact (litorary quarterly— 11,00 circulation.) Has no requirements other than

high quality. Pays standard publishers royalty rates. Reports in four weeks.

ANTIOCH PRESS, Yellow Springs, Ohio. Semi-scholarly non-fiction is pub-

lished, but no hard-and-fast categories. Query before sending manuscript. Reports

within six weeks. Pays usually on a straight royalty basis.

APPLETON-CENTURY-CROFTS, INC., 35 West 32nd St., New York 1, N. Y.

Allan W. Ferrin, Pres. Pul^lishes fiction, biography, and other general non-fiction

from 70,000 to 150,000 words. Particularly interested in general non-fiction and

fiction of stature. No mysteries, run-of-the-mill westerns, poetry, juveniles. Pays in

advance, on signing contract, against royalties ranging from 10% to 15% of book's

list price. Reports in three weeks.

ARCADIA HOUSE, 419 Park Avenue South, New York 16, N. Y. AHce Sachs,

Editor. Publishes sweet romances, old-time western yarns, soft-boiled, non-sexy

mysteries. Prefers 55,000 to 60,000-word lengths. Pays $150 for westerns and
mysteries, $250 for romances. Reports in six weeks.

ARCHER HOUSE, INC., 1776 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y. Richard C. Mac-
Kenzie, Editor.

ARCHITECTURAL BOOK PUBLISHING CO., INC., 151 E. 50th St., New
York 22, N. Y. Walter W. Frese, Editor. Publishes architecture, decoration, and
reference books on city planning and industrial arts.

ARCO PUBLISHING CO., INC., 480 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

David Turner, Editor. Publishes how-to-do-it books. Payment is on royalty basis.

ARIEL BOOKS, 19 Union Square W., New York 3, N. Y. Imprint of Farrar,

Straus & Cudahy. General juveniles. H. D. Vursell, Editor-in-Chief.

ARKHAM HOUSE: PUBLISHERS, Sauk City, Wisconsin. August Derleth, Ed-

itor and Publisher. Publishes only books dealing with the macabre, fantasy, science-

fiction, etc. Also novels and short story collections and some poetry in the genre.

Prefers length not to exceed 100,000 words. Query first. Pays standard royalties

and reports immediately.

ARTS, INC., 667 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. Sanford M. Herman, Managing
Editor. Publishes general non-fiction and art. No limitations as to word length.

Prefers queries, outlines, and sample chapters before manuscripts are submitted.

Has standard royalty schedule and reports in 60 days.

ASIA PUBLISHING HOUSE, 1 19 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.

ASSOCIATED BOOKSELLERS, 1582 E. State St., Westport, Conn. Publishes

books on psychiatry sociology, mythology, foreign language dictionaries, self-help,

physical culture, music, non-fiction, pictorial, and some of the sciences. Pays

standard royalty rates or outright.

ASSOCIATION PRESS, 291 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. James Rietmulder,

Director. Publishes non-fiction: religion, biography, recreation, camping, group

work, youth and child guidance, marriage, health and sex education, inspirational

subjects. Query first outlining book idea. Royalty basis according to book sale.

ATLANTIC MONTHLY PRESS, 8 Arlington St., Boston 16, Mass. Seymour
Lawrence, Director; Peter H. Davison, Executive Editor; Emilie McLeod, Juvenile

Editor. Publishes fiction, general non-fiction, juveniles, biography, autobiography,

belles lettres, history, world affairs and poetry.

AUGSBURG PUBLISHING HOUSE, 426 S. Fifth St., Minneapolis 15, Minn.
William H. Gentz, Book Editor. Publishes primarily religious books. Also non-

fiction and fiction, juveniles, and some poetry. Specializes in Christmas literature
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since they are publishers of Christmas, an American Annual of Christmas Litera-

ture and Art. Requirements as to word length are varied. Juveniles are usually

short. Prefers queries, outlines and sample chapters before manuscript is sent. Buys

royalties on longer books and purchases shorter works outright. Reports in one

month.

AUGUSTANA BOOK CONCERN, 639 38th St., Rock Island, Illinois. Dr. Victor

E. Beck, Secretary of Literature and Book Editor. Publishes devotional and edu-

cational books. Manuscripts of nearly all types are received for examination. No
prescribed length. The nature of the manuscript will determine the length. Queries

are answered, but prefers that entire manuscript be submitted. Ten percent royalty

or flat payment. Usually reports within a month or less.

BAKER BOOK HOUSE, 1019 Wealthy St., S. E., Grand Rapids 6, Mich. Cor-

nelius Zylstra, Editor. Publishers of Protestant religious books.

BARNES & NOBLE, INC., 105 Fifth Ave., New York 3, N. Y. Samuel Smith,

Editor. Publishes educational books and scholarly works, as well as non-fiction

how-to-do-it books. College Outline Series, Everyday Handbooks, University

Paperbacks, American Authors and Critics Series.

BARRON'S EDUCATIONAL SERIES, INC., 343 Great Neck Road, Great Neck,

N. Y. Publishes high school and college educational books. No minimum word
length required. Prefers outlines and sample chapters before finished manuscript

is submitted. Royalty schedule is subject to the manuscript. Reports within 90

days.

M. BARROWS & COMPANY, INC., 425 Park Ave. South, New York 16, N. Y.

Miss Narcisse Chamberlain, Editor. PubUshes books on cooking and homemaking,

gardening and flower arranging, antiques.

BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE, INC., 205 E. 42nd St., New York 16, N. Y. Douglas

L. Lockhart, Editor. Publishes non-fiction, clothbound books, and something new,

paperbacks devoted exclusively to sports subjects. Preferred length: paperbacks,

60,000 words; clothbounds, no definite word requirement. Prefers that outlines

plus sample chapters be sent before the completed manuscript is submitted.

Royalty schedule: clothbound editions, 10% for the first 5,000 copies sold; 12/2%
on copies sold between 5,000 and 10,000; 15% on copies sold over 10,000. Paper-

backs: $1,000 advance against royalties of 4% of retail price (50c at present.)

Reports in two weeks.

BASIC BOOKS, INC., 59 Fourth Ave., New York 3, N. Y. Arthur Rosenthal,

Editor. Publishes psychology, psychiatry, social science, physical science, belles

lettfes.

BEACON PRESS, 25 Beacon St., Boston 8, Mass. Mr. Edward Darling, Director.

Publishes world affairs, ethics, liberal religion, history, social science, general non-

fiction.

BEGINNER BOOK, INC., a division of Random House, Inc., 457 Madison Ave.,

New York 22, N. Y. Phyllis Cerf, Editor. "We are interested in books written with

a first grader's vocabulary. To be considered, a manuscript must be approximately

1500 words long.

"Due to the fact that Beginner Books are subtle combinations of words and

pictures, all manuscripts must be presented broken down into 61 pages similar

to the layout of The Cat In The Hat. The author must describe the picture he

wishes to accompany each page of his text or indicate these pictures with rudi-

mentary drawings."

BENEFIC PRESS, a division of Beckley-Cardy Co., 1900 N. Narragansett, Chi-

cago 39, 111. Louise M. Johnson, Editor-in-Chief. Publishes basic texts and supple-
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mentary books for schools and libraries. Length: 1200 to 20,000 words on materials

ranging from first grade to junior high in difficulty. Query first, outline and sample

chapter if requested. Reports on mss. within three weeks. Royalty agreements are

based on author's contribution.

CHARLES A. BENNET CO., INC., 237 N. Nfonroe Street, Peoria, 111. Paul Van
Winkle, Editor. Particularly interested in high school textbook mss. on industrial

education and home economics. Reports in two months. Payment is on royalty

basis.

W. S. BENSON AND COMPANY, P. O. Box 1077, Austin 66, Texas. Publishes

textbooks. Word length depends on the grade level. Prefers queries first and pays

the standard textbook rates.

ROBERT BENTLEY, INC., 993 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge 38, Mass. Robert

Bentley, President.

BENZIGER BROTHERS, INC., 70 Fifth Ave., New York 11, N. Y. W. C. Smith,

Editor. Publishes religious books, school books, fiction. Catholic theology, phi-

losophy, and other sciences for Catholic clergy, nuns, and laity. Reports in one or

two months.

BERLITZ PUBLICATIONS, 630 Fifth Ave., New York 20, N. Y. C. F. Berlitz,

Editor. Publishes language textbooks, dictionaries, record courses, self-teachers

travel books and language books for children.

THE BETHANY PRESS, 2640 Pine Blvd., Box 179, St. Louis 66, Mo. Publishes

religious books and supplies. Darrell K. Wolfe, Director. Mrs. Jessie Carlson, Chil-

dren's Books. Prefer outlines and two sample chapters. Standard royalty 10% of

retail selling price. Report in sixty days or less. Word length varies with subject.

No fiction in trade department.

BINFORDS & MORT, 124 N. W. 9th Ave., Portland 9, Ore. Thomas Binford,

President; Alfred Powers, Editor. Publishes books pertaining to the Pacific North-

west; prefers non-fiction, historical fiction, plus regional juveniles. Reports in two

to six months. Payment on royalty basis.

BLAISDELL PUBLISHING CO., 22 E. 51st St., New York 22, N. Y. Warren
Blaisdell, President. Joseph E. Byrne, Editor-in-Chief. Publishes science text and
reference books at college and university level. Prefers sample chapters and out-

lines be submitted before the entire manuscript be sent. Pays standard royalty rates.

THE BLAKISTON DIVISION, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 330 W. 42nd St.,

New York 36, N. Y. William F. Keller, Editor-in-Chief; Paul K. Schneider, Nurs-

ing Editor. Publishes only textbooks and monographs in the fields of medicine,

dentistry, pharmacy and nursing. Pays on royalty basis and reports in eight weeks.

BLOCH PUBLISHING COMPANY, 31 W. 31st Street, New York, N. Y. Solo-

mon Kerstein, Editor. Publishes books of Jewish interest, textbooks, music, history,

fiction, etc.

THE BOBBS-MERRILL CO., INC., 1720 E. 38th St., Indianapolis 6, Ind., and
717 Fifth Ave., New York 22, N. Y. (Send manuscripts to New York.) Monroe
Stearns, Managing Editor. Publishes a general trade list of fiction, non-fiction and

juveniles.

THE BOND WHEELWRIGHT CO., Porter's Landing, Freeport, Maine. Pub-

lishes general non-fiction. Preferred word length varies with the subject. Send
finished manuscripts, queries not necessary. Pays 10% royalty and reports in 3 to

6 weeks.
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BOOKMAN ASSOCIATES, INC., 31 Union Square West, New York, N. Y.

Jacob Steinberg, Editor. Publishes scholarly works and specialized studies.

THOMAS BOUREGY & CO., 22 E. 60th St., New York 22, N. Y. James M.
Daly, Editor. Publishes fiction, non-fiction and juveniles. Min. length, fiction:

55,000 words.

R. R. BOWKER CO., 62 W. 45th St., New York 36, N. Y. Mrs. Anne J. Richter,

Book Editorial Department. Publishes books for the book trade, library directories

and reference books and bibliographies.

THE BOXWOOD PRESS, P. O. Box 7171, Pittsburgh 13, Pa. Prefers original

scholarly works, especially for use in colleges; 50,000 words or less. Send queries,

outlines, and sample chapters, before submitting the finished manuscript. Pays

standard royalty schedule and reports in 4 weeks.

CHARLES T. BRANFORD CO., 69 Union St., Newton Centre 59, Mass. Leo L.

Jacobs, Editor. Publishes general non-fiction and books on arts, crafts. Query be-

fore submitting. Reports in 45 days. Pays on royalty basis.

GEORGE BRAZILLER, INC., 215 Park Ave. South, New York 3, N. Y. Edwin
Seaver, Editor. Publishes books on literature, art, philosophy, history and science

fiction.

THE BROADMAN PRESS, 127 Ninth Avenue, North, Nashville 3, Tenn. WiUiam

J. Fallis, Editor. Publishes book-lengths with a Christian viewpoint. Sermons, reli-

gious novels, biographies, inspirational books, serious treatments of religious

themes. Average length, 60,000 words. Children's book editor, interested in man-
uscripts on age levels 2-12 with biblical, religious, character building, nature, world

background themes suitable for picture books, biographies, and story books. Query
first.

WILLIAM C. BROWN CO., PUBLISHERS, 135 So. Locust St., Dubuque, Iowa.

Publishes laboratory manuals, college textbooks and workbooks.

THE BRUCE PUBLISHING CO., 400 N. Broadway, Milwaukee 1, Wise. W. C.

Bruce, Editor. Publishes general trade books, juveniles, secondary and college text-

books.

CALLAGHAN & COMPANY, 6141 N. Cicero Ave., Chicago 46, 111. Rae Smith,

V.P. Publishes law books for lawyers, and text and case books for law students.

Reports in 3 to 4 weeks.

CAPITOL PUBLISHING CO., INC., 737 Broadway, New York 3, N. Y. Cyrus
Porter, Editor.

CARLISLE, DODD, INC., 360 Lombard St., San Francisco, Calif. John R. Dodd,
San Francisco Office; Henry Carlisle, Jr., N.Y.C. Publishes fiction and non-fiction.

It helps to query first. Pays regular royalty schedule and reports in 2 weeks.

CATECHETICAL GUILD, 260 Summit Ave., St. Paul 2, Minn. Reverend Louis

A. Gales, President.

CATHOLIC BOOK PUBLISHING CO., 257 W. 17th St., New York 11, N. Y.

Howard Cavalcro, Editor. Publishes Catholic devotional books.

THE CAXTON PRINTERS, LTD., Caldwell, Idaho. Eugene F. Hoy, Editor.

Publishes trade books. Only full book-length material considered. Special emphasis
on Americana, and unique juveniles. Reports in 60 to 90 days. Payment is on
royalty basis. Publication is slow due to backlog.

CENTURY HOUSE, INC., Watkins Glen, N. Y. G. L. Freeman, Editor. Pub-
lishes Americana and collector books exclusively. Payment is on royalty basis. Very
occasionally print at author's expense and try to market for him.
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CHANTICLEER PRESS, INC., 424 Madison Ave, New York 17, N. Y. Milton

Riyoff, Editor. Publishes elaborately illustrated books all of which are commis-

sioned. They do not solicit manuscripts.

CHELSEA PUBLISHING CO., 50 East Fordham Rd., New York 68, N. Y. Aaron

Galuten, Editor. Publishes books on science and mathematics.

CHEMICAL PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC., 212 Fifth Ave., New York 10,

N. Y. Publishes technical and scientific books.

CHICAGO NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM, Roosevelt Rd. & Lake Shore Dr.,

Chicago 5, 111. Miss Lillian A. Ross, Associate Editor, Scientific Publications; Mrs.

Helen A. MacMinn, Associate Editor, Miscellaneous Publications. Publishes scien-

tific and popular publications in anthropology, botany, geology, and zoology,

written by Museum staff or based on Museum collections.

CHILDREN'S PRESS, INC., Margaret Friskey, Jackson Blvd. and Racine Ave.,

Chicago 7. Publishes children's books that are of some value in the school market.

CHILTON COMPANY—BOOK DIVISION, 56th and Chestnut Streets, PhiFa-

delphia 39, Pennsylvania. General non-fiction, fiction (adult and teen-age), arts

and crafts, photography, boating, business and technical, texts. Query letters and

outlines. Elliott W. McDowell, Executive Editor; Miss Elizabeth Morton, teen-age;

John E. Leibfried, text and photography; Mrs. Mel Kelly, adult fiction; SterHng

E. Lanier, adult fiction and non-fiction. Standard book publishing royalty scale.

3-4 weeks. No specific word length.

CITADEL PRESS, 222 Park Ave. South, New York 3, N. Y. Philip S. Foner, Edi-

tor. Publishes general fiction, non-fiction, and re-prints. In non-fiction contracts

are offered to writers on the basis of queries, a suggested outline and a sample

chapter. Contracts on royalty basis.

COMSTOCK PUBLISHING ASSOCIATES, 124 Roberts PI., Ithaca, N. Y. This

is a division of Cornell University Press, publishing manuscripts on natural history

subjects. Wants scientific, accurate treatment, not popularizations. Lengths should

be governed by material and sales possibilities. Pays standard royalty rates.

CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE, Dr. O. A. Dorn, General Mgr., 3558 So.

Jefferson Ave., St. Louis 18, Mo. Christian slant.

CORNELL MARITIME PRESS, INC., Cambridge, Md. Felix M. Cornell, Pub-

lisher. Publishes non-fiction relating to marine subjects, highly technical; manuals;

how-to-do and popular books on any maritime subject. Send queries first, ac-

companied by writing samples and outlines of book ideas. Reports within two

weeks. Payment is on regular trade publishers' royalty basis. Tidewater Publishers

is a subsidiary of Cornell Maritime Press and publishes non-fiction relating to the

Delmarva Peninsula (Maryland, Delaware, and Virginia). Has the same terms as

the parent company.

R. D. CORTINA, INC., 136 West 52nd St., New York 19, N. Y. Dr. George
Pappageotes and Robert Livesiy, General Editors. Publishes language teaching

textbooks, for schools and self-study. Preferred word length varies. Do not send

unsolicited manuscripts without prior authorization. Pays on a fee and a royalty

basis. Reports in two months or less.

COVENANT BOOKS, 19 Union Square West, New York 3, N. Y. Imprint of

Farrar, Straus and Cudahy, Inc. Mr. John Farrar, Editor. Jewish juveniles only.

COWARD-McCANN, INC., 210 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y. John J.

Goeghegan, Editor. Publishes good full-length novels, including mysteries (no

westerns or light or salacious love stories); outstanding non-fiction of all kinds;
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juveniles, but no novelty, toy, fantasy or stunt books; religious books. Reports

in two or three weeks. Payment is on royalty basis.

CREATIVE ENTERPRISES, Joyce F. Wooster, Editor, 6620 Diversey Ave., Chi-

cago 35, 111.

CRITERION BOOKS, INC., 6 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y. Sidney PhilUps,

Editor; James Giblin, Associate Editor. Publishes fiction, non-fiction and juveniles.

Prefers query letter.

ARTHUR G. CROFT PUBLICATIONS, 100 Garfield Ave., New London, Conn.

Editor-in-Chief, Ben Brodinsky; Allan Amenta, Executive Services. Publishes books

for teachers, school administrators, and school boards. The quality of the manu-
script and the specific audience determines the length. Royalty schedule by ar-

rangement. Reports within four weeks.

THOMAS Y. CROWELL CO., 432 Park Avenue South, New York 16, N. Y. Wil-

liam Poole, Trade Editor. Publishes fiction and general nonfiction. Especially in-

terested in American humor nonfiction, and in both historical and serious con-

temporary American novels. Lengths may run 60,000 to 150,000. Pays standard

royalty contract semiannually. Reports in about three weeks.

CROWN PUBLISHERS, 419 Fourth Ave., New York 16, N. Y. Herbert Michel-

man, Editor-in-Chief. Arthur Fields, Fiction Editor. Publishes general fiction and

non-fiction books. Prefer query letters. Contracts offered on basis of stature of the

writer, the outline, the subject and the sample material. Most contracts awarded

on a royalty basis. Reports in 2 to 6 weeks.

CUPPLES & LEON CO., 200 Fifth Ave., New York 10, N. Y. David B. Drieman,

Pres. and Editor.

THE DARTNELL CORP., 4660 N. Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 40, 111. Leslie L.

Lewis, Editorial Director; Charles F. Johnson, Editor, Sales Publications; Edward
M. Ryan, Editor, Management Publications; Groves Killbourn, Research Editor;

Marilyn French, Editor, Women's Publications. Publishes business and industrial

books of 5,000 words and up. Prefers queries, outlines, or sample chapters. Pays

the standard royalty schedule and reports in 10 to 30 days.

DAUGHTERS OF ST. PAUL, 50 St. Paul's Ave., Jamaica Plain, Boston 30, Mass.

F. A. DAVIS COMPANY, 1914-16 Cherry Street, Philadelphia 3, Pa. Publishes

medical and nursing textbooks only.

THE DAVIS PUBLICATIONS, INC., Publishers, Printers Building, Worcester 8,

Mass. Publishes art and craft books.

THE JOHN DAY CO., 62 W. 45th St., New Yo'rk 36, N. Y. Richard J. Walsh,

Jr., President and Editor. Publishes fiction, non-fiction and juvenile books.

T. S. DENISON & CO., INC., 321 Fifth Ave., South Minneapolis 15, Minn.

L. M. Brings, Editor.

DENLINGER'S, Middleburg, Va. Mrs. R. Annabel Rathman, Editor-in-Chief.

Publishes fiction, non-fiction, general publications, books about animals. Query
letter preferred. Royalty varies, depending upon type of manuscript. Prompt re-

ports given—maximum 90 days. Word length varies, depending upon type of

publication. Specific information given upon receipt of query indicating type of

projected manuscript.

DE VORSE AND CO., 516 W. Ninth St., Los Angeles 15, Calif. Mrs. Elizabeth

Henderson, Editor. Publishes metaphysical books of 40,000 words, minimum length.

Query first before sending finished manuscript. Royalty schedule is 10% of retail
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cost of published book; royalties are paid quarterly. Reports in approximately one

month.

THE DIAL PRESS, INC., 461 Park Avenue South, New York 16, N. Y. James

H. Silberman, Editor-in-Chief; Jeanne Vestal, Juvenile Editor. Publishes 50,000-

word novels of fiction, but no light fiction. Also publishes non-fiction in which

queries should include an outline and as many chapters as possible. No definite rule

governing types of material published. Payment is on royalty basis.

THE DIETZ PRESS, INC., 109 E. Cary St., Richmond 19, Va. August Dietz, III,

Editor. Publishes book-length manuscripts: biography, books of an historical na-

ture, Americana, unusual cook and hostess books, humor, gift books. No poetry.

Requires preliminary letter stating the subject and briefly outlining the material.

FRANK E. DETTRICH, All Pets Book, Inc., Fond du Lac, Wise. S. C. Henschel,

Editor. Publishes pet books: cats, birds, all pets, of. 10,000 to 50,000 words depend-

ing upon subject and book-size plans. Query first. Writers are selected not on their

ability to write, but on their authoritativeness on a particular subject. All titles are

slanted towards the selective consumer, and are educational in nature. Pays out-

right on some titles, on others, royalty depends upon the sale of the book. Reports

in 6 months to a year.

DODD, MEAD AND CO., 432 Park Avenue South, New York 16, N. Y. Raymond
T. Bond, Editor-in-Chief; Miss Dorothy M. Bryan, Juveniles; William M. Oman,
College. Publishes book-length manuscripts, 70,000 to 100,000 words: fiction and
non-fiction of high quality, biography, popular science, travel, yachting and music.

Very rarely buys photographs or poetry. A contract for non-fiction books is offered

on the basis of a query, a suggested outline and a sample chapter only if the author

is well-known. Payment is on a royalty basis, twice a year.

DODGE BOOKS, F. W. Dodge Corporation, 119 West 40th St., New York 18,

N. Y. D. Fischel and G. Medcalf, Dcpt. Editors. Publishes professional and techni-

cal books. Speciality areas are architecture, construction, and related fields. Prefers

query first with prospectus and outline. Sample chapters can be developed later, but

are useful if available. Royalty schedule depends upon nature of project. Manu-
scripts are acknowledged promptly, but thorough review will be made before any

definite report is given—exact time will vary.

M. A. DONOHUE & CO., 711 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 5, 111. Marcus A. Dono-

hue. Editor. Publishes juvenile fiction and non-fiction; reprints; gift books. Query
first before sending script.

DOUBLEDAY AND CO., INC., 575 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Ken
McCormick, Editor-in-Chief. Publishes fiction and non-fiction of all types, includ-

ing novels, mysteries, juveniles, general literature of all kinds, belles lettres. Queries

on non-fiction material should tell something about the proposed book. Payment is

on a royalty basis.

DOVER PUBLICATIONS, INC., 180 Varick St., New York 14, N. Y. Hayward
Cirker, Editor. Publishes trade and scientific, hard bound and paper bound.

R. C. DRESSER & CO., INC., 176 Newbury St., Boston, Mass. Richard C.

Dresser, President. Publishes general non-fiction, travel, "how-to-do" items, hobby
and self-help books.

DUELL, SLOAN & PEARCE, INC., 124 East 30th St., New York 16, N. Y.

Charles A. Pearce, Editor. Publishes good fiction; biographies and memoirs; photo-

graphic, travel, regional, historic, humor, art books; junior books, etc.

E. P. DUTTON & CO., INC., 300 Park Ave. South, New York 10, N. Y. Scott

Bartlett, Editor-in-Chief; Juvenile Department, Catherine O'Dea; Dutton Every-
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man Paperback, Cyril Nelson. Publishes novels of permanent literary value;

mystery, non-fiction, religious, travel, fine arts, biography, memoirs, belles lettres,

history, science, psychology, translations, juveniles and quality paperbacks. Queries

welcomed for non-fiction of high quality on almost any subject for the general

reader. Payment is by royalties.

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY PRESS, Pittsburgh 19, Pa. Henry J. Koren, Philoso-

phy; John F. Mahoney, Philology. Publishes books on philosophy and philology.

Send full manuscripts. Royalty schedule is 10% and reports in 3 months or less.

EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHING CORP., 23 Leroy Ave., Darien, Conn. Publishes

elementary school work books. The length depends on the subject. Prefers to see

outlines, sample chapters or complete manuscripts. Reports in two weeks.

WILLIAM B. EERDMANS PUBLISHING CO., 255 Jefferson, S. E., Grand
Rapids, Mich. Calvin Bulthuis, Editor. Publishes adult and juvenile religious books

in the Protestant field. Also textbooks. Biblical studies, adult and juvenile fiction,

and regional literature having to do with the general area of the Great Lakes.

The preferred length in these areas is 30,000 words and up. Prefers queries. Re-

ports within three weeks.

ELDRIDGE PUBLISHING CO., Franklin, Ohio. Kay Myerly, Editor. Publishes

plays, operettas, reading collections, entertainment and game books.

JOSEPH ELSTEIN, INC., 537 West 50th St., New York 19, N. Y. Publishes gen-

eral books. Query before submitting any manuscripts.

ERIKSSON-TAPLINGER CO., INC., 119 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y. Paul

Eriksson, Publisher and Editor. Publishes trade non-fiction, fiction and juveniles.

Query first. Reports within one month.

FABIAN BOOKS, LTD., 2919 E. Belmont Ave., Fresno 3, Calif. Sanford Aday,

Editor. Publishes general fiction, 40,000 to 50,000 words. Pays $500 and up in ad-

vance upon acceptance, with royalties Ic to I/2C per copy sold, up to 150,000, de-

pending on assumed sale potential. Advances are against first royalty payment. Re-

ports three to six weeks.

FARRAR, STRAUS AND CUDAHY, INC., 19 Union Square W., New York 3,

N. Y. Robert Giroux, Editor-in-Chief. Publishes general fiction, non-fiction, with

special interest in the new writer; juveniles (Ariel, Vision, Covenant).

FREDERICK FELL, INC., 386 Park Ave. South, New York 16, N. Y. Frederick

V. Fell, Editor. Non-fiction; business books of general interest to management,

personnel, investors, etc:; self-help and inspirational books; Americana; anthologies;

humor; please query before sending in manuscript or send outline and sample

chapter. Royalty basis; reports 2-4 weeks, approximately. Average length from 60,-

000-100,000 words.

THE FIDELER CO., 310 Ottawa Ave., N.W., Grand Rapids, Mich. Peg Fisher,

Carol Kvande, Jane Vander Veer, Marion Smith, Editors. Publishes geography

textbooks. Send sample chapters before submitting finished manuscripts.

FLEET PUBLISHING CORP., 230 Park Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Robt. A.

Huntey, Managing Editor. Publishes general trade, including fiction and biography.

Send completed manuscripts, no need to query first. Royalty schedule depends on

circumstance, a generous advance is always given. Reports in 3 weeks.

FOLLET PUBLISHING CO., 1010 W. Washington, Chicago 7, 111. Mrs. Esther

K. Mecks, Children's Book Editor. Publishes books for children of all ages. Special

interest in stories primary children can read by themselves, quality fiction for

middle grades and biographies. Write for information about annual Charles W.
Follett Award and annual Beginning-to-Read Award. Royalty basis.
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FOUNDATION PRESS, INC. 268 Flatbush Avenue Ext., Brooklyn, N. Y. Pub-

lishes law and business books.

FRANCISCAN HERALD PRESS, 1434 W. 51st St., Chicago 9, 111. Rev. Mark
Hegener, O.F.M., Manager.

THE FREE PRESS OF GLENCOE, ILLINOIS, 119 West Lake Street, Chicago

1, 111. Editors: John Bettin, Jeremiah Kaplan. Publishes non-fiction. Send sample

chapter before submitting manuscripts. Royalty schedule varies. Reports within 2

weeks.

FRIENDSHIP PRESS, 475 Riverside Dr., New York 27, N. Y. Miss Nina Millen,

Children's Editor. Publishes religious books and books on Christian missions. Send

no unsolicited manuscripts.

THE FRONTIER PRESS CO., Lafayette Bldg., Buffalo 3, N. Y. Dept. Editors are

specialists in different branches of knowledge. Publishes a compact encyclopedia.

No unsolicited articles. Material is staff written or furnished by contributors to

whom work has been assigned.

WILFRED FUNK, INC., 153 E. 24th St., New York 10, N. Y. Publishes general

non-fiction, how-to books, outdoor and sports books. Minimum wordage is 60,000.

Standard royalty contracts. Reporting time varies.

FUNK & WAGNALLS CO., 153 E. 24th St., New York 10, N. Y. Herbert Katz,

Editor. Publishes fiction, general non-fiction, reference books and teen-age juveniles.

Contracts awarded for non-fiction on basis of query, outline and a few sample

chapters. Do not send manuscripts without request from editor. Reporting time

varies. Standard royalty contracts.

THE GARRARD PRESS, 510 N. Hickory St., Champaign, 111. Miss Margaret E.

Braxton, Juvenile Editor. Publishes children's books for ages 6 to 15 and profes-

sional books for teachers in reading and related fields. Word length depends on

book: some are 64 pages, 80, 96, etc. Query first, then Garrard Press suggests the

pattern to follow. Pays 10% of net selling price and reports within a month.

BERNARD GEIS ASSOCIATES, 130 E. 56th St., New York 22, N. Y. Cynthia

Cox, Associate Editor. Publishes a limited number of fiction and non-fiction. Pre-

ferred length is 60,000 to 100,000 words. Send queries, outlines or sample chapters

before submitting finished manuscript. Pays standard royalty schedule and reports

in two weeks.

GINN & COMPANY, Statler Office Building, Boston 17, Mass. Elementary Edi-

tor, Henry M. Halverson; High School Editor, James B. Palmer; College Editor,

Henry B. Stanton. Pubhshes textbooks for schools and colleges.

GOLDEN PRESS, INC., 630 Fifth Ave., New York 20, N. Y. Sam Wohl, Editor.

GOODHEART-WILLCOX CO., INC., 1322 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, 111. Floyd

Mix, Pres. Publishes mechanical and how-to books of 200 to 400 pages in length.

Query first. Pays 10% royalties and reports in two weeks.

THE GNOME PRESS, INC., P. O. Box 161, Hicksville, N. Y. Martin Greenberg,

Editor. Specializes in hard-bound science fiction, both adult and juvenile. Novels

run 50,000 to 60,000 words, and advances vary on a standard authors' league con-

tract. Reports within three months. Write first.

GRAIL PUBLICATIONS, St. Meinrad, Ind. St. Meinrad Archabbey, Publisher.

GROSSET & DUNLAP, INC., 1107 Broadway, New York 10, N. Y. P. Edward
Ernest, Editorial Director. Publishes original non-fiction, juveniles, and children's

picture books; adult and juvenile reprints; Universal Library paperbacks. Query
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and outline. Royalty contracts offered on the basis of sample chapters and com-

plete manuscripts. C. Gibson Scheaffer, adult books; Norman Hoss, informational

books; Alice Thorne, teen-age books; Doris Duenewald, picture books.

GUILD PRESS, INC., 630 Fifth Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Miss Joan Campbell,

Editor-in-Chief,

HAFNER PUBLISHING CO., INC., 31 E. 10th St., New York 3, N. Y. Otto H.

Hafner, President. Publishes science, technology, philosophy, medicine, mathe-

matics, statistics, philology, and college texts.

E. M. HALE & CO., 119 S. Dewey St., Eau Claire, Wise. E. M. Hale, Editor. Pub-

lishes library books and material suitable for use in elementary schools, particular-

ly for classroom use.

C. S. HAMMOND AND CO., 515 Valley St., Maplewood, N. J. Elizabeth P.

Nichols, Trade Editor. Publishes non-fiction for junior-senior high school age.

Travel and geography emphasis desirable, but not required. No word limit. Send
outline and sample chapters before submitting finished manuscript. Royalty sched-

ule varies. Reports in two months.

HAMPTON PUBLISHING CO., 711 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 5, 111. Marcus A.

Donohue. Washable cloth, linen and pre-school activity books.

HARCOURT, BRACE AND WORLD, INC., 750 Third Ave., New York 17,

N. Y. Department Editors: Adult—JuHan P. Muller, Dan Wickenden, Jeannette

Hopkins, Margaret Marshall, Catherine McCarthy. Juvenile—Margaret McElderry.

Publishes novels, non-fiction, biography, history, general Hterature, poetry books

and textbooks for colleges and high schools. Also includes publications of Reynal &
Hitchcook.

HARIAN PUBLICATIONS, 1000 Prince St., Greenlawn, N. Y. Frederic Tyarks,

Editor. Publishes travel, geographical subjects, related fields. Retirement, real

estate and investments.

HARPER & BROTHERS, 49 E. 33rd St., New York 16, N. Y. Publishes books

between 40,000 and 200,000 words in the following departments: Children's Books,

College, Mail Order, Medical, Nature & Outdoor, Rehgious, Social & Economic,

and Trade. Trade books can cover any subject of general interest, fiction or non-

fiction. Harper & Bros, also publishes Harper's Magazine, Bibles, and Torchbooks

(a paperback line). Report in three to five weeks.

THE HARRISON CO., P. O. Box 4214, Atlanta 2, Ga. Wiley H. Davis, Editor-

in-Chief; Henry H. Blake, Managing Editor. Publishes law books, usually legal

texts, either national in scope or relating to law and practice in one of the South-

eastern states; 200,000 words, minimum. Query first. Royalties are paid 90 days

after publication; semiannually thereafter. Usually reports within 30 days.

HART PUBLISHING CO., 74 Fifth Ave., New York 11, N. Y. David Feldman,

Juvenile Editor. Publishes juveniles. Reports in 2 weeks.

HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS, 79 Garden St., Cambridge 38, Mass. Thomas

J. Wilson, Director. Publishes books of scholarly research and serious non-fiction

for the general public.

HARVEY HOUSE, Irvington-on-Hudson, N. Y. Zola E. Harvey, Pres. Science

juveniles, toy books, adult non-fiction.

HASTINGS HOUSE PUBLISHERS, INC., 151 E. 50th St., New York 22, N. Y.

Walter Frese, Editor, Mrs. Jean Poindexter Colby, Juvenile Editor. Publishes gen-

eral non-fiction. Buys photographs. Reports within four weeks. Payment is on

royalty basis.
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HAWTHORN BOOKS, INC., 70 Fifth Ave., New York 11, N. Y. Whit Burnett,

Editor. Publishes general non-fiction and Catholic and Protestant religious books

for trade, mail order and subscription sale. Does not read unsolicited manuscripts

but welcomes submission of book ideas and outlines; suggests consulting catalogue

before making any submission. Payment is on a royalty basis.

HEARTHSIDE PRESS, 118 E. 28th St., New York 16, N. Y. Nedda Casson An-

ders, Editor. Interested in home and garden books; how-to-do-it books for all ages.

D. C. HEATH & COMPANY, 285 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass. Wallace S.

Murray, Editor. Publishes school and college textbooks; non-fiction.

HEBREW PUBLISHING COMPANY, 11 Delancey Street, New York, N. Y.

B. H. Marks, Editor. Publishes anything in line with Judaica, Hebrew and English.

Also juveniles. Bibles, Hebrew-English, English only. Also prayer books, Hebrew
with English translation.

HELICON PRESS, INC., 5517 Selma Ave., Baltimore 27, Md. David L. Mc-
Manus, President. Publishes fiction, juveniles, history, biography, theology, philoso-

phy, music, and Catholic non-fiction. Royalty is 10% up to 10,000 sales; 12/2%
over 10,000. Reports in 4 to 5 weeks.

HERALD HOUSE, P. O. Box 477, Independence, Mo. Roger Yarrington, Editor.

Publishes religious books for adults and children. Fiction, poetry, doctrinal texts,

history, etc., almost exclusively written by church member authors. All books must

be relevant to the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Query
first. Reports in two months.

HERDER AND HERDER, 7 West 46th St., New York 36, N. Y. George Lawler,

Editor. Publishes philosophical, theological, religious, Catholic, art, and social sci-

ence books. Send outlines and sample chapters before submitting the finished

manuscript. Reports in one to two months.

HERMAN & STEPHENS, INC., 1776 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y. Michael G.

MacKenzie, Editor. Publishes non-fiction, high fidelity, history, juveniles, pets, pho-

tography, technical, theatre.

HERZL PRESS, 515 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Dr. Raphael Patar, Editor.

Publishes studies on Zionism, Israel, and related subjects of lengths from 4,000 to

100,000 words. Prefers queries, outlines, or sample chapters before a finished manu-
script is submitted. Pays 10% of list price and reports in four weeks.

HESPERIAN HOUSE BOOK PUBLISHERS, INC., 25 California St., San Fran-

cisco, Calif. Dennis A. Rooksby, Editor-in-chief. Publishes general trade books in-

cluding western Americana, cookbooks, anthologies, fiction and juveniles. Word
lengths: novels, 80,000; general trade books, 80,000 to 100,000; cookbooks, flexible.

Prefers juveniles for the 4th and 5th grade reader and also the 4-8 age group. Re-
ports within one month. Pays 10% royalty on retail price of book, rising from 15%
after 10,000 copies are sold.

HOLIDAY HOUSE, 8 W. 13th St., New York 11, N. Y. Vernon Ives and Johanna
Greenwald, Editors.

A. J. HOLMAN CO., 1222-1226 Arch St., Philadelphia 7, Pa. Publishes Bibles and
testaments, some religious titles. Word length preferred varies with content. Query
first. Pays standard royalty schedule and reports as soon as possible.

HOLT, RINEHART AND WINSTON, INC., 383 Madison Ave., New York 17,

N. Y. Attention: Trade Editor. Publishes outstanding fiction and distinctive non-

fiction. Americana biography and history are particularly wanted. This company is

interested in young writers of talent and promise. Lengths are from 60,000 to
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100,000 for fiction, 70,000 to 125,000 for non-fiction. Royalty basis plus advance is

paid. Reports in three weeks.

HOME LIBRARY NEWS, 43 W. 61st St., New York 23, N. Y. Bradford Cham-
bers, Editor.

HORIZON PRESS, 156 Fifth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y. Ben Raeburn, Editor.

Publishes non-fiction of the following types: literary, biographical, autobiographical,

scientific, art and architecture, works of humor. Fiction published must be of very

high literary quality. Regular royalty contract used. Reports in about a month.

THE HORN BOOK, INC., 585 Boylston St., Boston 16, Mass. Mrs. Ruth Hill

Vigueis, Editor. Publishes books related to the material in The Horn Book Magazine

—on children's books and reading. No book-length manuscripts are solicited. Pre-

ferred length 1,500 to 2,000 words for magazine articles. Submit outlines for arti-

cles before sending finished manuscript. Pays Ic a word on publication and reports

within two weeks.

HOUGHTON MIFFLIN CO., 2 Park St., Boston 7, Mass. Publishes general litera-

ture, fiction, biography, autobiography, history, in lengths no less than 25,000

words; poetry, juveniles; also elementary, secondary and college textbooks. Queries

welcomed. On basis of outline and sample chapters. Pays by royalty contract.

HOWELL-NORTH BOOKS, 1050 Parker St., Berkeley 10, CaUf. Publishes rail-

roadiana, Californiana, histories, Americana. Word length is variable. Prefers

queries, outlines, or sample chapters before finished manuscript is submitted. Pays

10% of retail sales price and reports as soon as possible.

INTERNATIONAL TEXTBOOK COMPANY, Scranton 15, Pa. Publishes col-

lege textbooks, and specialized trade books. John A. Wargo, Editor.

THE INTERSTATE PRINTERS AND PUBLISHERS, INC., 19-26 N. Jackson

St., Danville, 111. Paul A. Sims, Editor. Publishes textbooks primarily, in agricul-

ture, industrial arts, home economics, athletics, and special education. Preferred

word length varies according to content covered. Prefers queries, outlines, or sam-

ple chapters before finished manuscript is submitted. Royalty schedule varies; how-
ever, it is usually 10% of wholesale price. Prompt acknowledgment; decision usu-

ally within 30 days.

IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS, Press Building, Ames, Iowa. Marshall

Townsend, Manager. Publishes books of science, agriculture, engineering, home
economics, Ncterinary medicine—authoritative professional and textbooks of mod-
ern appeal, mostly college level. Reports in 30 to 60 days. Payment is on royalty

basis,

RICHARD D. IRWIN, INC., 1818 Ridge Rd., Homewood, 111. William D. Craw-
ford, Executive Editor. Publishes college textbooks, exclusively in the fields of eco-

nomics, business administration, and industrial engineering and management, of

250,000 words and over. Prefers queries, outlines, and sample chapters, before the

finished manuscript is submitted. Minimum payment is 10% of net; maximum is

15% of list. Usually reports within a month.

JEFFERSON HOUSE, INC., 425 Fourth Ave., New York 16, N. Y. Publishes fic-

tion and westerns.

THE JEWISH PUBLICATION SOCIETY OF AMERICA, 222 N. 15th Street,

Philadelphia 2, Pa. Solomon Grayzcl, Editor. Publishes fiction, history, essays, and
biographies of Jewish interest. Reports in three months. Payment is on royalty basis.

THE JOHNS HOPKINS PRESS, Baltimore 18, Md. John H. Kyle, Editor. Pub-

lishes scholarly books. Payment varies.
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JONATHAN DAVID PUBLISHERS, 131 E. 23rd St., New York 10, N. Y. Alfred

J. Kolatch, Chief Editor. Publishes Judaica for adults and children. Send com-

pleted manuscripts. Pays standard royalty schedule and reports in a month.

MARSHALL JONES COMPANY, Francestown, N. H. Clarence E. Farrar, Editor.

Publishes non-fiction, worthy of publication, written to interest either a general or

a specific market. Also progressive school, junior college and college textbooks.

JUDY PUBLISHING COMPANY, 2517 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 16, 111. Will

Judy, Editor. Publishes general, education, "how to" books. Specialty: books on

dogs. Prefers to be queried.

P. J. KENEDY & SONS, 12 Barclay Street, New York 8, N. Y. Thomas Kenedy,

Publisher; Julie Kernan, Editor. Publishes trade books of Catholic interest as well

as Prayer Books, Missals, Meditation, Spiritual Readings; fiction, biography, his-

tory, philosophy, juvenile. The Official Catholic Directory.

ALFRED A. KNOPF, INC., 501 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Harold

Strauss, Editor-in-chief; Virginia Fowler, Juvenile Editor; Joseph Sutton, College

Editor. Publishes book-length fiction of literary merit by known or unknown writ-

ers, juvenile books and book-length non-fiction, including books of scholarly merit

on special subjects. Contracts offered for non-fiction on basis of outline and sample

chapter. A good non-fiction writer should be able to follow the latest scholarship in

any field of human knowledge, and fill in the abstractions of scholarship for the

benefit of the general reader by means of good, concrete, sensory reporting. Pay-

ment is on royalty basis. Reports in two to four weeks.

KREGEL PUBLICATIONS, 525 Eastern Ave., S.E., Grand Rapids 6, Mich. Robt.

T. Kregel, Owner and Manager. Publishes reprints of religious and theological

books. Very few original manuscripts are considered.

KTAV PUBLISHING HOUSE, INC., 47 Canal St., New York 2, N. Y. Editor.

LANE BOOK CO., Menlo Park, Calif. Publishes how-to-do-it. Western home in-

terest, and travel. Predominately staff written. Limited market for non-fictional

juveniles for 4th-5th grade in Western science and social science subjects. 7500 to

10,000 words. Standard royalties. Editor: Paul Johnson. Juvenile Editor: Miss

Helen Mitchell.

LANTERN PRESS, INC., 257 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y. J. A. Furman,
Editor. Publishes fiction, non-fiction, self-help, mail-order books, and especially

juveniles for all ages above the six-year level. No manuscripts should be sent unless

authorized. Reports in three months. Payment is on royalty basis.

LEA AND FEBIGER, 600 S. Washington Square, Philadelphia 6, Pa. John F.

Spahr, Editorial Advisor. Publishes medical, dental, veterinarian and allied sciences,

including basic science books of 100,000 words and up. Send sample chapters be-

fore submitting the finished manuscript. Royalty schedule varies.

THE LIFE BOOK DEPT., TIME, INC., Time and Life Bldg., New York 20,

N. Y. Norman P. Ross, Editor. Publishes picture books in all general information

areas. Books by assignment only and desired word length as specified in the assign-

ment. Send suggested outlines for picture-book ideas. Pays flat fee only and answers
letters promptly.

J. B. LIPPINCOTT CO., E. Washington Square, Philadelphia 5, Pa., and 521
Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Publishes all types of fiction, preferably the serious

modern novel, 75,000 to 100,000 words; and juveniles whose length varies accord-
ing to age groups. Also interested in full book-length general literature, such as

works on the current scene, biography, autobiography. Reports in two or three

weeks. Payment is on royalty basis twice a year.
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LITTLE, BROWN & CO., 34 Beacon St., Boston 6, Mass. Ned Bradford, Editor-

in-chief. Publishes fiction and non-fiction book-length manuscripts. Non-fiction: bi-

ography, history, current affairs, social studies, literature, and law and cook books

and reference books. Also juveniles, all ages. Helen L. Jones, Editor of Children's

Books. Not publishing poetry at present. Contracts for non-fiction offered on basis

of an outline and three or four sample chapters. Payment is on royalty basis.

LIVERIGHT PUBLISHING CORP., 386 Park Ave. South, New York 16, N. Y.

Arthur Pell, Editor. Publishes good non-fiction and fiction over 60,000 words. Sug-

gests a synopsis and brief biographical sketch be sent before sending manuscript.

Contracts offered for good non-fiction material on the basis of a query, an outline

and several sample chapters. Reports in four weeks. Payment is on royalty basis.

LONGMANS, GREEN & CO., INC., 119 W. 40th St., New York 18, N. Y. Edi-

tors: John L. B. Williams, Trade; Bertha L. Guntherman, Junior Books; Gordon S.

Hill, college; Marion Overachie, plays. Publishes fiction, general non-fiction for

juniors or young people (no picturebooks or short stories); length, 25,000 to 50,000

words, plays, religious, Protestant and Catholic, technical and college textbooks. On
a royalty basis.

LOOKING GLASS LIBRARY (Epstein & Carroll, Inc., imprint), 127 E. 69th St.,

New York 21, N. Y. Managing Editor: Mrs. Clelia Carroll. Publishes juveniles.

LOTHROP, LEE & SHEPARD CO., INC., Beatrice Creighton, 419 Park Ave.

South, New York 16, N. Y. Publishes picture books that are fresh or new in subject

matter or treatment. Very interested in getting fiction for older girls and boys.

LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS, Baton Rouge 3, La. Scholarly non-

fiction, all fields, particularly history, political science, literary criticism, natural

science. Strong regional emphasis. Prefer query letters. Editor: D. R. Ellegood.

Royalty paid; prompt reports. Preferred length: 75 to 100,000 words.

ROBERT M. McBRIDE CO., INC., 235 Park Ave., South, New York 3, N. Y.

Marshall Reid, Editor.

McGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY, INC. (Trade Division), 330 West 42nd. St.,

New York 36, N. Y. Edward Kuhn, Jr., Robert Cousins, John Starr, Robert Gut-

willig, Mrs. Ray P. Corsini, Leon Wilson, and David Scott department editors.

Publishes fiction, history, biography, how-to, travel, popular reference, inspirational.

Has separate departments for children's books, art books, and religious books. Pre-

fers length to be 50,000 to 125,000 words. Royalty schedule is 10% to 5,000,

12/2% to 10,000, 15% thereafter. Reports in 6 to 8 weeks for unsolicited manu-
scripts, 4 to 6 weeks for solicited manuscripts, 3 to 4 weeks for agented

manuscripts.

Mcknight & McKNIGHT publishing CO., U. S. 66 at Towanda Avenue,

Bloomington, 111. Wesley D. Stephens, Editor. Publishes guidance, industrial arts,

and technical books.

THE MACMILLAN CO., 60 Fifth Ave., New York 11, N. Y. Pubhshes fiction of

all types, and is particularly interested in the work of new American authors. Also

publishes non-fiction of all types: biography, public affairs, economics, science,

travel, poetry, religion, belles lettres, outdoor books. Has special departments with

departmental editors dealing with juveniles, religious books, outdoor books, medical

publications, and textbooks.

MACRAE SMITH CO., 225 S. 15th St., Philadelphia 2, Pa. Publishes juveniles

from ages 3 up; adult fiction and non-fiction; some language, travel and biography.

Payment is on a royalty basis according to publisher's contract.
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THE GEORGE MACY COMPANIES, INC., 595 Madison Ave., New York 22,

N. Y. Mrs. George Macy, President.

MARZANI & MUNSELL, 100 West 23rd St., New York 11, N. Y. President, Carl

Marzani. Publishes general fiction and non-fiction.

MAXTON PUBLISHING CORP., 1012 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago 7, 111.

Mrs. Margaret Stephens, Editor. Publishes informational material on subjects of

interest to 6-12-year-olds; science sports, space travel. No fiction. Query first.

MEDICAL BOOKS FOR CHILDREN PUBLISHING CO., 940 Upper Midwest

Bldg., Minneapolis 1, Minn. Juvenile Editor: Mrs. Judith Fryer. Publishes educa-

tional books for children. Elementary grade level preferred. Subjects must have a

medical theme. Length: 1,500 to 3,000 words. Query first. Reports in three weeks.

MELMONT PUBLISHERS, INC., 310 S. Racine Ave., Chicago 7, 111. Miss Claire

Nolte, Editor.

CHARLES E. MERRILL BOOKS, INC., 1300 Alum Creek Drive, Columbus 16,

Ohio. Executive Division—Campbell Hughes; College Division—Ross Sackett.

Education Division publishes texts for elementary and high schools (no juvenile

stories or novels). The College Division publishes texts in all college areas, special-

izing in education, sociology and psychology. Prefers to see brief outline and a

sample chapter. Reports in two to three weeks. Payment is on acceptance or on a

royalty basis.

JULIAN MESSNER, INC., 8 West 40th St., New York 18, N. Y. Kathryn G.

Messner, Managing Editor; Mrs. Lora Orrmont, Editor, interested in novels of

suspense. Publishes fiction, non-fiction, and juveniles. Miss Gertrude Blumenthal,

Juvenile Editor.

M. S. MILL COMPANY, INC., 425 Park Avenue South, New York 16, N. Y.

John C. Willey, Editor. Publishes mysteries, general adult fiction and non-fiction,

Reports in two to four weeks. Payment is on royalty basis, with advance against

royalty on acceptance.

MODERN LIBRARY, 457 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y. Reprints of the

classics and standard modern books, new collections and anthologies.

MONARCH BOOKS, INC., 386 Park Avenue South, New York 16, N. Y. Charles

N. Heckelmann, Editor-in-chief. Publishes fiction, non-fiction, mysteries. Westerns,

adventure, historical and modern novels; Length, 45,000 to 75,000 words. Query
before submitting material.

MONTHLY REVIEW, INC., 66 Barrow St., New York, N. Y. Leo Huberman and

Paul M. Sweezy, co-editors and publishers. Publishes political and economics books

of 40,000 to 90,000 words. Send finished manuscript; no need to query or send

sample chapters first. Reports within a month.

MOREHOUSE-BARLOW COMPANY, 14 East 41st Street, New York, N. Y.

Clifford P. Morehouse, Editor. Publishes Episcopal Church books and Sunday
School texts.

MORGAN AND MORGAN, INC., PUBLISHERS, 101 Park Ave., New York 17,

N. Y. Willard D. Morgan, Editor. Publishes books on photography, both technical

and how-to-do-its. Word length depends on whatever it takes to tell the story and
explain the subject in concise, to the point terms. Query first before submitting

finished manuscripts. Royalty schedule varies with the production. Reports in 2 to 4

weeks.

WILLIAM MORROW & CO., 425 Park Ave., South, New York 16, N. Y. John C.

Willey, Editor; Connie C. Epstein, Juvenile Editor. Publishes fiction, non-fiction,

junior books. Payment is on royalty basis.
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MUHLENBERG PRESS, 2900 Queen Lane, Philadelphia 29, Pa. G. Elson RufT,

Editor-in-chief. PubHsher of religious, educational, and fictional books. Prefers

queries, outlines or sample chapters before submitting finished manuscript. Pays

10% royalty and reports in one month.

NATIONAL PLANNING ASSOCIATION, 1606 New Hampshire Ave., N.W.,

Washington 9, D. C. Eugene H. Bland, Editor. Publishes pamphlets and reports on

national and international economics; also publishes a monthly newsletter. Looking

Ahead, 10 issues a year. As a rule reports and articles are staff written, but occa-

sionally an unsolicited manuscript for a pamphlet or report is accepted.

THE NAYLOR COMPANY, 918 N. St. Marys St., San Antonio, Texas. Mrs. Joe

O. Naylor, Publisher; William Burch Lee, Editor. Specializes in Southwestern items

—history, legend, cookbooks, poetry, school books. Royalty and other contracts.

THOMAS NELSON & SONS, 19 E. 47th St., New York 17, N. Y. Mrs. Elizabeth

Tompkins, Juvenile Editor. Publishes fiction for boys and girls of 7 to 12 (10,000

to 20,000 words) and fiction and non-fiction for teenagers (60,000 to 70,000 words).

Also publishes Bibles and Testaments. Reports in four to six weeks. Payment is on

royalty basis. Gorham Munson, Trade Book Editor. No adult fiction. Has diversi-

fied list of non-fiction—theatre, arts, inspirational, practical, psychiatric, biography.

NELSON-HALL COMPANY, 210 S. Clinton St., Chicago 6, 111. V. Peter Ferrara,

Editor. Publishes non-fiction books for adults: practical psychology, health, voca-

tional, business, practical self-help and inspirational, occult, etc. Reports in three

weeks. Payment is on royalty basis.

NEW YORK GRAPHIC SOCIETY, 95 E. Putnam Ave., Greenwich, Conn. Bur-

ton Gumming, Editor. Publishes art books. Prefers outlines before finished manu-
script is submitted. Royalty schedule and preferred word length varies. Reports at

once.

W. W. NORTON & COMPANY, INC., 55 Fifth Ave., New York 3, N. Y. Eric P.

Swenson, Executive Editor. Publishes adult, book-length fiction and non-fiction.

NOURSE PUBLISHING CO., Box 398, San Carlos, Calif. James I. Nourse and
Floyd L. Nourse, Editors. Publishes books on Western America, cook books, travel

and guide books. Send outlines and sample chapters before submitting finished

manuscript. Preferred word length varies with the book. Royalty schedule is 10%
up to 5,000 copies, 12/2% thereafter. Reports in one month.

IVAN OBLENSKY, INC., 219 E. 61st St., New York 21, N. Y. WilHam Raney,

Editor-in-Chief; Fabio Cohen, Editor—Children's Books. Publishes serious fiction,

non-fiction, poetry, quality paperbacks, short stories, and juveniles. Send outlines

and sample chapters before submitting a completed manuscript.

OCEANA PUBLICATIONS, INC., 80 Fourth Ave., New York 3, N. Y. Philip F.

Cohen, Pres., Edwin Newman, Exec. Editor, Julius Marks, "Docket Series" Editor.

Publishes non-fiction with an emphasis on law, world affairs, and other selected po-

litical and semi-legal matters for the layman. Prefers queries, outlines, and sample

chapters, in this order, before sending a completed manuscript. Royalty schedule is

individually arranged. Reports in 30 days. Also publishes some fiction, but query

on this.

ODYSSEY PRESS, INC., 55 Fifth Ave., New York 3, N. Y. Russell G. Booth,

Editor. Publishes high school and college textbooks: English, French, Spanish, Ger-

man, Philosophy, Education, Psychology, Religion and Geography. No trade books.

Outlines and sample chapters preferred, but not essential in initial stages. No prior

stipulation to word length. Royalty schedule is variable according to format and

the category of the book. Reports vary with the complexity of the text and amount
of reviewing required.
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ORANGE JUDD PUBLISHING COMPANY, 15 E. 26th Street, New York, N. Y.

George E. Eiermann, Editor. Publishes books on farm, garden, and allied subjects;

also dogs and pet books.

OTTENHEIMER PUBLISHERS, INC., 4805 Nelson Ave., Baltimore, Maryland.

Publishes dictionaries, language, and self-help books. Preferred word length varies.

Royalty schedule is negotiable. Reports within one week.

F. A. OWEN PUBLISHING CO., Dansville, N. Y. Elizabeth F. Noon, Editor.

Publishes educational books and teaching aids for elementary schools.

OXFORD BOOK CO., INC., 71 Fifth Ave., New York 3, N. Y. Milton Elson,

Editor. Publishes visualized concise texts in all high school subjects, review books,

workbooks, textbooks. Prefers sample chapters to be submitted before the finished

manuscript. Pays 8% royalty. Keystone Education Press, Inc., is a division of Oxford

Book Co., Inc., and has the same requirements as are listed above.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, INC., 417 Fifth Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.

Whitney Blake and Sheldon Myer, Trade Dept.; Wilbur D. Ruggles, Religious

Dept.; James W. Zarbock, College and Medical Depts.; Mrs. P. E. B. Schrader,

Galaxy Paperbacks. Publishes non-fiction. Bibles, college textbooks, medicals, tech-

nicals and paperbacks.

PACIFIC BOOKS, PUBLISHERS, P. O. Box 558, Palo Alto, Calif. Stanley M.
Croonquist, Editor. Publishes text and reference books, high school and college.

Also trade books of especially Western Americana. Prefers medium to small word
length and queries with outline before accepting a completed manuscript. Royalty

schedule varies with book. Reports promptly.

L. C. PAGE & CO., INC., (subsidiary of Farrar, Straus & Cudahy), 19 Union
Square West, New York 3, N. Y. Publishes general list of fiction and non-fiction.

Editor, John Farrar. Payment on royalty basis. Reports in about three weeks. Word
length, generally 60,000 or more.

PANTHEON BOOKS, INC., 333 Sixth Ave., New York 14, N. Y. Mrs. Mary
Cosgrave, Juvenile Editor. Publishes fiction, non-fiction, history, philosophy, art,

juveniles.

PEGGY CLOTH-BOOKS, INC., 109 Worth St., New York 13, N. Y. Miss Dolores

M. Maken, Editor. Washable cloth books. Prefers to see illustrated ms. Interested

in illustrated story line only.

PENGUIN BOOKS, INC., 330 Clipper Mill Rd., Baltimore 11, Md. H. F. Parois-

sien, President.

PENNINGTON PRESS, 2165 Lakeside Ave., N.E., Cleveland 14, Ohio. R. B. Pen-

nington, Jr., President and Publisher.

PHILOSOPHICAL LIBRARY, INC., 15 E. 40th St., New York 16, N. Y. D. D.

Runes, President and Editor. Publishes general non-fiction and reference books.

THE PLATT & MUNK CO., INC., 200 Fifth Ave., New York 10, N. Y. David B.

Dreiman, Editor.

POPULAR MECHANICS PRESS, 200 E. Ontario St., Chicago 11, 111. John A.

Linkletter, Editor, Book Division; Arthur Mikesell, Managing Editor, Annuals;

A. Richard Harmet, Managing Editor, Books. Publishes do-it-yourself books in all

fields that Popular Mechanics Magazine covers; science books written for general

readers; science career books for young people. They also publish a series of seven

annuals. Articles for the annuals range from 2,000 to 4,000 words. Books range up
to 30,000 words and all are well illustrated. Query first. Pays up to 10% of pub-

lisher's selling price. Reports in two weeks.
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CLARKSON N. POTTER, INC., 56 E. 66th St., New York 21, N. Y. Publishes

general trade books, fiction and non-fiction, especially Americana, science, art, con-

temporary scene. Query first. Royalty schedule varies with each book.

PRENTICE-HALL, INC., Englewood Cliffs, N. J. Stuart L. Daniels, Editor-in-

chief, Trade Book Division. Publishes non-fiction of all types and a limited amount

of fiction. Wants practical self-help, inspirational, topical, historical, biographical,

sports, and juvenile books. No poetry, mysteries or westerns. Payment is on royalty

basis.

THE PRESS OF WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY, 2040 Albert Dr., Cleve-

land 6, Ohio. Willis Thornton, Editor. Publishes work resulting from scholarly re-

search only; not a general freelance market. Query first. Royalty schedule by ar-

rangement. Reports promptly.

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS, Princeton, N. J. Herbert S. Bailey, Jr., Di-

rector. Publishes non-fiction, usually scholarly in background, though not neces-

sarily addressed to scholarly readers. Needs interpretive, long-view scholarly books

for the general reader.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS PRESS, 419 New Jersey Avenue, Washington 3, D. C. M. B.

Schnapper, Editor. Interested in authoritative pamphlet and book material in the

fields of economics, political science, foreign affairs, and sociology.

PURDY, CARLISLE & DODDS, INC., 360 Lombard St., San Francisco 11, Calif.

Henry Carlisle, Jr., Editor-in-chief.

G. P. PUTNAM'S SONS, 210 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y. Howard Cady,

President and Editor. Publishes novels, 60,000 words and up, of all types. Non-
fiction in travel, science, biography, exploration, etc. College textbooks. Also juve-

nile fiction and non-fiction. Well-known authors may submit outline and a sample

chapter. Lesser known authors should submit at least half the book for inspection.

Payment is on royalty basis. Edmund L. Epstein is Editor of the Capricorn Books

Dept.

RAND McNALLY, 8255 Central Park Ave., Skokie, 111. Mrs. Lillian McClintock,

Editor, Children's Books. Publishes school books and trade books; picture and story

books for children. Like to receive queries on the subject of Americana, biography,

natural history, personal adventure, exploration and travel, history and related

topics all for the general reader. Contracts on non-fiction offered on basis of an

outline and sample chapters. Reports in about three or four weeks. Payment on

royalty basis.

RANDOM HOUSE, INC., 457 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. Bennett

Cerf, President. Senior Editors include Albert Erskine, Robert Loomis, Harry

Maule, Joseph Fox. PubUshes fiction and non-fiction of the highest standards. Not
interested in circulating library material. Publishes occasional poetry volumes. Re-

ports in three to five weeks. Payment as per contracts.

REGENTS PUBLISHING CO., INC., 200 Fourth Ave., New York 3, N. Y. Edi-

tors: Miss Fay Lcbou, English; Robert J. Dixson, Foreign Languages; Lewis I.

Dublin, Science and Mathematics. Publishes foreign languages texts, high school

review books, and English books for the foreign born. Prefers queries, outlines,

sample chapters. Pays 10 to 15% royalty based on net sales. Reports in 3 to 4

weeks.

HENRY REGNERY CO., 14 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, 111. Editors of different

departments: Trade, Mrs. Jean Kellogg; Juvenile, Mrs. Pauline Belmont; Catholic,

Daniel Hayes; College & Gateways, Henry Regnery; School, Joseph Lawrence.

Publishes general non-fiction, fiction, religious, biography, cookbooks, college and
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high-school textbooks. Interested in non-fiction that concerns the human situation

today—man in relation to his fellow men, in relation to his government or to his

God. Prefer to begin with an outline and a sample chapter rather than an entire

book. Payment is on royalty basis.

REILLY & LEE CO., 14 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, 111. General Editor: Mrs.

James Kellogg; Juvenile Editor: Mrs. Pauline Belmont. Publish book manuscripts of

popular fiction and non-fiction for adults and juveniles. Fantasy and books of edu-

cational aspect for children, cookbooks, sport books for adults. Reports in two
weeks. Payment is on royalty basis.

REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORP., 430 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y. G. G.
Hawley, Executive Editor; Art and Architectural Editor, John Koefoed. Publishes

technical and scientific books in chemical and allied fields; art and architectural

books; college textbooks (Editor, J. B. Ross). Contracts are offered on the basis of

an outline and a sample chapter. Payment is by royalty.

FLEMING H. REVELL COMPANY, Westwood, New Jersey. Dr. Frank S. Mead,
Editor-in-chief. Publishers of inspirational and devotional religious books. Also

books related to Sunday school and church work. Occasional biography and more
general books that might appeal to the religious market. No verse or fiction. Length
usually 40,000 to 90,000 words. Reports made promptly. Payment on royalty basis.

REYNAL AND CO., INC., 221 E. 49th St., New York 17, N. Y. Eugene Reynal,

Editor. Publishes quality fiction and non-fiction. Queries not necessary. Royalty

schedule varies and reports in 3 to 4 weeks.

RICHARDS ROSEN PRESS, 13 E. 22nd St., New York 10, N. Y. Richard Harris,

Editor. Publishes vocational and other guidance books for young people. Preferred

length is 40,000 words. Reports within three weeks.

THE WARD RITCHIE PRESS, 1932 Hyperion Ave., Los Angeles 27, Calif. Ward
Ritchie and Richard Lewis, Editors. Publishes cook books and Western Americana.

Query first. Pays 10% royalties and reports in one month.

THE RONALD PRESS COMPANY, 15 E. 26th Street, New York 10, N. Y. Gen-
eral non-fiction, professional reference, and college texts: The humanities, social

sciences, education, fine arts; health, physical education, recreation and sports;

sciences; business, accounting and law; engineering and technology. Also "The
Chronica Botanica Series" and "The Barnes Sports Library.'

ROW, PETERSON & COMPANY, 2500 Crawford Ave., Evanston, 111. Walter

Brackman, Editor; Verne Powers, Director, Division of Drama. Publishes elemen-

tary and high-school and college textbooks, and plays suitable for use in school and

community.

ROY PUBLISHERS, 30 East 74th St., New York 21, N. Y. Mrs. Hanna Kister,

Editor. Publishes novels of all kinds, standard book length. Reports in six weeks.

Payment is subject to contractual negotiation.

SAALFIELD PUBLISHING CO., Saalfield Square, Akron 1, Ohio. H. R. Saal-

field, President.

ST. ANTHONY'S GUILD PRESS, 508 Marshall St., Paterson 3, N. J. Rev. Ter-

ence Reynolds, O.F.M., Editor.

ST. MARTIN'S PRESS, 175 Fifth Ave., New York 10, N. Y. F. Sherman Baker,

Editor-in-chief. Publishes general American fiction and non-fiction, adult and juve-

nile. Also history, political science, biography, travel, fiction, college textbooks,

scholarly, technical references, etc.
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HOWARD W. SAMS AND CO., INC., 2201 E. 46th St., Indianapolis 6, Ind.

Verne M. Ray, Editor-in-chief. Publishes technical books for the electronics indus-

try. Their audience is comprised of students, technicians, engineers, etc. (send for

latest catalog). Word length depends on subject. Also interested in books for re-

lated fields such as mathematics, physics, etc. Prefers queries, outlines, and sample

chapters, in this order. Royalty depends on author, subject, etc. Usually reports

within 30 days.

THE SANDPIPER PRESS, 630 Fifth Ave., New York 20, N. Y.

W. B. SAUNDERS COMPANY, West Washington Square, Philadelphia 5, Pa.

John L. Dusseau, Editor. Publishes books in the fields of medicine, surgery, den-

tistry, nursing, and college texts in the fields of biology, chemistry, and physical

education.

SCARCROW PRESS, INC., 257 Park Ave., South, New York 10, N. Y. Dr. Ralph

R. Shaw, Editor. Publishes Hbrary science books. Send outlines before submitting

finished manuscripts. Pays 10% up to 1,000 copies, 15% after. Reports in 30 days.

SCHOCKEN BOOKS, INC., 67 Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y. T. Herzl Rome,
General Editor and N. N. Glatzer, Judaica. Publishes history, religious thought,

Judaism, and literature, prefers 100,000 words. Send outlines and sample chapter.

Reports in 60 days.

SCHOLARS' FACSIMILES AND REPRINTS, 118 N. W. 26th St., Gainesville,

Fla. Harry R. Warfel, General Editor. Publishes reprints of rare books of interest

to scholars. Occasionally an original, but it must be on a literary topic. Prefers

50,000 words. Does not want unsolicited manuscripts. Firm is a hobby, not a profit-

seeking venture. Query first. Pays by agreement. Reports in 20 days.

WILLIAM R. SCOTT, INC., 8 W. 13th St., New York 11, N. Y. Publishes 10-12

picture books a year for ages 4-9. Major faults in material submitted and rejected

are experiences beyond child's range.

SCOTT, FORESMAN & COMPANY, 433 E. Erie St., Chicago 11, 111. Wm. E.

Gobble, General Editor, College Dept.; Clarence E. CUfford, General Editor, High
School Dept.; John W. Weston, General Editor, Elementary Dept. PubUshes text-

books only in basic subject fields.

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS, 597 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Trade De-

partment: Burroughs Mitchell, L. H. Brague, Jr., Elinor Parker (Miss), Wayne
Andrews, Donald Hutter, Thomas J. B. Walsh. ReHgious Department: William L.

Savage, Erik A. Langkjaer. Juvenile Department: Morell Gipson (Miss). College

Department: Director, Guy Jones. Publishes fiction, poetry, general non-fiction,

scientific; elementary, secondary and college textbooks; juvenile, religious, garden,

subscription sets. Prefer whole mss., but will consider queries, outlines and sample

chapters. Reports in two to three weeks.

THE SEABURY PRESS, INC., 1 Fawcett PI., Greenwich, Conn. Publishes reli-

gious books, the primary market for which is the Episcopal Church.

THE SEAHORSE PRESS, INC., Pelham, N. Y. Miss Frances W. Keene, Editor.

SENTINEL BOOKS PUBLISHERS, INC., 112 East 19th St., New York 3, N. Y.

L. Sackman, Director. Publishes hobby books, about 18,000 words. Buys photo-

graphs.

MAX SHAPIRO, KEN PUBLISHING CO., Time-Life Bldg., New York 20, N. Y.

Saul Maloff, Editor. Publishes educational and instructional books and manuals in

all fields. Length 25,000 to 65,000 words, depending on the book or the series for

which the book is done. Send queries first, then an outline and a sample chapter.

Pays straight fee. Reports within ten days.
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SHEED & WARD, INC., 64 University Place, New York 3, N. Y. Philip Scharper,

Editor; Miss Marigold Hunt, Juvenile Editor. Publishes all types of non-fiction

from Catholic viewpoint. Some fiction and poetry.

SHENGOLD PUBLISHERS, INC., 45 W. 45th St., New York 36, N. Y. Moshe
Sheinbaum, President.

THE SHOE STRING PRESS, INC., 965 Dixwell Ave., Hamden 14, Conn. Mrs.

Frances T. Ottemiller, Editor. Publishes scholarly books in limited editions, cloth-

bound, etc. Preferred length is 50,000 to 100,000 words though there is no set limit.

Query first. Pays 10% of net proceeds and reports in 4 weeks.

SILVER BURDETT CO., Park Ave. and Columbia Rd., Morristown, N. J.

Charles S. Ross, Editor-in-chief. Publishes elementary, secondary and college text-

books, and supplementary books.

SIMON & SCHUSTER, 630 Fifth Ave., New York 20, N. Y. Publishes high liter-

ary quality novels. Also non-fiction: biography, adventure, autobiography, travel,

science, etc., exceptional mystery and detective novels (Clayton Rawson, Editor).

Members of the Editorial Board: M. Lincoln Schuster, Henry W. Simon, Peter

Schwed.

THE L. W. SINGER CO., INC., L. W. Singer Bldg., 249 W. Erie Blvd., Syracuse

2, N. Y. Trevor K. Serviss, Editor. Publishes elementary and secondary textbooks.

WILLIAM SLOANE ASSOCIATES, 425 Park Ave., South, New York 16, N. Y.

John C. Willey, Editor. Fiction and general non-fiction. No formula Westerns. No
juveniles. Reports in two to four weeks.

PETER SMITH, 20 Railroad Ave., Gloucester, Mass. Peter Smith, Editor. Re-

prints out of print books, primarily used in college and university libraries; also for

public libraries. No original works.

SOCCER ASSOCIATES, P. O. Box 634, New Rochelle, N. Y. Jeff Miller, Editor.

Publishes sports, recreation, and hobby books. Most of their titles are foreign al-

though they do have a special service for authors who publish their own books and
desire national and international distribution, promotion, and publicity.

SOUTHERN METHODIST UNIVERSITY PRESS, Dallas 22, Texas. Allen

Maxwell, Director. Publishes regional material of all kinds, general non-fiction.

Payment is on royalty basis.

THE STACKPOLE COMPANY, The Telegraph Press Building, Harrisburg, Pa.

Douglas H. Haight, Director of Sales. Pubhshes books for the military services, the

outdoors, of book length and range of variation in length may be wide. Reports

usually within a few days. In some instances, royalties may be paid.

STANDARD PRINTING & PUBLISHING CO., 910 Fifth Ave., Huntington 14,

W. Va. Herman P. Dean, Editor. Always interested in book-length manuscripts on

the subject of authentic firearms and firearms history, hunting and sporting sub-

jects.

STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, Stanford University, Calif. Jesse G. Bell, Jr.,

Editor. Pubhshes non-fiction and biography; college text and reference books; tests

and guidance materials.

THE STECK CO., Box 16, Austin 61, Texas. Pubhshes school books, educational

material, limited list of juveniles. H. F. Teague, Editor.

STEPHEN DAYE PRESS, Frederick Ungar PubHshing Co., 131 E. 23rd St., New
York 10, N. Y.
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STERLING PUBLISHING CO., INC., 419 Park Ave., South, New York 16, N. Y.

Miss Barbara Hall, Managing Editor.

LYLE STUART, 225 Lafayette St., New York 12, N. Y. Eileen Brand, Editor.

Publishes a small amount of fiction. Mostly non-fiction adult trade books. Emphasis

on offbeat, controversial themes. Query first. Reports in 2 to 3 weeks.

ALAN SWALLOW, PUBLISHER, 2679 S. York, Denver 10, Colorado. Alan Swal-

low, Editor. Specializes in literary and regional books. In the literary line is poetry,

Hterary criticism, literary biography, and extremely little fiction. The regional ma-
terial is published under a subsidiary imprint. Sage Books. Material wanted here is

non-fiction work of permanence and value about the West : historical, contemporary,

scientific and travel. Also has a third imprint. Swallow Paperhooks, for quality re-

prints. Regular royalty contract.

TAB BOOKS, INC., 33 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. Morris Goldberger,

Editor.

CHARLES C. THOMAS, PUBLISHER, 301-327 E. Lawrence Avenue, Spring-

field, 111. Payne E. L. Thomas, Editor. Publishes medical, business, police, agricul-

tural, and biographical books. Reports in six weeks. Payment is on royalty basis.

TRANSATLANTIC ARTS, INC., Hollywood-by-the-Sea, Fla. Dr. George Vajna,

Editor.

TREASURE BOOKS, INC., Wonder Books, Inc., 1107 Broadway, New York 10,

N. Y. Miss Doris Duenewald, Editor.

CHARLES E. TUTTLE COMPANY, 28-30 S. Main St., Rutland, Vermont, also

15 Edogawa-cho, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan. Meredith Weatherby, Managing Edi-

tor. Publishes Japanese and Oriental art and culture books, also Americana. Prefers

normal book length. Send outlines and sample chapters first. Pays $250 against

10% and reports within 3 or 4 weeks.

TUPPER AND LOVE, INC., 3030 Peachtree Rd., N.W., Atlanta 5, Ga. PubHshes

staple books which should sell in good quantities over a period of years. Also fiction

and non-fiction, including regional material. No particular length requirements, but

material must be first rate and truly publishable. Any manuscript of good quality

will be carefully considered. There is no length requirement, and no other require-

ment, except that the completed book will be one that both the writer and Tupper
and Love can be proud of.

TWAYNE PUBLISHERS, INC., 31 Union Sq., New York 3, N. Y. Jacob Stein-

berg, Editor. Publishes general books, with emphasis on Far East and poetry pub-

lished under the Twayne Library series. Reports in two weeks. Payment is on
royalty basis. Query first.

FREDERICK UNGAR PUBLISHING CO., 131 E. 23rd St., New York 10, N. Y.

Miss Ruth Selden, Editor. Publishes general non-fiction, reference works, languages,

history, engineering, mathematics and college textbooks, paper backs.

UNION OF AMERICAN HEBREW CONGREGATIONS, 838 Fifth Ave., New
York 21, N. Y. Rabbi Eugene B. Borowitz, Editor. Publishes religious education

textbooks. Word length depends upon the age the book is written for and the sub-

ject matter. Send outHnes and sample chapters before submitting the completed

manuscript. Pays 10% of retail price. Reports in six months.

UNIVERSAL BOOKS, INC., PUBLISHERS, 381 Park Ave. South, New York 16,

N. Y. Peter E. Field, Editor. Publishes art, photography, design architecture and

juveniles. Prefers to see outlines. Reports within 30 days.
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UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS, 5750 Ellis Avenue, Chicago 37, 111. Pub-

lishes serious non-fiction in all fields; special medical, textbook, and religious de-

partments; scholarly journals.

UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA PRESS, Athens, Ga. Ralph Stephens, Director.

Publishes non-fiction—regional, scholarly, academic, and literary material.

UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS PRESS, Lawrence, Kansas. Clyde K. Hyder, Editor.

Publishes scholarly material—non-fiction books which are a contribution to knowl-

edge, in such fields as biography, history, science, literary criticism, etc. Manu-
scripts are of book length and range of variation in length may be wide. Reports

usually within a few days. In some instances, royalties may be paid.

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI PRESS, T-2, Columbia, Missouri. All manuscripts

should be sent to William Peden, Director. Publishes scholarly books in all fields;

quality fiction and poetry (only book length for poems, not individual poems). No
set limitations on word length. Query for non-fiction, not for fiction and poetry.

Royalty schedule depends on nature of the book, production costs, stature of the

author, etc. Reports from 3 weeks to 3 months.

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO PRESS, Albuquerque, N. M. Roland Dickey,

Director. Publishes books and monographs contributing to scholarship and the un-

derstanding of regional culture. Prefers query and outline.

UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA PRESS, Norman, Okla. Savoie Lottinville, Edi-

tor. Publishes non-fiction books from 40,000 to 125,000 words in such fields as his-

tory, folklore, the American Indian, Western Americana, exploration and travel,

farming, ranching, archaeology, anthropology, American literature; in fact, all of

the fields of permanent interest which an American University Press should culti-

vate. Reports in a month. Payment is on royalty basis.

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS, 3436 Walnut Street, Philadelphia

4, Pa. Thomas YoseloflP, Director. Publishes scholarly books and general non-fiction.

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH PRESS, Cathedral of Learning, Fifth Avenue,

Pittsburgh 13, Pa. Mrs. Agnes L. Starrct, Director. Interested in scholarly writing

generally overlooked by commercial publishers. Considers book-lengths in history,

philosophy, education, psychology, and nature study. Quality standards must be

met. Reports in a month. Payment is on royalty basis or contract arrangement.

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON PRESS, Seattle 5, Wash. Dr. W. M. Read,

Director. Publishes scholarly and research items of book length and with popular

appeal. Payment is on royalty basis, subject to agreement.

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN PRESS, 430 Sterling Ct., Madison 6, Wis.

Thompson W^ebb, Jr., Director. Publishes general non-fiction book-length manu-

scripts. Reports in 60 to 90 days. Payment is on royalty basis.

THE UNIVERSITY PUBLISHING COMPANY, 1126 Que Street, Lincoln 1,

Nebr. Magdelene C. Radke, Editor. Publishes textbooks, particularly elementary

texts. Reports in four weeks. Payment is on royalty basis.

VANGUARD PRESS, 424 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Miss Evelyn Shrifte,

Juvenile Editor.

D. VAN NOSTRAND COMPANY, INC., 120 Alexander St., Princeton, N. J.

Edward M. Crane, President. Publishes scientific, educational, reference, and trade

books. No fiction. Adrian N. Clark, Vice President and Managing Editor; William

R. Minrath, Vice President; Norman Hood, Senior Trade Editor.
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VERLAN BOOKS, INC., 915 Broadway, New York 10, N. Y. Lester Verlan, Edi-

tor. Publishes technical books on electronics and photography, of 30,000 words and

up plus illustration sketches or photos. Query first, sending outlines and sample

chapters. Royalty schedule negotiated with prospective author. Reports within 30

days.

THE VIKING PRESS, INC., 625 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Publishes

popular book-length novels of good quality, and fiction of literary distinction. Also

publishes non-fiction: science, economics, adventure, criticism, biography, as well as

high-quality children's books. Mrs. Annis DuflF, Exec. Editor, Juvenile Dept. Pay-

ment is on royalty basis. Reports in two to four weeks.

VISION BOOKS, 19 Union Square West, New York 3, N. Y. Miss Sheila Cudahy.

Specializes in Catholic juveniles.

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE MANUAL, INC., 212-22 48th Avenue, Bayside 64,

N. Y. Murray Shelby, Editor. Publishes books on careers: career monographs,

novels, and briefs. Monographs should be from 30,000 to 35,000 words; novels up

to 50,000 words. Queries, outlines, and sample chapters should be submitted be-

fore a completed manuscript is sent. Pays 10% royalty commission and reports in

3 weeks.

HENRY Z. WALCK, INC., 101 Fifth Ave., New York 3, N. Y. Mrs. Patricia C.

Lord, Editor.

FREDERICK WARNE & CO., INC., 210 Fifth Ave., New York 10, N. Y. Rich-

ard Billington, President.

IVES WASHBURN, INC., 119 W^ 40th St., New York 18, N. Y. Publishes novels,

serious works, memoirs, 75,000 words. Also non-fiction and junior fiction. Pay-

ment is on royalty basis.

FRANKLIN WATTS, INC., 575 Lexington Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Alice

Dickinson, Juvenile Editor; David Knight, Science Editor. Publishes a wide variety

of quality juveniles—from the young, to, and including teen-agers. Also informa-

tional adult titles. Prefers queries on non-fiction and complete book on fiction.

Reports within two weeks.

WEBSTER PUBLISHING CO., INC., 1154 Reco Ave., St. Louis 26, Mo. Evalyn

Kinkead, Managing Editor. Publishes school books for elementary and secondary

schools.

WESTERN PRINTING & LITHOGRAPHING CO., 1200 Mound Ave., Racine,

Wise, H. E. Johnson, Pres.

WESTERNLORE PRESS, 5040 Eagle Rock Blvd., Los Angeles 41, Calif. Paul D.

Bailey, Editor. Publishes Western Americana exclusively. Republication of rare

and out-of-print books. Scholarly studies of the great West. No fiction or verse.

Length from 25,000 to 65,000 words. Query first. Pays standard royalties except

in special cases. Reports in two or three months.

WESTMINSTER PRESS, Witherspoon Bldg., Philadelphia 7, Pa. Mary PfeifTer,

Editor. Publishes mostly fiction for teen-agers and young adults—50,000 to 60,000

words—with a few stories in the 8 to 1 1 and 9 to 12 age groups. Query editor

before submission. Contracts offered on basis of completed manuscripts. Payment
is on royalty basis.

WHITESIDE, INC., 425 Park Avenue South, New York 16, N. Y. Books in social

welfare field: group works, recreation, case work, family-life education, etc.

WHITMAN PUBLISHING CO., 1220 Mound Ave., Racine, Wise. Mr. Horace
M. Benstead, Jr., Editor. Story and picture books, novelty books for children.
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ALBERT WHITMAN & CO., Ruth Orbach, 560 W. Lake St., Chicago 6, III.

Publishes picture books as well as other juveniles. Especially interested in books

that could be used as supplementary science reading for elementary grades. Buys

texts without the pictures. Most books are 32 printed pages.

WHITFLESEY HOUSE, 330 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. Mrs. Helene C.

Frye, Editor. Juvenile Division of McGraw-Hill. No pamphlets, poetry or plays.

W. A. WILDE CO., 10 Huron Dr., Natick, Mass. Publishes adult non-fiction,

semi-educational, inspirational, religious, gift books, 40,000 to 50,000 words. Also

juvenile fiction for young people from 10 to 20 years of age. Payment is on royalty

basis. Reports in four to six weeks.

JOHN WILEY & SONS, INC., 440 Park Avenue South, New York 16, N. Y.

Publishes technical, scientific and business books. Also college textbooks.

THE WILLIAMS & WILKINS COMPANY, 428 E. Preston St., Baltimore 2,

Md. Dick Hoover, Editor. Publishes professional books for the medical student,

physician, and surgeon; and some books in closely allied fields. Reports in a week

to sixty days. Payment is on royalty basis.

THE H. W. WILSON CO., 950 University Ave., New York 52, N. Y. Charles

Moritz, Editor. Publishes a biographical dictionary about people in the news,

called Current Biography. It appears in eleven monthly issues and as a yearbook.

Preferred length is 1,500 words or 150 lines to each biographical sketch. Queries

not necessary. Uses trial sketches with new writers. Writers are paid for each arti-

cle. There is no royalty schedule. Assignments are made to writers.

WONDER BOOKS, INC., 1107 Broadway, New York 10, N. Y. P. Edward Ernest,

Editor-in-Chief. Inexpensive children's picture books.

WORLD BOOK CO., Tarrytown, N. Y. Ernest Hilton, Editor. Publishes textbooks

and other printed materials for use in the grade schools and colleges. Accepts very

few unsolicited manuscripts. Payment is on royalty basis.

THE WORLD PUBLISHING CO., 119 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y. (Also

2231 W. 110th St., Cleveland 2, Ohio.) William Targ, Editor-in-Chief. Senior

Editor, Donald Friede. Juvenile Editor, Velma V. Varny. Publishes Bibles, dic-

tionaries, reference books, and juveniles, and adult fiction. Also considers non-

fiction manuscripts with particular emphasis in the following fields: arts and
crafts, popular medicine, reference and informational works, history, travel, biog-

raphy, religion.

A. A. WYN, INC., 23 W. 47th Street, New York 36, N. Y. A. A. Wyn, President

and Editor-in-Chief. Publishes general fiction and non-fiction book-length manu-
scripts. No juveniles. Payment is on royalty basis.

THOMAS YOSELOFF, INC., 11 E. 36th St., New York 16, N. Y. Thomas Yose-

lofT, Editor. Publishes fiction and non-fiction.

ZONDERVAN PUBLISHING HOUSE, 1415 Lake Dr. S.W., Grand Rapids 6,

Mich. T. Alton Bryant, Editor-in-Chief. Publishes religious books, fiction and non-

fiction for all ages. Fiction: short novels and full-length novels for adults and
young people. Non-fiction: Bible Inst, and college textbooks, picture books for

children, sermons, sermon helps (outlines, etc.), commentaries, Sunday school

training books. Minimum 10,000 words; maximum, 100,000 words. Generally, for

children, tend toward minimum; for adults, 50,000 to maximum. Prefers synopsis

and sample chapters or complete ms. Author receives 10% net wholesale royalty

on first book, 10% of retail on subsequent books. Reports from one week to eight

weeks, depending on interest in ms.
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The Short Story From a Purely Impersonal View (continued from page 144)

critic; how docs he work to some point where it is as though the story had
not been written by himself at all? Here, unfortunately for a writer's

personal contacts, begins the notorious bad memory of a writer: at one

point, consciously and deliberately, he learns forgetfulness—not memory—
and even though he is in danger forever after of being late for dinner and
dentist appointments, this brainwashing must take place in order to reach

the next stage of self-criticism. For the words an author writes can form

a groove in the mind which soon hardens and becomes unerasable. The
trick here is to put the story away and practice loss of memory so intens-

ively that—as I found a few months ago— I could pick up my own first

novel and read on with curiosity to see what actually happened in the

end!

The Critical Stage

In this most critical stage of judging your own work, what errors do
you look for? First, spots in which you have not succeeded in saying what
you wanted to say, either because of writing too little or writing too much.

In other words, the balance of its parts is the first thing to worry about;

and this properly achieved, will often eliminate any possible moments
of lagging, or letdown, in holding the reader's attention. Generally speak-

ing, the beginning takes too long in the novice-writer's work; and fre-

quently the explosion, the big scene, is passed over too quickly, written

too sketchily. Savor this big scene, wherever it comes. Make sure it is

perfectly realized, clearly visualized, and properly understood; even

though your technique is to write subtly and not tell all, the logic must

be exact enough for those who will read to find the key for themselves.

The second thing to look for is the credibility and sharpness of your

character creations. This is a thing a novelist learns, but it is equally im-

p)ortant for the short-story writer. In a novel, a reader will want to know
some things you have not told; if you cannot say you do know, cannot

satisfy the reader's curiosity when he writes to ask what-the-hell— , then

you are not close enough to that character to pretend to know how he

acts or will act in any given situation. The same thing is obviously true

in the theatre. In Lillian Hellman's play, "Toys in the Attic," a foolish

sister of the hero stands aside during a scene when the hero's wife tele-

phones the man who will want to kill him; and although the foolish sis-

ter has no obvious part in this and answers only when asked a question

as though she were not thinking at all, in the end, one knows, because of

the author's skill, that the girl's phone call is the very thing the sister has

schemed to have happen. In other words, the logic of character develop-

ment, the consistency of actions and words, must be reconstructed as ex-

actly as in a psychological laboratory.

Next, speak and challenge the things your characters say. Read their

words aloud, even to yourself; hear if they speak stiffly, unnaturally, pre-

tentiously—and ask yourself if the rhythm of their speeches suits the kinds

of characters you have created. I like to say that dialogue should be

thought of in terms of a chromatic and not a whole-tone scale. Use both

black and white keys even if your speech is spoken in fifths or even

octaves. The power of Hemingway's dialogue is that, even though he skips
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from C to C he hears all the half-tones that could be spoken between
characters and suggests these in the careful selection of their words. Write

dialogue as a singer sings, by holding your breath until you reach the end
of a thought; and always "sing through your rests," for once you start a

story, you must see that your attention does not wander for an instant,

and that your reins are never slackened.

This seems to be about all I can say, except that someone else, whose
name I wish I knew, has said, "If a story doesn't bore you to write, it

won't bore the reader to read." When I begin to feel bored with any part

of my writing, I skip to the next point that interests me, intending to

come back and fill in—but often I find this unnecessary, and the words I

have not written are never missed.

The writer's obligation is to the reader, not out of kindness or weak-

ness, but as the only way to hold his reluctant attention. We must interest

him, not by writing what he thinks he wants to read, but, by our own
skill and passion, so dominate his interest with what we want to write

that he will go where we lead and believe what we want him to know.
And the deeper our own involvement, the deeper can be the reader's gain,

and our own.
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Canadian Booh Publishers

THE BOOK SOCIETY OF CANADA, LTD., 4386 Sheppard Ave., E., Agincourt

(Metropolitan Toronto), Canada. Sybil Hutchinson, M.A., J. C. W. Irwin, B.A.,

Editors. Publishes primary textbooks. Preferred length and royalty schedule varies.

Query first. Reports in three weeks.

BRITISH BOOK SERVICE (Canada) LTD., 1068 Broadview Ave., Toronto 6,

Ontario, Canada. Miss Margaret Blackstock, Editor. Publishes a limited number
of specifically Canadian titles. Represents 38 British publishers in Canada. Oc-

casionally does co-operative pubhshing with these British firms. Novels should run

between 60,000 and 90,000 words, preferably about 70,000. Query first. Pays 10%
of retail price of books sold. Reports in 3 to 5 months.

THE COP? CLARK PUBLISHING COMPANY LTD., 495-517 Welhngton

Street, West, Toronto, Ont., Canada. Mrs. M. McKeon, R. Britton-Foster, Editors.

Primarily interested in 'teen-age juveniles especially of the historical type suitable

for reading by both boys and girls. Canadian and British historical settings pre-

ferred to American. Literary settings for the same type of book also desirable.

Nothing shorter than book length. Also interested in adult novels, particularly if

based on Canadian settings. Payment is on usual royalty basis. One month for

report.

J. M. DENT AND SONS, (Canada) LTD., 100 Scarsdale Rd., Don Mills, On-
tario, Canada. John Campsie, Editor. Publishes chiefly school textbooks for Cana-

dian schools and some general books of interest to North American readers. Word
length is usually commissioned. Query first. Pays 6% up to 12% of the net price.

Reports within a month.

JOHN DESGRANGES, 325-327 Mont-Royal Est., Montreal, Quebec, Canada.

Publishes all types of books. Pays 10% royalty.

LIBRAIRIE DUSSAULT LIMITEE, 1315 Lafontaine St., Montreal 24, Canada.

Publishes children's books in French.

MACMILLAN CO. OF CANADA, LTD., St. Martin's House, 70 Bond St., Tor-

onto 2, Ontario, Canada. Kildare Dobbs, Trade and Juvenile Editor; Gladys Neale,

Educational; R. H. Strachan, College. Publishes Canadian books of all kinds. Send
complete manuscript, not necessary to query first. Juvenile word length, 32,500

words. Payment by arrangement. Reports in three weeks.

McClelland and STEWART, ltd., 25 Hollinger Road, Toronto 16, Canada.

Claire Pratt, Editor. Interested in Canadian writing of outstanding quality only.

Publishes book-length manuscripts: fiction, biography, travel, juvenile, and verse.

Canadian locale is of particular interest. Payment is on royalty basis.

THOMAS NELSON & SONS, (Canada) LTD., 91 Wellington St., W., Toronto,

Ontario, Canada. Mrs. O. Smith, Mathematics and French Language Texts; Miss

E. Thibaudeau, Language Arts Textbooks; Mr. J. Fulton, Secondary School Texts.

Textbooks for Canadian market only.

S. J. REGINALD SAUNDERS & COMPANY, LTD., 266 King St., West, Tor-

onto 2B, Ont., Canada. Publishes original manuscripts, preferably 75,000 to 125,-

000 words. These may be on any subject, but editors are better able to consider

fiction and other books of wide general interest. Payment is on a royalty basis to

start at 10 per cent of retail price, and to be agreed upon, in the case of each

book, between the publisher and the author.

THE RYERSON PRESS, 299 Queen Street West, Toronto 2B, Ont., Canada. Dr.

J. W. Grant, Editor. Publishes fiction, biography, travel, history, religious books,
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political economy, art books, poetry and others. Length, 50,000 to 150,000 words.

Reports in approximately six weeks. Payment is on royalty basis.

VISUAL EQUIPMENT CO., 146 Bates Rd., Montreal 26, Quebec, Canada. John

L. Linder, A.R.P.S., Features Editor. Publishes a monthly photographic magazine.

Prefers 2,000 words and 6 to 8 illustrations. Query first. No royalty rate. Buys

first time rights only. Reports in two to three weeks.
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Paperback Book Publishers

ACE BOOKS, 23 W. 47th St., New York 36, N. Y. Donald Wollheim, Editor. This

company is always on the lookout for good action-paced Westerns, fast-moving

American locale detective novels, sharply reahstic modern novels, and exciting

science-fiction for the Ace Double-Novels. Lengths wanted are around 55,000 words,

although some 40,000 lengths have been accepted. Mysteries should have heavy

action with not too much raw sex. In Westerns the old West is wanted with a touch

of historical treatment. Stories of historical adventure and war or sea novels, with

romance not essential. Fast decisions here.

ANCHOR BOOKS, 575 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Division of Doubleday

& Co. Pyke Johnson, Jr., Editor-in-chief. Publishes quality paperbacks.

ASSOCIATION PRESS, 291 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. James Rietmulder,

Editor. Publishes non-fiction in the fields of religious education, youth leadership,

youth problems, recreation, social work and human relations. The word length is a

function of the subject matter and market of each book. Prefers queries with an

outline first. Pays standard or better book royalty schedules. Reports usually within

one week.

AVON BOOK DIVISION OF THE HEARST CORPORATION, 959 Eighth

Avenue, New York 19, N. Y. Charles R. Byrne, Editor. Literary merit and topical-

ity are of great importance in the selecting of materials for publication. A limited

quantity of original fiction is used. This includes modern novels, mysteries and

westerns, running in length from 40,000 to 80,000 words. Always query before sub-

mitting. Standard paperback royalty. Reports in about three weeks and payments

prompt.

BALLENTINE BOOKS, INC., 101 Fifth Ave., New York 3, N. Y. Publishes orig-

inal material only in two simultaneous editions, hardbound and paperbound. Is

interested in serious fiction of the first quality, both contemporary and historical;

science fiction novels which can be presented on the same list with Ray Bradbury,

Theo. Sturgeon and Arthur C. Clarke; Western novels of highest quality. Non-
fiction needs are limited as yet and difficult to define, so send a query. Lengths run

between 60,000 and 80,000 words. Royalty of 10% is paid on hardbound edition

and 4% and 6% on paper-bound edition. There is a standard advance on signing,

and sometimes additional guarantees. Reports within four weeks.

BANKS UPSHAW AND COMPANY, 703 Browder Street, Dallas 1, Texas. W. A.

Stigler, Editor. Publishes books for school use as well as other teaching material,

especially in the fields of Spanish, French, and English. Reports in two to twelve

weeks. Payment is on royalty basis.

BANTAM BOOKS, 271 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. Richard Roberts, Man-
aging Editor. Publishes reprints only.

BEACON PRESS, 25 Beacon Street, Boston 8, Mass. Edward Darling, Director.

Publishes general non-fiction, liberal religion, social science, public aflPairs, biogra-

phy, etc. Prefers outline and sample chapters.

BELLMAN PUBLISHING CO., P. O. Box 172, Cambridge 38, Mass. Publishes

educational and vocational guide books. Prefers word length of 15,000 to 20,000

words. Query first.

BELMONT BOOKS, 66 Leonard St., New York 13, N. Y. Samuel H. Post, Vice
President and Editor-in-Chief. Publishes paperback reprints and originals. Fiction

and non-fiction. Prefers queries. Royalty schedule is the standard 4% of the retail

price for the first 150,000 copies, 6% thereafter.
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BERKLEY PUBLISHING CORP., 101 Fifth Ave., New York 3, N. Y. Thomas A.

Dardis, Editor-in-Chief. Bernard Farbar, Editor. Publishes westerns, suspense-

thrillers, modern novels, mysteries, fiction and non-fiction, both original and re-

prints. Word length is unlimited for a good body of work (40,000 to ?). Send in

finished manuscripts. Pays 1.4c on first 150,000 copies and 2.1c thereafter for titles

retailing at 35c. Reports in one month.

THE CITADEL PRESS, 222 Park Avenue South, New York 11, N. Y. Dr. Philip

S. Foner, Editor. Publishes mainly non-fiction. Word length varies, depending on

material. No preference as to whether queries, outlines, or sample chapters should

be sent first. Royalty schedule starts at 10%. Reports in one month.

COMPASS BOOKS, division of Viking Press, 625 Madison Ave., New York 22,

N. Y. Paperbound books.

CORINTH BOOKS, INC., 32 West 8th St., New York 11, N. Y. Publishes paper-

bound reprints and originals.

CREST BOOKS, division of Fawcett World Library, Fawcett Publications, Inc.,

67 West 44th St., New York 36, N. Y. William C. Lengel, Editor-in-Chief. Fred

Kerner, Executive Editor. Leona Nevler, Managing Editor. Publishes reprints, both

fiction and non-fiction.

FRANK E. DITTRICH, P. O. Box 151, Fond du Lac, Wisconsin. S. C. Henschel,

Editor. Publishes books on all types of pets. Preferred length is 20,000 to 50,000

words. Queries preferred. Royalty schedule depends upon material and size of

book. Reports from six months to one year.

DOUBLEDAY AND COMPANY, INC., 575 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Publishes all types except textbooks. Royalty schedule varies, depending on the

complexity of the book involved. Reports as rapidly as possible.

DOVER PUBLICATIONS, INC., 180 Varick St., New York 14, N. Y. Hayward
Cirker, Editor. Publishes non-fiction, technical, philosophy, language, arts, music,

sciences, etc. Word length varies. Prefers queries or outlines first. Reports in two

weeks.

EXPLORER BOOKS, division of Viking Press, 625 Madison Ave., New York 22,

N. Y. Paperbound books.

FAWCETT BOOKS, 67 W. 44th Street, New York 36, N. Y. Larry Eisinger, Edi-

tor. Publishes 36 different books per year, each selling for 75c. Subjects covered

include hot-rods, photography, boatbuilding, home repairs, sports, using tools, etc.

Pays $2,000 advance royalty on a first printing of 100,000 copies (minimum); 3c a

copy on all subsequent printings.

GERNSBACK LIBRARY, INC., 154 W. 14th St., New York, N. Y. Martin Clif-

ford, Editor. Publishes books on electronics and related fields (radio control, radio

and television repair, audio, high-fidelity, basic electronic theory, mathematics,

etc.). Preferred length is 40,000 to 60,000 words. Always send outHne plus sample

chapters first. The royalty schedule varies, depending on the author, his back-

ground, experience, knowledge of the subject, and his reputation. Reports in four

weeks.

GOLD MEDAL BOOKS, 67 W. 44th Street, New York 36, N. Y. Knox Burger,

Editor. Wants good solid novels of human relationships; believable realistic stories;

exciting suspense stories; Westerns; action novels of adventure; and war novels.

Interested in vigorous, fresh non-fiction ideas. Lengths for novels, 70,000 words;

Westerns, 60,000 words. Minimum advance royalty is $2,000, made upon accept-

ance. Pays standard royalties based on print orders rather than sales. Reports in

2-5 weeks.
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GROVE PRESS, INC., 64 University Place, New York 3, N. Y. Richard Seaver,

Managing Editor. Publishes fiction of high literary quality, drama, psychology,

sociology, history, poetry, etc. No special limitations in word length. No queries

necessary. Royalty schedule is 7/2% for paperbacks, depending on contract for

cloth. Reports as soon as possible, usually within six to eight weeks.

HILL AND WANG, INC., 104 Fifth Ave., New York 11, N. Y. Arthur W. Wang,
Editor. Publishes non-fiction such as science, psychology, history, and drama. Some
fiction is considered. Wants no Westerns, mysteries, romances, or technical books.

JOHN KNOX PRESS, 8 North Sixth St., Richmond 19, Va. Dwight M. Chalmers,

Book Editor. Publishes religious books. Brevity is appreciated. Length is related to

subject and method of treatment. Prefers queries and outlines. Royalty schedule is

similar to other members of the Cooperative Publishers Association. Reports in 30

to 60 days.

THE LIBERAL ARTS PRESS, INC., 153 W. 72nd St., New York 23, N. Y.

Corinne Jacker, Editor. Publishes scholarly studies in the liberal arts, paperbound

editions of the classics, philosophy, political science, and the other humanities. Also,

social sciences. Does not publish trade books, fiction or poetry. Word length de-

pends on the depth and quality of the work. Requests a short query or outline

before any submission. Royalty schedule depends on the individual manuscript.

Reports within two months on a query, longer on a manuscript.

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY, 60 Fifth Ave., New York 11, N. Y. Publishes

fiction and general non-fiction. Queries are not necessary. Reports in four to six

weeks.

MANN PUBLISHERS, 100 Bowers St., Jersey City 7, N. J. PubHshes religion,

fiction, brief verse suitable for framing. Word length varies. Is not in the market

for material at the moment.

MERIDIAN BOOKS, INC., c/o The World Publishing Co., 119 W. 57th St., New
York 19, N. Y. Publishes high quality paperbound non-fiction, originals and re-

prints. Also, high quality fiction reprints. No preference as to word length. Send

queries, outlines and sample chapters before submitting unsolicited manuscripts.

Reports within two weeks.

MODERN LIBRARY, INC., 457 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Jason Ep-

stein, Editor. Reprints, new anthologies.

MONARCH BOOKS, INC., 386 Park Ave., South, New York 16, N. Y. Charles N.

Heckelmann, Vice President and Editor-in-Chief. Publishes contemporary fiction,

suspense, westerns, and special category non-fiction. Word length should be 45,000

to 50,000 words. Prefers query. Royalty schedule is the standard scale paid by

paperback pubHshers for 35c and 50c books. Reports from four to six weeks. In

fiction books emphasize strong dramatic complication, well motivated emotional

conflicts, characterizations in depth and a solid story line. For thj? most part, they

are not in the market for unsolicited non-fiction books, since these are usually

specially assigned to writers.

MOODY PRESS, 820 North LaSalle St., Chicago 10, 111. Publishes books that are

definitely Christian in content, Bible study, devotional. Mostly Billy Graham posi-

tion on Bible. Word length preferred for paper binding is short, long for cloth

binding. Royalty schedule is usually 10% of the retail. Reports within a month.

NEW AMERICAN LIBRARY OF WORLD LITERATURE, INC., 501 Madison
Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. Victor Weybright, Editor. Formerly Penguin Books,

Inc. Publishers of 35c, 50c and 75c books. Signet Books: 35c, 50c and 75c fiction

and non-fiction reprints, and originals. Mentor Books: inexpensive non-ficton re-

prints and originals, covering science, the arts, philosophy, history, sociology,
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literature, etc. Originals are commissioned, therefore best to query editor before sub-

mitting original manuscripts.

NEW DIRECTIONS, 333 Sixth Ave., New York 14, N. Y. James Laughlin,

Robert M. MacGregor, Editors. Publishes poetry. Belles Lettres, fiction, criticism,

foreign literature in translation. Query first. Pays royalty once per year in most

cases. Report time varies greatly.

THE NEWMAN PRESS, Westminster, Maryland. John J. McHale, Editor. Pub-

lishes Catholic non-fiction of 50,000 to 73,000 words. Query first. Royalty schedule

is 10% on 7,500 copies, 12/2% thereafter. Reports in five weeks.

OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY, 1307 Seventh St., La Salle, Illinois.

Editorial Office: Box 268, Wilmette, Illinois. Dr. Eugene Freeman, Editor-in-Chief.

Publishes scholarly books in the fields of philosophy, religion, mathematics, science

and education of 75,000 to 150,000 words. Queries are not necessary. The royalty

schedule is 10% of net. Reports in 30 to 60 days.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, 417 Fifth Ave., New York 16, N. Y. Publishes

serious non-fiction, religious, and college textbooks. Word length depends on the

subject matter. Query first. Normal royalty schedule. Time of report on manuscript

varies.

PACIFIC COAST PUBLISHERS, Campbell Avenue, at Scott Drive, Menlo Park,

Calif. Monroe Heath, Editor. Publishes "The Great American" series (paperbacks;

8/2 x 11, 32 to 64 pages each). This series is the only publication program. Vol-

umes are written by staff members only.

PENDLE HILL PAMPHLETS, Wallingford, Pennsylvania. Eleanor Zelliot, Edi-

tor. Publishes a yearly series of six pamphlets, usually relating to a religious or

social theme, often growing out of a Quaker concern. Word length should be 9,000

to 12,000 words. Query first, then send total manuscript. No royalties. Reports in

two to three months.

POPULAR LIBRARY, INC., 355 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y. Frank P.

Lualdi, Publisher. Donald Fine, Editor-in-Chief. Publishes all varieties of general

interest fiction and non-fiction. Preferred word length is 50,000 to 70,000. Query
first. Standard royalty schedule. Reports within the normal time.

PREMIER BOOKS, division of Fawcett World Library, Fawcett Publications, Inc.,

67 West 44th St., New York 36, N. Y. William C. Lengel, Editor-in-Chief, Fred

Kerner, Executive Editor, and Leona Nevler, Managing Editor. Non-fiction in the

popular educational areas, classics in various areas. Preferred word length should

be minimum of 60,000 words, maximum of 100,000 words. Prefer query with out-

line first. Royalty schedule is 4% on the first 200,000 copies, 6% on copies there-

after. Royalty payment on copies printed, not on copies sold. Reports in four to six

weeks.

G. P. PUTNAM'S SONS, 210 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y. Walter J. Min-

ton. President. Publishes fiction, biography, travel, sport, other non-fiction subjects,

juveniles, paperbacks, school, college, and nursing texts. Send sample chapters. The
royalty schedule varies according to the book. Reports within two to three weeks.

PYRAMID BOOKS, 444 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Donald R. Bensen,

Editor. Uses both originals and reprints, 60,000 to 70,000 words. Fiction and non-

fiction are both needed, and payment is on a royalty-advance basis (standard paper-

back terms). Subjects can be anything that makes good reading, but inventory of

mysteries, westerns, 'category" books is usually full. Query before submitting. Re-

ports in 4-8 weeks. Prefers agented mss.
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JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER, INC., 116 W. 14th St., New York 11, N. Y.

Jerome Kass, V. P. and Editorial Director. Publishes books on electricity, elec-

tronics, computers, space technology, and the physical sciences. Preferred length is

approximately 25,000 words. Send outUnes and if possible, sample chapters first.

Reports within two weeks.

SIGNET BOOKS, see New American Library of World Literature, Inc., 501 Mad-
ison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

SIMON AND SCHUSTER, INC., Rockefeller Center, 630 Fifth Ave., New York
20, N. Y. All manuscripts submitted for consideration should be marked to the

attention of the editorial department. Stories for children and mystery novels

should be so labeled, in order that they may be sent to the proper editors without

delay. It usually takes at least three weeks for the author to be notified of their

decision—often longer. Sufficient postage for return by first-class registered mail,

or instructions for return by express collect, in case of rejection, should be included.

Manuscripts must be typewritten, double-spaced, on one side of the sheet only. We
suggest margins of about one inch all around and the standard 8/2 -by- 11 -inch

typewriter paper. If we accept a book for publication, business arrangements are

worked out with the author or his agent and a contract is drawn up. The specific

terms vary according to the type of book and other considerations. Royalty rates

are more or less standard among publishers. Special arrangements are made for

anthologies, translations, and projects involving editorial research services. Our
program does not include school textbooks, extremely technical or highly special-

ized works, or, as a general rule, plays or poetry. Exceptions have been made, of

course, for extraordinary manuscripts of great distinction or significance.

THE SPENSERIAN PRESS, Box 316, San Francisco, Calif. Melvin Walker La
Follette, Editor. Publishes the Spenserian Poets series, a quality paperback series.

Plans to expand to other areas soon. Publishes book length collections of poems.

Interested in the highest quality writing with no restrictions as to theme or form.

Query before submitting. Cash payment upon publication of advance against roy-

alties. Reports within a month.

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY PRESS, Box 87, University Station, Syracuse 10,

N. Y. Richard G. Underwood, Director. Publishes non-fiction, scholarly books, in-

cluding biography, and regional, technical, and educational books. Approximate

minimum word length should be 50,000. Query first. The royalty schedule varies,

but generally a royalty is paid on every title. If the manuscript is not rejected

outright, a report may be expected in two to three months.

THOR PUBLISHING COMPANY, P. O. Box 27608, Hollywood 27, Calif. Alice

McGrath, Bruce Tegner, Editors. At the present, four manuscripts by Bruce Tegner

are being prepared for the press. No further material is needed at this time.

TUDOR PUBLISHING COMPANY, 221 Park Avenue South, New York 3, N. Y.

Sidney Fcldman, President, Norman Blaustein, Exec. Editor, and George May-
berry, Editorial Assoc. Publishes general non-fiction, art, philosophy, reprints. No
specific word length. Query first. Open royalty schedule. Reports in two weeks.

CHARLES E. TUTTLE COMPANY, 28-30 South Main St., Rutland, Vermont.

Publishes books dealing with the East and West. Query first. Reports immediately.

UNIVERSAL LIBRARY, Grosset & Dunlap, Inc., 1107 Broadway, New York 10,

N. Y. Samuel L. Blumenfeld, Editor. Publishes reprints of quaHty literature. No
limit on word length. Always query first. Universal Library welcomes ideas for

original books which would find good use in universities in the quality paperback

format. Anthologies and new translations will be given close consideration. Reports

in one month.
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UNIVERSAL SYNDICATE, 110 Midland Ave., Montclair, N. J. Dr. M. S. Sta-

noyevich, Editor. Publishes mostly business books of 50,000 to 100,000 words in

length. Query first. This company publishes the Salary Directory of the princpal

American executives in amusements, banking, commerce, industry, insurance, rail-

roads, utilities, and professions. Publication issued periodically and in book form.

Also interested in publications of marketing, mail order, trade, directories, diction-

aries, and reference books. Contracts offered on the basis of queries. Reports within

two weeks.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PRESS, Berkeley 4, California. Lucie E. N.

Dobbie, Executive Editor. Publishes scholarly books including art, literary studies,

social sciences, natural sciences and some high level popularizations. Publishes no

fiction and poetry only in translation. Usually in bilingual editions. No textbooks.

Has a very active paperback program, including many originals. No length prefer-

ences. Queries are always advisable, accompanied by outlines or sample material.

On books likely to more than return their costs, a standard royalty contract begin-

ning at 10% is paid, on paperbacks it is less. Reports vary, depending on the

subject.

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN PRESS, Ann Arbor, Michigan. Publishes general

non-fiction and textbooks. Royalty varies with the market potential. Reports

quickly.

U. S. NAVAL INSTITUTE, Annapolis, Maryland. Asst. Editor, Books: Frank

UhHg, Jr. Asst. Managing Editor, Rear Adm. H. H. Jalbert, USNR (Ret.). Pub-

lishes texts on professional and technical naval subjects. Works on naval history

and biographies of naval heroes. No limitations on word length. Prefers outline and

sample chapters on the complete manuscript. The royalty schedule is 10% of the

retail price on first 7,500 copies sold, 12/2% on the next 7,500 copies sold, and

15% on all copies in excess of 15,000. Acknowledges manuscripts immediately. De-
cision on whether or not to publish is made three to four months after receipt of

manuscript.

VINTAGE BOOKS, published by Random House, Inc., and Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.,

457 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Jason Epstein, Morris Philipson, Editors.

Publishes paperback reprints and originals in all trade books with many college

adaptions. There are Vintage Books, and a subdivision, The Vintage Russian

Library. Preferred word length is 300 pages. Send complete manuscript. The roy-

alty schedule is 7/2% of the retail price. Reports within one month.

VISTA BOOKS, division of Viking Press, 625 Madison Avenue, New York 22,

N. Y. Paperbound books.

WALKER-de BERRY, INC., Box 77, Cambridge 38, Mass. Joseph de Berry, Edi-

tor. Walker Cowen, Editor. Formed in October, 1959 for the purpose of publishing

a select line of paperback reprints (as well as worthy original works) of such

scholarly and literary material as are in demand in both basic and advanced edu-

cational programs in the humanities and the sciences throughout the English-

speaking countries, as well as material of general interest to the educated reading

public. They started by selecting titles they found to be much in demand as sup-

plementary reading in English courses in many important colleges, but out of print

and almost unobtainable to the average interested student. Their intention is to

continue this policy of discovering what people want, but cannot get, and market-

ing these works at a price within reach of all. With a minimum overhead, and a

direct-mail distribution system, they have every reason to believe they shall succeed,

both in terms of quality publishing and financial success. Word length should be

250 to 350 pages. Send sample chapters and sample synopses. Reprint royalties

from 7% to 10%, and reports within thirty days.
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WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS, Detroit 2, Michigan. Dr. Harold A.

Basilius, Director. Publishes scholarly and non-fiction books. No maximum word
length. Minimum is approximately 20,000 words. Prefers the completed manu-
script. The royalty schedule is negotiated with each book. Reports within one to

two months.

WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY PRESS, Box 360, Middletown, Conn. Publishes

scholarly non-fiction, regional books, and poetry. Royalty schedule and the time of

report varies.

WILSHIRE BOOK COMPANY, 8721 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif. Melvin

Powers, Editor. Publishes psychological self-help books of all types. Word length is

30,000 to 50,000. Prefers an outline to be sent first. Royalty schedule is 5 to 10 per

cent. Reports immediately.

THE WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY, 2231 West 110th Street, Cleveland 2,

Ohio, and 119 West 57th Street, New York 19, N. Y. (editorial offices at the New
York address). America's largest publisher of Bibles. Publishers of Webster's New
World Dictionary—for both colleges and secondary grades, and other dictionaries

for home, school and office use. Also publishes The Rainbow Classics for children,

World Junior Library, a series of popular modern novel-length stories for junior

adults; also adult fiction and non-fiction in all categories, as well as religious and

reference works. World publshes a series of old and modern classics. The Living

Library, for adults. Miss Velma V. Varner, children's book editor; Mr. Donald

Friede, senior editor; Mr. William Targ, editor-in-chief of the trade department

and Vice President.

Canadian Paperback Booh Publishers

BUTTERWORTH & COMPANY (Canada) LIMITED, 1367 Danforth Avenue,

Toronto 6, Ontario, Canada. M. I. Mail, Manager. Publishes legal, medical and

scientific books.

MODERN PRESS, Second Avenue, North, Saskatoon, Sask., Canada. R. H. Mac-

donald, F.xecutive Editor. Mrs. Dorothy Hall, Magazine Editor. Publishes authentic

western Canadiarla, history, memoirs, real experiences, fiction based on real early

experiences. Preferred length is 34,000 up to 100,000 words. Send queries and a

theme with a brief outline first. Royalty schedule is negotiated. Reports in one

month.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, 480 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, Can-

ada. I. M. Owen, Chief Editor. Publishes serious books on Canadiana, juveniles,

school and college texts. Word length varies. Royalty schedule and the time of

report also varies.
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Classified List of Boolt Puhlisfgers
by Area of Specialty

An asterisk (*) preceding a name indicates a Canadian publisher.

ANIMALS

Academy Press 182

Academy Guild Press 182

Denlinger's 188

Frank E. Dettrich,

All Pets Book, Inc 189

Herman & Stephens Inc 193

Judy Publishing Company 195

Orange Judd Publishing Company 199

AMERICANA AND REGIONAL

Academy Guild Press 182

Binfords & Mort 185

The Caxton Printers Ltd 186

Century House 186

Dietz Press 189

Duell, Sloan & Pearce, Inc 189

Frederick Fell, Inc 190

Hesperian House Book
Publishers, Inc 193

Holt, Rinehart & Winston Inc 193

Howell-North Books 194

Naylor Company 198

Nourse Publishing Company 198

Pacific Books, PubHshers 199

Clarkson N. Potter Inc 200

Rand McNally 200

Southern Methodist

University Press 203

Alan Swallow, Publisher 204

Tuper & Love, Inc 204

University of Georgia Press 205

ART

Architectural Book Publishing

Company, Inc 183

Arts Inc 183

Charles T. Branford Company .... 186

George Braziller, Inc 186

Chilton Company—Book Division .187

The Davis Publications Inc 188

Du€ll, Sloan & Pearce 189

E. P. Dutton & Company 189

Herder and Herder 193

Horizon Press 194

Thomas Nelson & Sons 198

New York Graphic Society 198

Pantheon Books, Inc 199

Clarkson N. Potter Inc 200

Reinhold Publishing Corporation . .201

Universal Books, Inc 204

BIOGRAPHY AND
AUTOBIOGRAPHY

Atlantic Monthly Press 183

Dodd Mead and Company 189

E. P. Dutton and Company 189

Fleet Publishing Corporation 190

Harcourt, Brace and Company . . . 192

Helicon Press, Inc 193

Holt, Rinehart & Winston Inc 193

Horizon Press 194

Houghton Mifflin Company 194

Macrae Smith Company *. 196

^McClelland and Stewart, Ltd. . . .212

Thomas Nelson & Sons 198

Prentice Hall Inc 200

G. P. Putnam's Sons 200

Rand McNally 200

Henry Regnery Company 200

*Ryerson Press, The 212

St. Martin's Press 201

Simon & Schuster 203

Stanford University Press 203

Alan Swallow, Publisher 204

Charles C. Thomas, Publisher 204

University of Kansas Press 205

The Viking Press 206

BOOK TRADE, LIBRARY,
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL

American Library Association ... .182

R. R. Bowker 186

Scarcrow Press 202

COOKING AND HOMEMAKING

M. Barrows & Company 184

Dietz Press 189

Hearthside Press 193

Hesperian House Book Publishers . . 193

Little, Brown & Company 196

Nourse Publishing Company 198
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Reilly & Lee Company 201

Ward Ritchie Press 201

EDUCATIONAL

Augustana Book Concern 184

Barnes & Noble Inc 184

Barron's Educational Series 184

Beginner Book, Inc 184

Berlitz Publications 185

Blaisdell Publishing Company ... .185

Muhlenberg Press 198

F. A. Owen Publishing Company . . 199

*Macmillan Company of Canada . .212

Rand McNally 200

Reilly & Lee Company *. . .201

Richards Rosen Press 201

St. Martin's Press 201

Max Shapiro,

Ken Publishing Company 202

The Steck Company 203

University of Pittsburgh Press . , . .205

Webster Publishing Company 206

Albert Whitman & Company 207

FANTASY-SCIENCE FICTION

Arkham House 183

George Braziller, Inc 186

The Gnome Press 191

Reilly & Lee Company 201

FARM

Orange Judd PubHshing Company . 199

Charles Scribner's Sons 202

Charles C. Thomas, Publisher 204

University of Oklahoma Press .... 205

HISTORICAL

American Heritage

PubHshing Company 182

Atlantic Monthly Press 183

Beacon Press 184

Binfords & Mort 185

George Braziller, Inc 186

*Copp Clark Publishing

Company, Ltd 212

Thomas Y. Crowell Company 188

Duell, Sloan & Pearce Inc 189

E. P. Button & Company 189

Harcourt, Brace & Company 192

HeUcon Press, Inc 193

Herald House 193

Herman & Stephens Inc 193

Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc. ... 19.'^
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Houghton Mifflin Company 194

Howell-North Books 194

Little, Brown & Company 196

Monarch Books, Inc 197

Pantheon Books, Inc 199

Prentice-Hall, Inc 200
Rand McNally 200
*Ryerson Press, The 212

St. Martin's Press 201

University of Kansas Press 205

University of Oklahoma Press . . . .205

University of Pittsburgh Press .... 205

JUVENILE

Abelard-Schuman Ltd 182
Abingdon Press 182

American Heritage

Publishing Company 182
Ariel Books 183

Atlantic Monthly Press 183

Bethany Press, The 185

Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc 185

Thomas Bouregy & Company .... 186
Bruce PubHshing Company, The . . 186

Caxton Printers Ltd., The 186

Children's Press, Inc 187

*Copp Clark PubHshing Company .212

Coward-McCann, Inc 188

Criterion Books, Inc 188

John Day Company, The 188

Dial Press 189

M. A. Donohue & Company 189

Doubleday & Company, Inc 189

Duell, Sloan & Pearce 189

E. P. Dutton & Company 189

Erikson-Taplinger Company, Inc. . 190

Farrar, Straus & Cudahy, Inc 190

Follet Publishing Company 191

Funk & Wagnalls Company 191

Garrard Press 191

Grosset & Dunlap, Inc 192

Hampton Publishing Company .... 192

Harcourt, Brace & Company .... 192

Harper & Brothers 192

Hart Publishing Company 192

Harvey House 192

Hastings House Publishers, Inc. . . . 193

Hebrew Publishing Company ....193
Helicon Press Inc 193

Herman & Stephens, Inc 193

Hesperian House Book
Publishers, Inc 193

Houghton Mifflin Company 194

P. J. Kenedy & Sons 195

Alfred A. Knopf, Inc 195

Lantern Press Inc 195

*Librairie Dussault, Ltd 212

J. P. Lippincott & Company 195



McClelland and Stewart 212
McGraw Hill Company, Inc.

(Whittlesey House Division) ... 196

*Macmillan Company of

Canada, Ltd 212

Macrae Smith Company 197

Wm. Morrow & Company 198

Thomas Nelson & Sons 198

Ivan Oblensky 198

Pantheon Books Inc 199

Peggy Cloth Books 199

Prentice-Hall, Inc 200

G. P. Putnam's Sons 200

Rand McNally 200

St. Martin's Press 202

Charles Scribner'^ Sons 202
Sheed & Ward, Inc 203

Universal Books 205
Viking Press, The 206
Vision Books 206

Franklin Watts, Inc 206

PICTURE BOOKS

The Life Book Dept., Time, Inc. . . 195

Lothrop, Lee & Shepard
Company, Inc 196

William R. Scott, Inc 202
Wonder Books, Inc 207
Zondervan Publishing House 207

PLAYS

Academy Press 182

Eldridge Publishing Company .... 190

Longmans, Green &
Company, Inc 196

Row, Peterson & Company 201

POETRY

Academy Press 182

Arkham House 183

Atlantic Monthly Press 183

Herald House 193

Houghton Mifflin Company 194

Macmillan Company, The 196

Ivan Oblensky Inc 198

Random House 200

Charles Scribner's Sons 202

Sheed & Ward Inc 203

Alan Swallow, Publisher 204
Twayne Publishers 204

RELIGIOUS

Abingdon Press 182

Academy Guild Press 182

Association Press 183

Augustana Book Concern 184

Beacon Press 184

Benziger Brothers, Inc 185

Broadman Press, The 186
Catechetical Guild 186
Catholic Publishing Company ... ,186
Concordia Publishing House 187

Coward McCann Inc 188

E. P. Button & Company, Inc. ... 189

Wm. B. Eerdman's
Publishing Company 190

Friendship Press 191

Harper & Brothers 192

Hawthorn Books, Inc 193

Hebrew Publishing Company 193

Herald House 193

Herder and Herder 193

A. J. Holman Company 193

P. J. Kenedy & Sons 195

Kregel Publications 195

Longmans, Green &
Company, Inc 196

Macmillan Company, The 196

Morehouse Barlow Company 197

Muhlenberg Press 198

Thomas Nelson & Sons 198

Oxford University Press 199

Henry Regnery Company 201

Fleming H. Revell Company 201

Charles Scribner's Sons 202

Seabury Press, The 202

Sheed & Ward, Inc 203

Union of American
Hebrew Congregations 205

University of Chicago Press 205

W. A. Wilde & Company 207

Zondervan Publishing House 207

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL

Abelard-Schuman 182

Academic Press, Inc 182

Academy Press 182

Addison-Wesley
Publishing Company 182

Amphoto 182

Architectural Book Publishing

Company, Inc 183

Arco Publishing Company, Inc. . . .183

Associated Booksellers 183

Association Press 183

Chelsea Publishing Company 187

Chemical Publishing Company . . .187

Chicago Natural History

Museum 187

Chilton Company

—

Book Division 187

Comstock Publishing Associates ..187

Cornell Maritime Press 187

Dartnell Corporation 188

De Vorse & Company 189

Dodd Mead & Company 189

Dodge Books 189
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Dover Publications Inc 189

E. P. Button & Company 189

Frederick Fell, Inc 190

Foundation Press 191

Goodheart-Willcox

Company, Inc 191

Herman & Stephens Inc 193

Horizon Press 194

Lea and Febiger 195

McKnight & McKnight
Publishing Company 196

Macmillan Company, The 196

Morgan & Morgan, Inc 197

Oxford University Press 199

Popular Mechanics Press 200

Clarkson N. Potter, Inc 200

J. P. Putnam's Sons 200

Reinhold Publishing

Corporation 201

St. Martin's Press .202

Howard W. Sams &
Company, Inc 202

Charles Scribner's Sons 202

Charles C. Thomas, Publisher 204

Universal Books Inc 205

University of Kansas Press 205

D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc. . , 206

Verlan Books 206

Viking Press, The 206

^Visual Equipment Company ....213

John Wiley & Sons, Inc 207

SPORTS

Bartholemew House, Inc 184

Wilfred Funk, Inc 191

Prentice-Hall, Inc 200

Reilly & Lee Company 201

TRANSPORTATION

Academy Guild Press 182

TRAVEL

Dodd Mead & Company 189

R. C. Dresser & Company 189

Duell, Sloan & Pearce 189

E. P. Dutton & Company 189

Harian Publications 192

^McClelland and Stewart

Company 212

Macmillan Company, The 196

Macrae Smith & Company 197

Nourse Pubhshing Company 198

G. P. Putnam's Sons 200

*Ryerson Press, The 212

St. Martin's Press 202

Simon & Schuster 203

University of Oklahoma Press . . . 205

UNIVERSITY PRESSES

Antioch Press 183

Duquesne University Press 190

Harvard University Press 192

Iowa State University Press 194

Louisiana State University Press . . 196

Press of Western

University, The 200

Princeton University Press 200

Southern Methodist

University Press 203

Stanford University Press 204

University of Chicago Press 205

University of Georgia Press 205

University of Kansas Press 205

University of Oklahoma Press . . . .205

University of Pennsylvania Press . . 205

University of Pittsburgh Press . . . 205

University of Washington Press . . . 205
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ClasHified List of Paperbach Booh
Publishers by Area of Specialty

DETECTIVE AND MYSTERY
AND SUSPENSE

Ace Books 214

Avon Book Division of the

Hearst Corporation 214

Berkley Publishing Corporation . . .215

Gold Medal Books 215

EDUCATIONAL

214

214

Banks Upshaw and Company .

Bellman Publishing Company .

Open Court

Publishing Company 217

Premier Books 217

SCIENCE

Open Court

PubHshing Company 217

SCIENCE FICTION
Ace Books 214

Ballentine Books, Inc 214

SPORT

G. P. Putnam's Sons 217

TECHNICAL

Fawcett Books 215

Gernsback Library, Inc 215

John F. Rider Publisher, Inc 218

Universal Syndicate 219

U. S. Naval Institute 219

HUMAN RELATIONS

Association Press 214

Gold Medal Books 215

NON-FICTION

Citadel Press 215

Dover Publications 215

Liberal Arts Press 216

Meridian Books 216

Modern Press 220

Newman Press 217

Oxford University Press 217

Popular Library 217

Tudor Publishing Company 218

POETRY

Modern Library 216

Spenserian Press 218

PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Beacon Press 214

REGIONAL

Charles E. Tuttle Company 218

TRAVEL

G. P. Putnam's Sons 217

UNIVERSITY PRESSES

Syracuse University Press . . .

University of California Press

University of Michigan Press

Wayne State University Press

Wesleyan University Press . . .

218

219

219

220

220

WESTERN

Ace Books 214

Avon Book Division of the

Hearst Corporation 214

Ballentine Books, Inc 214

Berkley Publishing Corporation . . .215

Gold Medal Books 215

Monarch Books Inc 216

WOMEN'S SERVICE BOOKS

Pyramid Books 217

YOUTH

Association Press 214
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The Booh Clubs

Mail order distribution of new books, which is the essential function of

the book clubs, has probably raised the reading level of the nation, enor-

mously increasing the mass circulation of books.

Far from taking customers away from the book stores, it may reasonably

be maintained that the book clubs have created new customers for them.

Most booksellers increase their advance order when a book is selected for

distribution by one of the clubs. The concentration, moreover, is not

merely upon one book. The Book-of-the-Month Club, for instance, in its

monthly magazine, the Book-of-the-Month Club News, which is sent to the

entire membership of some 600,000, keeps the public aware of the scores of

other titles that it sells but does not select as a Book-of-the-Month.

Hundreds of book stores themselves now sell book club subscriptions,

and service these accounts themselves, thus keeping their own customers.

Literary Guild subscriptions are obtained through leading department

stores. In short, what the book clubs did was to create a new method of

distribution and to prove what should have been obvious in the first

place—that the more books are sold, the more interest is aroused in books

in general, and the better it is for the industry as a whole.

In all cases, book club contracts are made with the publishers, rather

than with the authors. The author's part of the royalties is fixed by his

contract with the publisher. Usually this is on a fifty-fifty arrangement.

Many authors, now famous, have first been introduced to a large

reading public by having their books selected and distributed by a book

club. Stephen Vincent Benet, for instance, was comparatively little known
before the Book-of-the-Month Club selected "John Brown's Body". Pearl

Buck's first book, "East Wind West Wind", had sold only a few thousand

copies when the same club chose "The Good Earth". The same thing

could be said of John Steinbeck's "Of Mice and Men", Hervey Allen's

"Anthony Adverse", Clarence Day's "Life With Father", Richard Wright's

"Native Son", and many another good book and good writer. Among the

authors who were comparatively or entirely obscure before their distribu-

tion by the Literary Guild are Betty Smith, Gladys Schmitt, Samuel Shella-

barger. Daphne duMaurier, Elizabeth Goudge, and Paul Wellman.
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Booh Clubs (Adult)

AMERICAN GARDEN GUILD BOOK CLUB, 575 Madison Ave., New York

22, N. Y. Miss Ruth Buchan, Editor. Issues a publication, "The Garden Bulletin."

AMERICAN HISTORY PUBLICATION SOCIETY, INC., 1 1 E. 36th St., New
York 16, N. Y. Thomas YoselofF, President. Issues a publication, "Americana."

ANTIQUES BOOK CLUB AND AMERICANA BOOK CLUB, Watkins Glen,

N. Y. R. Sunderlin, Dir. Offers discounts of 50% and up on books for members.

Does not look at unpublished book manuscripts from freelancers. Offer four

packets of books per year. No dues and no limit to members.

BASIC BOOKS, INC., 59 Fourth Avenue, New York 3, N. Y. Arthur Rosenthal,

Jr., President. Original hard-cover publications in the fields of general science as

well as in psychiatry, psychology, sociology, anthropology and child development.

Publications are for professional readers and highly informed laymen only—no

popular psychology or self-help books are ever considered.

BEST-IN-BOOKS, 575 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. J. Beecroft, Editor.

BOOK CLUB FOR POETRY, Francestown, New Hampshire. Clarence E. Farrar,

Director. Quarterly selections of poetry to be published by the Golden Quill Press,

plus alternate selections and yearly anthology.

BOOK COLLECTORS' SOCIETY, INC., 11 E. 36th St., New York 16, N. Y.

Thomas Yoseloff, President.

BOOK FIND CLUB, 215 Park Avenue South, New York 3, N. Y. George Bra-

ziller, President. Each month the Club selects from among the new books sub-

mitted by all the leading publishers an important work of fiction or non-fiction

for distribution to the Club's more than 50,000 members. There are no fees or dues

for belonging to the Book Find Club. Members pay only for the books they pur-

chase, and they may take as few as five in the first year of membership. After a

member has purchased five books, he may choose a free bonus book with every

third purchase. Each month members receive a free copy of "The Book Find

News" which contains a review of the current selection by a major critic, and lists

over 100 books available at membership savings. The retail price of Club selec-

tions ranges from $3.50 to $10.00, but members pay only the special membership

price—saving up to 50%.

THE BOOK LEAGUE OF AMERICA, 575 Madison Avenue, New York 22,

N. Y. (Also addressed at Garden City, L. I., N. Y.) John Beecroft, Editor-in-Chief.

This club offers members a best-seller—usually fiction—for $1.49. The best-seller

is printed from the original plates in a special edition for members. A low royalty

is paid on these copies. Occasionally best-sellers of the past are offered instead of

current books. Membership now numbers about 50,000.

BUSINESS LEADERS' BOOK CLUB, Englewood Cliffs, N. J. Douglas N. Mc-
Cormick, Director.

CAMPUS BOOK CLUB, 33 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. WiUiam D. Bout-

well, Director. Offers paperback books, classics and contemporary fiction and non-

fiction selected for students in senior high school. One free dividend book for every

five books purchased. Offers 128 books per year. No dues. Each club order must

be for a minimum of 15 books. Club is organized in school classrooms and an

order represents book choices of more than one individual member of the club.

Doesn't look at unpublished book manuscripts.
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CATHOLIC BOOK CLUB, The America Press, 920 Broadway, New York 10,

N. Y. Leading publishers submit each month galley or page proofs of forthcoming

books. A board of five members chooses the book-of-the-month by a majority

vote. The board includes Rev. Harold C. Gardiner, S.J., literary editor of America;

Francis X. Connolly, professor of English at Fordham University, anthologist and
critic; James Edward Tobin, professor of English at Queens College, critic and
author of textbooks; Anne Fremantle, Associate Editor of Commonweal and au-

thor; Bernard B. Gilligan, professor of English at Fordham University. Members
pay $2.98 for the selections they wish to purchase and receive a free book with

their first selection. An advance announcement of the selection is sent to each

member and he may either accept or reject the book or choose an alternate.

CATHOLIC DIGEST BOOK CLUB, 100 Sixth Ave., New York 13, N. Y. Rev.

F. B. Thornton, Editor. Issues publication "The Key."

CATHOLIC LITERARY FOUNDATION, 400 N. Broadway, Milwaukee 1, Wise.

Herman J. Ziegler, Manager. Distributes Catholic reading material exclusively.

Offers members an economical purchase plan through a free enrollment, a stand-

ard price of $3.00 on the featured selection of the month, and a book dividend

for every four books purchased. The club also offers an outstanding number of

alternate selections—over 100 a year. All books are publishers' editions, not re-

prints, and are sent on a five-day approval basis. Each month members receive

a 16-page magazine of reviews, "The Forecast," from which to make their selec-

tions. They need purchase only four books a year, of their own choosing. There

are no dues or fees.

CLASSICS CLUB, Flower Hill, Roslyn, N. Y. Theodore M. Black, Director. Of-

fers finely bound editions, specially edited, of world's great classics. New mem-
ber receivs introductory package of three volumes for only $2.89 plus mailing

charge. Each month, the member receives one of the volumes he has selected, for

only $2.89 plus mailing. Bound in full buckram, 23-k gold stamping, headbands,

footbands, tinted page tops. No minimum purchase required, full return privilege,

can cancel at any time. No dues. Does not wish unsolicited manuscripts.

CONCORDIA BOOK CLUB, 3558 S. Jefferson Ave., St. Louis 18, Mo. O. A.

Dorn, Director. Issues publication, "Previews"

DETECTIVE BOOK CLUB, Flower Hill, Roslyn, L. I., N. Y. Theodore M.
Black, Director. Offers 3 new full-length mystery-detective novels in one 3-in-l

volume published each month. Advance notice given; member may reject or re-

turn, cancel at any time. Must take 4 books yearly to retain membership. New
member receives introductory package of 6 volumes (usually by Erie Stanley

Gardner) plus the current 3-in-l book for only $2.29 plus mailing charge. Mem-
bers receive each month, for $2.29 plus mailing, the 3-in-l selection containing

books sold individually at retail for at least $2.95 each in publishers' editions. No
dues.

DOLLAR BOOK CLUB, 575 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. Also known
as the Doubleday One Dollar Book Club. (May also be addressed at Garden City,

L. I., N. Y.) John Beecroft, Editor-in-Chief. This club supplies best-seller type of

books. Mostly novels, but occasionally non-fiction, at $1.00 apiece. Members re-

ceive "The Bulletin" each month, which gives information concerning next month's

choice and alternates. A minimum of six club selections must be purchased each

year.

DOLLAR MYSTERY GUILD, 575 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. John
Beecroft, Editor. This club distributes mysteries at $1.00 each to members who sign

up for a minimum of four books a year. Two mysteries are offered each month.
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DOUBLEDAY ONE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB, 575 Madison Ave., New York 22,

N. Y. See Dollar Book Club listed above.

EDUCATOR'S BOOK CLUB, Englewood Cliffs, N. J. Douglas N. McCormick,
Director.

EPISCOPAL BOOK CLUB, INC., "Hillspeak," Eureka Springs, Arkansas. The
Rev. Father H. L. Poland, Director. Offers books about the church. Four selections

are offered each year. None have to be kept. Considers unpublished manuscripts

from freelancers.

EXECUTIVE BOOKS, 239 Great Neck Road, Great Neck, New York. Books on
economics, politics, business problems. Issues publication, "The Executive."

FAMILY BOOKSHELF, 27 E. 39th St., New York 16, N. Y. Miss Ruth M. Elm-
quist, Editor. Selects historical, romantic, family-life fiction; non-fiction in the

form of biography, autobiography, self-help, inspirational, personal living, re-

ligious. Sponsored by Christian Herald. (Books distributed by this book club are

selected from regularly established publishers' lists.)

FAMILY READING CLUB, 575 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. John Bee-

croft, Editor. Distributes historical, romantic, family life fiction; and biography,

auto-biography, self-help, inspirational, personal living, religious books in the non-

fiction line.

THE FINE EDITIONS CLUB, 11 East 36th St., New York 16, N. Y. Thomas
Yoseloff, President.

FIRESIDE THEATER BOOK CLUB, 575 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Charles Sherman, Editor. Publishes only current Broadway plays in book form for

members at $1.98 plus shipping charges. Minimum purchase 4 in year.

FRENCH BOOK GUILD, (Le Cercle du Livre de France), 1860 Broadway, New
York 23, N. Y. Horace Marston, President.

GUN BOOK CLUB, Drawer 433, Harriman, Tenn. M. Rywell, Editor. Offers

books relative to antique firearms. Discounts afforded members vary. No re-

quirements as to number of books that must be purchased. No dues. Considers un-

published manuscripts from freelancers.

THE HERITAGE CLUB, 595 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Mrs. George

Macy, Director. Issues classics, finely illustrated and beautifully printed. Since

electros are used, any number of books can be printed from the plates, but the

difficulty of obtaining well-made papers and other materials has limited editions

for the present to 35,000. Members vote on the books to be pubhshed. The direc-

tors decide on the illustrations or the illustrator. Members pay $3.95 apiece for

each book as received, with special discounts if payment is made in advance. Sub-

scriptions are permitted.

HISTORY BOOK CLUB, 40 Guernsey St., Stanford, Conn. Ray C. Dovell, Presi-

dent. Offers books about history and world affairs. Discounts of 30% given and no

dues are required. Issues publication, ''History Book Club Review."

HORSEMAN'S BOOK CLUB, P. O. Box 1288, Plant City, Florida. Ken Kimbel,

Director. Issues publication, "Monthly Book Review Letter for Horse Lover Mem-
bers."

INTERNATIONAL COLLECTORS LIBRARY BOOK CLUB, 575 Madison
Ave., New York 22, N. Y. C. L. Sherman, Editor. PubHshes estabhshed classics in

authentic replica bindings at $3.65 each plus shipping charges for members only

who agree to buy 4 a year.
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THE IRISH BOOK CLUB, c/o The Devin-Adair Company, 23 E. 26th Street,

New York 10, N. Y. Devin A. Garrity, Editor. This club issues six selections a

year, some published by Devin-Adair and some by other firms. Likes to be kept

informed of all new Irish books whether published here or abroad. Irish writing

is interpreted as broadly as possible, but quaUty must be tops. Does not ordinarily

consider Irish-American as Irish.

JEWISH BOOK GUILD OF AMERICA, INC., 11 E. 36th St., New York 16,

N. Y. Thomas Yoseloff, Editor. Issues publication, ''Jewish Book Guild News."

KIPLINGER BOOK CLUB, 1729 H St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C. Robert B.

Luce, Director. Offers non-fiction concerning politics, economics, business affairs,

investments, history, foreign and military affairs. Occasional fiction dealing with

matters of public interest. Offers 20-25% discounts plus subscription to The Kip-

linger Book Letter. Offers 13-20 books per year and a member must purchase

four. No dues.

THE LIBRARY OF SCIENCE, 59 Fourth Ave., New York 3, N. Y. A. J. Rosen-

thal, Editor. Publishes "Library of Science Book News," also books for the profes-

sional scientist and informed layman on the mathematical, physical, biological and

nuclear sciences.

THE LITERARY GUILD OF AMERICA, 575 Madison Avenue, New York 22,

N. Y. (Also addressed at Garden City, L. I., N. Y.) John Beecroft, Editor-in-Chief.

Selections run to fiction, but include some non-fiction. A special edition is printed

for the Literary Guild at $2.00. Meijibers receive their copies about the same time

that the trade edition appears in bookstores at the regular price. They need pur-

chase only four volumes per year, and may reject any of the selections. With every

fourth book bought, members are entitled to a free Bonus Book. Thy also receive

the little book of current literary interest. Wings.

LUTHERAN READERS CLUB, 2900 Queen Lane, Philadelphia 29, Pa. Mrs.

E. Bowerman, Director. Six selections a year plus one bonus book with every fourth

selection.

THE McGRAW-HILL BOOK CLUBS, 330 West 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.

H. W. Buhrow, Director. Publishes "Business Book Club Bulletin," "Chemical En-

gineers' Book Club Bulletin," "Electronics and Control Engineers' Book Club Bul-

letin," "Civil Engineers' Book Club Bulletin," "Mechanical Engineers' Book Club

Bulletin."

MARBORO BOOK CLUB, 131 Varick St., New York 13, N. Y. Steven Trimmer,

Managing Editor. Offers distinguished fiction and non-fiction. Does look at un-

published book manuscripts. Offers large savings on selections, plus bonus books.

25 to 35 books are offered in a year's period. A member must purchase four.

No dues.

MARYKNOLL BOOK CLUB, Maryknoll, New York. Rev. Thomas J. Bauer,

M.M., Director. Books on the peoples of the earth and the Roman Catholic mis-

sionary field. Ten dollar annual membership includes 5 books plus quarterly book

review. The New-Book Bulletin.

MID-CENTURY BOOK SOCIETY, INC., 115 East 31st St., New York 16, N. Y.

Sol Stein, Executive Vice Pres. Offers general books with various discounts avail-

able. Twenty-six books are offered yearly. No dues are required.

THE MINIATURES, Thomas Yoseloff, Inc., 1 1 E. 36th St., New York 16, N. Y.

MISSIONARY VOLUNTEER BOOK CLUB, 6840 Eastern Ave., N.W., Wash-
ington 12, D. C. Mildred Lee Johnson, Director. Offers biographies, explorations,
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nature, science, true narrative Christian philosophy. No fiction. There is a dis-

count for purchasing the year's sets, determined by the pubHshing house and vary-

ing from year to year. There is no continuing membership. Fifteen to seventeen

books are offered yearly in three age categories and there is a discount only on

full sets. No dues required. Does look at unpublished book manuscripts from free-

lancers.

MYSTIC ARTS BOOK SOCIETY, 1601 Jericho Turnpike, New Hyde Park,

N. Y. John C. Wilson, Director. Offers occult, physical research and books of re-

lated fields. Special money-saving plans are available. Offers thirteen books in a

year's period of which a member must purchase four. No dues. Unpublished book

manuscripts direct from freelancers are accepted.

NATURAL HISTORY BOOK CLUB, 59 Fourth Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

Issues publication, "Natural History Book Club News."

NEW WRITERS' BOOK CLUB, 24-25 77th St., Jackson Heights 70, N. Y.

Miriam Gilbert, Director. Issues publication, "Bulletin to Authors." Books on all

phases of writing, and in allied fields, that are of value to new writers.

OUTDOOR LIFE BOOK CLUB, Popular Science Publishing Co., 355 Lexington

Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. Eugene Watson, Director.

PASTORAL PSYCHOLOGY BOOK CLUB, 159 Northern Blvd., Great Neck,

N. Y. Simon Donigcr, Director. Issues publication, "Pastoral Psychology Preview."

POPULAR SCIENCE BOOK CLUB, Popular Science Publishing Co., 355 Lex-

ington Ave., New York 1 7, N. Y. Eugene Watson, Director.

PROMETHEUS BOOK CLUB, 100 West 23rd St., New York 11, N. Y. Carl

Mayain, President. Issues publication, "Promethean Review."

REAL ESTATE BOOKS INSTITUTE, Englewood ClifTs, N. J. Douglas N. Mc-
Cormick, Director.

RELIGIOUS BOOK CLUB, INC., 159 Northern Blvd., Great Neck, N. Y. Jona-

than D. Springer, Managing Director. Membership, which runs around 30,000, is

composed of Protestant ministers and laymen. Books are chosen by an Editorial

Committee of prominent religious leaders, for appeal to all Protestant beliefs, with

as much diversification as possible. Members buy a minimum of four recommended
volumes a year, or substitute titles. They also receive the monthly "Bulletin."

SALESMEN'S BOOK CLUB, Englewood Cliffs, N. J. Douglas N. McCormick,
Director.

SCIENCE BOOK CLUB, 63 Fourth Ave., New York 3, N. Y. A. J. Rosenthal,

President. Issues publication, "Science Book Club Report."

SCIENCE FICTION BOOK CLUB, 575 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Richard Whitte More, Editor. Issues publication, "Things to Come."

SEVEN ARTS BOOK SOCIETY, 215 Park Avenue South, New York 3, N. Y.

George Braziller, President. Each month the Club offers its members a book in

the fine arts at a special membership price. There are no fees or dues for belong-

ing to the Seven Arts Book Society. Members pay only for the books they pur-

chase, and they may take as few as six in the course of their membership. Each
month members receive a free copy of "The Seven Arts News" which reviews the

current selection and lists over sixty books available at membership savings.

SOVEREIGN GRACE BOOK CLUB, 1124 Southeast First St., Evansville 13,

Indiana. Jay P. Green, Director. Offers theological titles, mostly reprints of com-
mentaries and study guides once popular but now out of print. Their special em-
phasis has been on the English and American Puritan writers. Offers discounts
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ranging up to 50% on a 12-title order; rare and precious books previously rare

and costly; 6 free books 7th year of membership, after six years of purchasing 12

or more titles. Sometimes lists other publishers' works at 15-20% off. Twelve books

per year are offered of which a member must purchase six. No dues. We are in

process of expanding our schedule to include not only reprints but also contempor-

ary first editions. As yet we have published no current titles, but we hope to begin

our program next year. Books should be on theological (preferably directly Bibli-

cal) subjects and should run 50-100,000 words. We should be happy to see manu-
scripts from any author. 15%-30% discount on non-club selection.

SPIRITUAL BOOK ASSOCIATES INC., Catholic Book Club of the Soul, 381

Fourth Ave., New York 16, N. Y. James F. Kane, Editorial Secretary. Seven books

offered for $18 on paid-in-advance subscription basis.

SPORTS BOOK CLUB, 133 W. 44th St., New York 36, N. Y. Milton Miller, Di-

rector. OflPers sports and recreation books at a 20 to 60% discount. Dues are $1

per year. Sixty books plus regulars are offered each year. Does not consider un-

published book manuscripts direct from freelancers.

STORY CLASSICS, 11 East 36th St., New York 16, N. Y. Thomas Yoseloff, Di-
rector. Fine limited editions.

TAX BOOK CLUB, Englewood Cliffs, N. J. Douglas N. McCormick, Director.

WRITERS BOOK CLUB, 33 West St., Lunenburg, Mass. William E. Harris, Di-

rector. Reviews, chooses, and sells specially recommended books of interest to

writers. Also does the same for general trade books. Members get dividends on
their purchases.

Booh Clubs (Juvenile)

ARROW BOOK CLUB, 33 West 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. Lilian Moore,

Editor. For grades 4, 5 and 6. Fiction, science, animals, adventure, mysteries,

fantasy, humor, sports, music, how-to, history, and biography. Query first.

BEST-IN-CHILDREN'S BOOKS CLUB, 575 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Robert Preyer, Editorial Director. Publishes books for boys and girls from 5-10.

THE BOOKPLAN, 921 Washington Ave., Brooklyn 25, N. Y. Nora Kramer, Edi-

tor. Books of all publishers for ages from eight months to eighteen years are offered.

All books are list price with no added charge for special services involved. An op-

tional number of books is offered each year. (Send for the brochure which will

answer all questions.) Does not accept unpublished manuscripts from freelancers.

No dues.
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CATHOLIC CHILDREN'S BOOK CLUB, 260 Summit Ave., St. Paul 2, Minn.

Charles R. Butlrr, Dirrctor. A service" to schools and libraries.

JUNIOR LITERARY GUILD, r)75 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Ann
Durell, I'.dilor. Operates as a book club for boys and girls from 5 to 16 years of age.

PARENTS' MAGAZINE'S BOOK CLUB FOR BEGINNING READERS, Par-

ents' Institute, Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. Mrs. Florence K.

Peterson, Director. Books for Boys and Girls 5 to 7.

PARENTS' MAGAZINE'S BOOK CLUB FOR CHILDREN, Parents' Institute,

Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. Mrs. Florence K. Peterson, Direc-

tor. Books for Boys and Girls 8 to 11.

In both Clubs the price of each monthly selection is $1.47 plus postage and

handling. Twelve books are sent each year for each of the Book Clubs of which

the member must purchase 4. Fiction, non-fiction is offered. No dues.

TEEN AGE BOOK CLUB, 33 West 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. William D.

Boutwell, Director. Issues publication, "TAB News." Promotion is chiefly through

schools, the purpose being to stimulate non-required reading among junior and sen-

ior high school students, and to induce them to love and accumulate good books.

Paper-back books at very low cost are sold through the schools, and there is a free-

dividend book for each four bought. The Club operates on a basis approximating

the two school terms. Books vary from the world's finest literature to the best of

mystery and detective stories. They include modern novels, classics, non-fiction,

collections, humor, guides. Most of them are reprints of popular juvenile books.

WEEKLY READER CHILDREN'S BOOK CLUB, 1250 Fairwood Ave., Colum-

bus 16, Ohio. C. W. Petegrew, Director. Two divisions. Early Readers (ages 5-8),

Star Readers (ages 8-12). Membership fee, $6, brings 6 books during year. All

selections chosen from trade juveniles—fiction and fact. Does not publish from

original manuscript.

YOUNG ADULTS' DIVISION OF LIBRARY OF SCIENCE, 59 Fourth Ave.,

New York 3, N. Y. Arthur J. Rosenthal, Director. Offers high level science books

at a 40% savings. Twelve books are offered yearly of which the member must pur-

chase four.

YOUNG ADULTS' DIVISION OF THE LITERARY GUILD, 575 Madison
Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Robert Preyer, Editor. Issues publication, "Book Log"

YOUNG FOLKS BOOK CLUB, 1078 St. John's PI., Brooklyn 13, N. Y. Philip

Kent, Director. Operates through schools to distribute books to young people.

Classics and current—regular publisher's trade editions. Suitable for children from

kindergarten through 6th grade. Discount varies. 4 books offered each month of

which the member must purchase 4 yearly. No dues.
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Photographic Agencies

ALPHA PHOTO ASSOCIATES, 200 West 57th St., New York 19, N. Y. Judy

George, Editor. A new general agency. Query first. Wants scenics, story telling pics

and pic stories, B & W/color. Spot commercial assignments everywhere.

AUDUBON SOCIETY, Photo-Film Dept., Robert J. Woodward, Director, 1130

Fifth Ave., New York 28, N. Y. Acts as a photo agency for over 300 nature pho-

tographers. They place their photographic material in our files and we in turn sell

reproduction rights to same. Our files contain over 500,000 black and white, 8 x 10,

glossy photos and 10,000 color transparencies. The subject matter covers every

phase of nature and conservation. Rates begin at $12.50 per B/W print, one-time

reproduction.

AUTHENTICATED NEWS, 170 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. Jesse J. Seyel, Edi-

tor. Picture features and picture stories. Especially wants 8 x 10 photos that are

well captioned. Purchase on a royalty basis.

BETTMANN ARCHIVE, INC., 215 East 57th St., New York 22, N. Y. Otto Bett-

mann. Director. Old photographs and prints on any subject—science, medicine,

sports, events: ancient times to 1920's.

BLACK STAR, 305 East 47th St., New York 17, N. Y. Kurt Kornfeld, Editor. Pic-

ture Agency Council member. Mostly staflF*supplied, but will look at good picture

stories.

CAMERA CLIX, 19 West 44th St., New York, N. Y. Stock photos in any color.

Looking for sharp, human interest photos especially. Pays outright or on a consign-

ment basis.

COMBINE PHOTOS, 238 East 44th St., New York 17, N. Y. Mike Drayson,

Editor. Member Picture Agency Council.

DESIGN PHOTOGRAPHERS INTERNATIONAL (DPI), 525 Lexington Ave.,

Hotel Shelton, New York 17, N. Y. EHzabeth Lorsy, Editor. Advertising and edi-

torial photos of all subjects. Looks for best quality for high paying markets, espe-

cially candid and studio photos.

A. DEVANEY, INC., 227 East 47th St., New York 17, N. Y. A. Devaney, Editor.

Member Picture Agency Council. Buys negatives and all rights of stock pictures.

EWING GALLOWAY (Stock Photos), 420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Thomas McGcough, Editor. All types of photos except news and personalities are

wanted. Special attention given to clean, clear and typical scenes, not "off beat"

types of photography. Either buys negatives or handles on royalty basis.

FOTO/FIND PICTURE AGENCY, 128 Engineers Bldg., Cleveland 14, Ohio.

Wm. C. Baughman, M.Sc, Editor. Interested in top professional quality 4x5 or

larger color transparencies and black and white 8x10 photographs. These photo-

graphs are sold to publishers and advertising agencies. Usual picture agency com-
mission arrangements. Send stamped addressed envelope for Photographic Require-

ments Sheet. Queries welcomed from expert photographers in various fields of

specialization: News and Magazine, Picture Story, Travel, Aerial, Industrial, Archi-

tectural, Travel, Exploration, Repetitive Flash, Illustration, Nature and Wildlife,

Scientific, Agricultural, Underwater, Others. Assignment arrangements available

to qualified professionals, upon examination of samples—for advertising, maga-
zine, and general publishing photographic work. FOTO/FIND does researching to

locate hard-to-find photographs and specialized photographic talent. Only superior

quality photographic technique is acceptable. Registration of photographers and
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equipment is invited for assignment and photo source consideration. (File card

blank form supplied upon request.)

GLOBE PHOTOS, 67 West 44th St,, New York 36, N. Y. Elliot Stern, Editor.

Member Picture Agency Council.

KEYSTONE PRESS AGENCY, INC., 170 Fifth Ave., New York 10, N. Y. LesHe

J. Jekely, Editor. Member Picture Agency Council. Stock picture. International

newspicture and feature service. Worldwide assignments. Agents for Merituous

Photographers.

FREDERIC LEWIS, 36 West 44th St., New York 36, N. Y. Wants all types of

photos except news. No assignments given. Collections must number a minimum of

2,000 photos on a variety of subjects. Purchased on consignment or commission.

MAGNUM PHOTOS, INC., 15 West 47th St., New York, N. Y. John Morris, Edi-

tor. Member Picture Agency Council. Owned and operated by members of a pho-

tographer's co-op group.

MONKMEYER PRESS PHOTO SERVICE, 15 East 48th St., New York, N. Y.

Hilde Monkmeyer. Member Picture Agency Council of America. Looking for top

color picture stories on a consignment basis.

NANCY PALMER PHOTO AGENCY, 130 E. 37th St., New York 16, N. Y. In-

terested in photojournalism and editorial advertising.

PHOTO RESEARCHERS, INC., 17 East 57th St., New York 22, N. Y. Jonathan

Wrice Schults, Editor. Jane S. Egnitz Kinne, Special Nature, Wildlife, Science

Editor. All efforts in color and black and white. Travel, abstract, and specialized

fields. All sizes are looked at. In travel photographs, pictures showing activities

such as agriculture, industry, festivals, and people doing things that are typical of

the area are especially needed. The photographer maintains ownership of his

photographs. This company sells only the reproduction rights in both black and
white prints and original color transparencies.

PICTURE AGENCY COUNCIL OF AMERICA, 520 Fifth Ave., New York 36,

N. Y. This is a trade association trying to set up a code of fair industry practices.

P. I. P. PHOTOS, (Photographs—International Publicity), 507 Fifth Ave., New
York 17, N. Y. Thomas D. W. Friedmann, Editor. Interested in picture stories.

Send for their booklet describing their needs (25c to cover handling).

PIX, INC., 250 Park Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Leon Daniel, Editor. Member Pic-

ture Agency Council. Works on assignment mostly.

RAPHO-GUILLUMETTE, INC., 59 East 54th St., New York 22, N. Y. Charles

Rado, Editor. Member Picture Agency Council.

THREE LIONS, 545 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. Mr. Lowen, Editor. Picture

Agency Council member. Wants color transparencies of a professional quality only,

4 X 5 or larger preferred.

UNDERWOOD & UNDERWOOD NEWS PHOTOS, 3 West 46th St., New
York, N. Y. News, stock and features. Member of the Picture Agency Council of

America.
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Writer^s Clnh»

These clubs are non-profit, social or professional groups

Arkansas

HOT SPRINGS WRITER'S WORKSHOP, Hot Springs, Ark. A group of free-

lance writers who meet every fourth Friday of each month at the home of the

members for the purpose of criticizing each other's manuscripts. Members include

professional writers and amateurs who desire to write. Meets once a month. Dues

are $1.00 per year. Contact Miss Mary Hudgins, 1030 Park Ave., Hot Springs,

Arkansas.

California

BAY AREA WRITERS' CLUB, for information contact: Mrs. Mabel Hall, Presi-

dent, 443 Jerome Ave., Piedmont, Calif. Requirement for membership includes a

satisfactory copipletion of an accredited course or its equivalent in creative and/or

non-fiction writing. Meetings are held on the first Monday of each month at the

Sanborn Park Clubhouse, 1637 Fruitvale Ave., Oakland, California. Activities

include one social gathering twice a year in addition to regular meetins^s. A
Critic reviews submitted manuscripts at the regular meetings. Dues are $4 per

year.

THE BRAINSTORMERS, 4311 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles 29, Calif. For infor-

mation contact: J. Lawrence De Laney, P. O. Box 74802, Los Angeles 4, California.

This group accepts beginners, that is, anyone interested in writing as a hobby or

a career. This is merely a guidance program. Also there is an advanced group that

must have one verified sale in the past 6 months to qualify. Meetings are held on

each Thursday. The general group activities are writing, criticism, and marketing.

The program of the group also includes published material that is taped and sent

overseas in the "Person to Person" world friendship program started by former

President Eisenhower. Dues vary for services desired. $1 per month is the

minimum.

COMMERCIALISTS, for information contact: Mr. Richard L. Sargent, P. O. Box
2671, Hollywood Station, Hollywood 28, Calif. Membership is limited to 15.

Writers working in the field of short stories for adult magazines or on novels.

Prefers younger people under 45 years of age. Preference is given to writers with

five or more sales. Meelfings are held every third Saturday evening at 8:00 p. m.
Marketing problems, information on publishers, legal problems, copyright, round
table criticism and help on troublesome stories is exchanged. Quarterly parties

are held. Also occasional lectures by better known writers and editors of local

magazines. In short—about half social and half business. Dues are one half of one
percent of sales to a maximum of $25 in any one year. To maintain eligibility at

least three sales per year of $100 or more is necessary.

HOLLYWOOD PROFESSIONAL WRITERS' GROUP, for information con-

tact. Max Kramer, 400 N. Ocean Drive, Hollywood, Calif. To qualify for member-
ship a writer must have some sales record and must be currently engaged in

writing. Meets usually twice each month or whenever some member wants criticism

of a manuscript. Group activities are manuscript criticism only. There are no social

meetings. No dues.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CARTOON & HUMOR ASSOCIATION, San

Francisco, Calif. Dinner meetings are held in San Francisco, at Henry's Fashion

Restaurant, 22 Davis St. Cartoonists and humor writers living within driving dis-

tance of San Francisco are cordially invited to attend the meetings, and the club
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will send notice of their next meeting to interested people. For further details con-

tact Glenn Bernhardt, 24 Koala Court, Walnut Creek, California; or Ed Mitchell,

242 Fairmont Ave., San Carlos, Calif.

POMONA WRITERS' WORKSHOP, La Verne, Calif. A small group of serious

writers who publish at least now and then, many of them steadily. Can accept an

occasional new member if he works hard and can give and take criticism. No offi-

cers, no dues, no rules. Meetings are held once a week and more information can

be had by writing Doris Moore, 2468 Third Street, La Verne, California; or by

calling LYcoming 3-3649.

SACRAMENTO WRITERS CLUB. Founded in 1936. Monthly meetings at mem-
bers' homes include readings, criticisms, and outside speakers. Work at all types of

writing. Contact Grace Callahan, President, P. O. Box 408, Sacramento 2, Calif.

TALESPINNERS, Hollywood, Calif. Founded in 1942. Membership composed of

professional writers. Meets at homes of members every other Friday at 7:30 P. M.
to read and criticize scripts and exchange shop talk. Contact Mrs. Lamont Stewart,

5025 W. 12, Los Angeles 19.

WRITERS' CLUB OF WHITTIER. Producing writers are divided into five work-

shops—Fiction, Drama, Juvenile, and Poetry. Workshops meet either once or twice

a month in members' homes. Previous writing experience necessary for member-
ship. Contact Opal Mclntire, 1821 Lorene Avenue, Whittier, Calif.

WRITERS' WORKSHOP, Main Library, Civic Center, San Francisco, Calif. For

information contact: G. Tonchi Rogas, 21 Fountain St., San Francisco 14, Calif. To
qualify for membership one must be a writer, professional or student, published

or beginner, any medium. Meets once a week on Wednesday afternoon from 12:30

to 3:00 p. m. The activities are more serious than social. Occasionally active pub-

lishing writers give talks. Members read from published works, or preferably, new-

est finished or unfinished work. Round table criticism, corrections, pointers, and
mutual assistance. No dues.

Colorado

LONGMONT WRITERS' CLUB, Longmont, Colo. Mrs. Raymond Condon,

Platteville, Colo., President; Mrs. Abner Schulz, Vice President. Meets the second

and fourth Thursdays of each month, September through May. Members must have

ability to write. Dues are $1.00 per year.

THE NATIONAL WRITERS CLUB, 1819 Gilpin Street, Denver 18, Colorado.

David Raffelock, Director. A non-profit national organization of writers. Full mem-
bership available to writers with at least 3 sales to national magazines, a published

book or produced play; associate membership available to anyone interested in

writing. Yearly national meeting. Purposes: to advise, inform and help writers.

Dues: full membership, $12.00 a year; associate membership, $8.50 a year.

Connecticut

ARTISTS AND WRITERS OF CONNECTICUT, INC., Southbury, Conn. Al

Benedict, 1 Clyde Ave., Waterbury, Conn., President. Organized in 1939. A non-

profit, non-sectarian, non-political organization, dedicated to the development,

stimulation and intense appreciation of the fine arts, and through regular meetings,

programs, publication, j)ui:)lic exhibits, brings together laymen, patrons, students,

active artists in all fields and many others interested in intellectual creative work.

Meets regularly every second Sunday of the month at 3:00 P.M. Members are

notified by card as to where and what the meeting will be about. Annual member-
ship fee and subscription to club's publication. Leaves of Laurel, is $3.00.
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DIstriei; of Columbia

THE PROFESSIONAL WRITERS' CLUB OF WASHINGTON, D.C., Meetings

held at the Y.W.C.A., 16th and K Streets, N.W. For information contact: Mrs. Ann
Zimmerman, President, 1789 Lanier Place, N.W., Washington 9, D.C. Prefers

writers who have made sales. Also those who have had a course in writing and

have a genuine and sincere interest in becoming writers. Meets once monthly and

also has workshop meetings twice a month. Has outstanding speakers at the regular

monthly meetings. Worshop meetings are conducted by members who are pro-

fessionals. Dues are $5 per year.

THE WRITERS LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON, 1851 Columbia Road, N.W.,

Washington, D. C. For information contact: Omer Henry, 4015 21st St., N.E.,

Washington, D. C. Individual applications for members are passed on by the Mem-
bership Committee on the basis of manuscripts submitted with application. Meetings

are held monthly on the first Saturday of each month from September through

May. The club is operated on a workshop basis. Members read original manu-

scripts. Other members offer suggestions for the improvement of these manuscripts.

The League stages 8 literary contests each year—articles, short stories, short shorts,

etc. Dues are $3 per year.

Florida

THE ARMED FORCES WRITERS LEAGUE, P. O. Box 218, Mary Esther, Fla.

Lawrence E. Wheeler, National President. An unofficial, non-profit organization of,

by and for service connected military and civilian authors and artists. It is also

open to civilian writers who may become associate members, and their families.

Members are provided individual manuscript criticism, specialized information, as-

sistance to beginners, press card, writing courses, discounts on writer's magazines,

and many other benefits. The League's own magazine, Armed Forces Writer, goes

out monthly to all members. The League sponsors numerous cash-prize writing and

art contests, including two short story and several article contests each year. Mem-
bers who can attend meetings of a local branch of the League also have an oppor-

tunity to participate in writers' work-shop meetings, dinner meetings with prominent

authors as guest lecturers, and many other interesting programs. There are now over

90 local AFWL groups and hundreds of members located throughout the world.

Where six or more members would like to start a new branch, the League will fur-

nish all instructions and necessary supplies. Membership, including subscription to

Armed Forces Writer, is $5.00 a year; $7.50 two years.

BAY WRITER'S GROUP, Panama City, Florida. Meetings are held each Wednes-
day at 7:30 at the City Hall. Interested writers contact Mrs Elizabeth Kelly, Lynn
Haven. Members must have urge for self-expression in the various fields of writing.

Activities include group discussions and criticisms of manuscripts along with the

exchange of ideas, information, and advice. Membership is scattered. Keep in touch

by telephone.

Idalio

IDAHO WRITERS' LEAGUE. Organized 1939. Has 9 chapters in the state, each

holding regular meetings. An annual conference is held, and statewide contests for

members are held. The meetings are either lectures or workshops and anyone seri-

ously interested in writing may join. Annual dues are collected. For information con-

tact Pearl M. Oberg, 2460 S. Second, Pocatello, Idaho.

niinois

COMPOSERS, AUTHORS, ARTISTS OF AMERICA (a national organization),

NeUie Baldwin Rudser, Indiana Chairman, 1900 Indianapolis Blvd., Whiting, In-
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diana. Meeting dates are set by local chapters. Study of arts in four categories.

Members must be actively engaged or studying arts at home or school. Four ex-

hibits or programs each year. Write the National Treasurer, George M. Day, Elyria,

Ohio, or National President, Nellie G. Dehnbostel, at the same address, for further

information.

SUBURBAN WRITERS, Highland Park, Illinois. Membership here is restricted to

35 regular members and 10 auditors. Members must be accepted by manuscript

committee as being of professional calibre. Meetings are held weekly October

through May at the Highland Park Recreation Center. These are conducted by a

paid professional critic and instructor. While the group does have a waiting list,

they are always eager for new applications since they try to keep the calibre of the

group high. Manuscripts of applicants are carefully screened. For further informa-

tion contact the President, Mrs. Edwin Skinner, Lee Road, Northbrook, 111.

Iowa

AMERICAN AMATEUR PRESS ASSOCIATION, Mr. Roy Bitzer, Vice-Presi-

dent, 411 South Main St., Charles City, Iowa. To qualify for membership a cre-

dential in the form of a poem, short story, essay or paper edited or published by

you must be submitted. The Annual Convention is Labor Day weekend. General

group activity is an official organ, American Amateur Journalist, published every

other month. There are Laureate Award Competitions and a Manuscripts Bureau.

Dues are $3 per year.

PEN PUSHER CLUB, for information contact: Letha Reames, 625 Kirkwood
Ave., Des Moines 15, Iowa. Phone CH. 4-1040. An interest in writing is necessary

for membership. Meetings are held on the second and fourth Friday night of each

month at the Hawley Building, 700 Sixth Ave., Des Moines, Iowa. Group activities

include a picnic during the summer and a Christmas party. Otherwise steady

meetings are held. Dues are $1 per year.

Indiana

STORY-A-MONTH CLUB, Indianapolis, Ind. Organized in 1936. Meets monthly

at Rauh Memorial Library, 3024 N. Meridian St. Information may be obtained

from Miss Emily Wright, 6040 N. College Ave., Indianapolis. Members must be

interested in writing fiction. Activities include monthly meetings where members'

manuscripts are read and criticized. Dues are $3 annually.

Kentucky

UNITED AMATEUR PRESS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, for information

contact: Miriam B. Campbell, Secretary-Treasurer, Route 1, Jenkins, Ky. Members
must have a desire to write for fellow amateurs and own publication or pleasure.

A yearly convention is held. Group activities include participation in all activities

such as laureateship and contests, running for the various offices and to receive the

monthly bundles of publishing members and the official organ, The United
Amateur. Dues are $2 a year.

Missouri

THE LOUISVILLE WRITER'S CLUB, for information contact: William Lehnig,

1194 Starks Bldg., Louisville, Ky. Meetings are held once monthly at which reading

and criticism take place.

OZARKS WRITER'S CLUB, Hocomo, Missouri. For information contact: Beulah
C. Fleming, Secretary-Treasurer, Ott Route, Hocomo, Mo. Members must have an
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active and sincere interest in writing. Meetings are held monthly. Activities include

discussion and criticism of member manuscripts, guest speakers, and a college level

writing course by local teacher. No dues.

Nebraska
NEBRASKA WRITERS GUILD. Founded in 1925, this is the official writers or-

ganization of Nebraska. Contact Ina Jarvis (Mrs. Mark E.) Kellogg, 4306 Burdette,

Omaha 11, Nebr. Meetings are held in the Spring at Lincoln, Nebraska and in

the Fall in Omaha, Nebraska. Club activities include a bulletin with members'

sales printed in the Spring. Dues are $4 a year.

THE QUILL, Lincoln, Nebr. Organized in 1920. The members are all active

writers—Lincoln women. Purpose is to offer its members a meeting where material

is read and criticized or commented upon; it is not open to correspondence-mem-

bers nor is material of non-members used. Each member is expected to furnish two

programs of original work yearly. This material is given frank, written, unsigned

comments which are read aloud and discussed. For further information, write to

Miss Mary L. Jeffrey, Apt. B-4, 912 S. 17th St., Lincoln 8, Nebr. A prescribed

quantity of published mss. or similar amount of material, not published, that is

considered by a committee appointed by the President to pass upon it as worthy of

publication or showing real promise, qualifies a candidate for membership. Mate-
rial may be prose or poetry. Club votes upon hearing manuscript read and after

meeting candidate. Dues are $1 per year. Meetings are bi-weekly.

Neiv Jersey

NORTH JERSEY WRITERS ROUNDUP, Newark, N. J. Meets once a month at

the Downtown Branch of the YM-YWCA, 600 Broad Street. Represents the North

Jersey Area. Contact James A. Brown, 227 Waverly Ave., Newark 8.

THE NEW JERSEY WRITERS ROUNDUP meets at the Newark YWCA, the

second Sunday of the month, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon. Contact Mrs. A. Roy,

corr. secretary, 1223 Curtis Ave., Pt. Pleasant, N. J. Qualifications for membership

—published and active writers only.

SHORE SOCIETY OF CREATIVE WRITERS meets at the Arnold House, Pt.

Pleasant, N. J., on the first and third Monday evenings. Has about 30 members. The
corr. secretary is Mrs. A. Roy, 1223 Curtis Ave., Pt. Pleasant, N. J. Dues are $10.00

a year.

Neiv York
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ARTS AND LETTERS, 633 W. 155th Street, New
York 32, N. Y. Douglas Moore, President; Allan Nevins, Secretary. The Academy
shall consist of not more than fifty members. Only members of The National Insti-

tute of Arts and Letters (its parent body) shall be eligible for election to the Acad-

emy. Annual meetings generally in December; special meeting every May. No
dues—it is an honorary institution.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF COMPOSERS, AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS
(ASCAP), 575 Madison Ave., New York 20, N. Y. Stanley Adams, President.

ASCAP serves as a clearing house in the field of performing rights, that is, in the

use of copyrighted music in public performances for profit. Organized in 1914 by
Victor Herbert and other leading composers, ASCAP is an unincorporated mem-
bership association of writers and publishers who make their vast repertory of music
available to commercial users at a minimum of cost in a field where individual

negotiation is not practicable. Thus ASCAP meets the needs of both the creators

and users of musical works. Membership: 5,606 composers and authors, 1,536 pub-
lishers.
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BROOKLYN CONTEST CLUB, for information contact: Mr. Allen Glasser,

Secretary, 241 Dahill Road, Brooklyn 18, N. Y. To qualify for membership, a

writer must have published a work of any non-fiction or must have won a prize

for verse or prose. Meetings are once a month. General group activities include

criticism, round-table discussions, question-and-answer sessions, coverage of current

contests and markets for non-fiction only. Dues are $5 per year.

THE CATHOLIC POETRY SOCIETY OF AMERICA, 386 Fourth Avenue, New
York, N. Y. Organized in 1931. Publishes Spirit, a Magazine of Poetry, for which

30c a line is paid to Society members only for poetry. All those, irrespective of

faith, who are interested in poetry, either as writers or readers, are eligible for

membership. Society annual dues are $5.00. For further information, write to John

Gilland Brunini, Executive Director.

MYSTERY WRITERS OF AMERICA, INC., 232 E. 40th St., New York 16, N. Y.

National President, Frances and Richard Lockridge. Dedicated to raising the pres-

tige of mystery writing and to increasing the income of mystery and detective story

writers in all fields. Activity falls into three parts—economic betterment, profes-

sional improvement, and social contacts. This organization is grouped into four

regional chapters: New York, Midwest (based on Chicago), Northern California

(based on San Francisco), and Southern California (based on Los Angeles). Writ-

ers who do not reside within easy traveling distance of these four chapters are

members-at-large and are kept informed of all activities and progress through the

monthly bulletin, The Third Degree. The Chapters meet once a month. In New
York, the meetings are held on the first Wednesday of each month. Organizational

matters are discussed and voted upon, tips on writing markets are exchanged, eco-

nomic grievances are taken up and, where possible, corrected. Membership: Any
writer who has made a single sale in the mystery field (book, magazine, motion

picture, radio, television) is eligible for active membership; editors, publishers,

critics, Hterary agents, booksellers, etc., may join as Associate Members, and par-

ticipate in all the activities except the right to vote and hold office; non-profession-

als interested in mystery writing, and new writers who have not yet made a sale

may join as Affiliate Members; police officials and other members of allied fields

may be voted in as Honorary Members. Dues: Active Membership, $20 annually;

Associate Membership, $20 annually; Affiliate Membership, $15 annually. For fur-

ther information, write to Catherine Barth, Executive Secretary.

NEW YORK WRITERS GROUP, New York, N. Y. It is primarily a fiction group

but will accept writers in all fields if they are past the beginner's stage. While pub-

lication is not a requirement for membership, writers must show a firm grounding

in fiction technique. Active writers are invited to apply for membership. Meetings

are held on the 2nd and 4th Thursdays in Manhattan. For further information

contact Judith Cortada, 302 W. 79th St., New York 24, N. Y.

NEW YORK WRITERS GUILD, 152 E. 35th St., New York 16, N. Y. Meets

every Wednesday at Hotel Albert, Manhattan. Workshop session 8-10. Director,

Georgia C. Nicholas, 152 E. 35th St., New York 16, N. Y. MU. 6-5508. Dues are

$1.00 for non-members, 50c for members, and a $7 initiation fee. Members should

have sold or be on the verge of selling material.

SOCIETY OF MAGAZINE WRITERS, 520 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. Mem-
bership is open to free-lance writers who have had published, in the twelve months

prior to application, at least six full-length magazine articles in magazines deemed
by the Membership Committee to be of national importance and good repute. The
Membership CiOnmiittee may also, at its option, recognize and grant equivalent

credit for articles of unusual length, scripts, etc. Persons to contact: Chairman,

Membership Committee; President; or Corresponding Secretary; by title.
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North t^arolina

THE CHARLOTTE WRITER'S CLUB, for information contact: Mrs. J. M.
Guthrie, President, 619 Clement Avenue, Charlotte, N. C. Members must be

actively engaged in some form of writing. Dinner meetings apd workshops are

held monthly. Dinner meetings feature speakers talking about various forms of

writing. Twice a year out-of-town big name speakers are brought in. Members
bring scripts to workshop for help. Writers' Bureau does writing on contract for

fees. Dues are $3 per year.

POETRY WORKSHOP OF THE GREENSBORO WRITERS, for information

contact: Robert Davis Harris, Jr., 922 Dillard St., Greensboro, N. C. Membership

is obtained through the Greensboro Writers, but is not necessary. They welcome

all interested in poetry. Meetings are held the first Sunday of each month from

2:30 to 4:30 p. m., at the Woman's College of the University of North Carolina

in room 209 Elliott Hall, October through May. Original poems are brought to

the meetings to be read and discussed, and at times outstanding poets speak. No
dues.

Ohio

MANUSCRIPT CLUB OF AKRON. Welcomes working, producing writers in the

area. Meets first and third Fridays each month at 8:00 P.M. in Room 306, YMCA.
Founded in 1929. Contact Alberta Hawse, 103 Elmwood Ave., Barberton, Ohio.

Phone SHerwood 5-8292.

DAYTON WRITER'S CLUB, Mrs. Charles H. Sullenberg, President, 156 Nordle,

Dayton, Ohio. Members must have an interest in writing, and are on the whole

"strugglers" in the field. On the second Tuesday of each month members' manu-
scripts are read and criticized. Dues are $3 per year. Meetings are held in members'

homes.

MANFIELD WOMEN WRITERS' CLUB, for information contact: Mrs. Joseph

R. Graham, 512 W. Third St., Mansfield, Ohio. To be a member you must desire

to write professionally. Women only. Meets monthly in members' homes. The gen-

eral club activities are reading scripts for criticism, discussing markets, plots, char-

acterization and all phases of short story writing. No dues.

OHIO VALLEY WRITERS' GUILD, Cincinnati, Ohio. Membership open to

beginners or professionals in the Cincinnati area. Meets the fourth Saturday eve-

ning of each month to discuss manuscripts, hear a speaker, or talk shop. Dues are

nominal. For further information, write to Jerome H. Cook, Room 911, Fenwick

Club, Cincinnati 2, Ohio.

WRITERS' WORKSHOP, West Hill Library, Highland Square, Akron 3, Ohio.

For information contact: Mrs. Jack Sarbey, 1865 Brookfield Dr., Akron 13, Ohio.

A member must be recommended by a sponsor or have completed her creative

writing class at Akron University. Meets each third Monday, September through

June. Discusses markets and selling experiences of members, techniques of writing.

Manuscripts are read and criticized. Dues are $1.50.

Oklahoma

THE NIGHT WRITERS, Tulsa, Oklahoma. Meets to criticize, constructively,

members' manuscripts and exchange market information. Sponsors an annual short

story contest and stages Anniversary Dinner, with guest speaker, each August, open
to all interested writers. Registration fee is one dollar; dues fifty cents a month.

Meets on the third Monday of each month. Contact Mac McKennon, 444 S. 70th

E. Ave., Tulsa 12, Oklahoma.
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OKLAHOMA STATE WRITERS CLUB, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Established

1914. A state-wide organization of professional and semi-professional writers work-

ing in fiction, non-fiction, poetry, song lyrics, plays and radio and television writing.

Membership averages about 100. Meetings are held on the second Tuesday night of

each month except July, August and January. Annual dues are $3.00. Address all

correspondence to Henry Carlton Jones, President, 717 Leonhardt Bldg., Oklahoma
City 2, Oklahoma.

STILLWATER WRITERS, Stillwater, Oklahoma. An active workshop group or-

ganized 1932. Membership, usually about fifteen, is limited to those who have sold

and are continuing to write and try to sell. Meets on the first and third Thursday

nights each month at homes of the members. Dues are $2.00 a year. For further

information, write to Mrs. J. W. Chiles, Corresponding Secretary, 517 Lewis St.,

Stillwater, Okla.

Oregon

LINN COUNTY WRITERS, 2911 Tudor Way, Albany, Oreg. Contact for infor-

mation: Mrs. Irene Brown, Box 75, Jefferson, Oregon, Ph. FA. 7-2730 or Mrs.

Martha Whiteside, 2911 Tudor Way, Albany, Oregon, Ph. WA. 8-9796. Members
must be seriously interested in writing. The group meets on the second Monday
of each month. The club activities include speakers, study discussions, manuscript

reading and criticizing. No specific dues.

NORTHWEST CARTOONISTS AND GAGWRITERS SOCIETY, for informa-

tion contact: Mr. Arnold L. Wagner, 1130 N. E. Cottage, Salem, Oregon. Mem-
bers must have a sincere interest in writing. Meetings are quarterly. Activities are

informal discussions of trends, problems, markets, etc. Occasional guest speakers

and a newsletter. No dues.

Pcnnsylania

FRANKLIN'S JUNTO WRITERS (formerly The Junto Writers), Philadelphia,

Pa. Object of this organization is to bring together writers of the Delaware Valley

area to conduct a writers' workshop, analyze markets and to give mutual help. This

is primarily a short-story group, but article- and novel-writers are welcome too.

Membership open to any sincere and practicing writer whether or not he has been
published. Meets once a month at the Philadelphia Art AUiance. For further infor-

mation, contact Mrs. Marie Dailey, 4203 Vista Street, Phila. 36, Pa.

Rhode Island

BIACKSTONE VALLEY WRITER'S GUILD. For writers living in Rhode
Island, Massachusetts and Connecticut. Contact Miss Mary Blatty, 656/2 Broad-

way, Pawtucket, R. I.

RHODE ISLAND WRITER'S GUILD, Providence, Rhode Island. Writers of all

ages are welcome, who evidence a genuine interest in writing and who enjoy writ-

ing. Meetings are held the second Sunday afternoon of each month, except during

July and August. For further information, contact Mrs. Muriel E. Eddy, 688

Prairie Ave., Providence 5, Rhode Island. Phone: Hopkins 1-8325. Workshops are

held at members' homes. Contests and banquets at special times. Dues are $5 for

active membership, $3 for sustaining membership. The Club is a chartered guild.

Tennessee

CREATIVE WRITERS, for information contact: Anita L. Clark. 4323 Ferndale,

Memphis 17, Tenn. Members must be producing writers who will contribute to
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other members. Meets once a month. Activities are reading and discussing manu-

scripts of members. This is not a social group. No dues.

Texas

AVALON, Alpine, Texas, is an international poetry association. It is dedicated to

the finding and training of new talent and to the promotion and publication of the

work of both new and established poets, whose work portrays exceptional crafts-

manship and survival qualities. Avalon especially seeks those whose poetry follows

the inevitable trends toward greater lyricism, communicability, inspiration, spon-

taneity (as opposed to contrived obscurity), genuine emotion (as opposed both to

Sewing Circle triteness and pedantic fear of emotion), timeliness, courage, and

universality. Conferences, courses, marketing advice, cash prizes. Dues $3.00 per

year.

THE BEAUMONT WRITER'S CLUB, Beaumont,Texas. Organized in 1956, this

group has about fourteen active members, and is open for more. Meet the 1st and

3rd Mondays each month. Dues are $2.50 per year. For further information, con-

tact Mr. W. L. Newton, 1460 Emily, President.

CREATIVE WRITERS ASSOCIATION, Odessa, Texas. Founded in March,

1953, by Mrs. D. T. Osborn and Mrs. C. A. Noll. Meets in Ector County Library

Clubroom on the third Tuesday of each month. An organization for women inter-

ested and working in the writing field—short story, poetry, juvenile, and articles.

A majority of the membership have had work published or were awarded prizes in

various poetry and prose contests. The club prepares programs of members. Selec-

tions and speakers and assignments provide experience in new media. Current

President: Mrs. J. W. Postelle.

liVashington

COMPOSERS AND AUTHORS OF AMERICA, INC. (Spokane Chapter),

Spokane, Wash. Organized in 1948. National Headquarters are in Cleveland, Ohio.

Each of the four sections (poetry, prose, music, allied arts) meets monthly under

separate chairman for study. Quarterly sessions present the current achievements

to the public by programs of music, literature and art displays. For further infor-

mation, write to Ethyl Townsend Goodsell, N. 1819 Normandie St., Spokane 17,

Wash. National dues are $3 per year.

liViseonsin

THE MILWAUKEE FICTIONEERS. Contact Lawrence A. Keating, 210 E.

Michigan St., Milwaukee 2, Wisconsin. Newcomers must have sold fiction or non-

fiction several times to national magazines, or published one book. Meets every

three weeks at members' homes. No dues or fees.

WISCONSIN REGIONAL WRITERS' ASSOCIATION, INC. A state-wide or-

ganization of writers and those interested in encouraging the efforts of creative

writers. Under the sponsorship of the Wisconsin Idea Theatre, University of Wis-

consin, classes in creative writing are oflFered throughout the state. The association

publishes Creative Wisconsin, a quarterly literary magazine, holds annual contests,

meets twice yearly, encourages and assists in organizing local clubs and classes, and
has recently set up an International project for the purpose of giving memberships
to foreign writers, along with personal encouragement. There are approximately

1,000 members, including most of the states and some ten foreign countries. Mem-
bership is open to anyone interested in creative writing. Dues are $3.00 annually and
this includes a subscription to Creative Wisconsin. Contact: Eva John Kuhn, Pres.,

Whitehall, Wisconsin.
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Canada

CANADIAN AUTHORS ASSOCIATION, Ontario, Canada. Members are recog-

nized writers and authors. Group has over 900 members, mostly professional, in

every field of writing. Founded in 1921. Publishers of Canadian Poetry and Cana-

dian Author and Bookman, quarterlies. Has branches in Halifax, N. S., Montreal,

Que., Ottawa, Ont., Windsor, Ont., Toronto, Ont., London, Ont., Winnipeg, Man.,

Calgary, Alta., Edmonton, Alta., Vancouver B. C. and Victoria, B. C. Contact J.

Holliday, 68 Kilgreggan Cres., Scarboro, Ont., for further information.

FIRST COLLINGWOOD WRITERS' CLUB, Colling^vood, Canada. A non-

denominational group with dues of one dollar a year. The only membership re-

quirement is a sincere interest in writing. Their purpose is to clearly and correctly

express ideas in the form of articles, stories, fillers, radio and TV scripts and poetry.

They hold contests from time to time for the stimulation and furtherance of an

interest in writing. Meetings are held on the second and fourth Thursdays, each

month, from September to May. Before disbanding each summer they give out

assignments to have ready for the first autumn meeting. Occasionally they have a

social evening at which impromptu writing is done; guests taking part if they wish.

Officers are Mrs. C. W. Cooke, President; M. E. Johnston, Treasurer; Mrs. T.

Shields, Recording Secretary; and Mrs. Fred Griffin, Corresponding Secretary.

For further information contact Mrs. Griffin at 354 Cedar Street, Collingwood,

Ontario, Canada.

WESTERN CANADIAN WRITERS, Vancouver, B. C, Canada. Meets twice a

month on the 2nd and 4th Thursdays. Restricted to selling writers; not for begin-

ners. Contact Mrs. Laura Cooke, 2385 East 51st Avenue, Vancouver 16, B. C,
Canada.

WRITERS' GUILD, Toronto, Ont., Canada. Limited to professional writers. For

further information, write to Marjorie MacKenzie, Secretary, 115 Old Forest Hill

Road, Toronto, Ont., Canada.
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Authors Agents
*means that they will accept unsolicited manuscripts

*GEORGE ABBOTT, 630 Fifth Ave. Specializes in plays.

MAXWELL ALEY ASSOCIATES, 145 E. 35th St., New York 16, N. Y. Will

read only those manuscripts that have come with extraordinary recommendation.

Will look at unsolicited manuscripts if they are highly professional in nature. To
represent a writer he must have achieved $1,000 in dollar volume and interest

from major magazine and book publishers. However, a few new writers each year

are developed. SpeciaHzes in the area of book and magazine non-fiction, with ex-

ceptionally good fiction, and motion picture writing. Always enclose a stamped

return envelope.

*HARRY ALTSHULER, 225 W. 86th St., New York 24, N. Y. On occasion will

read unsolicited manuscripts. Will accept a writer if he is struck with his work

—

no dollar minimum nor any sales necessary as a prerequisite if he is good. Special-

izes in fiction for slick magazines, novels, some suspense stories, some science fic-

tion, and very occasionally articles for major magazine markets. Does some non-

fiction books.

AMERICAN LITER.\RY EXCHANGE, 325 E. 53rd St., New York 22, N. Y.

Will read unsolicited manuscripts for no fee. Charges 10% in case of sale, but no

other conditions exist. Specializes in everything fit to print except poetry, including

stage plays, TV, etc.

LEONARD AMSTER, 22 E. 60th St., New York 22, N. Y. Likes new and begin-

ning writers and only request is that an inquiry regarding a manuscript be sent be-

fore manuscript is submitted. Works in all areas except TV and juveniles.

AUTHORS' AND PUBLISHERS' SERVICE, 24-25 77th St., Jackson Heights

70, N. Y. Welcomes authors. We specialize in new writers which means that most

of them have zero in sales and hope that we can turn that into five or six figure

zeros, with a substantial digit in front. Especially interested in fiction, non-fiction

and children's scripts for book and magazine publication.

MAXIMILLIAN BECKER, 957 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. Will accept good,

promising writers with no minimum sales in dollar volume necessary. Specializes

in books, fiction and non-fiction, plays, short stories, articles, films and TV.

EDWARD BODIN, 1 1 Erie St., Lily Dale, N. Y. Handles only a few professional

books and magazines.

GEORGES BORCHARDT, 100 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y. Will represent

a writer if he has faith in his ability even though he has no record of sales. Special-

izes in novels and short stories of high literary quality.

BARBARA BRANDT, 1140 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. Prefers query before

manuscripts are sent. Will represent a writer if she has faith in his talent. Does
everything but plays, TV, radio, and poetry.

BRANDT AND BRANDT, 101 Park Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Will represent a

writer without any previous record of sales.

ANITA BROOKS, 141 E. 55th St., New York, N. Y. Specializes in fiction, non-

fiction, mystery, books written by newspapermen, radio-TV execs and personali-

ties, biographies, radio, TV scripts. Miss Brooks is also a publicity gal and sets up
radio-TV and press interviews for her clients as well as planting column items.

ANNE CURTIS-BROWN, 366 Madison Ave., N.Y.C. Will represent a writer

without him having achieved a minimum dollar volume in sales. Specializes in non-

fiction and fiction for magazines.
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CURTIS BROWN, LTD., 575 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Will look at

unsolicited manuscripts but does not promise either a full reading or a critical re-

port. Has no requirements as to minimum sales in representing an author. If they

believe in him they will represent him whether he sells or not. The fee is the

standard 10%. Covers the fields of book publishing, magazines, plays, and tele-

vision.

*HENRY C. BROWN, 75 East 55th St., New York 22, N. Y. Writers are signed

on the basis of talent, not previous sales. Specializes in drama.

*JAMES BROWN ASSOCIATES, INC., 22 E. 60th St., New York 22, N. Y.

Writer must be a professional. Handles books of all kinds and stage plays. Handles

many short things, but except in rare instances only as incidental products of writ-

ers concentrating on books and stage plays. Does not handle poetry.

SHIRLEY BURKE AGENCY, 35 W. 53rd St., New York, N. Y. Not interested in

manuscripts unless they are recommended. Always interested in new and promis-

ing writers, but cannot take them on unless they agree to pay a reading fee. Handles

fiction, books, magazines, motion pictures, etc.

*RUTH CANTOR, 120 ^V. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. Include return postage

with manuscripts. The writer, if previously unpublished, must have outstanding

talent to be accepted. No dollar volume minimum is necessary. Prefers those who
have already published. Specializes in adult and juvenile books, stories, articles.

No textbooks, plays, T\', technical stuff, poetry.

*JACQUES CHABRUN, INC., 745 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. No special con-

ditions under which a writer will be accepted. Specializes in short stories, novels,

plays, and motion pictures.

M. CHRISTIE, 37 Madison Ave., New York 10, N. Y. Takes only preferred chents

after consultation with them.

*COLBY MANUSCRIPT SERVICE, 27 Chestnut St., Brookline, Mass. Has a

minimum fee for reading of $10. If, after this reading, they think the manuscript

is salable, they will act as agent for the author. If not, the $10 includes a report on
how to improve it. Specializes in juveniles.

COMORA-BERNBROCK AGENCY (\ivian Russell, Lit. Agent), 9100 Sunset

Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif. Will read unsolicited manuscripts only from a profes-

sional writer. Must query before submitting. Prefers writers with credits in tele-

vision or features who know the Hollywood market and its script needs. Specializes

in TV and motion pictures.

HAROLD CORNSWEET LITER.\RY AGENCY, 1093 Broxton Ave., Los

Angeles 24, Calif. Specializes in motion pictures, T\'. Wants novel material for the

stage.

CRITICS ASSOCIATED, R.R. 3, Box 248, Richmond, Indiana. Prefers a writ-

ten inquiry before the manuscript is sent. Specializes in books, both fiction and non-

fiction; children's books, for all age groups.

LAWRENCE CRUIKSHANK AGENCY, 9172 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 46,

Calif. Will accept manuscripts from established fiction, T\\ or motion picture

writers only. Specializes in motion pictures and television.

ANITA DIAMANT, THE WRITERS' WORKSHOP, INC., 280 Madison Ave.,

New York 16, N. Y. Will represent a writer on a 10% commission basis if he has

made at least one sale to a national magazine, or has sold a book to a legitimate

publisher. Specializes in books and magazine material.
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JOHN TIFFANY ELLIOTT, 341 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Send a

letter of inquiry first before submitting manuscripts.

ANN ELMO AGENCY, INC., 545 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Handles short

stories, articles, books, fiction and non-fiction, teleplays, and plays for stage use.

A. L. FIERST, LITERARY AGENT, 545 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Writers

are handled on a professional basis if they have sold $500 worth of material to gen-

eral markets during the past year. Specializes in books of all types, short stories,

TV and plays, articles of all types. Does not handle trade organ material. Non-

professional writers are required to pay a criticism fee, a minimum of $5 on any

script. Books are appraised for $5.

*FRIEDA FISHBEIN, 353 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y. Reading fees are

charged for which the author receives detailed analysis and criticism. Works on a

10% commission and an exclusive option for one year. Plays for the legitimate

stage and books, both fiction and non-fiction are her speciality.

*JOAN FOLEY AGENCY, 15 W. 44th St., New York 36, N. Y. Query first before

sending in unsolicited manuscripts. No reading or criticism fees. Doesn't care about

previous sales. Talent is the only condition. Specializes in magazine articles and

fiction, hard cover and paperback books. No plays or TV material.

SAMUEL FRENCH, INC., LITERARY DEPT., 25 W. 45th St., New York 36,

N. Y. Prefers letter of inquiry before manuscript is submitted. Specializes in fiction

and non-fiction, except juveniles, poetry and fillers. They also have agency depart-

ments for plays and TV.

MAX GARTENBERG, LITERARY AGENT, 45 W. 45th St., New York 36, N. Y.

Will not read unsolicited manuscripts, however, any writer, published or unpub-

lished, who submits a grammatical, coherent letter describing what he has to sell

will receive a reply if Mr. Gartenberg is interested in what he has to sell. His terms

are 10%. Specializes in handling books, fiction and non-fictiion and book rights.

MITCHELL GERTZ AGENCY, 338 Rodeo Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. Represents

only recognized writers. Specializes in TV, theatre, and motion pictures.

LARNEY GOODKIND, 30 E. 60th St., New York 22, N. Y. Will read unsolicited

manuscripts from published, established authors only. Specializes in fiction and non-

fiction books and magazine articles, legitimate theater and television.

SANFORD J. GREENBURGER, 595 Madison Ave., Room 2708-11, New York,

N. Y. No minimum. Specializes in books and plays. No short stories, articles or

poetry.

BLANCHE C. GREGORY, 366 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Query first

before submitting unsolicited manuscripts. Prefers an author who has already sold

to a first class market. However, he is interested in anyone who in his opinion has

promise. Specializes in fiction, both novels and stories for the major national maga-
zines. Also non-fiction books, TV scripts and plays.

LUCILE GULLIVER LITERARY BUREAU, 157 Newbury St., Boston 16,

Mass. No previous sales necessary. Part of the pleasure of his work lies in helping

beginners to go forward. He covers all areas: fact or fiction, short or book length,

adult or juvenile material.

SYLVIA HAHLO MANAGEMENT, 745 Fifth Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Special-

izes in theatre, motion pictures, radio and television. Will read unsolicited manu-
scripts for fee.

REECE HALSEY AGENCY, 8733 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif. Specializes

in the publication field of fiction and non-fiction (not magazines), also television

and motion pictures.
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KURT HELLMER, 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York 17, N. Y. A writer must show
promise. There is no reading fee, but return postage is required. SpeciaHzes in

novels, non-fiction and full length plays.

*HINSHAW AND STOHLMANN, 15 W. 44th St., New York 36, N. Y. Prefers a

query first. Will represent a writer for 10% commission in the U. S. and Canada,

20% elsewhere. No minimum sales required. Specializes in book and magazine fic-

tion and non-fiction. Also, foreign language material.

FRANZ J. HORCH ASSOCIATE, 325 E. 57th St., New York 22, N. Y.

GEORGE INGERSOLL AGENCY, 7167/2 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, CaUf.

Will read unsolicited manuscripts only if a prior agreement has been made by

letter. Monetary conditions are not involved in the decision to represent a writer.

It is a matter of talent, stability and productivity. New writers rarely accepted.

Specializes in motion picture and television scripts.

*ALEX JACKINSON AGENCY, 1 1 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. With a fee,

the writer will receive a report with his manuscript. Will also read without a fee.

Specializes in books, stories, articles, plays and TV. No poetry.

EDITH JACKSON, 1717 N. Highland, Hollywood 28, Calif. Specializes in all

area.

THE JAFFE AGENCY, 8555 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 46, Cahf. To accept a

writer he must have $25,000 in dollar volume sales. Specializes in motion pictures,

TV packaging, development of book projects for motion pictures. Also, is interested

in new writers who come highly recommended.

HERB JAFFE ASSOCIATES, 145 E. 49th St., New York 22, N. Y.

*THE MARGOT JOHNSON AGENCY, 405 E. 54th St., New York 22, N. Y.

Author should write first before submitting manuscript. If the agency agrees to

read the manuscript, sufficient postage for return should be included. Accepts any

writer with promise. No minimum dollar volume of sales required. Does not use

plays for the legitimate theatre.

JOHNSON & THOMPSON, LITERARY REPRESENTATIVES, 2805 O St.,

N.W., Washington 7, D. C. Will take a writer solely on the merit of material he

submits. Specializes in non-fiction.

NANNINE JOSEPH, 200 W. 54th St., New York 19, N. Y. Will not accept new
clients unless previously known to the agency. Specializes in books.

AL KINGSTON ENTERPRISES, INC., 9046 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif.

Writer must be recognized professional and have good credits before he is accepted

by the agency. No beginners. Motion picture and television writers and stories are

their speciality.

BERTHA KLAUSNER INTERNATIONAL LITER.\RY AGENCY, INC., 130

E. 40th St., New York 16, N. Y. Will handle writer for the usual 10% agency com-
mission after the new writer's work has been read and accepted. No minimum sales

necessary. Specializes in books, both fiction and non-fiction, magazine short stories

and articles.

CELIA KRICHMAR, 33 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. Prefers letter of query

giving information about the script and author before the manuscript is submitted.

Miss Krichmar is interested in new writers and will represent any author whose

material she considers salable. Specializes in book length fiction and non-fiction

and plays.

LUCY KROLL AGENCY, 119 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y. Specializes in

theatrical productions.
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ELEANOR LANGDON ASSOCIATES, 165 E. Ontario St., Chicago 11, 111.

Specializes in adult fiction and non-fiction and teenage manuscripts.

AUGUST LENNIGER LITERARY AGENCY, 56 W. 45th St., New York 36,

N. Y. Interested strictly in representing writer whose work they can sell on a com-

mission basis. Prefers preliminary correspondence with prospective client before

manuscripts are submitted. Writer must have $500 sales minimum. Specializes in

books, both hardcover and paperback originals, adult, juvenile, fiction and non-

fiction.

CLAIRE LEONARD, 19 West 44th St., Room 616, New York 36, N. Y. Accepts

new playwrights of exceptional writing talent only. Wants only plays for Broad-

way.

HENRY LEWIS AGENCY, 9172 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 46, Calif. Self-

addressed, return envelope is required with manuscripts. Charges 10% commission

when sale is made. Specializes in television scripts for half hour filmed anthology

series.

LESTER LINSK, 195 South Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. No minimum dollar

volume required. A regular agency percentage is charged. Their specialty is

motion pictures.

LITERARY AGENCY OF WASHINGTON, 4010 Vermont Ave., N.W., Wash-
ington 5, D. C. Prefers an advanced query. Doesn't require that a writer show a

past sales record, however much this is desirable. They screen carefully what is sub-

mitted and base their decisions for acceptance on this. Specializes in the book and

magazine fields with emphasis on trade books, magazine short stories, and magazine

feature articles.

*LITTAUER & WILKINSON, 424 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Prefers an

inquiry first. Will accept any promising writer. Need not be established. Will accept

work in all media.

*DAVID LLOYD, 433 W. 21st St., New York 11, N. Y. Will represent any writer

whose work in their judgment reflects quality and integrity. Does not require any

minimum sales volume. Uses chiefly fiction and non-fiction.

*THE STERLING LORD AGENCY, 15 E. 48th Street, New York 17, N. Y. No
minimum sales are required.

DONALD MacCAMPBELL, INC., 12 East 41st, New York 17, N. Y. Half their

clients are developed from scratch. Requires no sales record of any kind. No read-

ing or criticism fee. Specializes in book length manuscripts for adults.

[E ROY MACK AGENCY, 9120 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif. After a

sale i^^m^^efora writer no retainer is charged. Specializes jp inaQiii»i»-pt/^Tfp<i tele-

vision, novels and iJMOll !l>LUilL J.
'

EARL MacQUARRIE, 9157 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 46, Cahf. Especially inter-

ested in original series formats for television and will read any new ideas submitted

by writers with two or more dramatic or fiction credits. Address correspondence to

Miss Sylvia Weinblatt, Literary Dept.

HAROLD MATSON COMPANY, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y. Spe-

cializes in any area that a successful author's output can be exploited. Will represent

a writer if they are convinced of his potential possibiUties.

MONICA McCALL, INC., 667 Madison Ave., New York 21, N. Y. Will represent

a writer based on the quality of his manuscripts. Specializes in books and plays.

ALVIN G. MANUEL AGENCY, 468 N. Bedford Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. No
minimum sales gross is necessary. Specializes in motion pictures and television.
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*JOHN F. MARION, LITERARY AGENT, 1715 Walnut St., Philadelphia 3, Pa.

Query first. Will take a writer who is completely unknown if Mr. Marion feels that

he has a potential, a future. He doesn't have to have achieved any dollar volume,

but he does have to show ability. Specializes in very few magazine articles and

stories. No plays or television scripts. Does accept books.

*BEN MEDFORD AGENCY, 300 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. Will repre-

sent a writer for the usual commission. Specializes in motion pictures, television and

stage.

*TONI MENDEZ, INC., 140 E. 56th St., New York 22, N. Y. Will read unso-

licited manuscripts for a fee. Specializes in cartoons, fiction and non-fiction.

GORDON MOLSON ASSOCIATES AGENCY, 9418 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly

Hills, Calif. Will represent a writer if he has achieved $10,000 in minimum sales.

Specializes in motion pictures, television and Broadway plays, and novels.

*HOWARD MOOREPARK, LITERARY AGENT, 440 E. 79th St., New York 21,

N. Y. No minimum sales necessary. Specializes in short stories, books, fiction 6r

non-fiction.

NATIONAL LAUGH ENTERPRISES (George Q. Lewis), Box 835, Grand Cen-

tral Station, New York 17, N. Y. Will read unsolicited manuscripts only if they are

less than 10 pages in length. Will represent a writer if he has great talent. Special-

izes in humor. Interested in the performing arts primarily: radio, TV, stage, ofT-

Broadway, etc.

PARK AVENUE LITERARY AGENCY, INC., 230 Park Ave., New York 17,

N. Y. Looking for new writers with good potential. It is not necessary that they

have been previously published. Specializes in books and short stories.

*SIDNEY E. PORCELAIN, AUTHOR'S REPRESENTATIVE, 1 1 1 E. 26th St.,

New York 10, N. Y. No minimum sales required. Specializes in short stories, arti-

cles, books and TV.

PAUL R. REYNOLDS & SON, 599 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Will read un-

solicited manuscripts only if they have reason to believe that they are professional

and publishable. Charges no fees, only a 10% commission. Will take writers who
have sold nothing, but we must be persuaded in advance that they have attained

professional status. Works in all areas.

VIRGINIA RICE, 145 W. 58th St., New York 19, N. Y. Query first.

*MILT ROSNER AGENCY, 9110 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif. Manuscripts

must be in either motion picture or telefilm form and accompanied by a return

envelope. Writer must approach the agency in a professional and business-like way.

Interested in all areas of Hollywood.

BETTY J. RUSSELL, 2913 E. 78th St., Chicago 49, 111. Will help talented writers

for a 10% fee. Specializes in juveniles.

LEAH SALISBURY, INC., 234 West 44th St., New York 36, N. Y. Query f^rst.

Reading fee is generally charged for unpublished writers. Interested in writers of

superior talent. Does not evaluate them in terms of dollars, but rather in terms of

quality and potential. High standards are maintained. Specializes in theatre and

films.

SIDNEY SATENSTEIN, 75 Varick St., New York, N. Y. Occasionally reads un-

solicited manuscripts. Does not insist upon a past record of sales, but looks for a

high quality of material worthy of publication. Specializes in novels and book

projects.
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ALMA SAVAGE, 17 Braemar Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y. Will read only full

length manuscripts. The service is provided on the usual basis of 10% on the return

from the publication contract. A reading fee is payable on submission of manu-

script. Return postage must also be enclosed. Specializes in Catholic material.

AD SCHULBERG LITERARY AGENCY, 300 East 57th St., New York 22, N. Y.

Will read unsolicited manuscripts only under special circumstances. Must make
inquiry first. No minimum sales required for talented new writers. Specializes in

book manuscripts, magazines, fiction and non-fiction and motion pictures.

WILLIAM SCHULLER AGENCY, 9121 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif. Spe-

cializes in motion pictures and TV.

SCOTT MEREDITH LITERARY AGENCY, INC., 580 Fifth Ave., New York

36, N. Y. Charges a fee in working with writers who are not now selling regularly

to major markets, and work on commission basis with regularly selling writefs. If a

writer has sold to a major publisher in the past year or has begun to make maga-

zine sales with some regularity, they feel that potential has been shown and take

him on a straight commission basis. Handles novels, non-fiction books, magazine

stories, articles, television scripts, radio scripts, stage plays. No single poems, al-

though they do handle books of poetry, and cartoons.

JERRY SIEGEL. 250 N. Conon Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.

EVELYN SINGER LITERARY AGENCY, 1 1 1 East 26th St., New York 10, N. Y.

Reads book manuscripts (adult or juvenile, fiction or non-fiction) on recommenda-

tion of any writer, editor, or professional associated with the field who could use

good judgment. Does not charge any reading fee. Will accept shorter material if

the writer has published six stories or articles. Minimum of $10,000 in past sales

required. Handles fiction and non-fiction for adults and juveniles. No poetry, plays,

original television or motion picture plays. Writer should contact by letter giving

his background and a description of what he would like to submit before sending

manuscript.

E. T. SOMLYO AGENCY, 407 N. Maple Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. A minimum of

$10,000 in minimum sales or original credits in motion pictures, television, or stage

is required before the agency will represent a writer. Specializes in motion pictures,

theatre, and television.

MAEVE SOUTHGATE, 41 Fifth Ave., New York 3, N. Y. The writer must first

send a letter giving background and writing experiences. Otherwise unsolicited

scripts will not be accepted. Will represent a writer for 10% commission. Special-

izes in novels, stage and television plays.

RENEE SPODHEIM ASSOCIATES, 698 West End Ave., New York 25, N. Y.

Interested in young and as yet unpublished writers. Specializes in quality fiction,

including mysteries, and all types of non-fiction not too technical for the general

public.

TONI STRASSMAN, 116 E. 19th St., New York 3, N. Y. Occasionally reads un-

solicited manuscripts. No minimum sales requirements. Always be sure to send

return postage. Specializes in quality material, novels, non-fiction, articles and short

stories.

ARTHUR H. TORREY, 150 E. 35th St., New York 16, N. Y. Will read unso-

licited manuscripts if an inquiry is made first. No minimum sales required. 10%
commission charged for handling a writer. Request return postage on submissions

except those of clients. Welcome competently written novels, non-fiction manu-
scripts, children's book manuscripts and school and college texts.
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GEORGE ULLMAN AGENCY, 8979 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 46, Calif. Dollar

sales not important. It is desirable that a writer have published some material and

have television or feature credits. Specializes in motion picture features and tele-

vision.

A. WATKINS, INC., 77 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. Specializes in all areas except

juveniles and poetry.

*LAMBERT WILSON ASSOCIATES, 8 E. 10th St., New York 3, N. Y. For pro-

fessional agenting, a minimum of $500 in sales during the past year in the general

area in which they will be marketing his future work is required. For new writers a

$5 handling fee per manuscript is charged, $10 for teleplays, and $15 for books.

Books and magazine fiction and non-fiction is their specialty.

WILLIS KINGSLEY WING, AUTHOR'S REPRESENTATIVE, 24 E. 38th St.,

New York 16, N. Y. AVill read unsolicited manuscripts under certain conditions.

Must be first proposed in descriptive letter about writer's past work and describing

nature of manuscript now to be offered. If the writer is new, he must have achieved

professional levels in his work, to be handled by this agency. Specializes in trade

books, fiction and non-fiction, general magazine contributions, fiction and non-

fiction.

*MARY YOST ASSOCIATES, 550 Fifth Ave., New Yptk^N. Y.- 'Miss Yost will

represent anyone whose talent warrants her^^attempt to successfully market his

work. No minimum sales required. Specializes in fiction, non-fiction of book and

magazine length.
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Classified Lists of Auttt^ors^ Agents
by Area of Specialization

BOOK

Maxwell Aley Associates 247

Harry Altshuler 247

American Literary Exchange 247

Leonard Amster 247

Authors' and Publishers' Service . .247

Maximillian Becker 247

Edward Bodin 247

Georges Borchardt 247

Barbara Brandt 247

Brandt and Brandt 247

Anita Brooks 247

Curtis Brown, Ltd 248

James Brown Associates, Inc 248

Shirley Burke Agency 248

Ruth Cantor 248

Jacques Chabrun, Inc 248

Colby Manuscript Service 248

Critics Associated 248

Anita Diamant 248

Ann Elmo Agency 249

A. L. Fierst 249

Frieda Fishbein 249

Joan Foley 249

Samuel French, Inc.,

Literary Dept 249

Max Gartenberg, Literary Agent . .249

Larney Goodkind 249

Stanford J. Greenburger 249

Blanche C. Gregory 249

Lucile Gulliver Literary Bureau . . 249

Reece Halsey Agency 249

Kurt Hellmer 250

Hinshaw and Stohlmann 250

Alex Jackinson Agency 250

Edith Jackson 250

Johnson & Thompson,
Literary Representatives 250

Nannine Joseph 250

Bertha Klausner International

Literary Agency Inc 250

CeUa Krichmar 250

Eleanor Langdon Associates 251

August Lenniger

Literary Agency 251

Literary Agency of Washington ..251

Littauer & Wilkinson 251

David Lloyd 251

Donald MacCampbell, Inc. . . 251

The Roy Mack Agency 251

Harold Matson Company 251

Monica McCall, Inc 251

John F. Marion, Literary Agent . . 252

Toni Mendez, Inc 252

Gordon Molson

Associates Agency 252

Howard Moorepark,

Literary Agent 252

Park Avenue
Literary Agency, Inc 252

Sidney E. Porcelain .- 252

Paul R. Reynolds & Son 252

Betty J. Russell 252

Sidney Satenstein 252
Alma Savage 253

Ad Schulberg Literary Agency . . .253

Scott Meredith

Literary Agency, Inc 253

Evelyn Singer Literary Agency , . . 253

Maeve Southgate 253

Renee Spodheim Associates 253

Toni Strassman 253

Arthur H. Torrey 253

A. Watkins, Inc 254

Lambert Wilson Associates 254

Willis Kingsley Wing,

Author's Representative 254

Mary Yost Associates 254

MAGAZINE

Maxwell Aley Associates 247

Harry Altshuler 247

American Literary Exchange .... 247

Leonard Amster 247

Authors' and Publishers' Service . .247

Maximillian Becker 247

Edward Bodin 247

Georges Borchardt 247

Barbara Brandt 247

Brandt and Brandt 247

Anita Brooks 247

Anne Curtis-Brown 247

Curtis Brown, Ltd 248

Shirley Burke Agency 248

Ruth Cantor 248

Anita Diamant 248

Ann Elmo Agency, Inc 249

A. L. Fierst, Literary Agent 249
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Joan Foley Agency 249

Samuel French, Inc.,

Literary Dept 249

Larney Goodkind 249

Blanche C. Gregory 249

Lucile Gulliver Literay Bureau . . . 249

Hinshaw and Stohlmann . .
• 250

Alex Jackinson Agency 250

Edith Jackson 250

Johnson & Thompson 250

Bertha Klausner International

Literary Agency, Inc 250

Eleanor Langdon Associates 251

August Lenniger

Literary Agency 251

Literary Agency of Washington . . .251

Littauer & Wilkinson 251

David Lloyd 251

The Roy Mack Agency . 251

Harold Matson Company 251

John F. Marion, Literary Agent . . 252

Toni Mendez, Inc 252

Howard Moorepark,

Literary Agent 252

Park Avenue
Literary Agency, Inc 252

Sidney E. Porcelain,

Author's Representative 252

Paul R. Reynolds & Son 252

Betty J. Russell 252

Alma Savage 253

Ad Schulberg Literary Agency . . . 253

Scott Meredith

Literary Agency, Inc 253

Evelyn Singer Literary Agency . . . 253

Renee Spodheim Associates 253

Toni Strassman 253

Arthur H. Torrey 253

A. Watkins, Inc 254

Lambert Wilson Associates 254

Willis Kingsley Wing,

Author's Representative 254

Mary Yost Associates , .n l .-
. . • • 254

TELEVISION AND RADIO

American Literary Exchange .... 247

Leonard Amster 247

Maximillian Becker 247

Brandt and Brandt 247

Anita Brooks 247

Curtis Brown, Ltd 248

Shirley Burke Agency 248

Jacques Chabrun, Inc 248

Comora-Bernbrock Agency 248

Harold Cornsweet

Literary Agency 248

Lawrence Cruikshank Agency . . . 248

Ann Elmo Agency, Inc 249

A. L. Fierst, Literary Agent 249

Samuel French, Inc.,

Literary Dept 249

Mitchell Gertz Agency 249

Larney Goodkind 249

Blanche C. Gregory 249

Sylvia Hahlo Management 249

Reece Halsey Agency 249

George IngersoU Agency 250

Alex Jackinson Agency 250

Edith Jackson 250

The Jaffe Agency 250

Al Kingston Enterprises, Inc 250

Henry Lewis Agency 251

Littauer & Wilkinson 251

The Roy Mack Agency 251

Earl MacQuarrie 251

Harold Matson Company 251

Alvin G. Manuel Agency 251

Ben Medford Agency 252

Gordon Molson

Associates Agency 252

National Laugh Enterprises 252

Sidney E. Porcelain,

Author's Representative 252

Paul R. Reynolds & Son 252

Milt Rosner Agency 252

Wilham Schuller Agency 253

Scott Meredith

Literary Agency, Inc 253

E. T. Somlyo Agency 253

Maeve Southgate 253

George Ullman Agency 254

A. Watkins, Inc 254

MOTION PICTURES

Maxwell Aley Associates 247

American Literary Exchange 247

Leonard Amster 247

Maximillian Becker 247

Barbara Brandt 247

Brandt and Brandt 247

Anita Brooks 247

Shirley Burke Agency 248

Ruth Cantor 248

Jacques Chabrun, Inc 248

Comoro-Bernbrock Agency 248

Harold Cornsweet

Literary Agency 248

Lawrence Cruikshank Agency .... 248

Mitchell Gertz Agency 249
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Sylvia Hahlo Management 249

Rcece Halsey Agency 249

George Ingersoll Agency 250

Edith Jackson 250

The JaflFe Agency 250

AI Kingston Enterprises, Inc 250

Lester Linsk 251

Littauer & Wilkinson 251

The Roy Mack Agency 251

Harold Matson Company 251

Alvin G. Manuel Agency 251

Ben Medford Agency 252

Gordon Molson

Associates Agency 252

Paul R. Reynolds & Son 252

Milt Rosner Agency 252

Leah Salisbury, Inc 252

Ad Schulberg, Literary Agency . . . 253

William SchuUer Agency 253

Scott Meredith

Literary Agency, Inc 253

E. T. Somlyo Agency 253

George Ullman Agency 254

A. Watkins, Inc 254

STAGE PLAY

George Abbott 247

American Literary Exchange 247

Leonard Amster 247

Maximillian Becker 247

Brandt and Brandt 247

Curtis Brown, Ltd 248

Henry C. Brown 248

James Brown Associates, Inc 248

Shirley Burke Agency 248

Jacques Chabrun, Inc 248

Harold Cornsweet

Literary Agency 248

Ann Elmo Agency, Inc 249

A. L. Fierst, Literary Agent 249

Frieda Fishbein 249

Samuel French, Inc.

Literary Dept 249

Mitchell Gertz Agency 249

Larney Goodkind 249

Stanford J. Greenburger 249

Blanche C. Gregory 249

Sylvia Hahlo Management 249

Kurt Hellmer 250

Alex Jackinson Agency 250

Edith Jackson 250

Ceha Krichmar 250

Lucy Kroll Agency 250

Claire Leonard 251

Littauer & Wilkinson 251

Harold Matson Company 251

Monica McCall, Inc 251

Ben Medford Agency 252

Gordon Molson

Associates Agency 252

National Laugh Enterprises 252

Paul R. Reynolds & Son 252

Leah Salisbury, Inc 252

Scott Meredith

Literary Agency, Inc 253

E. T. Somlyo Agency 253

Maeve Southgate 253

A. Watkins, Inc 254
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House Organs
Some 5,000 publications are produced by American companies for dis-

tribution to their employes or to their customers—sometimes to both. The
major purposes of these publications may be to boost personnel relations,

keep employes, customers, and stockholders informed of company activi-

ties, or to advertise the company product or service. To achieve an enter-

taining publication, many house publications go after general features

containing human interest, entertainment, or wide appeal information

with no direct bearing on the company product. As these companies con-

tinue to improve their publications, more and more house editors are

turning to free-lance writers to supply the need for better features.

ADM ARCHER, P. O. Box 532, Minneapolis 40, Minn. Max B. Green, Editor.

Issued monthly to company employees of Archer-Daniels-Midland Co. Uses articles

concerned with processing of agricultural products: chemicals, resins, plastics. Will

accept humorous fiction illustrating good employee-employer cooperation. Buys

5-10 cartoons per year (safety, suggestion or industry orientated) and will consider

pix submitted with manuscripts. Rate of pay open and made upon acceptance of

material. Reports immediately.

ADT TRANSMITTER, ADT Company, 155 Sixth Ave., New York 13, N. Y.

Issued monthly; free circulation. J. J. Caffrey, Editor. Uses brief articles between

800 and 1,000 words on fire or burglary subjects. Material should be written to

interest subscribers and potential subscribers to ADT services (industrial, commer-

cial and institutional establishments, and not residences); municipal police and fire

department officials and personnel; insurance representatives, and other persons

and groups interested in fire and burglary protection. An outline should be sub-

mitted before the article is prepared. Maximum payment of $50 is made either

upon acceptance or publication. Reports within a week. Does not use fiction, fillers

or poetry. Fire pictures, 8 x 10 in size, may be submitted with captions. Payment
for these is $5 each.

THE ALCOA NEWS, 1501 Alcoa Bldg., Pittsburgh 19, Pa. Jack E. Nettles, Editor.

This is internal house organ distributed monthly by Aluminum Company of Amer-
ica. Occasionally purchases short articles. Uses 8 x 10 b/w captioned photos. Rate

of pay open on articles; pays $10 per 8 x 10 pix. Immediate payment; reports in

5 days.

ALCO REVIEW, Box 1065, Schenectady, N. Y. S. D. Smith, Editor. Issued quar-

terly. Use semi-technical product application articles of 2,000 words written to in-

terest customers and prospects, engineers and management of Alco Products, Inc.,

manufacturers of heavy equipment, locomotives, and refinery equipment. Inquire

before submitting manuscript. Negatives must be submitted with 8 x 10 glossy

illustrative photos. No fiction, fillers, or verse. Pay $25 to $50 for articles, on pub-

lication; $10 for photos, on acceptance. Report within one month.

ALLIED PUBLICATIONS, 4110 Hillsboro Road, Nashville 12, Tenn. Publishes

bi-monthly and monthly house organs aimed at a general audience. Margaret

Harold, Editor. Currently in the market for office tips and/or other material of

interest to secretaries. Pays 5c a word on acceptance and reports in 1-4 weeks. Also

publishes non-fiction books.

AMERICAN YOUTH, 3-135 General Motors Bldg., Detroit 2, Mich. John H.
Warner, Editor. Distributed bi-monthly by Ceco Publishing Co. to a circulation of

2,000,000. Articles slanted to 16- to 18-year-olds, boys and girls; about 1,500 words.

Uses 8x10 pix submitted with manuscripts and pix with captions only; assignment

rate for photographers, $100 per day. 25 cartoons purchased yearly. Payment
varies; made upon acceptance. Reports in one week.
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ATLANTIC COAST LINE NEWS, 500 Water Street, Jacksonville 2, Florida. F.

Leon Joyner, Editor. Issued every other month. Most articles and features are staff

written. Uses very few cartoons. Approximately 15 per year for which they pay

$4 to $5 a piece. All payment is made on acceptance. Buys pubUcation and re-

use-rights, but not exclusive as a rule.

BANDWAGON, Elkhart, Ind. Issued bi-monthly to musicians and instrumental

music teachers by H. & A. Selmer, Inc. Wants picture stories featuring Selmer

instruments of interest to wind instrumentahsts; about 1,000 words and Ught style.

Also uses 8 X 10 b/w pix with captions only. Suggest contacting editor before final

drafting of articles. Immediate reports and payment on publication. Standard rate

$25 per article; will consider more for sufficiently interesting material.

BAPTIST LEADER, 1703 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 3, Pa. Ben Browne, Editor.

Directed to church and church school leaders and teachers monthly. Articles re-

lated to field of Christian education, new teaching techniques, etc. Uses 8 x 10 pix

with manuscripts; captioned photos 8 x 10. Occasionally buys short verse and car-

toons. Articles pay Ic per word; other rates vary; on acceptance. Usually reports

within 2-3 weeks.

BEE-HIVE, United Aircraft Corp., East Hartford, Conn. Paul Fisher, Editor.

Quarterly aimed at aerospace industry, the military, commercial aviation. Articles

run from 800-2,000 words and are related to aerospace matters. Will use photos

accompanied by scripts. Pays to $300 on publication. Reports immediately.

BELL NEWS, Bell Telephone Co. of Canada, Montreal, Que., Canada. Robt. H.

Spencer, Editor. Bi-weekly internal house organ which occasionally buys articles

and b/w pix. On acceptance, articles bring $40-$60; pix, $10-$25. Reports within

two weeks.

THE BETTER WAY, The House of Sunshine, Litchfield, 111. H. F. Henrichs,

Editor. Uses articles or fiction under 1,000 words with inspirational slant. Payment
based on merit and made on acceptance. Reports in 30-60 days.

THE BLUE BELL, Bell Telephone Co. of Canada, Montreal, Que., Canada. Mag-
azine monthly directed to employees. Requirements same as Bell News.

BLUE BLAZE, 301 S. Harwood, Dallas, Texas. Joel E. Horton, Editor. The Lone

Star Gas Co. issues monthly to employees. Uses articles about Lone Star people

and their activities, or the gas industry in general. Also uses any size glossy photos.

No set rates. Pays on publication.

THE BOHACK NEWS, 48-25 Metropolitan Ave., Brooklyn 37, N. Y. Robert J.

Reilly, Editor. Internal house organ distributed monthly by H. C. Bohack Co., Inc.

Sometimes uses shorts on service and courtesy or food retailing. Buys 12-24 cartoons

annually with food supermarket humor. Pays on acceptance; no set rates.

BREW MAGAZINE, 655 Fairview Ave., N., St. Paul, Minn. Richard L. Smith,

Editor. Published six times yearly for distribution to tavern owners, bartenders,

waitresses. Pays outdoor and sports articles written in other than first person. Pix

submitted with manuscripts bring $5 each; 8 x 10 preferred. Uses six cartoons per

year about humorous tavern situations. Reports within two to three weeks and pays

on acceptance.

THE BROWN FORUM, P. O. Box 1080, Louisville 1, Ky. Issued monthly. Frank

R. Dornheim, Editor. Interested in articles on subjects concerning the Brown-For-

man Distillers Corporation, the people within it, and the industry. Also interested

in stories involving their products' brand names. Word length runs from 500 to

700 words, depending upon photographs used. Pays P/aC per word, upon publica-

tion. Photographs may be submitted as illustrations with an article, or sent with
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captions only. Best size is 8x10, and payment is from $5 to $10 each. Does not

want fiction, fillers or verse. A query sent before submitting material is suggested

by the editor. Reports within two to four weeks,

BRUCE MAGAZINE, P. O. Box 397, Memphis, Tenn. Ellen C. Breeding, Editor.

Issued every other month. Read by lumber dealers, architects, building industry.

Purchase photographs only, and on acceptance pays $5 per b/w glossy print with

caption.

BRUNSWICK CHALK TALK, 623 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, Illinois. Bi-

monthly. Distributed free to employees, community leaders, dealers. Tom Kuby,

Editor. Interested in features pertaining to company's areas of manufacture: recrea-

tion (bowling, golf, football, baseball, etc.); health (hospital, physicians and labor-

atory equipment); education (school furniture and gymnasium equipment); and

defense (radomes and other aircraft parts). Buys news features on same. Length

and payment dependent on individual mss. Reports within 1 month.

BUICK MAGAZINE, 818 W. Hancock Ave., Detroit 1, Mich. Darwin D. Martin,

Jr., Editorial Dir, Ten issues per year circulated to Buick owners and prospective

owners. Uses limited amount of outside material, usually photographs. Articles ac-

cepted occasionally. Editorial Dept. urges would-be contributors to request sample

copies for study. Pays on acceptance, and reports within 24 hours.

THE BUILDER, 250 E. Broad St., Columbus 16, Ohio. Midland Mutual Life Ins.

Co. issues monthly to company sales force and employees. Accepts material relat-

ing to life, accident and sickness insurance, particularly those heavy on sales ideas

and information. Also considers material of practical value to families. Uses 8x10

glossies with captions. Rates vary on articles; up to $15 per photo. Also buys 6-8

cartoons per year concerning the insurance business; $5 each. All payments on ac-

ceptance.

BUILDING MAGAZINE, 427 Sixth Ave., S.E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Donald W.
Hansen, Editor. Issued monthly; 75c a copy; $4.00 a year. Wants material about

commercial real estate—office and comercial building, shopping centers, apartment

operations, management, maintenance, modernization, and construction. Material

should run 1,000 to 2,500 words; rate 2c a word for copy and $5.00 for pictures.

Payment on acceptance.

CALCIUM CHLORIDE INSTITUTE NEWS, 909 Ring Bldg., Washington 6,

D. C. William F. Reynolds, Editor. Quarterly publication for calcium chloride

users which buys articles of 1,500 to 2,000 words and pix. On acceptance, pays

$30-$50 for articles and $5-$ 10 per photo, including negative. Subject matter

should be proper and beneficial uses of calcium chloride in highways, concrete or

winter maintenances. Reports in two weeks.

CANADIAN FARMING, 208 Hillyard St., Hamilton, Ont., Canada. Warren Nel-

son, Editor. Issued 5 times annually by International Harvester for Canadian farm-

ers and the agricultural industry. 'How-to" articles related to successful farming;

1,200-1,500 words. Must query first. Payment $40-$75. Purchases 8x10 b/w glossies,

payment up to $5; 4x5 or larger transparencies or color prints, $25 up. Uses 10

cartoons per year on farm subjects; payment, $5 up. Reports in 30 days.

CANADIAN RED CROSS JUNIOR, 95 Wellesley East, Toronto 5, Ont., Canada.
G. Joy Tranter, Editor. Published nine times yearly, September through May, for

children 6-14. Popular length for articles is 1,100 words. Fiction Department wants

serials which can be broken into two, three, four, five or six installments. Likes

verse which can be illustrated and set out for one or two pages. Payment very

moderate and on acceptance. Will buy 8x10 pix and pay up to $5 each. Also pur-

chases occasional cartoon. The longer a script is held, the better your chances for

acceptance.
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THE C-B MANIFOLD, The Coooer-Bessemer Corp., N. Sandusky St., Mt. Ver-

non, Ohio. W. T. Duke, Editor. Monthly pubhcation for corporation employees,

limited public. Needs thoroughly-researched articles on Cooper-Bessemer equip-

ment. Payment varies with length and subject. Accepts captioned pix at $7.50 per

print, and buys cartoons on industry in general, safety, some general humor. Pays

on acceptance, and reports within two weeks.

CENCO NEWS CHATS, 1700 Irving Park Rd., Chicago 13, 111. Philip R. Dunne,
Editor. Quarterly publication of Central Scientific Co. Read by industrial and col-

lege scientists. Interested in free-lance articles on use of Cenco instruments. Also

accepts 8x10 captioned pix when Cenco products are shown in use. Payment ar-

ranged after acceptance.

CENTRAL OF GEORGIA MAGAZINE, 227 W. Broad St., Savannah, Ga. Ron-

ald L. Coleman, Editor. Issued monthly for employees; 10c a copy; $1.00 a year.

Occasionally buys free-lance material which directly concerns the Central of

Georgia. Almost all feature stories have a company background or tie in. These

same standards apply to photographs. Pays according to arrangement with the

author. Reports immediately.

CHEMICALS OUTLOOK, P. O. Box 10, Montreal, Que., Canada. W. L. Hill,

Editor. Canadian Industries issues this pubhcation on quarterly basis and slants it

towards the Canadian chemicals market. Assigns technical articles and purchases

photographs. Rate of payment variable and on publication.

C-I-L OVAL, P. O. Box 10, Montreal, Que., Canada. Hugh E. P. Quetton, Editor.

Issued bi-monthly. Material should be done on assignment only. Welcomes sug-

gestions covering benefits that advances in chemical and chemical-derived indus-

tries bring to daily life in Canada. Average length is 1,200 words. Payment depends

upon work involved, and is made upon acceptance. Glossy 8x10 photos may be sub-

mitted as illustrations; uses b/w and color. Payment open and on acceptance. Us-

ually reports within one week.

CILCO NEWS, Central Illinois Light, 75 Third St., Bridgeport, Conn. Lester

Kurtz, Editor. Monthly internal house organ. Articles should inform employees of

the non-wage benefits they receive, such as life insurance, rest periods, etc. Pay-

ment on publication.

CLUES MAGAZINE, 420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. J. C. Roberts, Edi-

tor. This publication is issued four times a year and mailed to one million Ford

truck owners. Considers free-lance material for all departments of the magazine,

from success stories about people who employ Ford trucks to bona fide testimonials

from owners of Ford trucks. Articles may cover how-to-do-its in connection with

truck operation and ownership, new products of particular value to this audience,

truck-connected business promotion ideas, and general information of a lively na-

ture which would concern truck operators (for example, hallucinations caused by
driving fatigue and another piece on universal road signs have been published).

CONSULTING SERVICE and YOUR CONSULTANT, 50 E. 41st, New York
17, N. Y. Consulting Service issued every two years, Your Consultant issued bi-

monthly. C. d'Alexandre, Editor. For industry, government, and small business. All

payment is made on publication of material.

CONTACT, 200 Strongs Ave., Stevens Point, Wis. Dan Houlihan, Editor. Monthly
internal magazine of Hardware Mutuals. Buys 25-50 cartoons yearly with insur-

ance motif. No set rates.
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THE CONTINTENTAL DIGEST, 1402 N. Capitol Ave., Indianapolis 6, Ind.

Miss Ann Hodgcock, Editor. Continental Optical Co.'s quarterly publication di-

rected to optical professionals. Fays $20 for general interest article of 1,500-2,000

words. Usually reports within two weeks, and pays on acceptance.

CROSSTALK, 1714 California St., Everett, Wash. Vernon L. Clark, Editor. 24

issues yearly. Internal house organ of West Coast Telephone Co. Interested in 8x10

glossies which can be used on covers. Payment is $10 each. Also buys one cartoon

of general interest per issue for $5 each. Pays on acceptance.

DODGE NEWS MAGAZINE, 5435 W. Fort St., Detroit 9, Mich. W. W. Diehl,

Editor. An award-winning dealer publication issued monthly to Dodge owners.

Wide-open market for photojournalists. Features strong on travel; also, unusual

sports action, success stories (age 25 to 45), regional recipes, dramatic true ex-

perience adventures, big game hunting in U.S.A., historical points of interest, fam-

ous streets, national parks, know-your-cities, spectacular highways. Purchase first

rights only. Text, 350 to 1,200 words, must be accompanied by top-quality photos;

both color and b/w. Pay top rates on acceptance of client, which is about three

months prior to publication. Query first. Write for detailed editorial requirement

sheet.

THE DRAGON, Fafnir Bearing Co., 37 Booth St., New Britain, Conn. Issued

quarterly. Thaddeus J. Rosinski, Editor. Uses articles, features and news material

featuring Ball Bearing application. Informative short story style and case histories

are used. Glossy, 8x10 photographs may be sent as illustrations for the story. Stand-

ard rate of payment for accepted material is made upon publication. Reports

within thirty days.

THE DRILLER, 2302 10th Ave., South Milwaukee, Wis. Don Crawford, Editor.

Monthly; 25c a copy; $1.00 a year. Use articles concerning the operations of indi-

vidual water well drillers who use at least one Bucyrus-Erie drilling machine.

Usual length about 1,800 words. Want action photographs to illustrate scripts. De-

tailed editorial requirements furnished on request. Pays 3c per word and $3 per

picture minimum rate, on acceptance. Query first.

EARNSHAW'S, The Magazine of Infants', Boys' and Girls' Wear, 101 West 31st

St., New York 1, N. Y. Thomas Hudson, Editor. Articles should give clear, con-

cise details on a particular phase of retailing. Articles should concentrate on how
a particular problem or operation is met and handled. The "how-to" angle is

extremely important. Length should be from 1,500 to 2,000 words. Illustrations

are important also. Clear prints, 5 x 7 in size, should be used to illustrate the

points of an article. A brief outline of an article should be submitted first, although

this is not a must. All stories must be okayed by the retailer before being sub-

mitted to this magazine. Pays $30 per story, $5 for the first photo used and $3

for each additional photo used. Payment is made on the tenth of the month in

which the article is published. Stories may deal with selling, personnel, store lay-

out, location, advertising and promotions, and display.

EASTERN STATES COOPERATOR, 26 Central St., West Springfield, Mass.

Kenneth Hinshaw, Editor. Farmers make up the audience of this monthly publi-

cation. Articles are limited to 1,200 words and should deal with farm technology.

Photos accepted with manuscripts. Article payments of $50-$75 usually include

any pix submitted also. Buys approximately 50 cartoons per year on farm life

at rate of $5-$8 each. All payments on acceptance. Reports usually in one week.

THE EDUCATIONAL FOCUS, 619 Bausch St., Rochester 2, N. Y. Corrado J.

Bruno, Editor. Issued semi-annually. For high school and college science teachers

and professors, industrial and governmental lab personnel. Uses articles concern-

ing new, novel or unusual methods of science teaching or interesting applications
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of scientific optical instruments. Style should be on the order of Scientific American,

addressed to an intelligent lay audience. Preferred length is 1500 to 2000 words.

Pays 3c per word minimum, but usually higher. Buys photos submitted with manu-
script. All payment is on acceptance. Reports within two weeks, and buys world

rights and reprint rights.

ELECTRIC HEATING JOURNAL, 2132 Fordem Avenue, Madison 1, Wisconsin.

Issued monthly. Russell N. Colvin, Jr., Editor. Articles used must show why and

how electric heating (resistance heating and the heat pump) is better than the use

of fos.sil fuels. Material may be slanted to both the trade and the businessman.

Readers of the magazine are commercial builders, architects, electrical contractors,

motel owners, dealers and distributors. Payment averages about $25 for articles and

photographers. Query first. Docs not want fiction, fillers or verse. Payment is made
upon publication of the material, and reports are sent within a week.

ELECTRICITY IN BUILDING, 2132 Fordem Ave., Madison 1, Wisconsin. Issued

monthly; 35c per copy; $2.75 per year. Robert F. Crawford, Editor. Wants stories

on residential applications of electricity, slanted to interest residential builders,

architects, contractors. Length should run from 300 to 500 words. Include 8x10

glossy photographs with the article. Payment of $25 is made upon publication. Re-

ports within a week.

ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED, 67 West 44th St., New York 36, N. Y. Issued

monthly; 35c a copy; $4 per year. Wants articles of up to 1,500 words on new ad-

vances in electronics, how-to-do and how-to-build electronic gadgets for the home,

workshop, hobby, amateur radio ("ham"), citizens band and rocketry articles in-

cluding how-to-build, also hi-fi material. Pays $50 and up per published page at

the front of the book on acceptance. Can also use electronics-slant humor up to

1,200 words. Pays $12 and up for accepted fillers, but these must include pictures.

Pays $15 and up for cartoon spots. Does not want poetry. Reports in three weeks.

"How-to-build-it" Author's Guide available.

FAMILY HANDYMAN, 117 E. 31st St., New York 16, N. Y. Hy Steinverg, Edi-

tor. A bi-monthly magazine for home owners. Uses articles on repair and mainte-

nance subjects in relation to home improvements. 8x10 photos accepted with manu-
scripts or captions only. Each published page of an article brings $50-$75, and you

can expect payment of $5-$ 10 per photo. $15 is the rate for each of the 30-40

cartoons used per year. All payments on publication. Reports in one to two weeks.

FARM BUREAU MIRROR, see page 37.

THE FED, 33 Liberty Street, New York 45, N. Y. Warren E. Eisenberg, Editor.

Issued monthly. For employees of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. Buys

8 X 10 glossy photos submitted with captions only. Pays $10 for these, on publi-

cation.

FIA SENTINEL, 85 Woodland St., Hartford 2, Conn. C. G. Welton, Editor. Cir-

culated monthly to employees of Factory Insurance Assoc. Buys 4x5 and 8x10

glo.ssy prints of industrial fires, explosions and windstorm damage. B/w $7.50-

$15.00; color, up to $75. Immediate payment, and reports within two weeks.

FIREMEN'S FUND RECORD, 3333 California St., San Francisco 20, Calif. Nel-

son Valjean, Editor. This monthly pays 5c per word for articles containing lively

writing, maximum length 1,000 words, on almost any subject. Also buys 8x10
glossies for $5-$15 if submitted with manuscript. Pays on acceptance, and reports

within two weeks.

THE FLYING A, Aeroquip Corporation, 300 S. East Ave., Jackson, Mich. Melvin

D. Barger, Editor. Issued six times yearly for employees, customers and stock-

holders. Most articles on assignment only; should pertain to company products.
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Rate of pay $25 up per published j^age and $10 per pix accepted with manuscript,

inckiding negative surrender. Reports on material within 30 days, and payment

made immediately.

FOOD MERCHANDISING (formerly Meat and Food Merchandising), 105 S.

Ninth St., St. Louis 2, Mo. Issued monthly; 35c per copy; $4^.00 per year. William

M. Humberg, Kditor. Uses material of interest to super markets, superettes, inde-

pendent food stores and chain store executives retailing meats, dairy foods, produce

and frozen foods and groceries. Prefers to be queried first on what is being offered by

the writer before material is submitted. Shorts should run about 200 words, pre-

ferably with one pix—$7.50 to $10 is paid for these. Features should run from 1,000

to 1,500 words with four to five pix— flat rate depending on quality and subject

matter. Buys photographs as illustrations for a story, or with captions only. Pre-

ferred size is 8x10, and payment is from $3.00 to $7.00 each. All payment is upon

acceptance, and reports are made within ten days.

FORD TIMES, Ford Motor Company, The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan,

Robert Martin Hodesh, Associate Editor. Issued monthly, distributed through Ford

dealers. Uses articles on motor travel, sports, outdoor living, or anything that can

be tied to the automobile. Looking for youth angles, as well as material of interest

to car owners. Constantly looking for stories of unusual towns, parks, roads, or

places, written with skill, sparkle, fun, and human interest. Literary standards are

high. Length limited to 1,200 words with as little as 300 for shorts. Query advis-

able, with postcards or snapshots to indicate illustration possibilities. Reports

usually in two weeks. Pays 10c a word and up, on acceptance.

FOREMAN, Employers Mutual of Wausau, 407 Grant St., Wausau, Wis. Phil F.

Carspecken, Editor. Industrial foremen, supervisors receive this publication four

times annually. Buys 8x10 photos on subjects related to accident prevention and

pays $10 per cover photo, $5 per inside photo. Payment on acceptance.

FROZEN FOOD AGE, Room 1208, 366 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Pub-

lished monthly and directed to an audience of super market employees, independ-

ent grocers, frozen food packers, warehouses and transporters. Frozen food mer-

chandising stories 320-1,000 words long bring 2c per word. Pix submitted with

articles, preferably 8x10, pay $5 each. All reports made as soon as possible, and
payment is remitted upon publication.

THE FURROW, Deere & Co., 3300 River Dr., Moline, 111. F. E. Charles, Editor.

Farm families provide the audience for this bi-monthly publication. Frequently

purchases ideas or makes article assignments at about 5c per word. Must query

before submitting articles exceeding 400 words. They will pay $10-$15 for 8x10

glossies; will accept color pix, 4x5 minimum. Occasionally publishes good poems,

humorous jingles for about a dollar a line. Also accepts limited amount of car-

toons for $10-$20. Reports promptly and pays on acceptance.

THE GENERAL AGENT, 4347 Brooklyn Ave., Seattle 5, Wash. Robt. L. Sincock,

Editor. Issued ten times yearly, this is an internal house organ of General Insur-

ance Corp, of America. Pays about $10 for captioned 8x10 glossy prints, and from

$5-$10 for each cartoon they use (around 24 annually). Immediate payment.

GOLF, 117 E. 31st, New York 16, N. Y. Charles Price, Editor. Monthly magazine
for recreational golfers uses interviews with top pros, personality pieces, entertain-

ingly written articles of national interest up to 3,000 words in length. Payment, 10c

per word. Constantly looks for color transparencies with manuscripts and will pay
up to $250 each. Cartoon bring $25 each, and they need about 30 per year. Reports
in one week; payment on acceptance.

GRASSLAND NEWS, New Holland Machine Co., New Holland, Pa. G. Richard
Olmstead, Editor. Issued 10 times per year; $1.75 a year. Directed to dairy and
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beef farmers and others interested in grassland farming. Buy short articles and case

histories of from 200 to 500 words on all phases of grassland farming; growing,

harvesting, storing and feeding of hay and silage; fertilization; pasture; research;

conservation of soil and water; new varieties; weed control; management. Query
first. Pay $2.00 per column inch and up, on publication. Buy grassland cartoons for

$5 each. Purchase photos at a minimum of $15 for 4x5 color transparencies and $5

for 8x10 B&W glossies. Report within 2 weeks.

GYM, Box 9300, Chicago 90, 111. Van Ward, Editor. Athletes and body condition-

ers read this monthly magazine. Articles on diet, exercise, physical achievements

must be from 500 to 1,500 words long. Each pays to $25 on publication. Prefers

4x7 glossy prints, but will accept other sizes for $5 each for inside and $20 for

cover photos. Also uses humorous verse and 2-3 cartoons per issue on health theme.

Payment on publication; reports in two weeks.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON ENTHUSIAST, 3700 W. Juneau Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

Donald J. Erickson, Editor. This monthly publication uses travel stories featuring

Harley-Davidson motorcycles and is for motorcyclists everywhere. Articles must be

accompanied by black-and-white pix; 8x10 preferred. Articles pay Ic per printed

word; photos, $3 each. Reports in about one week, and pays on publication.

HAVER LOCKHART MESSENGER, P. O. Box 676, Kansas City 41, Mo. Issued

quarterly; free circulation. Ray Brown, Editor. Any material accepted must have

a veterinarian directly involved. This is a primary and inflexible policy. Article

style should be informal, with theme centering around a veterinarian's unusual

activities, hobbies, civic or political achievements, other honors, methods of prac-

tice including building programs, etc. Preferred length is 1,500 words, with 2,500

words as tops. No fiction. No fillers. No verse. Glossy 8x10 photographs may be

submitted with the article or with captions only. Appreciates contact prints first.

When submitted with a story payment is usually for the "package." Almost no man-

uscripts are accepted without pix. Top payment is $100 for outstanding story;

usually closer to $50. Payment for pix with captions ranges from $3 to $20. Would
like picture stories. Would also like to see cartoons for which from $10 to $25

would be paid upon acceptance. Would appreciate an advance look at roughs of

cartoons. All payment is upon acceptance, and reports are made within ten days.

HIGHWAY, Armco Steel Corp., Middletown, Ohio. Craig W. Tyler edits this

monthly magazine aimed at users of steel in transportation. Maximum length of

articles and fiction is 700 words. Stories deal with current and historical events.

Payment, 5c per word. 8x10 b/w captioned photos bring $10-$15. Also accepts 12

cartoons yearly relating to the construction business. Immediate payment.

HOBART ARC WELDING NEWS, Hobart Square, Troy, Ohio. Issued quarterly;

free circulation. Dick Swisher, Editor. Wants industry news; general items with

company tie-in; stories of interest to welding operators; articles describing use of

welding in manufacturing, maintenance or repair, especially where Hobart equip-

ment is used. Buys black and white pictures, and color cover photos of unusual

welding operations. Where Hobart equipment is used, photos should show welding

operator at work if possible, or shots of completed job or product. Payment is from

$5 to $50, and sometimes more, and is made upon acceptance. Reports within two

or three weeks.

HOME & HIGHWAY MAGAZINE, 7447 Skokie Blvd., Skokie, 111. Published for

the policyholders of the Allstate Insurance Co. All ideas for the contents are stafT-

originated. The contents, other than that which is staff-produced, is obtained by

assignment of selected writers, painters and photographers. The submission of un-

solicited editorial matter, whether in completed form or query, is discouraged.
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HUMBLE SALES LUBRICATOR, P. O. Box 2180, Houston, Texas. Bi-weekly

publicatioji of Humble Oil & Refining Co., edited by Charles Riesen and directed

primarily to their dealers. Only needs are cartoons, which pay $5-$ 10 on accept-

ance. These should point up good ways to give service.

IMPERIAL OIL FLEET NEWS, 111 St. Clair Ave., W., Toronto 7, Ontario. Is-

sued quarterly; free circulation. G. R. McKean, Editor. Uses sea-flavored stories

between 500 and 1,000 words, written to interest the seamen of Imperial's tanker

fleet. Payment is $25 per story, or $40 when illustrations are included on publica-

tion. No fiction, fillers or poetry. Reports immediately.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE REVIEW, 99 Church St., New York 8, N. Y. Peter

F. Greene, Editor. Issued monthly for American international businessmen. Uses

articles under 1,000 words relating to foreign commerce. Pays about $25 per arti-

cle, and reports immediately.

INTER-VIEW, The Vendo Company, 7400 E. 12th St., Kansas City 26, Mo.
Quarterly internal house organ edited by Bill Allison. Uses articles revealing new
innovations in field of automatic merchandising and pertaining to company prod-

ucts. Word length determines payment. 4x5, 5x7 and 8x10 glossies will bring rate

of $15 and up. Uses cartoons slanted to industrial or automatic merchandising, and
makes all payments on publication. Immediate reports.

THE IRON WORKER, Lynchburg Foundry Co., Drawer 411, Lynchburg, Va.
M. C. Elcan, Jr., edits this quarterly aimed at the Foundry's customers. Articles of

2,500-3,000 words on some little-known aspect of Virginia history will pay you a

minimum of $100. Reports at once, and pays on publication.

IT'S ON THE HOUSE, 835 Fourth St., Santa Rosa, California. Mrs. Shirley

Rush, Editor. Issued quarterly. All articles are staff written. However, black and
white photos are bought.

LAWN CARE, 125 Main St., New Canaan, Conn. Issued five times a year; free

circulation. Dr. Joseph E. Howland, Editor. Unusual lawn observations told in 100

to 200 words are occasionally acceptable as fillers at $25 each. 8x10 b/w pictures

submitted with captions—$25 each. 4x5 color—$100 each. No articles, fiction or

verse. Payment is made upon acceptance, and reports are sent within ten days.

LEICA PHOTOGRAPHY, E Leitz, Inc., 468 Park Ave., S., New York 16, N. Y.

Kenneth Poli, Editor. Issued quarterly free to qualified Leica Camera owners;

otherwise, 40c a copy; $1.00 a year. Will buy illustrated articles on use of Leica

camera, lenses, and accessories; techniques and basic 35 mm. practices; "profiles"

of distinguished or interesting Leica users; one-pagers on how Leica solved a specific

photo problem better than other types of camera; case histories of institutional,

educational, commercial, industrial, advertising, etc., use of Leica. Also u"ses top

quality b/w photos taken with Leica cameras and lenses—subject matter open but

no nudes. (Releases required from recognizable persons in photos.) A limited num-
ber of color transparencies for 4-color cover also bought. Pays $15-$35, depending

on use, for one-time use of b/w and $100 for one-time use of color. Pays $50 per

page for one-time use of copy and illustrations. Enclose stamped return envelope.

All payment on acceptance and reports take up to a month.

LIFT, 1000 E. Mermaid Lane, Philadelphia 18, Pa. Monthly internal house organ

of Globe Hoist Co. edited by Argus Leidy. Only articles in which they are in-

terested are case histories of Globe Lift installations. Pays $50 for two photos

(5x7 or 8x10) and 500 words of description. Immediate payment and report.

LONE STAR SAFETY NEWS, P. O. Box 1718, Houston 1, Texas. J. S. Colcater,

Editor. Monthly internal house organ of Lone Star Cement Corp. Accepts 36 car-

toons yearly dealing with safety or industrial situations. Maximum rate $5 each;

on acceptance.
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THE LOOKOUT, 25 South Street, New York 4, N. Y. V. S. Briggs, Editor. Cir-

culates to over 8,000 friends and benefactors of the Seamen's Church Institute of

New York. Would like to see articles, stories, poems or photographs dealing with

men, ships, and/or things of the sea and/or the merchant marine. Accepts articles,

both fiction and non-fiction, in lengths up to 1,500 words, and pays $15 to $25 each.

Poetry rate is $5 per poem, and $3 to $10 for photographs. Illustrated or easily

illustratable articles are preferred.

THE LUFKIN LINE, Lufkin Foundry & Machine Co., P. O. Box 58, Lufkin,

Texas. Miss Virginia R. Allen edits this bi-monthly aimed at oil and trucking in-

dustry. Uses travel articles up to 1,000 words. Minimum rate, $25; or Ic per word,

$2 per photo. Also needs scenic prints for inside front cover use ($5-$7.50). Pay-

ment on acceptance; reports in one month.

MAIN CONNECTIONS, 512 W. Cerro Gordo St., Decatur, 111. Jim M. MilHgan,

Editor. This is a newspaper issued 8 times yearly for employees of Mueller Co.

Articles and features on assignment only. Rates agreed upon at time of assignment.

Uses 45-60 cartoons of all kinds each year; no fixed payment. Reports within five

days.

MAINE LINE, 15 Florence Ave., Houlton 4, Me. Richard W. Sprague, Editor.

Bi-monthly publication for employees and friends of Bangor & Aroostook Rail-

road. Wants articles of local interest dealing with railroad or northern Maine area.

$5 paid for 8x10 glossies submitted with manuscripts. Article rates vary. Payment

on acceptance; reports in one month.

THE MARION GROUNDHOG, Marion Power Shovel Co., P. O. Box 505, Mar-
ion, Ohio. N. Keith Betler, Editor. Issued six times a year. Want job stories involv-

ing Marion excavators. Write them for sample of magazine and full instructions.

Article length should run between 1,000 and 3,000 words. For illustrations, 3 to 8

negatives (preferably 4x5) should be included. Pay 3c per word, $5 to $10 each for

photos, on acceptance. No fiction, fillers, or poetry.

MAYTAG MERCHANDISER, The Maytag Company, Newton, Iowa. Issued

monthly; dealer circulation. James L. Ashcraft, Editor. Most interested in dealer-

success stories, including stories on unusual promotions. Length should be between

400 and 500 words, and payment for these is $40 each maximum. Be sure to query

first. Also interested in how-to stories on washing, ironing or drying clothes; ma-
terial on wash-and-wear garments and new uses for Maytag home laundry appli-

ances and freezers. Likes picture stories of field meetings, sales promotions, win-

dow and point-of-sale displays, etc., for which $10 each is paid. Photographs may
also be submitted with a manuscript at same rate of payment. Preferred size is

8x10 glossies. No fiction, fillers or verse. Reports within two weeks.

MERIT NEWS, Industrial Acceptance Corp., Ltd., 1320 Graham Blvd., Town
of Mt. Royal, Que., Canada. Dick Hainsworth, Editor. Read monthly by Canadian

businessmen. Uses one article per issue, 2,500-3,000 words; prefers "how-to" type

which helps reader run his business more effectively and efficiently. Canadian

statistics and references required. Immediate payment of $75-$ 100; reports in 2-3

weeks.

THE MILKPAIL, 500 Rutherford Ave., Boston, Mass. Issued every other month;

free circulation. Ralph L. Rogers, Editor. Wants especially good human interest

articles, plus pictures, on subjects of top interest to New England dairymen. Writer

should query before submitting manuscript. Length runs between 800 and 1,000

words, with payment made upon acceptance. Uses no fiction or verse. Fillers are

staff prepared. Unusually good human interest pix are purchased regularly. Reports

within thirty days.
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THE MILLER, P. O. Box 6089, Montreal, Quo., Canada. Bi-monthly employee

publication of Ogilvie Flour Mills edited by D. R. Kennedy. Uses six cartoons per

year relating to plant safety. $2.50.each on acceptance.

MINUTES, Nationwide Mutual Insurance Co., 246 N. High St., Columbus 16,

Ohio. William Chambless, Editor. Issued 6 times a year as a general interest maga-

zine for Nationwide Insurance policyholders and others. Uses short articles, 300-

1,500 words (ideal length, 700 words), on safety, insurance, cooperatives, people

working together for a common goal. Pays good rates for this field on publication.

Reports within two weeks, i)ut writers should query before submitting.

THE MIRICAN MERCHANDISER, American Can Co., 100 Park Ave., New
York 1 7, N. Y. William J. Tobin, Editor. Published every other month for execu-

tives in soft drink and food industries. Needs short-short photo stories (2-3 pix with

100-200 word description). Payment is $20 and up. Pictures with captions bring

$5-$ 10. Payment on acceptance; reports within one week.

MOTOR TRAVEL MAGAZINE, 8 E. Long St,. Columbus 15, Ohio. Miss Annette

Hoffman edits this monthly directed to AAA members. Articles of 500-750 words

on all kinds of travel and related subjects are used. Manuscripts with pix preTerred.

Rates flexible and on publication. Reports within 10 days.

MUELLER RECORD, 512 W. Cerro Gordo St., Decatur, 111. Monthly external

publication of Mueller Co. Same editorial staff and material requirements as

Main Connections.

NETTLETON NEWS, A. E. Nettleton Co., Syracuse 2, N. Y. J. Robert White,

Editor. Published six times annually for company personnel. Wants articles relat-

ing to shoe manufacturing industry and 5x7 and 8x10 photos. Also uses 10-12 car-

toons per year pertaining to the industry. No set rates of pay. Generally reports

within one to two weeks, and pays on acceptance.

NEWS ILLUSTRATED, American Motors, 14250 Plymouth Rd., Detroit, Mich.

F. Peter Carey, Editor. Circulated ten times yearly to owners of Rambler cars.

Needs testimonials of use from Rambler owners accompanied by 8/2XII pix. Pays

$25 per article and $15 per photo on publication. Reports in 10 days.

NEW YORK FREE FOR ALL, Box 1, Peter Stuyvesant Sta., New York 9, N. Y.

Edited by Lew Arthur. Published twice yearly, with two supplements for NYC
residents and visitors. Needs 500-1,000 word articles about a specific New York
neighborhood with relation to its social, cultural and historic aspects and pointing

out some of the low-cost entertainments available there. Average payment per ac-

ceptable piece, $25; on publication. Rports in 2-3 weks. Stamped return envelope

must accompany manuscript.

NORTHWESTERN BELL, Northwestern Bell Telephone Co., 100 S. 19th St.,

Omaha 2, Neb. Edited by Richard Keim and circulated ten times yearly to em-
ployees and some customers. Rates of pay depend on author's ability and subjects

should relate to world affairs, economics, leisure, earnings and politics. Occasion-

ally purchases photos for $2-$ 100. All payments on acceptance, and reports within

two weeks.

NOTECASTER, 200 Strongs Ave., Stevens Point, Wis. (Same staff and require-

ments as Contact.)

NUGGETS, 19/2 N. Alabama St., Indianapolis 4, Ind. Published monthly. Robert
L. Ross, Editor. Material is staff written except for poetry. Buys a limited amount
of 18 to 24-line poetry, for which $5 each is paid. Should be inspirational and must
rhyme. Pays upon acceptance, and reports within thirty days.
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THE OAK LEAF, Brown Adv. Agency, 422 Everett Bldg., Akron 8, Ohio. This

semi-annual is edited by Stewart L. Brown and read by jobbers and dealers in toy

balloons and latex and plastic crib toys and playballs. Wants pix of balloons used

in various ways; will pay $5-$25. Payment on acceptance.

OUTBOARD BOATING, Outboard Boating Club of America, 307 N. Michigan

Ave., Chicago 1, III. Bi-monthly publication; Robt. Florzak, Editor. Organized

sportsmen read success stories on accomplishments brought about by group activi-

ties. Top payment is $150, including pictures and other art, on acceptance. Reports

within two weeks of receipt.

PACIFIC TELEPHONE MAGAZINE, 140 New Montgomery St., San Francisco

5, Calif. R. C. Smith, Editor. Internal house organ issued ten times yearly. Only
outside need is one cartoon per issue; $12.50 each on acceptance.

PERFECT HOME MAGAZINE, 427 6th Ave., S.E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Donna
Nicholas Hahn edits this monthly for home owners. Needs articles featuring mod-
erate cost home ideas with pictures. 8x10 glossies preferred; $5 and up. Payment

on acceptance; reports within two days.

PET MILK MAGAZINE, 1401 Arcade Bldg., St. Louis 1, Mo. Herbert H. Waeck-
erle. Editor. Distributed six times annually to employees, stockholders and friends

of Pet Milk Co. Pays $5 each for 36 cartoons per year; industry to general interest

themes. Pays on acceptance.

PLANT FOOD REVIEW, 1700 K Street, N.W., Washington 6, D. C. Jerry B.

Davis, Editor. Issued quarterly. Uses educational and scientific articles pertaining

to crops, soils, and economics of farming. Payment depends on the length and

importance and timeliness. Buys photos submitted with manuscript. Payment for

photos varies and is worked out by agreement with the photographer. Seldom

uses cartoons. These must tie in with soils or crops. All payment is on publica-

tion, buys all rights, and reports on material immediately.

PLANT LIFE, Ferry-Morse Seed Co., P. O. Box 100, Mountain View, Cahf. A
monthly edited by Robt. C. Smith for company employees. Wants articles up to

1,500 words with general subject matter. Will use adventure and mystery fiction up

to 3,000 words. Pays immediately.

PLYMOUTH TRAVELER, 1800 W. Fullerton Ave., Chicago 14, 111. Ralph N.

Swanson, Editor. Issued monthly for external readership. Sponsored by Plymouth

dealers. Uses articles and photographs in combination. Articles should be about

unusual and interesting people and places. Writing must be of the calibre used in

top popular magazines. Wants ample caption material for each picture. Length of

articles from 700 to 750 words. Photographs may be black and white or color.

Black and white pix should be 8x10, color negative at least 2^x2^, preferably

larger and extremely sharp and well-defined. All photographs should be sharp,

with contrast. Buys original and one time reproduction rights. Material submitted

should be accompanied by stamped, self-addressed envelope. Rates from $100 to

$200.

PORT OF HOUSTON MAGAZINE, P. O. Box 66357, Houston 6, Texas. Editor,

Ted Sumerlin. Circulated monthly to exporters and importers. Article subject

matter must be pertinent to Houston; length of manuscript not to exceed 1,500

words. Can use 8x10 glossies or 4x5 transparencies. Rates by agreement, and pay-

ment on acceptance. Reports immediately.

PRODUCTION ROAD, 1328 Racine St., Racine, Wis. Quarterly for design en-

gineers edited by E. B. Falk. Wants job and case history stories of Twin Disc

Clutch Co. products. Must be about unusual application or money- or time-saving

one. Pix showing specific product should accompany manuscript. Variable rates of

payment.
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PROGRESS, The Grand Union Go., 100 Broadway, East Paterson, N. J. Issued

bi-monthly. Eleanor C. Sikora, Editor. Uses b&w photos for color illustration. Pays

$15 on acceptance. Also buys cartoons for $5 and up.

PROGRESSIVE DEALER, 1453 Guildhall Bldg., Cleveland 15, Ohio. Lester J.

Straits, Editor. Circulated 11-12 times yearly to service station dealers. Purchases

25-50 cartoons annually for $5-$ 10 each. Prompt reports, and payment on accept-

ance.

PURE DEALER PROGRESS, Pure Oil Co., 200 E. Golf Rd., Palatine, 111. L. W.
Bellamy, Editor. Pure service station dealers receive this publication monthly. An
article with photos about the success of a particular Pure Oil dealer will pay $25-

$35. Would-be contributors must query first. Immediate payment; reports within

two weeks.

PURE MILK NEWS, 343 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 4, 111. Issued monthly; 50c per

year to non-members. Bronte J. Leicht, Editor. Can occasionally use cartoons of

interest to dairy farmers in Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana and Michigan, $5 per car-

toon. Does not want any other material.

THp RECORD, 3333 California Street, San Francisco, Calif. Nelson Valjean, Edi-

tor. External house organ of the Fireman's Fund Insurance Company. Articles on

any subject—the off-trail pieces with a fresh approach. Length, 1,000 words. Also

short humorous or inspirational pieces, 500 to 800 words. Pays 5c a word; $5 for

photos when used as illustrations. Query editor first.

THE RED TRIANGLE MAGAZINE, Box 2197, Houston 1, Texas. Issued bi-

monthly; free circulation. John H. Walker, Editor. Wants articles dealing with the

successful application of Conoco products, "success" stories of Conoco dealers and

distributors, general travel articles within Central and Southwest and Rocky
Mountain areas, articles on interesting specific spots (sych as Central City, Cripple

Creek), news in the automotive field. Prefers several photos with each article but

will accept original artwork. Also likes to consider color transparencies for possi-

ble use on four-color cover. No fiction, fillers or verse. Photographs, 8x10 glossies,

may also be sent with captions only—always interested in human interest shots.

Payment varies, and is made upon acceptance of the material. Reports within two

weeks.

REO News, REO Division, The White Motor Co., Lansing 20, Michigan. Issued

quarterly; free circulation. Don Sherman, Editor. Buys short articles concerning

Reo Trucks. These articles must describe the product in use, telling any unusual

or unique purpose to which the trucks are put. Important related information,

told in an interesting manner, is essential. Needs specifications, information on
special bodies, details on truck performance, weight loads and maintenance. Does
not want fiction, fillers or poetry. All stories must be submitted with photographs.

These must be identified, and release for their use sent. All material is submitted

on speculation only, and payment, which is made on publication, varies in accord-

ance with its quality and use.

REPORTER, Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Construction Machinery Division, Milwau-
kee 1, Wisconsin. Issued bi-monthly for external readership. Seeking the best free-

lancers. Free-lance participation is generally limited to stories of construction and
logging projcts where Allis-Chalmers construction machinery is featured. Com-
pleteness, accuracy, and professional-quality supporting photographs are required

elements. Articles should not exceed 1,000 words. Query suggested. Pays 10c a

word; $10 for each negative. Payment is made on acceptance.

THE RESTAURANT DIGEST, 5403 W. Fargo, Skokie, III. Ed Brenner, Editor.

Issued monthly for external readership; 35c a copy; $4.00 a year. Will consider
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articles which feature unusual and instructive information on promotion and oper-

ation of restaurants—500-700 words. Interesting photos of restaurant business pur-

chased for $5.00 and up. Word rate for original material I/2C.

RETAILER'S REVIEW MAGAZINE, 2132 Fordem Ave., Madison 1, Wis. Bi-

monthly. 35c per copy; $2.00 per year. Margaret HofT, Editor. Directed to retail

store owners and operators. Wants articles on lighting, packaging, salesmanship,

personnel administration, management techniques, modernization projects within

the community. Length, 1,000 maximum words. Factual, reporter style. Glossy 8x10

black and white photos should accompany articles. Pays $25.00 per article on ac-

ceptance. Reports within 3 weeks.

ROBBING ANB RE-STYLING, 1 17 E. 31st St., New York 16, N. Y. Harry Baron

edits this monthly magazine for hot-rodders and customizers. Needs illustrated

articles on modified cars, "how-to" pieces, new developments concerning engine

souping and body re-styling. Pictures a must, and all photos less than 8x10 should

be accompanied by negatives. Word length, 250-1,000. Article payments $20-$ 160.

Cover photos bring $50-$ 100, and cartoons a minimum of $10. Pays on publication;

reports in 5-15 days.

ROYLE FORUM, 10 Essex St., Paterson 3, N. J. External quarterly of John Royle

& Sons edited by Richard L. Cook. Will pay $100-$150 on pubhcation for 1,500-

2,000 word articles of historical and human interest. Reports within one week.

SAFETY ON THE BOTTOM, P. O. Box 2097, Torrance, Calif. Frank E. Thomp-
son edits this magazine, published six times yearly for executives of oil corpor-

ations, salvage operators and public agencies. Will use factual stories relating to

commercial underwater diving. Flexible rates; payment on acceptance. Reports in

thirty days or less.

THE SCANNER, Libby McNeill & Libby, 200 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, 111.

N. M. Egoroff, Editor. Monthly publication for Libby employees. Needs articles of

500-2,000 words about their company, the food industry or human interest. Rates

are $10-$50. Also purchases 5x7 and 8x10 prints for $5-$25. Uses 10-20 cartoons

per year based on their business or a safety theme; rates, $2-$ 10, Payments on

publication; reports within 30 days.

THE SENG BOOK, 1450 N. Dayton St., Chicago 22, 111. Franklyn E. Doan, Edi-

tor. For store owners, managers, salesmen and salesladies in retail furniture in-

dustry who are interested in advertising, promoting, merchandising and selling

furniture. Two special departments want submissions: "Advertising Clinic" wants

200 to 300 words, with typical ads, showing unique or unusually effective retail

furniture newspaper ads with author's comments about the thinking and technique

behind the ads. "Dollars for Dealers" wants 50 to 200 word shorts relating unusual

promotion stunts tried by furniture dealers to build store traffic, iriipress local trade,

etc. Pays $10 per submission for Advertising Clinic, $2 each for "Dollars for Deal-

ers," publication. Special note: No acknowledgement or return of short items is

made.

SINGER LIGHT, Singer Bldg., 149 Broadway, New York 6, N. Y. Edward Curly,

Editor. Use picture stories with a Singer product tie-in. The connection may be

vague, but it must be practicable. Stories should be illustrated with as many photo-

graphs as possible. Payment is from $25 to $150, depending on story length, num-
ber of pictures used, scope and quality. Wordage should not exceed 2,000, Pay-

ment is on acceptance. No fiction or verse.

SMALL WORLD, 101 W. 31st St., New York, N. Y. Issued monthly; 25c per

copy; $2.00 per year. Thomas Hudson, Editor, This magazine is edited for the

nursery furniture and nursery wheel goods trade. Stories wanted are on specific
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operations of very successful nursery furniture specialty shops, such as running a

sale on play-yards—giving every phase of the sale including advertising and so on.

The main thing is specific examples of what good shops do—just general success

stories are not wanted, writers guide issued on request. Payment depends on arti-

cle, but is usually $25. Payment for photographs is usually $5 for a single, $10 for

three, after publication.

SOHIO SPOTLIGHT, 1453 Guildhall Rldg., Cleveland 15, Ohio. Lester J. Straits,

Editor. Circulated to petroleum marketing people. (Same staff and requirements

as Progressive Dealer.

)

THE SOHIOAN, Standard Oil Co., 1550 Midland Bldg., Cleveland 15, Ohio.

Employees, shareholders and general public read this bi-monthly edited by F. M.
Paulson. Uses articles pertaining to Ohio history, travel, outdoor recreation and

sports, industrial, governmental and educational subjects. Query first. Photographs

should accompany articles. Payment excellent and on acceptance. Reports within

two weeks.

SOUTHWESTERN TELEPHONE NEWS, Southwestern Bell telephone Co.,

1010 Pine Street, St. Louis 1, Missouri. J. L. Brunson, Editor. Pay $20 for all rights.

Use 3-4 cartoons per month. Cartoons must relate to telephone company or tele-

phone usage.

STEEL HORIZONS, 524 Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh 22, Pa. Issued quarterly. Lowell

T. Brown, Editor. Published by the Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation for the

executives of companies using stainless or other special steels in their products, or

specifying them in products they purchase. Uses new, unusual or timely applica-

tions of stainless steel. Should be 350 words to the page, plus one or two color

transparencies and 3 to 6 black and white photos. Case-history style used: product

designer or builder has a problem of corrosion, strength or appearance, and finds

best solution in stainless steel. Pays 10c a word, on acceptance. The editor writes:

'We are in the market always for material, but we are a poor market because we
receive so much material free from our customers. Be sure to query us first. We
answer promptly.

\\

SWEETHEART TIMES, Linen SuppHers Adv. Corp., 71 Vanderbilt Ave., New
York 17, N. Y. Frederick A. Schwartz, Editor. Bi-monthly for homemakers, fea-

turing articles of 5,000-10,000 words of general interest for this audience. Also

purchases photos and some cartoons. Rate of pay varies in each category. Reports

in 30 days.

TECH, 200 Strongs Ave., Stevens Point, Wise. (Same staff and requirements as

Contact.)

TELEPHONE REVIEW, N. Y. Telephone Co., 140 West St., Room 1020, New
York 7, N. Y. Julian M. Snyder, Editor. Internal house organ circulated eleven

times yearly to 100,000 employees. Articles by assignment only. Fiction must have
direct tie-in with telephone business; humorous stories of 500-2,000 words preferred.

Rates are $200-$500 per manuscript. They also purchase humorous verse. Imme-
diate payment; reports in two to three weeks.

TEXACO TEMPO, Texaco Canada Ltd., 1425 Mountain St., Montreal, Que.,
Canada. John D. Brown, Editor. Issued four times a year to employees, stockhold-
ers, etc. They are interested exclusively in Canadian material. Wants articles related

to oil industry or allied topics; sometimes uses material of general Canadian inter-

est. Rate is $100 for 1,500 words with photos. Immediate report and payment.

THINK, International Business Machines Corp., 590 Madison Ave., New York 22,

N. Y. Dr. Dwayne Orton edits this monthly publication for business executives of
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IBM. Uses lively, informative, thought-provoking articles of 1,500-3,000 words on

science, business management, public affairs, education and American tradition.

Pays $350 and up. Also purchases photos submitted with manuscripts and short

verse. Rate of payment varies; on acceptance.

TILE AND TILL, Eli Lilly Company, Box 618, Indianapolis, Ind. J. W. Lans-

downe. Editor. This magazine goes to druggists all over the country, and much of

the material is sent in by the company's salesmen. The professional side of phar-

macy is the field. Can use exceptional human-interest stories that have wide appeal

and a pharmacy slant. Cover personality, salesmanship in 300-700 words (occa-

sionally to 1,200 words) and toss in a clear picture or two and your story will rate

a careful reading. Pay 4c a word, on acceptance.

TMC NEWS & VIEWS, Thatcher Glass Mfg. Co., Inc., 375 Park Ave., New York,

N. Y. Bi-monthly external house organ edited by James Fitzpatrick. Needs articles

on glass industry, the bottle and plastic tube market. Also purchases photos, verse

and cartoons. Payment on acceptance; no set rates.

TOYS & NOVELTIES, 111 Fourth Ave., New York 3, N. Y. Issued monthly; 50c

per copy; $3.00 per year. Cy Bernstein, Editor. Uses material of interest to whole-

salers, retailers of toys in all types of outlets. Wants queries first, and will then

forward specific instructions to the writer. Pays $25 per published page, within 60

days of acceptance. Likes photographs submitted as illustrations with a manuscript.

These may be from contact size to 8 x 10, black-and-white. Reports in ten days.

TRAINED MEN, International Correspondence Schools, Scranton 15, Pa. Quar-

terly edited by George F. Carpenter and circulated to first echelon management.

Articles should depict employee development through training, personnel problems

and solutions, new aspects of training, current topics of industrial nature and new
industrial improvements. Rate of payment varies from I/2C to 3c per word; on

acceptance. Reports by two weeks.

TRAVELERS HEALTH BULLETIN, 300 Farnam Bldg., Omaha 2, Neb. R. C.

Hunt, Editor. A quarterly for business men and women. Purchases articles at indi-

vidual rates on any subject of interest to magazine's audience; preferred length

500-2,000 words. They also buy photos (4 x 5, 5 x 7 and 8 x 10) for $3-$10. Car-

toons bring $3 each. Immediate payment; reports within 10 days.

THE VENDO RED TOP, The Vendo Co., 7400 E. 12th St., Kansas City 26, Mo.
Monthly publication for Vendo employees at Kansas City office only. (Staff and

requirements same as Interview.)

VIM, Box 9300, Chicago 90, 111. (Staff and editorial requirements same as Gym.)

WARE SHOALS LIFE, Ware Shoals, S. C. Miss Ellen Butler, Editor. A weekly

aimed at industrial workers. Very low rates for articles of human interest and scien-

tific or industrial interest. Must be 300 words or less; pays on acceptance.

WESTINGHOUSE SERVICE BEACON, 246 E. 4th St., Mansfield, Ohio. This

monthly is edited by P. H. Bellinger and circulated to appliance service personnel

of Westinghouse Electric Corp. Only articles accepted are profiles of successful

Westinghouse dealers; payment is 2/2C per word. Must submit outline first. Six

cartoons are used per year, all dealing with appliance service; rate, $15 each. Pays

on acceptance.

WESTWARD, P. O. Box 58, Oakland, Calif. Gene Drossel, Editor. External publi-

cation issued six times yearly by Kaiser Steel. Articles should be 1,000-1,500 words

in length and must be centered around the old west, preferably located in the

Pacific Coast states. Editors prefer query first on a proposed subject. Package rate

for articles and photos or illustrations is $75.
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THE WITCHING ROD, 500 Webster St., P. O. Box 1045, Dayton 1, Ohio.

George Griffin, Editor. Uses general interest feature stories on the water systems

industry. Preferably not over 1,000 words. Both fiction and non-fiction will be used,

but fiction should be on the light side. The offbeat approach is what we are looking

for. Articles should be accompanied by photos. Payment will range from 2c a word
and up, and $1.00 to $6.00 for photos, and will be made upon publication. Also

uses cartoons slanted to readership of salesmen and retailers in water systems. Pays

$4.00-$6.00 for these. All material should be sent to the editor.

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD MAGAZINE, 1708 Farnam St., Omaha 2, Neb.

A monthly edited by Lcland A. Larson for persons in all walks of life. Prefers arti-

cles of 1,500 words or less which point out the practical aspects of family life. Will

also use general interest feature stories on almost any subject. Fiction should also

have a family slant and be under 1,500 words. Rate for both is P/jC per word upon

acceptance. 8x10 b/w glossies submitted with manuscripts will bring $5 each. 6-12

cartoons used yearly; $8 each. As long as six weeks to report in some instances.

YOUR OWN COLLECTOR, 356 S. Broadway, Suite 706, Los Angeles 13, CaHf.

Jack Tobey and E. McKay, Editors. Distributed monthly to business executives and

credit managers. Needs short 300-500 word articles relating to the credit, collection

and executive management fields. They will pay 3c-5c per word. Also purchases

some photos when submitted with manuscripts. Two cartoons are used each issue,

and rate is $3 each. Immediate payment; reports within 30 days.

Writing The Teleplay
A step-by-step discussion on how to construct a TV drama

By Mort Thaw

Writing is the means and the end. It's a delight and a torture. It's a

joy and a heartache. It's all you wish it to be or it's nothing.

Where do you begin? What medium do you choose? . . . Let's con-

sider the matter. Why do you want to write? Do you have things to say

that insist on being said? Is it fast and ample amounts of money you're

interested in? Is writing to be a pastime? Is it a quest for recognition?

Why do you want to write? It's taken you years to finally decide you're

going to write. Why not spend a little time now knowing why? Know
your reasons so that you can then more easily decide on the path and the

goal. Three years ago I gave thought to why I wanted to be a writer, and,
understanding that, it wasn't so difficult for me to select the TV medium
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as the starting point. For those of you who also come to this conclusion

I'd say . . . learn the trade. Learn the mechanics of this business before

you go into it. And for a real fast run-through and a brief taste of what
it's about, come along with me and we'll try to write a teleplay.

Ideas for teleplays come in many ways as, of course, do ideas for other

expressions of literature. Almost anything may suggest a story. Sometimes

in a conversation, a phrase sticks. What a terrific title, we think. We're

intrigued and we begin to think up a story to fit the title. Sometimes a

character enters our mind and makes a pest of himself, but we like him
and we know we must find a story for him. Or it can be a premise. Per-

haps we feel deeply about something . . . Faith Moves Mountains . . . and

we work out a story that'll say this. Even music. A haunting passage

that affects us and starts us thinking and before we know it we've got a

story. . . . But, however, it begins . . . whether the story comes first and we
fit the characters to it or the characters come first or the title, no matter.

Think. Before anything goes on paper, think. Know your story well.

Know what you wish to say. Live a little while with your characters.

Understand them. If you wish, write a little study of each of them.

In choice of a story stay away from the off-beat, the down-beat, the

controversial. TV has many taboos. Don't try to buck them. This is still

a sensitive medium. Sponsors want to sell products and they won't touch

a script that'll offend or depress people generally or certain groups of

people. As new writers, be concerned with getting that first teleplay

produced, then the second, and so on. Later perhaps, you can stray if

you wish. You can write the unusual or the unconventional and take your

chances, but as unknowns you shouldn't deliberately defeat yourselves by

choosing hard-to-sell themes. This is certainly not to imply that you can't

write good stories, strong stories, even different ones and some that have

something worthwhile to say, but don't sit down and write an allegory

about a half-man, half-elephant creature who lives in some dismal base-

ment apartment that's getting too small for him due to his growing size.

(And if you think I didn't once read a teleplay with a not too different

theme, written by an aspiring TV writer, then you're wrong.) Write with
your head, but don't entriely forget your heart. Touch your audience,

move your audience, say something to your audience, but don't preach.

Okay. Your story's clear in your mind now and you know your people

pretty well. Next step. Outline your teleplay. Act by act, scene by scene. A
blueprint. A pattern for you to follow when you get into teleplay. Put
down who will appear in each scene and what you expect to establish in

the scenes. Not in great detail. Just a line or two for reference.

Let's study our outline now. How sound is our structure? Do we estab-

lish the problem early? How about story progression? Are we static? Does
each scene have some justification? Docs each scene further the story?

Are we developing our main story line and becoming involved with ten

others, as well? You see, before even writing a word of our teleplay we can
judge the proposed construction. I don't say we'll follow without some
deviation the exact scene by scene breakdown. Once into the teleplay, ad-

ditional ideas may occur, a character may take an unexpected though
truer turn, several things may keep us from adhering too literally to our
outline. We needn't so restrict ourselves that we feel hampered in the

writing. But an outline, certainly for those of us beginning in the medium,
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for those of us not yet too secure in the medium and even for those of us

established in tlie medium, can only help. Let's know, if not exactly where

we're going, at least the general direction.

Now we're all set. We have our story, we know our people, we're

satisfied with our outline. But, before we write our teleplay, let's first re-

call a few things about television. This is an industry that's "rating con-

scious." No matter how we, ourselves, feel about it, every sponsor and

producer of a show is interested primarily in getting and holding a large

audience. 1 herefore we nuist get our story started fast, we've got to hook

the audience almost at once and that accomplished, we've got to keep it

with us.

The hoiH' show has three or four acts and the half-hour show two or

three acts. In the half-hour there's so little time for characterization that

the emphasis is on plot while in the hour show, though story is certainly

important, we can and must invest our characters with depth and dimen-

sion and eventual growth. Our pace throughout needn't be as rapid.

The live shows pose certain problems for writers. Actors must be given

time to get from one set to another or to change costume. So if you end

a scene with the camera on Joe who has a few lines, don't dissolve to Joe

again in the following scene. Start your next scene with Harriet or Bill

or Mr. Oglebrammersmith. Only be certain there's a good dramatic reason

for Harriet or Bill or Mr. Oglebrammersmith being in the next scene.

Work out your scene progression so that you make time allowances for the

actors in live TV but at the same time you don't sacrifice -a sound

structure.

In writing your teleplay, see if you can write each scene so that it has

a high point of its own. And build your acts to good curtains, provocative

ones. It'll please the producer and sponsor because they'll be assured of

the audience sitting through the commercials to see what's going to hap-

pen next, but more importantly and more gratifying to you, it'll make for

a better teleplay. Build constantly. Build to your first act curtain, to your

second act curtain, and to the end of your story.

Let your dialogue be easy. Let your characters speak as they will. Don't

reach for effect. And don't intrude. Manipulate, but don't interfere. Let

the speech be free and natural.

Don't avoid big scenes, meaty ones, emotional ones. Don't be em-
barrassed by them. Let your people confront one another, let them have
their say, let them weep, let them plead, let them shout, let them
do what they must. New writers often fail to get the most out of such

scenes. They appear to be holding back. As writers, we must let go, we
must be open and uninhibited. Life, itself, is full. It's rich and deep and
varied. If we're to attempt to recreate it on paper even to a small degree,

we must be truthful. For the hour our story is enacted on television we
want it to have a pulse and a heartbeat of its own. We want to say to

people . . . look, this is life, this is truth, see it and know it, understand it,

awaken to its meaning. Actors and directors can often do fine things with
a script, but they can't give life to one that was still-born. First and fore-

most in any production is the word, the writing. A good, honest script

combined with the many other very necessary ingredients, equally good
and equally honest, can only result in a good production.
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Remember that TV is a visual medium. Don't write two people sitting

and talking for ten pages. If you do have a long scene between two people,

move them about . . . stand them up, let them pace the room, walk to a

window, etc. . . . indicate what action you feel would be a normal part of

such a scene. We've no desire to invade the director's area (though one

would wish certain directors had as much respect for the writer's province)

but within reason and so long as it is a part of the scene and important to

the pace and flow of your story, do indicate action.

Don't write a single scene, a single line, a single word of dialogue that

doesn't move your story. Nothing should be in the teleplay that fails to

contribute to the advancement of the plot.

Keep your "business" . . . description of sets and characters ... as brief

as you can. If a living room is old-fashioned, say so. If it is bare or untidy

or middle-class, say that. And be done with it. Unless a spiral staircase

or an elaborate chandelier play vital parts in your story, leave such items

out of your description and to the discretion of the set designer. If a man
is about fifty and he is poorly dressed, say so. Don't also say, in your busi-

ness that he has a long nose because that's the way you see him. Unless the

long nose is actually a dramatic link in the plot, don't refer to it. We
indicate the type in our character description and that is all. Our tele-

play tells more about the character and we leave the rest to the casting

department.

Don't stray from your story line. The inability to tell one story is a

common failing in many beginner's scripts. A good, rich drama often has

a sub-plot to its main plot but that's not what is being referred to here.

Often, a script will start off nicely enough with one problem quickly

introduced but somewhere along the way there is a digression and another

problem is picked up and the final result is a teleplay that attempts to tell

three or four stories and we have confusion and failure. See your story

from the first page to the last page almost as you would a straight line.

Keep this story line clear and unmuddled and don't go off on tangents.

In an hour teleplay we generally develop a sub-plot shortly after our main
conflict has been established. The sub-plot has directly to do with the

main story line and often concerns secondary characters. It is not some-

thing apart entirely, of course. In the third act, with the satisfactory set-

tling of our primary situation, the sub-plot simultaneouly is worked out.

. . . An instance is a teleplay I wrote a couple of years ago. It concerned

a lady who is engaged to be married to a rather simple, gentle fellow who
thinks she's quite special. The lady is a chronic horse player and at the

start of the story we learn she has gambled and lost a good sum of money
from her fiance's and her own joint bank account. She's desparate and
doesn't know what to do. That's our main problem and that was aggra-

vated as the story progressed. The sub-plot concerned her across-the-hall

neighbor, an older woman, who also gambled, though not as heavily and
hopelessly. This woman loves her truck-driver husband, but in the long

years of their marriage, somewhere along the line, they had more or less

lost one another. The hard-working husband objects to his wife's friend-

ship with the lead character because this girl is a gambler and may be a

bad influence on his wife. Both stories, you see, are intertwined with the

emphasis, of course, on the younger woman and her desperate situation.

... A sub-plot is an off-shoot of the main plot. We employ it in the hour-
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long show because it adds a fullness and depth. But a teleplay should have

one central theme and concern itself only with that. If you have a story

to tell, tell it, stay with it and don't become entangled in the threads of

a few other plots.

Another weak point in most beginner's scripts is characterization. The
failure to completely develop people so that they are real and recogniz-

able and not enigmas to the audience. Know your characters, feel with

them, laugh and cry with them, thoroughly understand them and then

you'll be able to make them live for others. Get some depth and color

into them. Don't write shadows.

When you've completed your teleplay don't rush into the kitchen and

have your wife read it or, biting your nails, wait until your husband comes

home from work and make him read it. Don't run next door and have

the neighbors read it, don't phone your best friend to come over at once

to read it. Don't phone an agent and ask him to read it. Yoii read it!

Check your construction carefully. Does each scene say something? Be
honest. What does each scene say, and is that what you intended for it to

say? Is what it says necessary to the advancement of your plot? If not, cut

it out. How about your characters? I'm sure you knew them before you

went into teleplay, but have you done all with them that you wished

to do, that you can do? Are they three-dimensional? Do they have moti-

vation for their actions? Do they grow? Are they people? Check your

dialogue. Is it brief or does it ramble? Are all your speeches much too

long and unnatural or have you used an economy of words? Does your

banker speak like a banker and your socialite like a socialite? Or does

your small-town southern housewife sound like a Chicago office girl?

Check your teleplay as thoroughly as you know how and don't be satis-

fied with a half-finished manuscript. Half-finished in the sense that it

can be improved. Study it, polish it, make sure it's the best work you can

do before you submit it. Too many writers dislike going back and giving

a script more work. But one or two rewrites often add growth and new
values to a script. Professional TV writers are accustomed to polishing

and more polishing, both before and after a sale. And if your excuse is

that you simply can't bear to look at your teleplay once it's been com-
pleted, that you're up to here with it, then relax for a day or two and
then, refreshed, go back to it.

Consider the TV medium. It's an exciting one, a hungry one and it

offers excellent opportunity to new writors. Don't discourage easily. Allow
yourself a good try before you give up. In any event, your natural instinct

will tell you when to quit, if that is to be the case at all. Be confident. Be
honest. Be resolute. And believe in yourself.
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Radio Prograwn Production and
Transcription Services

When television or radio program producers working with small budgets

need the sound of horses hoofs, or trains, or film strips of Mickey Mantle

booming a homerun, they call on the services of the people listed below.

These services also include filmed commercials, publicity, scripts for tele-

vision or radio programs, musical jingles, spot announcements, syndica-

tion services, picture sound tracks, etc.

ACADEMY FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC., 123 W. Chestnut St., Chicago 10, 111.

Services: Producers of filmed and live television and industrial programs; program

consultants to clients or ad agencies. Producers of audio-visual aids and production

for sales meetings, sales personnel, conventions, etc. Does not use unsolicited ma-
terial from freelance writers. Does use film scripts for industrial motion pictures or

slide films by writers on order. Payment varies depending on job. Purchases all

rights.

ALLCANADA RADIO AND TELEVISION LTD., 1000 Yonge Street, Toronto,

Ontario. Montreal: Dominion Square Building; Winnipeg: 706 Electric Railway

Chambers, Calgary: The Taylor, Pearson & Carson Building; Vancouver: 1161

Melville Street. Services: Program procedures; station representations; program

distribution; film servicing and editing.

AMERICAN BAPTIST CONVENTION, Radio-TV Department, 152 Madison

Ave., New York 16, N. Y. Services: Producers of religious radio-television pro-

grams.

AMERICAN FOUNDATION FOR THE BLIND, INC., 15 W. 16th Street, New
York 11, N. Y. Services: Publishes New Outlook for the Blind, professional maga-
zine for workers for the blind.

AUDIO-MASTER CORP., 17 E. 45th Street, New York 17, N. Y. Services: Syndi-

cators of transcribed background music and sound effects.

V. S. BECKER PRODUCTIONS, 551 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. Services:

Producers and syndicators of live and transcribed radio and TV programs and
commercials; also representatives for out-of-town companies. Accepts scripts from

freelance writers.

BROADCASTING PROGRAM SERVICE, 17 E. 45th Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Services: Syndicators and producers of live and transcribed programs.

THE BRUCE CHAPMAN CO., 125 West 41st Street, New York 36, N. Y. Serv-

ices: Producers of live and transcribed programs; syndicators of transcribed pro-

grams. Does not accept unsolicited material.

CHILDREN'S CHAPEL PRODUCTIONS, 2477 Como Avenue, St. Paul 8, Minn.
Services: Non-denominational children's program production.

CROSLEY BROADCASTING CORP., 140 W. Ninth Street, Cincinnati 2, Ohio.

Services: Producers of live and videotaped programs.

GORDON M. DAY PRODUCTIONS, 15 W. 44th Street, New York 36, N. Y.

Services: Writing-production of TV-radio jingle and spot commercials; consultants.

DECCA RECORDS, INC., 445 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Services: Records;

transcriptions; studios available.

DOLPH RADIO & TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS, INC., Ivy, Virginia Serv-

ices: Producers of live and transcribed programs.
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DOMINION BROADCASTING CO., 4 Albert Street, Toronto, Ontario. Services:

Producers of live and transcribed programs; radio commercials; disc and tape re-

cording facilities.

LYLE KENYON ENGEL ASSOC, 21 1 W. 58th Street, New York 19, N. Y. Serv-

ices: Producers of live and transcribed programs; recorded commercials; songs and

stories for children's 12" L.P. records; music promotion consultants.

ENTERPRISE PRODUCTIONS, 13750 Saticoy Street, Van Nuys, Calif. Services:

Producers of live programs; recorded commercials.

FREMANTLE INTERNATIONAL, INC., 366 Madison Avenue, New York 17,

N. Y. Services: Distributors of TV film in international markets with offices in

London, England; Sydney, Australia; Mexico; Toronto; Montreal; Rome. Agents

in Tokyo, Buenos Aires, Lima, Rio de Janeiro.

FRENCH BROADCASTING SYSTEM, 972 Fifth Ave., New York 21, N. Y.

Services: Producers of transcribed programs.

HAROLD R. GINGRICH PRODUCTIONS, 111 N. Marion Street, Oak Park 1,

Illinois. Services: Producers of live programs; recorded commercials.

GEORGE HEID PRODUCTIONS, Penn Sheraton Hotel, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. Serv-

ices: Producers of live and transcribed programs; recorded commercials; scripts,

talent, air checks.

HOLLIS PRODUCTIONS LTD., 5800 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif. Serv-

ices: Producers of live, tape and film TV programs; commercials.

FREDERICK JACKY PRODUCTIONS, 230 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1,

111. Services: Producers of transcribed programs and commercials.

JEWELL RADIO AND TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS, 612 N. Michigan Ave-

nue, Chicago 11, 111. Services: Producers of radio and television programs, indus-

trial, educational and television films, commercial spots and jingles; consultants;

package-production services.

THE JINGLE MILL, INC., 143 W. 51st Street, New York 19, N. Y. Services:

Producers of recorded commercials.

WILLIAM L. KLEIN PRODUCTIONS, 301 E. Erie Street, Chicago 11, 111.

Services: Producers of live and transcribed programs; filmed and recorded commer-
cials and film package shows for television.

M-J PRODUCTIONS, 2899 Templeton Road, Columbus 9, Ohio. Co-owners,

Mary-Jo Cobbs and Bob Leis. Services: Producers of transcribed programs and
recorded commercials.

C. P. MacGREGOR CO., 729 Western Avenue, Los Angeles 5, Calif. Services:

Producers of transcribed programs; recorded commercials. Syndicators of tran-

scribed programs. Studio rental; recording services; record processing and pressing

facilities.

MARSHALL ORGANIZATION, INC., 750 Third Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Services: Producers of film, television and radio productions; film and recorded

commercials.

FRANK McNAUGHTON & ASSOCIATES, 25 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, 111.

Services: Public relations; producers of recorded commercials; documentaries, in-

terviews, special events and educational features.

METRO ARTIST BUREAU, 4 W. 57th Street, New York 19, N. Y. Services:

Producer of live and transcribed programs; talent.
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CHARLES MICHELSON, INC., 45 W. 45th Street, New York 36, N. Y. Services:

Producers and syndicators of transcribed programs; distributors of sound effects

record libraries.

MICHELSON & STERNBERG, INC., 45 W. 45th Street, New York 36, N. Y.

Services: Records for exports; sound effects.

MIDWESTERN BROADCASTING SCHOOL, 228 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago

4, 111. Services: Recording; train announcers.

NATIONAL RESEARCH BUREAU, INC., 415 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago 10,

111. Services: Syndicated station promotion newsletters; continuity service; sales and
program ideas.

LILLIAN OKUN, 165 E. 35th Street, New York 16, N. Y. Services: Producers of

live and transcribed programs for radio and TV.

QUE RECORDING CO., 6233 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif. Services:

Sound and production services.

RADIO RECORDERS, 7000 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, CaHf. Services:

Recordings; also is a sound effects library.

RADIOZARK ENTERPRISES, INC., 1121 South Glenstone, Springfield, Mo.
Services: Producers of network and transcribed programs; recorded commercials;

syndicators of transcribed programs.

RAY AND BERGER, 5938 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, CaHf. Services: Prizes for

station promotions, contests and quiz programs.

RECORDED PUBLICATIONS LABS, 1500-1550 Pierce Avenue, Camden 5, N. J.

Services: Producers and syndicators of transcribed programs; recorded commercials;

also slide film and motion picture sound tracks; tape duplication; transcriptions;

pressings; sound recording.

RELIGIOUS NEWS SERVICE, 43 W. 57th Street, New York 19, N. Y. Services:

Scripts.

REPUBLIC RADIO & TELEVISION FEATURES, 64 E. Lake Street, Chicago

1, 111. Services: Producers and syndicators of transcribed programs; recorded com-

mercials; live programs.

ROBBINS BROS., 67 W. 44th Street, New York 36, N. Y. Services: Producers of

live programs; manage and book artists and shows.

ROFFMAN ASSOCIATES, 675 West End Ave., New York 25, N. Y. Services:

Producers of live and transcribed programs (radio and TV), recorded and taped

commercials; representatives of talent (performers and lecturers, experts, etc.);

public relations and publicity.

JACK RUSSELL & ASSOCIATES, 203 N. Wabash Avenue, Chicago 1, 111. Serv-

ices: Producers of recorded commercials; talent.

SAM SAMUELS, 1564 Broadway, New York 36, N. Y. Services: Producers of live

programs.

JAMES L. SAPHIER AGENCY, INC., 9538 Brighton Way, Beverly Hills, Calif.

Services: Producers of live and transcribed programs.

SOUNDAC PRODUCTIONS, INC., P. O. Box—Hollywood, Fla. Services: Pro-

ducers of live and recorded programs; recorded commercials; Spanish language

commercials.
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SIGMUND SPAETH, 400 E. 58th Street, New York 22, N. Y. Services: Producers

of live and transcribed programs; recorded commercials; personal appearances by

Mr. Spaeth.

T B C RECORDING CO., 1262 Don Mills Road, Toronto, Ontario. Services:

Producers of transcribed programs and recorded commercials.

TEL NATIONAL, INC., 5880 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif. Services:

Rent transcribed commercials to radio stations.

THOROUGHBRED PRODUCTIONS, No. 37, Washington Apartments, 608

West Chestnut, Louisville 2, Ky. Thoroughbred is a one-man operation, rarely re-

quiring services of other writers, who, when needed, are hired on a local basis.

TRANSCRIPTION SALES, INC., 128 West First Street, Dayton 2, Ohio. Serv-

ices: Transcribed shows, package programs.

UNITED FILM & RECORDING STUDIOS, INC., 301 E. Erie St., Chicago 11,

111. Services: Producers of motion pictures for business and industry; film package

shows for television; spot announcements, musical jingles for radio and television;

transcribed programs and commercials; film and sound studios; music and effects

libraries.

UPPER ROOM RADIO-TELEVISION PARISH, 1908 Grand Avenue, Nashville

5, Tenn. Services: Producers of transcribed programs.

OWEN VINSON & CO., 803 19th Street, Santa Monica, Calif. Services: Producers

of live and transcribed programs; recorded commercials; ideas; scripts and produc-

tion services.

WORLD BROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC., 1171 Suburban Station Bldg., Phila-

delphia 3, Pa. Services: Producers of recorded programs, scripts, radio vignettes.

WRITECRAFTER AGENCY, 5880 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif. Serv-

ices: TV, movie, radio scripts.
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Sample TV Script

By now television has created its own writing stars—Paddy Chayefsky

and Rod Serling, to name two. But the irony is that today, TV can barely

afford their services. So they are looking for more Chayefskys and Serlings

who will be happy to accept $1,000 for a script instead of SI 0,000. It may
be you, and if it is, here is something about the mechanics of writing for

the medium.
The script reproduced below follows the NBC format which is one

of several formats in use today. We think it is the best for the writer, but

if you want to sell to CBS or ABC, look at their formats too. They won't

be very different, but you will help yourself by doing things exactly their

way. In any case, you should always double space your typewritten script,

with one exception. You may single space the acting and camera direc-

tions, to conserve space and make your dialogue stand out more. How can

you measure your script? Very roughly, three inch lines will run about a

minute a page, depending upon the ratio of dialogue to stage directions.

{Center of your page

is about here)

ROGER (OFF)

Martha?

MARTHA

Yes, dear. Coming!

SHE BRACES HERSELF, CROSSES THE ROOM,

AND ENTERS THE STUDY. THE CAMERA TRUCKS

WITH HER AS SHE MOVES FROM SET 1 TO SET

2. ROGER IS SEATED AT HIS DESK. HE

RISES AS MARTHA ENTERS.

ROGER

Thank you, my dear. Won't you sit

down?

MARTHA

Thank you.

SHE SITS. ROGER STALKS FRETFULLY ABOUT

FOR A MOMENT, GATHERING WORDS. MARTHA

WATCHES HIM ANXIOUSLY. FINALLY HE STOPS

PACING AND FACES HER WITH DETERMINATION.
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National Radio and
Television Netwvorhs

AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY, 7 W. 66th St., N. Y. G. 23.

CANADIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION, 140 Wellington St., Ottawa,

Ont., Canada.

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM, 485 Madison Avenue, N. Y. C. 22.

KEYSTONE BROADCASTING SYSTEM, 1 1 1 W. Washington St., Chicago 2, 111.

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM, 1440 Broadway, N. Y. C. 18.

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y. C. 20.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y. C. 20.

Regional Radio Networhs
ABC RADIO PACIFIC COAST NETWORK, 1539 N. Vine St., Hollywood,

Cahf.

A-BUY IN CALIFORNIA GROUP, 2171 Ralph Ave., Stockton 6, Calif.

AIR TRAILS NETWORK, WING, Dayton, Ohio.

ALABAMA COMMUNITY NETWORK, WAVU, AlbertviUe, Ala.

ALABAMA KEY MARKET NETWORK, P. O. Box 600, Florence, Ala.

ALASKA BROADCASTING SYSTEM, 1001 Tower Bldg., Seattle, Wash.

ALLEGHENY, MOUNTAIN NETWORK, WKBI, St. Mary's, Pa.

ALL ISLANDS NETWORK, KGU, Honolulu, T. H.

APPALACHIAN NETWORK, 1420 Eastern Parkway, Louisville 4, Ky.

ARIZONA BROADCASTING SYSTEM, KTAR, Phoenix, Ariz.

ARIZONA NETWORK, KOY, Phoenix, Ariz.

ARKANSAS NETWORK, 10001 Spring St., Little Rock, Ark.

BIG-K STATIONS, Marshall National Bank Bldg., Marshall, Texas.

BIG-O NETWORK, KGRL, Bend, Oregon.

BLAIR GROUP, WABC, New York, N. Y.

BLUE RIDGE NETWORK, William Oliver Bldg., Atlanta 3, Ga.

BOOTH MICHIGAN GROUP, 700 Buhl Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

CALIFORNIA FARM NETWORK, 2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CaHf.
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CALIFORNIA NORTHERN GROUP, KSYC, Eureka, Calif.

CAROLINA RADIO GROUP, P. O. Box 1571, Durham, N. C.

CAROLINA RADIO NETWORK, P. O. Box 170, Wilson, N. C.

CBS RADIO NEW ENGLAND NETWORK, 182 Tremont St, Boston, Mass.

COLLEGIATE BROADCASTING NETWORK, Box 8801, Pittsburgh 21, Pa.

COLORADO NETWORK, RKAI, Craig, Colorado.

CONNECTICUT STATE NETWORK, 440 Meadow St., Waterbury, Conn.

DENVER METROPOLITAN MARKETS GROUP, 146 S. Main St., Salt Lake

City, Utah.

DIXIE BROADCASTING SYSTEM, WHSY, Hattiesburg, Miss.

DIXIE NETWORK, Williams Bldg., Jackson, Miss.

EAST TEXAS NETWORK, Center, Texas.

FARM & HOME RADIO, KMMJ, Grand Island, Nebr.

GOOD NEIGHBOR STATIONS, 155 Front St., Manchester, N. H.

GREAT NORTHERN BROADCASTING SYSTEM, P. O. Box 1226, Fargo,

N. D.

GREAT WESTERN NETWORK, 130 Social Hall Ave., Salt Lake City, Utah.

GREEN VALLEY RADIO GROUP, WINC, Winchester, Pa.

HILDRETH RADIO AND TELEVISION NETWORK, WABI-AM-TV, Bangor,

Maine.

IMPERIAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC., 6331 Hollywood Blvd., Holly-

wood 28, CaHf.

INTERMOUNTAIN NETWORK, 146 W. Main St., Salt Lake City, Utah.

JOHN POOLE GROUP, 6450 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

LAUREL RADIO NETWORK, P. O. Box 888, State College, Pa.

LINDER GROUP, Box 393, Willmar, Minnesota.

LOBSTER NETWORK, Columbia Hotel, Portland, Maine.

LONG RADIO ENTERPRISES, P. O. Box 1391, Bay City, Texas.

MAGIC CIRCLE NETWORK, 1718 Meadowmere, Springfield, Mo.

MAINE BROADCASTING SYSTEM, 157 High St., WCSH, Portland 3, Me.

McCLATCHY BEELINE, 21st and Q., Sacramento, Calif.

McLENDON EBONY RADIO GROUP, 509 Lamar Life Bldg., Jackson, Miss.

MICHIGAN RADIO NETWORK, 20777 W. Ten Mile, Detroit 41, Mich.

MID-CONTINENT GROUP, 324 Broadway, Cape Girardeau, Mo.

MID-SOUTH NETWORK, WELO, Tupelo, Miss.

MONTANA METROPOLITAN MARKETS GROUP, 146 S. Main St., Salt Lake

City, Utah.

NEW SOUTH RADIO NETWORK, P. O. Box 528, Meridian, Miss.
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NORTHEAST RADIO NETWORK, Terrace Hill, Ithaca, N. Y.

OK GROUP, 505 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.

OREGON EMPIRE GROUP, P. O. Box 689, Corvallis, Oregon.

OREGON TRAIL NETWORK, INLAND RADIO, INC., KSRV, Ontario, Ore.

PAUL BUNYAN NETWORK, Paul Bunyan Bldg., Traverse City, Mich.

PIEDMONT GROUP, 505 Rutherford St., Greenville, S. C.

PURITAN NETWORK, 156 Broad St., Lynn, Mass.

QXR NETWORK, 229 W. 43rd St., New York, N. Y.

ROLLINS BROADCASTING, Box 1389, Wilmington, Delaware.

ROUNSAVILLE RADIO STATIONS, 3165 Mathieson Dr., N. E., Atlanta 5, Ga.

SALT LAKE METROPOLITAN MARKETS GROUP, 146 S. Main St., Salt

Lake City, Utah.

SERAPE NETWORK, Box 198, Eagle Pass, Texas.

SOMBRERO NETWORK, 1 1 1 Martinez St., San Antonio, Texas.

SOUTHEASTERN KEY MARKET NETWORK, P. O. Box 600, Florence, Ala.

SOUTHERN MICHIGAN NETWORK, Box 32, Coldwater, Mich.

SOUTHERN MINNESOTA NETWORK, KYSM, Mankato, Minn.

SOUTHWEST NETWORK, KROD, El Paso, Texas.

STEINMAN STATIONS, WGAL, Lancaster, Pa.

TALL CORN NETWORK, KBOE, Oskaloosa, Iowa.

TEXAS BROADCASTING SYSTEM, KRLD, Herald Sq., Dallas, Texas.

TEXAS QUALITY NETWORK, WFAA, Dallas, Texas.

TEXAS STATE NETWORK, 4801 Freeway, Fort Worth 1, Texas.

TEXAS TRIANGLE, 2104 Jackson, Dallas, Texas.

THOMAS RADIO GROUP, 75 Scenic Highway, Asheville, N. C.

TOBACCO NETWORK, INC., P. O. Box 1988, Raleigh, N. C.

TRI-MART RADIO NETWORK, P. O. Box 689, Corvallis, Oregon.

TRI-W NETWORK, WWWB, Jasper, Alabama.

UNITED BROADCASTING NETWORK, Eighth and Eye Sts, N.W., Washing-
ton, D. C.

UPPER MIDWEST BROADCASTING SYSTEM, 512 Nicollet Bldg., Minneapo-
lis, Minn.

WISCONSIN NETWORK, 230 First Ave., S., Wisconsin Rapids, Wise.

YANKEE NETWORK, WNAC, Boston, Mass.

Z-BAR-NET, KXLF, Butte, Montana.
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Regional Television Networks
ABC-TV WESTERN REGIONAL NETWORK, ABC Television Center, Prospect

and Talmadge, Hollywood 27, Calif.

ALASKA TELEVISION NETWORK, Tower Bldg., Seattle 1, Wash.

CALIFORNIA-OREGON TV TRIO, P. O. Box 1021, Eureka, Calif.

CBS-TV, PACIFIC NETWORK, 1313 N. Vine St., Los Angeles, Calif.

CROSLEY BROADCASTING CORPORATION, 140 W. Ninth St., Cincinnati,

Ohio.

MARKET MAKER STATIONS, 4000 W. Maine St., Fargo, N. D.

NEVADA NETWORK, Box 550, Las Vegas, Nevada.

SIOUX EMPIRE NETWORK, KSOO-TV, Sioux Falls, S. D.

SKYLINE TV NETWORK, 1275 E. 17th St., Idaho Falls, Idaho.

TRI CIRCLE TV NETWORK, P. O. Box 182, Great Bend, Kansas.

WEST TEXAS TV NETWORK, 7400 College Ave., Lubbock, Texas.
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Canadian Magazines

When mailing material to Canadian markets, the regular US postal rates prevail.

However, you should enclose |>ostage for return under the following Canadian postal

regulation outlined in section 566 of the Canada Official Postal Guide using Canadian

stamps. "Manuscripts for publication, addressed to the United States and Mexico may
be forwarded at the rate of 2c for the first two ounces, Ic for each additional two

ounces or fraction, with no minimum prepayment, and may be mailed up to six

pounds, nine ounces in weight!" The covers must be marked "Manuscript Only—May
Be Opened for Postal Inspection".

AIRCRAFT, 341 Church St., Toronto 2. R. G. Halford, Editor. Specializes in topi-

cal articles with a strong Canadian angle.. If American authors can supply material

of this kind, the editor is interested, but authors for this market must know the

Canadian scene. Wants articles on aeronautical subjects, military or civilian, manu-
facturing, operations or research and development. Docs not want generalized ar-

ticles. Length about 1 200 words; payment $40 to $50.

ANNALS OF GOOD SAINT ANNE DE BEAUPRE, Basilica of St. Anne, Que.,

Canada. Rev. Father Robert Fouquet, C.SS.R., Editor. Monthly except November;

15c a copy; $1.50 a year. Uses short stories, 1,500 to 2,000 words, with strong plot

treated in a fresh, original manner. Little or no slang. Must not offend Catholic

principles nor be too goody-goody. Also uses short articles, 1,200 to 2,000 words, of

wide reader interest, preferably on Catholic theme. Buys photographs with articles,

but seldom apart. Rarely buys poetry. Reports in two weeks. Pays Ic a word, on

acceptance.

AUTOMOTIVE RETAILER, 1687 West Broadway, Vancouver 9, B. C, Canada.

S. S. Dixon, Publisher. Issued monthly; 25c a copy, $3.00 a year. Uses automotive

technical and servicing "how-to-do-it" features. Will consider suitable photos,

charts, and diagrams to illustrate this type of feature. Reports in no less than two

weeks. Pays 2c a word and up, and $3.00 to $5.00 for photos on acceptance,

THE BEAVER, Hudson's Bay House, 79 Main Street, Winnipeg 1, Manitoba,

Canada. Issued quarterly; 50c a copy; $2.00 a year. Malvina Bolus, Editor. Uses

articles, with an average length of 2,500 words, on the Canadian North, and the

Fur Trade, past and present. Modern articles should be written from first-hand

experiences. Also uses historical articles to be written on a professional historian's

level. Wants photographs, 8 x 10 preferably, submitted with manuscript, as well as

pix submitted with captions only. Pays 4c, and up, for articles on acceptance; $2.00,

and up, for each black and white photograph. Buys first rights.

BUILDING SUPPLY DEALER, 481 Uni\'ersity Ave., Toronto 2. Monthly. Fea-

tures, 500-1,000 words, with four to eight photographs, on solving merchandising

problems, successful methods used by dealers, and developments in the building-

material trade in Canada. Payment, 3c a word with $5.00 for photos. Always in-

clude humans in shots. Query first.

CANADIAN AUDUBON, 423 Sherbourne St., Toronto 5, Canada. Wants articles

covering the general field of conservation and natural history, length 1,500 to 3,000

words. Illustrations, either top-quality photos or black and white line drawings, are

essential. Pay IJI/2C a word, on publication.

CANADIAN AUTOMOTIVE TRADE, 481 University Avenue, Toronto 2, Ont.,

Canada. K. W. Lines, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Use articles

of interest to automotive sales, parts, service and repair tradesmen, concerning all

phases or factors pertaining to the automotive sales, parts and service business in-

cluding management, distribution, sales and maintenance. Payment from 3c a word.

Illustrations $4.00 each minimum. Write outlining story before submitting.
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CANADIAN BAKER, 481 University Ave, Toronto 2, Ont, Canada. F. S. Ste-

phen, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Interested in any aspect of

the baking industry, and require that it be applicable to conditions in Canada. Like

good technical and merchandising articles on problems of baking. Use shorts or

fillers and articles up to 1,500 words. Pays 75c an inch for shorts and approxi-

mately 3c a word for articles, on acceptance.

CANADIAN BUILDER, 146 Bates Rd., Montreal 26, Quebec. B. Alfred Warkon-
tin, Managing Editor. Issued monthly for the building trade; 50c a copy; $4 a year.

Query first.

CANADIAN BUSINESS, 505 Board of Trade Bldg., Montreal, Que., Canada.

Howard Gamble, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year, Canada, $5.00

a year, U. S. Wants articles on business, industry, government, and finance with a

Canadian slant. Usual lengths are from 2,000 to 2,500 words. Reports in two weeks.

Pays about 7 cents a word, on acceptance.

CANADIAN DAIRY AND ICE CREAM JOURNAL, 116 Richmond St., West,

Toronto 1, Ont., Canada. G. L. White, Editor. Issued monthly; $4.00 a year. Occa-

sionally purchases stories of special interest on Canadian dairy processing opera-

tions. Pays about 2 cents per word on publication.

CANADIAN ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING, 481 University Ave., Toronto 2.

Monthly. Technical articles needed on research, development, design, manufacture

and application of electronic components and equipment, but not a field that free-

lancers are usually qualified for or capable of hitting. Engineers, however, should

query, and should be sure they have a Canadian angle. Article word lengths 1,500-

2,000 average (but flexible). Photos: glossy, 4 x 5 to 8 x 10, or larger. Diagrams or

charts: can be in rough form, since own art department does finished art work.

CANADIAN FISHERMAN, Gardenvale, Que., Canada. Issued monthly. Rates:

Canada—$3.00 per year; British Commonwealth and U. S. A.—$10.00 per year.

Single copy: Canada—$1.00; all other countries—$2.00. Allan T. Muir, Editor.

Wants any news of interest to Canada's commercial fishing industry. Needs helpful

articles about fish processing operations and fishing boat operations that give new
ideas for improving these operations. Style should be strictly factual and easy to

read, in lengths up to 1,500 words. Uses interesting brief items connected with com-
mercial fishing up to 100 words. Uses photographs submitted with articles, or sent

in with captions only. Pays 2c a word, and up to $3.00 per picture. Reports within

a month. Payment upon proof of publication.

CANADIAN FLORIST, Streetsville, Ont., Canada. W. G. Tolton, Editor. Issued

bi-weekly; 10c a copy; $2.00 a year. Use technical and practical articles for florists

and growers on growing, designing, selling, etc. Also news items. Pay 2c to 5c a line.

CANADIAN GEOGRAPHICAL JOURNAL, 54 Park Ave., Ottawa 4, Canada.
Does not want fiction. Uses geographical, historical, industrial (Canada), and
travel articles in lengths between 1,000 and 2,500 words—also photographs. Likes

to be queried. Pays 3c-4c a word. Send scripts to Maj.-Gen. W. J. Megill, Editor.

Issued monthly.

CANADIAN GROCER, 481 University Ave., Toronto 2. Published every other

Saturday. Articles, 500-1,200 words long, with one to four clear pictures, well cap-

tioned, on solving merchandising problems. Needs correspondents from some re-

gions of Canada, so a Canadian writer should query first to learn if his region is

covered. Primarily interested in Canadian merchandising articles. Three cents a

word minimum for features, 75c an inch for news, $5.00 a pic.

CANADIAN HOMES, 481 University Ave., Toronto 2, Ontario, Canada. Gerald
Anglin, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Query before submitting

any material here.
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CANADIAN HOSPITAL, 25 Imperial St., Toronto 7. "Serves the Canadian hos-

pital field in a similar way to which the publication of the American Hospital

Association, Hospitals, serves the American field." Interested almost exclusivly in

Canadian authors who are engaged in some aspect of the health field.

CANADIAN MESSENGER OF THE SACRED HEART, 226 St. George St., To-

ronto, Ont., Canada. Rev. C. C. Ryan, S.J., Editor. Issued monthly; 20c a copy;

$2.00 a year. Uses articles of general interest from Catholic viewpoint. Also stories

under 2,000 words. Pays approximately 2c a word, on acceptance.

CANADIAN METALWORKING, 1450 Don Mills Rd., Don Mills, Ont. Articles

of 600 to 1,500 words with illustrations on machine production and practical shop

ideas in Canada. Canadian Metalworkin^ publishes submitted material of lengths

ranging from 50 words up at the rate of P/aC to 5c a word, depending on quality.

Magazine readership covers production, engineering and purchasing functions of

all industry wherever any metal is worked. Submission should cover machining,

welding or forging. Editorial color is used. Cartoons are used at $5 each. Query
before submitting.

CANADIAN MILLING AND FEED, 146 Bates Rd., Montreal 26, Que., Canada.

L. Losh, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Use articles devoted to

millers, feed dealers, feed manufacturers, and seed processors, and to firms that

handle grain. All articles must be "know how"—improved methods of plant admin-

istration and factory management, and technical articles especially of interest to

millers. Can use success stories, provided they toll the reason for the success. De-
mand fairly high standard and prefer Canadian items. Buy photographs if they

illustrate the article, and after the material is accepted. Try to report in ten days.

Pay 2c a word and $5 for pictures according to quality and value, on acceptance.

CANADIAN MINING JOURNAL, Gardenvale, P. Q., Canada. Chris Mamen,
Editor. Issued monthly; $1.00 a copy; $5.00 a year. Use technical articles relating

to mining and relative subjects. Some historical and general interest material ac-

cepted. Photographs used. Pay $5 to $15 per printed page; line illustrations meas-

ured with text; $1 to $5 per print for photos.

CANADIAN MOTORIST, Ontario Motor League, 6 Adelaide St., E., Toronto 1,

Ont., Canada. Official organ of Canadian Automobile Association and the Ontario

Motor Truck Owners' Association. Warren B. Hastings, Editor. Issued monthly;

15c a copy; $1.00 a year. Query before submitting any material here.

CANADIAN PACKAGING, 481 University Ave., Toronto, Ont., Canada. Issued

monthly; $1.00 a copy; $5.00 a year. John N. Nickell, Editor. Uses articles dealing

with consumer, merchandising, marketing, technical and scientific aspects of pack-

ages and packaging that are applicable to the Canadian or in use in the Canadian

market. These should be journalistic and newsy, with short sentences and a report-

ing style, and not more than 1,200 words. Also fillers not more than 400 words on

same subjects, payment for which varies between $3.00 and $6.00. Uses photographs

with feature articles of standard size, and well done. Pays $35 to $40 for each

article. Reports within two weeks.

CANADIAN PAINT AND VARNISH MAGAZINE, 431 University Ave., To-

ronto 2, Ont., Canada. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. E. V. Cook,

Editor. Uses technical articles on paint formulations, etc., and semi-technical arti-

cles based on case histories of finishing departments in manufacturing plants. These

should be approximately 1,200 words, and be accompanied by 5 x 7 glossies. Pay-

ment is 3c a word, and $4.00 per picture. Reports immediately.

THE CANADIAN POETRY MAGAZINE, Acadia University, Wolfville, N. S.,

Canada. V. B. Rhodenizer, Editor. Issued quarterly; 50c a copy; $2.00 a year. Uses
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short lyric and descriptive poems. Not limited to Canadian contributors. Pays Ic a

word for poetry, on publication, not less than $1.00 a poem.

CANADIAN PRINTER AND PUBLISHER, 481 University Ave., Toronto 2.

Wm. B. Forbes, Editor. Monthly. Interested in features on printing processes, pub-

lishing operations, typesetting, engraving, and bookbinding, covering daily, weekly,

periodical, and book publishing fields, up to 1,200 words. These should be articles

for men in the field, not for outsiders who might be interested. Payment minimum
of 3c a word. Good photos wanted.

CANADIAN PULP & PAPER INDUSTRY, 1706 W. 1st. St., Vancouver 9, B. C,
Canada. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. J. M. Fitzsimmons, Editor.

Uses articles on new mill and technical developments in Canada, but these are

usually done on assignment; queries from free-lancers welcome, however. Articles

up to 1000 words on subjects at sub-technical level dealing with the pulp and paper

industry such as employee, community relations or safety are acceptable after

query. Most wanted are news reports up to 500 words: company announcements,

personnel changes, new products. Buys 8 x 10 photographs with captions, as well

as those submitted with manuscript. Payment for features and short articles are

pre-arranged with author. Payment for news stories is l/a to 2c a word. Reports

as soon as possible when requested.

CANADIAN SHIPPING AND MARINE ENGINEERING NEWS, 481 Univer-

sity Ave., Toronto 2. Interested in all phases of shipbuilding and shipping, includ-

ing controversial matters if someone in the field can offer constructive ideas and

is willing to be quoted. Study copies of the magazine, and submit an outhne or

query before going ahead. Pays 3 cents a word and up.

CANADIAN TRANSPORTATION, 1450 Don Mills Rd., Don Mills, Ont. Needs
articles of about 1,000 words, but authors should query before submitting any-

thing. Payment is usually 2 cents a word, and pictures are paid for separately. All

material should have definite Canadian significance.

CHATELAINE, merged with Canadian Home Journal. Issued monthly; 20c a

copy; $2.00 a year. 481 University Ave., Toronto 2, Canada. Buys fiction in lengths

from 3,000 to 6,000 words, as well as the occasional condensed novel and novel-

ettes up to 20,000 words. Subjects may be women's interests, young love, marriage

problems, children's stories. Rates are $400 for a short story, and a proportionately

higher amount for novels and novelettes. Buys First North American Rights on all

fiction. Address manuscripts to Almeda Glassey, Fiction Editor. Articles should

have a Canadian theme as a usual rule, and a good number of biographies of

Canadians are purchased, as well as stories on marrige problems, first person stories

of particular interest to women, how-to-do-it's, exposes if they are concerned with

the Canadian theme. Average article length is from 3,000 to 5,000 words. Article

rates run from $50 for a small how-to-do-it piece to $250 for an average length.

Prefers a query first. Occasionally buys pictures but the field is very limited. Ad-
dress articles to Doris McCubbin Anderson, Editor.

DRUG MERCHANDISING, 481 University Avenue, Toronto 2, Ont., Canada.

J. I. Smith, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year in Canada. Material

is either staff-written or contributed by a few regular contributors in several of the

larger Canadian cities.

ECHOES, published by the Imperial Order Daughters of the Empire, 182 Lowther

Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Issued quarterly; 25c a copy; $1.00 a year.

Address all queries to Mrs. Peter L. Robinson before submitting any material.

FAMILY HERALD, 241 St. James St., West, Montreal, Que., Canada. H. Gordon
Green, Magazine Editor. Issued weekly; 10c a copy; $1.50 a year. Uses short
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stories of 2,000 to 4,500 words with wholosome tone, and something which will ap-

peal to all ages in the Canadian rural family; well-written, well-developed plots

dealing with the Canadian scene, adventure, sea, human interest, romance. Also

serial fiction suitable for about 10 installments of 3,000 words. Interested in factual

articles on farm or rural subjects, 500 to 1,500 words. Buys photographs, but no
poetry. Reports within a week on fiction. Payment according to merit for articles:

$125.00 for short stories.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT, 113 St. George St., Toronto, Ont., Canada. Mrs.

Eleanor Graham, Editor. Issued monthly, October through May; 50c a copy; $3.50

a year. Interested in receiving free-lance material about adult education, com-
munity action, programs, etc. Rarely pay for contributions. Nearly all articles are

contributed by people interested in the field of adult education.

FOOD IN CANADA, 481 University Ave., Toronto 2, Ont., Canada. P. V. Moyes,

Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Use articles, 700 to 1,500 words,

on food technology, food packaging, nutrition, plant sanitation, new food products

and processes, export markets, etc.. .Articles describing individual food plants, pre-

ferably Canadian. Articles on subjects of general interest to all food manufacturers,

such as the growth of super markets, novel marketing methods, stories of food pro-

cessing abroad, etc. Buy photographs. Pay 3c a word and $5.00 each for photos,

on acceptance.

HARDWARE & HOUSEWARES, 75 St. Clair Ave., Toronto 2, Ont., Canada.

Mike Lawrie, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year in Canada. Uses

merchandising and retailing articles, with photos, slanted to the independent hard-

ware retailer. Also stories of Canadian hardware stores, with photos, 1,000 to 2,000

words. Photos should be no smaller than 5x7. Pays Ic a word, and $3.00 per

photo, on publication.

HUNTING AND FISHING IN CANADA, 1231 St. Catherine St. W., Montreal,

Ont., Canada. Ernest E. Shepard, Editor and Publisher. Issued monthly; 25c a

copy; $3.00 a year (Canada), $3.50 (U.S.). Uses hunting, fishing, and allied true

stories, with locale in Canada, or general interest outdoor articles that would have

interest for Canadians. Length of feature stories and articles: 2,000-2,200 words;

900-1,200 words; 450 words. Also short articles of no specified length. Does not

publish fiction at present, but may at some future date. Buys photographs for front

cover, paying up to $25.00 for 8 x 10 glossy prints. Uses some poetry at regular

rates. Reports in one month from receipt of material. Pays ^c to 3c a word, on

acceptance.

INDUSTRIAL REPORT, 939 Pigott Rd., Richmond 9, B. C, Canada. J. B.

Tompkins, Publisher. Issued monthly; 25c a copy, $3.00 a year. Uses reports on
industrial, mining and oil companies listed on Canadian stock exchanges with em-
phasis on company prospects and management personnel. Pays 2c a word and up
and $3.00 to $5.00 for photos on acceptance.

KEEPING TRACK MAGAZINE, 384 St. James St., Montreal 1, Que., Canada.

A. W. Duffie, Editor. Issued ten times yearly; 15c a copy; $1.50 a year. Use arti-

cles up to 1,000 words with a definite bearing on Canadian National Railways

activities and railway problems. Contributions from free-lance writers are given

every consideration. Payment made if and when accepted.

LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING JOURNAL, 177 Jarvis St., Toronto 2, Ont.,

Canada. George Skov, Editor. Issued thirteen times yearly on a controlled basis to

bona fide plant operators. Use factual stories of preferred 1,200-word length, deal-

ing with commercial plant and institutional laundry and dry-cleaning operation.

Directed to Canadian readers; accent is upon Canadian subjects re-new methods,

layouts, cost-cutting case histories, business-getting promotions, etc. Payment 2c a
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word on acceptance. Photos, black and white only, 2 or 3 per story, any size, at

$5 each. Cartoons used on occasion.

LEATHER WORLD, 146 Bates Rd., Montreal 26, Que., Canada. Bill Bailey, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Use articles devoted to tanners, shoe

manufacturers, and shoe retailers. All articles must be "know how"—improved

methods of plant administration and factory management for the tanner and shoe

manufacturer. Need articles for the shoe retailer on merchandising, public rela-

tions methods, and novel ideas for promoting the sales of shoes. Can use success

stories provided they tell the reason for the success. Demand fairly high standard

and prefer Canadian items. Pay I/2C to 3/2C a word and $3.00 for pictures accord

ing to quality and value, on acceptance.

LIBERTY, 73 Richmond St., West, Toronto, Ont. Frank Rasky, Editor. Articles

submitted here should be of the first-person-singular or as-told-to type, and should

relate to marriage, health, and similar subjects. Length should be about 2,500 words;

Canadian angle preferred. Writers are urged to query with a paragraph or two, so

that the editors may guide them if the ideas are right. Articles are purchased at

$125 to $300, with separate payment for photographs. Needs material for a column

on how to bring up children entitled "Your Family." Lengths up to 1,000 words for

which they pay $50. Query first. Buys first rights and reports quickly.

MACLEAN'S, 481 University Ave., Toronto 2, Ontario, Canada. Blair Eraser, Edi-

tor; Eric Hutton, Articles Editor. Is not in the market for short stories at the pres-

ent time, but wants articles of interest to Canadian readers. Subjects include in-

ternational politics, important entertainment personalities, medical and scientific

discoveries that are universal, Canadian personalities, and Canadian historical

events. For general articles it is best to submit an outline of between 200 and 500

words, suggesting the article treatment, point of view, sample anecdotes, and gen-

eral approach. Queries will usually be answered within a week, and manuscripts

will be reported on within two weeks. Best article length is 3,500 words, though

they often run longer. Would like short pieces right now. Rates start at $300. Pic-

tures are usually assigned separately after text has been seen. Minimum rate for

photographic assignments is around $200 in black and white and $210 in four color

if two-page spread only is involved. Also buys photographic album in black and
white and four color. Must be different and unusual and should have something to

say about Canada or its people. For filler material, uses short humorous poems, 4

to 8 lines in length, prose humor almost any length, but no one-line gags or epi-

grams; for special featurettes which run up to 600 words, writers should see a copy
of Maclean's. Narrative prose may run up to 500 or 600 words, but will consider

pieces up to 1,200 as one pagers. "Sweet and Sour" page can use short humor and
needs more material of all categories for BOB fillers. A query is not necessary on
poems and humor, but is necessary for narratives. Pay $25 for poems, $30 to $50
for short humor, and $50 and up for narrative prose. Buys first world serial rights

and usually reports within a week.

MERIT NEWS, 1320 Graham Blvd., Town of Mount Royal, Quebec, Canada.

Issued monthly by Industrial Acceptance Corp. Ltd., free circulation. Dick Hains-

worth, Editor. This is a four-page letterpress bulletin using one article per issue of

general interest to businessmen on a fairly wide variety of subjects—public rela-

tions, sales techniques, advertising, Canadian economics, credit. Uses photographs

only if they are related to an article. Style is strictly factual, with the how-to type

of article for the smaller businessman favored. Potential contributors are advised

to send for copies of past issues. Pays $75 for approximately 2,500 words. No fic-

tion, fillers or verse. Payment is made upon acceptance, and reports are sent

within one to two weeks.
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THE MONTREALER, 146 Bates Rd., Montreal 26, Canada. Gerald Taaffe, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.50 a year. Interested in non-formula fiction,

satire, cartoons, with only requirement that they be good. No poetry; photos on

assignment only. See magazine before submitting other than fiction.

MOTOR CARRIER, 705-1281 West Georgia St., Vancouver 5, B. C, Canada.

J. B. Tompkins. Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. Uses news of

truck and bus developments in Canada's four western provinces and the Yukon.

Buys photographs in connection with the above. Reports in two weeks. Pays 2c a

word and up and $3.00 to $5.00 for photos on acceptance. The magazine is a

"news-magazine" and all articles reporting developments in connection with the

western Canadian truck and bus industry should be hung on a "news peg" with

emphasis on management personnel.

MOTOR IN CANADA, 365 Bannatyne Avenue, Winnipeg 2, Man., Canada. R. D.

Bagley, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $2.00 a year. Uses articles on auto-

motive service and merchandising subjects that deal with all phases of automobile

maintenance and repair operations of. the automotive service industry in Western

Canada. Also material about new processes, products and supplies for automotive

purposes. Likes photographs submitted with manuscript. Pays 35c per column inch,

plus credit for pictures used, on publication. Reports within two weeks.

OUR FAMILY, P. O. Box 249, Batteford, Sask., Canada. Rev. John J. KufTner,

OMI, Editor. Issued monthly. This is a modern, lively, family magazine interested

in new writers. While Catholic in content, the editor is not, on the whole, interested

in "shrine," pietistic or goody-goodv articles; rather he wants material of down-

to-earth interest to the average Catholic you see behind an office desk, running a

farm, or buying the weekend groceries. Uses fiction of not more than 2,500 words,

preferably 1,500 to 2,000 words. Since first-class reprint fiction is obtained, originals

must be good—but the editor does not want to cut the reprints in favor of original

stories. No piety and goody-goody stuff; rather, any fiction in good taste, about be-

lievable people in believable situations. Adventure and intrigue have an edge here,

but good love stories, humor, and outdoors also wanted. Fictionwise, the magazine

is wide open for anything in decent taste, except trite and deadly dull stories. Arti-

cle of 1,000 to 2,000 words with illustrative photos especially welcome. Human-
interest; personality sketches of national (even international) significance; broad

general how-to-do-it articles (e.g., teaching the family how to appreciate good

music); articles of a controversial nature (e.g., gripes of unmarried Catholic girls

against Catholic boys not marriage-minded) but no screwball controversies or those

definitely against fundamental Catholic dogma (for birth control, divorce, etc.);

human, believable success stories, more of unknowns than of celebrities (e.g., how
one farmer, for instance, starting with little more than hope, built the biggest

potato business in the area). Wants any sincerely written article of interest to fami-

lies, but it must be worthwhile and well-written. No poetry, fillers, etc. Reports

within six weeks. Payment varies, on acceptance; usually an average of Ic a word
and $1.50 per usable photo (5" x 7" black and white glossies preferred). Buys first

Canadian rights.

PLANT ADMINISTRATION, 481 University Avenue, Toronto 2, Ont., Canada.
Issued monthly; $5.00 a year. Use material of interest to chief production execu-

tives of larger manufacturing companies. Will accept articles on industrial processes

slanted properly, personnel and production problems, etc., of any length. Articles

should be accompanied by photos, drawings, or graphs. It is wise to query first as

a contract rate is paid, on acceptance.

PUBLIC WORKS IN CANADA, 1706 W. 1st Ave., Vancouver 9, B. C, Canada.
Norman Gotro, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. This publication

has a highly-important readership in that it is circulated chiefly among government
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officials throughout the Canadian provinces and at the federal Ottawa level; munici-

pal officials; professional engineers in all forms of public works construction and

research; and government and community planners. While stress in the past has

been mainly a major monthly feature with a variety of smaller items surrounding

the main theme, with the new editorship a change of pace was established, in which

the major feature of the month takes its place in line with other material by classi-

fication. The major theme is handled through accredited correspondents across

Canada. There is only one U. S. regular contributor. However, the book is wide

open for submissions of a technical and semi-technical nature dealing with major

current public construction projects and problems, such as new public buildings,

bridges, dams, waterworks, sewerage, highways and so forth. Emphasis must be on

problems and solutions rather than "slick journalese" and semi-technical material

is favored over "color" yarns. Photos should be submitted with manuscripts but

should show technical points told in the story and should be captioned, size 8 x 10

glossy. At least one good engineering diagram should accompany every technical

article and discussion of technical problems should contain quotes by qualified en-

gineers or public officials. Needless to say, material should be about Canadian prob-

lems, or U. S. problems with Cnaadian connection. Pays up to 3 cents a word with

$5.00 for original photos and $2 for "handout" photos. Reports within two weeks

and payment is on publication.

QUEEN'S QUARTERLY, Queen's University, Kingston, Ont., Canada. J. M.
Stedmond, Editor. Issued quarterly; $1.00. a copy; $4.00 a year. This publication

is in its 67th year and is so designed as to have interest for English-speaking read-

ers both within and beyond Canada. Uses articles dealing with social, political, in-

dustrial, educational, and other problems. Also poems and short stories by com-
petent writers. Does not use illustrations. Reports within two weeks. Pays $3.00 a

page for prose and somewhat higher for verse, on publication.

ROD & GUN (Forest & Outdoors), published monthly by Rod & Gun Publish-

ing Company, 60 Fieldfair Avenue, Beaconsfield, Quebec, Canada. 25c a copy;

$2.00 a year plus 35c postage for overseas orders. Ronald J. Cooke, Editor and

Publisher. Ross Fyfe, Associate Editor. Query on long lengths. Interested primar-

ily in how-to-do-it features of all types pertaining to the outdoors. Interested in

unusual photographs for outdoor photo world section. Not particularly interested

in long lengths from overseas and continent. Rates l/ac to 2c per word, photo-

graphs $3.00. No cartoons, flowers, park, forestry, picnicking or other general sub-

jects required. Our readers are primarily male and interested in the fishing, hunt-

ing, boating allied fields.

SATURDAY NIGHT, 73 Richmond Street West, Toronto, Canada. Arnold Edin-

borough. Editor. Issued bi-weekly; 20c a copy; $4.00 a year. Query the editor for

the type of material he prefers.

TORONTO STAR WEEKLY, 80 King Street, West, Toronto 1, Ontario, Can-

ada. John Clare, Executive Editor. This magazine is aimed at a national Canadian

audience and uses articles of interest to Canadians, but this does not limit their

editorial program to Canadian subjects only. Articles should be 2,500 words in

length to 1,000 words for shorter subjects. Articles most needed are women's inter-

est, sport, humor and lively personality pieces. Pays up to $150 for short pieces;

fuUdrcss articles start at $250, on acceptance. This magazine is also in the market

for photo stories on a wide range of subjects.

WEEKEND MAGAZINE, 231 St. James St., W., Montreal, Que., Canada. P. H.

Surrey, Feature and Photo Editor. Issued weekly as a magazine section in Canada

Daily Newspapers. Uses non-fiction, but query first. Pays $250 and upon accept-

ance. Limited market for short factual features, both text and photos, that will be

of interest to a Canadian Newspaper audience. Prices vary depending upon the

quality of the material and the number of photos.
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WESTERN BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY, 1706 W. 1st Ave, Vancouver 9, B. C,
Canada. Paul Wright, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use arti-

cles up to 1,500 words, principally about Western Canadian subjects. Also use

achievement type of stories of Western Canadian businesses. Largely staff written

but averages about one story a month from free-lance writers. Interested in in-

dustrial photographs of Western Canada. Report in 30 days. Pay 3c a word and

up and $3.00 and up for photos, on publication.
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Music Publishers

ASCAP—American Society of Composers, Authors, Publishers.

575 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

BMI—Broadcast Music, Inc., 589 5th Avenue, New York, N. Y.

AEE CEE MMM MUSIC (BMI), 1651 Cosmo St., Hollywood 28, Calif. Special-

izes in all types of songs. No lyrics. Reports bi-annually.

AGENDA SONGS (ASCAP, SPA), Fred W. Thompson, Pres., 1944 Michigan

Ave., Miami Beach 39, Fla. Specializes in popular and semi-classical songs and

looks over lyrics as a possibility. Pays after the melody has been added and offers

the SPA contract. Buys all rights and reports quarterly.

AIRLOK MUSIC CO. (BMI), 13522 Clinton St., Garden Grove, Calif. Specializes

in popular and novelty songs. Will accept just lyrics. Payment, percentage of roy-

alty. Buys masters for recording company, plus other rights depending on situation.

Reports quarterly.

ALLSTAR MUSIC PUBLISHERS (CMA), 8029 Gulf Freeway, Houston 17,

Texas. Specializes in country and popular tunes. Does not accept just lyrics.

AMATEUR SONGWRITERS ASSOCIATION, 1075 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

Specializes in all commercial type songs. Will accept just lyrics. Royalty payment.

Buys publishing rights, and reports upon receipt of material.

ANDICK MUSIC CORP., 37 W. 57th St., Room 1204, New York, New York.

Specializes in popular songs. Accepts no lyrics. Pays the regular writer royalties

semi-annually, and buys world rights.

ASA MUSIC COMPANY (ASCAP), 6920 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 28, CaHf.

Specializes in all types. Does not accept just lyrics. Must submit lead. sheet. Pay-

ment is percentage royalty. Buys all rights to the musical composition including

copyright or right to obtain copyright. Reports 45 days after end of each calendar

quarter.*

ATONE MUSIC PUBLISHERS (ASCAP), 6 Carter Place, Woburn, Mass. Spe-

cializes in popular, country and western, rhythm and blues, rock and roll, all types.

Does not accept just lyrics. Payment is standard rate of royalty percentage. Buys

standard rights (copyrights and publishing rights). Reports every six months, Au-

gust and February.

AVALON MUSIC, 965 Somera Road, Los Angeles 24, Calif. Specializes in all

popular types, and will accept just lyrics. Payment one-half of standard royalty.

Reports semi-annually.

BANDLAND, INC. (ASCAP, American Bandmasters Assoc, National School Or-

chestra Association), 730 Fox Bldg., Detroit 1, Michigan. No popular music. Con-

centrates exclusively upon concert band, symphony orchestra and choral mediums,

and educational texts. Will not accept just lyrics. Payment, royalty. Buys all rights.

Reports promptly.

BARK MUSIC CORP. (ASCAP, AGAC), 345 W. 55th St., New York, N. Y. Spe-

cializes in popular. Will not accept just lyrics. Buys publishing rights, and reports

twice a year.

WILLIAM H. BAUER, INC. (ASCAP), 121 Green Way, Albertson, L. I., N. Y.

Specializes in jazz and educational music text books. Will accept just lyrics. Pay-

ment, percentage of royalty. Buys mechanical and printed matter. Reports every

year on November 14.
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BAYER MUSIC CO., INC. (ASCAP, AGAC), 345 W. 55th St., New York, N. Y.

Specializes in popular. Will not accept just lyrics. Buys publishing rights and re-

ports twice a year.

BETA MUSIC CO. (ASCAP), 185 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111. Specializes in

general popular. Will not accept just lyrics. Payment 50%. Buys world rights, and

reports semi-annually.

BLASCO MUSIC, INC. (ASCAP), P. O. Box 205, Nashua, Mo. Specializes in

popular ballads, novelty, country western, etc. Will not accept just lyrics. Buys no

rights. Reports every 6 months.

BLUE RIBBON MUSIC CO., Drawer 30, c/o Chaw-Mank, Staunton, 111. Spe-

cializes in country, popular, sacred, blues, swing, rock and roll. Will accept just

lyrics. Payment percentage royalty. Reports 6 to 12 months. Has Blue Ribbon

record label, and "Blue J'' record label.

BOARDWALK RECORDS & BEAL RADIO & TV AGENCY (ASCAP, AGAC),
114 So, Ocean Ave., Atlantic City, N. J. Specializes in popular songs and commer-
cial jingles, and novelty as well as public service offerings. Anxious also for musi-

cians who can adapt tunes to new and fresh lyrics or jingles. Payment is percentage

on retail sales. Upon publication they take over all rights. Joint copyrights on all

accepted offerings. Report February 15 and August 15 each year.

BOOSEY & HAWKES, INC. (MPA), 30 West 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Specialize in songs of the type suitable for recital, teaching and educational work.

Do not accept just lyrics. Payment on percentage. Buys all rights on royalty basis,

and reports annually.

BRIGHTON MUSIC CO., INC. (ASCAP), 225 W. 57th St., Suite 404, New
York, N. Y. Specializes in popular songs. Does not accept just lyrics. Payment on

royalty basis, and reports quarterly.

BRODT MUSIC COMPANY (ASCAP, NAMM, MCA, etc.). Box 1207, Charlotte

1, N. C. Specializes in sacred octavo music, sacred choral music, organ music and
band music. Does not accept just lyrics. Rate of payment varies, either royalty

or 10% of marked price.

BRYN MAWR MUSIC CO. (ASCAP, AGAC), 9926/2 Robbins Dr., Beverly Hills,

Cal. Specializes in popular and semi-popular, all types. Will accept just lyrics if

unusual. Rate of payment is regular rates, one-half of the usual writer's royalties.

Buys full publishing rights and reports semi-annually.

BUMARACK MUSIC (BMI), 1023 N. 67th St., Philadelphia 31, Pa. Specializes

in all types of songs. W^ill not accept just lyrics. Pays AGAC standard rates. Buys

publishing rights, and reports at AGAC standard times.

JOE BURKE MUSIC CO. (ASCAP), 635 Drexel Ave., Drexel Hill, Pa. Special-

izes in songs of the late Joe Burke. Buys rights to Joe Burke music only, and
reports on December 31.

BYRON MUSIC CO. (ASCAP), 185 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III. Specializes in

general pop songs. Will not accept just lyrics. Rate of payment 50%. Buys world
rights and reports semi-annually.

CAL-LEE MUSIC (BMI), 1432 N. Wilcox Ave., Hollywood 28, Cal. Specializes

in all kinds of songs. Will accept lyrics and music and Demo recordings. Rate of

payment on royalty basis. Buys publishers rights and recording rights, and reports

45 days after each 6 month period.

CANDELL MUSIC PUBLISHERS INC. (ASCAP), 2030 Broadway, Suite 204,

Oakland 12, Cal. Specializes in popular, sacred, classical, educational material,
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children's songs. Will not accept just lyrics. Rate of payment, percentage royalty.

Buys complete rights, and reports quarterly.

CARDINAL MUSIC PUBLICATIONS (BMI), 1587 Broadway, Room 314, New
York 36, N. Y. Specializes in popular, sacred, spirituals. Does not accept just

lyrics. Payment on standard royalty contract. Does not buy songs outright, and

reports semi-annually.

CASEY MUSIC, INC. (BMI), P.O. Box 205, Nashua, Mo. See Blasco Music.

CENTER MUSIC PUBLISHING CO., (ASCAP). I and Schiller Streets, Phila-

delphia 34, Pa. Specializes in pop, rock and roll, rhythm and blues, etc. Accepts

lyrics in some cases. Payment depends upon the individual case. Buy world rights

and reports in the standard semi-annual period.

"C. G." MUSIC DIVISION, "CO." RECORDING CORPORATION, 9808 Wil-

shire Blvd., Beverly Hills, Cal. Specializes in standard pop, folk songs. Will not

accept just lyrics. Buys publishing and recording rights, and reports semi-annually.

CHANNEL MUSIC CO. (ASCAP), 1926 North St., Andrews PI., Hollywood 28,

Cal. Specializes in popular songs. Will not accept just lyrics. Reports quarterly.

CLAIBORNE MUSIC (BMI), 1129 Vermont Ave., N.W., Washington 5, D. C.

Specializes in rhythm and blues and pop, some country hillbilly and rock and roll.

Payment is on percentage basis. Gives the regular contract for song writers—50%.
Reports every 6 months, August 15 and February 15.

CLEARVIEW MUSIC CORP. (ASCAP), 1023 N. 67th St., Philadelphia 31, Pa.

See Bumarack Music.

COLEMAN-ROSS COMPANY, 80 Boylston St., Boston 16, Mass. Specialize in

choral works only. They do not publish so-called popular songs. Will not accept

just lyrics. Report quarterly and semi-annually.

COLUMBUS MUSIC (ASCAP), 1023 N. 67th St., Philadelphia 31, Pa. See Buma-
rack Music.

CONGRESSIONAL RECORDS (ASCAP), 474 Ena Road, Honolulu 15, Hawaii.

Specializes in pop, Hawaiian, western. Will accept just lyrics. Payment on royalty

basis. Buys all publishing rights, and reports August 15 and February 15.

CORDA MUSIC (ASCAP), 1795 Riverside Dr., New York 34, N. Y. Specialize

in quality songs. Will accept just lyrics. Payment on royalty basis.

CORDIAL MUSIC (BMI), 1926 North St., Andrews Place, Hollywood 28, Cal.

See Channel Music Co.

CORNERSTONE PUBLISHING COMPANY (BMI), 6920 Sunset Blvd., Los

Angeles 28, Cal. See Asa Music Co.

COUNTERPOINT MUSIC (ASCAP, C&LG, AGAC, NARA&S), 9020 Willis

Ave., Cal. Prefer songs which are toward the Modern Trend, but will accept all

types. Will accept lyrics because have numerous recorded originals which don't

have lyrics. Payment is normal composer and/or lyricist share of royalties plus

guarantee of recording, or no acceptance. Will buy world wide rights, but subject

to flexible situations. Reports six months, or three months if desired.

CREATIVE MUSIC (ASCAP, NARA&S), Box 1035, Evanston, 111. SpeciaUze in

pop instrumentals and vocals. Will not accept just lyrics. Payment, 10% of retail

price on published works, 50% on mechanical royalties. Buys only full rights. Re-

ports semi-annually, Jan. 1 and July 1.
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CROSSROADS MUSIC CO. (CMA, BMI, ASCAP), 56 Ferr St, Newark, N. J.

Specialize in pop, rock and roll, religious (negro), rhythm and blues, and all types

of novelties. At time accept just lyrics.- Buy no rights, and report semi-annually.

They state they do not have any song shark activities.

CULVER MUSIC (ASCAP), 1432 N. Wilcox Ave., Hollywood 28, Cal. See Cal-

Lee Music.

DEAN PUBLISHERS (ASCAP, BMI), 14 Yale St., Nutley, N. J. Specialize in

rock and roll, and ballads. Will not accept just lyrics. Payment, 3c on piano

copies and 50% of records royalties. Buys publishing rights, and reports every

three months.

DEY-WAY PUBLISHING CO. (ASCAP, BMI), 17823 Collins Ave., Encino, Cal.

Specializes in popular. Will not accept just lyrics. Buys no rights. They have their

own staff.

DISCMAKER'S MUSIC PUBLISHERS (BMI, DO), 550 Fifth Ave., New York,

N. Y. Specializes in pop, jazz, rock and roll. No country or western. Will not ac-

cept just lyrics. Standard payment. Buys standard rights and reports quarterly.

DISCMAKER'S PUBLISHING CO. (ASCAP, DG), 550 Fifth Ave., New York,

N. Y. See Discmaker's Music Publishers.

DOLLY BEE MUSIC CO. (BMI), 6223 Selma Ave., Los Angeles 28, Cal. Special-

izes in popular and rock and roll. Will not accept just lyrics. Payment, royalty.

Buys all rights, and reports every six months.

DO RA ME MUSIC PUBLISHERS (ASCAP, AF of M Music Performance Trust

Fund, et al.), 5610 Bella Dr., Rubidoux, Cal. Specialize in anything "but pop, or

rock and roll, or misfit numbers. Will accept just lyrics. Payment, royalty collabor-

ation. Buys almost any rights, and reports within 30 days.

ECAROH MUSIC INC. (ASCAP, MCPS of England, Nordisk Copyright Bureau

of Denmark), 23 W. 76th St., New York, N. Y. Specialize in popular and jazz,

both lyric and instrumental. Sometimes accepts just lyrics. Payment, percentage

royalty. Buys rights to publish and license, and reports quarterly.

ENSEMBLE MUSIC PRESS (ASCAP), Box 35, Summit, N. J. Specializes in

clarinet solo and ensemble materials. Will not accept just lyrics. Payment, usually

royalty.

ERICA MUSIC (ASCAP), 35 W. 53rd St., New York 19, N. Y. Specializes in

instrumental, popular and standard. Will not accept just lyrics. Payment, percent-

age royalty. Reports bi-annually.

FAIRLANE MUSIC CORP. (ASCAP), 1608 North Argyle Ave., Hollywood 28,

Cal. Specializes in popular. Will not accept just lyrics. Payment, 50% of me-

chanicals, 4c sheet music. Buys publishing rights and reports quarterly.

FAIRWAY MUSIC CORP. (BMI), 6365 Selma Ave., Hollywood 28, Cal. Spe-

cializes in country, pop, rock and roll. Does not accept just lyrics. Contracts for a

song. Payment, royalty. Reports May 15 and Nov. 15.

J. FISCHER & BRO., Harristown, Rd., Glen Rock, N. J. Specializes in Catholic

and other church music—educational, piano teaching, organ, general choral, can-

tatas, etc. Will not accept just lyrics.

FRED FISHER MUSIC COMPANY, INC., 1619 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

Specializes in popular. Will not accept just lyrics. Buys publishing rights, and re-

ports semi-annually.
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GLOBAL MUSIC, INC. (ASCAP), 211 W. 58th St., New York 19, N. Y. Spe-

cializes in children's, folk and good pop. Will not accept just lyrics. Payment,

standard royalty. Buys standard rights, and reports every six months.

GOLDENBELL SONGS (ASCAP), 545 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Special-

izes in popular. Will not accept just lyrics. Buys no rights.

GRACE MUSIC CO. (ASCAP, AGAC), 2225a W. Olive Ave., Burbank, Cal.,

or 6363 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal. Specializes in popular, ballads, etc. Will

on occasion accept just lyrics. Payment, percentage and royalty. Buys publishing

rights and reports every six months.

GROSVENOR HOUSE MUSIC (ASCAP, AGAC), 4315 Evanston Ave., Seattle

3, Wash. Specializes in popular, semi-classical, jazz, religious, rock and roll, rock-

abilly, western and show tunes. Appraises just lyrics for possibilities at no fee. Pay-

ment, percentage royalty. Buys publishing and recording rights. Uses AGAC
(formerly SPA) contracts.

GUILD PUBLICATIONS OF CALIFORNIA, INC. (ASCAP), 3929 Fredonia

Dr., Hollywood 28, Cal. Specializes only in songs to be used in motion picture and

television productions. Are not interested in any send-in material. Are serious

music publishers having a big catalog used as background music material. Buys

motion pictures, television, recording rights. Reports in half year.

HAP MUSIC INC. (ASCAP, MCPA, AGAC), Suite 1501, 200 West 57th St.,

New York 19, N. Y. Specializes primarily in quality songs of "standard" enduring

appeal . . . songs of faith and poetic content. However, do have rock and roll

record releases, but never lyrics degrading of youth. Please send resume first, as

no mail containing unsolicited manuscripts is considered without their card first,

based on resume sent. Needs are limited in a limited market, and wish to find only

professionally oriented writers of songs or singing commercials. Are affiliated with

one record company for which they find and produce pop songs for release on the

market. Where a bona fide record need exists, advance against royalties from $50

to $150 is given on acceptance. Buys publishing rights only to music or lyrics ac-

cepted. Are more interested in lyrics than in music, having music writer on staff.

Do not issue formal financial reports except to preferred stockholders.

HAR-BOCK MUSIC (SPA), 8715 West Third St., Los Angeles 48, Cal. Will not

accept just lyrics. Payment I/2C. Buys world wide rights and reports quarterly.

HARMONY HOUSE OF SAN FRANCISCO (ASCAP), Mill Valley, Cal. Spe-

cializes in new copyrights and re-copyrights only of John Milton Hagen (ASCAP)

and Sterling Sherwin (ASCAP).

HARVARD MUSIC, INC. (BMI), 1619 Broadway, New York, N. Y. Specializes

in popular. Will not accept just lyrics. Buys complete songs. Reports every six

months.

HAWAIIAN RECORDING AND PUBLISHING CO., INC. (ASCAP, AGAC),
P. O. Box 2061, Honolulu, Hawaii. Specializes in popular songs. Will not accept

just lyrics. Payment, standard AGAC contracts (Royalty). Buys standard AGAC
contract rights. Reports Dec. 31, June 30. However, presently accepting no further

material by mail.

HODON MUSIC CO. (ASCAP), 1619 Broadway, Room 813, New York, N. Y.

Specializes in all kinds of songs. Accepts both music and lyrics. Payment, percent-

age royalty. Buys foreign, American, Canadian rights, and reports semi-annually.

JAY-BEE MUSIC (ASCAP), 114 South Ocean Ave., Atlantic City, N. J. See

Boardwalk Records and Beal Radio & TV Agency.
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JUDITH MUSIC (ASCAP), 1023 N. 67th St., Philadelphia 31, Pa. See Buma-
lack Music.

JUDY MUSIC CO. (ASCAP), 185 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111. Specializes in

general pop. Does not accept just lyrics. Payment 50%. Buys world rights, and

reports semi-annually.

JUKE BOX ALLEY (ASCAP), c/o TIN PAN ALLEY, INC. 1650 Broadway,

New York 19, N. Y. Specializes in all types songs. Now and then will accept just

lyrics. Payment, royalty. Buys world rights, and reports quarterly.

KALAKAUA PUBLISHERS (ASCAP), P. O. Box 2457, Honolulu 4, Hawaii.

Specializes in Hawaiian, or tropical style. Will not accept just lyrics. Payment,

50% of net receipts on records and sheets. Buys no rights, and reports quarterly.

KANDY MUSIC PUBLISHERS (ASCAP, AFM), 203 N. Wabash, Chicago 1,

111. Specializes in pop music. Will not accept just lyrics. Payment, royalty. Buys

publishing rights, and reports quarterly and semi-annually.

KANES MUSIC PUBLISHERS (ASCAP), 80 Riverside Drive, New York, N. Y.

Specializes in popular songs. Will not accept just lyrics. Payment, 3c per copy sold

and paid for. Buys no rights, unless full rights, and reports quarterly.

KENCO ENTERPRISES, INC. (ASCAP, AGAC), 1650 Broadway, New York,

N. Y. Specializes in popular music. Will not accept just lyrics. Payment, standard

royalties. Buys world publishing rights, and reports semi-annually.

KOFF MUSIC CO., INC. (ASCAP), P. O. Box 25287, Los Angeles 25, Cal.

Specializes in educational music, band, orchestra, radio, television, motion picture

scores. Will not accept just lyrics. Payment, Song Writer's Protective Association

Contracts. Buys music rights, and reports annually.

LANSDALE MUSIC CORP. (BMI), 1023 N. 67th St., Philadelphia 31, Pa. See

Bumarack Music.

LESLIE PRODUCTIONS (ASCAP), 57 W. 58th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Pubhshes more serious music than pop, but in either case no specialized type. Does
not publish lyrics.

LIVINGSTON & EVANS, INC. (ASCAP, AGAC), 11567 Sunshine Terr., Studio

City, Cal. Specializes in pop, show, T.V. Does not accept just lyrics. Payment,

percentage of royalty. Buys small publishing rights. Reports 6 month periods.

LORENZ PUBLISHING COMPANY (MPA, CSMPA), 501 E. Third St., Day-

ton 1, Ohio. Specializes in religious songs. Accepts lyrics and music. Payment, flat

fee usually. Royalty in some instances. Buys all rights, and reports within approxi-

mately one month,

LURISTAN MUSIC INC. (ASCAP), 723 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y. Spe-

cializes in pop, French and Persian. Will not accept just lyrics. No payment, and

reports semi-annually.

MEDALLION SONGS, INC. (CMA, BMI, ASCAP), 56 Ferr St., Newark, N. J.

See Crossroads Music Co.

METRIC MUSIC (BMI), 6920 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 28, Cal. See Asa Music

Co.

MILLS MUSIC, INC. (MPA, MIC, NAMM), 1619 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Specializes in standard songs. Will not accept just lyrics. Payment, standard

royalty. Buys all rights, and reports semi-annually.
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MITCHELL MUSIC CORP. (ASCAP, AGAC), 345 W. 55th St., New York, N. Y.

Specializes in popular songs. Will not accept just lyrics. Buys publishing rights, and

reports twice a year.

IVAN MOGULL MUSIC CORP. (ASCAP), 1619 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

See Harvard Music Inc.

MOPIC RECORDS (ASCAP), Woodstown, N. J. Specializes in country western,

also popular. Will accept just lyrics. Payment has to be agreed upon between both

parties. To date have bought no rights. Reports in September.

MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTIONS CORP. (ASCAP), Woodstown, N. J. See

Mopic Records.

MUSIC WORLD CORP. (BMI, AGAC, NARAS, CCC), 6087 Sunset Blvd.,

Hollywood 28, Cal. Specializes in popular, novelty, and ballads. Will accept just

lyrics on novelties. Payment, standard royalty. Buys world rights, and reports

every six months.

MUSICLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY (ASCAP, SPA), Suite 530, 9441 Wil-

shire Blvd., Beverly Hills, Cal. Specializes in all types. Will not accept just lyrics.

Payment varies. Buys all rights, and reports for fiscal year,

MYERS MUSIC, INC. (ASCAP), 208 North Broad St., Philadelphia 2, Pa. Spe-

cializes in pop, hymns, standard. Will not accept just lyrics. Payment, percentage

royalty. Buys publication rights, and reports June and December.

NATIONAL MUSIC CO. (CMA, BMI, ASCAP), 56 Ferr St., Newark, N. J. See

Crossroads Music Co.

AL J. NEIBURG MUSIC PUBLISHER (ASCAP, AGAC), 321 West 78th St.,

New York 24, N. Y. Specializes in popular songs. Will not accept just lyrics. Pay-

ment, AGAC royalty agreement.

NEW AGE MUSIC CO. (ASCAP), 150 W. 58th St., New York 19, N. Y. Special-

izes in popular songs. Will not accept just lyrics. Payment, percentage royalty.

Buys world rights, and reports quarterly.

NICHOLAS MUSIC (BMI), 1023 N. 67th St., Philadelphia 31, Pa. See Bumarack
Music.

NORTHRIDGE MUSIC, INC. (ASCAP, AGAC), 11567 Sunshine Terr., Studio

City, Cal. See Livingston & Evans, Inc.

NU-DEY PUBLISHING CO. (ASCAP, BMI), 17823 CoUins, Encino, Cal. See

Dey-Way Publishing Co.

OVIS MUSIC INC. (ASCAP), 185 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111. Specializes in

general pop. Will not accept just lyrics. Payment, 50%. Buys world rights, and

reports semi-annually.

PARADISE (ASCAP, AGAC), Box 332, Laguna Beach, Cal. (Music Publishing

and Record Producers, Paul Page, President). Specializes in Hawaiian songs and

accepts both music and lyrics. Payment, royalty, and reports annually. Records

under Paradise, Astrology, and North Star labels.

PERFECTION MUSIC PUBLICATIONS (BMI), 1429 Hawthorne St., Pitts-

burgh 1, Pa. Speciali/es in westerns, ballads, rock and roll. Will not accept just

lyrics. Payment according to standard songwriters contract. Buy no rights.

PLANEMAR MUSIC CO., (CMA, BMI, ASCAP), 56 Ferr St., Newark, N. J.

See Crossroads Music Co.
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PLEASANT MUSIC PUBLISHING CORP. (ASCAP), 443 West 49th St., New
York 19, N. Y. Specializes in foreign, instrumentals, popular, and any song they can

use. No works accepted without return postage. Payment on percentage basis. Buys

publishing rights, and reports Jan. 1 and July 1.

POPS MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.. 94-30—59th Ave., Elmhurst 73, N. Y.

Specializes in ballads. Will not accept just lyrics. Payment, royalty.

REGAL MUSIC PUBLICATIONS (ASCAP), 1429 Hawthorne St., Pittsburgh 1,

Pa. See Perfection Music Publications.

RELIABLE MUSIC (ASCAP), 54 W. Randolph St., Chicago 1, 111. Specialize in

popular music. Will not accept just lyrics. Payment, royalty on accepted song with

music and words. Buys no rights, and reports every 3 months.

REVOLVO RECORDS (AGAC), 1432 N. Wilcox Ave., Hollywood 28, Cal. See

Cal-Lee Music.

G. RICORDI & CO., INC. (MPA), 16 West 61 St., New York 23, N. Y. Special-

ize in operatic, symphonic, instrumental and educational. Will not accept just

lyrics. Payment, percentage royalty. Buys musical and dramatic rights, and reports

semi-annually.

ROSSDON MUSIC CO., INC. (ASCAP), 6047 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28,

Cal. Specializes in standards and pop. Will not accept just lyrics. Payment per-

centage. Buys United States and Canadian rights, and reports quarterly.

ROUND TABLE MUSIC (ASCAP, AGAC), 7720 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 46,

Cal. Specializes in educational music. Publish some popular, but only instrumentals

in this category. Their main effort is audio teaching tools in which they project

learning devices in song, such as their "Musical Multiplication." Rarely accept

just lyrics, and then only if educational material geared to actual curriculum

needs. Payment, percentage on per unit royalty exceeding AGAC minimum. Buys

all rights, and reports semi-annually. They state the odds are heavily against their

accepting unsolicited material from lyricists. They produce only those items for

which there appears to be an existing need. Unlike regular consumer music, their

catalog must fit into the classroom.

R. D. ROW MUSIC COMPANY (ASCAP), 353 Newbury St., Boston 15, Mass.

Specializes in sacred and classical, teaching material, art songs. Do not accept just

lyrics. Payment, royalty only. Buy no rights. Everything on royalty basis. Reports

as soon as possible after Jan. 1 of each year. They positively do not accept any

unsolicited manuscripts, and will not be responsible for any sent them, nor for

their return to the sender.

RYLAN MUSIC CORP. (ASCAP), 545 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. Specializes

in popular songs. Will not accept just lyrics. Buy no rights.

ST. GEORGE MUSIC (ASCAP), 1023 N. 67th St., Philadelphia 31, Pa. See

Bumarack Music.

SALVATORI MUSIC CO. (ASCAP), 2327 - 3rd Ave., Riverside, 111. Specializes

in popular songs. Will not accept just lyrics. Payment, royalty. Buys publishing

rights.

SARDO-BRADY FLAGSHIP PUBLISHING COMPANY (ASCAP), 253 Para-

mus Rd., Ridgewood, N. J. Specializes in all type songs. Sometimes accepts just

lyrics. Payment, 50%. Buys publishing rights, and reports every 3 months.

SAVOY MUSIC CO. (CMA, BMI, ASCAP), 56 Ferr St., Newark, N. J. See

Crossroads Music Co.
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TONY SCOTT MUSIC CO. (ASCAP), 150 W. 58th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Specializes in jazz. Accepts music with or without lyrics. Payment, percentage

royalty. Buys world publishing rights, and reports quarterly.

SHAWNEE PRESS, INC. (MPA, MPPA, MIC, ASCAP), Delaware Water Gap,

Pa. Specializes in Protestant church anthems, educational music for school use,

some pop. Lyrics when needed for specific purposes; assignment is made by their

editorial department. Payment, flat fee for collection or foHo use, percentage for

separate publication. Buys all rights. Royalties are payable semi-annually, on or

before Feb. 15 and Aug. 15.

LARRY SHAYNE MUSIC, INC. (ASCAP, AGAC), 11567 Sunshine Terr., Studio

City, Cal. See Livingston & Evans, Inc.

SIGNATURE MUSIC PRESS, (Formerly Kickapoo Music Co.), University

Station Box 552, Shawnee, Okla. Specializes in choral music for church and school.

Will not accept just lyrics. Payment, 10% of wholesale selling price for arrange-

ments and of retail selling price for original work. Buys all rights, and reports

annually except at their discretion.

SILENT MUSIC CO. (ASCAP), 224 W. 49th St., New York 19, N. Y. Special-

izes in popular songs. Will not accept just lyrics. Payment, royalty.

SIMON-JACKSON, INC. (BMI), 6920 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 28, Calif. See

Asa Music Co.

SKYLINE MUSIC CO. (ASCAP, BMI), 81 Spring Valley Rd., Paramus, N. J.

Specializes in pop, country and western, rock and roll, novelty, etc. Will not ac-

cept just lyrics. Reports semi-annually.

SONGS & RECORDS, INC. (ASCAP, BMI), 6533 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood

28, Cal. Specializes in all kinds of songs. Will accept just lyrics. Payment, per-

centage royalty. Buys various rights, and reports quarterly.

SOUTHDALE MUSIC CORP. (ASCAP, AGAC), 11567 Sunshine Terr., Studio

City, Cal. See Livingston & Evans, Inc.

SOUTHWEST MUSIC CO. (ASCAP), 1951 Holmby Ave., Los Angeles 25, Cal.

Specializes in popular and rock and roll. Will not accept just lyrics. Payment,

royalty. Buys all rights, and reports every six months.

STASNY MUSIC CORPORATION (ASCAP), 1619 Broadway, New York 19,

N. Y. Specializes in ballads, folk, semi-religious and novelty songs. However, not

in the market for any new songs at this time. Will not accept just lyrics. Payment,

no flat fee. Regular writer's royalty 3c sheet music, orchestrations 50% mech.

Buys rights only under contract.

SUMMY-BIRCHARD PUBLISHING CO. (ATPI), 1834 Ridge Ave., Evanston,

111. Pubhsh educational music materials in all categories, and music textbooks.

Payment varies. Buys all rights.

TANNEN MUSIC INC. (CMA), 101 West 55th St., New York 19, N. Y. Special-

izes in country and sacred songs. Does not accept just lyrics. Does not buy rights.

Pay on royalty basis only, and reports Feb. 15 and Aug. 15.

TRACE MUSIC PUBLISHERS, INC. (Buzz Records, Inc.), 52-87 79th St.,

Elmhurst 73, N. Y. SpeciaHzes in pop, rhythm, and blues. Does accept just lyrics.

Payment, royalty. Buys no rights, and reports in 6 months.

TRIUMPH MUSIC, INC. (ASCAP), 835 Bay View, Room 111, Wilmington,

Cal. SpeciaHzes in pop, and rock and roll. Will accept just lyrics. Payment, one

cent per side, or 50%. Reports semi-annually.
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TUK MUSIC CO. (ASCAP), 13522 Clinton St., Garden Grove, Cal. See Airlok

Music Co.

TV MUSIC CO., 1650 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y. Specializes in party songs;

not out-and-out obscene, but tongue-in-check typo. Lyrics only, or complete song,

lead sheet, etc. Payment $25 to $100, outright sale, due to rewriting and revision

which they find necessary. Buys all rights, reports 30 to 60 days.

VADO MUSIC COMPANY (ASCAP), 2226 McDonald Ave., Brooklyn 23, N. Y.

Specializes in popular songs. Will not accept just lyrics. Buys master rights, and

reports every 6 months.

VALYR MUSIC CORP. (ASCAP), 545 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Special-

izes in popular songs. Will not accept just lyrics. Buys no rights.

VERNA MUSIC (ASCAP), 1129 Vermont Ave., N.W., Washington 5, D. C. and

4000 Montpelier Rd., Manor Club, Rockville, Md. See Claiborne Music.

VOLUNTEER MUSIC CO. (CMA, BMI, ASCAP), 56 Ferr St., Newark, N. J.

See Crossroads Music Co.

HARRY VON TICZER MUSIC PUBLISHING CO. (ASCAP, MPPA, AGAC),
1507 Vine St., Hollywood 28, Cal. Specializes in all type of popular songs. Does

not accept just lyrics. Pays a royalty on all songs. Buys music rights, and reports

semi-annually.

WANDERLUST SONGS (DIV. OF WANDERLUST RECORDS CORP.)
(ASCAP), 5880 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Cal. Specializes in popular and

religious songs. Will not accept just lyrics. Payment, 5% of retail selling price of

sheet music. Buys publishing and recording rights, and reports semi-annually in

January and July.

WEST COAST MUSIC PUBLISHERS (SPA), 8715 West Third St., Los

Angeles 48, Cal. See Har-Bock Music.

WHARTON MUSIC CO. (ASCAP), 1023 N. 67th St., Philadelphia 31, Pa. See

Bumarack Music.

WINSLOW MUSIC PUBLISHING CO. (ASCAP), 890 - 6th Ave., New York 1,

N. Y. Specializes in popular songs.

CHAS. WYNN PUBLISHING, 1619 Broadway, N. Y. Specializes in popular

songs.

WYNNFIELD MUSIC CO. (ASCAP, AGAC), 9926/2 Robbins Dr., Beverly

Hills, Cal. Specializes in popular and semi-popular, all types. Will accept just

lyrics, if unusual. Payment, regular rates as prescribed by AGAC, one-half of the

usual writer's share. Buys full publishing rights, and reports semi-annually.

ZUMA MUSIC (ASCAP), c/o Melzer, 152 W. 49th St., New York 19, N. Y. Spe-

ciaHzes in popular. Must send demo record with lead sheet. Will not accept just

lyrics. Payment 50%. Buys publishing and mechanical rights, and reports quarterly.
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Cartoonists Wanting Gags

JOHN F. ALBANO, 51-25 Van Kleeck St., Elmhurst 73, N. Y. "I'm getting solid

gags from two writers now and could use several more good writers. I'd like to see

more captionless gags, for cover cartoons—I've done many magazine covers on as-

signment, at rates starting at $40. I pay 25%, but will give more to writers who hit

me regularly with stufT I can use." Albano has rung up numerous major sales, in-

cluding a fat handful to the Sat. Eve. Post.

BOB ARENTS, 193 Park Avenue, Park Ridge, New Jersey, a good minor-market

man who has graduated to the middle markets: "I can use mild girlie and general

stuff—but it must be good enough for at least the $25 markets before I'll draw it

up. I pay 25%."

JIM ARMSTRONG, 336 North 17th St., Phoenix, Arizona, has been in business

for thirty years. Would like to see gags from pros that are of the not too blatant

girly variety and also the unusual, screwball adventure kind. Wants nothing too

rough, yet not pantie waist stuflF. Will pay 25% of sales.

DON ATWOOD, 5 Riverview Ave., Groton, Conn. Would like to see batches con-

taining 10 or 12 gags each with a male slant. W^ants nothing too risque. No topical

gags. Pays a 25% commission.

LARRY BARTH, 1550 Unionport Rd., New York 62, N. Y. Works mostly in male

and general markets and has been selling cartoons for the past eight years. Would
like to see batches containing 12 gags each. No girly or illustrated gags wanted. Mr.

Earth pays a commission of 25%. Please, only competent gagwriters should submit

gagslips to Mr. Earth in order to give his ulcers a chance to heal.

TOM BLAKLEY, P. O. Box 1178, Homestead, Florida: "I pay 25% and prefer

general gags—post slants and trade journal." Blakley, who has a basketful of major

sales to his credit, is one of the biggest sellers in the trade journal field and would

like to see some TJ gags too.

NICHOLAS F. BOHN, 6327 Almore, Warren, Mich., illustrates gags for writers at

the rate of $1.00 per full (8/2 x 11) page cartoon, and 50c per half page, and puts

the writer's name on the drawing. The drawings are done in pen and ink and on

20 lb. bond paper. At the present Mr. Eohn is working with five writers on the

above basis. He would like to see batches containing 6 to 12 gags of the girly, ad-

venture type. Also some on skin diving and South Pacific Islands. Pays 35% com-

mission.

BILL BOYNANSKY, 235 West 75th St., New York 23, N. Y., has been doing car-

toons for all markets for over 18 years. Would like to see batches containing 15 to

20 good gaglines. Especially interested in seeing family, or general type gags. Pays

25% commission. Mr. Boynansky says: "I prefer to work with gag writers who can

supply my exact needs—also, I am interested in any good ideas for syndication pos-

sibilities, and writers of humorous articles."

BO BROWN, 218 Wyncote Road, Jenkintown, Pennsylvania. You can't pick up a

scrap of paper from the sidewalk without finding a Eo Brown cartoon on the back

of it. He states: "Your Yearbook gagvvriting article is right on the nose. I'm not in

the market for gags at present

—

I'm really overstocked—but will be later in Octo-

ber, for sure. I use just about any kind of gag, except too-rough girlie stuflF, and I

usually report on batches the day I receive them. Due to the complexities of book-

keeping, which you cover in your article, I pay my writers once a month, and I pay

20%. I enclose last month's check when returning a batch of gags, and therefore

infrequent contributors may delay their payment a bit. But I clear my books peri-

odically to take care of the infrequent contributors and those who no longer con-
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tribute. IVc sold, and paid writers for, gags fifteen years after they were sent to me
and the authors had long since forgotten me."

DAN Q. BROWN, P. O. Box 1069, Sandusky, Ohio, is no longer in the market for

gags, but is interested in ideas for a cartoon feature for newspaper syndication.

Payment for a salable idea would be arranged with the writer.

FRANCIS H. BRUMMER, Box 191, Missouri Valley, Iowa, has not sold to the

major markets yet, but is trying. Would like to see batches of not over 30 gags.

Most interested in generals . . . and all types of trade gags, insurance, food process-

ing, chemicals, manufacturing, farm, auto, engineering, construction, etc. When
keying gags, use numbers or numbers and letters combined. Letters only will not be

acceptable for the confusion they cause in filing. Pays 25% on gags accepted, 30%
on special assignment gags.

JOE E. BURESCH, 145 Thompsonville Rd., Canonsburg, Pa., has sold to This

Week, American Legion, King Features, NEA Service, Christian Science Monitor,

since 1939. He will look over small batches up to 10 gags from gagwriters who have

been selling. Especially interested in home and kid gags based on every day situa-

tions; offbeat gags are out. Pays 25% to gagwriters. Joe Buresch is the creator of

the syndicated "Dinah Mite" panel, and is a big seller in the markets.

JACK BURSON, R. D. 4, Washington, Pennsylvania: "I pay 25%, with increases

for consistent sellers, and want general, girlie, and especially farm gags. I like gags

that are simple in scene. A common error made by beginning gagwriters, I think,

is their tendency to make the scene so complex that, if I were to draw such gags,

with all their attendant detail, no editor would give it more than an exasperated

glance—by the time such cartoons are reduced to printing size by. the engraver,

some of the detail may be lost. I emphasize my desire for farm gags because there

are so many markets for them, they use lots per issue, and I draw them superbly.

. . . Have blue jeans, will travel."

FORD BUTTON, 3398 Chili Ave., Rochester 24, N. Y., has sold to Post, Farm
Journal, Playboy, Good Housekeeping, Legion and True for the past three years.

Would like to see batches containing two dozen gags of a timely or current theme

on any subject except the girly type. Mr. Button's pet peeves include illustrated

jokes, desert island, water cooler, mother-in-law, women drivers, and psychiatrist

couch gags, so don't send him any on these subjects. He will pay 30% commission.

AL CABRAL, 259 Belair St., New Bedford, Mass. A newcomer with a neat, clean

style, good gag sense, coming along fast. Wants general gags, 10 to 12 per batch.

Pays 25% for general gags and 30% for Dr. Pett the Vet gags, a feature panel

which he does for The Standard-Times. He will send a tearsheet of his panel to

anyone interested, providing they send a stamped, self-addressed envelope. His pet

peeve is talking animal gags, so stay away from these.

A. CRAMER, 1909 Quentin Rd., Brooklyn 29, N. Y. Has been selling to the major

markets for the last 20 years. Does not want conversational gags and will pay 25%
for funny situation gags.

CRESTWOOD PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC., 32 West 22nd Street, New
York 10, N. Y. (new address), Editor Sam Bierman speaking: No typewritten car-

toon ideas or gags. I do use short prose-humor that runs no more than two pages,

350 words to the page. In other words, limit would be about 700 words. Also use

two-line epigrams.

HAROLD R. CURRIER, P. O. Box 3051, Bridgeport 5, Conn. A soHd pro whose

works have appeared in the major markets for the past 10 years. Wants family and
kid stuff gaglines. Pays 25% when sold and fast returns are guaranteed.
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HERC FICKLEN, Dallas News, Dallas, Texas. His major markets have been syn-

dicates and magazines for the past 30 years. Would like to see batches of 10 general

gags. Mr. Ficklen attempts to mail back rejects the same day received as time is

important. Pays 25% commission.

ART GATES, 35-63 88th St., Jackson Heights 72, N. Y., says, "If I could find a

gag man who could produce top-notch funny material on a regular basis, I could

make life a happy sort of a thing for him . . . and for me. I write 90% of my
material. I can sell very funny gags. I cannot sell unfunny gags." Mr. Gates pays

on commission and is interested in ge-^'^rpl type humor.

IRVING HAGGLUND, R. F. D. 2, Box 67, Hendersonville, North Carolina:

"Most of the gagmen know I've been around for years and have sold everywhere,

from the majors down, and right now am rated one of the biggest sellers in the

general and male-slant middle and minor markets, with those bigger okays coming

along now and then. I use any type of gag, 20 per batch, and pay 25%."

HARRY G. HARLEY, 185 James Street, St. Catherines, Ontario, Canada. "I've

been a professional cartoonist for some ten years now, and am one of the few

'minor' cartoonists who can truthfully say that he earns his entire living from car-

tooning . . . even though a good part of it comes from a salaried job as editorial

cartoonist for the local daily.

"I sell mostly to medical, male (both adventure and girly), office, farm, indus-

trial, and engineering pubHcations; with occasional forays into the general and

limited circulation fields. Like most of my confreres, I launch an attack from time

to time on the Bigs, but seldom crack them.

"Of late I've been writing all my own material, but need more gags in the four

fields noted, and would like submissions of about fifteen gags per month from

professional gagmen who have substantial sales records behind them.

"My only grouse with the gagmen is that there are far too many in it who don't

take the trouble to learn the trade before submitting to cartoonists. I'm in this

business to make money, not to write long letters to querulous amateurs about why
a gag should be rewritten, or to spend several hours a month sorting through junk

in search of an occasional gem.

"Gagmen submitting to me must remember that I live in Canada. I can't afford

to stick 5c stamps over their 4c stamps to return their gags. Send five 4c stamps

loose. I'll send you four of our 5c ones to use on return envelopes of submissions

to me.

"Commission of 25% paid at end of month in which I'm paid."

GENE HERNDON, 3625 Washington, Indianapolis 1, Indiana. Has sold to Satur-

day Evening Post, Look, Ladies Home Journal, etc., for the past three years. Would
Hke to see batches of 10 to 20 gags of the general nature . . . some male interest

and mild girly. Don't send unprofessional material. Outside of this, Mr. Herndon
will look at anything. Pays 25% commission.

TOM HIGGINS, JR., P. O. Box 263, South Paris, Maine. Sells only to house

organs and trade journals, and will work with a gagwriter on a 50-50 plan where

the writer sends his gag slips along with a sample of Mr. Higgins' work to the

editor. When the editor o.k.'s the gag, it is returned to Mr. Higgins for a finish, and

he sends it to the editor, collects the check, and splits it 50-50 with the gagwriter.

HARRY JONES, P. O. Box 747, Corinth, Mississippi, sells to men's magazines,

such as Laughhood, Household, Star Weekly, and others. He will look at batches of

not more than ten or twelve gags containing family, business and office type gags.

Will pay 25% commission on sales.

ABDENOOR KANDER, 2146 W. Imperial Highway, Los Angeles 47, Calif. Has
sold to the AAA for 20 years. Looks at a few batches containing no more than six

gags of the girly, sports, adventure variety. Pays 25% commission.
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HARLEY KARNES, 2325 Polk Way, Stockton, Calif. Have sold countless cartoons

for the past eight years to the general magazines and specialized markets. From the

Saturday Evening Post to the Feed Bag. Receive requests from specialized markets

from time to time. Will look at gags on any subject and pay 25% and 35% to good

writers. My pet peeve is so-called writers floating thousands of lousy gags around.

Am always looking.

LARRY KATZMAN, 11 Riverside Dr., Apt. 1-M West, New York 23, N. Y., has

been selling cartoons for 13 years. Uses gagwriters extensively and encourages sub-

missions. Any amount per batch. Mr. Katzman wants only medical, nurse, hospital,

drug store, and drug gags. Mild sex is okay in a medical category. He uses hun-

dreds of these type gags per year for his regular Nellie Nifty, R. N. feature and

other medical and drug features. He pays standard 25% commission plus bonus

when gags are re-used in his Dell paperback collections.

JEFF KEATE, 79 Hillandale Rd., Westport, Connecticut, says: "Regarding my
buying gags for my cartoons: On my magazine cartoons I have a select list of gag

writers that I use and don't wish to encourage new gag writers.

"On my newspaper panel, Time Out, I am in the market for sports gags and
welcome any writer that wishes to submit for this. I find that I can take a writer's

idea and make it acceptable for use in this case, although, here again, I receive a

great amount of bad material. My rates for the sports gags are paid on a sliding

scale with the best rates going to the most consistent writers and the ones who put

out the best effort for me. Tiine Out is a sports gag a day as the feature is used on

the sports pages of some 200-odd papers throughout the U. S. and Canada."

REAMER KELLER, Atlantic Highlands, N. J., has been selling to the major mar-

kets for 22 years. Especially wants to see family, sports, adventure and kid type

gags. Pays 25% commission.

MILO KINN, 1413 W. Cambridge St., Seattle 6, Washington, has sold over 200

publications in all types of markets. He sells a lot of trade journals, farm, medical,

office and general cartoons. Wants anything that is funny and will look at batches

of 10 gags. He will pay 25% for these.

JOHN KRUTY, 5244 Ann Street, Hammond, Indiana, has been selling to the

trade journals and male slant general magazines for five years. Would like to see

batches of 10 gags having to do with family, adventure, and travel. His pet peeve

is too many gags per batch, so watch the number you send in. Pays 25% commis-

sion.

LAWRENCE LARIAR has been Cartoon Editor of Parade Magazine since 1957.

Also edits cartoon anthologies and sends requests for special gags to his mailing list

of contributor cartoonists. Best Cartoons of 1961 will be 20th year of that collection.

Send inquiries about submitting for that book to Larry at: 527 Lexington Ave.,

New York, N. Y. Roughs from professional cartoonists, only. No gag-lines.

ED LeCOCQ, Box 12, Pella, Iowa: "I'll look at gags—I'm always curious. I pay

25% and want solid general gags, 12 per batch, mainly." LeCocq is a good car-

toonist, has sold good markets in the recent past.

LO LINKERT, 4259 Venables St., North Burnaby, B. C, Canada, has sold to

Weekend Magazine, Star Weekly, Golf Digest, Successful Farming and others.

Would like to see batches of 10 to 15 gags each. He is interested in the clean, gen-

eral male and new golf ideas type of situation. No girly stuff, please. Pays 50% if

the joke sells in the first year and after one year pays 25%.

JACK LOHR, 793 Boulevard St., Akron 11, Ohio, has cartoons appearing regu-

larly in many middle market magazines and an occasional major market sale. He
has been active in cartoon circles as a professional since 1940, Always willing to
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look at gags in any size batch (suggest that writers submit 15 gags on bond paper

gagslips so as to get the full value of postage). Can use gags of all types, i.e., girly,

family, kids, all male, adventure, hunting and fishing, boxing, sports, office, super-

markets, suburbia. In short, you name the topic, if it's funny, you're in business.

He would especially like to see some ideas for full page spreads. Does not want gags

without a plot. His pet peeves are old gags and so-called switches (legitimate

switches are okay). Try to avoid taboo material, implausible situations. No animal

gags, no multi-panel gags. Payment 25% of all sales with a bonus after first five

sales. All gags are to remain in his possession until they are sold or returned to the

writer. (This is in reference to all gags held.) Mr. Lohr picks the gags he thinks he

can sell as cartoons and returns the others the same day he gets them. All payments

for gags sold upon receipt of publisher's check.

CECIL E. LOWEN, 673 St. Mark's Avenue, Brooklyn 16, N. Y., has been selling

to trade journals but is working toward men's magazines like Escapade, Playboy and

Rogue. Will look at batches of 5 to 10 gags per batch. His pet peeve is family and

sport jokes, so don't send him any of these. Cautions gagmen to explain locale and

situation clearly enough and not leave it up to imagination of cartoonist. Will pay

25% commission, but will give 30% for good telephone gags for A. T. T.

MORRIS R. MADDEN, 9998 Longacre, Detroit 27, Mich., has been selling to

mostly automotive magazines and special assignments for the last five years. Will

look at batches of six gags each. Pays on commission at the rate of 25%.

DRURY MARSH, Route No. 1, Box 44B, Del Mar, California. Tries all the major

markets. Would like to see batches of 10 to 15 satire or general gags. Pays 25%
commission.

WAYNE MARSTON, 18740 Rock, Roseville, Mich., has been selling male and
girlie and some general cartoons for three years. Will look at all types of gags in

batches of 10 each. For these he will pay a 25% commission.

ROLAND MICHAUD—JOE DI BUONO, 10 Davenport Ave., New Rochelle,

N. Y., has sold to Post, Look, True and This Week Magazine in the two years he

has been selling cartoons. Will look at batches of 10 each in the general family type.

Avoid submissions that are too wordy and unnecessarily descriptive. A couple of

lines usually suffice. Mr. Michaud pays 25% commission.

QUENTIN MILLER, 1000 E. 8th Street, Safford, Arizona, has sold to Crestwood

and Humorama for four years. He prefers batches of 10 to 20 each, all on one sub-

ject. However, he also sells a lot of soldier and medical gags. Mr. Miller does not

like loose, careless switches from other gags. He will pay 25% on sales.

DON OREHEK, 191-29 Hillside Ave., Hollis 23, N. Y., has sold to the Saturday

Evenino Post, True, Argosy, Cavalier, etc., for the past ten years. Would like to see

batches of 10 to 15 girly and all other types of gags. He has no. special pet peeve

and pays 25% on all gags sold.

GENE PATRICK, 2828 Apple Avenue, Lorain, Ohio. Sells to trade journals and

would like service station gags and other trade journal gags in batches of 10 to 12

each. For these he pays 25% commission.

IRVING PHILLIPS, c/o Hall Syndicate, 342 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y., has

a syndicated feature entitled The Strange World of Mr. Mum. He has been selling

cartoons for the past 26 years and will look at batches of 10 to 15 each, of an off-

beat pantomime only. Mr. Phillips is in the market for way out jokes. Definitely do

not send sex gags. Usually he has always written his own material, but never passes

up a really good idea. He pay.s a flat fee of $10 and up per panel, daily or Sunday.

ED REED, Register & Tribune Syndicate, Des Moines, Iowa: ''No sex gags for me,

only general stuff such as is used by the Saturday Evening Post. I read submitted
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gaG:s once a month, hotwoon the first and tenth, and must have a stamped, self-

addressed envelope with all submissions." Wants no typed gags, sketched gags only.

Pays $10 for these.

ORRIS ROSE, 905 South College Ave., Cireencastle, Indiana. He tries to hit just

about everything . . . and does, but mostly trade journals and minor general mar-

kets. Would like to see batches of 10 to 15 gags per batch. Will look at all types

except rough girly and very technical trade journal gags. Usually pays 25% com-

mi.ssion, but under certain conditions will pay up to 40%.

JOHN A. RUGE, R. D. No. 1, Box 154E, Highland Falls, N. Y. Has sold to Look,

Post, Ladies Home Journal, Playboy, Esquire, Medical Economics, Consumers

Union, True, and others for the past 23 years. Would like to see batches of 5 gags

each of all types. Please do not send desert isle, elopement, asking for a raise, and

other trite situations. Pays 25% commission.

RUST CRAFT PUBLISHERS, Rust Craft Park, Dedham, Massachusetts; humor-
ous verse editor, Ada Bassett, studio verse editor, David Cox: "We don't want car-

toon gags as such but we do consider both verses and gags that are slanted toward
the greeting card market. Writers should study the market carefully before trying

us. We have a sheet of instructions which we'll gladly mail to those interested, on
request. Our rates run from $5.00 to $25.00 and up."

JOSEPH SERRANO, P. O. Box 53, Rockport, Mass. Has sold to True, Saturday

Evening Post, Good Housekeeping, American Legion Magazine and others for the

past 14 years. Would like to see batches of 15 per batch of the general business or

medical nature. Please, no raw sex or talking animals. Pays 25% commission.

CAIRO STURGILL, P. O. Box 126, Derby, Virginia, has sold to farm, medical,

banking and office magazines for the past 15 years. Would like to see batches of 10

gags pertaining to each subject. Wants family, sport and adventure gags. Girly gags

are strictly out. Mr. Sturgill would like to hear from a writer that can write for

comic strips. He will pay 25% and up.

ROBERT TEANEY, P. O. Box 61, Bay Ridge Station, Brooklyn 20, N. Y., has sold

mostly girly magazines, but also some general. He has been selling cartoons mainly

in the minor and middle markets with scattered sales to a few majors. Thus far he

has been writing his own gags, but would like to see gags from any able writer. Mr.

Teaney would like to broaden the number and type of markets he submits to, so he

would be glad to see almost any kind of gag: girly, general, sports, TV, crime,

books and authors, etc. Also trade journal gags such as medical, banking, business,

and automotive. He will pay 25% commission.

GUY A. TEMPLE, Box 386, Lexington, Nebraska. Has been selling to the middle

markets since 1924 and would like to see batches of 10 to 12 each. He is especially

interested in the offiice, medical, insurance, and farm type gag. Does not want
sex gags and will pay 25% commission.

BOB THAVES, P. O. Box 67, Manhattan Beach, Calif. Has been selling to the

middle and minor markets—Goodman Publications, Crestwood, and Dell for the

past 7 to 8 years. Will look at batches containing any number of gags, dealing

with anything except raw sex. Please include a stamped, self-addressed envelope

with all submissions. Mr. Thaves pays 25% commission.

THOUSAND JOKES MAGAZINE ( 1000 Jokes), 261 Fifth Avenue, New York 16,

N. Y. Editors John Normcnt and Bill Miksch speaking: "We buy short prose humor
from 100 to 700 words, quite a bit of it the type used on the Post's 'Post Scripts'

page. Also buy satire. Gimmicky pieces. No stufT that you have to read to the end

before the laugh comes. We do not buy cartoon ideas, jokes, or newspaper clips,
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anecdotes, aphorisms and one-liners. Pay $15 up to $50. Pay $5 for 4 lines of funny

verse and up. See the magazine before submitting; it'll give you a good idea of

what we're up to."

LEONARD TODD, 424 Monmouth Place, West End, N. J. Sells to trade journals

and men's magazines. Would like to see all types of gags, 10 to 15 per batch. Will

pay 25% to 30% commission if the sale is over $25. Mr. Todd, however, writes

95% of his own stuff.

MARVIN TOWNSEND, 631 West 88th St., Kansas City 14, Missouri. Sells to

trade magazines of all types, and has done this for the past 20 years. Would like to

see batches of a dozen gags each mostly with a trade journal slant. "Remember
amusing situations do not make cartoons that sell. Gags must have a punch."" Pays

25% commission.

G. C. TROOP, 916 South Washington, Tacoma, Wash. Has been submitting to

general magazines for 10 years and wants good family gags in batches of 15 or so.

Has no pet peeves and pays 25% commission.

BART TUMEY, 2820A W. Vliet St., Milwaukee 8, Wise. There is no limit to the

gags per batch Mr. Tumey will look at. However, he wants industrial gags only,

for which he will pay a 25% commission.

MORRIE TURNER, P. O Box 2004, South Berkeley Stn., Berkeley, Cahfornia.

Presently supplies regularly, but always willing to look. Suggest writer contact me
first regarding slant.

DON ULSH, 123-35 82nd Road, Kew Gardens 15, New York: 'Til pay 25% for

good girlie gags and generals, but you'd better have a good knowledge of what

today's girlie-mag editors are buying, or we can't do business together. My New
York Cartoon News will help educate you on that score,"' said he.

BOB WEBER, 16 Ohio Ave., Norwalk, Conn. Has sold to Post, True, Argosy,

Cavalier, Parade, and King Features Syndicate. Will look at batches of 12 gags

each having to do with family, sports, adventure, and clever sex, along with funny

situations. Will pay 25% of sale.

JOSEPH F. WHITAKER, 155 So. Boulevard, East Patchogue, New York. His

major markets are men's books, sports, and trade journals. Will look at a few

batches of 8 gags per batch having to do with all types of situations. He will pay

25% commission.

A. C. WILLIAMS, 14428 Lauder, Detroit 27, Michigan, who was for ten years

cartoon editor of the Detroit Free Press: "Ideas must be written only on 3 by 5

slips of paper (or index cards), accompanied by return envelope and postage, or

out they go to the goats. And, by the way, no nuclear ideas for me. Good strong

editorial page cartoon ideas for newspapers. Must be hot and up-to-date or even

ahead-of-date ideas to make newspaper readers think. Political, national ideas pre-

ferred in a serious or humorous vein with possibly a good jolt of satire if the occa-

sion presents itself. Cartoons go out to newspapers every day. Pay $10 flat to every

idea sold. No relisjious or racial ideas."
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Clipping Bureaus

Clippings are a handy, inexpensive method of keeping a record of the

effectiveness of publicity campaigns and are valuable to authors and pub-

lishers in measuring activity of books.

AMERICAN TRADE PRESS CLIPPING BUREAU, 15 East 26th Street, New
York, N. Y., telephone LEXington 2-5968.

R. H. BACON & COMPANY, 14 E. Jackson, Chicago 4, 111.

CAPITAL CITY NEWS BUREAU, INC., 175 Lancaster, Albany, N. Y.

E. E. GENTRY NEWS SERVICE, Marthaville, La.

LUCE PRESS CLIPPING BUREAU, INC., 201-0. I rench Bldg., Topeka, Kans.

NEW ENGLAND NEWSCLIP AGENCY, INC., 27 School, Boston, Mass.

LOREE DEW PRESS INTELLIGENCE, INC., 743 Fifth Avenue, New York 22,

N. Y.

LITERARY CLIPPING BUREAU, 45 West 18th St., New York, N. Y.

Calendar Publishers

Generally speaking, most calendar publishers are interested in clear,

sharp, black-and-white and color photos. Subjects range from children,

animals, historic buildings, mothers and babies, rural scenes, and outdoor

life pictures to bathing beauties and nudes. Photos should have a posterish

quality, and be taken in horizontal proportions. Most calendar publishers

will not consider color transparencies smaller than 4x5. Payment is very

good for full rights, less for calendar rights only.

GEIGER BROS., 155 Washington, Newark, N. J.

HALVIN CO., 170 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

THOMAS D. MURPHY COMPANY, Red Oak, Iowa. Send for brochure outlin-

ing full requirements before submitting photos.

OSBORNE-KEMPER THOMAS, INC., Calendar Hill, Cincinnati, Ohio. Contact

art director as to types of photos wanted. Accepts color only.

OVAL & KOSTER, INC., 700 W. Washington St., Indianapolis 4, Ind.

PARKSTONE PRESS, INC., 103 E. 125th St., New York 35, N. Y. Wants four

color photos preferably 6x8 and 8 x 10. Pays up to $50 per photo but does not

purchase special or exclusive rights.
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Greeting Card Verse Publishers

AMERICAN GREETINGS CORPORATION, 1300 W. 78th Street, Cleveland 2,

Ohio. Irv Leiberman, Editorial Department. Uses humorous, clever, and novelty

ideas for all occasions and is happy to examine material at any time. Especially

interested in hearing from experienced greeting card writers. Prefers short "punchy"

or "gag" ideas. No formal sentiments. Usually reports within a week. Pays $1.00 a

line per humorous verse.

BARKER GREETING CARD COMPANY, Barker Building, P. O. Box 2177, Cin-

cinnati 1, Ohio. Alvin Barker, Editor. Interested only in unusual, humorous, clever,

and novelty ideas for all occasions; 4 lines or less preferred, with rough illustra-

tions. Reports within two weeks. Pays highest premium price for ideas accepted.

BOX CARDS, 526 No. La Crenega Blvd., Los Angeles 48, Calif. Wm. S. Box, Edi-

tor. Publishes studio cards only for which the payment of verse and art is open.

Purchases all greeting card rights and reports in ten days.

BUZZA-CARDOZO, 8650 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles 48, Calif. Helen Fairies, Edi-

tor. Publishes all kinds of cards for which they pay 50c a line. Varied prices for

studio verses and ideas. Needs Easter cards in October and in November and

December, Mothers' and Fathers' Day cards. Reports from two weeks to a month.

CHARMCRAFT PUBLISHERS, INC., 33 35th St., Brooklyn 32, N. Y. Doris

Quenn, Verse Editor. Dorothy Littlehale, Art Director. PubUshes all types of cards

for which they pay 90c per line and up to $20 for ideas. Purchases all rights. Re-

turns all unusable material at once, but often holds other material for consider-

ation for as long as two months.

COUNTRY COUSIN GREETING CARDS, Lake Placid, New York. Buys draw-

ings or greeting card ideas from free-lancers for which $15 to $25 each is paid.

CRESTWICK, INC., 251 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y. Uses greeting card

text for all occasions, with special need for Christmas, Valentine, Religious, and

Birthdays. Material should be in good taste leaning toward sophisticated prose,

though good verse acceptable. Buys sketches suitable for greeting cards. Pays above

average rate for unusual material, on acceptance.

FAIRFIELD PUBLISHING COMPANY, 2732 W. Fullerton Ave., Chicago 47,

111. We are interested in birthday, convalescent, anniversary, sympathy, gift en-

closures and general thank-you notes—no holiday or special. We are especially in-

terested in 4-line general, conventional verse that can be sent by orie or more people

—by a man or woman to a man or woman. Avoid "I," "me"—slang, cuteness. Some
8-line verse is accepted, especially in the relative birthday category. Only very out-

standing cute, humorous or novelty ideas are accepted. All contributions should be

addressed to Mrs. Florence Thompson, Editorial Dept. Pays 75c a line with the ex-

ception of humorous or comic verse, which is bought as an idea and paid for ac-

cording to merit.

FORER & COMPANY, INC., 17 W. 17th Street, N'ew York 11, N. Y. Uses sophis-

ticated humor, visual ideas, everyday and Christmas ideas. Likes verses to be brief.

Payment is $10.00 for ideas.

FRAVESSI-LAMONT, 1 1 Edison Place, Springfield, New Jersey. A few humorous

and sentimental verses bought for Everydays. Rates are open.
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GANELES HEBREW CARDS, 862 Kent Ave., Brooklyn 5, N. Y. Publishes greet-

ing cards for the following occasions: Jewish New Year, Chanukah, Passover Holi-

days, as well as Bar Mitzvah and Confirmation cards for everyday. Prefers four-

line verses that are not too gushy but are in good taste. In the holiday cards, vefse

especially written for father or mother or other relative is wanted, as well as gen-

eral verses.

GENERAL CARD CO., 1300 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 17, 111. Attention, Mr.

Robert E. South, Jr. Uses verses and designs for Christmas cards only.

THE GIBSON ART COMPANY, 2100 Section Rd., Cincinnati 37, Ohio. Helen

Steiner Rice, Editor. StaflP-written. Limited market for free-lance material.

GIBSON GREETING CARDS, INC., 2100 Section Rd., Cincinnati 37, Ohio.

Helen Steiner Rice, Editor. Staff-written. Limited market for free-lance material.

GREETINGS, INC., 8 Richards Street, Joliet, 111. Marjorie Grinton, Editor. Espe-

cially interested in conventional family sentiments for all occasions, both everyday

and seasonal. Prefers 4-line verses, simple in wording, with a sincere "me to you"

conversational quality. Special attention given humorous and cute idea dummies.

HAWTHORNE-SOMMERFIELD, INC., 100 Imlay St., Brooklyn 31, N. Y. Frank

Paul Patalamo, Editor. Publishes Christmas cards for which they pay standard

rates. Buys no rights and reports immediately,

KEEP 'N TOUCH, 108 Bishop Dr., Framingham, Mass. Needs Punch lines for

sophisticated, humorous contemporary greeting cards with or without art work. All

cards are clean humor. No ofT-color. Does not use any slam cards. They aim for

the sophisticated, ofT-beat, and the unusual card that says something nice in a

humorous vein. Pays up to $10 for ideas if it is outstanding, but averages around

$5 an idea.

METROPOLITAN LITHOGRAPH AND PUBLISHING CO., 167 Bow St.,

Everett, Mass. Always on the lookout for really funny comics of the everyday and

studio variety. Also major holiday and everyday verses. Address queries to verse

editor. Query before submitting general verse.

NOVO CARD PUBLISHERS, INC., 3855 Lincoln Avenue, Chicago 13, 111. W. D.

Harris, Editor. Wants ideas for everyday line, such as Birthday, Get Well, Wedding
Congratulations, etc., in addition to ideas for Christmas and Valentine lines. All

ideas must be comic, with touch of "spice" preferred, and should be in the form of

a rough sketch adaptable to a French Fold Greeting Card. Stamped, self-addressed

envelope should accompany all ideas. Pays $7.50 for each idea accepted.

THE PARAMOUNT LINE, INC., 400 Pine St., Box 678, Pawtucket, R. I. Doro-

thy M. Nelson, Editor. Free-lance greeting card verses, ideas and art work for all

seasons and all occasions. Humorous ideas especially welcome. Prompt decisions.

JULIUS POLLAK & SONS, INC., 45-35 Van Dam Street, Long Island City, N. Y.

Frances Stinmel, Editor.

RUST CRAFT PUBLISHERS, INC., Rust Craft Park, Dedham, Mass. Interested

in clever humorous prose or verse for all greeting card occasions. Materials should

be short and to the point, built around an idea which can be illustrated, and should

end with a sharp punch line. Payment at top rates is made upon acceptance. Mate-

rial of this nature should be addressed to Humor Editor. General (cute or serious)

verse is mostly stafT written but material of outstanding quality is always welcome
and may be submitted to Editor, General Verse.

SANGAMON COMPANY, Taylorville, 111. Attention, Miss Stella Bright. Buys

Humorous and Studio gags for Birthday, Get Well, Valentine and Graduation. No
conventional verses required.
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GOSPELTRUMPET CO., Fifth at Chestnut St., Anderson, Indiana. Interested in

greeting card verses of a rehgious nature with preferably 4 to 6 lines in each verse.

Pays 50c per line. Schedule for reading is as follows: Janury 1, Easter, Birthday

and other everyday and general congratulation material; April 1 : Christmas verse.

Motion Picture Cownpanies

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS, 650 N. Bronson, Los Angeles.

COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP., 1438 N. Gower, Hollywood Story. Looks at

original scripts only if submitted by agents.

DESILU PRODUCTIONS, INC., 780 North Gower Street, Hollywood 38, Cahf.

DISNEY, WALT, CORP., 500 So. Buena Vista, Burbank, Calif. Looks at original

scripts only if submitted by an accredited agent.

GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS, 1040 N. Las Palmas, Hollywood.

M-G-M STUDIO, 10202 Washington Blvd., Culver City. Story: Marjorie Thorson.

Will look at original scripts if they are submitted through recognized agents.

LEVEY, JULES, PRODUCTIONS, 1270 Sixth Ave., N. Y. Will look at original

scripts.

MGM, 1540 Broadway. Story Editor: Olin H. Clark.

RKO RADIO PICTURES, 1440 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.

20th CENTURY-FOX-FILM CORP., 444 West 56th St. Story Editor: Henry
Klinger. Will look at original scripts if they are submitted through an agent.

UNIVERSAL PICTURES COMPANY, INC., 445 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

WARNER BROTHERS, 666 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Motion Picture Producers

ANCHOR PRODUCTIONS, INC., 1546 North Argyle, Hollywood 28, CaUf.

They are looking for low and medium budget type stories. No periods or westerns

wanted, but prefers sea stories taking place in any part of the world. Published

works are preferred, but original material will be read provided it has been previ-

ously registered. Buys all theatrical rights as required for motion pictures c/o T.V.

Will report in about 30 days.
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COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP., 1438 N. Cower St., Hollywood, Calif. Looking
for novels, novellas, screenplays, original screen treatments, and plays. Will look at

material in any form, however, submissions are accepted only through recognized

agents. Rates are variable and motion picture and allied rights are purchased.

Usually reports within a month.

FILM ASSOCIATES OF CALIFORNIA, 11014 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles
25, Calif. Looking for educational motion picture scripts that are submitted in

manuscript form. Will buy all rights.

G. M. PRODUCTIONS, INC., 205 S. Beverly Dr., No. 202, Beverly Hills, Calif.

Buys no material from freelancers.

HERSCHENSOHN MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION, 7166 Melrose Ave.,

Hollywood 46, Calif. Looking for industrial and educational material with the

script submitted patterned to a client we already represent. Buys complete rights

and pays standard SWG rates. However, the pay per job varies.

LAYTON FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC., 9118 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 49,

Calif. Want low budget theatricals in the form of a story line with a small synopsis

listing the players. Buys theatre and TV rights.

QUARTET FILMS, INC., 5631 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif. Looking

for stories and featurettes acceptable to motion picture animation submitted in the

form of any original manuscript or a first draft. The rate of payment varies, how-

ever, the company buys all rights with deferments or participation, as the case

may be.

FREDERICK K. ROCKETT CO., 6063 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif. Look-

ing for material suitable for industrial and theatrical films. Submit material in the

form of an outline synopsis, treatments or script. Negotiates rates and buys all film

rights. Reports within 15 days.

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK ENTERPRISES, INC., 190 North Canon Dr., Beverly

Hills, Calif. Looking for motion picture and television properties. Payment accord-

ing to the material submitted. Usually buys television and/or motion picture rights.

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX TV, 10201 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

Buys no freelance material.

UNIVERSAL PICTURES COMPANY, INC., 445 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

VANGUARD PRODUCTIONS, 649 South Oliver St., Los Angeles 14, Calif. Does

not solicit material of any kind except through the offices of agents and publishers,

nor does it read unsolicited material other than that offered by agents and pub-

lishers.

VISCOUNT FILMS, 1416 No. La Brea, Hollywood, Calif. Will accept screen

plays or produced plays only through agents. Buys all rights.

WARNER BROTHERS, 666 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

WESTMINSTER FILMS, 1399 E. Washington St., Pasadena, Calif. Wants ma-
terial written only under their guidance and request. Pays standard rates acceptable

in motion picture industry. Buys screen and television rights and reports in two

weeks.
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Trade Writing: Science^ Art & Business

Bv Darrell Ward

Good trade writing is highly evolved journalism. Being a reporter or

journalist is not enough. A reporter turns in the facts. A journalist inter-

prets facts. You, the free-lance trade writer, must be scientist, artist and

businessman as well.

Let's consider your approach to a story idea. If you are a rank amateur,

you will be extremely self-conscious. You feel you know too little about

your subject when you make a visit or have an interview.

This doesn't bother the old pro. He will go in completely stripped of

any preconceived notions, ready to view life as a new adventure for the

first time. Instead of worrying about his personal shortcomings, his atten-

tion is turned outwardly. He is intensely interested in everything. He is

wide open to absorb whatever there is to gain for his story.

Anything worth writing in trade publications will tell the reader some-

thing which will help him to earn a buck. One way or another, you will

help him look to a future of greater returns. You do this when you point

out case histories of people who have found better and more efficient w^ays

of doing things. You do it by showing him specifically how to cut costs,

improve the quality of his product or service, and realize better profits

from his enterprise. The scientific procedure in handling a story will make
you avoid everything else—even when it is extremely curious or interesting.

Remember, too, the scientist always tries to avoid jumping to conclu-

sions. He explores endlessly, gathering all data possible, but he withholds

opinion until all areas are covered.

As a trade writer, you have no official opinion. You are foxy. You en-

courage your subject to prove everything conclusively from his experience.

Keep yourself, your opinions, your suggestions to the reader, completely

out of the copy. You are not the authority. Your subject is. Make him say

and prove whatever the story idea may be. That is yoiu' scientific approach.

Trade writing is an art. Like any artist, you must have a good feeling

for your material. You cannot be satisfied with pure facts and figures. You
must make the copy live and breathe with suspense and eventual gratifi-

cation. This means that the formula for a good story introduces suspense

in the form of a question or problem familiar to the reader. Then, you
paint the picture of your subject's problems and how he solved them.

Your conclusion in the form of a satisfactory method or solution is the

gratification your trade reader wants. That is all there is to it. You may
use a lot of writing technique between suspense and gratification, but
basically that is all the formula calls for.

Trade writing relates to business. You go a step further. You are a

special kind of businessman, a salesman.

As a good trade writer, you will be enthusiastic and responsive without
being emotionally reactive. You will be a scientific doubter without being
bull-headed. You will be filled with artistic realization without being
temperamental or fully-satisfied. Artistic restraint and dissatisfaction are

key factors in vour own personality. That is your approach.
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Your fmirtion is to supply the editor with what his readers want.

Better take tlie editor's woixl for it. He pays the freight. He won't buy a

wrong piece regardless of your personal enthusiasm. He keeps his job by

being right more than 50% of the time, not by getting enthusiastic with

freelanceis who want to sell a piece of "good writing."

Query the editor on what you can do and what he may want. Give

him your qualifications foi covering the subject. The editor is a busy man,

but he will respond if you make him see good reader response and more

advertising revenue from using your suggestion. Yet, he will not want a

piece purely to puff his advertisers. It must contain real meat for the

readers.

A full two-thirds of all editors in this field will require you to query

on an idea before submitting copy. Nearly half of them will give you

definite encouragement.

If you draw an occasional sour note, forget it. Come back with a better

suggestion next time. If you have no knowledge or experience related to

the field, stay out until you get better acquainted.

How do you get acquainted? Drop in on anyone you can pick for a

subject and ask him what kind of problems he has. Ask if he has solved

any problems recently which make him proud of his accomplishment.

You'll get acquainted—but fast! If the idea sounds good, check with your

local library on leading publications which may have covered something

similar. Bone up on this aspect of your story until you see that you have

an angle not covered recently. Then, query the editor with this suggestion.

You're in.

One of the biggest gripes from editors is on contributions from people

who don't know the subject. This doesn't mean you need three degrees

behind your name. It merely means don't be stupid.

Recently, the editor of a metalworking magazine for manufacturing

plants received a science-fiction short story from an unfamiliar writer.

The covering letter, in essence, suggested that the story should be accepted

and published pronto because it was specially slanted for that magazine,

dealing as it did with mechanical marvels of the future!

An industrial woodworking magazine editor, who slants most of his

stuff for furniture manufacturers, frequently receives how-to-do-it articles

on bird houses and what-not shelves!

A retailing magazine editor, working primarily for department stores

and retail shops, gets material occasionally which is inspired by society

notes out of the newspapers.

Now you get the idea. Just don't be so stupid and you won't go far

wrong.

Trade writing pays good in some cases, handsomely in others. I know
trade writers who exceed $1,000 a month and have fun doing it. But, it

takes know-how and plenty of work.

Material dbesn't come from an ivory tower. You won't sell "think

pieces" unless you are a scientist or an engineer, even then not too many,
because they are so dry they will kill a good book. You visit manufacturing
plants, shops, stores, offices or any other beehives of commercial activity.

You see your subject in action. You talk with experts. Your subject, him-
self, usually will know if his methods or ideas are rather different. He will

get enthusiastic if you let him.
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Story ideas are a dime a dozen. A pro freelancer never has time to

handle all he finds. Just go around asking, "What are your problems and
how do you solve them?"

Your sources are many. Look for announcements on new shops, new
stores, new manufacturing plants, changes in personnel, new products,

and everything else newsworthy for the business page of a newspaper in

cities of 100,000 or larger. These news stories are not your articles, how-

ever. They are only scents to smell out.

Cidtivate people at management level, but mostly those personally

involved in practical operations. Meet public relations managers who are

on top of things. Avoid canned releases and handout material. The editor

has them in his files already! Make friends at the local chamber of com-

merce. Get acquainted, when possible, with people who advertise in the

magazine of your interest, and their distributors.

Meanwhile, make it very clear that you do not represent a magazine

or its staff. You are a freelancer and may not sell the story at all. But, you

want to try.

Plunge into direct questions. Who is the best merchant? Who is the

most progressive manufacturer! W^ho is outstanding in his field? Who has

applied the most imagination to his operations?

First class trade magazines don't want "walk-thru" articles. These are

impressive layouts of photos and statistics which prove one thing. Such-

and-such outfit is a wonderful plant or business and they are sitting on

top of the world. Well, glory be! Don't you, the reader, wish you could

be so fortunate. What an insult!

Some articles you see may look like "walk-thru's." They are designed

to show an impressive installation all right, but they include methods or

techniques which the reader can utilize. There is a wide difference. You
can handle that type story after you are well experienced in a particular

field.

For the time being, you smell out a good story by following your nose

to the nearest person who has demonstrated imagination in his enterprise.

You milk him dry about the problems he faced and how he overcame

them.

In every case, what are the problems and how were they solved? Make
him prove the point until you are absolutely sold on this being the best

idea you've run across. Then, get to a typewriter quick.

Now you've got something good on paper, but it is all loused up.

There is no continuity. It reads choppy. You just don't communicate
through your rough copy. Let's go back and clean it up.

Write a single paragraph which will sum up the idea you are selling.

This won't be hard if you have a clear concept and usable information.

What is in it for the reader? How will he benefit from your writing?

Answer these questions in a ])aragraph and you have a good summary lead.

That is not the only kind of lead you can write. Writing instructors

will give you dozens and you can spend months studying them. But, the

moment you formulate an idea like that, you've crystallized it and it is

dead. Don't worry about classifying the type of lead you write. Let's make
things move with more life than dead, crystallized formulas.

You will need a summary lead, however. It serves many purposes even

if you don't use it to open your story. It will first prove whether you have
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a clear enough concept of your subject matter. If you do, reduce the idea

to a single line of words and you now have a sparkling title for the article.

This trick will work every time. Use your summary lead as a guide and

you have the best outline you can follow when you put the story together.

If your basic story line is interesting or exciting enough, the summary

lead will plunge the reader into your copy. Otherwise, some pointed

anecdote you picked up at the interview, or a few controversial questions

relating to your story may make a better way to get rolling. Here's an

example of the question lead:

"Have you been limited to a single finishing material supplier because

you were set up with his 'system' and cannot afford to make a major

change to 'incompatible' supplies from his competitors? Have you lost

sales to customers who may have started a skeleton set of your furniture

and found they couldn't fill in later because of color mis-match? Have you

had problems with inconsistent quality or poor uniformity in different

cuttings through your finishing room?"

These were all controversial questions of interest to every furniture

manufacturer. The balance of the story told how it was done in one com-

pany with nine plants by standardizing in their own quality control lab.

My summary lead reduced, gave me the title: DREXEL STANDARD-
IZES QUALITY FINISH FOR SALES APPEAL. See the point? A sum-

mary of an implied problem, its solution and a dollar mark hidden behind

the bushes. Every furniture manufacturer fights problems to obtain quality

and sales appeal.

Another, FURRIER SELLS PELTS SHOT WITH POLAROID, told

how a fur dealer shot Polaroid pix of his new furs draped on a beautiful

model. He sent these prints to his customers suggesting that "the lady

would like to swap places with the model." It was easy. Come in and let

him show her how, etc., etc.

That made a good story for Industrial Photography on the use of a

camera in merchandizing. A different slant with more fur talk and less

photo discussion was good for a retail magazine. Many times you can

extract different slants from the same basic material for different maga-

zines. But, don't get the idea you can merely rehash the same old copy.

Each publication wants plenty of facts, figures and technical talky-talk

which means something to their readers. You must gather material enough
for all these angles to make a story idea sell more than once. Each must
be quite different though derived from the same source.

No matter what your slant, you will never get away with waiting done
with tongue in cheek. If you are not 100% sincere and thoroughly sold,

yourself, you won't sell the editor or his readers. If you are sold, however,

your copy should just ooze from your pores with the right feeling. You
will write spontaneously and clean it up later. When you reach final copy
stage, avoid stiffening up and getting too formal or dry. Organize your

rough to produce better continuity and eliminate repetition, but retain

as much as you can of your spontaneous flow of words.

Length is a problem to many writers. This comes from not remem-
bering a basic rule. Forget style, word length and the fly on your nose.

Concentrate on basic story idea. Start with the most interesting thought
you can extract, write until you have said what you have to say, then stop.

(Continued on page 43 7J
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Trade Journals
Advertising and Marketing

ACTIVE ADVERTISING, 605 X. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111. Harold Sabes,

Editor. Issued monthly. For businessmen who are potential buyers of advertising

specialties, calendars and gifts. Article length about 2,000 words or less. These may
deal with business generally or specifically with the use of advertising specialties,

calendars and gifts. Outlines furnished on request. Rate of payment open. No
fiction, fillers, photos, or verse. Pays on publication and report within 10 days.

ADVERTISING REQUIREMENTS, 200 E. lUinois Street, Chicago 11, 111. Rob-

ert B. Konikow, Managing Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Buys

interesting and unusual case histories of advertising production, promotion and

merchandising that are written from the standpoint of the advertiser. Emphasis is

on how things were done. Also uses how-to-do-it pieces, particularly in the field of

advertising production. Material should be slanted to fit one of the specific depart-

ments appearing monthly in the magazine: Art & Photography; Audio & \'isual

Aids; Direct Advertising; Labeling & Packaging; Layout & Typography; Printing,

Paper & Platemaking; Shows & Exhibits; Signs and Identification Materials; Win-

dow & Store Displays. Most features run from 1.000 to 2,000 words. Pays 2y2C per

word, plus allowance for illustrations, made on acceptance. Query before sub-

mitting.

DISPLAY WORLD, 407 Gilbert Ave., Cincinnati 1, Ohio. Paul T. Knapp, Editor.

Issued monthly; 60c a copy; $5.00 a year. Window displays and exterior and in-

terior displays for articles and illustrations. Articles 1,000 to 1,500 words long.

Query necessary on articles before preparation.

INDUSTRIAL MARKETING, 200 E. Illinois St., Chicago 11, 111. Issued monthly;

50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Leo Anderson, Managing Editor. Accepts only feature ar-

ticles related to advertising and selling to business and industry. Average length, 500

to 2,500 words. Pays 2 /2c a word, on acceptance, photos additional. Query first.

PREMIUM PR.\CTICE, The Magazine of Incentive Merchandising, 630 Third

Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Robert S. La\^ine, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy;

$5.00 a year. Interested in analysis of premium campaigns where the article or story

names the product with which a premium is offered, the competitive situation that

caused premiums to be used as the best available solution, what the premium was,

the basis on which it was offered, samples of supporting newspaper advertising or

display material, the number of premiums used, the effect on sales volume, and if

the campaign was one of limited duration, and has been terminated, to what

extent have the sales been sustained afterwards in relation to their premium-spurred

volume. When writers come across a campaign touching this field, they should

query the magazine first as to whether they want the story, and if they do they will

outline how they want it handled.

OUTDOOR ADVERTISER, 421 Seventh Ave., New York 1, N. Y. Jesse Stechel,

Editor. Issued monthly. Aimed at advertisers and advertising agencies, at users and

buyers of all forms of outdoor and transportation advertising. Interested in articles

telling why and how advertisers use outdoor and transportation advertising effec-

tively, their handling by advertising agencies, new developments in the field. Pre-

ferred length is under 2,000 words. Payment by arrangement. Buys photos sub-

mitted with manuscripts. Uses few cartoons related to the advertising field. Reports

within thirty days.

PRINTERS' INK (A Journal for Advertisers), 635 Madison Ave.. New York 22,

N. Y. Woodrow Wirsig, Editor. Issued weekly; 25c a copy; $5 a year. L'se articles
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on advertising, selling and marketing subjects, not over 2,000 words (except in

unusual cases). Safer to query editor in advance before writing articles. Most out-

side material comes from experts in the field of marketing. Pays a basic rate of 2c a

word, on publication.

THE REPORTER OF DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING, 224 Seventh Street,

Garden City, L. I., New York. Henry Hoke, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy;

$6.00 a year. Uses feature stories and case histories, 500 to 3,000 words with pic-

tures, on direct mail campaigns, unusual pieces, successful promotion programs, etc.

Stories should cover different phases of direct mail: lists, planning, copy, mail

order, art, printing. Also welcomes press releases for brief items in Short Notes

Department. Uses about ten short items per month, some fillers, but no cartoons.

Has a department on mis-use of the mails called Gripes of the Month; one on the

mail order business and one on personnel changes, all using short pieces. Pays 2c a

word. Reports in two weeks.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES, 407 Gilbert Ave., P. O. Box 1171, Cincinnati 1, Ohio.

Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Uses outdoor advertising, sign advertis-

ing and point-of-sale articles, illustrated, 1,000 to 1,500 words. Dave M. Souder, Ed.

SOUTHERN ADVERTISING AND PUBLISHING, 75 Third Street, N. W ., At-

lanta, Ga. Garland B. Porter, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00- a year.

Material used here is restricted to advertising news and account developments in

the South. Query before developing features. Pays 30c a column inch; features, by

arrangement. Reports within a few days.

SPONSOR, 40 East 49th St., New York 17, N. Y. Issued weekly; 40c a copy; $8.00

a year. John E. McMillin, Exec. Editor. Wants radio and/or television articles cov-

ering advertising aspects; articles of interest to radio/tv advertisers; interesting or

unusual radio/tv commercials. No restrictions on style. Payment by agreement, on

publication. Uses humorous fillers on the same subjects.

SOUTHWEST ADVERTISING & MARKETING, Box 6701, Dallas 19, Texas.

Bill D. Kerss, Editor. Issued monthly. Edited for advertising managers, advertising

agency executives, and all media management in Texas, Arkansas, Louisiana, Okla-

homa and New Mexico. Wants articles of 1,000 to 2,000 words, preferably by

Southwest authors on Southwestern advertising subjects. Ic per word and up. Uses

pix at $3.00 and up. Payment on publication. Reports as soon as possible. Buys

first publication rights.

WESTERN ADVERTISING, 580 Market Street, San Francisco 4, Calif. Issued

weekly (since June 20, 1960); 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. Frank J. Bruguiere, Editor.

Uses articles concerning advertising practices, advertising campaigns, marketing,

merchandising, as applied to or originating in 13 Western States only. Buys photo-

graphs. Payment varies, and is made on publication.

Agriculture and Farming

AGRICHEMICAL WEST, Beeler Publishing Corp., 1280 Columbus, San Fran-

cisco 11, Calif. C. L. Manning, Editor. Issued monthly. Wants success-type articles

of up to 1,000 words with three or four pix on a specific business operation. Query
editor for leads. Pays 2c per word, $3.00 per picture, plus payment for captions in

picture story. Payment on acceptance. Reports within a week. Buys exclusive use

of manuscript and pix.

AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST, Savings Bank Building, Ithaca, N. Y. E. R.

Eastman, Editor. Issued bi-weekly; $1.00 for 2 years. Unusual pictures of farm and
rural subjects with short, snappy legends are given consideration. Pays about $3.00.
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AMERICAN FRUIT GROWER, Willoughby, Ohio. R. T. Mcister, Editor. Issued

monthly; 25c a copy; $1.00 a year. Uses short articles, 200 to 400 words, about

commercial fruit growers, commercial nut growers and berry growers and their

practical methods of growing fruit. Subjects may cover fertilization, labor-saving

devices, spraying, planting, thinning, harvesting, pollination, rodent control. Likes

photographs for illustration purposes, as well as photographs that are submitted

with captions. Rate of payment varies, and is made on acceptance of material.

AMERICAN VEGETABLE GROWER, Willoughby, Ohio. Issued monthly; 25c a

copy; $1.00 a year. R. T. Meister, Editor. Uses short articles, 200 to 400 words,

about one particular problem a vegetable grower is having and how he overcomes

it. This may include plant growing, transplanting, fertilizing, fruit protection,

.spraying, harvesting, labor-saving ideas, packaging. Send pix with ms.

ARIZONA FARMER-RANCHMAN, 434 W. Washington, Phoenix, Arizona. Ernie

Douglas, Editor. Issued every other Saturday. Wants articles and photos on Arizona

farmers and ranchers trying new crops, techniques, etc. Low rates on publication.

BETTER FRUIT, 1305 S. W. 12th Avenue, Portland 1, Ore. Loren H. MiUiman,

Editor. Issued monthly; 10c a copy; $1.00 a year. Very rarely buys free-lance ma-

terial, either pictures or articles, because practically all of it is prepared by staff.

COMMERCIAL FERTILIZER, 75 Third Street, N. \V., Atlanta 8, Ga. Clay W.
Penick, Jr., Editor. Issued monthly; $3.00 a year. Uses feature stories, illustrated

with photographs if possible, on construction of new commercial fertilizer manu-
facturing plants, or enlargement of existing facilities. Also features on any unusual

plan of operation at these plants. Query for rates on special material and assign-

ments. On other material payment is 25c an inch, and is made on publication.

Photos should be 4 X 5 to 8 X 10 glossies; $1.00 each is paid on publication.

CROPS AND SOILS, 2702 Monroe St., Madison, \Visc. D. W. Force, Editor.

Issued 9 times a year: monthly, October through March; bi-monthly, April through

September. 35c a copy; $3 a year. Interested in material dealing with new or un-

usual crops such as broom corn, pineapple farming, etc. Also articles concerning

seed production methods, new cultivation practices, new harvesting methods; irri-

gation and drainage practices, tillage, weed and insect control. These can be short

items from paragraph size up to illustrated features 1,000 to 1,500 words. Pays 2c

to 5c a word; up to $10 for photos; $5 for cartoons.

EASTERN DEALER, 1228 Cherry Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa. George W. Fergu-

son, Publisher. Issued monthly; 20c a copy; $2.00 a year. Use articles dealing with

or slanted to retailers of farm equipment, 1,000 to 2,000 words. Pay P/oc a word.

FARM CHEMICALS, 317 N. Broad Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa. A trade magazine

for the manufacturers, mixers and formulators of fertilizers and pesticides and

allied industries. Publishes trade convention news plus articles on new plants and

products, sales promotion ideas, new processes. Wants success stories of how to

increase sales. Pay averages $15 per printed page. Query.

FARM & POWER EQUIPMENT, 2340 Hampton .Avenue, St. Louis 10, Mo.
Glenn S. Hensley, Editor. Issued monthly. This magazine is the national publication

of National Retail Farm Equipment .Association, and is edited for retail dealers of

farm and light industrial equipment. Prefers professionally illustrated
;
photo-

graphically) articles about farm and industrial equipment dealers, their manage-

ment techniques, their merchandising, their methods for boosting profit. Likes

"how-they-do-it" pieces of 1,500 word maximum. Interested in photo essays about

operation of top-notch dealerships. Professional style required with from 10 to 15

photographs, captions and material for a block of text. Suggest authors query first

to make pieces more salable. \Vill accept any size pic from 35mm and make prints,
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if photo acrrptablr. Pays minimum of 2c per word for text, $5.00 for B&W photos.

Uses cartoons built around humorous situations in a dcah^rship at $5.00 each for

one-time rights. Payment on acceptance. Reports within two weeks. Usually buys

one-time rights. Sample copies to free-lancers.

FARM PROFIT, published by Massey-Ferguson, Inc., 749 N. 2nd St., Milwaukee

3, Wis. Issued 6 times a year. Issued free to farmers by Massey-Ferguson dealers.

Of interest to commercial farmers. Uses articles that deal with practical farm suc-

cess stories. Should show how good management has increased net profits. Be spe-

cific in details and figures. Length, 1,000 words. Pays 10c a word. Query before

submitting here. No fiction; no fillers. Pays $15 for photos.

FEED AGE, 520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, Illinois. Carl E. Swinehart, Editor.

Issued monthly. Aimed at executives of feed manufacturing industry. Wants articles

on animal nutrition, salesmanship, and marketing. Prefer 4 to 8 pages of manu-

script with illustrations. Accepts photos only as part of manuscript. Pays from $40

up, negotiated on acceptance. Reports within 2 to 3 w(M^ks. All articles must be

exclusive for one year or until publication.

THE FUR & SPECIALTY FARMER, .337 Pittock Block, Portland 5, Oregon.

H. John Harder, Editor. Wants well-written free-lance articles up to 1,500 words in

length which will interest readers who want to live happily in the country raising

frogs, gourds, mushrooms, hamsters, specialty fruits and flowers, chinchillas, pigeons,

earthworms and on ad infinitum. Good articles dealing with specialty farming

methods (pen construction ideas, experiences with prevention and control of dis-

ease, etc.); new methods and practices successfully employed; success or human
interest stories about specialty farmers or hobbyists; general articles that contribute

to happy country living, inspiring the specialty farmer and making his work easier,

more profitable, and more fun. Eight by ten glossy prints of professional caliber

should accompany articles. Pays 2c a word, and up; and $1 to $5 each for good

photos.

THE FURROW, see page 265.

HORTICULTURE, 300 Massachusetts Ave., Boston 15, Mass. H. Gleason Mat-
toon, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $4.00 a year. Published by the Massa-

chusetts Horticulture Society. Uses articles from 500-1,000 words on plants and
gardens, indoors and out, based on actual experience. Buys photos. Pays 2c-3c a

word, and more for special features, on publication. Reports in six weeks.

IDAHO FARMER, 404 Review Building, Spokane, Wash. Cecil Hagen, Managing
Editor. Lssued semi-monthly. Acceptable material limited to strictly agricultural

matter, including pictures, applicable to Idaho State. Query first.

INDIANA FARMER, 300 E. Fall Creek Boulevard, Indianapolis 5, Ind. Robert H.

Williams, Editor. Issued monthly; 50 cents a year. Only material of interest to

Indiana is used. Pay $5 to $20 per article, on publication.

MICHIGAN FARMER, East Lansing, Mich. Milon Grinnell, Editor. Uses articles

of interest and value to Michigan farmers, which discuss Michigan agriculture and

the people involved in it. Rates are from $3 to $5 per column for most material,

depending on its value; special stories bring higher rates.

MONTANA FARMER-STOCKMAN, 414 Second Avenue, N., Great Falls, Mont.
Lester Cole, Publisher. Specializes in material of interest to farmers and stock-

growers in Montana and Northern Wyoming. Stori(^s often used are of new methods
and practices that have been successfully employed by ranchers in this territory.

Usually pays 30c an inch.
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THE NATIONAL FUTURE FARMER, Box 29, Alexandria, Va. Wilson Caines,

Editor. Members of the Future Farmers of America read this magazine. Wants
articles about success stories of FFA members, about leading FFA chapters, new-

developments in agriculture, articles on education and outdoor recreation. Prefers

short articles from 500 to 1,000 words with photos. Fiction about sports or outdoor

adventure 2,000 to 2,500 words. Pays 2y2C per word, $5 for 8 x 10 photos on ac-

ceptance. Pays $5 for cartoons. 4x5 color transparencies of FFA scenes pay $50

each. Purchase all rights unless otherwise agreed upon. Query first.

OHIO FARMER, 1010 Rockwell Avenue, Cleveland 14, Ohio. Earl W. McMunn,
Editor. Issued semi-monthly. Buys feature articles which are practical and of in-

terest to general farmers or farmers specializing in some type of Ohio agriculture;

query first on these. Also uses shorter pieces, news items, and occasional pictures if

of Ohio scenes or people. Rates average 5c a line, on publication.

ORGANIC GARDENING & FARMING, see page 39.

OREGON FARMER, 404 Review Building, Spokane, Wash. Cecil Hagen, Man-
aging Editor. Acceptable material limited to strictly agricultural matter, including

pictures, applicable to Oregon State. Query first.

SOYBEAN DIGEST, Hudson, Iowa. George M. Strayer, Editor. Issued monthly;

30c a copy; $3.00 a year. Bulk of editorial material is staff written, but uses good

articles on phases of soybean production and usage and personalities when they

have a real message for the industry. Length should be up to 2,000 words. Rates are

by arrangement. Uses photographs 8 x 10, no color. Query first.

WASHINGTON FARMER, 404 Review Building, Spokane, Wash. Cecil Hagen,

Managing Editor. Acceptable material limited to strictly agricultural matter, in-

cluding pictures, applicable to \Vashington State. Query first.

WESTERN FARM EQUIPMENT, 251 Kearny St., San Francisco 8, Calif. Ernest

H. Weiner, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Uses material slanted

to farm equipment and irrigation equipment dealers. Specializes in Western (19

Western states, including Hawaii and Alaska) dealers' success stories, new promo-

tion ideas, etc., from 1,000 to 2,000 words. Pays a flat rate of $25 per page appear-

ing in the magazine, including photographs.

WESTERN FARM LIFE, Box 299, Denver 1, Colo. Phil J. Patterson, Editor. Sub-

mitted manuscripts must be on agricultural subjects or allied fields for Montana,

Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Idaho and Western Nebraska.

These may be on general mechanics, machinery, etc., that have farm-ranch appli-

cation. Best articles center around how-to-do-it types, new ideas, or any subject

concerning farmers' and homemakers' ability to accomplish certain things on net

farm income. Photos at least 5x7, with 8x10 preferred, and may be accompanied

by a minimum of 200 words. Wordage for manuscripts is 1,200. Rate varies, but

starts at Ic a word.

WISCONSIN AGRICULTURIST, 1125 W. 6th St., Racine, Wis. Ralph S. Yohe,

Editor. Issued bi-monthly; $1.00 a year. Use articles about AVisconsin farmers writ-

ten for Wisconsin farmers. Lengths not over 600 words. Dairy stories most desir-

able. Pays 4c a word on acceptance. Reports within 10 days.

WYOMING STOCKMAN-FARMER, 110 E. 17th St., Cheyenne, Wyo. Robert

Larson, Publisher. Wants farm articles, features and pictures from Wyoming only.

Pays $3 for pictures, and up to $25 for illustrated article. Uses fillers of 20 to 40

words dealing with rural subjects. Articles should run from 500 to 1,000 words.

Payment is after publication.
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Architecture^ Buildinf^, and Real Estate

AMERICAN BUILDER, 30 Chuixh St., New York 7, N. Y. Joseph B. Mason,

Editorial Director. Issued monthly; 75c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use practical and

technical illustrated articles on home building and light-load-bearing commercial

construction; photos and plans of designs of merit. Use little free-lance material.

Photos with adequate data used. Report promptly. Pay $10.00 per page on publi-

cation.

AMERICAN ROOFER & BLDG. IMPROVEMENT CONTRACTOR, pg. 358

ARCHITECTURAL & ENGINEERING NEWS, 452 Fifth Avenue, New York 18,

New York. John James Carlos, AIA, Editor. Issued monthly. Wants articles of

approximately 750 to 1,000 words on matters of professional interest to registered

architects in private practice and consulting engineers who are engaged by archi-

tects as specialists; all areas of professional practice, aesthetics and technology.

Payment varies from $40 to $200. Also buys 8x10 pix submitted with manuscripts,

payment depending on photographer and contents of photos. Payment on publica-

tion. Manuscripts acknowledged within fifteen days. Buys initial publication rights.

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, 119 W. 40th Street, New York 18, N. Y. John
Knox Shear, Editor. Issued monthly; $2.00 a copy; $5.50 a year. Use articles, with

photographs, of current American architecture; homes, stores, schools, hospitals,

and other types of buildings. Please query first, identifying building by location,

architect and owner.

ARTS & ARCHITECTURE, 3305 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles 5, Calif. John

D. Entenza, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. All articles are done

on special assignment from the editor. Most of these are by architects and designers

rather than professional writers.

BUILDINGS, Incorporating National Real Estate and Building Journal, 427 Sixth

Ave., S. E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Donald W. Hansen, Editor. Issued monthly; 75c a

copy; $4 a year. Use articles on management, operation, maintenance, construction,

and modernization of office buildings, apartment buildings, shopping centers, com-

mercial buildings; land development, property management, brokerage, real estate

methods (selling, listing, advertising, office technique). Length: 850-2,000 words.

Pay 2c to 3c a word and $3 to $5 per photo, on acceptance.

BUILDING MATERIALS MERCHANDISER (formerly American Lumberman
Magazine), 59 East Monroe St., Chicago 3, Illinois. Richard W. Douglass, Execu-

tive Editor. Issued fortnightly for retail lumber and building material dealers.

Wants articles on product merchandising articles, retail lumber dealers active in

home fabrication, home building, employee incentive plans. Pays $15 per printed

page. Photos submitted with manuscript should be of professional caliber, 8 x 10

size. They bring $5 each. All payment on acceptance. Buys full rights and reports

within two weeks.

BUILDING PRODUCTS AND BUILDING PRODUCTS DEALER, 1 First St.

Los Altos, Calif. Joseph F. Schram, Editor. Each one issued monthly for builders,

architects and building products dealers. Wants information on new products, ma-
terials, methods and equipment for use in the construction industry. Prefers 7 x 10

photos. Occasionally buys cartoons. Payment for these varies. All payment on

publication. Buys full publication rights.

BUILDING TRENDS, 19 E. 19th, Kansas City 41, Missouri. Ted Issac, Editor.

Issued quarterly for building men. Articles pay $25 for 7x10 page. 8 x 10 photos

bring $5 to $10 each. All payment on publication. Reports immediately and buys

first rights.
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FENCE INDUSTRY, 127 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 2, 111. R. Kaner, Ass't Ed. Use
illustrated articles on fence manufacturers, fence erectors and fence material sup-

pliers. These may be personaUty stories, on the spot articles, etc. Length, 2,000

words. Pays 3c a word; $5 for photos.

FLORIDA CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER, 3620 NW 7th St., Miami, Fla.

David Shubow, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Wants feature

articles on construction topics in Florida, such as trends, new ideas for builders, new
architectural designs, builder supply methods. Lengths should average 1,000 to

1,500 words. Pays I/2C a word on publication, and $3 per photo.

GREAT LAKES ARCHITECTURE & ENGINEERING, 13320 Enterprise Ave.,

Cleveland 35, Ohio. Thomas D. Wurz, Editor. Issued monthly. Edited for archi-

tects, engineers, contractors and officials. Wants articles on office procedures, plan-

ning methods, building styles, etc., or any article relevant to the building and
design industry. Pays $15 per 500 words after approval. Interested in cartoons con-

cerning the architect. Payment on publication. Buys rights in their publication area

only.

HOUSE & HOME, Time & Life Bldg., Rocketeller Center, New York 20, N. Y.

P. I. Prentice, Editor. Issued monthly. Edited for residential housing industry

which includes building and contractors, architects, manufacturers, realtors, govern-

ment officials, mortgage and savings and loan associations, etc. Uses articles on

various aspects of housing on assigned basis. Pays reproduction rights for pix to

photographer on fixed fee. Payment on publication.

MODERN SANITATION AND BUILDING MAINTENANCE, 855 Avenue of

the Americas, New York 1, N. Y. Malcolm Merrit, Jr., Editor. For cleaning and

maintenance supervisors in large industrial, commercial and institutional buildings.

Wants features with photos on cleaning and maintenance operations in large non-

residential buildings; must include written approval of maintenance supervisor in

charge. Length 1,500 to 2,000 words. Also short news items of specific interest to

readers as defined above. Also uses 8x10 pix with captions only. Pays 3c per word
and $5.00 per photo. Also pays $5.00 for cartoons on same subjects. Payment on

publication. Reports within two weeks. Buys all rights, including reprint rights.

NAHB JOURNAL OF HOMEBUILDING, 1 625 L St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.

Albert B. Manola, Editor. Published monthly. Edited for the housing industry.

Wants articles of 500 to 2,500 words on successful homebuilder operations, with pix

and drawings. Pays $25 up. Also buys cover transparencies at $50 and up. Other

pix payment varies. Buys ten or twenty cartoons a year at $5.00 to $15.00, depend-

ing on cartoon. Payment on publication. Reports in ten days. Buys all rights.

MANUFACTURED HOMES MAGAZINE, Suite 1117, Barr Bldg., 910 17th St.,

N.W., Washington 6, D. C. Harry H. Cutler, Editor. Issued monthly. For manu-
facturers of packaged homes, their builder-dealers, conventional builders, and real

estate brokers. Wants articles on packaged homes, builder-dealer success stories,

new and improved methods, features on new products and equipment of specific

interest to home manufacturers and builder-dealers. Articles should be written in

non-technical language. Prefer length of 500-2,000 words. Payment according to

content and length. Replies within one month. Buys exclusive rights.

PLASTERING INDUSTRIES, 215 W. Harrison, Seattle 99, Wash. Charles F.

Clay, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Use trade news on lathing,

plastering, and cement field, pictures of lathing and plastering jobs, personality

features, new methods and products. Pay from 25c to $1.00 per published inch and

$2 to $5 for usable photos, on publication.

PRACTICAL BUILDER, 5 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago 3, 111. James M. Lange,

Editor. Before submitting it is a good idea to query here first because this is a
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specialized market. Practical and instructive articles that will offer useful informa-

tion to the building contractor are wanted. They must be technically correct, and

must include photographs and drawings vyhich clearly show details. Average length

is 400 words, plus illustrations. Payment is by arrangement.

PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE, 430 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Thomas
H. Creighton, Editor. Issued monthly; $1.00 a copy; $5.00 a year. Use articles of

technical professional interest devoted to architecture and community design, illus-

trated by photographs and architectural drawings. Also use technical articles which

are prepared by technical authorities and would be beyond the scope of the lay

writer. Practically all the material is professional in nature and most of it is pre-

pared by writers who are in the field and are approached by the magazine for

material.

WESTERN ARCHITECT AND ENGINEER, 68 Post St., San Francisco 4. Issued

monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 per year. Donald Canty, Editor. Architectural material

entirely staff written. Occasionally accept technically sound articles on structural,

mechanical, electrical, acoustical engineering projects and developments in 13

Western states.

WESTERN BUILDING, 731 S. W. Oak St., Portland 5, Ore. Francis W. Brown,

Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use technical material. Skill in

writing is not as important as knowledge of home building or building merchan-

dising practices. Buy nothing on speculation; query first. Illustrations are used and

must be of good quality. Rate of payment depends on article's value to the maga-

zine, on acceptance.

Automobile, Motorist, Transportation

AUTO AND FLAT GLASS JOURNAL, 505 Marlboro Road, Wood-Ridge, N. J.

Issued monthly; 90c a copy; $7.50 a year. Uses material slanted toward auto glass

replacement shops. Query on longer material. Also uses short items about auto glass

shops and personnel. Pays 2c a word, on acceptance; $2 each for snapshots, and

$3.50 each for 4x5 pix. Reports in two weeks. Editor, Robert J. Psolka.

AUTOBODY AND RECONDITIONED CAR, 913 First National Bank Building,

Cincinnati 2, Ohio. Elmer J. Murray, Editor. Issued monthly; 20c a copy; $2.00 a

year. Use trade stories on commercial car bodies, passenger bodies, painting, car

appearance, reconditioning. Must be illustrated with photos or drawings. Pay /ac

a word, on publication.

AUTOMOTIVE CHAIN STORE, 11 S. Forge St., Akron 4, Ohio. Joseph R.

Antenora, Managing Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3 a year. Uses single

photos and captions of automotive chain store merchandising activities, i.e., dis-

plays, windows, departments, promotions, layouts, openings, remodelings, etc. Uses

features of 500 to 1,500 words, with 3 to 6 photos (8x10 preferred) on merchandis-

ing techniques, operational methods, special promotions, grand openings, success

stories, on automotive chain stores. Material must be slanted toward automotive

chain store managers, associate dealers, headquarters management and buying

personnel of automotive chains, oil and tire companies. Uses some articles without

illustrations on buying habits, special retailing problems. Pays 2c a word, and $4

per photo, on acceptance. Reports in two weeks.

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIES, 56th & Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia 39, Pa.

James R. Custer, Editor. Issued semi-monthly; 25c a copy (except March 15th

Statistical Issue, $1.00); $2.00 a year. This magazine is read by design and pro-

duction engineers, company officials and other executives in the automotive in-

dustries. Largely staff-written. Interested only in editorial contributions from quah-

fied writers on new developments and important problems in connection with pro-
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duction, engineering, and management of the passenger car, truck, bus, aircraft

and tractor industries.

AUTOMOTIVE RETAILER, 75 Station St., Southport, Conn. William Mortimer,

Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. This is a trade magazine going

to retailers of auto supplies. Want stories on store operation, merchandising, pro-

motion stunts, effective selling methods; about 500 to 1,000 words and written with

a "news slant." Use photos of exteriors and interiors of stores, windows, displays.

Scripts are returned immediately if not usable. Pay Ic and 2c a word, on publica-

tion. $5 a picture.

AUTOMATIC SERVICE DEALER NEWS, 1700 W. 8th St., Los Angeles 17,

Calif. Milt Figen, Editor. Issued every other Monday. Aimed at service station

dealers, garage dealers, and oil company people. Wants articles dealing with news-

paper writing style, news items on gas price wars, unique types of service offered

by service stations, service station success stories, successful community relations of

dealers and items of successful sales promotions of parts and repair services. Buys

photos submitted with manuscripts. Uses cartoons dealing with service station op-

eration. Pays 30c per column inch, $3 per photo and $5 per cartoon. Replies within

one week.

AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE DIGEST, 900 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, 111. Issued

monthly; 40c a copy; $4.00 a year. Ben M. Ikert, Editor. This is a technical maga-

zine for the automotive market and its requirements are very specialized. Writers

with practical background in automotive mechanics should query the editor. Pay-

ment is arranged.

AUTO TRIM NEWS, 1123 Broadway, New York 10, N. Y. Nat W. Danas, Editor.

Published monthly. Wants articles of interest to auto trim industry: manufacturers,

suppliers and retailers. Pays $50 for a two-page spread with three to four photos;

$25 for one page with one or two photos. Buys pix with captions if captions de-

scribe a particular operation, or a series of photos showing a step-by-step descrip-

tion of a particular operation; payment depends on quality and quantity of photos.

Also buys fifteen to twenty cartoons per year at $5.00 each. Payment on publica-

tion; reports in ten days to two weeks. Retains all rights to accepted manuscripts.

BRAKE AND FRONT END SERVICE, 1 1 S. Forge St., Akron 4, Ohio. Hal Kull-

man. Editor. Issued monthly. Use interviews with successful operators of brake

stations, wheel alignment shops, which sell and service brakes, shock absorbers, etc.

Pay 2c a word, $4, and up, per photo, on acceptance.

THE CHICAGO SHIPPER, 343 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 4, 111. Stanley J. Mis-

unas. Editor. Can use articles, 2000 words or less, aimed at shippers and industrial

traffic managers who use highway truck transportation. Also needs how-to stories

on packaging, wrapping, etc., for safe shipment, arranging freight in warehouses

and on docks for speedy handling, etc. Pay^ Ic a word; $3 for photos; on accept-

ance. Reports in two weeks.

COMMERCIAL CAR JOURNAL, 56th & Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia 39, Pa.

Charles B. Rawson, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use articles,

1,500 to 3,000 words, dealing with management, maintenance and operating phases

of truck and bus fleet operation. Pay a minimum of $50.00 an article, ranging to

$75.00. Occasionally use photographs with captions, for which $5.00 each is paid.

Payment on publication, or in advance if publication is delayed.

FLEET OWNER, 330 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. Carroll W. Boyce, Editor.

Issued monthly; $1.00 a copy; $3.00 a year. Use carefully prepared exclusive arti-

cles on operation and maintenance of fleets (25 or more) of trucks, buses, etc., with

photos, charts, forms, etc. Pay $25.00 to $100.00 per article of one to four printed

pages, on publication. Shorts priced in proportion.
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GASOLINE NEWS, 214 Oak St., Columbus 15, Ohio. Mark Flanagan, Editor.

Issued semi-monthly; 15c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use short articles on the merchan-

dising of gasoline, oils, automotive parts, accessories, etc. Pay on publication.

GO MAGAZINE, 3301 S. Grand Ave., Los Angeles 7, Calif. James M. Sterling,

Publication Manager. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. Read by truck

operators in 1 1 Western States and Texas.

KART, 5959 Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles 28, Calif. Dick Day, Editor. Issued

monthly; 35c a copy; $3.50 a year. Query first.

MASS PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION—monthly, aimed at city, intercity,

suburban bus operators; municipal and rapid transit officials, traffic engineers, city

planners. Want comprehensive articles on management, operation and mainte-

nance problems as related to this audience, including airport surface transportation.

Require functional, not posed, photos and other illustrations. Pay on acceptance at

$25 and up per page based on estimated layout. Bonus payment after publication

if article merits more space. Query first on ideas or leads. Submit to Darrell Ward,
Engineering Editor.

MODERN PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION, Wheaton, 111. Ross Schram, Jr.,

Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Uses stories of about 1,000 words

slanted toward executives of companies operating city, suburban and intercity pub-

lic passenger transportation systems including railroads, buses, streetcars, and air-

lines. Pays $10.00 per printed page on publication; extra for pix.

MODERN TIRE DEALER, 630 Third Ave., New York 17, N. Y. E. H. Zielasko,

Editor. Issued monthly. Aimed at independence TBA dealers. Wants articles on

how TBA independent dealers sell tires, batteries, and automotive accessories.

Length of 1,500 words is preferred. 8x10, 4x5, and 5x7 photos bought. Buys car-

toons dealing with automotives, with emphasis on tires, batteries, and accessories.

Pays $25 per printed page, $5 per photo upon publication. Replies in two to three

weeks. Buys outright rights.

MOTOR, 250 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y. Edward Ford, Editor. Issued

monthly; $4.00 a year. Uses merchandising, sales and management articles contain-

ing ideas that can be adapted by car dealers, garages and service stations; 1,200

words. Wants professional quality glossy prints for illustration. Also shorts on

similar subjects. Pays according to value of material, and $6 each for photographs.

Reports in two or three days.

MOTOR AGE, 56th & Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia 39, Pa. Frank P. Tighe, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly; 40c a copy; $4.00 a year. Read by the independent and car

dealer repairman. Fillers are used on subjects that would be of interest to these

men. Photos with a gloss finish are used; pay from $7.50 to $10.00. Cartoons on
the subject are acceptable at $10.00. Articles of 1,000 to 2,000 words on merchan-

dising activities, successful selling, new selling plans in the shop, etc.; $35.00 per

single page article; $50.00 for a spread. Payment on acceptance.

MOTOR SERVICE MAGAZINE, 549 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago 6, 111. J. W.
Creighton, Editor. Issued monthly; $4.00 per year. Use automotive articles having

to do with repair shops, car dealerships, fleets, body repair shops, etc. Must con-

tain reliable business statistics of subject, and, sharp 5x7 or 8x12 black and white

photos. Length, approximately 1,500 words. Payment on acceptance. Report period

varied depending on quality and timeliness of subject.

MOTOR WEST, Orange Savings Bldg., Orange, Calif. Briant Sando, Editor. Is-

sued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Wants manuscripts of 500 to 1,500 words,

preferably with pix, giving successful methods used by garages, repair shops, acces-

sory stores, parts jobbers, car dealers, tire and battery stores, in handling cus-
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tomers, building more trade, etc. Circulation covers only the 13 western states, so

material must be based on businesses in this territory. Pays Ic to 2c a word; $3 to

$5 each for pix; on publication. Reports in ten days.

N. A. D. A. MAGAZINE, 2000 K St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C. Ray A. Sullivan,

Editor. Issued monthly; 40c a copy; $4.00 a year. This is the official publication of

the National Automobile Dealers Assoc. It is mostly staff-written, but will consider

articles dealing with sales, merchandising, service operations, management, etc., in

new car and new truck dealerships. Articles must contain unusual techniques and

should be illustrated with two or three photographs. Pays $75 for 750 to 1,000

words, on acceptance. Fillers used in Idea of the Month Dept. These consist of a

single method by which dealers have improved some phase of their business. Pay-

ment is $15; R. E. Dimond, Dept. Ed.

PACIFIC OIL MARKETER MAGAZINE, see page 412.

POWER WAGON, The Motor Truck Journal, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 5, 111.

A. W. Stromberg, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $2.00 a year. Use articles

on motor fleet management, maintenance, and operation, particlarly in inter-city

highway transportation. Interviews with fleet managers in over-the-road service.

Also photographs of prominent operators in the trucking field. Pay I/2C to 3c a

word and $3 to $5 for photographs, on acceptance.

SCHOOL BUS TRENDS, see page 355.

SOUTHERN AUTOMOTIVE JOURNAL, 806 Peachtree St., N.E., Atlanta 8, Ga.

William C. Herbert, Editor. Issued monthly; $1.50 a year. Use articles written

around the methods of successful Southern garagemen and car dealers, up to 1,400

words. Should be accompanied by photos. Occasionally use photos of interest to

Southern automotive trade with descriptive captions. Queries preferred. Report in

three weeks. Pay Ic a word, on acceptance; illustrative material paid for separately.

SOUTHERN MOTOR CARGO, 1509 Madison Ave., Memphis 4, Tenn. Gary

Pomeroy, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $2.00 a year. Uses feature articles

about truck operations from, or representative of, the twelve Southern states.

Regional approach and how-to slant is primary. Read by fleet owners and man-

agers only. At present the magazine is on the look-out for articles on laws and

court decisions. Pays 60c per 20 pica inch; $3.50 to $5 for pix, depending on qual-

ity. These are minimum rates. Good writers become regulars and are liberally paid.

Reports in about one week, with payment on publication.

SUPER SERVICE STATION, 7300 N. Cicero Ave., Lincolnwood, Chicago 46, 111.

Issued monthly; 40c a copy; $3.00 a year. Roger B. Stafford, Editor. A magazine

aimed at gasoline station operators and retail marketing executives of petroleum

companies. They will consider articles on good station management, merchandise

displays, servicing at gasoline stations. They must be practical, with 3 to 6 photos.

Rate, 2c a word; $5 for photos, on publication. Also considers short fillers of from

50 to 150 words on displaying and selling features. One photo with each. Reports

within a week, usually.

TAXICAB INDUSTRY-AUTO RENTAL NEWS, 200 W. 57th St., New York 19,

N. Y. Al Zeff, Editor. Issued monthly; $3.00 a year. Especially interested in any

new legislation, stories of successful operators, any events taking place or about to

take place in the industry, items of a factual nature that will be beneficial to taxi-

men in running their business, etc. Can also use photographs. Unable to return un-

used material, so if contributors do not hear from the editor in about a month, they

can take it for granted their contributions are not being used. All free-lance ma-
terial is given special consideration. Pay 30c an inch, on publication. Payment for

photos depends on size used.
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TIRE, BATTERY & ACCESSORY NEWS, 381 1 ouith Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

Douglas W. Clephane, Editor. Issucci monthly; 30c a copy; $5.00 a year. Use 1,000

to 3,000 word feature stories, with j)hotos, on how aggressive tire, battery, auto

accessory dealers or filling stations ha\e made a su( cess.

TIRE REVIEW, 11 S. Forge St., Akron 4, Ohio. William B. Whitney, Managing
Editor. Issued monthly; $3.00 a year. This magazine is slanted toward tire and

battery retailers, distributois, oil jobbers, recappers, retreaders. Requests query re-

garding article lengths and number of photos. Pays 2c a word, on acceptance; $4

to $5 per photo. One photo and brief caption brings a minimum of $5. Reports in

two weeks.

AvialHin

AIRCRAFT AND MISSILES, Chilton Co., Chestnut & .^Gth Sts., Philadelphia 39,

Pa. Issued monthly; $1.00 a copy; $10.00 a year. \\\ Thomas H. MacNew, Editor.

Articles should deal with research and development, materials, productibility, new

processes and techniques, etc. Payment by agreement, on publication.

AIR FORCE MAGAZINE AND SPACE DIGEST, Mills Bldg., Washington 6,

D. C. John F. Loosbrock, Editor, Issued monthh ; .SOc a copy; $5.00 a year. Articles

wanted here must show a degree of technical competence in dealing with the sub-

ject of military aviation and space. Lengths are 1,500 to 3,000 words. Pays 3c to 5c

a word, on acceptance.

AIRLIFT, 1001 Vermont N.W., Washington, D. C. J. S. Murphy, Editor. Issued

monthly for air transport operators. Wants articles on specification only for which

they pay $50 per printed page. Buys photos with captions only and pays $5 to $10

for these. Occasionally buys cartoons. All payment on publication. Reports in one

to two weeks.

AVIATION WEEK AND SPACE TECHNOLOGY, 330 W. 42nd St., New York

36, N. Y. Robert Hotz, Editor. Issued weekly; 75c a copy; $7.00 a year.

BUSINESS COMMERCIAL AVIATION, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

Issued monthly; controlled circulation. W. G. Osmun, Editor. Articles should help

readers increase their operating efficiency; keep readers abreast of trends and de-

velopments that directly affect them and their work; brings reports of new aircraft

and equipment, etc. Length 120 to 150 words. Query first. Payment by agreement,

on acceptance.

CROSS COUNTRY NEWS, Meacham Field, Ft. Worth, Texas. Issued 18 times a

year; 25c a copy; $3.00 per year. Tony Page, Editor. Uses cartoons, staff written

light reading on private aviation. Payment for cartoons is $3.00.

ELECTRONIC DESIGN, 830 Third Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Edward E. Grazda,

Editor. Issued bi-weekly. For research, design and development engineers. Accepts

material only from engineers who tell other engineers how to design electronic

equipment. Pays $7 to $10 per column.

FLIGHT MAGAZINE, P. O. Box 750, 2700 N. Haskell Ave., Dallas 1, Texas. Tom
Ashley, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use feature articles of

aeronautical activities. Pay /2c to 5c a word and $5.00 for photographs.

GENERAL AVIATION NEWS, 3342 West Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 19, Calif.

Bill Nelson, Editor. Issued every two weeks for private business and aviation pilots-

base operators. All articles must be written for pilot readers and must be techni-

cally accurate. Any material covering general aviation will be considered. No
crash stories unless from an investigation point of view. Buys photos submitted

with manuscript and cartoons if suitable to editorial content. Pays 3c a word and
$5 per cartoon on acceptance. Also buys first publication rights.
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MISSILE DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT, Engineers Bldg., Manhasset, N. Y. S. R.

Kent, Publisher. Issued monthly. For engineers. Wants technical articles of 1,500

to 2,500 words with illustrations. Also uses pix with captions only. Payment varies.

Payment on publication.

SPACE AGE NEWS, 160 S. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif. Hal Spector,

Editor. Issued bi-weekly. Aimed at engineers and technical management in

missile/aerospace/electronic and related fields. Uses short news items of companies

active in the field, new products, and new development, top personnel changes,

plant expansion. Payment depends on the material submitted. Buys cartoons when
they are pertinent to the field. No definite number used. Pays $3.50 per cartoon.

All payment is made on acceptance, reports within five days, and buys trade

journal publication rights.

WESTERN AVIATION, MISSILE & SPACE INDUSTRIES MAGAZINE, 101

S. Coronado St., Los Angeles 57, CaHf. Walt Keeshen, Jr., Editor. Issued monthly.

For engineers and management of the aerospace industries from the Mississippi

River west. Wants technical material of interest to the 21,000 readers who serve

in the missile, rocket, aircraft and space fields, also allied industries such as elec-

tronics, ground support, etc. Approximately 1,000 to 5,000 word length. Query first.

No standard rates as very little material accepted because of nature of publication.

Payment on publication. Reports within a week. Buys first publication rights.

Baking

BAKERS WEEKLY, 71 Vanderbilt Ave., New York 17, N. Y. James R. Phelan,

Editor. Issued weekly, 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Use practical, technical articles on

baking; plant write-ups; news items pertaining to baking industry. Buy photo-

graphs. Many territories covered. Query first. Report at once. Pay 50c per inch,

after publication.

BAKERS' REVIEW, 625 Eighth Ave., New York 18, N. Y. Issued monthly; free

controlled circulation to bakeries. Clifford W. Webster, Editor. Wants material de-

scribing latest developments in bakery field. Is especially interested in articles based

on interviews with bakers, and covering the following subjects: successful merchan-

dising promotions; building and maintaining home service routes; fleet truck op-

erations; special "gadgets" used in production, etc.; cost control; personnel hiring

and training; advertising methods; new bakery plants; and similar subjects. Should

not exceed 1,500 words. Pays a minimum of P/oc a word (printed), plus $5.00 for

each photograph used. Minimum is $2 for short filler material. Payment is on

publication, and reports are within two weeks.

BAKING INDUSTRY, including Bakers' Helper, 105 W. Adams St., Chicago 3,

111. Harold E. Snyder, Editor. Issued bi-weekly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Use arti-

cles dealing with personnel, management, methods, automation, promotion and

feature articles in the baking industry field. Usual length for articles is from about

1,000 to 3,000 words. Buy photographs. Pays 2c a word, on acceptance.

THE BISCUIT AND CRACKER BAKER, 520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11,

111. Russ Obright, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use articles

and news items concerning the biscuit, cracker, cookie, pretzel, potato chip and

snack foods industry. Pay 50c an inch on all material accepted.

NEW SOUTH BAKER, 75 Third St., N.W., Atlanta 8, Ga. Bruce Moran, Editor.

Issued monthly; $2.00 a year. Wants unusual features about baking plants or mer-

chandising plants, or about owners or managers of these plants. Geographical loca-

tion is confined to Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, North and South Carolina,

Kentucky, Tennessee, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas,
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Oklahoma and Texas. Query for rates on special material and assignments. On
others, the rate is 25c per column inch, and is paid on publication. Buys 4x5 and

8x10 glossies at $1 each. Reports in about thirty days.

SOUTHWESTERN BAKER, 1602 Harold St., Houston 6, Texas. Charles N. Tun-

nell. Editor. Issued monthly; $1.00 a year. Use news and features of the baking

industry in Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas,

Alabama, Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, Oklahoma, New Mexico, Colorado,

Utah, Wyoming, Arizona, Western Kansas. Report promptly. Pay 40c per inch, on

publication.

WESTERN BAKER, 500 Howard St., San Francisco, Calif. Ennis B. Gicker, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. Wants reports, with illustrations, of

wholesale plant and retail store operations of bakeries in the eleven western states,

Alaska and Hawaii. Advance query preferred. Pays 2c a word, and $3 for accomp-

anying photo, on acceptance. Reports at once.

Banking and Business

AMERICAN BANKER, 32 Stone St., New York 4, N. Y. C. B. Axford, Editor.

Issued daily; 10c a copy; $18.00 a year. Wants news about banks, banking and

bankers. Query about areas that may be open for correspondents. Rates vary de-

pending on work involved. Payment is made at end of each month for all accepted

items.

BANKERS MONTHLY—NATIONAL MAGAZINE OF BANKING & INVEST-
MENTS, P. O. Box 7600, Chicago 80, 111. J. H. Peters, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c

a copy; $5.00 a year. Articles, reports, analyses, etc., on banking and investments

for an audience of top bank and trust company officers. 2,500 words or less. Re-

port in a few days. Pays Ic a word and $5 each for photos, on publication.

BANKING, 12 E. 36th St., New York 16, N. Y. W. R. Kuhns, Editor. Issued

monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year.

BANKING LAW JOURNAL, 89 Beach St., Boston 11, Mass. Issued monthly;

$1.50 a copy; $15.00 a year.

BARRON'S NATIONAL BUSINESS & FINANCIAL WEEKLY, 50 Broadway,

New York 4, N. Y. Robert Bleiberg, Editor. Issued weekly; 35c a copy; $15.00 a

year. Use authoritative business and financial articles of 500 to 2,500 words. Pay

up to $200 per article, on publication.

BURROUGH'S CLEARING HOUSE, Second and Burroughs Avenues, Detroit 32,

Mich. Harry V. Odle, Editor. Issued monthly. Use bank operating and manage-
ment articles. Query first. Pay 5c a word, on acceptance.

CHAIN STORE AGE, see page 349.

COMMERCE, 30 W. Monroe St., Chicago 3, 111. Alan Sturdy, Editor. Issued

monthly; 35c a copy; $3.50 a year. Use feature articles dealing with the interests

and problems of business executives. Queries welcomed. Pays 4c a word.

COMMERCIAL WEST, 1624 Harmon Place, MinneapoHs 3, Minn. Thomas A.

Boright, Editor. Issued weekly; 25c a copy; $7.00 a year. Interested in articles only

from people who are thoroughly familiar with banking, finance, insurance, industry.

CREDIT AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, 44 E. 23rd St., New York 10,

N. Y. Ernest A. Rovelstad, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Arti-

cles welcomed on credit office practices for manufacturers and wholesalers, 1,000

to 1,500 words.
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THE EXPERT COLLECTOR, Franklin Publishing Co., Box 598, Roanoke 7, Va.

Thomas J. Surface, Editor. Issued monthly. Can use short non-fiction pieces, of

around 200 words, terse and factual, on the subject of collections, and articles

dealing with general business and economic interests. All material must be based on

sound information and not be mere ideas or opinions of the writer. The subjects

of morals, religion, manners or politics should be avoided. Photographs may be

submitted with articles, but are not essential. The same applies to drawings or

illustrations. Self-addressed stamped envelope should accompany all articles. Re-

port in one to two weeks. Pays 2c a word and $3.00 for photos or line drawing,

on acceptance.

FINANCE, 20 N. Wacker Dr., Chicago 6, 111. Thomas T. Callahan, Editor. Issued

monthly. For bankers, investment bankers, corporate financial executives. Wants

articles on financial officer profiles. Pays 5c per word. Replies within 30 days. Copy-

rights issues and controls reproductions.

FINANCIAL WORLD, 17 Battery Place New York 4, N. Y. Richard J. Anderson,

Editor. Issued weekly; 50c a copy; $20.00 a year. Use discussions of economic de-

velopments as they affect investments; analyses of industries; other investment

topics. Report in one to three weeks. Payment on publication.

FLORIDA TREND, P. O. Box 150, Tampa 1, Fla. John J. Tippo, Managing Edi-

tor. Issued monthly. Wants stories of successful people or ventures with emphasis

on how it was done in the Florida area only. Also items relating to personnel

changes, general Florida news and financial news are acceptable. Payment is made
by arrangement, on acceptance.

THE INDEPENDENT BANKER, Box 267, Sauk Centre, Minnesota. Howard
Bell, Editor. Issued monthly. For bankers. Uses thirty cartoons per year on gen-

eral and banking angle at $6.00 each. Payment on acceptance.

INDIANA BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY MAGAZINE, Press Building, Culver,

Indiana. Chester W. Cleveland, Editor. Issued monthly. Aimed at those on the

management level in business and industry. Wants cartoons dealing with business

and industry including banking, insurance, public relations, advertising, and pur-

chasing. Pays $5 per cartoon upon publication.

INVESTMENT DEALERS DIGEST, 150 Broadway, New York 38, N. Y. Eliot

H. Sharp, Editor. Issued weekly; 50c a copy; $18.00 a year. Use articles on subjects

of interest to professional investment men—banks, brokers, investment trusts, in-

surance companies. Use photographs. Pay about 3c a word, on publication.

MAGAZINE OF WALL STREET AND BUSINESS ANALYST, 120 Wall St.,

New York 5, N. Y. Attention: Mrs. C. G. Wyckoff. Issued bi-weekly; 85c a copy;

$20.00 a year. Consider articles on industrial developments, important inventions,

general business, financial and investment articles, 2,000 to 2,500 words. Pays on

publication.

MANAGE, 333 W. First St., Dayton 2, Ohio. Carl F. Tossey, Managing Editor.

Issued monthly, 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Want how-to articles slanted to the man-
agement men who directly supervise people in factories. Buy B&W photos of indus-

trial scenes. Prefer query on articles and photos before submission. Like short fic-

tion pieces dealing with industrial supervision or management, from 500 to 1,000

words. Good humor goes over well here. Also want how-to stories dealing with the

mechanical side of industry. Payment varies.

MANAGEMENT METHODS, 22 W. Putnam Ave., Greenwich, Conn. Richard R.

Conarroe, Editor. Issued monthly; 75c a copy; $5.00 a year. Likes articles that em-
ploy case histories in connection with practical solutions to managements' prob-

lems. Article may be based on one case history or built around a group of related
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cases. Mention name of company involved and, when possible, quote an officer

of the company. Emphasize "before and after" material. Length is from 300 to

3,000 words. Rates are about 4c a word. Photos accepted with manuscript.

MARPLE'S BUSINESS ROUNDUP, 407 Bay Bldg., Seattle 1, Wash. Elliot

Marple, Editor. Wants business and industrial news for Idaho, Oregon, Washing-

ton and western Montana. This can be anything to do with new plants, new pay-

rolls, or new products. Also likes one-paragraph items about plant expansion or

the building of new plants. There is an assignment here occasionally for surveys.

Query first. Payment from $3 and up, depending on length.

MICHIGAN INVESTOR, 1040 W. Fort St., Detroit 26, Mich. George A. Hard-

ing, Editor. Issued weekly on Saturday; 20c a copy; $7.50 a year. Use material of

interest to banking and financial field.

MID-CONTINENT BANKER, 408 Olive St., St. Louis 2, Mo. James J. Wengert,

Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use articles on bank operation

methods and business building ideas.

THE MID-WESTERN BANKER, 757 N. Water St., Milwaukee 2, Wis. Bernard

A. Beggan, Jr., Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. Circulates in

Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan and Minnesota. Most of material is staff-written.

MOUNTAIN STATES BANKER, 622 Railway Exchange Bldg., Denver, Colo.

J. C. Scarboro, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Likes material

covering bank operational procedures, credit policies, etc., that has a new or un-

usual twist, and that will appeal to bank executives, directors, employees, insur-

ance executives, etc. Pictures should be included if possible. Regular rates are paid

on publication. Include a return, stamped envelope with ms. Reports in about one

month.

NEW JERSEY BUSINESS, 16 Park Place, Newark 2, New Jersey. F. Calvin

Louderback, Editor. Issued monthly. Edited for business and industry executives

of New Jersey. Wants general business stories of New Jersey, not specific com-

panies, of approximately 600 to 1,000 words. Pays flat fee of $25 to $50. Occasion-

ally uses cartoon at $10.00 each. Payment on acceptance. Reports in two weeks.

Buys first publication rights only.

NORTHWESTERN BANKER, 527 Seventh St., Des Moines 9, Iowa. Henry H.

Haynes, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. Articles should concern

general topics of banking or financial interests or should be about personalities in

the banking business. Also articles about hobbies of bankers might be worthwhile.

Pay 25c per column inch for material used.

PERSONNEL JOURNAL, P. O. Box 239, Swarthmore, Pa. A. C. Croft, Editor.

Issued monthly. Aimed at personnel managers. Wants articles on human relations.

Buys pictures with captions and submitted with manuscripts. Preferred size 8x10.

Buys cartoons. Pays for articles on a word basis, $5-$20 for photos and $5-$ 10 for

cartoons. Reports within two weeks. Buys all rights.

QUEST . . . FOR TOMORROW, 1028 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington 6,

D. C. Issued quarterly to high influence business personnel. William Olcott, Edi-

tor. Uses articles on serious business subjects, business humor, science and tech-

nolpgy, usually by assignment. Pays $500 for 2,500 word articles. Reports in 3-4

weeks. Buys first serial rights. Does not use fiction, verse or cartoons. Very seldom

. buys unassigned photos.

SAVINGS BANK JOURNAL, 60 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. Harold E.

il Group, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Use operation, advertis-
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ing and promotion articles for mutual savings bank field primarily, 1,000 to 3,000

words. Pay Ic a word, on publication.

TAXES—The Tax Magazine, 4025 W. Peterson Ave., Chicago 30, 111. Henry P.

Stuart, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $6.50 a year. Use articles on federal,

state, local and international taxing problems, 4,000 to 8,000 words. Don't try un-

less you are a CPA or an attorney. Report in two to four weeks. No payment.

TENNESSEE BANKER, 812 American Trust Building, Nashville, Tenn. H. G.

Huddleston, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Use articles relating

to banking or finance, and of local interest preferably.

TRUSTS AND ESTATES, 50 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. Christian C. Luh-

now. Editor. Issued monthly; $1.00 a copy; $5.00 a year. Requirements are legal,

investment or economic. Most material written on special assignment.

UNITED STATES INVESTOR, 286 Congress St., Boston 10, Mass. Frank P.

Bennett, Jr., Editor. Issued weekly; 25c a copy; $6.00 a year. Use articles on bank-

ing, insurance and investments.

Barber and Beauty Shops

AMERICAN HAIRDRESSER, 16 W. 46th St., New York 36, N. Y. Rita Laer,

Editor. Issued monthly. For beauty shop owners. Query first. Payment varies on

manuscripts; no set fee on pix. Payment on publication. Reports within a week.

Buys all rights.

AMERICAN PERFUMER AND AROMATICS, 418 N. Austin Blvd., Oak Park,

111. Stanley Allured, Editor. Issued monthly; $1.00 a copy; $5.00 a year. Use tech-

nical articles of interest to manufacturers in the cosmetic, perfume, toiletries and

pharmaceutical fields. Also news items about executives in the field. Buy photo-

graphs. Report in two weeks. Rate of payment indefinite, made on publication.

BEAUTY FASHION, 101 W. 31st St., New York 1, N. Y. Grant Lee, Editor. Is-

sued monthly; 50c per copy; $3.00 per year. Uses articles dealing with the retailing

of prestige perfumes and cosmetics; problems peculiar to industry with respect to

distribution, price structure, promotions, advertising and across-the-counter selling.

Material should be designed for retail readership—that is, store management, cos-

metic buyers and cosmetic salesgirls. Occasionally uses an off-beat article on per-

fume-cosmetic history, as well as features dealing with manufacture and packaging

of beauty products. Length is 1,000 to 1,500 words. Pays $25 per article, on publica-

tion. Does not purchase photographs. Reports are within two weeks,

JOURNEYMAN BARBER, HAIRDRESSER & COSMETOLOGIST MAGA-
ZINE, 1141 N. Delaware St., Indianapolis 7, Ind. W. C. Birthright, Editor. Issued

monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Composed of 6rganization and Labor news

which is supplied by Field Organizers, Local Union Secretaries and clip sheets from

the International Unions. Do not solicit manuscripts. Writers who send in manu-
scripts should enclose stamped self-addressed envelope.

Book Trade

A.L.A. BULLETIN, American Library Association, 50 E. Huron St., Chicago, 111.

Samray Smith, Editor. Issued monthly, except bi-monthly July-August; single

copies of news issues, 25c. The official organ of the American Library Association,

furnished with membership. All material is contributed or solicited. No payment.

THE BOOK BUYER'S GUIDE, Hillside, N. J. Francis Ludlow, Editor. Published

monthly. For librarians and booksellers. All articles are staff written. Occasionally

buys spots. Payment on acceptance.
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CHRISTIAN BOOKSELLER, 33 S. VVacker Dr., Chicago 5, III. The only Prot-

estant supply store trade publication, interested in 1,000-word articles on various

phases of selling, including merchandising, cost controls, employee relations, etc.

Picture stories of successful religious bookstores are wanted. Payment is $25 per

article plus $3 and up for photos. Robert Walker, Editor.

LIBRARY JOURNAL, 62 W. 45th St., New York 36, N. Y. Eric Moon, Editor.

Issued semi-monthly September to June; monthly in July and August; 55c a copy;

$10 a year. Use only articles about professional library problems, books, new build-

ings, etc. Does not pay for free-lance material.

PUBLISHERS' WEEKLY, 62 W. 45th St., New York 36, N. Y. Mildred C. Smith,

Editor-in-Chief. Issued weekly; 35c a copy; $11.00 a year. Rarely use unsolicited

manuscripts because of the highly specialized audience and their technical interests,

but can sometimes use news items of bookstores or store promotions for books. Oc-
casionally buy photographs. Report in several months, depending on scheduling.

Pay l/ac a word.

Brewing, Bottling and Distilling

AMERICAN BREWER, 33 Lyons PI., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Robert Schwarz, Editor.

Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. Uses scientific and technical articles for

the brewing trade, as well as articles on management, sales, promotion, personnel

training, advertising, accounting. Also buys feature material on plant expansions,

effective sales schemes, etc. Articles should be illustrated and may run 1,500 to

2,000 words or longer. Pays 50c a column inch for news items of breweries and
executive personnel. Feature articles bring $35, and up, depending on length,

photos, etc. Pays on publication.

AMERICAN SOFT DRINK JOURNAL, 316 Peachtree St., N.E., Atlanta, Ga.

Willis Johnson, Jr., Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Wants fea-

ture articles, 750 words and up, concerning successful merchandising and advertis-

ing innovations employed by soft drink bottlers to boost volume. These should have

quotes from plant owners. How success was achieved is the important angle for the

story. Query first. Pays l/ac a word, and up, on publication. Reports in about one

week.

BEER DISTRIBUTOR, 80 Lincoln Ave., Stamford, Conn. William Dogan, Editor.

Published monthly. For brewery wholesalers. Buys technical and business articles

of interest to brewers and distributors. Pays $25 per page, including pix. Also pays

$5.00 each for pix submitted with captions only. Payment on publication. Reports

at once. Buys all rights.

BEVERAGE RETAILER WEEKLY, Hotel Empire, Broadway and 63rd Sts., New
York 23, N. Y. Issued weekly; 10c a copy; $3.00 a year. Most of material used is

obtained on assignment. Use some informal snapshots of men in the business.

BREWERS DIGEST, 4049 W. Peterson, Chicago 46, 111. Issued monthly; 35c a

copy; $3.00 a year. Use material pertaining to the production, sales and distribu-

tion of beer, as well as management of the brewing industry. Payment on publica-

tion.

CALIFORNIA BEVERAGE BULLETIN & GUIDE, 8421 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly

Hills, Calif. Issued monthly; 50c per copy; $2.00 per year. Robert S. Granas, Edi-

tor. Uses features on merchandising spirits, wine, beer and beverages. Payment is by

individual agreement with author. Reports are made almost immediately, provided

a self-addressed envelope is enclosed with manuscript.

FRANK KANE'S LICENSED BEVERAGE REVIEW, 149-14 41st St., Flushing

55, N. Y. Frank Kane, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. Uses arti-
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cles up to 1,000 words on merchandising, sales promotion, and gimmicks used by

liquor retailers to generate sales. Don't send rejects—wants first look or not at all.

Buys photos vital to text, and pays an arrangement. Articles bring Ic a word, and

up.

MID CONTINENT BOTTLER, 912 Baltimore, Kansas City 5, Mo. Floyd E.

Sageser, Editor. Issued monthly. For soft drink bottlers and suppliers. Wants mat-

ter-of-fact features and articles referring to the soft drink industry. Prefers items

referring to the 18 state area bounded by Canadian and Mexican borders, the

western Colorado and eastern Ohio border. Maximum payment is $25 on publica-

tion.

MODERN BREWERY AGE, 80 Lincoln Ave., Stamford, Conn. William Dogan,

Editor. Issued monthly. Edited for brewery executives. Wants technical and busi-

ness articles of interest to brewers and distributors. Pays $25 per page, including

pix. Pays $5.00 for pix with captions only. Payment on publication. Reports at

once. Buys all rights.

NATIONAL BOTTLERS' GAZETTE, 9 E. 35th St., New York 16, N. Y. David

K. Kiel, Editor. Issued monthly; 75c a copy; $5.00 a year. Will consider articles on

any subject pertaining to bottlers of carbonated and non-carbonated soft drinks.

Emphasis should be on sales, distribution, merchandising, advertising and promo-

tion. "Historical" articles are not desired; neither are shorts or fillers or rewritten

newspaper clippings. Illustrations should be supplied where possible. Payment is

$10 per printed page, on publication. Pays $5 each for photos. Reports in ten days.

NORTHWEST BEVERAGE JOURNAL, 24 S. 6th St., Minneapolis 2, Minn.

Frank Diamond, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. Trade paper

for alcoholic beverage industry in Minnesota, North Dakota, and South Dakota.

Not buying any material at present.

OHIO TAVERN NEWS, 3134 N. High St., Columbus 2, Ohio. Mark Flanagan,

Editor. Issued semi-monthly; 15c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use short articles on the

merchandising of alcoholic beverages. Also want candid camera photos of unusual

Ohio displays, conventions, etc. Report in two weeks. Payment on publication.

PACKAGE STORE MANAGEMENT, 404 Fourth Ave., New York 16, N. Y. Dan
Hecht, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Uses articles on wine and

liquor retailing businesses, particularly merchandising methods. These may run to

2,500 words. If script is longer, a query is suggested first. Operations stories should

cover one phase of retailer's business. Likes photographs of window or interior dis-

plays by package liquor stores. Pays approximately $10 per printed page. Does not

use fillers.

SOUTHERN BEVERAGE JOURNAL, 329 Alcazar Ave., Coral Gables 34, Fla.

P. O. Box 34-700. John Hiser, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year.

Magazine is written for retail liquor dealers in Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Ken-

tucky, Louisiana, S. Carolina, Tennessee and Texas. Wants case-stories on retail

liquor dealers' selling and merchandising methods; also local trade news, trends,

association activities and trade gossip. Payment is l^c to 2/2C a word, with $5

each for pictures of stores, and $3 each for portrait pictures. Needs correspondents

to provide fairly regular coverage, to whom a higher rate is generally paid. Value

often depends on quality of material. Reports in ten days.

TAP AND TAVERN, 1430 S. Penn Square, Philadelphia 2, Pa. \Villiam M.
George, Editor. Issued weekly; 10c a copy; $3.00 a year. For bars, grills, taverns,

restaurants, hotels, clubs, wholesalers and distributors.
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TEXAS BEVERAGE NEWS, 3901 Moadowbrook Dr., Fort Worth 3, Texas. Mack
H. Williams, Kditor. Issued semi-monthly for alcoholic beverage industry of Texas.

Sometimes can use coverage of spot ne.ws events affecting the industry in Texas.

In all cases writer should suggest coverage of event and get a.ssignment from edi-

tor. Payment depends on coverage, length, and difficulty in obtaining the story.

Buys photos submitted with manuscript. Payment depends on value of picture, but

pays no less than $5. All payment on acceptance. Buys exclusive publication rights

and reports immediately.

WESTERN BOTTLER, 4328 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 29, Calif. Virgil E. Hobby,

Editor. Issued monthly; $3.00 a year. Uses news and features concerning bottlers,

installation of new equipment, expansion of plant, canning of soft drinks, merchan-

dising methods, etc., that will interest soft drink bottlers in states west of the Mis-

sissippi River. Pays 60c a column inch, on publication. Pays $2.50 for each photo

used. Reports in two weeks.

WESTERN BREWING AND DISTRIBUTING, 4328 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles

29, Calif. Cleo Braddock, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use
news and features of the brewing industry in the West. Query before submitting

features. Payment on publication.

WINES & VINES, 690 Market, San Francisco 4, Calif. Irving H. Marcus, Editor.

Issued monthly; 40c a copy; $4.00 a year. Use articles of technical matter or re-

lating to general industry problems. Pay Ic to 2c a word, on acceptance.

Cleaning and Dyoing

AMERICAN DRYCLEANER, 21 W. Huron St., Chicago 10, 111. Kenn Jacobs,

Editor. Issued monthly; 30c a copy; $3.00 a year. Glad to see anything writers may
turn up in the drycleaning field. Interested in anything newsworthy in advertising,

employee relations, public relations, better management, modernized stores, pro-

duction, air conditioning, etc. Buy photographs. Pay 3c a word and up and $5 for

photos, on acceptance.

Clothing and Knit Goods

THE BOYS' OUTFITTER, 175 Fifth Ave., New York 10, N. Y. Lewis A. Spald-

ing, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Use news items and photos

of new buyers, changes, etc. Views of good interior arrangements and displays but

nothing stereotyped. Photos of good windows, but not the "run-of-mine" stuff. Like

news and photos of store promotions, such as Scout departments and other unusual

merchandising stunts. Text should be 200 to 300 words in the shorts and 500 to

800 words in the features. Free-lance writers should write for assignments before

preparing any material. Pay 50c a column inch and $3.00 for photos, on publi-

cation.

CORSET AND UNDERWEAR REVIEW, 111 Fourth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

Mercy Dobell, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use buyer news

feature articles for corset and brassiere departments, good specialty shops. Pay 2c

a word for news items, $25 per page for features. Payment the 15th of month fol-

lowing publication date.

CORSET AND BRASSIERE MAGAZINE, 95 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

Milton J. Kristt, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use features

about department stores' or specialty shops' corset departments. Query first before

submitting manuscripts. Pay 4c a word.

EARNSHAW'S INFANTS' CHILDREN'S AND GIRLS' WEAR, see page 263.
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HATS, 15 E. 40th St., New York, N. Y. Charles Steinecke, Jr., Editor. Issued

monthly; $1.00 a copy; $10.00 a year. Use merchandising and retail promotional

articles about millinery. Photographs used. Pay Ic a word and $2.00 for photos.

INFANTS' AND CHILDREN'S REVIEW, 111 Fourth Ave., New York 3, N. Y.

Dorothy Stote, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use articles on in-

fants' and children's wear stores or departments. Buy good and clear photographs

of nice store interiors, displays, or windows, that are good for reproduction. Pay

2c a word and $5.00 for pictures.

KNITTING INDUSTRY WEEKLY (formerly Hosiery Industry Weekly), 44 E.

23rd St., New York 10, N. Y. Perry Antoshak, Editor. Issued weekly; 15c a copy;

$7.00 a year. A news magazine for the knitting industry, mostly staff- and cor-

respondent-written, but can use occasional free-lance article on knitting mills,

wholesalers, retailers, with newsy photographs. Query suggested. Pay 1|/2C a word

and $5.00 per photograph.

KNITTED OUTERWEAR TIMES, 386 Park Ave. South, New York 16, N. Y.

Charles Reichman, Editor. Issued weekly; 35c a copy; $10.00 a year. Use interest-

ing stories from department store buyers on sweater and bathing suits sales, sweater

and bathing suit promotions, as well as technical and semi-technical stories on new
knitting machinery, knitting yarns and general mill equipment developments.

LINGERIE MERCHANDISING, 307 Fifth Ave., New York 16, N. Y. Hortense

N. Pillion, Editor. Issued monthly. For retailers and buyers and merchandise man-

agers and manufacturers of lingerie. Wants articles on merchandising, promotion,

display, and advertising; business statistics on lingerie operations, creative ideas

for promotion, advertising and display; operating procedures. Sometimes uses

8x10 black and white glossy pix with manuscripts.^ Payment open—minimum 3c

a word—maximum depends on value of article. Payment on publication. Buys ex-

clusive rights.

MEN'S WEAR, 7 E. 12th St., New York 3, N. Y. Issued semi-monthly; $3.00 a

year. Use news and features concerning men's wear departments and stores. Mostly

staff written. Query before submitting. Payment on publication.

READY TO WEAR SCOUT, 1055 Sixth Ave., New York 18, N. Y. Frederick L.

Botterman, Editor. Issued semi-month|y; $5.00 a year. Use any constructive article

that will be of dollar value to the retailer. Unique advertising campaigns; distinc-

tive window displays; outstanding merchandising ideas, such as "How I Sold 100

Dresses in 10 Days." Can always use a good story covering community sales cam-
paigns—Hartford Days, for example. Material must be boiled to essentials—no

fancy writing. Seldom buy photographs, but are in market for good ones. Report

in three weeks. Pay Ic a word and up, on publication.

REGISTER PUBLICATIONS, 99 Chauncy St., Boston 11, Mass. Harold S. Lar-

kin. Editor. Issued monthly in New England, quarterly in South and West. Features

stories of retailers in the apparel field; history of stores, new store openings, ex-

pansions, renovations, anniversaries, unusual operations, etc. Will consider anything

of interest to other retailers, salesmen and manufacturers in the clothing business.

Also devoted to self service and discount store retailing. Will consider anything in

this field. Query first. Buys 4x5 or larger photos. Rates vary on both articles and
photos, and are made on publication. Reports in three days.

WESTERN APPAREL INDUSTRY, 112 W. 9th St., Los Angeles 15, Calif.

Denyse Sclesnick, Editor. Issued monthly. For apparel manufacturers west of the

Mississippi. Wants about 1,000 word articles telling how a western manufacturer

of apparel cut costs or boosted efficiency in his plant. Pays 2c per word, $5.00 per

picture accompany manuscript. Payment on acceptance. Reports immediately.
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WOMEN'S WEAR DAILY, 7 E. 12th St., New York 3, N. Y. Issued daily except

Saturday, Sunday and holidays. L. W. Fairchild, Publisher. For retail executives,

merchandise managers, buyers and employees, wholesale executives and their em-

ployees and manufacturers.

Coin Operated Machines

VEND, 188 W. Randolph St., Chicago 1, 111., G. R. Schreiber, Editor. Issued

monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Wants feature articles covering some phase of

the automatic merchandising business, that is, the selling of products automatically

through coin-operated machines. Amusements and recording devices are not in-

cluded. Needs two types of feature stories: the how-to-do-it feature, and the news-

feature of some significant development in the field of automatic selling. Lengths

are from 500 to 2,000 words. Pays 2c a word, and up, on publication. Buys photo-

graphs, 5x7 or 8x10 glossies, only as illustrations for feature material. Pays $5 for

each. Reports in a week.

Confectionery and Ice Cream
CANDY INDUSTRY AND CONFECTIONERS JOURNAL, 660 Madison Ave.,

New York 21, N. Y. Don Gussow, Editor. Issued bi-weekly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a

year. Needs feature articles of interest to the large scale candy manufacturers that

deal with activities in the fields of candy production, packaging (including package

design); merchandising; financial news (sales figures, profits, earnings); advertising

campaigns in all media, and promotional methods used to increase the sale or

distribution of candy. Length should be from 1,000 to 1,250 words. Also needs short

news stories about the trade, and anything relating to candy. Buys good quality,

glossy photos with complete and accurate captions, in sizes not smaller than 5x7.

Pays 3c a word upon publication, and $3.00 each for photos. Reports in two weeks.

CHAIN STORE AGE, see page 349.

CONFECTIONARY-ICE CREAM WORLD, 99 Hudson St., New York 13, N. Y.

Alfred Feuer, Editor. Issued weekly; 25c a copy; $6.00 a year. Have a staff of cor-

respondents who provide material, but welcome contributions at space rates.

THE CONFECTIONER, 728 N. Jefferson St., Milwaukee 2, Wis. Gertrude B.

Kluck, Editor. Issued monthly; 30c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use articles featuring

sales ideas, merchandising techniques, promotions at retail level—how more candy

is being sold. Pays 2c per word; $3.00 for each photo, on publication.

ICE CREAM FIELD, 23 W. 47th St., New York 36, N. Y. Alfred E. Feuer, Editor.

Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use articles and photographs pertaining

to ice cream seUing and manufacturing. Can use short articles of 300 to 500 words

and longer articles up to about 2,000 words maximum, depending upon the impor-

tance of the story. Editorial material should be addressed to Mr. Feuer. Pay Ic a

word, on acceptance; for photographs by agreement.

ICE CREAM REVIEW, 1445 N. Fifth St., Milwaukee 12, Wis. Edward Thom,
Editor. Concerned specifically with the frozen dessert industry, including ice cream,

ice milk, vegetable fat frozen desserts, water ice novelties—on both the retail and

wholesale levels. Interested in articles on new plants, processing and packaging

techniques, and various merchandising methods. Pay 2c per word, and $3.00 to

$5.00 per photo, on publication.

ICE CREAM TRADE JOURNAL, 305 E. 45th St., New York 17, N. Y. Vincent

M. RabufTo, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Buy very little out-

side material. Primarily interested in subjects relating to the commercial ice cream
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manufacturer. Photographs used. Pay Ic a word, on acceptance, with extra pay-

ment for photographs.

MANUFACTURING CONFECTIONER, 418 N. Austin Blvd., Oak Park, 111.

Stanley Allured, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use 1,000 to 1,-

500 word articles about actual plants, new merchandising ideas, special applications

of packaging of candy. Photographs bought. Report in ten days. Pay 2c a word.

WESTERN CONFECTIONER, 251 Kearney St., San Francisco 8, Calif. Claude

M. Chaplin, Editor and Publisher. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Use

articles of 1,000 to 1,200 words on candy store merchandising or sales ideas; candy

manufacturers; plant articles if news value. Eleven Western states, Hawaii, Alaska

and Texas. Also articles on supermart, theater, or department store display or mer-

chandising that is a "little different" or is bringing unusual results. Buy photo-

graphs. Pay I/2C a word and $3 for photos, on publication.

WESTERN MILK & ICE CREAM NEWS, Suite 225, 909 S. Atlantic Blvd., Los

Angeles 22, Calif. Lewis Parker Miller, Editor. Issued weekly. For dairy executive

in the western part of the U. S. Wants news stories pertaining to distribution of

milk and cream and manufacture and distribution of manufactured dairy products

in eleven western states, plus Alaska and Hawaii. Also news stories pertaining to

meetings, legal actions and other activities connected with dairy industry in this

area, including news of people in industry—promotion, retirements, deaths, etc.

Stories should be datelined, in newspaper style, and concise. Pays 50c per column

inch. Occasionally uses sharp pix at maximum of $5.00. Suggests new reporters

should send some stories, tell his facilities for getting news and how often he ex-

pects to send stories, so editor can report to him if he can be of service. Payment

at end of month if more than 4 inches material used. Most contributors have from

10 to 40 inches per month. Buys first publication rights only.

Dairy Products

DAIRY RECORD, 391 Minnesota St., St. Paul 1, Minn. E. J. Gordon, Editor. Is-

sued weekly; $3.00 a year. Devoted to the interests of manufacturers and distrib-

utors of dairy products. Although each issue carries Wednesday's date, deadline is

Monday noon and any reports which do not deal with events of the previous week
are unacceptable. Use no feature articles, and photos only upon order. Contrib-

utions must be confined to spot news and current events dealing with the dairy

industry.

DAIRYMEN'S LEAGUE NEWS, 100 Park Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Miss Carol

Erickson, Managing Editor. Issued bi-weekly; $1.00 a year. Use articles that deal

with milk, dairying, or cooperative marketing. Pay Ic a word.

HOARD'S DAIRYMAN, Fort Atkinson, Wis. Wants dairy farm management arti-

cles. Pays 6 to 10 cents per word on acceptance. Best to query first. Use 8x10

black and white photos only.

MILK DEALER, 1445 N. Fifth St., Milwaukee 12, Wis. Edward Thom, Editor.

Interested in articles on new plants, processing and packaging techniques, advertis-

ing, merchandising, and sales promotions by dairies. Also want articles dealing with

milk, cottage cheese, buttermilk, sour cream, chocolate and flavored milks, yogurt,

cream, half and half—the items found in a store's dairy case or a routeman's

truck. Pay 2c per word, and $3.00 to $5.00 per photo, on publication.

MILK PRODUCTS JOURNAL, 1445 N. Fifth St., Milwaukee 12, Wis. Edward
Thom, Editor. Uses material of interest to the butter, cheese, sweet cream, dry,

evaporated and condensed milk industry. Outline your story idea in a query to the
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editor. Uses photographs which are paid for separately from the text. Rate varies

for both. Pays 2c a word; $3 to $5 for photos, on publication.

THE MILK SALESMAN, 806 Law & Finance Bldg., Pittsburgh 19, Pa. M. T.

Meledin, Editor. Issued monthly; 30c a copy; $4.00 a year. All material must be

original and written for the driver, not the owner or manager. Acceptable topics

include safe driving; milk for health, as the driver would tell the housewife; friend-

ship with children on the route; getting along with customers; character stories,

which must be good; care of the truck, as the driver, not the garage mechanic, does

it; neatness; cleanliness; politenes. Don't be too elementary nor too indefinite. Don't

make articles too technical and don't preach or "write down." Average words per

article are 255. Photographs bought. Reports in a week. Pay $5.00 usually for one-

page or two-page articles and never less; $2.50 for snapshots or photographs to go

with article. Payment on acceptance.

SOUTHERN DAIRY PRODUCTS JOURNAL, Duluth, Ga. Clyde H. Lamar,

Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use articles on dairy and ice

cream plants of the South and Southwest, not over 1,500 words. Every phase of

plant operation covered; prefer articles dealing with company history, personnel,

merchandising programs, equipment arrangement, landscaping, etc. Buy photo-

graphs. Fall and winter months best time for submission. Reports in a week. Pay

2c a word, plus $3.50 for photographs used, depending on value. Payment on

acceptance.

WESTERN DAIRY JOURNAL, 4511 Produce Plaza, Los Angeles 58, Calif.

George Blosser, Managing Editor. Issued monthly; $2.00 a year. Written for dairy

farmers in the Western states, the greatest need is for how-to-db-it articles on dairy

farming. These should not run over 3,000 words. With a short article of 1,000

words, two or three 5x7 or 8x10 glossies are preferred. Pays $1.00 per column inch,

with $3 to $10 each for photos, on publication. Reports in a week.

Drugs

AMERICAN DRUGGIST, 250 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y. Dan Rennick,

Editor. Issued bi-weekly; 35c a copy; $8.00 a year. Use pictorial features on the op-

eration of retail drug stores. Pay approximately 2c a word, on publication.

THE APOTHECARY, 376 Boylston St., Boston 16, Mass. Leavitt C. Parsons, Man-
aging Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. Rarely buy articles or

photographs. Articles used, however, pertain to drug field in New England States,

500 to 2,000 words. Report in two months. Pay /2c a word.

CHAIN STORE AGE, 2 Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y. Ben Gordon, Editorial

Director, Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. Wants news about chain drug

stores: human interest, store openings, sales events. Also material on merchandising

methods and operational methods is wanted. Uses 8x10 glossies. Pays standard rates

on publication for regular material. Pays on acceptance for seasonal material. Re-

ports promptly. Two editions are devoted to the drug field. Other editions of Chain

Store Age cover the grocery field, variety store field, fountain-restaurant field. See

listings under separate classifications.

DRUG PROGRESS, Suite 836, 7 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 3, 111. Thomas J.

Vratny, Editor. Issued monthly; 20c a copy; $1.50 a year. Use pharmaceutical arti-

cles, mainly merchandising trends and practices of the modern successful pharma-

cist; development of new drugs, their origins and effects; interpretations of laws as

they pertain to the pharmacist. Do not purchase free-lance material; all work is

done on assignment.
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DRUG TOPICS, The National Newspaper for Retail Druggists, 155 E. 44th St.,

New York 17, N. Y. George Klinger, Managing Editor. Issued fortnightly. Address

manuscripts to George Klinger, Managing Editor. Aimed at 55,000 retail drug

stores plus wholesalers and manufacturers. Wants news of local, regional, state

pharmaceutical associations, legislation affecting operation of drug stores, news of

pharmacists in civic and professional activities, etc. Query first on drug store suc-

cess which deal with displays, advertising, promotions, selling techniques. Pays 2c

per word. Buys photos submitted with manuscripts and buys news pix with cap-

tions only. Pays $6 and up for these. Pays on acceptance for photos and on publi-

cation for text. Reports immediately.

MID-ATLANTIC APOTHECARY, 376 Boylston St., Boston 16, Mass. James S.

Talbott, Managing Editor. Same requirements as The Apothecary as they apply to

the New York to Virginia area.

MIDWESTERN DRUGGIST, P. O. Box 7123, Kansas City 13, Mo. J. Leo Mc-
Mahon, Editor. Issued monthly; 30c a copy; $3.00 a year. Wants merchandising

stories, success stories, and how-to stories. Pays 2c a word, on publication, and $4

each for glossy photographs. Reports in a month.

N.A.R.D. JOURNAL, 205 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago 6, 111. Peter J. Sletterdahl,

Editor. Issued semi-monthly; 25c a copy; $4.00 a year. Use success stories about

independent retail druggists; novel methods used in promotion of business; com-

munity contributions of individual druggists. Length up to 1,000 words. Pays up to

$100; $5 and up for pix, on acceptance. Report within 30 days.

PACIFIC DRUG REVIEW, 414 Henry Building, Portland 4, Ore. G. C. Clase-

man, Managing Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use features,

1,000 to 1,500 words, covering phases of merchandising and management in retail

drug stores in any of the 9 western states. Particularly want "case reports" of suc-

cessful merchandising and selling ideas actually used, for drug store as a whole or

for any department of the store—soda fountain, drugs, photographic, baby de-

partment, cosmetics and toiletries, magazines, sundries, etc. Also short features, 250

to 750 words, as above. "Personality" features, covering people in the retail drug

business who have unusual and interesting backgrounds, hobbies, etc., also used.

Buy photographs. Usually report immediately. Pay Ic a word and up.

SOUTHERN PHARMACEUTICAL JOURNAL, 625 Wilson Bldg., Dallas 1,

Texas, Walter Cousins, Jr., Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $2.00 a year. Use
articles that play up Oklahoma, Louisiana, Arkansas, New Mexico and Texas.

These articles should contain new merchandising ideas and must have real value

for acceptance. Length, 700 to 1,000 words. Rate of payment according to merit.

Dry Goods^ Variety and Department Stores

CHAIN STORE AGE, see page 349.

DEPARTMENT STORE ECONOMIST, 56th & Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia 39,

Pa. Frank X. Kiefer, Editor. Issued monthly; 75c a copy; $7.50 a year. Uses ma-

terial of interest to department stores. Uses merchandising and promotion stories.

Buys photographs. Pays per article according to arrangement.

FABRIC AND TRAINING NEWS, 152 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. Betty

Johnson, Editor. Issued monthly. For fabric and trimimng retailers. Wants fea-

tures on fabric stores or department store fabric departments (promotion and mer-

chandising ideas, etc.), window displays, news items, new products in the field,

personnel, obituaries, newspaper tearsheets on good fabric/trim ads, cartoons. Buys

photos submitted with manuscripts and with captions only. No particular size pre-

ferred. Buys verse on home saving, or fabric/triminmg merchandising. Pays 2c a
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word; $4.00 per news item; 50c per ad tearsheet; and $5 per photo on publica-

tion. Reports within the month.

HANDBAGS AND ACCESSORIES, 111 Fourth Ave., New York 1, N. Y. Ann
Pellman, Editor.' Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. Directed at the retailer

and department store section handling gloves, handkerchiefs, hosiery, handbags,

jewelry, neckwear, laces, belts, flowers, blouses, "separates," and main floor snorts-

wear. Use short items and photos about buyers, personal activities and hobbies,

personnel changes, also to include merchandise men connected with such depart-

ments. Also illustrated features which stress merchandising stories and successes,

side line success in specialty shops, outstanding methods proven productive, etc.

$25.00 per page; $5.00 per illustration; $2.50 per news item, on acceptance.

INDUSTRIAL RETAIL STORES, 415 Southern Bldg., Washington 5, D. C. Hull

Bronson, Editor. Issued monthly; 75c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use merchandising

articles and success stories on "company" store operations. Length, 500 to 1,000

words. Pay /2C a word, on publication.

JUVENILE MERCHANDISING, 566 Seventh Ave., New York 18, N. Y. Norman
Keifetz, Managing Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Use articles

from 800-1,000 words, which take the format of illustrated interviews with suc-

cessful hard goods retailers in our field, based on a single idea, method or policy

that has brought better results for their store—a promotion idea, store improve-

ment plan, operating method, etc. Illustrative action photos. We buy from pros

only and on a query basis. Pay about $50 for articles and photos, on publication.

LINENS & DOMESTICS, 111 Fourth Ave., New York 1, N. Y. Julien Elfenbein,

Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. Query editor on proposed arti-

cles. Use photos of store buyers, interiors and window displays of linen and do-

mestic departments. Pay I/2C a word, after publication; $2.00 for photos, unless

ordered by the editor. $15 per page for stories or photos used full page.

MERCHANTS TRADE JOURNAL, 1912 Grand Ave., Des Moines 5, Iowa. Pat

Conway, Managing Editor. Issued monthly. National retail magazine dealing with

department store articles on promotion, display and merchandising. Pays 2c per

word plus $5 per photo. Right to edit—no by-lines included unless written by in-

dividual in retailing field. Mostly staff-written. Query first.

NATIONAL FURNITURE REVIEW, 666 Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, 111. Mary
Seaman, Editorial Director. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. Uses service

articles directed to all phases of furniture store operation, in lengths from 800 to

1,200 words. Special articles must be queried on first. Pays 2c a word, on publi-

cation, and from $3 to $5 for 8x10 glossies. Reports in two weeks.

NOTION AND NOVELTY REVIEW, 111 Fourth Ave., New York 3, N. Y.

Howard J. Kelly, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use feature

articles, biographies and case histories of successful operations at the wholesale or

retail level in the field covering notions and art needlework. Query first. Pay $2.50

minimum for news items up to 125 words; $25 per page for feature articles; $5 for

photographs used in the book, plus the photographer's bill up to $5.

PIECE GOODS MERCHANDISER, 230 Park Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Alfred

H. Green, Editor. Issued bi-monthly. For retailers of dress fabrics. Wants mer-
chandising stories done at the retail store level (department store, chain, or fabric

shop), dealing in detail with the sale of yard goods to the home-sewing customer,

such as articles on fabric purchasing, advertising, display and selling. Uses photo-

graphs. Pays $50 and up per story. Would consider cartoons on humorous aspect

of home-sewing. Payment on acceptance. Reports within two weeks. Rights pro-

tected under Universal, International & Pan American Copyright Conventions.
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PLAYTHINGS, 71 W. 23rd St., New York 10, N. Y. Ted Erickson, Editor. Issued

monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Occasionally needs 100 to 300 word shorts on

sales promotions with or w/o photos. Query on longer pieces. These should be

written with the toy buyer, dealer and/or wholesaler in mind. Particularly wants

professionally written articles on toy store layout and fixture problems and solu-

tions. Also needs filler items on new toy stores. Flat rate payments, on publication.

RACK MERCHANDISING, 135 Nassau St., N.W., Atlanta 3, Ga. Mrs. Dorothy

Eudy, Editor. Issued monthly for rack jobbers and other wholesalers of non-foods

as well as the non-foods departments of supermarkets. Wants all types of merchan-

dising articles on non-foods as sold through supermarkets, either written through

the store manager's viewpoint or from the viewpoint of the rack jobber who may be

handling the non-foods departments in the supermarket. Pays Ic to I/2C per word
and $2.50 to $3.50 for photos submitted with manuscripts and with captions only

of any size. All payment on publication and reports within ten days.

THE RETAIL DIGEST, Retail Dry Goods Assn., Inc., 1225 Broadway, New York

1, N. Y. Leon Grizer, Exec. Director. Published bi-monthly for the soft goods re-

tailer. Wants articles, cartoons, or fillers dealing with retailing. Length, 500 words.

Pays 2c a word; $5 to $10 for cartoons.

SOUTHWESTERN RETAILER, 1416 Commerce St., Room 410, Dallas 1, Texas.

Annabel Hoyt, Managing Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use

articles relative to retail stores. Merchandising and sales ideas considered. Occa-

sionally buy photographs. Pay Ic a word, the 10th of month following publication.

STORES, 100 W. 31st St., New York 1, N. Y. Helen K. Mulhern, Editor. Issued

monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Published by The National Retail Dry Goods
Association. Articles on assignment only.

THE TOY WHOLESALER, 135 Nassau St., N.W., Atlanta, Ga. Denton Harris,

Editor. Issued monthly; 30c a copy; $3.00 a year. Wants feature stories or shorts on

wholesalers of toys showing how they merchandise to their dealers, how they dis-

play, how they get up their catalog, how they train their salesmen, how they main-

tain inventory control and other record-keeping. Pictures if possible. Toy whole-

salers may be exclusive in toys or may be drug, candy, tobacco, hardware, variety,

paper, etc., wholesalers with toy departments. Also needs features on toy rack

jobbers. Pays Ic to U/jc per word and $3 to $4 per photo on publication. Reports

within two weeks.

VARIETY STORE MERCHANDISER, 419 Park Ave. South, New York 16, N. Y.

Preston J. Beil, Editor. Issued monthly; 60c a copy; $6.50 a year. Distributed to the

general merchandise variety store field. Can use ( 1
) News of executive, store man-

ager, or assistant manager transfers and promotions. Give name or two initials and

approximate date of promotion or transfer from where to where. (2) News of new

5 & 10c stores, giving unusual features or innovations. Would like write-up to be

accompanied by one or two good photos; one exterior and one general interior view.

Give name of store manager, assistants, date of store opening, and salient facts.

(3) Display or merchandising ideas with rough sketch if possible. (4) Interesting

and effective sales training methods of personnel in variety stores. Articles should

be short and to the point. (5) Ideas (with rough sketches or photos) for feature,

"Tricks of the Trade." Should be brief and illustrate short-cuts and time-savers

usable in variety stores. (6) News of special store and sales promotions. May be

merchandise promotion or participation in community activities. Must have unusual

slant. (7) Pictures of particularly good variety store window and counter displays.

Not interested in those promoting one product or the products of just one manu-

facturer. Must be 8x10 or 5x7 glossy print. Rates for material are liberal.
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Educational

AMERICAN SCHOOL BOARD JOURNAL, 400 N. Broadway, Milwaukee 1,

Wis. \Villiam C. Bruce, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $4.00 a year. Use
articles on problems arising out of organization and administration of city, town,

and county school systems, with special emphasis upon administrative work of

boards of education and superintendents of schools, and problems of financing and
school planning. Buy photographs of children and of well-planned new school

buildings. Report in one to two weeks. Pay ^c a word, on acceptance.

ARTS AND ACTIVITIES, 8150 N. Central Park Ave., Skokie, 111. A monthly,

except July and August; 75c per copy; $6.00 per year. Editor, F. Louis Hoover.

This monthly is aimed at art and classroom teachers in elementary, junior and
senior high schools. Buys articles on creative art activities for children in these

schools. All illustrations must be by children. No fiction or fillers bought; no pix.

Payment is determined by length and educational value, usually reports within two
weeks.

ATHLETIC JOURNAL, 1719 Howard St., Evanston, 111. Issued monthly except

July and August; 25c per copy; $2.00 per year. M. M. Arns, Editor. This magazine

is edited for high school and college coaches. Accepted articles must be technical

in nature, and written by men actively engaged in coaching high school and college

athletic teams. Length should be approximately 1,500 words. Photographs may be

submitted as illustrations. Payment is $20 and $25 per accepted article, and is made
on publication of the material. Reports are within two weeks.

THE BUSINESS EDUCATION WORLD, 330 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.

James Bolger, Editor. Issued monthly, September through June; 50c a copy; $4.00

a year. Use feature articles, usually not over 2,500 words, of value to teachers of

business subjects on high school and business college level. Very limited market;

teachers write 99% of the content. Report without delay. Pay $10 for first pub-

lished page of article, $5 for each succeeding page or fraction thereof, on publica-

tion.

CATHOLIC MANAGEMENT JOURNAL, 400 North Broadway, Milwaukee 1,

Wis. Quarterly. Directed toward administrators and educators of Catholic schools

and institutions. Wants feature articles on construction and maintenance of build-

ings; finance; food service; new products; specific administrative and educational

policies. All material must pertain to Catholic schools or institutions. 1,500-2,500-

word articles with two or three glossy photos. Send query, outline or complete

manuscript. Pays $20-$30 per manuscript. Reports immediately. Lois M. Lunz,

Associate Editor.

THE CATHOLIC SCHOOL JOURNAL, 400 N. Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis.

Edward A. Fitzpatrick, Ph.D., Editor. Issued 10 times yearly; 75c a copy; $4.00 a

year. For teachers of Catholic grade and high schools. Use articles from 1,000 to

3,000 words, dealing, for the most part, with special problems of the Catholic

schools, some with general educational problems. Section on "Practical Aids for

Teacher" is devoted to classroom helps for grades 1 to 12. Most contributions come
from subscribers teaching in Catholic schools. Use photographs. Report in two

weeks. Pay about y2C a word, after publication.

CHILD GUIDANCE IN CHRISTIAN LIVING, 201 Eighth Ave. South, Nash-

ville 3, Tenn. Issued monthly; $2.75 a year. Use material of help and inspiration to

superintendents, teachers and workers in the elementary department of the church

school. Group includes all ages from the nursery to juniors, children up to and
including the eleventh year.

CHURCH SCHOOL BUILDER, 2923 Troost Ave., Box 527, Kansas City 10, Mo.
Erwin G. Benson, Editor. Issued monthly; $1.50 a year. Use articles, not more than
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1,000 words, and poems along Sunday School lines; intended for pastors, super-

visors, superintendents, teachers, and officers. Report in 30 days. Pay $6.00 for 1,000

words and 10c a line for poetry, on acceptance.

EARNEST WORKER, Box 1176, 8 N. 6th St., Richmond 9, Va. Holmes Rolston,

Bernard J. Mulder, Editors in Chief; William B. Gaston, Editor. Issued quarterly.

Single copy $2.00 a year; school subscriptions to one address, 40c a copy. Issued

for Presbyterian Sunday School leaders and teachers. Use articles on church and

Sunday School methods, class organization and activities.

FORECAST FOR HOME ECONOMISTS, 230 Park Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Virginia Colton, Editor. Issued monthly except July and August; 50c a copy; $4.50

a year. Use only teaching aids and how-to-do articles written by professional home
economists. Black-and-white photographs. Pay approximately $25 per page on

acceptance.

GRADE TEACHER, The Educational Publishing Corp., 23 Leroy Ave., Darien,

Conn. Monthly, except July and August; 60c per copy; $5.00 a year. Miss Toni

Taylor, Editor. Uses general articles and units of work which have been worked out

with elementary grades in mind, as well as stories and plays written to appeal to

elementary age children. Length should be 1,000 words, with payment at Ic a word.

Glossy prints may be included as illustrations, or may be sent with captions. Pay-

ment for these is from $1 to $5, depending on size and usage. Accepts verse.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, 400 N. Broadway,

Milwaukee 1, Wise. John J. Metz, Editor. Wants articles on administration, projects

and practical aids for teachers of industrial subjects. Lengths may be from 1,500 to

2,000 words, with good photographic coverage. Also how-to-make pieces, under the

heading of problems and projects, are in demand. Payment is based on merit.

THE INSTRUCTOR, Dansville, N. Y. Mary E. Owen, Editor. Issued monthly;

75c a copy; $6.00 a year. Uses primary stories, 400 to 800 words; upper-grade

stories, 1,000 to 1,200 words; plays, not more than 2,000 words; songs. Also wants

articles on teaching techniques and special elementary school studies. Reports in a

few weeks. Payment varies.

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION, National

Council of Churches, 475 Riverside Drive, New York 27, N. Y. Virgil E. Foster,

Editor. Articles on religious education developments in local churches, student

work, adult education, council activities, 1,800 words long. Photographs, $5.00.

Nominal payment on acceptance.

JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY
WOMEN, 1634 I St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C. Mrs. Ruth W. Tryon, Editor.

Issued quarterly, October, January, March, May; 50c a copy; $1.50 a year to those

not eligible to membership. Articles bearing on the Association's educational pro-

gram are considered, but no payments are made.

NEA JOURNAL, National Education Association, 1201 16th St., N.W., Washing-

ton 6, D. C. Mildred S. Fenner, Editor. Issued monthly, September through May;
80c a copy; $7.20 a year, including NEA membership. Use short, 300-word fiction

stories on school subjects. Also 800 to 1,600 word articles on educational topics,

classroom helps, etc. (mostly solicited), and 100-word Idea Exchange items. Use

photographs. Report in two to three weeks. No payment for prose and small pay-

ment for photos.

OVERVIEW, 470 Park Ave. South, New York 16, N. Y. Dr. Archibald B. Shaw,

Editor. Issued monthly for educational executives. Wants 2,500-word articles on

new trends and thinking in educational administration: elementary; secondary;

college; university; business; industry; government; public-private; also school and
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college architecture and building. Usually no payment. Reports in 30 days or less

and buys all rights.

THE PROGRESSIVE TEACHER, 615 Mars at West Sixth, N., Morristown,

Tenn. M. S. Adcock, Editor. Issued September to June for educators. Wants articles

on classroom methods found successful in teaching, and articles on school adminis-

tration, units of work, plays and recitations suitable for special days with illustra-

tions, etc. Uses juvenile stories with some instructive value. Buys photos submitted

with manuscript only and pays $2 per page unless otherwise arranged, on publica-

tion. Uses verse and poetry that can be used as recitations in school entertainments.

Buys rights arranged with author and reports at a reasonable length of time.

PRACTICAL HOME ECONOMICS, Teacher Edition of Co-Ed, 33 W. 42nd St.,

New York, N. Y. Irene i arrott, Editor. Issued monthly, September through May,

except January; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. A professional magazine of home eco-

nomics exclusively directed to teachers, home demonstration agents, school lunch

managers, and home economists in business. Information in articles must be pro-

fessionally sound. Seldom buy photographs or poetry. Report in two weeks. Pay /ac

to Ic a word, on publication.

SCHOOL ARTS MAGAZINE, 72 Printers Building, Worcester 8, Mass. Dr. D.

Kenneth Winebrenner, Editor. Issued monthly except July and August; 75c a copy;

$6.00 a year. Art education magazine used by art and craft teachers and supervisors

from grade through high school; also for reference in school and public libraries.

Use 1,000-word articles, with photos, on art and craft activities in schools. Pay no

set rate, on publication.

SCHOOL BUS TRENDS. Monthly, aimed at private contractors, state, county,

city and parochial pupil transportation supervisors; state and local school boards.

Want informative articles on management, operation, maintenance, safety, and new
equipment developments which relate to pupil transportation and safety. Desire

emphasis on economics: more profit to contractors or less cost to public officials.

Use photos, charts and other illustrations. Pay on acceptance at $25 and up per

page based on estimated layout. Bonus payment after publication if article merits

more space. Query first on ideas or leads. Submit to Darrell Ward, Engineering

Editor.

SCHOOL SHOP, 330 Thompson St., Ann Arbor, Mich. L. W. Prakken, Editor.

Issued monthly except July and August; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use how-we-do-it

type articles covering instructional projects for industrial education departments of

public schools. No photographs used except to illustrate articles. Report in two

months. Pay Yac a word, on publication.

SCHOOL AND SOCIETY, 1834 Broadway, New York 23, N. Y. Stanley Lehrer,

Managing Editor. Issued bi-weekly for educators. Wants articles concerning all

phases of college and university activities such as administration, financing, cur-

riculum, profiles of administrators in educational field, etc. Average length is 1,000

to 1,500 words. Payment arranged on assignment basis only. Photos or illustrative

artwork concerning some aspect of topic covered by the article are used. They pay

$5 and up for 8x10 glossy prints, horizontal view only. All payment on acceptance

and buys world-wide rights. Reports in one or two weeks usually.

SUNDAY-SCHOOL WORLD, 1816 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 3, Pa. William J.

Jones, Editor of Publications. Issued monthly; $1.75 a year. For Sunday-school

superintendents, teachers, and workers. Especially desire articles based on actual

experience, dealing concisely with all phases of Sunday-school work, but more par-

ticularly in the rural districts and smaller schools. Photographs or other illustrative

material make the articles more helpful. Accounts of new forms of Sunday-school

activity and new solutions of old problems are especially desired. The organization
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and equipment of the school, the work of the officers, methods of teaching, teacher-

training, securing the cooperation of the pupils, the influence of the school in com-

munity life, making the school a spiritual force—all these constantly need fresh

treatment. Urgent need for age-group specialization articles, especially lower ages.

Especially interested in the results of the work of a Sunday-school in a community

and in individual lives. Articles dealing with vacation Bible schools, and weekday

Bible teaching on rural and village communities are often used. Articles should not

be over 1,000 words, or even briefer. Seasonal verse of a high spiritual and artistic

order is accepted on occasion. All material, whether prose or verse, must be evan-

gelical in emphasis and tone. Also buy cover photographs (8x10 glossy). Pay on

acceptance.

WILSON LIBRARY BULLETIN, 950 University Ave., New York 52, N. Y. John
Wakeman, Editor. Issued monthly September through June; 35c a copy; $3.00 a

year. Uses articles in varying lengths about library problems and activities of in-

terest to librarians, trustees, and teachers. No pay. Does buy cartoons at the rate of

$10. Reports in several weeks, if not immediately.

Electricity

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE SERVICE NEWS, 111 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4,

111. J. J, Charous, Editor. Issued monthly; 20c a copy; $2.00 a year. Electric appli-

ance repairmen of home laundry equipment, ranges, sewing machines, cleaners,

refrigerators, and other small appliances form the readership here. Need feature

stories on everything related to appliance repair, including success stories with

photos; methods of business operation. News shorts may be submitted about new
business openings, expansions, unusual experiences. Pays $25 to $50 for feature

length piece with photos; 2c a word for news; and $5.00 for photo-caption-cutline

story. Returns only material accompanied with return stamped envelope.

ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER, 6 N. Michigan, Chicago, 111. Issued bi-monthly;

controlled circulation. P. B. Garrett, Editor. Articles of general management inter-

est, slanted to the electric utility industry. Length, 1,000 to 5,000 -words. Pays at

fixed rate per printed page. Prefers 8 x 10 glossy prints, $5 to $10. Pays either on
acceptance or publication.

ELECTRICAL MERCHANDISING WEEK, 330 W. 42nd St., New York 36,

N. Y. Laurence Wray, Editor. Issued weekly. Uses articles and picture stories on
the way dealers of electrical home appliances sell, conduct promotions, pay and
train salesmen, handle trade-ins, perform accounting, meet the problems of price-

cutting, tailor their businesses to meet market conditions, how they make profits

from sidelines or use them to build traffic, how they compete against liquefied

petroleum gas, against plumbers, against builders; how they sell to builders, etc.

Pays $50 to $75 per printed page, depending on quality; on acceptance. Likes

photographs that help tell the story. Query first.

ELECTRICAL SOUTH, 806 Peachtree St., N. E., Atlanta 5, Ga. Carl W. Evans,

Editor. Issued monthly; $1.50 a year. Wants articles and news material about elec-

trical construction activities; technical and semi-technical articles relating to elec-

trical equipment. Because of the highly specialized type of material used, the editor

suggests that free-lancers write for sample copies of the magazine and instructions

for correspondents before submitting material. Pays U/sc a word and $4 per photo;

often higher rates; on acceptance. Reports promptly.

ELECTRICAL WHOLESALING, 330 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. George
Ganzenmuller, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. A publication for

sales departments of electrical wholesalers. Payment on publication.
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ELECTRICAL WORLD, 330 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. Charles F. Hoch-
geiang, Editor. Issued weekly; 50c a copy; $6.00 a year. Acceptable material must

be of high professional engineering quality. Pictures of news developments in the

electric utility and electrical manufacturing industries welcomed. Pay $25 for each

of the first two pages and $15 each for the third and all succeeding pages published,

based on editor's estimate of space prior to contribution.

ELECTRICITY ON THE FARM, 466 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Hugh
Hansen, Editor. Issued 10 times yearly; 15c a copy; $1.25 a year. Use articles deal-

ing with successful and profitable uses of electricity in rural areas, savings, earnings,

health, new applications, technical data, experimental results, farm experiences,

social benefits related to "high line" service. Especially like farm and home experi-

ences backed by records showing how money has been made or saved, or farming

improved through the practical use of electricity. Length, 600 words maximum. A
brief statement should accompany the article, giving the author's connection, occu-

pation, etc. Buy photographs. Report in two weeks. Pay 2/2C a word and $5.00 to

$7.50 for photos, on acceptance.

ELECTRONIC AND APPLIANCE SPECIALIST, 216 West 14th St., New York,

N. Y. Nathen Boolhack, Editor. Issued monthly. For appliance and TV dealers and
servicemen. Wants factual business features dealing with this field. Buys photos

submitted with the manuscripts. Also buys cartoons. Pays Ic per word, $3.00 per

photo on publication.

FARM POWER, 416 E. State St., Ithaca, N. Y. Issued monthly. Roy H. Park,

Editor. This is a trade magazine covering rural electrification and telephony. Buys

feature articles but advises querying first; news items; pix with articles. Pays Ic a

word, no more than $25 per article.

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING & MAINTENANCE, page 423.

LIGHTING, 806 Peachtree St., NE, Atlanta 8, Ga. Carl W. Evans, Editor. Issued

monthly, controlled circulation. Wants articles and news material about lighting

design and installations; also articles on lighting fixture wholesalers' sales promo-

tions, displays, etc. Because of the specialized nature of the publication, the editor

suggests that free-lance writers ask for sample copies of the magazine and special

instructions for correspondents before submitting material. Minimum rates 2c per

word and $5 per photo, but much higher rates paid for outstanding material; pay-

ment on acceptance. Reports promptly.

NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL SERVICE ASSOCIATION NEWS, 818 Olive St.,

St. Louis 1, Mo. Horace B. Barks, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.50 a year.

Uses semi-technical articles and features on independently-operated industrial elec-

trical apparatus service shops; used and new motor sales; service salesmanship—any

material directly applicable to repair shop operations. Lengths from 500 to 2,000

words. Query first. Pays $25 minimum for articles plus $2.50 to $5 for photos, on
acceptance. Likes 8x10 or 5x7 glossies that show equipment details. Reports in three

weeks. Important to query before submitting.

PUBLIC POWER, 919 Eighteenth St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C. Alex Radin,

Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $4 a year. Uses news and feature material on
municipal and other local publicly-owned electric systems and rural electric co-ops.

Pays 50c a column inch, $15 per page, on publication. Pays $3 each for glossy

prints. Report varies.

RURAL ELECTRIFICATION MAGAZINE, 2000 Florida Ave., N. W., Wash-
ington, D. C. WiUiam S. Roberts, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year.

Wants instructive or informative articles on efficient or new uses of electricity, par-

ticularly on the farm. Cost experiences in farm operation using electrical equipment
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are of particular value. Likes pictures, 8x10 glossies, if they help tell the story.

Length is 400 to 1,000 words. Pays 2c a word, on acceptance, $5 per photo. Reports

in two weeks.

VOLT-AGE, 4236 Lindell Blvd., St. Louis 8, Mo. John A. Stormer, Editor. Issued

monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. Needs illustrated features of about 1,200 words

on successful electric motor repair shops, including background, factors leading to

success, and detailed information on short cuts and equipment developed in the

shop which have reduced costs. Will supply names of suitable subjects for profes-

sional business writers after acceptance of first unsolicited article. Also buys 1,000 to

1,200 words on all phases of business management of interest to owners of two-to-

ten-employee firms. Query. Pays 2c a word, on acceptance; $5 for each photo

illustrating features. Likes 5x7 or larger glossies, or contact prints with negatives.

Reports in two weeks.

WESTINGHOUSE SERVICE BEACON, see page 274.

WIRE & RADIO COMMUNICATIONS, Box 20, Ridgewood, N. J. Lee Craig,

Editor. Issued monthly. For communications engineers. Articles of 1,000 to 2,000

words on telephony, telegraphy, mobile radio, marine radio, microwave, facsimile,

television. Pays 2c per word. Pays $5.00 for 8x10 pix. Uses twelve cartoons at $5.00

each. Payment on publication. Reports in thirty days. Buys all rights.

Engineering and Contracting

ACTUAL SPECIFYING ENGINEER, 1801 Prairie Ave., Chicago 16, 111. Frank

McElroy, Managing Editor. Issued monthly. Edited for engineers who design and

specify mechanical and electrical equipment for commercial, industrial and institu-

tional buildings, both new construction and major renovating. Buys little free-lance

material because of specialized field. Manuscripts usually written on assignment

after discussion of outline. Buys pix submitted with manuscripts, also 5x7 and 8x10

pix with captions. Rates vary.

AMERICAN ENGINEER, 2029 K St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C. Kenneth E.

Trombley, Editor. Issued monthly. For professional engineers. Wants articles of

interest to entire engineering profession. Payment varies, is made on acceptance.

Reports in two weeks. Buys cartoons of engineering nature, twelve per year, $5.00.

Buys all rights.

AMERICAN ROOFER AND BUILDING IMPROVEMENT CONTRACTOR,
180 N. Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, 111. James McCawley, Editor. Issued monthly for

contractors engaged in roofing, siding, insulation, waterproofing and building mod-
ernization and improvements. Wants articles (600 to 1,000 words) on manufacture,

sales, estimating, applying of asphalt shingles, asbestos-cement, roofing, and siding,

etc. Not interested in general articles. Pays Ic a word, more for non-run-of-the-mill

stuff. Buys photos submitted with manuscript and pays $2 each. Buys occasionally

cartoons slanted to the industry problems. All payment on publication and reports

in ten days and buys all rights.

APPLIANCE MANUFACTURER, 201 N. Wells St., Chicago 6, 111. Victor C.

Petchul, Editor. Issued monthly; $1.00 a copy; $10.00 a year. Uses case histories of

design or engineering of appliances, as well as production stories on appliances of

the how-they-do-it type. Stresses photo stories, depicting as much as possible with

detailed photos. Pays a minimum of $27.50 a page; higher rate depends on impor-

tance of material, quality of photos, etc. Photos bring $5, and up.

ARIZONA ENGINEER AND SCIENTIST, P. O. Box 1626, Scottsdale, Arizona.

William L. Grocne, Editor. Issued monthly. For engineers and scientists in Arizona.

Wants feature articles concerning scientific or engineering projects in the state.
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Should be written on a semi-technical level. Desired length not over 1,500 words,

preferably illustrated. Takes little fiction and only of exceptional quality. Buys

photos with manuscripts and for cover use of 8x10 size. Buys cartoons. Has no

established rates for articles or photos. Pays $3-$5 for cartoons. Reports within a

month. Buys reproduction rights.

ARIZONA-NEW MEXICO BUILDER & CONTRACTOR, P. O. Box 3407, 804

North 4th St., Phoenix, Arizona. John K. Akers, Editor. Published monthly. Wants

articles and features of 1,000 words on new methods and new equipment on engi-

neering and construction pertinent to Arizona-New Mexico area. Also buys pix

submitted with manuscripts and pix submitted with captions only. Pays P/2C per

word used and $3.00 each pic used. Occasionally buys cartoons. Payment made on

acceptance. Reports within thirty days. Buys first publication rights only.

AUTOMATIC CONTROL, 430 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Monthly; $1.00

per copy; $10.00 per year. This magazine is edited for engineers and industrialists

who use and apply automatic components and equipment. It is an applications

magazine of Systems Engineering. Accept only material which can be understood

by readers with basic technical or engineering background. Articles should be brief:

750 to 1,500 words. Favor articles which describe application of basic parts in an

automatic system. How are they being used?. What benefits accrue?, etc. Sample

copies will be mailed to prospective authors. Pays 4c to 6c per word, depending on

content and quality. Buys 8x10 glossy photographs, for which $5 each is paid. Re-

ports in two weeks.

THE BUILDER, 205 South Fifth St., Springfield, 111. Harry W. Moody, Editor.

Published monthly. Edited for heavy and highway engineering and construction

industry. Magazine is mostly stafT written. Can use short articles of 500 to 800

words dealing with highway construction and contractors in Illinois. Pays 2c per

word. Buys pix submitted with manuscripts and 5x7 or 8x10 pix with captions only

at $4.00 per pic used. Payment on publication. Reports promptly. Buys all rights.

THE CENTRAL CONSTRUCTOR, 707 Keo Way, Des Moines 9, Iowa. O. W.
Crowley, Editor. Issued weekly; $7.50 a year. Official publication of Associated

General Contractors of Iowa. StafT written entirely. Occasionally buys photos of

contracting work in Iowa by its members. Black and white photos only—5x7 or

8x10. Rate can vary. An occasional cartoon is purchased if slanted to the highway

construction industry in a humorous way. Pay $5 each on acceptance.

CONSTRUCTION, 509 Peoples Federal Bldg., Roanoke, Va. Eddie Reid, Man-
aging Editor. Issued bi-weekly; $10.00 a year. Uses stories of proposed construction

and jobs underway in the states of Virginia, West Virginia and North Carolina.

Pays 25c an inch for copy, with $3 per photo. Photos should have complete captions

including type of equipment shown.

CONSTRUCTION BULLETIN, 1022 Lumber Exchange, Minneapolis 1, Minn.

Forest M. Pester, Editor. Issued weekly; 40c a copy; $13.50 a year. Most of the

articles are staff prepared, but occasionally buy an article if it deals with construc-

tion or engineering projects in the north central states: Minnesota, North and South

Dakota, and Iowa. Have news reporters in the larger cities in these states who
report on construction activities in their localities. Pay 33c per column inch for this

type of news. Use action photos of construction equipment. Query first. Pay about

$10.00 per page for articles, depending on the material.

CONSTRUCTIONEER, 6 South Orange Ave., South Orange, N. J. Mahlon R.

Fisher, Editor. Issued weekly for construction industry of Middle Atlantic states.

Buys a few stories on construction projects in Middle Atlantic area only which
feature use of equipment and supplies, materials and methods. Pays $50 per page

with photos. Buys pix with captions at $2.50 per photo. Uses cartoon at $10 each.
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Payment on publication. Reports in week. Buys all ris:hts on manuscripts; pays

$5.00 for photo and negative if all rights are desired.

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. Michael

A. Spronck. Editor. Will consider articles and items of any length, with or without

illustrations, that tell how to buy, use or maintain construction equipment wisely.

Ideas must be new, specific and written with conciseness. Payment is $15 per col-

umn, including copy, photos and white space, made upon acceptance. Reports are

sent within one week.

CONSTRUCTION METHODS AND EQUIPMENT, 330 \\ . 42nd St., New York
36, N. Y. Henry T. Perez, Editor. Issued monthly; SI.00 a copy; $3.00 a year. A
'"how-io-do-it" publication for contractors and those people in government and

industry most concerned with the contractor function who plan, direct and super-

vise all phases of the construction and equipping of dams, highways, bridges,

tunnels, railroads, pipelines, airports, water supply and sewage works, buildings,

industrial plants and other structures. Most articles are written at the scene of con-

struction. All articles are illustrated with action photos and many with explanatory

diagrams.

CONSTRUCTION NEWS, P. O. Box 2421, Little Rock, Ark. Gene Thompson,

Editor. Issued monthly: Si 0.00 a year. Accepts suitable photographs and copy

covering interesting jobs in the field of heavy construction based on the following

area: Arkansas, Oklahoma, ^Vestern Tennessee, Louisiana and Mississippi. Pays 50c

a column inch, with S3 for each 8x10 glossy, on publication.

THE CONSTRUCTOR, 1957 E St., N.W., ^Vashington 6, D. C. Wm. G. Dooly,

Editor. Issued monthly: 40c a copy; S5.00 a year: July Directory Issue, S2.00. L^ses

short features on large or unusual construction projects, with especial emphasis on
good photographs. Project must be a current one, performed by general contractors,

and highlight new construction techniques. Pays 3c a word, on publication. Buys

clear 8x10 glossies of good composition of current projects. These must have ade-

quate description or short story. Pays S6 per photo and $15 for a dramatic cover

shot.

DIXIE CONTR.\CTOR, 110 Trinity Place, Decatur, Ga. F. J. Aaron, Editor.

Issued \\eekly: 25c a copy; $7.50 a year. Will consider articles dealing with engi-

neering and heavy construction projects in the Southeast area. Methods used and

equipment employed should be brought out, as well as the firms given contracts

for work on the project and key personnel assigned to it. Query before submitting.

Pays 40c a column inch, after publication. Buys 8x10 Speed-Graphic photos with

complete identifying captions. Pays S3 each for these.

CONSULTING ENGINEER, 217 \Vayne St., St. Joseph, Mich. Hunter Hughes,

Editor. Issued monthly. Wants articles and features interesting to engineers in pri-

vate practice. Usually pays $25 per printed page. No photos. Payment on accept-

ance. Reports in week or ten days. Buys all publication rights.

DR.\FTING EQUIPMENT NEWS, P. O. Box 3568. Detroit 3, Mich. Raymond
H. Dipple, Editor. For architects, chief engineers, and chief draftsmen. Welcomes
articles concerning drafting room practice and problems, written on a management
level. Articles should run two pages including illustrations. Pays $25 per page and

up, according to content.

ENGINEERING NEWS-RECORD, 330 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. \V. G.

Bowman, Editor. Issued weekly: 35c a copy; $6.00 a year. Not a very open market

to the free-lance writer although occasional pieces are accepted on construction,

business subjects and cis il engineering developments.
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EXCAVATING ENGINEER, 2302 10th Avo., South Milwaukro, Wis. W. E. Wil-

liams, Editor. IssikhI monthly ; ^Tk' a copy; $3.50 a year. Use "methods" articles on

open-pit roal and ore mining, road eonstriution, quarrying, dredging, drainage and

irrigation work, air field and dam construction, etc. Query first. Photographs

hought. Rejioit in two weeks. Pay [U' and uj) a word and $3 per photo, on publica-

tion.

IRRIGATION ENGINEERING AND MAINTENANCE, 624 Gravier St., New
Orleans 9, La. W. A. Sarratt, Editor. Intended for service dealers, distributors and

engineers of irrigation equij)ment. The magazine is particularly interested in dealer

success stories, photographs. Pays minimum of I/2C a word; $4 for photos. Pays on

publication. Reports on receipt.

THE INTERNATIONAL BLUEPRINTER, 33 E. Congress Parkway, Chicago 5,

Illinois. James C. Vebeck, Editor. Issued monthly. Edited for blue print, photocopy

and allied reproduction firms and dealers in architects', engineers', and draftsmen's

supplies and equipment. Wants features on blue print companies that are members
of lARPAI Association. Pays 2c per word, $5.00 per photo used with manuscript.

Uses poetry if related to reproduction industry and usually pays $5.00, depending

upon length and quality. Buys approximately 36 cartoons per year at $5.00 per

cartoon. Cartoon should be related to industry. Payment on publication. Reports in

two weeks. Buys all rights.

KANSAS CONSTRUCTION MAGAZINE, 1 1 1 West Sixth, Topeka, Kansas. Ed-

ward Weilepp, Editor. Issued monthly. For highway and building construction

people. Uses one cartoon per month at $5.00 per cartoon. Must be slanted to con-

tractors, engineers, architects, equipment houses. Pays on acceptance. Reports in

seven to ten days. Must be exclusive only in Kan.sas-Western Missouri.

MATERIALS IN DESIGN ENGINEERING, 430 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Issued monthly; 50c per copy; $3.00 per year. H. R. Clauser, Editor. This magazine

is devoted to the application of engineering materials. Mr. Clauser wants factual

articles on an engineering level that give: information on the properties and uses of

a new engineering material; information that will assist the reader in making better

use of established or new engineering materials suitable for specific end-service

conditions, and how to choose from among them; procedures and approaches to be

used in proper materials testing, evaluation and development generally; product

case histories showing how intelligent materials selections has made possible a new
product or an improved design. The manuscript should be accompanied by tables

and graphs where required. Photographs are generally desirable, although not al-

ways necessary. Maximum length, not including illustrative material, is about ten

double-spaced typed pages. Articles must have been checked wdth sources or com-

petent authorities to insure accuracy. Payment is at the rate of $30 to $35 per page,

and is made immediately following publication. Reports take no longer than two

weeks.

MECHANICAL CONTRACTOR, Room 570, 45 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20,

N. Y. Theodore Lustig, Editor. Published monthly. For mechanical contractors,

architects, engineers. Wants technical and semi-technical articles of interest to those

in air conditioning, piping, heating and ventilating fields; also on business manage-

ment, medium and small business finance. Not over 4,000 words; illustrations,

photographs, or graphic material a must. Pix must be 5x7 or bigger, clear, high-

contrast, with emphasis on story-telHng quality. Will also consider full picture

stories. Payment negotiated. Reports within one week. Buys single-publication and

reprint rights.

MID-WEST CONTRACTOR, Box 766, 2537 Madison Ave., Kansas City 8, Mo.

E. E. Smith, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy. Limited market for articles re-

lating to large construction contracts in the Midwest only—Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas,
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and Missouri. Such articles would relate to better methods of handling various

phases of large contracts, ranging anywhere from material distribution to labor

relations. Also interested in stories of outstanding construction personalities in ter-

ritory. Accordingly, query is definitely indicated.

THE MILITARY ENGINEER, 808 Mills Building, Washington 6, D. C. Col.

F. H. Kohloss, Editor. Issued bi-monthly. Published by Society of American Mili-

tary Engineers; dedicated to the National Defense. Use articles on military engi-

neering accomplishments and activities, illustrated by maps, sketches and photo-

graphs. Prefers length of 2,000 words. Uses photos. Send 100-150-word biographical

sketch of author with manuscript. Pays $10-$15 per page.

NEW ENGLAND CONSTRUCTION, 27 Muzzey St., Lexington, Mass., Box 255.

Jack Scanlon, Editor. Issued bi-weekly; 50c a copy; $10.00 a year. Occasionally

uses a free-lance piece on unique or different construction projects. Suggests a

query first. Payment depends on project, photos and quality.

PACIFIC BUILDER AND ENGINEER, 1945 Yale Place North, Seattle 2, Wash.

Roscoe E. Laing, Editor and Manager. Publishes daily, weekly and monthly con-

struction news items, illustrated technical feature articles on heavy engineering

construction in Northern California, Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana and

Alaska. Architectural building articles also in all 13 Western states. Occasionally

has openings for string correspondents in major cities, buys some technical and

method articles from free-lancers. Always query first. Space rates 50c per inch and

up, on arrangement.

POWER, McGraw-Hill Bldg., 330 W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y. L. N. Rowley,

Editor. Issued monthly; $1.00 a copy; $3.00 a year. Uses editorial material from

men of engineering training and experience only, and writers without such experi-

ence should not submit. Needs practical engineering articles dealing with boilers,

turbines, large diesels, refrigerating machinery, electrical equipment, and similar

energy systems equipment. Rates vary but run about $25 per magazine page.

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER, 8 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, 111. M. E. Mclver,

Editor. Issued quarterly; $1.00 a year. Use stories of the human side of engineering.

Occasionally buy photographs. Report in ten days. Rate of payment depends on

type of material.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN CONSTRUCTION, 855 Lincoln St., Denver 3, Colo. E. B.

Tarpley, Editor. Issued every other Monday. Wants articles on construction of im-

portant new buildings, bridges, highways and streets only in Mountain States area.

Buys photos. Pays about I/2C per word and $3 per action photo.

SOUTHWEST BUILDER AND CONTRACTOR, 1660 Beverly Blvd., Los An-

geles 26, Calif. John M. Server, Jr., Editor. Issued weekly; 25c a copy; $10.00 a

year. For architects and consulting engineers, contractors specializing in building

construction, construction other than buildings and commercial and industrial

organizations.

TELEPHONE ENGINEER & MANAGEMENT, 7720 N. Sheridan Rd., Chicago

26, III. John G. Reynolds, Editor. Issued 1st and 15th of each month; 50c a copy;

$4.00 a year. Wants news of expansion projects, personnel changes and accomplish-

ments of Bell and Independent telephone companies serving the U. S. Also wants

articles telling how company has expanded or improved service. Query on article

ideas. Pays 50c a published inch on news; good rates on articles; all on publication.

Pays $5 each for photos. Reports in one week.

WATER AND SEWAGE WORKS, 155 E. 44th St., New York, N. Y. Issued

monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. For superintendents, managers and directors of

water sewage systems and water departments of cities and companies.
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WELDING ENGINEER, P. O. Box 28, Morton Grove, 111. F. T. Tancula, Editor.

Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Uses articles dealing with the uses of

welding and related processes in various industries showing how these processes are

used in design, production, construction and maintenance purposes. Length should

be 500 to 3,000 words, illustrated with photos and/or drawings. Pays $20 to $25

per printed page, on publication. Pays $5 each for photographs of suitable subjects,

with captions.

WESTERN BUILDER, 407 E. Michigan St., Milwaukee 2, Wis. Cyril Lindemann,

Editor. Issued weekly; 50c a copy; $14.00 a year. For contractors specializing in

building and heavy engineering construction, supplying equipment for construction

as carpentry, masonry, plumbing, roofing and heating, road and bridge building,

dams, etc. Primarily staff written. Buys little free-lance material.

WESTERN CONSTRUCTION, 609 Mission St., San Francisco 5, Calif. J. I. Bal-

lard, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $4.00 a year. Use methods stories on

street, highway, bridge, tunnel, dam construction. Engineer's by-line helps. Length,

1,500 to 2,500 words. Pay a base rate of l/ac a word, with additional for photos.

Export and Import

AMERICAN EXPORTER, 386 Fourth Ave., New York 16, N. Y. Richard G.

Guthrie, Vice-President and Editor. Walter S. Gray, Managing Editor. Issued

monthly. Edited for overseas dealers and distributors selling U. S. products in the

following fields: air conditioning and refrigeration; hardware and tools; home ap-

pliances; radio, TV, and hi-fi; marine equipment; and vending machines. Wants
articles and features up to 1,200 words (can be shorter) on sales and service in the

above fields. Pays $25 per published page, including photographs, payable on pub-

lication. Reports immediately. Wants stories to be exclusive to them in their field.

EXPORT TRADE AND SHIPPER, 20 Vesey St., New York 7, N. Y. Redington
Fiske, Editor. Issued weekly; 20c a copy; $5.00 a year. Interested in news or articles

on marketing methods or market conditions in foreign countries, preferably from
accredited foreign correspondents in foreign residence. Also technical articles on all

phases of export, foreign freight forwarding and international economic situations.

Report immediately. Pay from Ic a word, on publication.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE REVIEW, see page 267

FOREIGN SERVICE JOURNAL, see page 434

Fishing and Fish

THE FISH BOAT, 624 Gravier St., New Orleans 12, La. M. Fox, Editor. Issued

monthly. Aimed at commercial fishermen. Wants features on new developments in

vessels, gear and methods, personality stories on commercial fishermen. All stories

must be accompanied by pictures. Technical information (equipment, specifica-

tions, etc.) must be given. Buys photos with captions only if they are of unusual

situations in commercial fishing. 8x10 glossy prints are preferred. Buys cartoons

developed around unusual situations in commercial fishing. Pays 2c a word, $4 per

photo, rate is open on cartoons. Buys all rights and reports within two weeks.

FISHING GAZETTE, 461 8th Ave., New York 1, N. Y. John L. Duffett, Editor.

Issued monthly. This magazine is the trade organ for the commercial fishing indus-

try. Wants features of historical, unusual fishing operations, profile-type biographies

of men in the field, on-board-ship reports, and personal experiences. Preferred

length about 1,500 words. Pays $50-$75 per story. Query first. Needs cartoons with

commercial fishing motif. Pays on acceptance. Buys all n. a. rights.
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NATIONAL FISHERMAN combined with MAINE COAST FISHERMAN,
Camden, Maine, Russell W. Brace, Editor. Issued monthly. 20c per copy, $2.00

per year. Use news and articles about activities of the commercial fishing and

boatbuilding industries on the Atlantic Coast, Gulf of Mexico, Great Lakes and

Pacific Coast. Features accepted. Buy photographs at $3.00 each. Pay Ic per word.

Paid on publication. Will buy features outright. No color in pictures. No poetry.

Interesting and informative features our specialty.

PACIFIC FISHERMAN, with which is combined West Coast Fisheries, 71 Colum-

bia St., Seattle 4, Wash. DeWitt Gilbert, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00

a year. Occasionally use a feature of interest to the fishing industry. Mostly staff-

written. Query editor before submitting manuscript.

TROPICALS MAGAZINE, 1433 N. Dearborn Pkwy., Chicago 10, 111. Earl Lyons,

Editor. Issued bi-monthly for tropical fish hobbyists. Study magazine for type of

articles wanted. Articles bring $15 to $35 each and payment for photos and sketches

is $3 to $5 each. Pays $5 for cartoons, all on publication. Buys all rights and reports

immediately.

Florists, Nurserymen and Landscaping

AMERICAN ROSE MAGAZINE, 4048 Roselea Place, Columbus 14, Ohio. Issued

monthly. Dr. Fred J. Nisbet, Editor of Publications. Articles on any phase of rose

growing—from beginners' level to forefront of scholastic experimental work—are

desired. Style and length change with subject material. It is preferable to discuss

the situation with the editor before writing the articles. No fiction or filler material

used. Occasionally 8x10 photographs are purchased for covers. Some verse

—

couplets to approximately 25 lines—whose subject relates to roses or their growth

is published. There is no payment for accepted material except photographs, and

$5 to $10 each is paid for these.

FLOWER AND GARDEN'S MERCHANDISER, 543 Westport Road, Kansas

City 11, Mo. Frank A. Bartonek, Editor. Wants dealer success stories, 1,000 to 1,800

words, about garden supply dealers: garden centers, seed stores, nurseries, etc. Re-

quire at least 4 photos, for acceptance, glossy 8xl0's preferred. Most urgent need is

for short "Profit Tips" about unusual promotion ideas or clever displays that have

increased sales for a dealer; 100 to 300 words, with or without pictures. Pays up
to 2c a word; up to $5 for photos, on acceptance.

FLORISTS REVIEW, 343 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 4, 111. R. E. Johnson, Man-
aging Editor. Issued weekly; 35c a copy; $8.00 a year. For retail florists who have

greenhouses and outdoor plantings, wholesale flower growers, nurserymen, seedmen

and others engaged in floriculture.

FLORISTS TELEGRAPH DELIVERY NEWS, 200 Lafayette Bldg., Detroit 26,

Mich. H. A. Shanafield, Editor. Issued monthly to association members only. Uses

feature articles on retail flower shop management problems, floral designing and

photos. These should be specific rather than general. Pays 2c a word for features,

$5 per photo, on acceptance. There is no pay on news about new shops or new
products. Photos should be 8x10 or 5x7 glossies. Reports in four weeks.

HOME & GARDEN SUPPLY MERCHANDISER, 8633 Lock Raven Blvd , Tow-
son 4, Maryland. D. Murray Franklin, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a

year; $5.00 for 2 years; Green Book $2.00 per copy. Uses stories on new garden

supply products; successful dealer and distributor stories and histories of their

organization; store operation techniques; methods of sales and promotion of garden

supplies; store layout and design; effective displays and advertising; industry news;

servicing of power lawn and garden equipment; holiday and other seasonal promo-
tion ideas. Pays 2c a word, $5.00 for photos, on publication.
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HORTICULTURE, see page 329.

LANDSCAPING, 1300 W. 24th St., Los Angeles 7, Calif. Glenn L. Black, Editor.

Hou -to-do articles, 500 to 1,000 woids; for professional landscape architects and
contractors. Excellent photos necessary. 3c per word; $4.00 per photo.

PEST CONTROL, 1900 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio. James A. Nelson, Editor.

Issued monthly; 50c a copy; 1 year, $5.00; 2 years, $8.00. Gives specialized cover-

age to urban and industrial pest control and sanitation problems that affect the

pest control operator. Also treats termite control, weed control, municipal insect

and rodent control programs, over-the-counter sales of pest control products, and
general business, advertising and public relations information concerning the pest

control industry. Pays Ic to 2c a word up to a maximum of $50 for articles (and
photographs) of from 500 to 2,500 words.

SEEDMEN'S DIGEST, 1910 W. Olmos Dr., San Antonio 1, Texas. Don Sheon,

Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Uses articles on successful mer-

chandising and promotion by seed, farm supply and garden supply dealers. Also

articles on new crop varieties and methods. Prefers articles less than 1,000 words.

Black and white glossy prints for illustration should be included if possible. Pays

from $10 to $25 depending on interest and value of article. Pays $3 to $5 for photos

with appropriate caption story. Send return envelope for prompt report.

SEED TRADE NEWS, 109 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 2, 111. Carl S. Paton, Editor.

Issued weekly. Only articles by writers with a considerable knowledge of seed pro-

duction and merchandising are accepted. Have well-established sources for material

and are not particularly interested in free-lance contributions.

SOUTHERN FLORIST & NURSERYMAN, Box 1868, Fort Worth, Texas. Louie

L. Hulme, Editor. Issued weekly; $5.00 a year. Wants stories of good promotion,

sales methods, management, etc., being used successfully by full-time florists and
nurserymen and garden center operators, in lengths from 1,000 to 2,000 words with

three or four 5x7 or 8x10 glossies. Minimum payment is 30c a column inch, with

$3 for each picture used. Reports in a month.

TELEGRAPH DELIVERY SPIRIT, 292 S. LaCienega Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.

Leo West, Editor. Official monthly publication of Telegraph Delivery Service.

Wants short articles (800-word maximum) dealing with retail flower shop improve-

ments and promotions as well as specialized articles on floral developments, meth-

ods and techniques of floristry. Articles should have tie-in with Telegraph Delivery

Service. Likes illustrations (photographs or original art) to accompany articles,

although these are not a necessity. Limited amount of fiction, and this also has a

800-word maximum length. Pays Ic a word, $2.50 per 4x5 or 8x10 photographs,

$3.00 per original drawing (includes cartoons); occasionally up to $25.00 for both,

if they portray flower arrangements and are accompanied by text; no pay for

accepted poetry. All payment is on publication.

Food Products
BUTCHERS* ADVOCATE, 82 Beaver St., New York 5, N. Y. Roy M. Cohen,

Editor. Issued weekly; 15c a copy; $4.00 a year. Use illustrated articles dealing with

retailers, wholesalers, and packers of meat. Also an occasional short short, 700 to

1,200 words, based on trade background with trade characters. Buy photographs.

Report in two weeks. Pay lea word for fiction and /2c a word and up for articles,

on publication.

COFFEE & TEA INDUSTRIES, 106 Water St., New York 5, N. Y. John Decker,

Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Uses articles on outstanding

coffee or tea promotion or merchandising efforts that will be of interest to coffee

and tea importers, packers, distributors, and spice and flavor companies. Also uses
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stories about plants if they have been checked by the company representatives. Pays

$10 per printed page, on publication. Likes two or three glossy photos with each

story, which are paid for usually at space rates. Reports within four weeks,

FOOD ENGINEERING, Chestnut and 56th Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa. Issued

monthly; $1.00 a copy; $2.00 a year. A writer without knowledge of food process-

ing, packaging, marketing, or management has no chance of acceptance. Buy
photographs, however.

FOOD FIELD REPORTER, 708 Third Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Roy King,

Editor. Issued bi-weekly; 35c a copy; $4.00 a year. Use articles on current merchan-

dising, new products, promotion, packaging news of interest to food processors,

brokers, manufacturers, wholesalers. Some retailer news. Rarely buy photographs.

Pay 2c a word, on publication.

FOOD MERCHANDISING, see page 265.

FOOD MERCHANTS ADVOCATE, 134 Jackson St., Hempstead, L. I., N. Y.

Robert J. Krebs, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.50 a year. Wants feature-

length merchandising stories of merchants in New York State, particularly with

reference to self-service sales of meats and produce items; also stories on special

promotions of such events as picnics, the home-canning season, back-to-school, and

special holiday promotions. Likes 8x10 glossies for illustrations, and pays $3 for

first one used with $2 each for others in same article. Pays $1 per column inch

published, on publication. Reports within ten days.

FOOD TOPICS, 708 Third Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Walter Trueman, Managing
Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5 a year. Uses merchandising, equipment,

meat, produce, dairy news, frozen foods, health and beauty aids, having to do with

retail food store operations in supermarkets doing $100,000 business a year or more.

Rates may be requested, with payment on publication. Uses. 8x10 glossy photos,

with release. Reports promptly.

FREEZER PROVISIONING, 25 S. Bemiston Ave., St. Louis 5, Mo. Monthly;

35c per copy; $4.00 per year. Albert Todoroff, Editor. This is a trade magazine for

food plans, locker plants and frozen food provisioners. Will buy feature-length

articles as well as shorter subjects pertinent to the field. Photos used bring $3.50 on

acceptance. Payment for articles, I/2C per word, on acceptance. Reports in about

two weeks.

INPLANT FOOD MANAGEMENT, 71 Vanderbilt Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

John R. Rutherford, Editor-Publisher. Issued monthly; 50c per copy; $4 per year.

This magazine is read by executives, employee food service managers, and other

personnel concerned with inplant food operations. It covers manufacturing plants,

businesses (such as insurance companies, banks, public utility companies, and simi-

lar organizations with employee feeding facilities), colleges and universities, major

military establishments, and larger hospitals. Editorial material needed on inplant

operations which solve specific problems in: menu monotony, budget limitations,

new facilities, vending, volume feeding. Also wants unusual menu items, decora-

tions, training methods. Query before submitting material. Basic rates: 2c per word,

$5 for each photo; pays on publication and reports immediately.

MEAT MAGAZINE, 59 E. Van Buren St., Chicago 5, 111. H. L. Rothra, Editor.

Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. Uses news of top-level personnel changes,

new construction, new products, etc., in meat-packing or processing establishments.

Also wants feature articles on new products, packaging, new methods, new equip-

ment, etc., in packing, processing or rendering plants. Wordage should be length

necessary to tell story in tight style. Query first on feature articles. Pays 2c a word,

and $5 for each 4x5 or larger glossy used, on publication. Reports in ten days.
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THE NATIONAL PROVISIONER, 13 W. Huron St., Chicago 10, 111. E. R.

Sworn, Editor. Issued weekly; 30c a copy; $6.00 a year. Uses personal items about

executive and employees in meat packing and sausage manufacturing plants. Also

wants construction news in building or remodeling such plants, as well as plant

activities, opening of new plants, new products, etc. Is interested in feature articles

on various aspects of meat plant operations, merchandising, advertising, etc. Pays

a minimum of 75c per item, with I/2C to 5c a word for longer articles. Pays a

minimum of $5 per photo, after publication.

PRODUCE MARKETING, 251 Kearny, San Francisco 8, Calif. Harold Rogers,

Editor. Issued monthly. Aimed at shippers, distributors and retailers of fresh fruits

and vegetables. Wants operations and experience stories up to 1,000 words in

length. Buys photos submitted with manuscripts and photos with captions only of

8x10 size. Pays $30 per published page (about 1,000 words, solid type). Rate of

payment on photos varies. Pays on publication. Reports within a week. Buys first

publication rights only.

QUICK FROZEN FOODS, 82 Wall St., New York 5, N. Y. Sam Martin, Editor.

Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5 a year. Uses feature articles and short articles on
frozen food operations in processing plants, wholesalers' warehouses, chain stores

and supermarkets; also buys clippings. Pays 2c a word, with 50c per clipping, on
publication. Also buys photographs for $3.00 each. Reports in thirty days. Will

accept names for standing file of correspondents who would be given assignments

when and if story broke in their locality.

SUGAR, 604 Fifth Ave., New York 20, N. Y. E. W. Mayo, Jr., Editor. Issued

monthly; $1.00 a copy; $5.00 a year. Use technical articles dealing with agricul-

tural, manufacturing and transportation aspects of world sugar industry.

THE TEA AND COFFEE TRADE JOURNAL, 79 Wall St., New York 5, N. Y.

J. P. Quinn, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Use articles about

merchandising campaigns of large tea packers and coffee roasters. Query editor.

Buy photographs only as article illustrations. Try to give prompt reports. Pay 1 to

I/2C a word, on publication.

THE VOLUNTARY AND COOPERATIVE GROUPS MAGAZINE, 114 E.

32nd St., New York 16, N. Y. I. M. Brace, Editor. Issued monthly; $1.00 a copy;

$10.00 a year. Use merchandising stories built around the merchandising of a spe-

cific product in a Voluntary or Cooperative Groups supermarket. Length, 1,000 to

1,500 words. Also stories telling how some sponsor of a Voluntary or Cooperative

Group has reduced his operating costs. Photographs should accompany manuscript.

Pay 2c a word and $1.00 for each photo used, on publication.

Funeral Directors and Cemetery

AMERICAN FUNERAL DIRECTOR, Times Tower, 1475 Broadway, New York

36, N. Y. Albert R. Kates, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. For

funeral directors and embalmers, casket manufacturers, executives and salesmen.

CASKET & SUNNYSIDE, 487 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y. H. Barnard,

Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Use management interviews with

morticians. Query editor before submitting your script.

CONCEPT, THE JOURNAL OF CREATIVE IDEAS FOR CEMETERIES,
Suite 713-716 Northwestern Bank Bldg., Minneapolis 2, Minn. Donald F. Sager,

Editor. Published monthly. For management of cemeteries. Wants feature stories

relating to cemeteries, pointing to new, unusual, or exceptional performance or

service; coping with a problem; new sales practices; photo essays. Pays $25 to $35

per story. Uses poetry on which payment varies. Payment on publication. Reports

usually within thirty days. Buys publishing and copyright rights.
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MID-CONTINENT MORTICIAN, 905-10 Upper Midwest Bldg., Minneapolis 1,

Minn. Grant Williams, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. Interested

in articles on professional phases of funeral work as well as business phases. Reserve

the right to edit material. Not responsible for return of unsolicited mms. Pay Ic a

word.

MONUMENTAL NEWS-REVIEW, INC., 429 Franklin St., Buffalo 2, N. Y.

E. H. Whitaker, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year domestic. Use

brief, illustrated articles about the architecture and construction of modern, public

or private monuments. Photographs of new or unusual monuments are used. Rate

of payment given on publishing of article.

NATIONAL FUNERAL SERVICE JOURNAL, 230 East Ohio St., Chicago 11,

111. Fred L. Hadley, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.50 a year. Use factual

material of direct interest and benefit to the embalmers, funeral directors, or

funeral home owners, 2,500 words maximum. Buy photographs, but they must fit

this field. Seldom use fiction, but will examine manuscripts up to 2.500 words suited

to the funeral service field. Report in two or three weeks. Pay Ic to 2c a word, on

acceptance.

THE SOUTHERN FUNERAL DIRECTOR, 1070 Spring St., N. W., Atlanta, Ga.

O. J. Willoughby, Editor and Publisher. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year.

Use articles on funeral merchandising, accounting, legal matters, new funeral

homes, remodeling, unusual features about individuals connected with funeral in-

dustry. Use photographs. Report upon receipt. Pay Ic to 2c a word, on publication.

For
AMERICAN FUR BREEDER, 1 E. First St., Duluth 2, Minn. Marshall Reinig,

Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $5.00 a year. For fur breeders and their

employees, fur buyers, manufacturers and dealers and their employees.

NATIONAL FUR NEWS, 200 Clayton St., Denver, Colo. D. O. Colhns, Managing
Editor. This is a specialized market which most free-lancers would not attempt to

sell, but the editor will look at articles based on practical knowledge of domestic

fur animal production, principally mink. Rates are Ic a word, with $4 for photo-

graphs, on acceptance.

U. S. FUR RANCHER, 1712 W. St. Paul Ave., Milwaukee 3, Wise. Bruce ^\\

Smith, Editorial Director. Intended for mink farmers. Wants articles, 1,000 to 1,500

words, on mink-ranch operations, based on interviews with the manager. Occa-

sional personality profile on mink farmers. Pays $25 upwards for articles; $6 for

cartoons, $7 for photos without articles.

Gas

AMERICAN GAS JOURNAL, P. O. Box 1589, Dallas 21, Texas. Dean Hale,

Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use technical articles on distri-

bution and utilization of manufactured and natural gas, and merchandising of

appliances by gas utility companies. Length, 500 to 2,500 words, on assignment

only. Queries invited. Use photographs. Rate of payment depends on article and
quality of material.

BUTANE-PROPANE NEWS, 198 S. Alvarado St., Los Angeles 57, Calif. ^Villiam

W. Clark, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $2.00 a year. For LPG distributer

dealers with bulk storage plant, LPG bottled gas dealers and manufacturers of

appliances and equipment,

GAS, 198 S, Alvarado St., Los Angeles 4, Calif, J, Fred Ebdon, Editor. Issued

monthly; 50c a copy; $2.00 a year. Mainly a technical magazine for the gas utility
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industry and their wants are limited to technical articles which arc not very suitable

for non-technical writers. Do take an occasional article on the sales or management
end of the gas business, but these are definitely in the minority.

GAS AGE, 48 W. 38th St., New York 18, N. Y. William J. Nickel, Editor. Issued

on alternate Thursdays; $1.00 a copy; $5.00 a year. For gas companies, producers

of manufactured gas, gas transmission companies, utility companies and managers,

superintendents and foremen. Uses well-captioned pix, individually or to illustrate

manu.scripts. Pays 40c per inch on publication; negotiated rates for technical

material.

HEATING & GAS APPLIANCE MERCHANDISING, see page 417.

GAS HEAT AND COMFORT COOLING MAGAZINE, 2 W. 45th St., New
York 36, N. Y. A. E. Coburn, Editor. Issued monthly; 80c a copy; $3.00 a year.

Uses very few feature articles on dealer management and techniques of installation,

service sales and merchandising .of gas heating appliances from fre^-lance writers.

Buys pictures and illustrations to be used with the articles. Pays $25 per page for

text and illustration. Reports in two months.

INDUSTRIAL GAS, 48 W. 38th St., New York 18, N. Y. H. O. Andrew, Editor.

Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Use technical articles and photos on the

utilization of gas in industry.

LP-GAS, 48 W. 38th St., New York 18, N. Y. Walter M. Bone, Editor. Issued

monthly; $1.00 a copy; $3.00 a year. This magazine is published for the liquefied

petroleum dealer and distributor. Can use stories on merchandising both gas and
appliances; articles on how the dealer or distributor runs his business—his record

keeping, employee training, promotion and advertising, methods of delivery and
installation and service, etc.; articles on utilization of the gas—who uses it, espe-

cially as tied to the dealer who provides the gas. Query before writing. Stories

should run about 1,500 words. Shorter stories which give snappy accounts of novel

promotions, advertising campaigns, etc., are welcomed. Like illustrations, usually

photographs, with each story, and those should relate strictly to the gas or appli-

ance. Pay 50c a column inch for features; 30c a column inch for news items.

LPGA TIMES, 11 S. LaSalle St., Chicago 3, 111. F. F. Eberhert, Editor. Issued

monthly. For LP-gas dealers. Wants articles of 500 to 750 words of reports of new
sales promotions, and new operating practices by LP-gas dealers. Uses pix with

manuscripts. Pays $20 to $25 per page. Uses cartoons with ideas related to the

LP-gas business. Payment on publication. Reports at once. Buys first publication

rights.

Gift and Art

AMERICAN ARTIST, 24 W. 40th St., New York 18, N. Y. Norman Kent, Editor.

Issued monthly except July and August; 85c a copy; $7.00 a year. This magazine is

aimed at both amateur and professional artists and covers both fine and commercial

art, and occasionally features design and craft stories. Publishes stories about artists

and their problems, preferably those that stress how the artist works. Prefer the

writer to submit photographs or other material that would be used as illustration

with outline of proposed story. Feature articles should not ordinarily exceed 2,500

words. No fiction or poetry. Do not buy photographs. Report in one to four weeks,

depending on possibilities. Rate varies with kind of material and name of author, on

acceptance. Most editorial content is written on assignment by contributing editors.

ART MATERIALS TRADE NEWS, 119 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y., H. L.

Mensh, Executive Director. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Use articles

of 700-1000 words, and prefer those accompanied by black and white glossy

pictures for illustration. Suggested subjects: new merchandising techniques in the
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art materials field; technical information on various art materials; business advice

for dealers, jobbers and manufacturers; articles on art material stores, factories,

etc.; articles showing new opportunities and ways to exploit them, etc. Pay 2c a

word, on acceptance; maximum $25.00, including pictures.

ART MATERIALS TRADE NEWS, 1517 W. FuUerton St., Chicago 14, 111. P. E.

Miller, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Use articles of 700-1,000

words, and prefer those accompanied by black and white glossy pictures for illustra-

tion. Suggested subjects: new merchandising techniques in the art materials field;

technical information on various art materials; business advice for dealers, jobbers

and manufacturers; articles on art material stores, factories, etc.; articles showing

new opportunities and ways to exploit them, etc. Pay 2c a word, on acceptance;

maximum $25.00, including pictures.

ART NEWS, 32 E. 57th St., New York 22, N. Y. Alfred M. Frankfurter, Editor.

Issued monthly except July and August; $1.25 a copy; $11.50 a year. Use articles

dealing with fine arts and related fields, 3,000 words maximum length. Report in a

month. Pay 2c a word, on publication.

DESIGN, 337 S. High St., Columbus 15, Ohio. Gerry A. Turner, Executive Editor.

Issued bi-monthly except July and August. Subscribed to by art educators, arts and

craft departments at schools and colleges, and serious hobbyists in the creative arts.

This is the oldest creative art magazine in America. All material must be factual,

how-to-do-it, 1,000-word maximum. Seeking attractive and "different" ideas with

human interest appeal. Illustrations acceptable. $5 per published photo or arranged

rate for multi-photo features. No correspondence without proofs for inspection.

THE GIFT AND ART BUYER, 212 Fifth Ave., New York 10, N. Y. W. A. Klein-

schrod. Editor. Issued monthly; 60c a copy; $5.00 a year. Publishes stories, 1,000

to 2,500 words, of gift retailer activity which convey solid merchandising ideas.

These include how gift shops and departments benefitted from a particular promo-

tion, remodeling project, display, or other business idea. Stories must concern better

gift, decorative accessory, and specialty shops—not interested in souvenir or novelty

trade. Pay up to $50 for articles; up to $25 additional for three accompanying

photos.

GIFTWARES AND HOME FASHIONS, 1 1 1 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y. Rita

Johnson, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. For retailers and buyers

of giftware merchandise. Use articles, up to 300 words, on new merchandising ideas

in this field, improved store arrangements, display and advertising ideas, and other

material which would appeal to giftware retailers interested in doing a better job of

selling. Generally speaking, articles should be accompanied with pictures and other

illustrative material. Pay $25 per published page, and $5.00 each for photos used,

on publication.

PICTURE AND GIFT JOURNAL, 408 Olive St., St. Louis 2, Mo. Jim T. Elliott,

Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 (Dec. 1, 1960) a year. Buys small amount
of free-lance material, but when a story comes in that is right chances of acceptance

are good. Is interested in the successful merchandising methods of picture framers

and dealers, furniture and home furnishings store owners and buyers, interior deco-

rators, etc. This would include overall operation and individual phases—advertising,

display, special promotions, customer services, stock control, etc. Not interested in

personality stories. Articles may range from 500 to 1,500 words. All articles should

be illustrated. Payment is by arrangement with author. Reports in two weeks.

Groceries

AMERICAN GROCER, 104-45 208th St., Queens Milage 29, N. Y. Issued semi-

monthly. First-hand reports on Food Market with statistical data. General news of

the food industry.
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THE CAROLINA FOOD DEALER, 200 Providence Road, Charlotte 7, N. C.

James B. Vogler, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.50 a year. Devoted to the

retail grocery and general merchandise, the wholesale and manufacturing grocery

trade. Only news of interest to the grocery trade in North Carolina accepted.

CHAIN STORE AGE, see page 349.

CO-OPERATIVE MERCHANDISER, 140 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 3, 111. Rich-

ard W. Mulville, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Use good mer-

chandising stories and interesting articles about food, 1,500 to 1,800 words. Articles

must pertain to the Independent Grocery field (no chain stores). No success stories

about individual grocers are used unless they are members of retailer-owned organ-

izations affiliated with the Cooperative Food Distributors of America. Buy photo-

graphs if they are good and come with the article. Report within two weeks; unde-

sirable manuscripts returned at once. Pay 2c a word, $5 per photo, on acceptance.

THE GROCER'S SPOTLIGHT, 717 Fox Building, Detroit 1, Mich. Louis R.

Shamie, Editor. Issued bi-weekly; 15c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use articles on grocery

sales, stores, layouts and allied matters.

THE IOWA FOOD DEALER, 702 Empire Building, Des Moines 9, Iowa. Mary I.

Fitzgerald, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $4.00 a year. To retail food dealers,

food shops, fruit stores, wholesale grocers, packers, distributors and those interested

in or associated with the marketing of food products and allied lines—principally

in Iowa.

LOUISIANA GROCER, 513 Cotton Exchange Bldg., New Orleans, La. Clyde G.

de la Houssaye, Editor. Issued monthly; 20c a copy; $2.00 a year. To members
of New Orleans Retail Grocers Association; first-class retail grocers, wholesalers,

brokers, food manufacturers in Louisiana and South Mississippi.

MODERN GROCER, 370 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Harold Kelman,

Managing Editor. Issued weekly (each Friday). Wants original articles of no more
than 500 words on grocery product merchandising, promotional ideas, customer

attitudes, shopping habits (food lines only). Locations used should be in metro-

politan New York area. Also uses 8x10 glossy pix with captions only. Payment
open. Rarely uses cartoons. Payment on publication.

NARGUS BULLETIN, 360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, 111. Marie Kiefer, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Want two types of articles: (1)

"How I Did Its," 250-750 words; (2) Feature stories, 1,000 words, about inde-

pendent retail food stores. The "How I Did Its" consist primarily of detailed re-

ports of methods used to cut expenses, increase sales, train employees, save labor,

solve all of the common problems usually confronted in daily grocery store opera-

tions. Prefer to be queried on the longer 1,000-word feature stories which may be

either first or third person style. Subject matter of feature stories ranges from

"success" articles to such subject matter as unusual advertising, store building

design and layout, better employee relations, parking, store location, civic cooper-

ation, etc. All articles must be factual, tested, proven. Want any size good, clear,

sharp photographs with good tone gradations. Pay 3c a word and up. Photo

rates start at $5.00. Payment on acceptance.

NEW JERSEY GROCER, 30 Journal Square, Jersey City 6, N. J. Sarah Kam-
inows, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.50 a year. Use articles on merchan-

dising in retail food stores. Pays 2c a word when published.

THE PROGRESSIVE GROCER, 161 Sixth Ave., New York 13, N. Y. Robert

Mueller, Editor. Issued monthly; $1.00 a copy; $10.00 a year (controlled circula-

tion audit magazine). Use success stories, 1,500 words, on progressive food mer-
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chants who are doing an unusually good job of merchandising for profits, and
whose stores are modern and attractive. Should contain, if possible, figures of

sales, gross margin, profit per cent, various operating expenses and turnover. Good
photographs are essential. Short articles, 100 to 500 words, on methods of man-
aging or selling used by some grocers successfully—better clerk training, regaining

lost customers, acquiring new ones, etc. Photographs of unusual, attractive food

stores, window displays, and original humor with grocery store slant. Report in

about two or three days. Pay 2c to 4c a word, on acceptance, depending on value

of manuscript.

SUPER MARKET MERCHANDISING, 67 W. 44th St., New York 36, N. Y.

Nathaniel Schwartz, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Need factual

material, up to 2,500 words, which details how a Super Market, through layout

idea, checkout system, promotional or advertising campaign, increased net profits.

Concrete figures required, including size of market, volume, percentage of in-

creased sales, size of departments and size and descriptions of fixtures. Buy photo-

graphs—glossy prints. Pay 2c a word and $4.00 and up for glossy prints.

THE VOLUNTARY AND COOPERATIVE GROUPS MAGAZINE, see page 367.

Hardivare

HARDWARE AGE, 56th and Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa. Kenneth A.

Heale, Feature Editor. Issued bi-monthly. Directed to retail hardware stores

throughout the United States. Buy feature stories, based on actual merchandising

experience, fillers, with or without photos, cartoons, photo layouts, usually cover-

ing a new or modernized store. Stories must have a .specific merchandising angle,

ideas other hardware dealers can pick up and use. Average length 1,500 to 2,000

words. Pay $12 per page for text, $3 to $5 for photos. $5 for each finished cartoon.

Advance query advised. They will send a "Memo to Authors" on request, listing

their requirements in detail.

HARDWARE & FARM EQUIPMENT, 638 W. 39th, Kansas City 11, Mo. L. L.

Edge, Editor. Issued monthly. Interested in 800 to 1,300-word articles on hardware

and farm equipment business in Western Missouri and Kansas if members of

Western Retail Implement and Hardware Assn. Payment is Ic a word, $3 for

pictures used. Reports immediately.

HARDWARE RETAILER, 964 N. Pennsylvania St., Indianapolis 4, Ind. Glendon

Hackney, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $1.00 a year. Use articles on how
independent hardware dealers merchandise, promote or display goods successfully.

Should be interestingly written but concise; reader should be able to duplicate the

promotion, modernization, etc., that is described. Length, 100 to 1,000 words. Use

photos for illustration. Report as soon as possible, usually wtihin ten days. Pay

2c a word and up, on acceptance; $3.00 per photo accepted.

HARDWARE TRADE, 2642 University Ave., St. Paul 14, Minn. Edward Gon-

zales, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Use material of interest to

hardware dealers, such as remodeling and merchandising ideas from Nebraska,

Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, Utah, Idaho, Wyoming, eastern Washington, Oregon,

northern Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, South Dakota, North Dakota, Iowa

and Montana. No fiction, poetry, or cartoons. Buy photographs. Pay a maximum
of 2c a word, $3.00 for photos on publication.

HARDWARE WORLD, 1355 Market St., San Francisco 3, Calif. Milton Albin,

Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Uses short articles from 300 to

1,000 words describing retail hardware operations in specific stores within the

thirteen Western States. Articles should cover particular way in which the dealer
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met a current problem of merchandising, display, upping sales, etc. Also wants

8x10 glossy photos with caption material of about 100 words at $5 each. Pays 2c

a word, $3 for photos, on publication. Reports in two weeks.

LOCKSMITH LEDGER, 505 Marlboro Road, Wood-Ridge, N. J. Robert J.

Psolka, Editor. Issued monthly; 90c a copy; $7.50 a year. Use interviews with suc-

cessful locksmiths—men who have modern, up-t6-date shops. Buy 8x10 photo-

graphs at $3.50 each. Reports in two weeks. Pays 2c a word, on acceptance.

SOUTHERN HARDWARE, 806 Peachtree St., N. E., Atlanta, Ga. Ralph E.

Kirby, Editor. Issued monthly; $1.00 a year. Wants features describing merchan-

dising ideas and techniques used by specific hardware dealers in the 16 Southern

and Southwestern states. Material should deal with some one phase of merchan-

dising—sales, promotion, display, advertising, etc. Complete bulletin of editorial

requirement is available. Pays to 2c a word or higher on acceptance. Illustrative

photos may be included, and bring $3 to $5 each. Reports immediately. Buys ex-

clusive rights.

HoBie Furnishings and Interior Decorating

CASUAL LIVING MAGAZINE, 56 W. 45th St., New York 36, N. Y. Marvin L.

Wilder, Editor. Issued monthly. For retailers of summer and casual furniture.

Wants articles on selling merchandising, advertising and promotion articles con-

cerning patio shops and furniture and department stores selling casual furniture.

Buys photos submitted with manuscripts and with captions only. Prefers 8x10

size. Pays 3c per word, $5 per photo on publication. Reports within two weeks.

CURTAIN AND DRAPERY DEPARTMENT MAGAZINE, 230 Fifth Ave., New
York 1, N. Y. Arthur Oesterreicher, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a

year. Largely staff-written. Buy occasional special articles pertinent to curtain and

drapery retail field. Buy photographs. Report on manuscripts when received. Pay

2c a word for articles and $5.00 each for photographs on publication.

FURNITURE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING, 608 S. Dearborn, Chicago

5, 111. R. A. Helmers, Editor. Issued monthly. Aimed at furniture manufacturers

and designers. Want technical and management articles specifically dealing with

creating furniture of all kinds. Buys photos along with or as part of a manuscript.

Also buys cartoons. Pays average of 3 /2c per word, $5 per photo on publication.

Usually buys first two publication rights and reports in two weeks.

FURNITURE DIGEST, 905-910 Upper Midwest Bldg., Minneapolis 1, Minn.

Grant Williams, Editor and Publisher. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.50 a year.

Use stories covering merchandising, advertising, selling, inventory control, promo-

tions, etc., in the furniture field. Not responsible for return of manuscripts. Re-

serve the right to edit material. Pay Ic a word.

FURNITURE MANUFACTURER, 342 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Ed-

ward Borges, Editorial Director. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $2.00 a year. Use
technical articles, preferably with photos, of interest to the furniture manufactur-

ing industry. Pay Ic a word.

FURNITURE RETAILER, 104 Church St., Nashville 3, Tenn. J. H. Whaley,

Publisher. Read by merchandising executives and staffs in department stores, furni-

ture stores and home furnishing specialty stores. These readers buy all types of

furniture, appliances, accessories. Feature articles $1.10 per column inch (.022 per

word), 75c for news. Photos, $2.20 to $4.50. Pays upon publication.

FURNITURE SOUTH, see page 390.

FURNITURE WORLD AND FURNITURE BUYER AND DECORATOR, 127

E. 31st St., New York 16, N. Y. Dick Weinberg, Associate Editor. Issued bi-weekly;
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25c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use articles on unusual and/or new retail and manu-
facturing concerns in furniture in regional areas—Southeast, Grand Rapids, James-
town, N. Y., and New England. No far West, N. W. Cential or Southwest unless

very unusual. Wants photographs. Report in two weeks. Pay /ac a word, on pub-

lication.

HOME FURNISHINGS DAILY, 7 E. 12th St., New York 3, N. Y. Isadore Bar-

mash, Editor. Issued daily; 10c a copy; $9.00 a year. All articles are done on as-

signment. Have about 350 correspondents throughout the country, and are seeking

others.

HOUSEWARES REVIEW (formerly House Furnishing Review), 111 Fourth Ave.,

New York 3, N. Y. Nick Garfin, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a

year. Use feature articles, biographies and case histories of successful operations

at the wholesale or retail level in the field covering housewares and home main-

tenance products. Query first. Features, $25 per printed page; news items, $2.50;

photos, $5.00, with caption.

KITCHEN BUSINESS, 566 7th Ave., New York 18, N. Y. Issued monthly; $2.00

a year. Milton Gralla, Editor. Intended for kitchen cabinet shops, kitchen plan-

ning specialists, and kitchen depts. of lumber, plumbing and appliance businesses.

Want factual case-history articles, with illustrative photos, on effective selling or

management methods. They should be one-idea type, 500 to 2,000 words, plus

photos. Pay $25 to $30 per published page. Query first, especially from South,

Southwest, Far West and Middle West. No fiction, fillers, lone photos or verse.

Pay on publication.

LAMP JOURNAL, 101 Springfield Ave., Summit, N. J. Herbert Smythe, Jr.,

Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Consider merchandising articles

on retail lamp and residential lighting fixture selling by department and furniture

stores, lighting shops and power companies. Photos are desirable and should be

of department displays or windows. Payment upon publication: 2c per word, $3.50

for picture and caption.

MODERN FLOOR COVERINGS, 630 Third Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Eleanor

Duff Rpyer, Editor. Issued monthly. Uses merchandising feature material, in-

dustry features, descriptions of successful operations, and new stores featuring dis-

play in the retail floor covering field. Also news of buyer changes. Submit outline.

Pays 2c a word, with $5 each for photographs, on publication. Reports promptly

if unsalable.

THE SENG BOOK, see page 272.

SUMMER AND CASUAL FURNITURE, 114 E. 32nd St., New York 16, N. Y.

Fred Colwill, Mgr. Editor. Issued 10 times per year, every month from September

through June; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Use articles up to 1,200 words; preferably

based on interviews with dealers, describing good merchandising and promotion

ideas, effective display methods, business building policies, etc. Photos of store in-

teriors, window displays, persons interviewed. Also interested in receiving news

items about people in this field. Pay 2c a word for articles and $3.50 to $5.50 per

photo, on acceptance.

UPHOLSTERING INDUSTRY MAGAZINE, 230 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

Robert J. Doyle, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Wants factual

500 to 1,000 word feature stories on leading furniture manufacturers with emphasis

on outstanding production techniques, including factory photos (8x10 glossies)

of production operations. Facts should include background of firm, successful

manufacturing design and merchandising methods. Pays 2c a word and $3 per

photo. Reports in a month.
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VENETIAN BLIND NEWS, 2625 Race St., P. O. Box 7074, Fort Worth 11, Tex.

Jack Murray, Editor. Issued monthly; $1.50 a year. Uses material dealing with

Venetian blind production although no selling articles are wanted. Subject matter

can be manufacturing ideas, assembling of Venetian blinds in blind factories, shop

shortcuts to quicker X'^enetian blind production. Pays 50c a column inch as a

standard rate. Likes good clear photos of Venetian blind plants and unusual

Venetian blind installations, for which $4.00 each is paid after publication.

WALLPAPER & WALL COVERINGS, 114 E. 32nd St., New York 16, N. Y.

B. H. Hellman, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Use articles up to

1,200 words, preferably based on interviews with dealers, describing good mer-

chandising and promotion ideas, eflPective display methods, business building

poHcies, etc. Photos of store interiors, window displays, persons interviewed. Pay

2c a word for articles and $3.50 to $5.00 per photo, on acceptance.

WESTERN FLOORS, 14832 Burbank Blvd., Van Nuys, Calif. Howard Olansky,

Editor. Issued monthly for floor covering retailers. Wants business tips. Accepts

photos along with the manuscripts. Will pay 2c per word and $3.50 for 8x10 photos

on publication. Buys all rights and reports within ten days.

WESTERN FURNITURE MANUFACTURING, Suite 102, 1516 Westwood
Blvd., Los Angeles 24, Calif. Mimi K. Phillips, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy;

$8.00 a year. Wants features on furniture manufacturers in the thirteen western

states. Also technical furniture manufacturing articles. Pays 2c a word, on publi-

cation, with no pay for any clippings that are used. Uses photographs as a part

of the article material. Reports in thirty days.

Hospitals, Health, and Xursing

ACCENT ON LIVING, 802 Reinthaler Dr., Bloomington, Illinois. Raymond C.

Cheever, Editor. Issued quarterly for the physically handicapped. Uses stories

telling how a severely handicapped person became successful, such as in a home
operated business. Photos are preferred. Length up to 250 words. Payment depends
on the story. Usually payment is $2 through $10. Buys photos submitted with

manuscript and with captions only. Pays $2 to $5 for these. Buys cartoons if the

artist is physically handicapped. Subject should deal with humorous aspect of

living with a handicap. Payment is made on publication. Reports within two weeks.

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF NURSING, 10 Columbus Circle, New York 19,

N. Y. Barbara G. Schutt, Editor. Issued monthly; 60c a copy; $5.00 a year. Wants
reports of projects which promote the program of the American Nurses' Associa-

tion. Also wants technical reports on nursing, and clinical articles by medical and

nursing authorities. Pays 2c a word, on publication.

AMERICAN SUNBATHER & NUDIST LEADER, P. O. Box 7069, Spokane 18,

Wash. M. L. Mounce, Editor. Issued monthly. For those interested in sunbathing,

health and recreation. Uses serious articles concerned with physical and mental

health via outdoor living. Allied subjects such as cabins, sports, swimming, all

slanted to the premise that the nude human body is wholesome and should be

socially acceptable. Pays 3c a word. Fiction must follow closely the principles and

customs of the American Sunbathing Association and promote vaUdity thereof.

Length should be from 1,000 to 3,000 words. Fiction also pays 3c per word. Buys

photos submitted with manuscript, 8 x 10 is preferred. A single female pays $5,

a male and female pays $10, cover pays $30. Cartoons dealing with prudes and

censorship and those which illustrate nudist arguments and convictions are used.

They pay $5. All payment is made on acceptance. Reports within one week. Buys

one-time rights, others by arrangement.
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HEALTH, 212 E. Ohio St., Chicago 11, 111. Betty Kanameishi, Associate Editor.

Official publication of the American Osteopathic Association. Interested in articles

on medicine and health, 1,500 to 2,000 words. Pay 2c a word; $5 for photos; $7.50

for cartoons.

HOSPITAL FORUM, 4747 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 27, Calif. Stephen W.
Gamble, Editor. Issued monthly. For hospital administrators and department heads.

At this time, only purchases articles which it has specifically soHcited. Uses pix

submitted with manuscripts. Payment varies. Payment on publication. Reports

in thirty days. Buys all rights.

HOSPITAL MANAGEMENT, 105 W. Adams St., Chicago 3, 111. C. U. Letour-

neau, M. D., Editorial Director. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. News
and technical journal for hospital administration. Want useful material on man-
agement and operation of nursing departments, food service, pharmacy, house-

keeping, laundry, maintenance. X-ray laboratories, special departments of hos-

pitals. Buy photographs. Report in a few weeks. Pay Ic a word and $2.00 per

photo, on publication.

HOSPITAL TOPICS, 30 W. Washington St., Chicago 2, 111. Marie Jett, Editor.

Issued monthly; 65c a copy; $4.50 a year. Use articles up to 1,500 words on all

phases of hospital management. Pay 2/2C a word, $5.00 each for photos, and $7.50

each for cartoons on publication. Query first.

HOSPITALS, Journal of the American Hospital Association, 840 N. Lake Shore

Drive, Chicago 11, 111. James E. Hague, Editor. Issued twice monthly. For ad-

ministrators and department heads of hospitals. Wants articles on case histories on

subjects pertinent to general and departmental administration of a hospital or its

relations with the community it serves. Prefers six to eight double-spaced typed

pages. Payment varies. Buys 8x10 pix submitted with manuscripts or with captions

only at $5.00 a photo. Payment on acceptance. Reports in two to three weeks.

Buys rights exclusive in field.

THE MODERN HOSPITAL, 919 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, 111. R. M. Cun-
ningham, Jr., Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Rarely use any-

thing except by recognized authorities in hospital field. Pay 3c a word for free-lance

material. Query first.

NURSING HOME ADMINISTRATOR, 432 Fourth Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

Celia Saul, Editor. Issued bi-monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Uses 2,000 word
articles, usually about the operation of nursing and convalescent homes. Prefers

a query first. Buys 8x10 photos. Payment is iy2C a word, on publication.

NURSING OUTLOOK, 10 Columbus Circle, New York 19, N. Y. Mildred Gay-
nor. Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Wants reports on projects

which promote the program of the National League for Nursing. Also wants re-

ports and articles on nursing education and organized nursing services. Pays $20
per printed page, on publication. Query first.

RN NATIONAL MAGAZINE, for Nurses, Oradell, N. J. Eleanor B. Dowling,

Executive Editor. Issued monthly by subscription only, $2.00 a year. Wants clinical

and non-clinical material of interest to graduate registered professional nurses.

Should run no longer than 1,500 words. Query first.

SOUTHERN HOSPITALS, 218 W. Morehcad St., Charlotte 1, N. C. Issued

monthly; 20c a copy; $2.00 a year. Use technical articles for hospitals; articles

dealing with general topics of interest to administrators and department heads in

this field. Buy photographs in certain cases when appropriate to article. Pay 50c

per 13-em column inch, on publication. $5.00 for photos used.
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Hotels and Restaurants

AMERICAN HOTEL JOURNAL, 77 W. Washington St., Chicago 2, 111. Hal J.

Hazen, P^ditor. Issued monthly. U.so articles that show how hotels can make money
with special plans or promotions and how money can be .saved in operations.

Articles should not run over 1,000 to 1,200 words. Photographs also wanted. Pay

Ic a word, on publication; photos are extra, according to value.

AMERICAN MOTEL MAGAZINE, 5 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 3, 111. Ken
Eymann, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. Circulation is to motel

operators. This is not a travel magazine. Likes articles that contain ideas other

motel operators have found practical and helpful in lowering costs, saving time,

serving the public better. Also needs short items accompanied by a photograph to

illustrate the point. Feature lengths run from 500 to 2,000 words. Payment is Ic

to 5c per word, with $3.00 and $4.00 per photo, on acceptance. Report in about

a week.

AMERICAN RESTAURANT MAGAZINE, 5 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 3, 111.

Henry S. Ehle, Editor. Issued twice monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. Very

limited market for major feature articles, but would like brief items— 100 to 200

words and illustration—on restaurant operation ideas: saving time and labor costs,

merchandising food service, advertising and promotion, improving service, plan-

ning menus, etc. Pay according to worth, on acceptance.

BAR MANAGEMENT, 404 4th Ave., New York 16, N. Y. Dan Hecht, Editor.

Aimed at owners and operators of bars, taverns and cocktail lounges. Articles,

1,500 to 2,500 words, with photos, on tavern operation. Pays for features with pix.

Cartoons.

CHEF, 36 Central Park South, New York, N. Y. George Serra, Editor. Issued

monthly for chefs and gourmets. Query editor before writing article. 600 words,

$30 is paid on acceptance.

CHAIN STORE AGE, see page 349.

DRIVE-IN MAGAZINE, 113 E. 3rd St., Pratt, Kan. Robert L. Cribb, Editor. Is-

sued monthly, except November and December issues are combined, for car-hop

restaurants only. Wants articles on selling and merchandising ideas. Case history

type stories. 800 to 1,100 words. Pays $2 to $4 for photos, 8x10 glossy. Payment
on publication.

DRIVE-IN MANAGEMENT, 1 E. First St., Duluth 2, Minn. Cal Morken, Editor.

Issued monthly; 30c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use articles on operations and case his-

tories of all phases of drive-in restaurant operation, with illustrations. Advance
query advised. Want short-short items for back-of-the-book filler material. Buy pix

with manuscript or with captions only. Pay averages 3c per word; $5 per 8x10

photo on acceptance. Also buy 4x5 color transparencies of drive-in subjects for

cover use, $50.00 average. Reports within 2 weeks and buys all rights.

EXECUTIVE STEWARD, 636 N. San Vincente Blvd., Los Angeles 46, Calif. Jack

W. Lauts, Editor. Issued monthly for owners and managers of restaurants, caf-

eterias, food service operations in clubs, hotel, hospitals, etc. Articles should deal

with all ramifications of successful food service operation: cost control, menu plan-

ning, pricing, portion control, decor, design and layout, quantity recipes, person-

nel management, merchandising, etc. Slant should be toward professional food

service operators who want to increase their knowledge of good operations. Pays

2c a word and $5 for 8x10 photos submitted with manuscripts. Pays $5 for car-

toons. All payment on publication. Buys North American Serial rights and reports

within 30 days.
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FAST FOOD, 630 Third Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Alan Olson, Editor. Issued

monthly; 60c a copy; $6.00 a year. Articles must show how a restaurant (1)

speeds preparation of food and/or (2) how it speeds service of food. 8x10 glossies

used, but photos must illustrate key points of article. Picture stories with informa-

tive cutlines desired. Basic copy should be kept brief, with no excess wordage since

articles paid for on basis of quality, not quantity. Payment $50 for average two-

page article upon publication, but rate can hit $200 if material warrants. Query
first.

FOOD EXECUTIVE, 636 N. San Vincente Blvd., Los Angeles 46, Calif. Jack

Lauts, Editor. Issued monthly; 20c a copy; $2.00 a year. Use material dealing with

restaurant (and other dining-out establishments) operation and techniques, such

as cost control, personnel, recipes, portion control, layout and design, decor, mer-

chandising. Readers are primarily restaurant, hotel, cafeteria owners and man-
agers. Length, 1,200-2,000 words. Buy North American Serial Rights at 2c per

word, $5 per picture (no limit) upon publication. Notification can be expected

within 30, days from submission. No fiction. Pay $5 per cartoon. By line credit.

FOOD SERVICE MAGAZINE, 2132 Fordem Ave., Madison 1, Wis. James R.

Myers, Editor. Directed to owners, operators, and managers of restaurants, hos-

pitals, hotels, drive-ins, inplant cafeterias, and all food service establishments. In-

creasing need for top feature articles with pix and other illustrations. Please con-

tact editor for special instructions prior to doing articles. Pay on acceptance. Rates

vary, with minimum of $100.

HOTEL BULLETIN, 342 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. V. Edward
Borges, Editorial Director. Issued monthly $1.00 a copy; $5.00 a year. Use tech-

nical articles on back of the house operating departments, 200 to 2,000 words.

Pay Ic a word.

THE HOTEL GREETER, 1760 Ulster St., Denver 8, Colo. C. Harry Christopher,

Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Use special articles on hotel

functions and administration.

HOTEL MANAGEMENT, 71 Vanderbilt Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Walter O.

Voegele, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $4.00 a year. Wants illustrated, tech-

nical, how-to-do-it articles on hotel and motel-hotel operations (motel-hotels must

have at least 50 units and must have complete hotel services, including dining

rooms, etc.). Material must be exclusive in hotel and motor motel field. Pays 2c

to 3c a word, on acceptance, with $4 to $7 each for exclusive photos. Report 10

days.

INSTITUTIONS MAGAZINE, 1801 S. Prairie Ave., Chicago 16, 111. Wm. R.

Hoelscher, Managing Editor. Issued monthly. Uses articles slanted toward mass

feeding and mass housing, such as hotels, hospitals, restaurants, clubs, resorts,

dormitories etc. Interested in construction, interior decoration and furnishings,

in food service, maintenance, and remodeling. Prefers articles to be well illustrated.

Base rate is 80c per column inch, with $5.00 for each photo.

PACIFIC COAST RECORD, 412 W. Sixth St., Los Angeles 14, Calif. J. D. Min-
ster, Editor. Issued monthly. Aimed at hotel, motel, restaurant, club and allied

industries. Wants articles on unusual establishments of the hotel, motel, etc. type

anywhere in Western America. Pays 2c per word and $5 for photos on publication.

Reports within ten days. Buys no rights.

RESORT MANAGEMENT, 1509 Madison Ave., Memphis 4, Tenn. Nelson Bry-

ant, Editor. Issued bi-monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Wants news and person-

ality items of interest to resort owners and operators. Also articles which tell how
to improve a resort operation with examples of successful application. These may
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be on advertising and promotion, entertainment and recreation, operation and

maintenance. Pays 60c a column inch for straight news; up to 3c a word for

articles. Likes 8x10 glossies, tor which $5.00 each is paid.

RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT DEALER, 230 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Phillip S. Cooke, Editor. Issued monthly for restaurant equipment dealers and

their salesmen. Uses interviews with dealers and dealer installation stories. Buys

photos submitted with manuscript and with captions only and all sizes. Uses very

few cartoons. Pays 3c a word usually, 4c if stories are of exceptional merit and $5

per photo, on publication. Buys first American rights and reports within three

weeks.

RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT, 230 Park Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Issued

monthly; 50c a copy; $6.00 a year. Thomas Endicott, Editor. Illustrated articles,

1,500 words, of interest to managers and supervisors of medium-to-top volume
restaurants. Pays 3c a word; $5 for photos, on acceptance. Query first. Reports

within 3 weeks. All material must be exclusive.

SOUTHERN HOTEL JOURNAL, 2534 Oak St., Box 448, Jacksonville 1, Fla.

James Pearson, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use technical

articles only and by direct assignment only.

SOUTHERN INNKEEPER (formerly Room & Food Service Magazine), 4014

Chase Ave., Miami Beach, Fla. Issued monthly; 50c per copy; $3.00 per year.

C. C. Badger, Editor. Uses "case stories," plus pictures, on the operational, service

and promotional activities of individual hotels and motels in the South and the

Caribbean Islands. Also uses news items on trends in this market, hotel-motel

association news, items about people in the trade. No minimum or maximum
lengths; just make it as long or short as it is interesting and helpful. Rates vary

from l3/4c to 2/2C per word. Photos, $3.00 to $5.00.

TOURIST COURT JOURNAL, Temple, Texas. H. D. Cochran, Editor. Issued

monthly. Subscribers are motel owners and operators. Wants articles from 200 to

2,500 words, preferably illustrated on successful advertising and promotion pro-

grams. Wants "How To" stories and articles on housekeeping, business organiza-

tion, accounting practice, cost controls, architecture, interior and exterior decor-

ation, maintenance, restaurant management, etc. Success stories and short news

items are needed. Queries are appreciated. Pay 2c a word and up on acceptance.

Reports within two weeks.

VOLUME FEEDING MANAGEMENT MAGAZINE, 205 E. 42nd St., New York
17, N. Y. Jack A. Ghene, Editor. Issued monthly; $1.00 a copy; $10.00 a year.

Material accepted here must be written for restaurants, hotels, schools, hospitals,

industrial cafeterias, and other mass feeding and housing operators. Uses feature

stories of individual operations that have become successful because of specific

labor-saving devices, food cost control, preventive maintenance, remodeling, per-

sonnel training or any other specific changes for improvements. Is very interested

in photographs, preferably 8x10 glossies. Rate of payment varies; on acceptance.

Industrial

THE CHICAGO PURCHASOR, 134 N. LaSalle St., Chicago 2, 111. R. A. Doyle,

Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.50 a year. Use articles on industrial, serv-

ice, and institutional purchasing—not consumer or retail purchasing. Also eco-

nomic, foreign purchasing and business articles related to general economic and

purchasing matters. Occasionally buy photographs. Do not buy poetry unless re-

lated to purchasing. Report within ten days. No set payment; query first.

COMPRESSED AIR MAGAZINE, 942 Memorial Parkway, Phillipsburg, N. J.

R. J. Nemmers, Sr., Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Magazine
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has a worldwide distribution to all branches of science and industry that utilize

compressed air. Wants factual articles on operations involving the use of com-
pressed air tools or equipment. To avoid duplication of material and to obtain

special suggestions on developing subject matter, writers should query before sub-

mitting. Pays 2c to 3 /2 c a word, on publication. Likes pictures of unusual or

especially interesting uses of compressed air power, and outstanding general in-

dustrial views for cover usage. Pays $4-$ 10 for inside, $10-$ 15 cover, on acceptance.

Cartoons, $7.50 to $10.00, general industrial, no "girlie." Reports usually in two

weeks.

COMPUTERS AND AUTOMATION, 815 Washington St., NewtonviUe 60, Mass.

Edmund C. Berkeley, Editor. Issued monthly. For people interested in computers

and data processing. Interested in articles, papers, reference information, and dis-

cussion relating to computers and automation. Particularly interested in articles

that explore ideas in the field of computers and automation, and their applications

and implications. Length from 1,000 to 3,000 words, but suggestion for article

should be submitted first. Technical papers on undefined technical terms, un-

familiar assumptions, mathematics, circuit diagrams, etc., accepted, as are topics

interesting probably to only a few people. Desires to print or reprint reference

information: lists, rosters, abstracts, bibliographies, etc., of use to computer people.

Interested in making arrangements for systematic publication from time to time

of such information. Also desires to print news, brief discussions, arguments, an-

nouncements, letters, etc., anything in fact, that is not advertising and likely to be

of substantial interest to computer people. Makes small token payments, ordin-

arily /2C a word, maximum $15, both depending on length, whether article or

paper, etc. Buys about three or four cartoons a year at $4.00 a cartoon. Pays on

publication. Reports usually in three or four days. Buys all rights.

FACTORY, 330 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. L. R. Bittel, Editor. PubHshed

monthly. For plant operations management. Wants short case studies about plant

improvements with photos. Rarely uses pix with captions only. Pays $1.00 per inch

for manuscripts, $10 per pix. Payment made on acceptance. Reports within one

week. Buys all magazine rights.

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AND MANUFACTURERS RECORD, Con-

way PubHcations, Inc., 2592 Apple Valley Road, Atlanta 19, Ga. H. McKinley
Conway, Jr., Editor. This is a limited market for articles on industrial planning

and expansion and plant location, and broad philosophical articles on business and

government. Query first.

INDUSTRIAL DISTRIBUTION (formerly Mill Supplies), 330 W. 42nd St., New
York 36, N. Y. Walter F. Crowder, Editor. Issued monthly; $1.00 a copy; $4.00

a year. Use "how-to" case or experience material directed to salesmen and execu-

tives of firms engaged in the wholesale distribution of industrial supply machinery,

tools, supplies and practically everything that goes into a mill, mine or factory.

Best to study magazine before attempting contributions. Payment on acceptance.

INDUSTRIAL DISTRIBUTOR NEWS, Philadelphia 1, Pa. Issued monthly.

L. M. Wasserbly, Editor. Use feature articles up to 1,500 words about industrial

distributor problems. Should be written to interest busy management, sales and

purchasing personnel who haven't time for involved and formula-freighted treatises.

Photographs, art work and fillers accepted. Inquiries welcome. Prompt replies. Pay-

ment on acceptance.

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS, 1 72 S. Broadway, White Plains, N. Y. Ronald

K. Jurgen, Editor. Issued monthly. For industrial users of electronic products.

Wants articles featuring unusual applications of electronic devices or systems in

industry on a relatively non-technical level explaining how the device is being used
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and advantages resulting from its use. Accepts photos along with manuscripts.

Pays $25 per page and buys full copyrights. Reports within two weeks.

INDUSTRIAL FINISHING, 1142 N. Meridian St., Indianapolis 4, Ind. W. H.

Rohr, Editor. Issued monthly. Use articles that are of interest or value to industrial

users of finishing materials, equipment, supplies in factories, 100 to 2,000 words.

Pays up to 3c a word, on publication.

INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE & PLANT OPERATION, Cuthbert at 36th

St., Philadelphia 1, Pa. L. M. Wasserbly, Editor. Uses feature articles, 1,500 words,

about general plant maintenance and plant engineering problems. No fillers.

Human interest or action photos only. Pays on publication.

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH, 200 S. Michigan, Chicago 4, 111. Neil P. Ruzie, Edi-

tor. Issued bi-monthly. Edited for engineers and technical managers. No pay-

ment for articles. Uses twenty cartoons per year on industrial or technical subjects

at $5.00 each.

INDUSTRY, Suite 2206, John Hancock Bldg., 200 Berkeley St., Boston 16, Mass.

Frank Prendergast, Managing Editor. Issued monthly; 60c a copy; $7.00 a year.

Use articles of general interest to executives of Massachusetts manufacturing plants

(primarily) having to do with some current phase of industry as it would affect

Massachusetts manufacturers, or articles having to do with a Massachusetts in-

dustry—unusual or out-of-the-ordinary phases of lesser-known Massachusetts man-
ufacturing enterprises with human-interest angles. Word limit is 1,000 to 1,500

words. Photos should accompany article. Report within ten days after receipt. Pay

2c a word, on publication.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, 29 W. 39th St., New York 18, N. Y. J. J. Jak-

litsch, Jr., Editor. Issued monthly; 75c a copy; $7.00 a year. For manufacturers,

commercial and service industries, public utilities, professionals, contractors and

constructors and educators.

MIDWEST INDUSTRY MAGAZINE, 111 W. 6th St., Topeka, Kan. Karl L.

Kennedy, Editor. Issued monthly. Edited for manufacturing management, pur-

chasing, and production management. Regional: Western Missouri, Kansas, Okla-

homa, Colorado and Southern Nebraska. Mostly staff written but occasionally buys

short articles with one or two 4x5 illustrations about manufacturing methods in

this area, or management and purchasing methods. Articles should be in case his-

tory style of 1,000 words, more or less. Payment varies. Query first. Buys two or

three cartoons a month at $5.00 each of general interest to top management in in-

dustry, or to purchasing agent or plant superintendent. Payment on acceptance.

Reports in two or three weeks. Buys first rights in region only.

THE MIDWEST PURCHASING AGENT, 645 Penton Bldg., Cleveland 13, Ohio.

Bonn R. Ricker, Editor. Issued monthly; free controlled circulation. Uses articles

of interest to industrial purchasing agents, as well as business news pertaining to in-

dustry, in lengths from 500 to 1,500 words. Pays Ic to 2c a word.

MILL & FACTORY, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. Carl C. Harrington,

Editor. Issued monthly; $1.00 a copy; $10.00 a year. Wants technical articles about

the operation of manufacturing plants, preferably by engineers or industrial exec-

utives. Pays approximately $25 per printed page, on acceptance. Photos are used

for illustration. Reports in two or three weeks.

NEW EQUIPMENT DIGEST, 726 Penton Bldg., Cleveland 13, Ohio. A. N.
Gregg, Editor. Issued monthly. Describe briefly new industrial equipment, pro-

cesses, materials, and applications. Review industrial trade literature and catalogs.

BPA controlled circulation in excess of 80,000 copies monthly. Size is news tabloid.
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News releases are accepted from advertising agencies, manufacturers listed in Dun
& Bradstreet, publicity agencies and news bureaus of industrial concerns. Query.

OCCUPATIONAL HAZARDS, 812 Huron Road, Cleveland 15, Ohio. J. Arlen

Marsh, Editor. Issued monthly; 75c a copy; $7.00 a year. Wants articles from 500

to 2,000 words on industrial health, safety, and fire protection. Specific facts and

figures must be cited. Does not want material on farm, home or traffic safety. Can
use articles on such subjects as "What Makes a Safety Engineer." Illustrations are

preferred but not essential. Pays an average of 2c a word, on pubhcation. Reports

in about a week.

PACIFIC FACTORY, 709 Mission St., San Francisco, Calif. E. S. Pladwell, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Uses 1,000-word articles on manu-
facturing processes, including photographs, of interest to industry in the eleven

western states. Pays up to $40 for each accepted article. Report time varies.

PLANT ENGINEERING, 308 E. James St., Barrington, 111. Issued monthly; $1

a copy; $10 a year. Thomas E. Hanson, Editor. Articles on distribution and use of

electricity; illumination; mechanical power transmission; air conditioning, heating

and ventilation; process and space heating; piping and accessories; compressors,

pumps, etc. Photos to illustrate articles. No fillers. Pay on acceptance.

PLANT MAINTENANCE & ENGINEERING, Hitchcock Pubhshing Co., ^Vhea-

ton, 111. Monthly, aimed at engineers, maintenance supervisors and executives

concerned with plant engineering and maintenance of utility, mechanical, and

electrical services; building and grounds of industrial plants. Looking for cost

cutting ideas and techniques in all phases of plant engineering, especially in

maintenance and similar indirect plant operating costs. \Vant concise, factual

material showing the economic feasibility of the subject discussed, no theory.

Require good photos which illustrate more than you can put into words. No
merely pretty plant pix. Pix, charts and other illustrations considered part of

package and given prominence according to merit. Pay on acceptance at $25 and

up per page based on estimated layout. Bonus payment after publication if article

merits more space. Query first on ideas or leads. Submit to Darrell \Vard, Engi-

neering Editor.

PURCHASING, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. Stuart F. Heinritz, Editor.

Issued bi-weekly; $1.00 a copy; $4.00 a year. Use articles on industrial purchasing

methods and policies, industrial materials and commodity markets. All material

is factual, based on actual practices- in representative purchasing departments, pre-

ferably derived through interviews with purchasing executives. Length, 2,000 words

limit. Most material is prepared on specific assignment. Best to query editor re-

garding acceptability of idea first. Use photographs as illustrations for articles. Re-

port in ten days. Pay $25 a page and up, on acceptance.

TEXAS PARADE, Drawer G-Capitol Station, Austin, Texas. WilHam B. Alder-

man, Editor. Issued monthly for Texans. \Vants articles of, for, and about Texas

and Texans. History, travel, culture, personality, humor, business subjects are

needed. Preferred length is 1,500-2,000-3,000 words. Photos are accepted with

manuscripts. Pays $25 per printed page. Buys cartoons if have strong Texas angle.

No set rate on cartoons. Pays on publication and reports within two weeks. Buys

first serial rights.

Insurance

THE HEALTH INSURANCE UNDERWRITER, 330 S. Wells, Chicago 6. 111.

B. Gifford, Editor. Issued monthly. Wants articles of 100 to 500 words on seUing.

Pays $10 to $100. Uses 8x10 photos, payment varies. Uses twenty cartoons per year

at $5.00 apiece. Payment on acceptance. Reports in thirty days.
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INSURANCE PROSPECTOR, 1840 Kinneloa Canyon Rd., Pasadena, Calif. P.

Calhoun, Jr., Editor. Issued monthly. Aimed at insurance salemen. In 250 words

or less, they want details of any kind of accident or fire that could have been

prevented. These anecdotes should be suitable for agents to use as sales material.

Pays $10 for these. Buys pictures with captions only and prefers the police type of

accident pictures—the more horrible the better. Size should be 4x6 or 5x7. Pays

$15-$25 for these, also pays on publication and reports within ten days. Buys no
rights.

THE INSURANCE SALESMAN, 1142 N. Meridian St., Indianapolis 6, Ind. Al-

bert N. Beardshear, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use utility

articles on life insurance selling, 3,000 word maximum. Also cartoons, and photo-

graphs. No syndicated material used. Buy very little free-lance material. Report

immediately. Rate of payment varies, on publication.

INSURANCE NEWS, 414 Henry Bldg., Portland 4, Ore. Florence A. Terry, Asst.

Editor and Publisher. 60c a copy; $2.00 per year. 650 to 1,000 words, covering

phases of the insurance industry—fire, casualty, marine, surety, fidelity, life, acci-

dent & sickness, reinsurance, adjusting. Particularly want articles from the fire,

casualty, marine, surety, fidelity on the sale and successful merchandising ideas

actually used; we serve the 13 Western States in our coverage. Also short features,

250 to 750 words as above. "Personality" features covering people in the insurance

business who are unusual and interesting. Pay 40c column inch on published ma-
terial.

THE LOCAL AGENT, 408 Olive St., St. Louis 2, Mo. R. C. Budlong, Editor. Is-

sued monthly. Edited for local insurance agents (except life). Wants articles on

selling or advertising insurance, based on actual experience of one or more insur-

ance agents, or articles on office management or record keeping in insurance

offices. Sometimes uses pix, but they must illustrate an idea in the business of op-

erating a general insurance agency. Payment on manuscript, 50c per column inch,

more if article is above average in quality. Payment on pix varies. Buys about

thirty cartoons a year at $7.50 per cartoon. Must have insurance significance. Pay-

ment on cartoons on acceptance, on articles on publication. Reports usually within

a week—sometimes longer. Unless otherwise agreed, buys full rights.

ROUGH NOTES, 1142 N. Meridian St., Indianapolis 6, Ind. Carl O. Pearson,

Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Read principally by local agents

of fire and casualty insurance companies. Use material designed to tell readers how
to sell insurance and how to take care of business when they get it. Have found

it rather difficult for one not identified with the insurance business in some capacity

to produce copy that can be used. Regular market for photographs of fires, wrecks,

or other items with an insurance interest. Report promptly. Payment depends on

topic and how treated.

WESTERN UNDERWRITER—NBP—BPA, 215 LeidesdorfT Lane, San Francisco

11, Calif. C. B. Council, Editor. Issued monthly. Two editions—Property and

Casualty Edition and Life Edition. For insurance industry. Might be interested in

good feature articles of practical or technical value to the insurance industry of

not more than 1,500 words. Pays Ic per word accepted; sometime $25 if good.

Uses cartoons on insurance selling or underwriting, general business, and private

enterprise. Pays $5.00, $7.50 and $10.00 for cartoons. Payment on acceptance on

cartoons, on publication on editorial. Reports within ten days. Copyrights all

editions.

«feivelry and Optical

AMERICAN HOROLOGIST & JEWELER, Box 7127, Capitol Hill Station, Den-
ver 6, Colo. Orville R. Hagans, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year.
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Want illustrated, technical articles, 500 to 1,500 words, pertaining to horology and

jewelry. Also historical material, and material concerning unusual techniques, dis-

plays, creations, and happenings. Cartoons and humorous anecdotes, with a watch-

making or jewelry slant, are now being used. Pay $2.00 and up for cartoons. Pay-

ment on acceptance.

AMERICAN JEWELRY MANUFACTURER, 207-11 Sheraton-Biltmore Hotel,

Providence, Rhode Island. Peter G. Fradley, Editor. Issued monthly. For manu-

facturers of jewelry, silverware and allied items. Articles should be written ex-

pressly for and intended to assist jewelry manufacturers. General industrial arti-

cles are not wanted. One thousand words maximum. Photos with manuscripts are

accepted. Varied payment, on publication. Buys no rights and reports within two

weeks.

THE DISPENSING OPTICIAN 1980 Mountain Blvd., Oakland 11, Calif. In-

terested in articles up to 1,000 words on successful operation of optical dispensing

business. (These are not to be confused with optometrists, oculists or opthalmolo-

gists. Dispensing opticians are the people who make and fit the glasses on opthal-

mologists' prescriptions.) Articles may deal with technical aspects of adjusting

glasses, economic factors in the business, relations with prescribing doctors (how
does the optician get to the busy opthalmologist; how does he ask for referrals);

design of new dispensing establishments; design of dispensing tables to include eye-

glass displays; design of display windows; design of reception areas; new develop-

ments such as sun glass "bars," eyeglass style, and fashion counseling services

rendered to cutomers by dispensing opticians; employee relations. Also will con-

sider articles on advertising directed to doctors and to the public. Queries on

special articles suggested by opticians welcomed. Present rate of pay is 3c to S'/jc

a word and $7.50 per photo used.

JEWELERS' BUYERS GUIDE, 1475 Broadway, New York 36, N. Y. V. L. Mc-
Kernin, Publisher. Published annually; $3.75. For retail jewelers and department

stores, manufacturing jewelers, w^holesale jewelers, agencies and libraries.

JEWELERS' CIRCULAR-KEYSTONE, 56th and Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

D. S. McNeil, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use factual stories

of methods and ideas that have increased sales and profits in jewelry stores. Must

be ethical; must be illustrated; 50-3,200 words. Report at once. Pay varies on pub-

lication; $5.00 each for photos.

THE MANUFACTURING JEWELER, 42 Weybosset St., Providence 1, R. I.

Deborah R. Frost, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Only use

articles written on matters pertaining to the manufacture of jewelry written by

someone who can tell the manufacturer something he does not know.

MID-CONTINENT JEWELER, 1211 Walnut, Kansas City 6, Mo. Hoyt Hurst,

Editor. Issued monthly. Edited for retail jewelers and watchmakers. Wants articles

about jewelers—specific jewelers with names and addresses in Midwest and Mid-

south and how they have overcome certain business problems; also factual articles

about gems and gemology. Queries invited. Payment 3c per word, $5.00 each for

pictures minimum. Payment on acceptance. Reports in thirty days. Buys first rights.

NATIONAL JEWELER, 6 West 57th St., New York 19, N. Y. Morton R. Sarett,

Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. Uses illustrated stories about

retail jewelry stores with effective and unique merchandising techniques. Pays up

to $35. Special rates for assignments.

THE NORTHWESTERN JEWELER, 142 W. Main St., Albert Lea, Minn. John

R. Hayek, Associate Editor. Issued monthly; 10c a copy; $1.00 a year. Use news

stories about jewelers in the Northwest and Upper Midwest and feature news

stories about the same group. Also buy retail jeweler "success" stories with the "how
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to do" angle played up and occasionally a technical story on jewelry or watch-

making. Pictures increase publication chances. Pay Yqc a word for material pub-

lished and $2.50 per picture, on publication.

OPTICAL JOURNAL AND REVIEW OF OPTOMETRY, 56th and Chestnut

Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa. Maurice E. Cox, Editor. Issued semi-monthly; 25c a copy;

$3.00 a year. Use technical articles, authoritatively written, on optometry and

optics. Records of news and activities of optometrists, opticians, and optical manu-

facturers, importers, and wholesalers. Non-fiction; payment on publication; 60c per

printed inch minimum. Cartoons used. Photographs used, glossy prints 8x10 inches.

Color not used.

OPTOMETRIC WORLD, 4328 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 29, Calif. J. Virgil E.

Hobby, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. Mostly stafT written. Will

buy articles from competent optometrists if space available. Pay $1.00 per column

inch, set 18 picas wide in 10 point .solid. Pay on publication. Report in two weeks

or less.

PACIFIC GOLDSMITH, 657 Mi.ssion St., San Franci.sco 5, Calif. Robert B. Frier,

Editor, Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $1.00 a year. Use a limited number of mer-

chandising articles, with a "western" slant, on the successful advertising display or

selling of jewelry store items. Length, 1,000 to 1,500 words. Articles can feature any

phase of successful merchandising, but should stress the "western angle"—that is,

either show successful methods used by western retailer or methods which would be

appealing to or easily adapted by western retailers. Self-addressed, stamped return

envelope must be enclosed with all material submitted to insure the return of all

unused manuscripts. Good clear photographs to illustrate the articles are acceptable.

Pay Ic a word, on acceptance; $3 for each photo used,

SOUTHERN JEWELER, 75 Third St,, N, W,, Atlanta, Ga. Charles Fram, Editor.

Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Use feature stories on outstanding jewelry

stores in the 14 southern states, with photographs, news items—personal and busi-

ness. Buy photographs. Pay 25c per 13-em column inch, immediately after publi-

cation.

«Ioumalisin

THE AMERICAN PRESS, Stanton, N. J. Donald Robinson, Editor. Issued month-

ly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use articles about weekly newspapers—primarily ideas

and plans which help other publishers to improve their product. Want photographs

with articles. Rate of payment is indefinite and is made on acceptance,

AUTHOR & JOURNALIST, 3365 Martin Drive, Boulder, Colorado. Newell E.

Fogelberg, Editor and Publisher, Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Use
articles of interest to writers, up to 1,800 words; also suitable verse and cartoons.

Most articles on assignment.

THE CALIFORNIA PUBLISHER, 809 Pacific Electric Building, Los Angeles 14,

Calif. Gus Holmes, Managing Editor, Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year.

Use newspaper and publishing angles, trade hints, etc. No photographs. No pay-

ment,

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER, 1700 Times Tower, New York 36, N, Y. Issued

weekly; 20c a copy; $6.50 a year. Use daily newspaper trade articles and news
items. Pay good rates, on publication.

JOURNALISM QUARTERLY, Division of Journalism, University of Minnesota,

Minneapolis 14, Minn. Raymond B. Nixon, Editor, Issued quarterly; $1.50 a copy;

$6.00 a year. Use articles based on research in journalism; average length is 3,500

words, but anything meeting specifications from 300 to 10,000 words can be con-

sidered. No payment.
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THE NATIONAL PUBLISHER, 1025 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington 6,

D. C. Donald Miller, Managing Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.50 a year.

Use articles pertaining to the weekly and small daily newspapers—to all problems

confronting such papers, and to the personalities and histories involved. Also strictly

trade items and mechanical and technical items. No payment.

THE PUBLISHERS' AUXILIARY, 210 S. Desplaines St., Chicago 6, 111. Byron

V. Cook, Editor. Issued weekly; 20c a copy; $6.00 a year. A trade journal for

dailies, and country and suburban weeklies. Accept contributions which they by-line

and accompany with short sketches "about the author." No payment.

QUILL, 35 E. Wacker Dr., Chicago 1, 111. Charles C. Clayton, Editor. Issued

monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Official publication of Sigma Delta Chi, Profes-

sional Journalistic Fraternity. Devoted exclusively to press and radio-television

—

news problems, ethics and interests. All contributions are voluntary. No payment.

SCHOLASTIC EDITOR, 18 Journalism Building, University of Minnesota, Min-

neapolis 14, Minn. Fran Compton, Editor. Issued monthly; October through June;

45c a copy; $4.00 a year. Use articles on business and editorial problems of student

publications, 500 to 3,000 words. Report in two weeks. No payment.

THE WRITER, 8 ArHngton St., Boston 16, Mass. A. S. Burack, Editor. Issued

monthly; 35c a copy; $4.00 a year. Use articles of instruction for writers, approxi-

mately 2,000 words. Use very little free-lance material. Report in two weeks. Pay

$10 and up per article, on acceptance.

Laundry
AMERICAN LAUNDRY DIGEST, 21 W. Huron St., Chicago 10, 111. Walt Gal-

lagher, Editor. Issued monthly. Interested in successful employer-employee relations

and employee training programs. Examples: profit-sharing plans; wage incentives

for good production; special rewards offered in contests and similar drives with a

specific objective; other means of reducing labor turnover. Also welcome production

stories showing how remodeling, rearranging of plant or departmental layout, etc.,

resulted in speedier flow of work through the plant, lower production cost. Can also

use human interest stories on laundry-owners who have capitalized on their person-

alities and civic or patriotic activities. Writers should query the editor and be sure

they have access to all significant data pertaining to the subject on which they

intend to write. The down-to-earth "this is how it's done" angle is all-important.

Field covered: Power operated laundries, diaper services, linen suppliers, institu-

tional (hotels, hospitals, etc.) laundries, industrial laundries, laundries with dry-

cleaning departments, coin operated laundries and launderettes.

THE AUTOMATIC LAUNDERER & CLEANER, 75 Third St., N.W., Atlanta 8,

Ga. Walter Turrentine, Editor. Issued monthly; 30c a copy; $3.00 a year. This

magazine is devoted to the automatic quick-service laundry—cleaning plants—self

service, attendant, coin operated and combination. Is interested in receiving all

news items pertaining to this trade. Wants feature articles based on interviews, re-

membering that the reader is the plant operator of other automatic quick-service

and coin-operated laundry-cleaning plants. Length: 1,000 to 2,500 words, with a

minimum of two or a maximum of four photos. Also wants articles about special

services offered by the various plants in this industry. Photographs that are action

pictures are particularly wanted, such as pictures of customers in the automatic

self-service laundry. Pays $3.50 for these provided they are clear glossies. Payment

for text is 2c a word.

CLEANING & LAUNDRY AGE, 370 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Stan

Daly, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Uses feature articles on

plant openings, production improvements, new advertising campaigns, as well as
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news items about activities of plant owners, local associations, etc. Uses photos for

illustration. Query first. Pays 2c a word for news items; $5.00 for each photo, after

acceptance. Pays for features by arrangement, after publication. Reports in a week.

COIN-OP, 10 East 40th St., New York, N. Y. Richard I. ZifT, Editor. Issued

monthly. For owners of Coin-Op laundries. Pays $25 per printed page, including

pix, on publication. Buys average of three cartoons per year at $6.00 per cartoon.

Reports within two weeks. Buys all rights.

THE GUIDE (formerly Laundryman's-Cleaner's Guide), 316 Peachtree St., N. E.,

Atlanta 3, Ga. Steve R. Harman, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year.

Covers South and Southwest. From this area need pictures and features on "how"

laundry and cleaning plants are gaining new customers, holding their old ones,

cutting production costs, training and hiring personnel. Emphasis is now on sales.

Any length story. Photos to illustrate chief points of article. News pictures and

items of the industry in South. Hungry for pictures and write-ups of good promo-

tional stunts. Inquiries invited. Pay Ic up a word and $3.50 up per photo on closing

of issue.

INSTITUTIONAL LAUNDRY, 10 East 40th St., New York, N. Y. Richard I.

ZifT, Editor. Issued bi-monthly. For manufacturers of institutional laundries. Pays

$25 per printed page, including pix. Payment on publication. Uses average of three

cartoons per year at $6.00 per cartoon. Reports within two weeks. Buys all rights.

LAUNDER-MATIC AGE, 60 E. 42nd St., New York, N. Y. George Ayles, Editor.

Issued monthly. For automatic laundry, coin-operated, and combination stores.

Wants 1,500-2,000-word articles concerning the above type of store operations.

Wants pictures with manuscripts. Pays $5 for photos, 2c per word on publication.

Replies within one week.

PACIFIC LAUNDRY AND CLEANING JOURNAL, 500 Howard St., San Fran-

cisco 5, Calif. S. H. Evans, Editor. Issued monthly; $3.00 a year. Use news and
features on plant operations in the laundry and dry cleaning industry of the 11

Western states. Query first. Pay a minimum of Ic a w^ord and $3 per picture, on
acceptance.

RECORDER MAGAZINE, 1400 E. 47th Ave., Denver, Colo. Mrs. Joan D. Moore,

Editor. Issued monthly. Mailed to laundry and dry cleaning plant owners and
operators in West and Midwest states. Wants articles which can help the owner
operate his plant more efficiently and profitably; also personalities in the industry,

new products and developments. Articles should be no longer than 500 words. Pays

Ic per word. Wants cartoons pertaining to the industry. Would pay $2-$5 for these

on publication. Buys first publication rights and reports immediately.

RENTAL LAUNDRY MANAGEMENT, 10 East 40th St., New York 16, N. Y.

DuflFy Marks, Editor. Issued every other month. For top management in linen sup-

ply firms, diaper services, and industrial laundries. Wants articles of 1,500 to 2,000

words with six to eight 8x10 photos on management practices in the rental laundry

services. Articles should be written "up" to sophisticated, "big-business" audience.

Pays $25 per pubHshed page, including photos. Buys twelve cartoons per year on

laundry subjects, at $6.00 a cartoon. Pays on publication. Reports immediately.

Buys full rights.

TEXAS LAUNDRY & CLEANING JOURNAL, 107 W. Locust St., San Antonio

12, Texas. James B. Brucks, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $1.50 a year. Use
any article of interest to laundries and dry cleaners in the Southwest section

(Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico), 500 to 1,000 words. Buy
photographs. No fiction or poetry. Report in 30 days. Pay 2c a word and $2 for

photos (more for special photos), on publication.
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WESTCHESTER LAW JOURNAL, 86 Orawaupum St., White Plains, N. Y.

Frank Mallen, Publisher. Issued daily except Saturdays, Sundays and holidays; 25c

a copy; $25.00 a year. Use limited number of articles, mainly of a legal nature.

Payment is according to type of contribution.

Leather Goods

AMERICAN SHOEMAKING, 683 Atlantic Ave., Boston 11, Mass. James D.

Sutton, Editor. Issued weekly; 10c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use technical articles

dealing with shoe factory operation; construction and systems. Also will consider

new developments which might be of interest to the shoe industry. Writers are

asked to submit outlines of proposed articles and reports will be made promptly.

BOOT AND SHOE RECORDER, 56th and Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.

J. J. Reilly, Editor. Issued semi-monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use feature

articles on merchandising and promotion principles; success stories; with illustra-

tion, up to 2,000 words. Pay 2c a word; $5.00 minimum for 8x10 photos, on pub-

Hcation.

LEATHER AND SHOES, 10 High St., Boston 10, Mass. Irving B. Roberts, Editor.

Issued weekly; 30c a copy; $5.00 a year. This publication serves the shoe manufac-

turing and leather manufacturing industries. An open market for news concerning

these two industries from the merchandising, executive or technical aspects. Use
feature articles, 1,000 to 2,000 words. Use material dealing with new developments

in equipment, products, materials, operations, ideas, all of which must be stressed

for their practical value to the shoe and leather manufacturer. Also features on

retail shoe chain and department store chain shoe operations. Good photos will

help the article considerably. Articles should give a solid picture of what's happen-

ing inside the plant, or how something can be practicably used there. Or, stories of

developments outside this field which can be applied to shoe and leather manufac-

turing. Best to query first on features. Report in two weeks. Pay 2c a word and up,

on acceptance.

THE LEATHER CRAFTSMAN, P. O. Box 1643, Fort Worth, Texas. Uses orig-

inal articles on techniques of leathercraft. Length up to 1,500 words. Photographs

and drawings to illustrate. Fillers: Small projects from leather and leather scraps,

"How to Sell Leathercraft" and "Tips & Hints." Payment is on publication, based

on $10 per printed page and $5 for photos used; fillers $1 to $5, depending on

value to craftsmen. Send for sample copy.

THE LEATHER MANUFACTURER, 683 Atlantic Ave., Boston 11, Mass. Fred

M. Moynihan, Editor. Issued monthly; 15c a copy; $1.00 a year. Use articles per-

taining only to tanning and finishing of leathers. Also leather research (technical),

tannery engineering and related equipment.

LUGGAGE AND LEATHER GOODS, 111 Fourth Ave., New York 3, N. Y.

Arthur Williams, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use feature

articles, biographies and case histories of successful operations at the wholesale or

retail level in the field covering luggage, trunks, personal leather goods, and leather

novelties. Query first. Pay $25 per published page for feature articles; $2.50 for

news items, and for those oyer 100 words, P/ac a word; $5 for photographs.

THE MASTER SHOE REBUILDER, 60 South St., Boston 11, Mass. W. C. Hatch,

Editor. Issued monthly; 10c a copy; $1.00 a year. Use constructive articles, 1,200

to 1,500 words, on modern deluxe shoe repair establishments. Buy photographs.

Report in two to four weeks. Pay Ic a word, on acceptance.
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SHOE SERVICE MAGAZINE, 222 W. Adams St., Chicago 6, 111. Glen Johnson,

Editor. Issued monthly. Edited for shoe repair shop owners and employed repair-

men. Will consider technical articles, with pix, showing repairmen how to repair

shoes. Each submission negotiated directly with author. Buys gag cartoons dealing

with situations in a repair shop, also cartoons on humorous points on how to make

money in shop. Pays $4.00 per cartoon. Payment on acceptance. Reports within a

week. Usually buys complete rights.

Livestock

THE AMERICAN CATTLE PRODUCER, 801 E. 17th Ave., Denver 18, Colo.

David O. Appleton, Editor. Issued monthly; 20c a copy; $2.00 a year. Uses stories

on beef cattle and related subjects of interest to cattlemen across the nation. Length

is from 1,000 to 1,500 words, with payment at 2c a word and up. Also wants pic-

tures of beef cattle; payment is $5.00 to $10.00 each; all made on publication as a

usual rule.

AMERICAN HEREFORD JOURNAL, 500 Graphic Arts Bldg., Kansas City 6,

Mo. Issued semi-monthly. D. R. OrndufF, Editor. Occasionally buys free-lance

feature material pertaining to the breeding, feeding and marketing of purebred

Herefords, with accent on facts well substantiated; or the success-type story on

some Hereford cattleman and how he did it. Always query first. Buys 5x7 glossy

l)rints appropriate for use with articles. Averages 1 /2C a word, on publication.

Reports in thirty days.

THE CATTLEMAN, 410 E. Weatherford, Fort Worth, Tex. Henry Biederman,

Editor. Issued monthly. Buys feature articles slanted toward livestock men, prin-

cipally cattlemen. Also shorter pieces and pix with text are used. Query first. Rates

vary, and are made on publication.

CORN BELT FARM DAILIES, Union Stock Yards, Chicago 9, 111. Allan W.
McGhee, Editorial Director. Issued daily; $9.00 a year. For high income livestock

farmers.

NATIONAL WOOL GROWER, 414 Crandall Bldg., Salt Lake City 1, Utah.

Gladys Mike, Associate Editor. Uses material of interest to sheepmen. Best to query

first here. Pays Ic a word for material used.

THE STOCKMAN MAGAZINE, 128 N. 1st Ave., Phoenix, Ariz. Issued monthly;

35c a copy; $2.00 a year. Use articles with a rancher, livestock breeder fact back-

ground, 1,000 to 1,500 words. Also unusual livestock photos. Report in a week.

Pay Ic a word, more if the material warrants, and $2.00 for photos. Payment on

acceptance. Lowell S. Patterson, Editor.

WESTERN LIVESTOCK JOURNAL, 828 17th St., Denver 2, Colo. Forrest

Bassford, Editor. Issued weekly, with a monthly magazine supplement published

on the first. $7.00 per year. Uses features of interest to livestock ranchers and
livestock farmers, particularly detailed studies of successful management practices

in producing and feeding beef cattle, sheep and horses. 500 to 2,000 words. A few

fillers from 10 to 200 words. Photographs, especially with features, 4x5 or larger.

Payment: Approximately 2c per word, $3 per photo used, with about $35 top

payment for illustrated features of highest quality. Payment on acceptance $5 to

$10 for vertical, black and white cover photos.

Lumber and IVoodivorking

AMERICAN FORESTS, 919 17th St., N. W., Washington 6, D. C. James B. Craig,

Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Uses material on natural re-

sources and conservation of forests, wildUfe, water, in lengths around 2,500 words.
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Also wants material on outdoor recreation. Pays 3c a word, and up, depending on

quality of material. Pays $3, and up, for each photo used inside; $10, and up, for

cover pictures.

BUILDING MATERIALS MERCHANDISER, see page 331.

BUILDING SUPPLY NEWS, 5 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 3, 111. J. W. Parshall,

Editor. Issued monthly; 75c a copy; $5.00 a year. Use articles on lumber and

material yard operation and management, merchandising, credits, yard, and ware-

house handhng. Pay 40c an inch, on publication, plus fair rate for photos.

CHAIN SAW AGE, 309 Dekum Building, Portland, Oregon. Jim Conroy, Editor.

Issued monthly. For chain saw dealers and distributors. Pays 2/2C per word, $5.00

for 4x5 or 35mm. pix submitted with manuscripts or with captions only. Payment

on publication. Reports in ten days. Buys varied rights.

CHAIN SAW INDUSTRY, 307 Milam St., Box 1703, Shreveport, La. Dave Land,

Editor. Published bi-monthly. For chain saw dealers. Wants articles on chain saw

dealers who are successful in their field, explaining factors which make them so.

Human interest material necessary. Also articles on chain saw loggers—farmers,

professional loggers—and how they make money with their saw. Pays I/2C a word.

Buys one or two pix submitted with manuscripts or pix submitted with captions

only. Pays $5.00 per pix used. Buys about twelve cartoons a year. Payment on pub-

lication. Reports immediately. Buys first printing rights only.

THE COMMERCIAL BULLETIN (Curtis Guild & Co., PubHshers, Inc.), 177

Milk St., Boston 10, Mass. R. J. Connolly, Jr., Editor. Issued weekly with special

monthly supplement. The Lumber and Building Materials Dealer; directed to

wholesalers and, to a lesser extent, retailers. For industry executive readership and
are interested in copy pertaining only to the following: ( 1 ) Lumber and Build-

ing Materials (coverage of Northeastern U. S., Pacific Northwest and Canada).

Specifically interested in trade copy for knowledgeable readership with emphasis

on technical data, production, etc. (2) Wool Textiles (international coverage of all

markets, with heavy emphasis on raw materials and semi-manufacturers, wool

raising, processing, etc. Technical pieces on industry economics in either primary

markets (wool raising) or mill production of value. Two supplements yearly in

February and September. (3) Waste Materials (U. S. and British markets with

emphasis on Northeastern U. S.). All textile wastes and paper wastes, pulp lumber.

Same restrictions as above. (4) Fuels. Coal and oil coverage of U. S. with emphasis

on Northeastern U. S. Same restrictions as above. Wants articles no more than

1,000 words, preferably about 750. Writing style: almost anything but humor,

although occasional light touches desirable. Writers may presume considerable

knowledge of industries covered and general economics on part of readership.

Specifically wants pieces on the successful businessman, or firm who has hit on new
marketing idea, developed new machinery, equipment, etc., or otherwise overcome

a problem of the industry. Sometimes uses pix accompanying manuscripts, depend-

ing on piece. Usually pays $20 to $50 per piece, on publication. Reports within

thirty days. Query first. Ordinarily buys only first rights, occasionally all.

FURNITURE PRODUCTION, 804 Church St., Nashville 3, Tenn. J. H. Whaley,

Jr., Editor. Issued monthly. Uses stories about furniture manufacturing processes,

woodworking developments, people in these industries, etc., of a technical or semi-

technical nature. Is not interested in material having to do with retail furniture

stores or their operations. Pays 50c to $1.10 a column inch, after publication. Likes

photographs for illustration. Reports in about two weeks.

FURNITURE SOUTH, Expos. Bldg., High Point, N. Car. Howard B. Easter,

Editor. Lssued monthly; 30c a copy; $3.00 a year. Prefers articles with a maximum
length of 1,500 words. These should interest the retail furniture trade, mostly buyer
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and sales personnel. Also likes personnel items and sketches of important furniture

promotions and the people behind these promotions. Pays 30c a column inch, on

publication. Likes 8x10 glossies for illustration, and pays $4 and $5 for these.

Reports promptly.

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY LUMBERMAN, 1011 Lumber Exchange, MinneapoHs 1,

Minn. Robert W. Benson, News Editor. Issued bi-weekly; 10c a copy; $3.50 a year.

Use news only of the milling, building materials, and coal industries on the Pacific

Coast, mainly Washington and Oregon—industry news, business changes, sketches

of executives, etc. A good article on some phase of one of these businesses might

place. No photos, fiction, or poetry. Pay 15c per inch, after publication.

NATIONAL HARDWOOD MAGAZINE, 2065 Union Ave., Memphis, Tenn.

Owen L. Miller, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Devoted ex-

clusively to the production, distribution, and consumption of hardwoods and hard-

wood products. Use articles on manufacturing furniture, caskets, musical instru-

ments, ships, vehicles, etc., in which hardwood lumber, veneer or plywood is used.

Length, 500 to 2,000 words. Prefer articles of "how-to-do-it" slant, helpful to users

of hardwoods. Prefer photographs and/or drawings with all articles, but not neces-

sary. Pay 2c a word, on acceptance; $3.50 per illustration. Best to query first.

RETAIL LUMBERMAN, 1420 R. A. Long Building, Kansas City 6, Mo. B. H.

Wambolt, Editor. Issued monthly; 15c a copy; $1.00 a year. Use non-fiction stories

about merchandising, selling, and advertising ideas or campaigns retail lumber

dealers have used successfully. Primarily staff-written; will not be responsible for

unsolicited manuscripts, so query first before submitting material.

SOUTHERN LUMBER JOURNAL, Box 448, Jacksonville 1, Fla. Carey J.

Thomas, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use 600-800-wprd

feature stories dealing with retail lumber yards in the South—merchandising, ad-

vertising, personality, success stories. Also interested in articles on new lumber

manufacturing plants, forestry, etc. Payment on publication.

SOUTHERN LUMBERMAN, 2916 Sidco Drive, Nashville 4, Tenn. S. F. Horn,

Editor. Issued semi-monthly; 25c a copy; $5.00 a year. Use articles dealing with

production or marketing of lumber, new developments in use of wood, news of

industry, etc. Any length. Buy photographs. Report in a week. Pay 50c an inch, on

publication.

THE TIMBERMAN, 731 S. Oak St., Portland, Oregon. Albert Arnst, Editor.

Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Nearly all material is staff written, but

they occasionally use by-lined articles by authorities on logging, log hauling, tree

farming, land management, etc. Such material should be tightly written, and con-

tain full mechanical details when necessary. Length 1,000 to 1,500 words, and

illustrating photos are a must. Pay $15 to $35, pix included, on acceptance. Photos:

8x10 preferred; 4x5 prints OK if quaUty is good; no color. No poetry. A very few

cartoons. No fillers. Report within a week.

WOOD & WOOD PRODUCTS, 59 E. Monroe St., Chicago 3, 111. J. F. KoelHsch,

Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5 a year. Wants new production methods,

time saving and cost saving methods in effect in specific wood using plant; also

modernization features. Length should be 1,000 to 1,800 words. Pays 2c to 5c a

word, on publication. Illustrative photographs necessary, for which $3 to $5 each

is paid. Reports in two weeks. Query, and editors will try to point out angles,

possible photos. Cartoons related to the field bring $5 each on publication. Buys

all wood industry rights and reports within 30 days.

WOOD CONSTRUCTION AND BUILDING MATERIALIST, Kinsey Rd.,

P. O. Box 196, Xenia, Ohio. Findley M. Torrence, Editor. Issued monthly; 20c a

copy; $2.00 a year. Use 1,200-word articles, with illustrations, on merchandising,
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advertising, and promotional activities of lumber and building material dealers

—

based on actual interviews with dealers. To carry dealer's by-line. Buy photographs.

Report in a month. Pay 16c per column inch. Also special assignments at better

rates, if queried first. Inspirational case histories of successful promotion of new
homes and modernization sales.

WOOD WORKING DIGEST, Gary and Geneva Rd., Wheaton, 111. C. A. Pear-

son, Editor. Darrell Ward, Engineering Editor. Issued monthly. Wants 500 to

2,000-word in-plant articles pointing up methods, processes, techniques and short

cuts which improve production efficiency or economize on costs. Slant on the "why"
of subject discussed. Like to probe into management thinking behind the obvious

story. Also like to include some human interest to avoid pedantic style in technical

discussion. Prefer well-illustrated pieces, including photos and drawings. Do not

want "walk-thru" or plant tour type articles. Will be happy to establish regional

correspondence with promising free-lancers. Pays 2c to 5c a word, sometimes

higher on flat rate basis. Pays up to $5 for photos, depending on quality and

significance to article. Reports promptly. Pays on acceptance. Prefer queries first.

Machinery and Metal Trade

AMERICAN MACHINIST/METALWORKING MANUFACTURING, 330 W.
42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. Burnham Finney, Editor. Issued bi-weekly; 75c a

copy; $3.00 a year. Appeals to employers and managers of metalworking plants.

Use short articles, preferably in letter form, describing unusual or exceptional

efficient tools, devices, kinks, fixtures, etc. Photographs used. Pay 2 /2c a word, on

acceptance.

ASSEMBLY & FASTENER ENGINEERING, Hitchcock Publishing Co., Whea-
ton, 111. Monthly, aimed at management and engineers concerned with assembly

department problems. Want features on interesting assembly operations, methods,

layouts, facilities and mechanical fastening or fusion joining which reduce costs

and improve reliability of product in manufacturing plants such as automotive,

aircraft, electronics, appliance, radio, TV, engines, lawn mower, power tools and

others. Require good quality photos, usually close-ups of specific details, which will

show more than you can describe. Ilustrations considered part of the package and

given prominence according to merit. Pay on acceptance at $25 and up per page

based on estimated layout. Bonus payment after publication if article merits more

space. Query first on ideas or leads. Submit to Darrell Ward, Engineering Editor.

Occasionally, material will be of interest to other editors and will be directed

accordingly. Extra payment is made if article is used more than once.

AUTOMATIC MACHINING, 65 Broad St., Rochester 14, N. Y. Donald E. Wood,
Editor. Issued monthly for specialized machine shops. Wants articles any length

but this is a highly technical field. Wants how-to articles on work in screw ma-
chine shops with art or sketches. Authors must know the field. It is not for the

average free-lancer. Pays on publication and uses shop cartoons where they apply.

Pays $4 on acceptance. Reports at once and buys all rights unless arranged other-

wise with the author.

CARBIDE ENGINEERING, Hitchcock Publishing Co., Wheaton, 111. Monthly,

aimed at production management and engineering. Principally concerned with

metal cutting with tools of all materials: high speed steel, carbide, ceramic, etc.

Interested in design, care and best utilization of cutting tools and related products.

Pay on acceptance at $25 and up per page based on estimated layout. Bonus pay-

ment after publication if article merits more space. Photos, charts and other

illustrations considered part of package. Query first on ideas or leads. Submit to

Darrell Ward, Engineering Editor. Material suited to other magazines in house

will be so directed—extra payment if used second time.
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DAILY METAL REPORTER, 425 W. 2r)th St., Now York 1, N. Y. Dr. Joseph

Zimmerman, Editor-in-Chief. Issued daily except Sundays and Mondays; 10c a

copy; $18.00 a year.

FOUNDRY MAGAZINE, Penton Bldg., Cleveland 13, Ohio. W. G. Gude, Editor.

Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Uses articles describing operating prac-

tice in foundries written to interest companies producing metal castings. Maximum
length is 3,000 words. Pays $30 per printed page. Uses illustrative photographs

with article. Reports in two weeks.

GRINDING & FINISHING, Hitchcock Publishing Co., Wheaton, 111. Monthly,

aimed at management, engineers, technicians and all personnel authorized to direct

or recommend processing. Features wanted on abrasives, equipment and accessories

used in grinding, honing, deburring, buffing and polishing. Require applications

with complete details of how, why, and economics. Primarily concerned with

metalworking, but occasionally covers ceramics and other materials. Pay on ac-

ceptance at $25 and up per page based on estimated layout. Bonus payment after

publication if article merits more space. Photos, charts and other illustrations

considered part of the package. Query first on ideas or leads. Submit to Darrell

Ward, Engineering Editor. Material suited to other magazines in house will be

so directed—extra payment if used second time.

IRON AGE, Chestnut and 56th St., Philadelphia 39, Pa. G. F. Sullivan, Editor.

Issued weekly; 50c a copy; $2.00 a year (Metalworking), $15 (others). Use arti-

cles on technical aspects of metal working, both ferrous and nonferrous. Also

photographs of interesting metal producing and fabricating operations. News of

metalworking industry also used.

JOURNAL OF METALS, 29 W. 39th St., New York 18, N. Y. F. Weston Star-

ratt, Editor-in-Chief. Issued monthly; $1.50 a copy; $10.00 a year. Technical mag-

azine to the metal industry. Rarely buy manuscripts, and only occasionally a

photograph of the metal producing or metal application type.

LIGHT METAL AGE, 709 Mission St., San Francisco 3, Calif. Roy Fellom, Jr.,

Editor. Issued bi-monthly; $3.00 a year. Use 3,500 to 4,000 word articles, with

photos, on any phase of fabrication of aluminum, magnesium alloys (welding, form-

ing, forging, surface treatment, inspection, assembly design, etc.). Pay $40 and up

per article on acceptance.

MACHINE & TOOL BLUE BOOK, Hitchcock Publishing Co., Wheaton, 111.

Monthly, digest size format, aimed at management, engineers, technicians. Want
factual material on use of machine tools in metalworking plants, novel ways of

handling machining jobs, interesting and profitable machine setups, unique jigs,

dies and fixtures. Pay on acceptance at $15 and up per page based on estimated

layout. Bonus payment after publication if article merits more space. Photos, charts

and other illustrations considered part of the package. Query first on major fea-

tures. Submit to Darrell Ward, Engineering Editor. Material suited to other maga-

zines in house will be so directed—extra payment if used second time.

MACHINE DESIGN, Penton Bldg., Cleveland 13, Ohio. Colin Carmichael, Edi-

tor. Issued biweekly; $1.00 a copy; $10.00 a year. All articles are of a technical

nature and are assigned to engineers responsible for the design of machines or the

application of parts, materials, finishes, etc.

MACHINERY, 93 Worth St., New York 13, N. Y. Charles O. Herb, Editor. Is-

sued monthly; $1.00 a copy; $10.00 a year. Use articles on machine shop engineer-

ing and production methods. Length of article depends on the subject dealt with.

Most articles are prepared by staff since very little of the contributed material

meets the requirements of the journal. Always glad to consider well-written free-

lance work, however, slanted toward the magazine. Use photographs pertaining to

engineering descriptions. Report within 3 or 4 days. Pay on acceptance.
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MATERIALS IN DESIGN ENGINEERING, see page 361.

THE METAL FABRICATOR, 42 Weybosset St., Providence 1, R. I. D. R. Frost,

Editor. Issued monthly; 50c per copy; $5 a year. Use articles pertaining to the

metals industry, especially metal finishing. Also electronics.

METAL FINISHING, 381 Broadway, Westwood, N. J. Palmer H. Langdon, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly; 65c a copy; $5.00 a year. Articles submitted must be on sub-

jects related to electroplating, cleaning and pickling, polishing and buffing, or

other decorative metal surface processes. Stories on unusual plating plants are also

acceptable. Duplicate copies, typewritten and double spaced.

METAL PROGRESS, Metals Park, Novelty, Ohio. A. G. Gray, Editor. Issued

monthly; $1.00 a copy; $7.50 a year. All articles written on assignment. Will ac-

cept high-class pictures of metal manufacturing processes, new metal products.

Only enough words to identify the picture are wanted.

METAL TREATING, 900 N. Federal Highway, Pompano Beach, Florida. C. E.

Herington, Editor. Issued bi-monthly. For the entire heat treating industry as well

as manufacturers of heat treating equipment, etc. For the type of articles and stories

wanted, wTite for sample copy. Buys photos submitted with manuscript. Uses

about 6 cartoons per year. Reports within a month. Makes payment on acceptance

and publication.

MODERN MACHINE SHOP, 431 Main St., Cincinnati 2, Ohio. Fred W. Vogel,

Editor. Issued monthly. Use articles dealing with all phases of metal manufactur-

ing and machine shop work, with photographs; any length. Report within ten days.

Pay 2c to 2/2C a word, on acceptance (within 30 days).

PLATING MANAGEMENT, 11 Park St., Montclair, N. J. P. Peter Kovatis, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly. Wants management how-to articles of 750 words in length.

Payment worked out with the individual author. Buys cartoons, price arranged with

the artist. All payment on publication and buys author's rights.

PRECISION METAL MOLDING, 812 Huron Road, Cleveland 15, Ohio. Philip

R, Kalischer, Editor. Issued monthly; 75c a copy; $7.00 a year. Use articles about

die casting, investment (or lost wax) casting, powder metallurgy, plaster mold

casting, permanent mold casting, extrusion, and shell mold casting. Also the ma-

chining and surface finishing of parts made by these processes. Length in accord-

ance with the value and interest of the story. Pay about $25 a printed page, includ-

ing illustrative material.

PRODUCT ENGINEERING, 330 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. E. J. Tanger-

man. Editor. Issued Weekly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Buy exclusive photos with

short descriptions, relating to product planning design, engineering and final de-

velopment of manufactured products. Rarely buy news items unless exclusive, and

most of the features are assigned or staff written. Query with outline or abstract

before submitting feature manuscript.

PRODUCTION, Box 1, Birmingham, Mich. Jerome S. Wilford, Editor. Issued

monthly; $2.00 a copy. Uses technical articles on new metalworking processes and

techniques. Also stories on new machines, presses and other equipment, materials

handling and new materials. Pays 2c a word, on acceptance. Buys photographs for

illustration purposes and pays $2.50 each; pays $25 each when acceptable for cover

use. Reports in two weeks.

PRODUCTS FINISHING, 431 Main St., Cincinnati 2, Ohio. Ezra A. Blount, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly. Use material devoted to the finishing of metal products. This

includes the cleaning, plating, polishing, and painting of metal products of all

kinds. Articles can be technical and must be practical. Technical articles should be

of processes and methods. Want photographs dealing with metal finishing methods
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or processes. Report within a week after receipt. Payment within thirty days after

acceptance.

STEEL MAGAZINE, 1213 W. 3rd St., Cleveland 13, Ohio. Irwin H. Such, Editor-

in-Chief. Issued weekly; 50c a copy; $10.00 a year. Uses original technical articles

on nietalworking processes. Pays $25 base rate per page for each article. Photo-

graphs for illustration are accepted with article. Reports immediately.

SURPLUS RECORD, 20 N. Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, 111. Thomas P. Scanlon,

Editor and Publisher. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $4.00 a year. Use articles, 1,000

to 2,000 words, with suitable illustrative material whenever possible, dealing with

the following subjects: Work with used machinery, buying, selling, rebuilding, in-

stallation, etc. Articles are nut wanted about surplus machine tools or equipment

that has reached the "scrap" or "junk" stage. Stories on used equipment dealers

are not wanted unless assigned and the name of the dealer is first approved. Also

not interested in makeshift arrangements that serve in many plants as substitutes

for new or used standard machine tools. Stick to stories of used or rebuilt in-

dustrial equipment. Pay $20 for the first page as it appears in the magazine, in-

cluding pictures supplied by the contributor, and $10 for each additional page.

TOOLING AND PRODUCTION, 1975 Lee Road, Cleveland 18, Ohio. Published

by Huebner Publications, Inc. Issued monthly; $1.00 a copy; $6.50 a year. Most of

the editorial material is staff-written or solicited from men in industry who are

authorities in their particular field. Will consider free-lance material pertaining

to tooling and production.

WELDING DESIGN & FABRICATION, 812 Huron Rd., Cleveland 15, Ohio.

Charles P. Berka, Editor. Issued monthly. This magazine devotes itself to the uses

of welding, application in new fields, development of processes which are an im-

provement over old methods. Articles must be concise, practical, and factual.

THE WELDING DISTRIBUTOR, Box 28, Morton Grove, 111. F. T. Tancula,

Editor. Issued bi-monthly for wholesale and retail distributors of welding equip-

ment and supplies and their sales staffs. Articles are staff written, but wants car-

toons depicting sales situations in the office or shop, especially if tied in with weld-

ing or allied equipment. Pays on acceptance for cartoons.

WELDING ENGINEER, see page 363.

WESTERN MACHINERY & STEEL WORLD, 681 Market St., San Francisco,

Calif. J. D. Harrell, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Use how-to-

do machinery and metal working articles—illustrations (photos or drawings) ac-

cepted—up to six-pages, for appeal to owners, superintendents, tool engineers of

western plants working with metal. Also uses one-page "tooling applications," pre-

ferably in western U. S. Pays $25 a printed page, on publication. Reports in two

weeks.

WESTERN METALWORKING, 2035 Miramar St., Los Angeles 57, CaHf. N.

Wood, Editor. Issued monthly; $1.00 a copy; $8.00 a year. Uses feature articles,

1,500 to 2,500 words, relative to metals production, metalworking, research and
development, transportation, metallurgy, instruments, electronics, manufacturing

processes, design engineering, welding, fabrication, machine tool applications to

production, metal furniture, electrical equipment. Stories must concern plant activi-

ties in 13 western states including Alaska and Hawaii. Features should be on a

how-to-do-it-better angle, showing benefits, cost or time savings, etc. Pays $25.00

per page including photos at $5 per original 8x10 photo, on publication. Reports

immediately.
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Maintenance

CATHOLIC BUILDING AND MAINTENANCE, 53 Park PL, New York 7, N. Y.

John F. Wagner, Editor. Issued bi-monthly. Edited for catholic pastors and in-

stitution administrators. Wants non-technical articles on topics in the maintenance,

construction, materials or equipment fields; also general administration as pertains

to this audience. Average article length—2,000 words. Pays $35 per average arti-

cle. Pays on publication. Reports immediately. Buys copyright and reprint rights.

MAINTENANCE-SANITARY SUPPLIES, 254 W. 31st St., New York 1, N. Y.

Edward Bloch, Editor. Issued monthly for jobbers and distributors of maintenance

equipment and sanitary supplies. Wants profile type stories on jobbers and dis-

tributors in maintenance equipment and sanitary supply field, articles on how to

increase sales, hiring and training of salesmen, warehousing, inventory control, etc.

Buys photos with manuscripts and with captions only. Prefers 8x10 inch size. Buys

cartoons that have a selling slant in jobber field. Pays 3c a word, $6 per photo

used, and $10 per cartoon, on publication. Reports as soon as possible and buys

exclusive rights.

PARK MAINTENANCE, P. O. Box 409, Appleton, Wis. Erik L. Madisen, Editor.

Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.50 a year. Uses how-to, technical or scientific arti-

cles dealing with maintenance of turf and facilities in parks, etc. These may be

new or unique ideas adopted by park systems for greater use or more efficient and

economical operation. Also methods of dealing with administrative, financial, per-

sonnel and other problems; new phases of landscape architecture and building

design. Pays a minimum of Ic a word, on publication. Likes 7x10 black and white

glossy photographs if applicable to article material, and pays a minimum of $2

each, with $5 for front cover. Reports in thirty days.

SAFETY MAINTENANCE, 75 Fulton St., New York 38, N. Y. Harry Armand,
Editor. Issued monthly for safety engineers, safety directors, industrial hygienists,

fire engineers, and sanitation personnel. Wants factual and how-to articles on in-

dustrial accident prevention, maintenance, fire protection, and industrial health

conservation. Also on setting up general safety programs and specific ones also:

safety techniques; and new safety devices and equipment. No payment for articles,

but does pay $7.50 for 8x10 photos. Cartoons on industrial accident prevention

pay $7.50. Payment on acceptance. Reports in two weeks.

Marine and Siiip Building

GREAT LAKES & INLAND WATERWAYS, 52 E. Bridge St., Berea, Ohio. Ed-

ward J. Uhas, Editor. Published monthly. Edited for Inland Marine Industry.

Wants articles on marine transportation, new developments, shipping pertaining

to Great Lakes and commercial river transportation. Especially interested in dra-

matic marine transportation photographs and pays up to $100 for color illustra-

tions. Payment varies on manuscripts. Uses one cartoon per issue at $5 to $10. Pay-

ment made on acceptance. Reports by return mail. Buys publishing rights if po-

tential for booklet or reprinting.

MARINE ENGINEERING/LOG, 30 Church St., New York 7, N. Y. Walter E.

Oates, Editor. Issued monthly except May when publication is semi-monthly. For

shipbuilding and ship repair companies; ship operating companies, owners, agents

and brokers; naval architects and marine engineers; admiralty lawyers and marine

insurance companies; Navy officers; and some other readers associated with the
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marine field. Wants articles of a technical or semi-technical nature on all aspects

of shipbuilding and ship operation. Length may vary from 500 to 6,000 words, de-

pending on the subject. Pays 2c per published word. Buys 8x10 glossy pix with

manuscripts at $3.00 per published illustration. Payment on publication. Reports

immediately. Buys exclusive rights, unless specific arrangements are made to the

contrary.

MARINE NEWS, 26 Water St., New York 4, N. Y. Captain Walter N. Larkin,

Editor, Published monthly. Edited for Maritime industry. Articles on research per-

taining to marine and maritime industry. On order only. Uses 5x7 pix with cap-

tions only. Buys cartoons on order only on marine news supplies ideas. Pays on

publication. Reports immediately. Buys all rights.

PACIFIC WORK BOAT, 71 Columbia St., Seattle 4, Wash, Robert Walters, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3 a year. Use 1,000 to 4,000 word articles on

themes of cruising, harbor facility developments, commercial boat operations; tech-

nical articles on boating and boat construction in West and Pacific Coast, Pay Ic

a word, on publication.

THE WATERWAYS JOURNAL, 619 Chemical Bldg,, St, Louis 1, Mo, Capt.

Donald T. Wright, Editor. Issued weekly, on Saturday. This publication deals with

commercial navigation on inland waterways. This is a news-type business paper.

Mostly staff written. Articles submitted should be comparatively brief and non-

technical and deal with improvements in navigation methods, engines, electronic

aids, etc., or with projects along the waterways, i.e,, locks. Occasionally uses 8x10

glossy pix preferred at $5,00 per picture. Payment on articles varies. Payment on

publication. Reports within a few days. Buys exclusive rights in the inland and

commercial navigation field.

THE WORK BOAT, 624 Gravier St., New Orleans 12, La, Arthur R. Hirsch,

Editor, Issued 13 times per year; 40c a copy; $4,00 a year. Occasionally buys arti-

cles on waterways, river terminals, barge line operations, work boat construction

and design, barges, dredges, tugs, trends. Buy photographs with stories only, as a

general rule, 8x10, No color photos, caroons, fiction, poetry. Pay $10,00 per page

minimum, on publication unless by other agreement. Length: 800-1,000 words.

This market is semi-technical and rather exacting. Few free-lance writers can turn

out material suited for it.

Medical and Dental

A.M.A. JOURNAL OF DISEASES OF CHILDREN, 535 N. Dearborn St., Chi-

cago 10, III, Warren E, Wheeler, M,D., Chief Editor, Children's Hosp, Columbus
5, Ohio, Issued monthly; $1,25 a copy; $8.00 a year. Material must meet the fol-

lowing requirements to be accepted: 1. Newness of the material; 2. Conclusive in

character; 3, Scientific articles on pediatrics and pediatric practice only. Do not

pay for any articles.

AMA NEWS, 535 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 10, 111. James Reed, Editor. Issued bi-

weekly; $3.00 a year. Want short articles covering socio-economic and medico-

economic subjects of interest to doctors, written in terse, to the point newspaper

style. Payment varies, after publication. Pay $10 and up for 8x10 glossy pix, either

with manuscripts or with captions only. Report within 2 weeks,

THE AMERICAN HEART JOURNAL, 1430 Tulane Ave., New Orleans 12, La.

Dr. G. E. Burck, Editor, Issued monthly; $2.00 a copy; $13.00 a year. Have no re-
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quirements at the present time, as manuscripts come through special channels and
the supply is abundant.

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF CLINICAL PATHOLOGY, Mt. Royal & Guil-

ford Avenues, Baltimore 2, Md. Dr. Parker R. Beamer, Editor. Issued monthly;

$1.00 a copy; $10.00 per volume. Do not pay for articles.

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF THE MEDICAL SCIENCES, 600 S. Washington

Square, Philadelphia, Pa. Dr. Richard A. Kern, Editor. Issued monthly; $1.00 a

copy; $10.00 a year. Accept only original articles by recognized authorities in the

field of medicine. No payment; 100 reprints furnished gratis.

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY, 3207 Wash-
ington Blvd., St. Louis 3, Mo. Dr. George W. Kosmak, Editor. Issued monthly;

$2.50 a copy; $15.00 a year.

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF ORTHODONTICS, 3207 Washington Blvd., St.

Louis 3, Mo. Dr. H. C. Pollock, Editor. Issued monthly; $1.75 a copy; $10.00 a

year. Only articles on orthodontics and oral surgery are accepted. No payment.

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF TROPICAL MEDICINE AND HYGIENE, Mt.

Royal & Guilford Avenues, Baltimore 2, Md. Dr. L. W. Hackett, Editor. Issued

bi-monthly; $1.75 a copy; $10.00 a year. All material for this periodical is furn-

ished without payment to the contributor.

AMERICAN REVIEW OF RESPIRATORY DISEASES, 1790 Broadway, New
York 19, N. Y. Dr. Walsh McDermott, Editor. Issued monthly; $2.00 a copy;

$15.00 a year. Obtain all material directly from the authors and do not pay for

articles published.

BULLETIN OF MATERNAL AND INFANT HEALTH, 116 S. Michigan Ave.,

Chicago 3, 111. M. Edward Davis, M. D., Editor. Issued quarterly. Aimed at pro-

fessional audience. Wants articles and features on medical subjects and parent edu-

cation. Interested in pix submitted with captions only, poetry, and medical car-

toons. Payment on acceptance. Reports in two months. Buys copyrights.

CALIFORNIA MEDICINE, Room 2000, 450 Sutter St., San Francisco 8, Calif.

Dr. Dwight L. Wilbur, Editor. Issued monthly; 60c a copy; $6.00 a year. Official

journal of the California Medical Association. Almost all material is contributed

by members of the medical profession. No payment for contributions.

THE CHIROPRACTOR, 1010 Brady St., Davenport, Iowa. Ralph Evans, Editor.

Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.50 a year. Do not pay for articles.

DELAWARE STATE MEDICAL JOURNAL, 1925 Lovering Ave., Wilmington,

Delaware. Dr. A. H. Clagett, Jr., Editor. Issued monthly. Articles should be on

timely medical subjects, written in acceptable English, should not exploit propri-

etary medicines, and should not be longer than 10 or 12 pages, 8/2XII typewritten

double-spaced. Editor reserves the right to refuse manuscripts without returning

them, unless return postage accompanies them. No payment for material.

DENTAL DIGEST, 1005 Liberty Ave., Pittsburgh 22, Pa. Dr. Edward J. Ryan,

Editor, 708 Church St., Evanston, 111. Issued monthly; $8 a year; two years $12;

three years, $15. Scientific and technical dental magazine. Illustrated contributions

considered. Drawings or photographs 5x7 preferred. Reports prompt.

THE DENTAL STUDENTS' MAGAZINE, 874 Green Bay Rd., Winnetka, III.

Ii^sued monthly except July, August, and September. Use articles written by dental

students and graduates only.

THE HEARING DEALER, 1 E. First St., Duluth 2, Minn. Dean Myhran, Editor.

Issued monthly; $2.50 a year. Use stories about successful hearing aid dealers, plus
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a selection of photos illustrating the story. Interested writers should contact the

editor before actually starting the story. Pay 2c to 3c a word and $3 to $7 for

photographs, on acceptance.

ILLINOIS DENTAL JOURNAL, 1757 W. Harrison St., Chicago 12, 111. William

P. Schoen, Editor. Issued monthly for dentists, educators, and scientists. Wants
scientific articles and features on this field and also hobby articles. Verse and

photos are accepted if they are relevant to dentistry. Payment varies on publica-

tion of material.

INDUSTRIAL MEDICINE AND SURGERY, P. O. Box 44-306, Miami 44, Fla.

Carey P. McCord, M.D., Editor. Issued monthly. Edited for physicians, nurses

and others in Occupational Health field. Wants reports on medical research; news

of activities, procedures of industrial medical departments; news of medical and
psychological problems in industry. No payment. Uses pix if submitted, no pay-

ment. Reports within two weeks. All material copyrighted by journal as published.

JOURNAL OF NUCLEAR MEDICINE, 430 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, 111.

Samuel N. Turiel, Managing Editor. For physicians and other scientists. No pay-

ment.

JOURNAL OF ORAL SURGERY, ANESTHESIA AND HOSPITAL DENTAL
SERVICE, 222 E. Superior St., Chicago 11, 111. Dr. Fred A. Henny, Editor; Dr.

Lon W. Morrey, Editor-in-Chief. For professional. No payment.

JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, 535 N. Dear-

born St., Chicago 10, 111. John H. Talbott, M.D., Editor. Issued each week. For

physicians, science writers, and pharmaceutical industry. Wants brief articles on

scientific contributions in medicine. No payment. Uses a few cartoons, pays on

publication.

JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN PODIATRY ASSOCIATION, 3301 Sixteenth

St., N.W., Washington 10, D. C. A Rubin, D.S.C., Editor. Issued monthly. For

medical, podiatrists-chiropodists (foot specialists). Wants medical articles relating

to foot ailments. According to policy set by Constitution and Bylaws, Associa-

tion may not pay for articles submitted, and papers are contributed to publica-

tion. Uses approximately twelve to fifteen cartoons per year—no payment.

JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN MEDICAL WOMAN'S ASSOCIATION,
1790 Broadway, New York, N. Y. M. Frieda Baumann, M.D., Editor. Issued

monthly. Uses 1,500 to 3,000 word scientific articles about opportunities for medi-

cal women. Association news, books, current publications, news of women in medi-

cine. Offers no payment.

MEDICAL ECONOMICS, Oradell, N. J. R. Cragin Lewis, Editor. Issued fort-

nightly for physicians. Subject matter should help, inform and entertain the phy-

sician by showing him "how to" handle his practice—office, records, fees, assist-

ants, manage his money, insurance, investments, handle out-of-office matters. Buys

cartoons that appeal to physicians. Payment for these varies. Will consider feature

articles around 1,500 words and short items of 150-600 words from free-lancers.

Pay for features: 10c to 15c a word; for short items: $25 to $75 each, both accord-

ing to editorial evaluation. Payment on acceptance. Don't mail any manuscripts

until you have studied a copy of the magazine and the "Hints for Contributors."

You can't get the magazine on the newsstands. You can get it and the hints by

writing to Ann Weeks, Features Editor, MEDICAL ECONOMICS, Oradell, N. J.

Reports in 30 days.

THE MEDICAL MISSIONARY, 8400 Pine Rd., Fox Chase, Philadelphia 11, Pa.

Sister M. AngeHca, S.C.M.M., Editor. Use medical articles; also articles and photos
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of historical or sociological nature provided they relate to medical missionary

work overseas.

MEDICAL WORLD NEWS, 30 Rockefeller Plaza West, New York 20, N. Y.

Morris Fishbein, M.D., Editor. Issued bi-weekly for the medical profession. Wants
news of new medical advances and of the political and economic facets of medi-

cal practice. Suggest interested writers ask for copies of the magazine for both

style and content. Wants three general lengths: full page 750; spreads and features

about 1,500 to 2,000. Also uses "service" items under several categories, running

up to 250 words. Pays $100 per page, $15 to $50 for service shorts. Buys photos

submitted with manuscripts and prefers queries first before sending photos. All

payment on publication. Reports in two weeks and generally buys first rights on

photos.

MODERN MEDICINE, 84 S. 10th St., MinneapoHs 3, Minn. Irvine H. Page,

M.D., Editor. Issued bi-weekly for physicians. All articles are on assignment. Un-
solicited manuscripts not considered. Buys cartoons for which they pay $10 each.

THE NEW PHYSICIAN, 430 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, 111. Edward R.

Pinckney, M.D., Editor. Issued monthly for medical students, interns, residents and

first year practitioners. Uses articles on medical subjects and business side of set-

ting up medical practice, estate planning for future physicians, etc. No payment.

Rarely publishes verse or poetry on medical subjects. Uses cartoons on medical

subjects, but please, no pretty nurse being chased by old patient, etc. Pays $10 per

cartoon, on acceptance. Buys exclusive copyrights and reports in one to one and

a half months.

NEW YORK STATE JOURNAL OF MEDICINE, 750 Third Ave., New York

17, N. Y. Laurance D. Redway, M.D., Editor. Issued semi-monthly for physicians.

Does not purchase any articles, but does buy cartoons on medical subjects for which

they pay from $10 to $25 each.

ORAL HYGIENE, 708 Church St., Evanston, 111. Edward J. Ryan, D.D.S., Editor.

Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Uses human interest stories about dent-

ists who have interesting hobbies outside dentistry, and articles on practice man-

agement, and on treatment of patients. Word limit is 1,500. Pays 3c a word, on

pubHcation. Pays $5 each for illustrative photos. Reports in one week.

PHYSICIAN'S MANAGEMENT, 1611 Chicago Ave., Evanston, 111. Gerald S

Hoberman, Editor. Issued monthly for physicians. Wants articles about improving

efficiency of physician's practice, dealing with patients, professional relations, par-

ticipating in community relations, etc. No limit on length. Pays $25 per page and
buys all rights. Reports immediately.

PROOFS, the Dental Trade Journal, 1005 Liberty Ave., Pittsburgh 22, Pa. Mer-
win B. Massol, Editor. Issued monthly. Uses short articles, chiefly on selling to

dentists. Query first. Sample copy of magazine sent free on request. Pays about

$20 for single-page articles, on acceptance. Reports in a week.

RESIDENT PHYSICIAN, 1447 Northern Blvd., Manhasset, N. Y. Perrin H. Long,

M.D., Editor. Issued monthly for young doctors of medicine. Wants bright articles

on private practice of medicine—accounting, law, business practice, insurance, in-

vestment, tax, etc. Pays $5 to $10 for photos submitted with manuscripts and $7.50

to $10 for cartoons, on acceptance. Buys North American rights and reports within

4 to 10 days.

SURGICAL BUSINESS, 432 Fourth Ave., New York 16, N. Y. Celia Saul, Editor.

Issued monthly; 40c a copy; $4.00 a year. Uses merchandising stories of interest

to firms which operate retail establishments listed in the phone book as surgical,
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physician, orthopedic appliance stores. Length is usually about 1,500 words. Pays

I/2C a word, on publication. Accepts 8x10 photos.

TIC MAGAZINE, P. O. Box 350, Albany 1, N. Y. Joseph Strack, Editor. A maga-

zine for dentists, dental assistants, and oral hygienists. Prefer, a simple, almost

popular, style. Use articles, 800 to 3,200 words (with illustrations, if possible) as

follows: 1. Lead Feature: Dealing with major developments in dentistry of direct,

vital interest to all dentists; 2. How-to-do-it pieces: Ways and means of building

dental practices, improving professional techniques, managing patients, increasing

office efficiency, etc.; 3. Special articles: Ways and means of improving dentist-

laboratory relations for mutual advantage, of developing auxiliary dental personnel

into an efficient office team, of helping the individual dentist to play a more effec-

tive role in alleviating the burden of dental needs in the nation and in his com-

munity, etc.; General articles: Concerning any phase of dentistry or dentistry-re-

lated subjects of high interest to the average dentist. Also use following material:

Photo stories: Four to ten pictures of interesting developments and novel ideas in

dentistry; Black-and-whites only: Of unusual developments in the dental field

rather than news pictures as such; also good pictures of unusually well set up and

equipped dental offices; Cartoons: Humorous ideas cleverly developed with dental

background and pertinence; Verse: light, humorous, with point and substance,

short pieces preferred (up to 32 lines). Pay fair rates reached through individual

negotiations with the contributor. Payment on acceptance.

VETERINARY ECONOMICS MAGAZINE, 4900 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 3,

Ohio. John D. Velardo, Editor. Issued monthly for all practicing veterinarians in

the U. S. Uses case histories telling about good business practices on the part of

veterinarians. Also, articles about financial problems, investments, insurance and
similar subjects of particular interest to professional men. Pays $15 to $25 per

printed page depending on worth. Buys photos submitted with manuscripts, for

which they pay $7.50 per photo. Uses cartoons relating to veterinary practice,

particularly the business side, pays $7.50 for these. Pays on publication and reports

as soon as possible. Buys exclusive rights in the field.

^filling. Feed and Grain

EASTERN FEED MERCHANT, Sherburne, N. Y. Howard J. Benson, Assoc. Edi-

tor. Circulation in 21 eastern states. Interested in obtaining the services of cor-

respondents who will send them news items about feed stores and mills.

THE FEED BAG, 1712 W. St. Paul Ave., Milwaukee 3, Wis. Bruce W. Smith,

Editorial Director. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Wants profile articles

on progressive feed manufacturing, mixing, and retailing operations, including data

on plant layout and equipment, sales methods, and personnel. Length is 1,000 to

2,000 words, with several photos. Detailed fact and instruction sheet is supplied on

request. This is a market for factual reporters, not creative writers. Pays $15 to

$50 per article, after acceptance. Buys cover photos only at $7 each from top agri-

cultural photographers. Reports promptly.

FEEDSTUFFS, Box 67, Minneapolis 40, Minn. Geo. L. Gates, Editor. Issued week-

ly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Wants news of developments in or afTecting feed in-

dustry; also articles on feed merchandising and utilization. Prefers these to be brief,

but may run up to 3,000 words. Pays l/ac a word, minimum, on acceptance. Uses

newsworthy photographs alone or for illustrations, and pays $3 and up for each

one accepted. Reports promptly.

GRAIN & FEED JOURNALS CONSOLIDATED, 141 W. Jackson Blvd., Chi-

cago 4, 111. Dean Clark, Editor. Issued semi-monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year.

Like article material that is unusual or novel and which relates to wholesale grain,
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feed, and field seeds merchants. Use photographs. Pay $3 and up per thousand

words, after pubhcation.

GRAIN & FEED REVIEW, 112 Grain Exchange Bldg., Minneapolis 15, Minn.

W. D. Flemming, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Uses success

stories and how-to-do-it articles slanted toward operators of country elevators and

country feed mills in Ohio, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, Minnesota,

Iowa, Missouri, the Dakotas, Nebraska, Kansas and Oklahoma. Pays $25.00 each,

on acceptance, with $5 for each photo used. Reports within ten days.

THE NORTHWTSTERN MILLER, 2501 Wayzata Blvd., Minneapohs 2, Minn.

Carroll K. Michener, Editor. Issued weekly; 20c a copy; $4.00 a year. Need tech-

nical articles on problems and developments of operative milling and cereal chem-

istry, inspirational articles on the sale of flour and feed, and illustrated articles of

general interest closely related to the subject of the world's breadstuffs. Study the

paper to get the proper slant and type of material used; sample copy sent on re-

quest. Pay a minimum of Ic a word, with extra for photographs at standard rates,

following acceptance.

SOUTHWESTERN MILLER, 860 Board of Trade Building, Kansas City 5, Mo.
David N. Sosland, Editor. Issued weekly; 10c a copy; $2.00 a year. Publishes only

current market and trade news of the industry and is not interested in feature

material of any kind.

WESTERN FEED & SEED, Beeler Publishing Corp., 1280 Columbus, San Fran-

cisco 11, Calif. C. L. Manning, Editor. Issued monthly. Wants success-type fea-

tures on specific business operation. Query editors for leads. Up to 1,000 words

with three or four pix. Pays 2c per word, $3.00 per picture, plus payment for

captions in picture story. Payment on acceptance. Reports within a week. Buys

exclusive use of manuscript and pix.

Mining and Minerals

AMERICAN GOLD NEWS, P. O. Box 787, Sonora, CaHf. Donald I. Segerstrom,

Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Use news or technical articles

concerned with mining in 11 Western states. Pay /2c per word or 35c per column
inch upon acceptance of material.

BLACK DIAMOND, 431 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 5, 111. A. T. Murphy, Editor.

Issued bi-weekly; 20c a copy; $5.00 a year. Use articles on practical methods in the

coal industry. Payment on publication.

THE EXPLOSIVES ENGINEER, 670 Hercules Tower, 910 Market St., Wilming-

ton, Del. James J. O'Neill, Editor. Issued bi-monthly; 30c a copy; $1.50 a year.

Wants descriptions of mining, quarrying and heavy construction operations with

emphasis on drilling, blasting and excavating procedures, together with appropriate

photographs for illustration. Length is from 2,000 to 3,000 words. Pays 3c to 5c

a word, on acceptance, and from $2 to $5 each for black and white, 8x10 glossies.

Reports promptly.

GEMS & MINERALS, P. O. Box 687, Mentone, Calif. Don MacLachlan, Editor.

Monthly. A general magazine for the amateur gem cutter, jewelry maker, mineral

collector and all facets of earth science hobbies (rockhounds). Material must have

how-to-do slant. No personality stories. Field trips to mineral or gem collecting

localities used, must be accurate and give details so they can be found. One to

three cents per word on publication. Pictures according to value to magazine. Any
size from 2'/4x25/4 inch up. Can use color slides to make black and white if good.

Report in two weeks.
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MECHANIZATION—THE MAGAZINE OF MODERN COAL, 1120 Munsey
Building, Washington 4, D. C. Raymond Coombes, Publisher. Issued monthly; con-

trolled circulation. This is strictly a technical publication—all articles dealing with

modern, efficient, safe methods of producing coal. Also use articles on the ma-

chines used to produce coal. Brief, to the point, not over 1,500 to 2,000 words. Buy
photographs, charts, tables and diagrams. Report in two to four weeks. Pay 2 to 5c

a word, on acceptance by the Editor.

THE MINERALOGIST, P. O. Box 808, Mentone, Calif. Don MacLachlan,

Editor. Bi-monthly. A semi-technical magazine for mineral collectors and others

interested in earth sciences, fossils, geology, etc. Material must be scientifically

accurate but written so amateurs can understand it. Photos, maps used. Most ma-

terial staff prepared. Pay one to three cents a word on publication, depending on

value of material. Report in two weeks.

MINING CONGRESS JOURNAL, Ring Bldg., Washington 6, D. C. R. W. Van
Evera, Editor. Issued monthly; 30c a copy; $3.00 a year. Likes how-to articles from

2,500 to 3,000 words on topics of interest to the coal, metal or industrial mineral

mining industries. This includes the cement manufacturing industry also. Photo-

graphs and other illustrative material should accompany the manuscript. Pays $25

per published page, on publication, when author supplies illustration; otherwise,

pays 1 2/3c a published word. Prefers 8x10 glossies strictly on mining or milling

subjects. Pays up to $5 each for these. Reports within three weeks.

MINING ENGINEERING, 29 W. 39th St., New York 18, N. Y. Rixford A. Beals,

Editorial Director. Lssucd monthly; 75c a copy; $8.00 a year. Uses factual, tech-

nical articles, covering the various phases of the Mineral industry, including

geology, geophysics, mining, minerals beneficiation, industrial minerals, and coal.

No payment for text, but occasionally buys, at prevailing rates, 8x10 glossies of

appropriate subject matter.

MINING RECORD, 2155 Lawrence St., Denver 2, Colo. Issued weekly; 10c a

copy; $4.00 a year. Use mining news from western metal mining districts.

MINING WORLD, with which is combined World Mining, 500 Howard St., San

Francisco 5, Calif. George Argall, Jr., Editor. Issued monthly. Use both news and
features on metal mining and mining of non-metallics handled by methods similar

to those used in metal mining.

SCIENCE OF MAN, P. O. Box 808, Mentone, Calif. Gene Vincent, Editor. A bi-

monthly devoted to popular archaeology, anthropology and allied sciences. Written

for amateur and layman. Can use stories about archaeological sites, significant

work in any of the branches of anthropology, foreign or domestic. Travel stories to

archaeological sites. Must be accurate, no fiction. Pictures 5x7 up preferred but

can use any .size if good. Payment one to three cents per word, depending on value.

Pictures according to value. Report in three weeks.

Motor Boats and Yachts

THE BOATING INDUSTRY, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. Charles A.

Jones, Editor. Issued monthly. This is the only trade magazine in the pleasure

boating field. Needs 1,000 to 1,500 word articles on successful dealers, merchandis-
ing and promotion programs, accompanied by pictures. Query first. Pays 5c to 7c

a word, $5 each for photos.

BOATING PROGRESS, P. O. Box 4246, Jacksonville, Fla. Ten issues per year.

Thomas B. Logue, Editor. Articles about marine trade problems, 8x10 photos to

illustrate. No fillers. Pay on acceptance.
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POPULAR BOATING, 1 Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y. Issued monthly; 50c a

copy; $5 a year. Wm. T. McKeown, Editor. Feature articles on assignment only.

Occasionally buy short, how-to photo features. Use color transparencies of power

and sail boats. Pay by arrangement, on acceptance.

RIVERS & HARBORS, 80 Lincoln Ave., Stamford, Conn. Phil Reavis, Editor.

Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Use news items on tugs, towboats, barges,

etc. Also short articles on marine Diesel performance. Pay $20.00 per published

page, on publication.

THE RUDDER, 575 Lexington Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Boris Lauer-Leonardi,

Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Wants practical articles on all

phases of boating. These should be illustrated, and should be under 2,000 words in

length. Payment upon acceptance. Pays around $5 to $15 for each photograph, on

publication. Report in three weeks.

SEA AND PACIFIC MOTOR BOAT MAGAZINE, 3501 Eagle Rock Blvd., Los

Angeles 65, CaUf. Issu-ed monthly; 50c a copy; $5 a year. Dale Budlong, Editor.

Illustrated articles about boating on the West Coast. Pay 50c a column inch. No
fillers. Photos, 8x10, with captions, $3.50 each, on publication.

THE SKIPPER, Second St. at Spa Creek, Annapolis, Md. H. K. Rigg, Editor.

This magazine is read by power, sail and outboard boat owners, general readers,

marine designers, manufacturers, dealers, etc. Wants human interest material,

2,500-3,000 words, photographic stories and fiction, 5,000 words, designed to appeal

to readers interested in boats, ships and the sea. Pay on publication or on accept-

ance by special arrangement. 8x10 glossy or semi-matte photographs, $7.50 to $25,

depending on use. Color covers, $100. Rates 3c a word and up.

Municipal

THE AMERICAN CITY, 470 Park Ave., South, New York 16, N. Y. William S.

Foster, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Buy very little material

from free-lance writers. Most of articles are staflF-written. Occasionally a brief item

is accepted from a free-lance writer if the idea is new and information regarding it

has not been received from other sources. When photographs of municipal improve-

ments are accepted as illustrations to accompany such items, payment is made at

$1.00 each. Pay approximately 3c a word, and $5 per photo used. Query.

COLORADO MUNICIPALITIES, 2300 Broadway, Boulder, Colo. Jay T. Bell,

Editor. Issued monthly for municipal officials. Uses features on accomplishments

and innovations in city and town governmental activities. Word length is 500 to

3,000 words. Will consider payment if material merits exception.

COMPOST SCIENCE, Emmaus, Pennsylvania. Jerome Olds, Editor. Issued quar-

terly for mayors, city managers, and sanitary engineers. Wants descriptions of in-

stallations where organic waste materials are processed for return to the soil. Pays

$35 for these articles on acceptance. Buys first rights and reports in ten days.

THE COUNTY OFFICER MAGAZINE, 1001 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washing-

ton 6, D. C. Address queries and manuscripts to Philip Warren, Jr., Associate

Editor. Issued monthly for elected and appointed county officials at policy level.

Wants 1,000 to 2,000 word articles on any subject dealing with philosophies, tech-

niques or accompHshments within county government, county governing bodies,

and through elected or appointed public officials. Buys photos submitted with

manuscripts. Would consider editorial cartoons appropriate to their subject matter.

Pays 3c a word and $5 for photos. Reports immediately and buys first magazine

rights.

FIRE ENGINEERING, 466 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Donald M.
O'Brien, Editor. Issued monthly; 40c a copy; $3.50 a year. Directed to Fire Chiefs.
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Wants action photos, news items and news features on new ideas in fighting fires,

rescue work, and firemen's compensation and pension schemes. Pay on publication.

Query.

FIREMEN, 60 Batterymarch St., Boston 10, Mass. Warren Y. Kimball, Editor.

Issued monthly. Use technically accurate material on firemen, departments, fires,

firefighting. Articles from 2 to 6 typewritten pages. Also cartoons, photos, short

fillers with fire angle. Many items are supplied by members of National Fire

Protection Association. Pay $10 per page sometimes, on publication; cartoons

average $5.

LAW AND ORDER, 72 West 45th St., New York 36, N. Y. Monthly; 35c a copy;

$3.00 a year. Lee E. Lawder, Editor. For Chiefs of Police, State Police adminis-

trators, etc. Illustrated articles, 1,200 to 1,500 words, are mostly staff written. Pays

2c a word; extra for photos, as agreed.

MAYOR AND MANAGER, 72 West 45th St., New York 36, N. Y. Quarterly; 25c

a copy; $1 a year. Frank MacAloon, Editor. For City Officials, etc. Most of the

material is staff written. Pay 2c a word; $5 for pictures.

MODERN PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION, Wheaton, 111. Ross Schram, Jr.,

Editor. Published monthly. Edited for public passenger transportation industry.

Wants primarily articles dealing with city and inter-city bus transportation, rapid

transit articles of 1,000 to 2,000 words, illustrated. Also uses pix with captions only.

Pays $12 per page, plus $3.00 to $5.00 for photos. Also buys cartoons. Payment on

publication. Reports in ten days.

THE MUNICIPALITY, 30 E. Johnson St., Madison 3, Wis. Ed Johnson, Editor.

Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.50 a year. Use material relating to municipal

government and administration, preferably under 2,000 words. No payment.

PUBLIC MANAGEMENT, 1313 E. 60th St., Chicago 37, 111. Orin F. Nolting, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Use news items on different phases

of city and county administration and management, about 300 words. No pay.

PUBLIC SERVICE MAGAZINE, 1012 Pioneer Building, St. Paul 1, Minn. C. W.
Battley, Publisher. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $4.00 a year. Consider articles

dealing with general subjects relating to the electric light and power industry, such

as rates, services, outstanding accomplishments of individuals and companies, fac-

tual and narrative reports of municipal electric properties and government projects;

between 1,000 and 2,500 words. Use photographs. Pay Ic a word, after publication.

PUBLIC UTILITIES FORTNIGHTLY, 332 Pennsylvania Bldg., Washington 4,

D. C. Francis X. Welch, Editor. Issued fortnightly; $1.00 a copy; $15.00 a year.

Use articles, 2,500 to 3,500 words, on ownership and operation of public utilities

and allied subjects. Report in about two weeks. Pay 2c a word, on acceptance.

PUBLIC WORKS, 200 S. Broad St., Ridgewood, N. J. W. A. Hardenbergh, Editor.

Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Use illustrated articles on street, high-

way, airport, and road construction, water works, sewerage problems, etc. Payment
on publication.

RURAL ROADS, 22 W. Maple St., Chicago 10, 111. Col. V. J. Brown, Editor.

Issued monthly for road maintenance engineers and supervisors. Wants technically

written articles for engineering audience on road construction and maintenance.

Length should be from 2,500 to 3,500 words. Pays $15 per page, including six pic-

tures per story, on publication. Published matter is copyrighted.

TRAFFIC SAFETY, 425 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111. Angela Maher, Editor.

Issued monthly; 60c a copy; $4.50 a year. Use articles on prevention of traffic

accidents, etc., 600 to 1,200 words. Also photographs. No payment.
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VIRGINIA MUNICIPAL REVIEW, P. O. Box 100, Richmond 1, Va., or 9th

Floor, Travelers Bldg., Richmond 19, Va. Ralph L, Dombrower, Editor. Issued

monthly for governmental officials. Wants articles on subjects affecting public

administration. Rate of payment negotiated before publication. Payment for the

article is on acceptance. Reports in one week.

Music

HIGH FIDELITY TRADE NEWS, 7 West 44th St., New York 36, N. Y. Robert

Angus, Editor. Issued monthly; controlled circulation. Use features on how a spe-

cific dealer has solved a merchandising problem; how to sell more equipment, etc.

News stories on dealer's reactions to current problems. Pay $20 per feature (about

1,000 words); $25 if illustrated. No poetry or fillers.

MUSIC TRADES, 113 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y. John F. Majeski, Jr.,

Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Use news and features on the

music business. Payment on publication.

MUSICAL AMERICA, Steinway Building, 111 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Ronald Eyer, Editor. Issued monthly; 40c a copy; $5.00 a year. Articles are gener-

ally prepared by acknowledged writers and authorities in the field. Use very little

free-lance material. Use new photographs of musical personalities (serious, not

popular music). Payment by arrangement.

MUSICAL COURIER, 119 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y. Mrs. Lisa Roma
Trompeter, Publisher and Editor. Issued monthly, plus directory issue; 35c a copy;

$4.00 a year for 13 issues. Largely staff-written, with reviews and special features

by correspondents throughout the world. Use occasional free-lance material under

3,'000 words on timely musical subjects, authoritatively written with colorful style.

MUSICAL LEADER, 332 S. Michigan Blvd., Chicago 4, 111. J. French Demerath
and E. French Smith, Editors. Issued monthly; 20c a copy; $2.00 a year. Have
correspondents throughout the U. S. and do not purchase any outside material.

MUSICAL QUARTERLY, 609 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Paul Henry Lang,

Editor. Issued quarterly. Use articles of the highest character which deal with

musical history, musical criticism, musical esthetics, etc., 4,000 words. Payment on

publication.

MUSIC JOURNAL, 157 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y. Sigmund Spaeth, Ph.D.,

Editor. Issued 8 times a yeai, November and December combined, for teachers,

students and music lovers in general. Uses general discussions of music of all kinds,

serious and popular, from the standpoint of education and honest enjoyment. Space

usually limited to 1,000 words or less. Buys photos submitted with manuscript.

Buys some verse or poetry, preferably in lines fitting one column (14 to 24 lines).

Uses one or two cartoons in each issue. Prefer those requiring no caption to fit

one column width. Decorative sketches also used. Pays $25 top per article, $5 per

photo and $5 each for cartoons, on publication. Reports in a week and buys first

magazine rights only.

PIANO TRADE MAGAZINE, 20 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, 111. John B. Carl-

son, Editor. Issued monthly; 20c a copy; $2.00 a year. Staff-written. Query editor

for special assignments.

Office Equipment and 31ethods

DATA PROCESSING AND PUNCHED CARD DATA PROCESSING AN-
NUAL, 2200 Book Tower, Detroit 26, Mich. Mrs. Edith H. Goodman, Managing

Editor. Data Processinsj is issued monthly and Processing Annual is issued annually
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for businessmen interested in data processing. Wants articles on punch card, com-

puting, data processing and business problems related therein. Photos are usually

related to the installation, otherwise our art dept. does illustrations. Would like to

see some light nonsense in the data processing or computing field. Are considering

using cartoons. Pays $25 on publication. Reports in a month.

GEYER'S TOPICS, 212 Fifth Ave., New York 10, N. Y. George A. Tice, Editor.

Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. This publication is for individual office

equipment and stationery dealers, and buyers of department store departments

handling stationery and office equipment. Want articles on dealer activities. Please

query on all features before submitting them. Rate on articles and photographs

varies with individual assignment and is stipulated when agreement is made on

coverage or feature.

MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS AUTOMATION, 600 W. Jackson Blvd., Chi-

cago 6, 111. Arnold E. Keller, Editor. Issued monthly for 26,000 top industry,

business and government executives. Wants new ideas, developments, applications,

results and the human impact of business automation in commerce, industry, and

government. Uses a clean terse style avoiding the use of catch phrases such as

"electronic brain" and "robots." Preferred length is 1,750 words. Accepts 8x10 and

5x7 photos submitted with manuscripts. Uses cartoons specifically related to busi-

ness automation and not science fiction. Pays $25 per printed page on acceptance.

After staff consideration reports in one week. All rights reserved.

MODERN OFFICE PROCEDURES, 812 Huron Rd., Cleveland 15, Ohio. Issued

monthly; 75c a copy; $7.00 a year. Charles A. Hill, General Manager. Wants

articles from 500 to 700 words in length describing money-saving office procedures

and systems in use. Payment is 2 /2c per published word; and $5 for first photo-

graph, with $3 for each additional one accepted. Reports are usually within a

month.

MODERN STATIONER and OFFICE EQUIPMENT DEALER, 1 East First

St., Duluth 2, Minn. Don Fischer, Managing Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy;

$3.00 one year, $5.00 two years. Uses business articles describing successful mer-

chandising and operating plans of stationery and office equipment dealers. Desired

length is 200-1,500 words. Photographs used, pay $5.00. Pays 2 or 3c a word.

NATIONAL SHORTHAND REPORTER, Oskaloosa, Iowa. Roy E. Voelker,

Editor. Issued monthly except Aug. and Sept.; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year to students,

libraries and schools. Otherwise subscription by membership only. Official journal

of National Shorthand Reporters Assn. Use items dealing with the work of the

shorthand reporter, general, or official court stenographer. Pay $10 for cartoons, on
acceptance.

ODR REPRODUCTIONS REVIEW, 101 W. 31st St., New York 1, N. Y. Thomas
G. Nanney, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.50 a year. For executives in

charge of engineering reproductions, office duplicating, and photographic repro-

ductions in commercial and industrial plants. No free-lance material used at

present time.

THE OFFICE, 232 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y. William Schulhof, Editor.

Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Use articles on office management,
methods, personnel, and equipment, 600 to 2,500 words. Buy photographs. Report
in a month. Pay I/2C to 2c a word and up, $5 for photos, on acceptance.

OFFICE APPLIANCES, 600 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 6, 111. Walter S. Lennart-

son, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. For retailers of office sup-

plies, business machines, office furniture, and office equipment. Want feature

articles of 800 to 3,000 words, dealing with improvements of selling techniques,

store facilities, and promotional techniques. They will provide a special writers'
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guide on request. Also use straight news material, with or without pix. Pay $25 per

printed page for features, on acceptance; 60c per column inch plus $4 per photo

for news material, on publication. Advance query advised. Reports within 5-10

days and buys original publishing and reprint rights.

THE OFFICE ECONOMIST, Art Metal, Inc., 50 West 44th St., New York 36,

N. Y. Herbert H. Kiehn, Editor. Issued bi-monthly. House magazine distributed to

executives and office people nationally. Use articles on subjects relating to any

phase of office operation;.improving general efficiency; office planning; time-savers

in office production; a better way of handling some detail of operation in office

work; matters relating particularly to office personnel. Length: short features, 800

words; regular, 1,500 words; 2,000 words if subject warrants. Photographs. Report

in two weeks. Pay 3c a word on acceptance.

OFFICE EXECUTIVE, Willow Grove, Pa. Dickson Ash, Editor. Issued monthly;

50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Uses articles pertaining to the field of office management;

that is, personnel pohcies, supervisory techniques, work simpHfication, office pro-

duction, human relations, etc. Length should be from four to twelve double-spaced

pages. No pay for text, but does pay up to $10 for each photograph used. Reports

in one month. No poetry, no cartoons.

OFFICE MANAGEMENT AND AMERICAN BUSINESS, 212 Fifth Ave., New
York 10, N. Y. Robert M. Smith, Editor. Issued monthly; 45c a copy; $4.00 a year.

For officials in charge of institutions, government agencies and other public and

private organizations, office management executives, and other key office person-

nel. Subject matter falls into five categories: automation in the office, personnel,

systems, office layout and furnishings, and office equipment. Articles rarely exceed

2,000 words. Reports within two weeks, and payment is on acceptance. Standard

rate is $50 for an article, $25 for photos if quaUty warrants. Does not accept any

non-fiction or cartoons. Prefers manuscripts to queries.

PACIFIC STATIONER AND OFFICE OUTFITTER, 657 Mission St., San
Francisco 5, CaHf. Robert B. Frier, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $1.00 a

year. Use a limited number of merchandising articles, with a "western" slant, on

the successful advertising, display, or selling of stationery, office supplies, office

furniture, and greeting cards, and gift and art goods. Length, 750 to 1,250 words.

Articles can feature any phase of successful merchandising but should stress the

"western" angle—that is either show successful methods used by western retailers

or methods which would be appealing to or easily adapted by western retailers.

Good clear photographs to illustrate the articles are acceptable. Self-addressed,

stamped envelope must accompany all material submitted. Pay Ic a word, on

acceptance; $3 for each photograph used.

SOUTHERN STATIONER AND OFFICE OUTFITTER, 75 Third St., N.W.,

Atlanta, Ga. Issued monthly; 20c a copy; $1.50 a year. Use articles about definite

dealers with definite facts. Illustrations are wanted: photos of dealers discussed

in the articles, of the store if it is really unusual in appearance, samples of adver-

tising, window displays, counter displays. News of dealers in large and small

southern towns is especially needed. Southern slant is essential for all material.

Pay 20c per column inch for articles, after pubUcation; $1.00 for photographs.

TODAY'S SECRETARY, 330 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. Mary Jollon,

Editor. Issued ten times a year; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. Directed to secretaries,

office workers, and secretarial students. Want interview type articles on secretaries

of celebrities or secretaries with unusual jobs. Also use articles on how to improve

office techniques or attitudes. Pay $15 to $70 per article, $5 each for pix. Anne
Foley, Fiction Editor, wants short stories of 800 to 1,200 words dealing with office

situations, preferably humorous. Pay for these is $25 to $35. Payment is on ac-

ceptance, and reports are within 6 weeks.
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Packing, Canning and Pacltaging

CANNER/PACKER. Issued monthly, 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Uses feature arti-

cles accompanied by operation photographs on food plants that pack canned, dried,

frozen or glassed foods, also news items about new products, important personnel

changes, new firms, new packaging, etc. Regarding features, query E. B. Stark,

Editor, 500 Howard St., San Francisco 5, Calif. Regarding news items, query or

send to Dennis H. Murphy, Managing Editor, 59 E. Monroe St., Chicago 3, 111.

Features paid for on acceptance, news on publication. Rates 3c per word and $5

per picture and caption. No fiction, no cartoons, no color pix, no poetry. Reports

within two weeks and buys all rights.

THE GLASS PACKER, 55 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. Emil Klimack, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly; 60c a copy; $5.00 a year. Directed to the packers in glass of

such products as foods, drugs, cosmetics, wines and liquors, chemical specialties.

Want authoritative articles on plant layouts, material handling, manufacturing,

packaging, and merchandising. Payment on publication.

MODERN PACKAGING, 575 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Lloyd Stouffer,

Editor. Issued monthly; 75c a copy; $7.00 a year. Use illustrated articles on pack-

age production design, testing, merchandising, and display. Only assigned material

is accepted. Query editor first.

PACKING & SHIPPING, 827 North Ave., Plainfield, N. J. C. M. Bonnell, Jr.,

Editor. Issued 9 times per year; $1.00 a copy; $7.50 a year. Can use material on

packing, material handling and distribution procedure as related to large company
operations. Readers of this magazine are packaging engineers, traffic managers,

shipping managers and all others interested in industrial packaging and shipping.

Pays /2C to Ic a word, on publication. Uses photographs with the text, and pays

50c to $1 each for size 5x7.

SHIPPING MANAGEMENT, see page 428.

SOUTHERN FOOD PROCESSOR combined with SOUTHERN CANNER AND
PACKER, P. O. Box 67, College Park, Georgia. Roy Jarnagin, Editor and Pub-

lisher. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Use feature articles on Southern

food processing plants, covering history and growth; products manufactured; how
they started and grew; size of plant; production capacity; operating methods; mer-

chandising methods; selling campaigns or promotion of product; expansion of

plant or plans for expansion. Research work of Southern plants in food field is ex-

cellent material for article and one of the most interesting to the readers of the

publication. Personal news items about any of the executive personnel of any
Southern food processing plants; promotions, changes, etc., trips, marriages, births,

deaths, etc. News of new plants, expansion of established plants, etc. Photographs

bought. Pay 20c per column inch for articles and $1.00 for photographs, after pub-

lication.

TRAFFIC WORLD, 815 Washington Bldg., Washington 5, D. C. Joseph C. Sche-

leen. Editorial Director. Issued weekly; 50c a copy; $24.00 a year. For shippers-

manufacturers, shippers of raw materials, wholesalers, mail order houses and chain

stores.

THE WOODEN BARREL, 408 Olive St., St. Louis 2, Mo. Clinton L. Baker, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly. Uses articles about the use of new wooden barrels and kegs in

various industries. This may include history of company, description of manu-
facturing process, etc., and run up to 2,000 words in length. Pays 2c a word, on
acceptance. Buys glossy prints on same subject, and pays $7 to $10 each. Reports

in two weeks.
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Paint and Varnish

AMERICAN PAINT & WALLPAPER DEALER, 2911 Washington Ave., St.

Louis 3, Mo. John Rogers, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Inter-

ested in articles that tell how paint and wallpaper, hardware, lumber and build-

ing supply dealers have built their decorating products businesses or have sold

specific classes of merchandise such as: paints, alkyd finishes, latex paints, masonry

and asbestos paints, enamels, wood finishes; wallpaper and fabrics, scenics, photo-

murals, metallic papers; rental equipment such as floor sanders and edgers, steam-

ers; window shades and Venetian blinds; spray guns and equipment; artists' ma-
terials, toys, ladders, floor tile, linoleum, unfinished furniture and window glass.

Also wants articles about remodeled or new stores, advertising and promotional

programs, window displays, etc. Pictures are a necessity. Pays I/2C a word for

text, $3 each for photos, on publication. Reports in three weeks.

AMERICAN PAINTER & DECORATOR, 2911 Washington Ave., St. Louis 3,

Mo. George Boardman Perry, Editor. Issued monthly except July and December;

25c a copy; $2.50 a year. Use accurate, technical and semi-technical "how" articles

on outstanding commercial, industrial and professional home decorating jobs. Ma-
terial on amateur jobs is definitely not wanted. Material should not run more than

1,000 words. Include photos. Query before submitting. Pay a minimum of Ic a

word, on publication.

AMERICAN PAINT JOURNAL, 2911 Washington Ave., St. Louis 3, Mo. G. O.

Stephenson, Editor. Issued weekly; 20c a copy; $4.00 a year. Use news, features,

etc., covering the paint, varnish and lacquer industry.

PAINT INDUSTRY MAGAZINE, 144 N. 12th St., Philadelphia 7, Pa. Arthur

Borowsky, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c per copy; $3.00 a year. Use articles on
production and marketms: of paint, varnish, lacquer, shellac, and kindred coating,

1,000 to 2,000 words. Only articles on manufacturer's level. No retail paint store

copy. Buy photographs if tied in with articles.

PAINT, OIL AND CHEMICAL REVIEW, 332 Harrison St., Oak Park, 111. A. S.

Hedstrom, Publisher. Issued alternate weeks; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. For paint,

varnish and lacquer manufacturers, suppliers of material and equipment to in-

dustry, government agencies, schools and colleges, research laboratories, dealers

and distributors.

WESTERN PAINT REVIEW, 1872 W. 54th St., Los Angeles 62, Calif. Stephen

D. Urette, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.50 a year. Wants feature inter-

view type articles from 1,000 to 1,200 words on painting and decorating contrac-

tors and paint dealers. Should show new and unique ways to improve business by

new and better merchandising, display, selling, estimating, etc., written in a way
to interest Western painting and decorating contractors and dealers. Also wants

500 word articles on these same subjects written to interest readers in the 13

western states, and accompanied by 5x7 or 8x10 glossies. Send request for copy of

magazine. Pays 2c a word, $3 per photo, on publication. Reports in four weeks.

Paper and Paper Products

AMERICAN PAPER MERCHANT, 200 S. Prospect Ave., Park Ridge, 111. L. Q.
Yowell, Editor. Issued monthly for the paper wholesaling industry. Wants case his-

tories of successful sales by paper wholesalers and case histories of efficient and

cost-reduction operations by paper wholesalers. Query first. Articles should be from

1,000 to 2,000 words in length for which they pay 2c a word. Buys photos sub-

mitted with manuscript for $3.50 a piece. Pays on publication and buys exclusive

rights for the wholesaling paper industry. Reports within a month.
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DAILY MILL STOCK REPORTER, 425 W. 25th St., New York 1, N. Y. Simon

Lippa, Editor. Issued daily except Sundays and Mondays. Do not make a prac-

tice of buying articles. Have own correspondents in necessary sections to cover

trade news.

PAPER AND PAPER PRODUCTS, 466 Kinderkamack Rd., Oradell, N. J. James

F. Burns, Jr., Editor. Issued semi-monthly for wholesale paper merchants. Wants

factual, terse, management and sales "how to" type articles. Limit is 2,000 words

with 2-3 photos. Also buys photos with captions only. Pays $50 to $60 for the

above depending: on lenejth and number of pix used. Pays $15 per photo if it is

your own shot, $2 for pick-up photo used. Seldom uses cartoons and if used, they

must be of trade significance. Pays on publication and buys all rights. Reports

within two weeks.

PAPER AND TWINE JOURNAL, 1860 Broadway, New York 23, N. Y. Sylvain

Ginsbourger, Publisher. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. No free-lance

material solicited. On account of technical nature of this publication, articles must

be specially prepared.

PAPER, FILM AND FOIL CONVERTER, 200 Prospect, Park Ridge, 111. Vernon

A. Prescott, Editor, Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.50 a year. Uses features cover-

ing production phases and management areas in the converting of paper and paper

products, films and foil used in packaging and combined products of one or more
of these materials. Pays 14c per published line, on publication, and $3.50 each for

photos. Report in one week.

THE PAPER INDUSTRY, 431 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 5, 111. A. W. J. Dyck,

Ph.D., Editorial Director. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. Interested in

illustrated news stories featuring new projects of modernization programs in pulp

and paper mills. Use articles dealing with practical or technical subjects related

to the manufacture of pulp and paper, but this type of material must be written

for men who are scientifically trained; facts must be accurate. Query before send-

ing articles. Payment depends upon value of material.

PAPER SALES, 1 E. First St., Duluth 2, Minn. Dean Myhran, Editor. Issued

monthly; 30c a copy; $3.00 a year. Uses two general types of articles from free-

lancers: on management methods of paper wholesale houses which may include

money-saving, time-saving or efficiency increasing systems used in sales manage-
ment, office procedure or warehousing; and on sales methods used to good ad-

vantage by individual salesmen. May be written in first or third person. Often best

to query first. No specific word length is required. Pays 2c to 3c a word, on ac-

ceptance. Likes articles to be accompanied by photographs, for which $3 to $7

each is paid. Reports usually in two weeks.

PAPER TRADE JOURNAL, 49 W. 45th St., New York 36, N. Y. John Evans,

Editor. Issued weekly; 25c a copy; $5.00 a year. Particularly likes news items about

pulp and paper mill personnel and plants. Due to the technical nature of this field,

feature articles are done on assignment only. Pays Ic to 2c a word for news items.

Reports once a month.

SOUTHERN PULP & PAPER MANUFACTURER, 75 Third St., N.W., Atlanta

8, Ga. Vincent F. Waters, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $2.00 a year. Uses

production, new methods, processing stories written to interest pulp and paper

manufacturers' engineers, chemists, officers, managers and superintendents. Maxi-

mum length is 2,000 words. Pays 35c per column inch, and $2 for each accepted

photo, after publication. Reports in one week.

Petroleum anil Oil

DRILLING, Associated Publishers Bldg., 3636 Lemmon Ave., P. O. Box 6701,

Dallas 19, Texas. Robert O. Frederick, Editor; Ted W. Mayborn, Editorial Direc-
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tor. Issued monthly; no cost to drilling rig owners; $15 per year by subscription.

Use authentic descriptions of oil-well drilling activities; oddities; personality

sketches; photos of crews on location, new operating ideas; success stories. Pictures

are requested. No newspaper clippings. Pays 2c a word and $5 per pix, on ac-

ceptance.

FUEL OIL NEWS, 1217 Hudson Blvd., Bayonne, N. J. T. Byrley, Editor. Issued

monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Uses how-to-do dealer write-ups on outstanding

dealerships in fuel oil and oil heating equipment, accompanied by photos. Pays

$25 a page for articles with photos.

INDEPENDENT PETROLEUM MONTHLY, P. O. Box 1019, Tulsa 1, Okla.

Alan L. White, Editor. Issued monthly for independent crude oil and natural gas

producers, drilling contractors, and service and supply companies. Wants articles

on trends, outlook, unusual developments, etc., in exploration, drilling and develop-

ment field. Length up to 1,500 words. Pays 2c a word and $5 per photo submitted

with manuscript. Uses cartoons related to the oil industry at $5 each. All payment
on acceptance. Buys First American rights and reports immediately.

INTERNATIONAL OILMAN, Majestic Bldg., Fort Worth, Texas. Paul J. Kuhn,
Editor. Issued monthly (semi-monthly in July) for oil industry management and

operational personnel. Prefers technical articles related to global oil industry. Fea-

ture articles should run from 750 to 1,500 words and short articles from 300 to

750 words. Buys photos submitted with manuscripts and a few cartoons, but they

must have definite oil industry appHcation in theme. Pays $15 per thousand words,

$5 for each photo and buys one-time publishing rights. Reports in two to three

weeks.

KANSAS-OKLAHOMA OIL REPORTER, Box 816, Wichita, Kan. Loren C.

King, Editor. Issued monthly for mid-continent area oil men. Articles must be non-

technical, on personalities and oil and gas operations in area covered. Buys photos

submitted with manuscript. Pays 85c per column inch and up to $5 a photo, on
publication. Reports within ten days and buys first publication rights only.

NATIONAL PETROLEUM NEWS, 330 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. Issued

monthly; $1 a copy; $5 a year. Frank Breese, Editor. All feature articles done on

assignment. Use articles on ( 1 ) developments, trends, issues and problems in pe-

troleum marketing; (2) how-to-do-it articles on merchandising, transportation, dis-

tribution, storage and management. Pay $40 a printed page. Photographs for il-

lustrations ordered on assignment. Pay on acceptance for assigned stories; on pub-

Hcation for unsolicited material.

OIL AND GAS EQUIPMENT, Box 1260, Tulsa 1, Okla. Earl Seaton, Editor.

Issued monthly for the petroleum industry. Uses engineering articles about equip-

ment for the petroleum industry. Payment is by special agreement on publication.

Buys reprint rights.

THE OIL AND GAS JOURNAL, 211 S. Cheyenne, Tulsa, Okla. Kenneth B.

Barnes, Editor. Issued weekly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Uses only spot oil and gas

industry news, plus technical engineering-operating articles covering specific oil

exploration, drilling, production, refining, pipelines, petrochemical operations. Rate

of payment varies.

PACIFIC OIL MARKETER, 1700 W. 8th St., Los Angeles 17, Cahf. Don Mc-
Anally, Editor. Issued monthly for petroleum marketing management in Western

states only. Wants one and two page stories dealing with new marketing develop-

ments and techniques in Western petroleum, with pictures. A 7x10 page pays $20.

Photos submitted with manuscripts are part of the page rate. If they are used sep-

arately they bring $3 a piece, on acceptance. Buys single use rights only with possi-

bility of reprint order. Reports within a week.
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PETROLEUM AND CHEMICAL TRANSPORTER, 7815 Old Georgetown Rd.,

Washington 14, D. C. Don Sutherland, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00

a year. Wants articles from 2,000 to 4,000 words, with two to five photos, covering

the tank truck industry. Also uses stories concerning a successful for-hire tank

truck company, or stories about the use of tank trucks for unusual commodities.

They are now especially seeking articles on the successful operation of tank trucks

by oil jobbers or other so-called "private carriers" who transport their own prod-

ucts. Pays a minimum of 2c a word, and $3 for each accepted 8x10 glossy print,

payable on acceptance.

THE PETROLEUM ENGINEER PUBLISHING COMPANY, 800 Davis Bldg.,

Dallas 21, Texas. J. E. Kastrop, Editorial Director. Issued monthly. Published in

specialized editions: Drilling & Producing, Petro/Chem Engineer, The Pipeline

Engineer, The Petroleum Engineer for Management. Also publish the American Gas

Journal, a gas distribution publication. Use material of interest to the man in the

field. Technical and semi-technical articles about the petroleum industry, but not

about the marketing of oil. Must concern methods in drilling, production, refining,

and pipeline construction and operation. Knowledge of the oil industry is essential.

Pictures and illustrations help. Pay around $15.00 a page.

PETROLEUM EQUIPMENT, 110 Landa Bldg., Dallas 6, Texas. C. R. Graham,

Editor. Issued bi-monthly for those who select, operate and maintain petroleum

equipment. Length of articles should be two magazine pages. The word length is

variable because of photos. Subject matter is limited to stories of equipment de-

velopments, adaptations, maintenance, and application—slanted to engineer, sup-

erintendent foreman group in oil well servicing, drilling, production, pipelining,

refining, natural gasoline, and petrochem. Photos are purchased as part of the

story. Pays $15 per printed page for unsolicited, accepted manuscripts, on publica-

tion. Buys exclusive rights and reports in ten days.

PETROLEUM REFINER, P. O. Box 2608, Houston 1, Texas. Silas B. Ragsdale,

Editorial Director. Issued monthly; 50c a copy. Use technical articles, specialized

for hydrocarbon processing industry engineering, operation and management, pre-

ferably with appropriate photographs or charts. Pay up to $25 per page, on ac-

ceptance.

PIPE LINE NEWS, P. O. Box 22267, Houston 27, Texas. William R. Quarles,

Mgr. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Wants articles describing any phase

of design, operation or maintenance of pipelines. Should run under 3,500 words

and be accompanied by necessary 8x10 glossies, sketches or tables. Pays $25.00 per

printed page, and up. Photos figured in page space. Reports promptly. Also buys

cartoons related to pipeline construction and operation. Pays $7.50 and up, on ac-

ceptance.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN OIL REPORTER, P. O. Box 1469, Denver, Colo. Henry
W. Hough, Editor. Subject matter here is confined to Rocky Mountain oil drilling

and related topics, and only a small amount of free-lance is purchased. Pays Ic a

word for accepted material, but it is best to query first. Buys some pictures of oil

drilling and pipeline operations in this same area, and pays $3 to $5 per picture.

WORLD OIL (formerly The Oil Weekly), P. O. Box 2608, Houston 1, Texas. Don-
ald E. Kliewer, Editorial Director. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $2.00 a year. Use
only technical and semi-technical matter of interest to men in exploration, drilling

and producing branches. Articles may run from 1,000 to 5,000 words. These articles

must be of a how-to-do descriptive nature and should be based on actual examples

found in the oil fields. Also use short, illustrated "hints" on short-cuts or better

methods. Photographs used must be new and original. Pay up to 2 /2 c a word;

$10.00 flat rate for short, illustrated hints.
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WORLD PETROLEUM, 604 Fifth Ave., New York 20, N. Y. E. W. Mayo, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly; $1.00 a copy; $5.00 a year. Deals with international oil in-

dustry from management point of view. Use articles dealing with broad economic,

legislative or technical aspects of the petroleum industry, particularly those affect-

ing the industry internationally. Articles of U. S. oil industry are acceptable but

should not deal with purely local developments. Buy photographs. Report in two

weeks. Pay $10 to $20 per M, on pubUcation, except in unusual circumstances;

that is, delay of two or more months in publication of an accepted article.

Pets

ALL-PETS MAGAZINE, P. O. Box 151, Fond du Lac, Wis. S. C. Henchel, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly for breeders, fanciers, and pet shop proprietors. Wants articles

on exotic pets such as ocelots, margays, coati-mundis, kinkajous, in other words,

the unusual pet. Articles should be factual and run about 750 words and supple-

mented by five to seven glossy prints. Pays $27 for articles and pictures. Prefers

photo size 8x10 but will also use 5x7. Pays $2.50 to $5 a photo depending on qual-

ity. All payment on publication. Reports in two to four weeks and buys all rights.

PET SHOP MANAGEMENT, 70 Darling Place, Fond du Lac, Wis. Issued month-

ly for pet shop retailers, wholesalers, and manufacturers. Uses promotional fea-

tures outlining methods, projects, how-to-do-it aspects of pet shop retailing. Arti-

cles should not exceed 800 to 900 words and should be aimed at helping retailers

improve their business. Style should be crisp, clear, and to the point. Uses photos

submitted with manuscript and with captions only, 8x10 glossy prints. Also buys

cartoons. Pays $5 to $30 for short pieces, $3 to $5 for photos and $3 to $4.50 for

cartoons, on publication. Buys reproduction rights and reports in two weeks to a

month.

Photography

BUSINESS SCREEN, 7064 Sheridan Rd., Chicago 26, 111. O. H. Coelln, Jr., Edi-

tor. Eight times a year. For sponsors, producers and users of business, commercial
advertising and industrial motion pictures, slidefilms and related audio-visual

media. Pays up to 10c a word for short articles on successful application of these

"tools" in industry and commerce but only when approved by submission of ad-

vance query to publisher's office. Technical articles on film production techniques,

with or without illustrations, science film data and interesting featurettes about

application or utilization of films in community, industry, etc. also welcomed.

DU PONT PHOTOGRAPHIC NEWS, E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.,

2430-A Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Del. Distributed to professional portrait

and commercial photographers, photo-finishers, dealers, and advanced amateurs.

Accept manuscripts of 250 to 1,000 words of interest to those groups, with two or

more photographic illustrations of high quality appropriate to the subject. Greatest

need is for stories of a semi-technical nature regarding photographic processes

rather than the very general stories with a photographic angle. Pay $50 to $100

for manuscripts and photographs, depending upon evaluation of the story. Model
releases must accompany each print submitted. Manuscripts and photographs

should be submitted to Photo Products, Advertising Department, at the above

address.

NATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER, 152 W. Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee 3, Wis.

Frederick Quellmalz, Editor. Issued monthly for professional photographers. Wants
500-2,000 word articles on business and sale methods for professional photographic

studios. No photos are accepted. Depending on the article, they will pay $15-$75

on acceptance of material. Reports in several days and buys one-time rights.
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PHOTO DEALER, 33 W. 60th St., New York, N. Y. Mel Hosansky, Editor. Is-

sued monthly for photo retailers, finishers, and manufacturers of photo equipment.

Wants stories of unusual dealer promotions, store openings and closings, good win-

dow displays and unusual ads. Picture and name of dealer must be included. Uses

mainly merchandising articles. Length between 250 and 750 words. Write as

simply as possible. Buys photos submitted with manuscript with caption only. They
will use any size as long as it can be reproduced. Pays 2c a word, $5 for photos and

$10 for pictures of windows, on acceptance. Buys single publication rights and re-

ports within two to four weeks.

PHOTO DEVELOPMENTS, 104 E. Michigan Ave., Jackson, Mich. M. L. Green,

Editor. Issued monthly; $3.00 a year. Wants case studies of successful camera shops

and successful photofinishing plants. Articles must be illustrated with good photo-

graphs and must be previewed and approved (via signature) by owner. Pays 2J/2C

per word, plus $5 per photograph, on acceptance. Photos should show some special

or attractive feature of a camera shop or photo fininshing plant.

PHOTOGRAPHIC TRADE NEWS, 10 E. 40th St., New York, N. Y. Stephen
Blickstein, Editor. Issued fortnightly for photographic retailers and manufacturers.

Wants case history articles of successful retail photographic operation, accounts of

camera store openings in a newsy style. Length should be from 6 to 16 inches.

Photos are required with stories. Pays $25 and up per article and $10 for photos

and captions. Also buys cartoons at $6 each. All payment on publication.

PMI—Photo Methods for Industry, 33 W. 60th St., New York 23, N. Y. Issued

monthly; 50c a copy; $4 a year. Augustus Wolfman, Editor. Use articles telling of

new applications of photography in solving industrial and business problems; new
photographic techniques and technical articles on still, motion picture, industrial

radiography, graphic arts and reproduction. Length 200 to 2,000 words. Payment is

$20 per printed page; $5 for photos.

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER, published by Charles Abel, Inc., 519 Cax-

ton Blvd., Cleveland 15, Ohio. Charles Abel, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy;

$4.00 a year. Uses articles up to 2,500 words about professional photographers and
their studios, or industrial photographers and the photographic establishments in

which they are employed. Photographs must accompany all material. No payment
for photos, but pays 2c a word on acceptance. Always query editor for details;

protection assured.

THE RANGEFINDER MAGAZINE, 1306 N. Wilton PL, Hollywood 28, Calif.

Miss Janet Marshall, Editor. Issued monthly for professional photographers of 13

western states. Mostly stafT written, but occasional technical material or personal

items on professionals are purchased. Pays Ic a word. Buys cartoons at the rate

of $5 each on acceptance. Articles are paid for on publication.

Plastics

MODERN PLASTICS, 575 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Joel Frados, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly; 75c a copy; $6.00 a year. Requirements are quite specialized

and writers need to have a certain amount of information about plastics materials.

Type of material that is used, the name of the person producing the plastics parts,

the name of the distributor, and facts on the reasons for the use of plastics must
be given. Pay up to $30.00 a page, including pix, as published.

PLASTICS DESIGN AND PROCESSING, Box 270, 311 East Park Ave., Liberty-

ville. 111. Issued monthly for plastics molders, extruders, laminators, formulators,

fabricators, etc. Also for companies which process and use plastics. Wants feature

articles on plastics processing, design, manufacturing equipment and systems, etc.

Cover technical details in full. Pays up to $100 for an article, depending upon
subject, quality and quantity of information, quality of writing, and number of
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illustrations. Payment on acceptance. Buys exclusive publication rights and reports

within two weeks.

PLASTICS INDUSTRY, 342 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Issued monthly;

$1.00 a copy; $5.00 a year. Interested in articles, with pictures, on plastics produc-

tion. Pays upon publication Ic a word, plus photos.

PLASTICS TECHNOLOGY, 386 4th Ave., New York 16, N. Y. Monthly. James
T. Dugan, Editor. For processors of plastics including molders, extruders, casters

and imbedders, coaters and laminators. Pays on publication.

PLASTICS WORLD, 1 River Rd., Cos Cob, Conn. George W. Rhine, Editor. Is-

sued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. Purchases editorial matter and welcomes

publicity releases on new materials and equipment for plastic field.

Plumbing, Heating, Air Conditioning
and Refrigeration

AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING & REFRIGERATION NEWS, 450 W. Fort

St., Detroit 26, Mich. George F. Taubeneck, Editor. Issued weekly; 20c a copy;

$5.00 a year. Use articles on new uses for refrigeration and air conditioning; how
present installations are kept in operation by clever service men despite difficulties

in securing parts, new equipment, and labor. Buy photographs. Report in about a

month. Pay 6c a line (about Ic a word) and $5.00 each for illustrations used.

AIR ENGINEERING, 450 W. Fort St., Detroit 26, Mich. Eugene A. Sloane, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly. This publication is aimed at the technically trained reader.

Wants articles on large-scale air conditioning, air cleaning, air pollution control,

air sanitation that will interest ventilation engineers, plant engineers, air pollu-

tion control engineers and air pollution research workers. Rate of payment varies

depending upon article. Payment on publication, reports within two or three weeks.

AMERICAN ARTISAN, 6 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 2, 111. Clyde M. Barnes,

Editor. Issued monthly; 60c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use business and management
articles relating to the warm air heating, residential air conditioning and sheet

metal fields. Also, technical material on warm air heating and sheet metal contract-

ing, 2,000 to 6,000 words. Diagrams and pictures are essential. Suggest that author

submit a 50-word outline of scope and important features of proposed article for

consideration. Report within two weeks. Payment is by printed page and averages

about 2c a word.

THE CONTRACTOR, 230 W. 41st St., New York 36, N. Y. Seth Shepard, Edi-

tor. Issued bi-monthly. Article subject matter is divided between management,

merchandising, technical distribution, service features and organized promotions

in the fields of plumbing, heating, appliances, air conditioning and general interest.

Newspaper clippings and original news stories are wanted which involve these

fields in the realm of labor, law, legislation, industry associations, advertising ideas,

wholesaler news. Material should be full of facts, quotes and give local background.

Pays no less than 3c a word, on publication.

DOMESTIC ENGINEERING, 1801 S. Prairie Ave., Chicago 16, 111. James E.

Purnell, Editor. Issued monthly. Articles should cover plumbing, heating, air con-

ditioning or appliances. The how-to-do-it article concerning business management
and merchandising methods used by outstanding contractors is particularly wanted.

Step-by-step studies of unusual and outstanding installations in homes, factories

and institutional buildings are good. All the chief points in the articles must be

well illustrated. Pays 2c to 6c a word, on acceptance, with $5-$ 12 for photos.

FREEZER PROVISIONING, see page 366.

FUELOIL AND OIL HEAT, 2 W. 45th St., New York 36, N. Y. Robert Gray,

Editor. Issued monthly; $1 a copy; $3.00 a year. Use not more than 2,500 words
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on managtMiirnt of dcalorships selling fuel oil or oil burners; must be specific on

some angle of operation. Cannot use stories of installations. Report in 15 days. Pay

3c a word; illustrations at space rates.

HEATING & GAS APPLIANCE MERCHANDISING MAGAZINE, 48 W. 38th

St., New \'ork 18, N. V. C-olenian McCanipbell, Editor. Use articles and features

of interest to gas appliance dealers, plumbers, contractors, heating and air-con-

ditioning dealers. Appeal to small appliance dealers as well as to the large. Non-
technical style. Pays $15 (sometimes more) per printed page; photos for illustra-

tions, $5 on publication.

HEATING, PIPING, AND AIR CONDITIONING, 6 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago

2, 111. Robert W. Roose, Editor. Issued monthly; 75c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use
engineering and technical articles covering design, installation, operation, mainte-

nance, etc., of heating, piping and air conditioning systems in industrial plants and

large buildings. Material should not run over 2,000 words. Sometimes buy photo-

graphs. Pay good rates, on publication.

ILLINOIS MASTER PLUMBER, 140 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111. J. E. Fitz-

gerald, Jr., Editor. Issued monthly for plumbing, heating and air conditioning con-

tractors. Uses subjects of interest to readers in the trade, 1,000 to 1,200 words in

length. Pays $1 per 100 words. Buys cartoons of trade interest. Negotiates pay-

ment. Payment on publication. Reports in 30 days.

INDUSTRIAL REFRIGERATION, 435 N. Waller Ave., Chicago 44, 111. H. T.

McDermott, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Always in the

market for news items or special articles on any phase of the heavy refrigeration

industry. The length of articles acceptable depends upon the importance of the

subject. Photographs are acceptable, especially for illustrating articles. Report upon
receipt of manuscript. Pay Ic a word for general articles, on publication.

JOURNAL OF PLUMBING, HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING, 92

Martling Ave., Tarrytown, N. Y. Robert Hemstrcet, Editor. Issued monthly for

licensed plumbing and hydronic heating contractors. Wants merchandising stories

on plumbing and heating contractors, particularly on private water-systems busi-

ness. Down-to-earth technical articles on plumbing and heating; general business

articles that apply directly to plumbing and heating contractors are also needed.

Length desired is 750 to 1,500 words with three or more photos or other illustra-

tions. Wants 5x7 photos at a minimum with ample margins for cropping. Buys
photos with captions only if they are developed into a picture story. Pays $20 per

printed page including photos and $5 for cartoons on publication of material. Buys

exclusive rights in the field and reports within one week.

PLUMBING AND HEATING BUSINESS, 130 E. 59th St., New York 22, N. Y.

John Carlson, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Wants mainly idea

stories on business, job and merchandising practices of plumbing- heating contrac-

tors. Each story should deal with just one phase of contracting business, or one idea

or slant, fully developed. Length may vary from 500 to 2,000 words, plus good pic-

tures illustrating points of story. Pay $25 per printed page; $10 for photos, on
pubUcation.

REEVES PLUMBING & HEATING JOURNAL, 3665 S. Vermont Ave., Los
Angeles 7, Calif. G. Hendrickson, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year.

Uses business articles on advertising, merchandising, etc., that will aid the plumb-
ing and heating contractor to become successful in his business. Articles should be
slanted toward the needs of the smaller concerns. Material must show a knowledge
of the trade, its practices, etc. Can also use a limited quantity of the success type
story, provided it deals with the smaller contractor and can be of value to others.

Length is up to 1,200 words. Pays 2c a word on acceptance. Wants 5x7 or 8x10
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glossy photographs for which $3.50, and up, is paid. Reports before 10th of each

month and buys first publication rights only.

REFRIGERATION, 1070 Sping St., N.W., Atlanta, Ga. J. W. Yopp, Editor. Is-

sued bi-weekly; 15c a copy; $2.00 a year. Largely staff-written. Use a few articles

on sales, safety, ice and cold storage plants, cold storage locker plants. A few

photos are used. Scripts are returned within five days. Payment is at discretion of

editor—approximately $4.00 per column.

THE REFRIGERATION & AIR-CONDITIONING BUSINESS, 812 Huron
Rd., Cleveland 15, Ohio. Jim McCallum, Editor. Issued monthly; 75c a copy;

$7.00 a year. Uses feature articles of interest to dealers, distributors and contractors

who sell, install, and service all types of air conditioning equipment and com-

mercial or industrial refrigeration equipment. Emphasis should be on merchandis-

ing and operation, rather than technical aspects. Length is approximately 1,000

to 1,500 words. Likes some illustrative material with each article, if possible. Pays

Ic to 2c a word, on publication; and $3 to $5 each for photos, which preferably

should be 8x10 glossies. Reports within two weeks.

REFRIGERATION SERVICE AND CONTRACTING, 433 N. Waller Ave., Chi-

cago 44, 111. H. T. McDermott, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year.

Especially interested in articles pertaining to the servicing and maintenance of

commercial and domestic refrigeration equipment. Pay 5/2C a word for general

articles; higher rate for special articles.

SAWARD'S JOURNAL, 15 Park Row, New York 38, N. Y. Ralph B. Saward,

Editor. Issued weekly; 30c a copy; $9.00 a year. Use sales and service articles on

automatic heating relative to territory east of Buffalo, N. Y. Material should be

in concise form and not involve much technical information. Report in ten days.

Pay 50c per inch as printed, on 10th day of month following publication of ma-
terial.

SOUTHERN PLUMBING, HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, Dixie Bldg.,

Greensboro, N, C. Emmet Atkins, Jr., Publisher and Editor. Issued monthly.

Wants features about individual plumbing and heating contractors in the 14

Southern States, who are doing a good job along such lines as merchandising, ad-

vertising, modernization, etc. Prefer around 1,000 words in length. Rates are 2c a

word; $2.50 for photos.

Pottery, Glass and Enamel
AMERICAN GLASS REVIEW, 23 E. 26th St., New York 10, N. Y. Donald Doc-

torow, Editor. Issued monthly. For retailers of tableware. Wants articles on din-

nerware, glassware, and table accessory merchandising; about 1,000 words, 3 to 4

illustrations. Pays $20 a printed page on publication. Reports in three to four

weeks.

BRICK AND CLAY RECORD, 5 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 3, 111. Alan C. Rose,

Editor; Neal F. Mohler, Technical Editor. Issued monthly; 75c a copy; $5.00 a

year. Serves the heavy clay products industry and considers news concerning per-

sonnel changes within companies; news concerning new plants for manufacture of

brick, clay pipe, refractories, drain tile, face brick, glazed tile, lightweight clay

aggregate products; news of new products, expansion, new building, fire or dis-

aster. Query first. Pays a base rate of 8c a published line. Reports within 15 days.

CERAMIC AGE, 2728 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio. William M. Branham,

Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Use technical material only,

which is usually staff-written or arranged by assignment. Query first.
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CERAMIC INDUSTRY, 5 S. Wabash Ave, Chicago 3, 111. Kenneth A. Brent,

Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Wants technical or semi-techni-

cal articles on production, materials handling, kiln and furnace operation, automa-

tion, process control; and shop kinks—as related to the glass, white ware, elec-

tronic ceramics and porcelain enameling industries. Also wants new material about

personnel, plant, business and other general news of the industries and suppliers.

Features run from 2,000 to 2,300 words, less if well illustrated; shorts are from 300

to 500 words. All subject matter should deal directly with the industry. Authors

should write describing material to be submitted and give a list of illustrations

available. Payment varies depending on material, and is made on publication. Likes

8x10 glossy prints, payment for which also varies. Reports usually within ten days.

Include return envelope and postage.

CHINA GLASS & TABLEWARES, 23 E. 26th St., New York 10, N. Y. Donald

Doctorow, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Interested in articles

on merchandising ideas, special promotion display techniques, advertising pro-

grams and retail activities in this field. Photographs with suitable captions should

accompany articles. Length runs from 1,000 to 2,000 words. Pays $20.00 a pub-

lished page. Reports within four weeks.

CROCKERY AND GLASS JOURNAL, 1 1 1 Fourth Ave., New York 3, N. Y.

Jack McDermott, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Articles on

merchandising tableware items in department stores and specialty shops. Prefer

to be queried first, but not essential. Use illustrative photos. Pay $25.00 per printed

page; $5.00 per photo; advance payment on acceptance, final payment on publi-

cation.

GLASS DIGEST, 130 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y. Oscar S. Glasberg, Editor.

Issued monthly; 40c a copy; $4.00 a year. Wants items about firms in glass dis-

tribution, personnel, plants, etc. Also stories about outstanding jobs accomplished

—volume of flat glass, storefronts, auto glass, mirrors, windows (metal), glass

doors, special uses and values, who installed it. Wants stories about successful glass

wholesalers, jobbers and dealers—their methods, promotion work done, advertis-

ing, results. Pays 2c a word and $3.00 for usable photos, on publication. Reports

as soon as possible.

THE GLASS INDUSTRY, 55 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. Frank S. Child,

Editor. Issued monthly; 60c a copy; $5.00 a year. Use technical articles on glass

manufacture; plant stories—glass plant layout and equipment, fiber glass manu-
facture and applications.

NONMETALLIC MINERALS PROCESSING, 2728 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15,

Ohio. Sidney Levine, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Use tech-

nical material only, which is usually staff written or arranged by assignment. Query
first.

^
Poultry

AMERICAN POULTRY JOURNAL, 180 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago 1, 111. Ral-

ston R. Hannas, Editor. Issued monthly; 20c a copy. Use brief experience stories,

up to 1,200 words, of interest to poultry raisers. Human interest photos of people

prominent in the field, new equipment, etc. Payment on publication.

BROILER BUSINESS, Mount Morris, 111. J. H. Florer, Editorial Director. For

producers who turn out 30,000 broilers, average, each year. Serves the meat-chicken

industry.

EVERYBODY'S POULTRY MAGAZINE, Exchange PI., Hanover 4, Pa. Wilbur
E. Clark, Editor. Issued monthly; 20c a copy; 50c a year. Buys material dealing
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with the poultry industry, preferably in Atlantic Coast States. No newspaper clip-

pings or poetry. Feature articles run 1,000 to 1,200 words with a query preferred

first; shorts run 200 to 500 words; illustrations wanted with these. Photos must be

4x5, 5x7 or 8x10 glossies. Pays about 3c a word and up, on acceptance. Reports

usually in 10 days.

HATCHERY & FEED, Mt. Morris, 111. Ray Bates, Editor. Issued monthly. Uses

stories of sales and merchandising achievements by feed and farm supply stores,

hatcheries, and sales and service men, and achievements in poultry nutrition, re-

search, poultry breeding, etc. Feature articles run 1,000 to 1,400 words, with at

least three to four original 8x10 glossies, bring from $25 to $50 each. Payment for

short articles, or pictures with captions, is from $5 to $15. Payment on acceptance.

Reports within two weeks.

NORBEST TURKEY NEWS, c/o Clay Robinson, Evans & Associates, 110 Social

Hall Ave., Salt Lake City, Utah. Issued quarterly. Uses occasional short articles

of a semi-technical nature that are helpful to turkey raisers. Payment is usually

$5 to $15, depending on length of article.

PACIFIC POULTRYMAN, Box 521, Palo Alto, Calif. Roland C. Hartman, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly. Buys practical articles slanted toward poultrymen in the

eleven Far Western States. These may be labor-saving ideas or good management
methods, in about 1,200 words, with pictures. Best to query first. Also likes 'shorter

material, particularly illustrated shorts. Pays 2c a word, and up, after acceptance.

POULTRY AND EGGS WEEKLY, 201 Delaware St., Kansas City 5, Mo. B. L.

Fiser, Editor. Issued weekly for the commercial poultry, turkey and egg industry

—processors, packers, shippers, wholesalers, retailers, brokers, and growers. Wants
articles on individual firm operations in any of the above occupational categories.

Buys photos submitted with manuscripts and with captions only, up to 8x10 inches

in size. Pays 25c per column inch and $3 per photo on publication. Reports as

soon as possible, but reserves time to check with field representatives on accuracy

and desirabihty of use.

POULTRY & FARM SUPPLY WORLD, R.R. 1, Freetown, Ind. R. Dale Kelley,

Editor. Issued monthly; $2.00 a year. Use brief articles on successful merchandis-

ing programs conducted by hatcheries and feed stores—800-1,200 words in length.

Photographs used. Return of unsolicited manuscripts or photos cannot be guaran-

teed. Pay 2c a word, plus $5.00 each for photos used.

POULTRY PROCESSING & MARKETING (formerly U. S. Egg & Poultry

Magazine), Mount Morris, 111. Mahlon C. Sweet, Editor. Issued monthly; 20c a

copy; $2.00 a year. Use clear, concise, simply written factual articles beamed
at the poultry and egg processing plant operator. Length, 1,200 to 2,000 words.

Use photographs.

POULTRY TRIBUNE, Watt Publishing Co., Mt. Morris, III. Issued monthly; 20c

a copy; 50c a year. Milton R. Dunk, Editor. Uses articles of interest to egg pro-

ducers and egg industry. Length, 1,000 to 2,000 words; payment, $65. Photographs,

8x10, as illustrations or with captions; payment $10 to $15 each, on acceptance.

TURKEY WORLD, Mount Morris, 111. John Hough, Editor. Issued monthly; 20c

a copy; $1.00 a year. Uses articles dealing with any phase of the turkey industry.

Should be of a helpful and interesting nature, and should deal preferably with one

specific subject rather than try to cover everything. Length is from 1,000 to

1,200 words, and article should be accompanied by five or six 8x10 glossy photos.

Pays $35 to $45 an article. Reports in a week.
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PoiM^er and Power Plants

DIESEL POWER, 80 Lincoln Ave., Stamford, Conn. Brian P. Emerson, Editor.

Issued monthly; 35)0 a copy; $4.00 a year. Use articles on economics, maintenance,

and operation of Diesel plants, and Diesel locomotives, trucks, and buses. Material

should run around 1,500 to 2,000 words. Photographs used. Pay $20 per published

page, on publication.

DIESEL POWER AND EQUIPMENT, 705-1281 W. Georgia St., Vancouver 5,

Canada. J. B. Tompkins, Editor. Uses articles of a semi-technical nature concern-

ing maintenance procedures, problems and their solutions, slanted toward owners,

operators and maintenance personnel of diesel power installations in marine, oil

well drilling, on and off highway or rail transport in Canada. Pays 4c a word for

articles up to 1,500 words; $4.00 for photos.

DIESEL PROGRESS, 1701 W. Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee 3, Wis. Rex W. Wad-
man, Editor and Publisher. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Use tech-

nical articles dealing with Diesel subjects. Pay $20.00 per page, as published.

NATIONAL ENGINEER, 176 W. Adams St., Chicago 3, 111. Walter J. Banke,

Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Much of the material is sup-

plied by members of the National Association of Power Engineers, of which group

this magazine is the Official Organ. However, they buy a limited number of tech-

nical articles devoted to the construction, operation and maintenance of power
plant equipment, and related branches.

POWER, see page 362.

POWER ENGINEERING, 308 James St., Barrington, 111. R. F. McCaw, Editor.

Issued monthly; $1.00 a copy; $10.00 a year. Use articles on power field design, con-

struction and operation. Material may run between 500 and 1,500 words. Payment
on publication; $25 to $35 per page.

SOUTHERN POWTR & INDUSTRY, 806 Pcachtree St., N.E., Atlanta 8, Ga.

Francis C. Smith, Editor. Issued monthly; $1.50 a year. Use engineering and oper-

ating articles on power and industrial problems of South and Southwest; installa-

tion, maintenance, operation. Author should write the editor before preparing ma-
terial. Buy photographs only with articles. Report in two weeks. Rate of payment
varies, depending upon quality and effort; usually l/ac to 2/2C a word, on

publication.

Printing

AMERICAN INK MAKER, 254 W. 31st St., New York 1, N. Y. John Vollmuth,

Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use feature articles and news

items on the printing ink industry.

THE AMERICAN PRESSMAN, Pressmen's Home, Tenn. Anthony J. DeAndrade,

Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.50 a year. Use technical articles on press-

room operation.

GRAPHIC ARTS MONTHLY, 608 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 5, 111. D. B. Eisen-

berg. Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $6.00 a year. Uses articles of interest to

management and production executives in printing and allied plants. Preferred

length should not exceed 2,000 words. Pays 2c a word upon acceptance. Photo-

graphs used are those that have a tie-in with the article, although very occasion-

ally a single photo will be purchased at $5 each. Does not buy newspaper clippings.

Reports in thirty days.

THE INLAND AND AMERICAN PRINTER AND LITHOGRAPHER, 79 W.
Monroe St., Chicago 3, 111. Wayne V. Harsha, Editor. Issued monthly for com-
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mercial printers and lithographers. Uses articles on management, technical sub-

jects of about 1,500 to 3,000 words with illustrations. Must have direct bearing

on graphic arts industry. Pays 2c a word, rates may vary depending on subject

matter and author. 8x10 news shots of graphic arts occurrences bring $5 to $10

apiece. Also buys cartoons. All payment on publication. Reports usually within

30 days. Buys all rights unless otherwise provided for at time of purchase.

LITHOGRAPHERS' JOURNAL, 233 W. 49th St., New York 19, N. Y. Kenneth

J. Brown, Editor. Issued monthly, 35c a copy; $3.50 a year. Material used must be

of technical nature on the trade, or it may be of social nature to interest Union
members. All material is furnished gratis or by special arrangement.

NATIONAL LITHOGRAPHER, Kenilworth, N. J. Maurice J. Earle, Managing

Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Use technical articles and photo-

graphs pertaining to the offset printing industry. Rates on request.

PRINTING MAGAZINE, 466 Kinderkamack Road, Oradell, N. J. Ernest

F. Trotter, Editor. Issued monthly for commercial printing plant executives. Uses

articles dealing with management aspects of printing plants: methods of operation;

production techniques; production control systems; marketing ideas; and plant

layouts. Preferred length is 1,500 to 2,000 words. Buys photos submitted with

manuscript and with captions only. Prefer 8x10 glossy prints, but will accept 5x7.

Uses cartoons that relate to some aspect of printing plant operations. Pays 70c per

column inch for text, including headings and space occupied by photographs. Pays

$3 for photographs, plus space occupied by photographs taken by author. Portrait

photographs and photographs picked up from company pay $1.00 plus space. Pay-

ment for cartoons on acceptance and on publication for articles. Buys publishing

rights and magazine contents are copyrighted on publication. Reports within a

month.

PRINTING MONTHLY, 260 Southfield Rd., Detroit 29, Mich. Frank G. Wood,
Editor. Issued monthly for printers and allied crafts. Wants 750 to 1,000 word
articles on technical how-to-do-its in the printing industry. Buys photos submitted

with manuscripts and with captions only of any size. Wants printing gags only.

Pays Ic to iy2C a word for articles and $3 to $5 for photos on acceptance. Buys

first rights only and reports in one week.

PRINTING PRODUCTION MAGAZINE, 1276 W. Third St., Cleveland 13,

Ohio. Edward H. Owen, Editor. Issued monthly. This is strictly a technical maga-
zine published for plant managers, management executives who act as their own
plant manager, production managers, superintendents and mechanical department

foremen in commercial, magazine, private plant and newspaper plants, including

engraving and electrotype plants. Articles must be technical. Usual length is around

1,500 words, although it varies depending on value of subject. A query is appreci-

ated before submission. Pays 2c a word, and up, depending on material and work
involved. Likes 8x10 glossy black and white photos, for which $5.00 each is paid.

Reports usually within a week.

SOUTHERN PRINTER & LITHOGRAPHER, 75 Third St., N. W., Atlanta, Ga.

Charles Fram, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Use articles, with

illustrations, on printing in the 14 southern states. Articles should be of interest to

printing plants. Personal news, features, and photographs can be used. Clippings

should only pertain to above in southern states. Pay 25c per inch.

Radio and Televisi«in

AUDIO MAGAZINE, P. O. Box 629, Mineola, N. Y. C. G. McProud, Editor and
Publisher. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Interested in engineering and
technical treatment on subjects pertaining to audio and high fideUty. Desirable to
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contact editor before submitting finished articles to determine suitability of pro-

jected subjects. Payment on publication, $28 per published page. Articles should be

adequately illustrated, black and white only. Photos should be 8x10, glossy. Agree-

able to full rights or first magazine rights only.

BROADCAST ENGINEERING, 1014 Wyandotte St., Kansas City 5, Mo. D. E.

Mehl, Editor. Issued monthly for broadcast engineers and management. Wants
technical articles dealing with broadcast equipment, installation, new construction,

and experimental projects in AM, FM, and television stations. Preferred length is

1,500 to 2,000 words. Buys photos submitted with manuscripts with captions only,

8x10 size preferred. Pays $50 per article and $5 per photo on acceptance. Reports

in a week to ten days and buys complete rights.

BROADCASTING, The Businessweekly of Radio and Television, 1735 De Sales

St., N.W., Washington, D. C. Sol Taishoff, Editor and Publisher. Issued weekly;

35c a copy; $7.00 a year in U. S.; $8.00 a year, Canadian and Foreign. Journal of

radio-TV and broadcast advertising industries. Use article material on special

assignment only, usually written by staff and bureau members.

CQ, 300 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y. Arnold Trossman, Editor. Issued month-

ly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Use articles of interest to radio amateurs and potential

radio amateurs only. No fixed length limit. Only requirement for pictures is that

they be reproducible. Report in approximately 2 to 3 weeks. Payment $17.50 to

$35.00 per magazine page.

ELECTRONICS, 330 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. W. W. MacDonald, Edi-

tor. Issued weekly; $6.00 a year. Uses copy about research, development, design

and production of electronic devices, and management of electronic manufacturing

firms. Pays on acceptance.

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN, 480 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Albert

J. Forman, Editor. Issued monthly; $5.00 a year. Uses practical and technical

articles on service of TV, color TV, radio, antennas, UHF, test equipment, audio

and hi-fi, mobile communications, related electronics. Some theory is acceptable,

but emphasis is on practical bench procedures, repairing and troubleshooting tech-

niques. Preferred length is 1,000 to 1,800 words, plus two to five suitable illustra-

tions. Payment varies between $30 and $75, depending on length and quality;

cartoons, $7.50; difficult ser\'icing jobs or "tough" days, $10; made before publica-

tion. Reports in four weeks.

ELECTRONIC WORLD, 1 Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y. William Stocklin,

Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a vear. All material is technical and

semi-technical and the magazine serves the radio-electronic field, including radio,

TV, and industrial service technicians, amateurs, engineers, hi-fi enthusiasts and

other technically-minded readers. Manuscripts should not exceed 3.000 words, and

should include illustrative material. Pay 3c to 5c a word, including photographs

and diagrams. Payment is made for all rights on acceptance.

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING & MAINTENANCE, 480 Lex-

ington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Albert J. Forman, Editor. Issued monthly; $5.00

a year. Uses practical and technical articles on the use of electronics in industry

and communications. Some theory is acceptable, but emphasis is on practical plant

engineering, application, operation, and maintenance of industrial electronic equip-

ment. Preferred length is 1,800 words plus three to five suitable illustrations. Pay-

ment varies between $30 and $75, depending on length and quality; cartoons, $7.50;

made before publication. Reports in four weeks.

JOBBER NEWS & ELECTRONIC WHOLESALING, 848 Leader Building,

Cleveland 14, Ohio. Howard Markt, Editor. Issued monthly; controlled circulation.

Use personals regarding additions or removals of salesmen to radio parts whole-
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salers; news of expansions or new locations: methods of disolay; unusual merchan-
dising or sales promotional ideas used by jobbers; also credit control and inventory

control systems in use by radio and electronic parts jobbers. Short items, 50 to 200

words; longer items, up to 1,500 words. Buy photographs of wholesalers of radio

parts or personnel. Pay I/2C a word minimum.

MART MAGAZINE, 470 Park Ave., South, New York 16, N. Y. Jack Adams,
Editor. Published monthly; $5.00 per year. Uses articles on how retailers can make
money selling TV and appliances; mostly staff-written. Best to quiz before submit-

ting. Uses cartoons and photos.

NEDA JOURNAL, 343 S. Dearborn Ave., Chicago 4, 111. Joe Powers, Editorial

Director. Issued monthly for electronic parts distributors. Wants sales and mer-

chandising articles, highly readable, of 2,500 to 3,000 words in length. Rate of

payment is good, but varies with the article. Occasionally buys photos submitted

with the manuscript and pays $5 to $10 each. All payment on acceptance and buys

rights for this particular industry. Reports immediately.

PF REPORTER, Including Electronic Servicing, 2201 E. 46th St., Indianapohs 6,

Ind. Verne M. Ray, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $4.00 a year. Want "how-

to" articles for the electronic service industry, including TV and radio servicing.

Suggest writing in for their author's guide. Like pix submitted with manuscripts, in

sizes 3x4 or larger. Pay on acceptance up to $50 per printed page, depending on

quality and value of subject, and report within 2 weeks. Buy all rights.

QST, 38 LaSalle Road, West Hartford 7, Conn. Arthur L. Budlong, Editor. Issued

monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Material in this magazine is devoted entirely

to amateur radio communication, and is published by a non-profit membership

association. Uses articles relating to amateur radio activity; also technical articles

on design and construction of radio equipment. Occasionally buys photographs.

Preliminary report is sent immediately. This is a magazine serving those who
support it, and for that reason articles are not paid for but are regarded as contri-

butions from the author to the international art of radio.

RADIO AND TELEVISION WEEKLY, 99 Hudson St., New York 13, N. Y. Cy
Kneller, Editor. Issued weekly; 25c a copy; $6.00 a year. Accept suitable material

at space rates.

RADIO-ELECTRONICS MAGAZINE, 154 W. 14th St., New York 11, N. Y.

Hugo Gernsback, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Wants interest-

ing technical stories on electronics, television and radio, written from the viewpoint

of the TV service technician or person with technical interests. Emphasis should be

on how it works and why it works that way. Articles may be illustrated with sche-

matic diagrams and photos. Payment is according to value of material, and is made
on publication. Occasionally uses photographs (8x1 0-inch glossies) alone, but more
often wants them to accompany articles. Pays $5 each, and up.

RECORD AND SOUND RETAILING, 274 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

Claire Adler, Editor. Issued monthly; 40c a copy; $4.50 a year. Wants stories on

phases of the record and sound industry such as: record merchandising, that is,

promotion stunts or ideas about the sale of various types of records; equipment

merchandising—how retailers have handled this aspect of their business; radio

merchandising; tape recorder merchandising; phonograph merchandising; accessory

merchandising—promotion ideas and basic sales stories are wanted about these

departments; store operation—stories dealing with store design and arrangement,

lighting and display, control of pilferage, sales by telephone, advertising and pro-

motion. Major features should run about 1,000 words with two good pictures.

Secondary features run about 500 words with one picture. Each picture must ef-

fectively illustrate a point made in the article. Each story must include brand
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names of products sold by the dealer. A complete s^uide for writers in this field may
be obtained from the editor. Rate of payment is variable. Reports in two weeks.

SOUND MERCHANDISING, 299 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. J. J.

Brookman, Editor. Issued monthly for the private communications industry. Seeks

articles on sales management and sales training in the specialty product industry.

Their readership sells private intercom systems, public address systems, closed

circuit TV networks, etc. Articles must be based on fact, and style must be simple

and technically accurate. Pays on acceptance $50 for 2,000-word article. Buys

photos submitted with manuscript at $5 each. Buys first and reprint rights and

reports within ten days.

Railroad

MODERN RAILROADS, 201 N. Wells St., Chicago 6, 111. Tom Shedd, Jr., Edi-

tor. Issued monthly. Interested only in technical articles about various phases of

railroad activities for the readership of railroad officials. Space rates for industrial

publications-are paid.

RAILWAY AGE, 30 Church St., New York 7, N. Y. James G. Lyne, Editor. Issued

weekly; 60c a copy; $6.00 a year. Use only articles from authorities in field and

for that reason do not want free-lance material. Use a limited amount of unusual

railroad photographs for which they pay $10, on publication.

RAILWAY LOCOMOTIVES AND CARS (formerly Railway Mechanical &
Electrical Engineer), 30 Church St., New York 7, N. Y. C. L. Combes, Editor.

Issued monthly; 75c a copy; $4.00 a year. Use technical articles from specialists

and, therefore, are not interested in free-lance articles. Use a limited amount of

unusual photographs.

RAILWAY PURCHASES AND STORES, 79 W. Monroe St., Chicago 3, 111.

Issued monthly; 75c a copy; $2 a year. Bert Enos, Editor. For railway purchasing

agents, buyers, storekeepers and general executive management. Use articles of

general interest in inventory control, purchasing practices and procedures. Authori-

tative business forecast-type articles: specific purchasing and inventory operations

limited to railroad companies. No fiction; no fillers.

THE SIGNALMAN'S JOURNAL, 2247 W. Lawrence Ave., Chicago 25, 111. Paul

T. Drummond, Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Can use articles

on new installations of railroad signal systems, but they must be technically correct

and include drawings and photos: Most desirable length is 3,000 to 4,000 words,

plus illustrations. Query before sending manuscripts. Payment is $10 per printed

page, and up, and is made on acceptance. Pays $5 each, on acceptance, for photo-

graphs dealing with railroad signalling. Reports within three weeks.

Roads aud Highii^ays

HIGHWAY BUILDER, 600 N. Third St., Harrisburg, Pa. A. E. O'Brien, Execu-

tive-Secretary. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. This publication serves

the interests of highway and heavy construction industry. Needs stories about high-

way and bridge construction jobs and projects going on in Pennsylvania and sur-

rounding states. Length should not be more than 1,000 words. Pays standard rates

upon acceptance, and $3 to $5 each for 8x10 glossy prints.

HIGHWAY, see page 266.

PACIFIC ROAD BUILDER AND ENGINEERING REVIEW, 709 Mission St.,

San Francisco 3, Calif. Harold Shaw, Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a

year. Need correspondents in the 1 1 western states to send, from time to time,

illustrated articles on large or important angles of construction work on roads,
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streets, bridges, dams. Hood control projects and general engineering work. New
equipment used, new methods, difficult climatic conditions or conditions of terrain,

new materials used, time and labor-saving devices are among angles covered. Also

list the items of equipment used on each job and the company which manufactures

them. Query first. Pay $30 for an acceptable article of 1,000 words, accompanied

by three glossy photos of equipment in action. Payment on publication.

Selling and Merchandising

BRUSHWARE, 407 E. Michigan St., Milwaukee, Wise. J. Pomrening, Editor.

Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $2.00 a year. Uses news stories covering brush manu-
facturers or their operations, as well as anything connected with the jobbing or

merchandising of brushes, etc., in lengths from 1,500 to 2,000 words. Pays l/ac a

word; $2.50 to $5 per photo, on publication. Reports in two weeks.

THE COLLEGE STORE JOURNAL, 55 East College St., Oberlin, Ohio. Max L.

Williamson, Managing Editor. Buys articles in limited numbers on all phases of

operation and merchandising in the College Store field, emphasizing the technical.

Nominal payment is provided on publication of material. Supporting photographic

evidence is desired.

THE FUND RAISER, 91 PalHster, Detroit 2, Mich. Issued quarterly; 50c a copy;

$2 a year. Lewis C. Frank, Jr., Editor. For key officers of clubs, lodges, churches,

schools and other organizations that sponsor events or sell merchandise to finance

their activities. Uses feature articles full of "know how" on fund-raising techniques.

Length, 1,500 to 2,500 words. Pays 2c to 3c a word. Uses success story fillers of

150 to 350 words. These bring $7.50 to $10 each. Photos bring $5 to $15.

MODERN GARDEN CENTER, P. O. Box 115, Costa Mesa, Cahf. Jan Merchel,

Associate Editor. Issued monthly for owners and managers of stores and depart-

ments selling gardening and outdoor living supplies. Wants photo stories, photo-

and-caption and clippings about the operation of these outlets. Their biggest field

is merchandising—displays, advertisements, gimmicks, stunts, signs—anything that

increases sales, profits or public acceptance. There is also a market for management
pieces and for how-to-do-its. No success stories about firms but they do want indi-

vidual pieces on the same firm's successful merchandising or management ideas.

Nothing over 750 words, and they'll buy quickest in the 200-600 range. Photo-

journalism style with closeups wherever possible. Try them with photo stories if the

material lends itself. If they do only modest editing, they pay 3c per word, exten-

sive editing, 2c a word. Photos with articles $5 each. Photos with captions $10 to

$20 depending on idea and photo. Payment is on acceptance unless rewriting is

required.

PREMIUM PRACTICE, see page 326.

RACK MERCHANDISING, see page 352.

SALES MANAGEMENT MAGAZINE, 630 Third Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Issued semi-monthly; 50c a copy; $10 a year. Philip Salisbury, Editor. Issued for

sales executives in manufacturing or service concerns. Purchases only feature ma-
terial from outside writers. Query first. Reports within a week.

SALES MEETINGS, 1212 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa. Robert Letwin, Editor.

Issued bi-monthly; $3.00 a year. Uses feature articles on meeting and exhibit

techniques; 1,000 to 2,000 words. Articles must be on professional level as readers

are sales executives and association executives and well versed on meeting and
exhibit planning. Pay by arrangement, on publication.

SALESMAN'S OPPORTUNITY MAGAZINE, 850 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 10,

111. Thaddeus Hoinko, Managing Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.50 a year.
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Read by independont salesmen, agents, jobbers, distributors, sales managers, route

salesmen, wagon jobbers, and men and women seeking an opportunity to make
money full or part time. Want articles about men and women who have succeeded

in direct selling, telling how they operate, what they sell, where they find customers,

the sales methods they use, why they like direct selling. Also use material on prod-

ucts and companies which offer opportunities for direct salespeople. No fiction or

poetry. Payment varies, on publication. Report within 2 weeks.

THE SAMPLE CASE, 632 N. Park St., Columbus 15, Ohio. M. D. Grieve, Editor.

Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Use sales and business articles, preferably

800 to 1,000 words. Pays Ic a word. Seldom uses fiction, poetry or photos. Query.

SCHOOL SUPPLIES MERCHANDISING, 135 Nassau St., N.W., Atlanta, Ga.

Denton Harris, Editor. Issued monthly for wholesalers and retailers of school sup-

plies. Wants articles on all types of merchandising, personnel, display, inventory,

etc. Also articles on the wholesaler and retailer of school supplies. Pays Ic to I/2C

per word and $2.50 to $3.50 for photos of any size submitted with a manuscript

and with captions only. All payment on publication and reports in ten days.

SOUTHERN FARM EQUIPMENT, 806 Peachtree St., N. E., Atlanta, Ga. Ralph

E. Kirby, Editor. Issued monthly. Wants features describing sales ideas and pro-

cedures, and service operations of specific farm equipment dealers in the 18 south-

ern and southwestern states. Material should deal with one phase of sales and

service programs. Complete bulletin of editorial requirements available. Pay I/2

to 2c a word, on acceptance. Illustrative photos must be included, and bring $3 to

$5 each. Reports immediately.

SPECIALTY SALESMAN, 307 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, 111. Gene Adams,

Editor. Issued monthly. Wants articles about people involved in direct selling.

Articles should be between 1,000 and 1,300 words in length. Subject matter may
fall into these two categories: stories of successful direct salesmen; advice by men
and women who have sold successfully. Fuller Brush, Avon, Stanley are some of the

better known companies. Magazine features a woman's page every month describ-

ing successful saleswomen. Like good photos to illustrate the stories, and pay $5

each. Articles bring 2c to 3c a word.

THE TOY RETAILER, 135 Nassau St., N.W., Atlanta 3, Ga. Mrs. Dorothy Eudy,

Editor. Issued monthly for retailers. Wants merchandising articles on dealers in

first person. 500 to 2,000 words is length preferred. Pays Ic to I/2C per word.

Buys photos submitted with manuscript with captions only, of any size. Pays $2.50

to $3.50 for these. All payment on publication and reports within ten days.

Shipping

DISTRIBUTION AGE, 56th and Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa. A. W.
Greene, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Read by industrial,

traffic, and other distribution executives. Use .semi-technical material dealing with

methods of distribution in all of its phases (including freight handling, industrial

packaging, public warehousing, and all forms of freight transportation), which
should be factual, if possible including case histories and comparative data. Length,

about 1,500 words. Photographs used for illustration purposes. Pay a minimum of

$25 per published page; $3.00 each for photos. Query.

HANDLING & SHIPPING ILLUSTRATED, 812 Huron Rd., Cleveland 15,

Ohio. Albert M. Joseph, Editor. Issued bi-monthly. Designed to reach 75,000 men
in industry responsible for traffic, transportation, material handling, warehousing,

packaging, and shipoing. Features picture layouts and picture stories. (Formerly
Material Handling Illustrated.
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SHIPPING MANAGEMENT—NATIONAL HI-WAY SHIPPER, 425 Fourth

Ave., New York 16. N. Y. Harvey J. Berman, Editor. Issued monthly. "How-to"

publication of industrial distribution. Read by top traffic, transportation executives

in all kinds of industrial companies. Needs articles on traffic department operations,

material handling, packing, warehousing, air freights, and motor freight transpor-

tation. Preferred length is 1,000 words or less plus 3 to 6 photos, and/or sketch.

Payment $50 on publication or by arrangement. Particularly needs traffic transpor-

tation puzzles; quizzes and filler material. Also runs story a month on vastly im-

proved methods of transportation via air, freight, motor, ship or a combination of

these methods. Payment for these are also $50 on publication or by arrangement.

Query first. Does not want completed manuscripts until outline is okayed.

Shoiv People and Amusements

BETTER THEATERS, Rockefeller Center, New York 20, N. Y. Martin Quigley,

Editor-in-Chief; George Schutz, Editor. PubUshed monthly as a bound-in section of

the weekly, Motion Picture Herald. All material prepared by staff or purchased

under special assignment upon query.

THE BILLBOARD, 1564 Broadway, New York 36, N. Y. Issued weekly; 50c a

copy; $15 a year in U. S.; $30 foreign. Correspondents are appointed to send in

spot amusement news covering phonograph record programming by broadcasters

and music machine operators; record merchandising by retail dealers, and the

music-games coin-operated machine industry. Sam Chase, Editorial Director, Paul

Ackerman, Music Editor, and Aaron Sternfield, Coin Machine Editor, all are lo-

cated in New York. Pay 25c to $1.00 per published inch.

BOXOFflCE MAGAZINE, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo. Ben
Shlyen, Publisher; Nathan Cohen, Executive Editor. Weekly trade publication for

the motion picture industry. Uses new stories, feature articles, photographs and

clippings, mostly provided by staff members and correspondents. The Modern
Theatre section published monthly deals with design and construction of theatres,

remodelings, theatre concessions. Publication seeks articles to 1,500 words on con-

cessions management, merchandising in particular, new theatre foods, etc. Prefer

8x10 photos. No color. Pay space rates, on publication.

DANCE MAGAZINE, 231 West 58th St., New York 19, N. Y. Issued monthly; 60c

per copy; $6.00 per year. Lydia Joel, Editor. All aspects of dance—history, human
interest, personality, features, etc.—that will interest dancers, dance students, teach-

ers, and anyone who enjoys any kind of dancing are article possibilities. Uses

photographs, preferably 8x10, as illustrations, or alone with captions. Payment is

usually $5 per picture, with $10 for a full page. Articles bring from $20 to $35

each. All payment is made on publication. Query first.

THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y. Chester B. Bahn, Editor.

Use articles of regional, national or international importance as related to the

motion picture industry. No photographs. Report immediately. Pay 35c per inch.

FILM QUARTERLY, University of California Press, Berkeley 4, Calif. Ernest

Callenbach, Editor. Barnard Norris, Business Manager. Illustrated. Issued quar-

terly; $1.00 a copy; $4.00 a year. Uses critical and historical articles, reviews, book

reviews, occasional poetry. About ^c per word, on publication. Queries advised for

virtually all material; prompt replies.

FUNSPOT, 188 W. Randolph St., Chicago 1, 111. James McHugh, Editor. Use

how-to-do-it features on improving food and drink services, promotions, adminis-

trative and personnel practices, maintenance and sanitation at amusement parks,

ice and roller rinks, bowling lanes, kiddielands, miniature golf courses, park de-

partments, drive-in theaters, etc. 1,000-1,500 words, pay 4c a word; $5 for glossy

photos. Query editor first. No fiction, cartoons, verse.
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GREATER AMUSEMENTS, 1645 Hennepin Ave., Minneapolis 3, Minn. Frank

VV. Cooley, Jr., Editor. Issued every other Friday; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use

motion picture trade news.

THE MAGNET (Newspaper), P. O. Box 2127, Birmingham 1, Ala. Thom Hen-

ricks, Publisher. Use brief stories of clowns, jugglers, magicians, ventriloquists,

playing card collectors. Pay 25c for each news clipping used.

MOTION PICTURE EXHIBITOR, 246 N. Clarion St., Philadelphia 7, Pa. Al

Erlick, Editor. Issued weekly. Motion picture trade journal. Occasionally in the

market for special articles or featurettes pertaining to the business side of the

motion picture industry, handled on assignment, the price arranged when ordered.

Also occasionally in the market for correspondents in certain areas. When photo-

graphs are used, glossy prints 8x10 are needed, price to be decided. Regular corre-

spondents are paid at space rates.

SHOW BUSINESS NEWS, 136 West 44th St., New York, N. Y. Leo Shull, Editor.

Issued weekly. For entertainment professional workers, actors, directors, producers,

television packagers, investors and newspapermen. Wants features on new adven-

tures in producing plays, stage shows, films and new techniques. Also trade news

only that other artists and technicians can use. Pays $5.00 an article. Sometimes

uses cartoons. Payment on publication. Reports in one week.

Soap and Sanitary Products

MAINTENANCE AND SANITARY SUPPLIES, 254 W. 31st St., New York 1,

N. Y. Issued monthly; 25c per copy; $2.00 per year. William C. Wanek, Editor.

Uses success stories on the merchandising operation of sanitary supply jobbers,

dealers and distributors, as well as articles on cleaning techniques used in institu-

tional buildings such as schools, hotels, airports, industrial plants, motels, rail ter-

minals 'and bus depots. Such articles should run from 5,000 to 6,000 words, and

should be accompanied by illustrative photos where possible. There is also a need

for news items on the personal, civic and business activities of sanitary supply

jobbers and their employees. Payment is approximately $50 to $60 for success story

features when accompanied by photographs; and 2c per word for news items.

Photos should be 8x10 glossies, although smaller ones are acceptable. Report within

3 weeks.

SANITARY MAINTENANCE, 407 E. Michigan St., Milwaukee 1, Wis. Harry

Apple, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Use stories ranging from

750 to 2,000 words, presenting tried and proven merchandising methods used by

jobbers and distributors of sanitary maintenance supplies used in the cleaning and

sanitary upkeep of large buildings and institutions. Technical articles on floor

treatments, detergency or cleaning methods, backed by authority, are acceptable.

Illustrative pictures desirable. Short notes on new products sometimes accepted.

Pay I/2C a word, after publication; pictures, according to merit.

Sport Trade

AMERICAN BICYCLIST & MOTORCYCLIST, 461 Eighth Ave., New York 1,

N. Y. Barton Hickman, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3 a year. All articles

are from free-lance writers, submitted on speculation. Heavy on photos, quality

book, enamel stock. Sharp b&w prints 8x10 or 5x7 acceptacle, no transparencies.

Stories without photos or some form of illustration will not be considered. Length

500-800 words. Trade magazine, no fiction, no consumer material. Slant to repair

shops and dealers in bicycles, motor scooters, motor karts and hobby items. Typical

story tells unique traffic builder or merchandising idea used with success by some
actual dealer. Also short items under 100 words on shop hints for workbench page.
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Simple, poster-like pin-ups also invited within strict limits; photo must include bike

of American make, girl must be really pretty, should look like teenager despite cos-

tume and/or pose designed to appeal to bike mechanic, should convey association

of bicycles with appeal and fresh good looks of American youth with reader-

stopping impact.

ATHLETIC JOURNAL, see page 353.

THE BICYCLE JOURNAL, 606 S. Main, Fort Worth, Tex. Bill Quinn, Editor.

Issued monthly; $3.00 a year. Wants reports from bicycle dealers. Emphasis should

be on clean shops, improving business, and feature dealers who are pushing Ameri-

can-made products. Also wants success stories of dealers, manufacturers and dis-

tributors of bicycles. Pays 3c a word for stories not to exceed 750 words. Likes

photographs to illustrate articles, and pays $5 each for these. Also uses bicycle leg

art. Pays $10,00 for one photo, but can use up to three photos of a single model

for $25.00 for the three. Reports promptly.

THE BOWLING PROPRIETOR, Executive Plaza, Park Ridge, 111. Bob Bu-

chanan, Editor. Issued monthly except July for bowling proprietors. Uses how-to-

do-it type articles along with promotion ideas, management subjects specifically in

the bowling field. From 700 to 1,200 words. Pays $35 per article upon publication.

Only rarely uses fiction and then to illustrate a specific point or instance in the

field. These also pay $35. Buys photos with manuscripts. Pays $5 for these. Uses

cartoons that represent the proprietor's outlook on bowling. Rate is $7. All pay-

ment on publication and reports within 30 days.

GOLFDOM, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 5, 111. Herb Graffis, Editor. Issued 10

times a year, from Jan.-Oct. For the golf club "pro," greenkeeper, green chairman,

manager, and president. Use articles on business operation of golf clubs, new equip-

ment, operation methods, new golf courses and clubhouses, etc. Mainly interested

in articles that show a club how to operate more efficiently—merchandising ideas

for pros who can't use high pressure methods in selling—how to maintain a course

effectively and economically. Length, 1,000 to 1,500 words. Use photographs. Pay

2c a word and $3.00 each for 8x10 glossy photos, on publication.

THE SPORTING GOODS DEALER, 2018 Washington Ave., St. Louis 66, Mo.
Hugo G. Autz, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.00 a year. Use articles fea-

turing news about sporting goods stores and their merchandising policies. Also like

personality sketches and anything else of interest to the sporting goods field. Buy
sports photos for $3 to $5. Pay Ic a word and up, on publication. Newspaper
clippings also accepted.

Stone and Quarry Products

ASBESTOS, 807 Western Saving Fund Building, Philadelphia 7, Pa. E. E. Cox,

Editor. Issued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use articles concerning new or

odd uses of asbestos or asbestos products; also stories of the withstanding of the

elements, such as fire, flood, etc., by asbestos products; and installation stories

—

that is, concerning the installation or use of insulation, asbestos-cement shingles,

siding, etc., in large quantity or on some prominent or extraordinary project or

building. Occasionally buy photographs. Report in a week. Pay Ic a word, on

acceptance.

CONCRETE, 400 W. Madison St., Chicago 6, 111. Jack Anderson, Editor. Issued

monthly; 50c a copy; $6.00 a year. Particular need here is for short articles of 1,000

to '1,500 words on the solution of production, materials handling, product develop-

ment, maintenance and similar problems in connection with production in the

plants of producers of concrete block, ready mixed concrete, concrete pipe, precast

concrete, prestressed concrete and concrete products of every kind. Also wants
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items concerning new products, or new uses for established products. Illustration

is important. The type of article definitely not wanted is one involving job-poured

concrete. Pays $20 a printed page, after publication. Also will use separate photo-

graphs if they contain sufficient information and have news value. Tries to report

within two weeks.

CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION MAGAZINE, P. O. Box 444, Elmhurst, III.

Wm. M. Avery, Editor. Issued monthly. Read by building contractors, engineers

and architects. Wants relatively short, well illustrated items on improved methods

and equipment for handling, forming, reinforcing, curing and finishinjg concrete on

the job. Any item that tells the user of job-placed concrete how to do his job

better, or easier, or at less cost is wanted. Pays 4c per printed word; $5 for photos,

on acceptance.

PIT AND QUARRY, 431 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 5, 111. Walter E. TrauflFer,

Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use technical descriptions of

processes and equipment in plants which produce any kind of non-metallic mineral

except fuels, clays, mineral waters and precious stones; also outstanding news de-

velopments. Any length. Use photographs. Report on receipt of script. Payment
after publication.

ROCK PRODUCTS, 79 W. Monroe St., Chicago 3, 111. George C. Lindsay, Edi-

tor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use articles on cement, lime, gyp-
sum, crushed stone, sand and gravel, and all other non-metallic industrial min-

erals. Pay 3c a word; $5 for photos, on publication.

Textile

AMERICAN DYESTUFF REPORTER, 44 E. 23rd St., New York 10, N. Y. Nor-

man A. Johnson, Editor. Issued bi-weekly; 50c a copy; $7.50 a year. Use highly

technical articles on textile chemistry, dyeing, bleaching, finishing.

AMERICA'S TEXTILE REPORTER, 286 Congress St., Boston 10, Mass. Frank

P. Bennett, Editor. Issued weekly for the textile industry. L^ses articles on wet

processing, finishing, dyeing, cost-saving manufacturing procedures for executive

readership. 1,500 to 2,000 words with photos. Pays $75 per article on publication.

Reports immediately and buys entire rights.

CANVAS PRODUCTS REVIEW, 224 Endicott Bldg., St. Paul 1, Minn. Yustin

Wallrapp, Managing Editor. Issued monthly; 75c a copy; $3.00 a year. Uses news

and feature articles which are concerned with events and techniques in the canvas

products and industrial fabric industry. Cost and production analysis for small

businessman solicited. Feature length, 2,000 words. Pays 2c to 3c a word, $3 to $5

for photos, on acceptance.

THE COTTON DIGEST, Cotton Exchange Bldg., Houston 2, Texas. C. H. Burr,

Editor and Publisher. Issued weekly; 15c a copy; $5.00 a year. Use stories on

market, world cotton growing, mill situation, weekly news stories on the trade

and men in the trade. Use photographs pertaining to above articles. Payment
for articles by agreement; $3 for photos.

COTTON TRADE JOURNAL, Hickman Bldg., Memphis 3, Tenn. Francis G.

Hickman, Editor and Publisher. Issued weekly; 10c a copy; $5.00 a year. Use tech-

nical and human interest news features up to 1,000 words on raw cotton, marketing

and processing. Pay 25c per column inch.

DAILY NEWS RECORD, 7 E. 12th St., New York 3, N. Y. Stephen S. Marks,

Editor. Issued daily except Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays; 10c a copy; $20.00

a year. Use daily news of textile markets and men's apparel manufacturing.
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FIBRE AND FABRIC, 80 Commonwealth Ave., West Concord, Mass. Vincent A.

Paradis, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 per year. Uses articles on tex-

tile manufacturing slanted to the production or management executive. Also first

person accounts of practical solutions to production problems in the card, spin,

weave, dye, and finish rooms of textile manufacturers. Word lengths—1,500 to

3,000. Up to 2c a word for acceptable material. Reports in 10 days and pay is on

acceptance.

THE KNITTER, P. O. Box 1225, Charlotte 1, N. C. Jack Kissiah, Editor. Issued

monthly. Use technical articles for knitting mills; articles dealing with general

topics of interest to executives in this field. Buy photographs in certain cases when
appropriate to article. Pay $20 per printed page, on publication.

LINENS AND DOMESTICS, see page 351.

TEXTILE BULLETIN, 218 W. Morehead St., Charlotte 1, N. C. Jack Kissiah,

Editor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $1.50 a year. Use technical articles for textile

mills; articles dealing with general topics of interest to executives in this field. Buy
photographs in certain cases when appropriate to article. Material not returned

unless accompanied by self-addressed stamped envelope. Pay approximately $20.00

per printed page, on publication.

TEXTILE INDUSTRIES, 806 Peachtree St., N.E., Atlanta 8, Ga. George H.

Dockray, Editor. Issued monthly; $2.00 a year. Manufacturing and management
journal for the textile mills. Use technical articles showing cost-cutting methods.

Necessary for free-lancer to know the field.

TEXTILE WORLD, 330 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. Walter A. Stanbury,

Chief Editor. Issued monthly; $1.00 a copy; $2.00 a year. Use articles covering

textile management, manufacturing technique, new equipment, details of new
mills, etc., but avoid elementary, historical or generally well-known material. Buy
photographs and news items. Pay on acceptance.

Tobaceu

RETAIL TOBACCONIST, 1860 Broadway, New York 23, N. Y. Timothy Wohl-
forth. Editor. Issued semi-monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Interested primarily

in "merchandising" stories in which the operation of a particular store or stand is

described to illustrate factors of operation which help volume and profit. May in-

clude personality of retailer, store layout and construction, display methods and
choice of lines carried (tobacco, toys, sundries). Stories may concentrate on a

specific phase of operation or describe a store in full. Stories may include tobac-

conists, pipe shops, stands, cigar counters in drug stores and restaurants. Writers

should query with brief description before submitting material. Buy photographs

on assignment. Report in two weeks. Pay Ic a word on assigned stories, on publi-

cation.

TOBACCO, 15 W. 47th St., New York 36, N. Y. J. R. Thompson, Editor. Issued

weekly; 10c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use brief news items, 50 to 100 words. Pay 20c

per inch, on 15th of month following publication.

TOBACCO JOBBER, 1860 Broadway, New York 23, N. Y. H. E. Spevak, Editor.

Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. Use how-to, merchandising articles about

bonafide wholesale tobacco and candy houses, up to 500 words. Glad to receive

queries from writers prior to their submitting finished material. Photographs used,

usually one. Pay Ic a word and $2.50 each for photos.

UNITED STATES TOBACCO JOURNAL, 99 Hudson St., New York 13, N. Y.

Issued weekly; 25c a copy; $6.00 a year. Will accept suitable material at space

rates.
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WESTERN TOBACCO JOURNAL, 424 Commercial Square, Cincinnati 2, Ohio.

H. VV. Depenbrock, Editor. Issued weekly for tobacco growers, processors, ware-

housemen, exporters, importers, manufacturers of cigars, cigarettes and tobacco

products. Wants articles on the development of processes in the tobacco industry

such as handling raw tobacco, including trucking, packing, transporting, tobacco

machinery, descriptions of machinery, its use and development to the present day,

development of supplies in the industry such as flavors, boxes, hogsheads, packag-

ing, etc. Pays Ic per word, higher for superior material. Buys photos submitted

with manuscript for $3 each. They are seeking permanent correspondents in the

Connecticut and Wisconsin tobacco areas to report news in the industry, such as

crop reports, market reports, news about people in their areas. Copy submitted

pays the rate of Ic per word used. Correspondents are given instructions about the

kind of copy used. The material is usually just rewrites of copy appearing in local

papers. Payment is made monthly for all material used during the month. They
will consider buying cartoons with definite connection to industry and timely in

content. All payment on acceptance. Reports in three weeks.

WESTERN TOBACCONIST, 251 Kearny St., San Francisco 8, CaHf. Claude M.
Chaplin, Editor and Publisher. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. Use news

of tobacco dealers, wholesalers, manufacturers. Want name and address of dealer

or shop about which material is written. Pay /oc a word and up, on publication.

Trailerss

MOBILE HOME DEALER, 6229 Northwest Highway, Chicago 31, 111. James J.

Kennedy, Editor. Issued semi-monthly for manufacturers of mobile homes and
travel trailers, their key personnel and dealers handling these products, also sup-

pliers. Uses articles on successful mobile home and travel trailer dealer operations

with reasons for success in business. Use a straight writing slant. 1,000 to 1,500

words. Buys photos submitted with a manuscript and with captions only, of any

size. Buys cartoons. Pays 98c per column inch, $3 per photo and $7.50 per car-

toon, on publication. Reports following publication and buys all rights.

MOBILE HOMES AND TRAVEL TRAILER DEALERS, 118 W. First St.,

Hinsdale, 111. Ronald Lee, Editor. Issued monthly. Wants articles pertaining to the

mobile home trade and consumer use of the product. Buys photos submitted with

manuscript and with captions only, of any size. Payment varies and is on accept-

ance. Reports immediately and buys all rights.

CRAFT HORIZONS, 44 W. 53rd St., New York, N. Y. Rose Slivka, Editor. For

craftsmen-artists and consumers. Articles cover any art other than painting and
sculpture, and this means ceramics, weaving, wood and metalsmithing. Personality

profiles of important craftsmen. Pay $30 to $50 for articles, $6.50 for photos. Query
first.

CRAFT, MODEL & HOBBY INDUSTRY, 30 E. 29th St., New York 16, N. Y.

Jack Wax, Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Use articles, news

items, photographs, etc., dealing exclusively with retailing, jobbing and manu-
facturing of models and hobbies, such as model airplanes, model railroads, model
boats, leathercraft, shell craft, etc., with special reference to promotions which

paid off. Material will not be returned unless accompanied by self addressed,

stamped envelope. Pay 2c a word and up, on publication.

EASTERN SKI BULLETIN, 98 Main, Littleton, New Hampshire. Enzo Serafini,

Editor. Issued monthly, November through April for skiers and the affiliated in-

dustry. Wants anything and everything with the angle of ski sport in tight lucid

articles. An 800 word maximum is preferred but will accept something longer if

it is considered of unusual interest to readers. Pays y2C a word on acceptance. Buys
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photos with manuscripts, paying $3 each for black and white glossies. Uses

a small amount of poetry and one cartoon an issue. Must deal with skiing.

TRAILER LIFE, 634 North San Vicente Blvd., Los Angeles 46, Calif. Arthur J.

Rouse, Editor and Publisher. Published monthly; 25c a copy; $2.50 a year. Il-

lustrated articles, 500 to 2,000 words, on any phase of trailer travel or mobile

home living including route data, trailer and parking facilities, road information,

etc. Write for information first. Rates from $15 to $35 and up paid on publication.

Miscellaneous

AMERICAN PHILATELIST, 5932 N. 14th PL, Phoenix, Ariz. James M. Chemi,

Editor. Issued monthly; 75c a copy; $7.00 a year. This is the journal of the world's

largest group of stamp collectors, the American Philatelic Society, and is devoted

to articles on stamps and postal history, in addition to the affairs of the organiza-

tion. Any material sent here must be involved entirely with stamp collection. Pays

$2.50 a printed page to members only.

ATOM INDUSTRY, 400 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Edward J. Breen,

Editor. Issued monthly. For personnel working in atomic energy development and

application. Wants articles on any subject on atomic energy, including its use in

missiles, rockets, and outer space; as a power source; and in industry and medicine.

Style should be "plain language" and pay is 5c a word for verse and $5 for car-

toons, their length being 2 col x 5". Reports within two to three weeks. Pays on

publication of material and buys one-time use rights only.

THE ENTHUSIAST, 3700 W. Juneau Ave., Milwaukee 1, Wis. Donald J. Erick-

son. Editor. Issued monthly; 5c a copy; 50c a year. Interested in stories of ap-

proximately 2,500 words of actual motorcycle travel experiences on Harley-David-

son motorcycles. Must be illustrated with good quality photos of the motorcycle

and traveler with scenic backgrounds taken on the trip. Pays about y2C a word,

$3 to $5 for photos. Also buvs well-captioned single photos or photo series.

FIRE STATION DIGEST, 610 General Insurance Bldg., Seattle 5, Wash. E.

Hoefer, Editor. Issued bi-monthly. Edited mainly for the fire chief, but also read

by firemen. Wants articles with both municipal and volunteer slant. Uses some
educational fiction. Buys pix submitted with manuscripts. Educational cartoons

given consideration. Payment according to exclusiveness and educational value.

Payment on publication. Reports at press time.

FOREIGN SERVICE JOURNAL, 1742 G St., N.W., Washin^on 6, D. C. Gwen

Barrows, Editor. Uses featurettes of 250 to 500 words in length. Pays Ic a word,

queries are not necessary, and reports in two months.

GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE, Medina, Ohio. M. J. Deyell, Editor; Jack
Happ, Managing Editor. Issued monthly; $2.50 per year. Desire long or short arti-

cles pertaining to Bees and Bee Culture Experiences. Maximum 2,500 words.

$10.00 per page (780-800 words). 4x5 to 8x10 sharp black and white glossy

prints of bees or related subjects, $3.00 to $5.00. Cover pictures, $10.00. Pay on
publication, first of following month.

GLENWAY MONTHLY INFORMATION BULLETIN, P. O. Box 6568, Cleve-

land 1, Ohio. Senior Powell, Editor. Issued monthly; $5.00 a year. Use factual in-

formation and inspirational material pertaining to the home addressing of en-

velopes, 300 to 1,000 words. Buy poetry, if suitable. No fiction or photographs.

Report in ten days. Pay Ic a word minimum for articles and 25c a line for poetry,

on acceptance.
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HOUSEWARES BUYER, 7300 N. Cicero Ave., Lincolnwood, Chicago 46, 111.

John Shrock, Editor. Issued monthly. Readers are volume buyers of housewares,

such as department stores, etc. Wants case history stories of successful and in-

teresting housewares departments, special promotions, stock control systems, etc.

Buys pix with manuscripts or pix which are identified; written caption not neces-

sary. Payment open. Uses twelve to fifteen cartoons a year dealing with house-

wares departments, though occasionally uses some of a general nature. $5.00 per

cartoon. Payment on acceptance. Reports immediately. Buys complete rights.

LAWN EQUIPMENT JOURNAL, 606 S. Main, Fort Worth, Texas. Inez Camp-
bell, Editor. Issued monthly. For lawn equipment dealers who service what they

sell. Prefer articles on successful promotions of lawn equipment dealers who serv-

ice what they sell—or on some single phase of operation—advertising, shop oper-

ation, store layout. Pay $25.00 for story not to exceed 500 words with one photo.

Will pay $10.00 per pix for pretty girls in shorts with power lawn mower, power

edger, tiller, or anything lawn-wise. Payment on publication.

MARKING INDUSTRY, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111. A. W. Hachmeister,

Editor. Issued monthly for dealers and manufacturers of marking devices. Articles

should be of interest to the marking industry or small business in general. Approxi-

mately 500 words in length. Also buys photos submitted with manuscripts. Pay-

ment varies. Buys very few cartoons and those that can be adapted to the marking

industry. All payment on acceptance and reports as quickly as possible.

MATERIAL HANDLING ENGINEERING (formerly Flow), 812 Huron Rd.,

Cleveland 15, Ohio. Bernard Knill, Managing Editor. Published monthly. Covers

the material handling field. Articles give help to the material handling engineer

for more efficient handling and packaging in the plant and in other phases of dis-

tribution. Buys some technical articles, mostly by engineers in the field. Payment
on publication.

NATIONAL FARENT-TEACHER: the P.T.A. Magazine, 700 N. Rush St., Chi-

cago 11, lU. Mrs. Eva H. Grant, Editor. Issued monthly, Sept. through June; 25c

a copy; $1.50 a year. Uses authoritative articles written in a personal, conversa-

tional style with illustrative incidents and case histories on child guidance, youth

problems, school education, and national and international issues of significance

to parents and teachers. Length should be not more than 1,600 words. Buys photo-

graphs. Pays about 2c a word, on publication. Reports within six weeks.

NAVY MAGAZINE OF SEA POWER, Mills Bldg., Washington, D. C. W. Roger
Powell, Editor. Issued monthly for civilian and naval personnel. Pays $15 to $75

per article with photos, on publication. Reports on acceptance and buys all rights.

PLAY/SOUTH, Dixie Bldg., Greensboro, N. C. E. D. Atkins, Jr., Editor. Issued

monthly for upper income executives who travel and seek recreation. Wants arti-

cles on recreation, sports, and travel opportunities in the South. Pays 2c a word
for articles and $3 to $25 for photos submitted with manuscripts and captions only.

Pays $5 and up for cartoons on publication. Reports as soon as possible on manu-
scripts.

POST EXCHANGE AND COMMISSARY, 43 W. Front St., Red Bank, N. Y.

J. H. Miller, Editor. Issued monthly for officers, managers and buyers of post ex-

changes and commissaries. Wants 750 word articles for which they pay I/2C a

word and $5 for photos which are taken at no cost by post photographer. Buys
cartoons at $5 each and pays on acceptance and publication. Buys magazine rights

and reports immediately.

RENTAL SERVICE FORECASTER (formerly Chair Rental Forecaster), P. O.
Box 206, Boynton Beach, Fla. Alice Gaskill, Editor. Issued monthly. For rental

store owners and managers. Wants articles of 250 to 500 words on rental store
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operations (not tool rental). Prefers stories about R.S.A. member's operations

—

contact Editor for members in your area. Pays 50c an inch (2/2inch col. width).

Also pays $5.00 for original photos, $1.00 for other prints accompanying manu-
scripts. Payment on acceptance. Reports within two weeks. Buys no rights except

publication rights in field.

RUBBER AGE, 101 W. 31st St., New York 1, N. Y. M. E. Lerner, Editor. Issued

monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Wants technical material covering the com-

pounding and processing of rubber and the manufacture of all types of rubber

goods in general. Pays $10 per printed page, including photographs, after publi-

cation. Reports within ten days.

SWIMMING POOL AGE, 425 Fourth Ave., New York 16, N. Y. Sylvan Hoffman,

Editor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $5.00 a year. Most of the articles are written

on assignment, but they are concerned with pool operation and management, de-

sign, construction, sanitation, swimming, programming, etc. Uses photos. Pays 2c a

word.

TRUCKING MANAGEMENT, 300 N. LaSalle St., Chicago, 111. Richard A.

Wood, Editor. Issued monthly for trucking executives. Pays $5 minimum for car-

toons on publication. Reports in five to ten days and buys all rights.

WATER CONDITIONING SALES, 618 Fifth Ave., So., Minneapolis 15, Minn.

Jerome R. Peterson, Editor. Issued monthly for water conditioning dealers. Wants
success stories, effective use of advertising, sales, sales promotion, display, etc., from

1,200 to 1,500 words. The article should be written in detail. Pays 2c to 4c per

word, depending on quality. Accepts photos with captions only for which they pay

$5 and better on publication. Reports immediately and buys all rights.

WATER WELL JOURNAL, P. O. Box 222, Urbana, 111. Donald D. Wiseman, Edi-

or. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $4.50 a year. Wants articles of special interest to

water well drilling contractors; wide range of subject matter including business,

legal angles: may be humorous experiences. Lengths are to 3,000 words. Also wants

news items of national or regional interest to water well drilling contractors; manu-
facturers, suppliers, geologists, and technical people in water well field. Uses fea-

turettes of human interest type about drilling activities. Likes pictures and/or

drawings when appropriate. Pays 2c a word, on acceptance; $5 per single photo,

and $3 for each additional photo in set. Reports in three weeks.

WESTERN TRUCKING—MOTOR TRANSPORTATION, 3175 W. Sixth St.,

Los Angeles 5, Calif. R. N. Hutchinson, Editor and Publisher. Issued monthly; 50c

a copy; $5.00 a year. Use articles up to 1,500 words of interest to truck operators,

particularly fleet owners in 11 Western states, Alaska and Hawaii. Subject: Un-
usual uses of trucks and trailers, legislative and regulatory topics on the industry,

highway safety and construction, progress in trucking, both feature and technical.

Photographs desirable. Payment on merit or 50c a column inch.

WIRE AND WIRE PRODUCTS, 453 Main St., Stamford, Conn. Edmund D.
Sickels, Editor. Issued monthly for wire mill operating executives and engineers.

Articles should cover production, management, and processing matters relating to

wire rod, bar, wire, wire products and electric wire and cable. Length should be

3,000 words. Technical writing only and exclusive articles only. Pays $25 per page
of space occupied in the magazine. The articles are copyrighted and become their

property. Reports upon receipt of manuscript.
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Trade Writing: Science, Art & Business (continued from page 323)

You must put your story in its best Monday-go-to-editor clothes, a

standard practice of good merchandising on your part. Here's the way to

do that:

1—Name and address at upper left, page one, so you can receive the

check. 2—Estimated number of words and illustrations at upper right.

3—Title down a third of the page from top, centered, all caps. 4—Your
by-line under title. Does not have to be your real name. 5—Leave plenty

of space between by-line and first paragraph. Four lines will do. 6—Leave
an inch or more of space at bottom of page. 7—Keyword or condensed

title, dash, your last name at upper left of page two and following pages.

8—Page number, not "add-1," at upper right of pages following page one.

9—Spell out words in full on every line. Do not hyphenate at ends of lines.

Do not break paragraphs and let them carry over to another page.

10—Write on one side of paper and double or triple space. 11—Say,
"(End)" when you get there. 12—Leave an inch or more margin all

around. 13—Send copy flat, folded once is second choice. 14—Protect copy

and illustrations with corrugated fiber stiffeners. 15—Write covering letter

only if you absolutely must explain something in the package. Don't try

to sell the story by letter. Your title, lead, and basic material must sell

the story.

You will need illustrations for most trade stories. Do not, however, let

this be a signal to throw in a lot of general photos of everything you
write about. Use only those which, in a single view, will show more detail

than you can describe in a half page or more. Avoid duplicating in your
copy what is adequately shown in the illustrations. Charts, diagrams,

layout plans and various other grapnic illustrations usually please the

editor. Include all you can—sketches, blueprints, smudged sheets and all.

The publisher's art department can make them look pretty.

Sometimes you won't need to shoot photos. Your subject may supply

them for you. Or a cooperating agency interested in the publicity may
supply photos. But, watch yourself on this one. An editor will not want
to buy photos from a hand-out PR release. He probably saw them last

month. And, an agency is certainly going to bend over in favor of their

client. You are safer if you get your own views.

An exception would be in sC)me large companies where they have a

management policy against outside cameras. Usually such companies have

their own photographers who can do the job for you.

Check out your finished mss with your subject before shooting it off

to the editor. There may be some technical errors which could slaughter

you forever in that field if you don't check it out.

If you have gone this far you can forget your marketing problems.

You won't put your material into shape unless the editor said, "Let's have

a look," after you queried him on the idea. So, the idea you had was
good. It proved out. You got enthusiastic over it. The rest was the science,

art and good business of developing it into a salable piece.

Trade writing is a highly evolved form of journalism. It requires you
to be many things to many people. But, the job is worth the effort. You
deal with the ultimate of adventure and reality, the problems and solu-

tions of people earning their daily bread.
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Quiz On Copyright

By Richard S. MacCarteney
Chief, Reference Division, Copyright OflSce

1. What is Copyright?'

"Copyright" literally means the right to copy. The term has come to

mean that body of exclusive rights granted by statute to authors for pro-

tection of their writings. It includes the exclusive right to print, reprint,

publish, copy, and sell the copyrighted work, to make other versions of

the work, and with certain limitations, to make recordings of the work

and to perform the work in public.

Historically, in the English Statute of Anne (passed in 1710) , we have

the first copyright law ever enacted. It is the forebear of all copyright

legislation and contains two of the three requirements for copyright pro-

tection which the law of the United States includes—registration and the

deposit of copies. The third requirement—that of a notice printed in the

book itself—came later.

Our own federal copyright stems from the Constitution, providing that

Congress should have the power '*To promote the progress of science and
useful arts, by securing, for limited times, to authors and inventors, the

exclusive right to their respective writings and discoveries." (Article 1,

Section 8.)

The first copyright law of the United States was enacted i-n 1790. The
scope of copyright protection since then has steadily expanded, through

successive statutes, down to that of the present law, enacted in 1909 and
amended in several important particulars since that time.

2. What kinds of material can be copyrighted?

Under Section 4 of the U. S. Copyright Law, copyright applies to all

writings of an author. This does not mean that literally everything an

author may write can be copyrighted. The test of copyright is originality.

Given originality, though, and provided the work is not seditious, libel-

lous or obscene—conditions which would disbar it upon grounds of public

p>olicy—and further provided it is demonstrably a "writing" of an author,

the mantle of copyright may fairly cover it.

Titles as such are not subject to copyright, and one does not secure

the exclusive right to a title by the registration of a work of such title.

Copyright applies to the contents of a work and titles are recorded in the

Copyright Office merely as a means of identification. In certain circum-

stances titles of periodicals may be trademarked. The latter, however, is

an action under the trademark law.

3. Is there any material which can be copyrighted before it is repro-

duced for sale?

Yes. Lectures and other scripts prepared in the first instance for oral

delivery, including certain fully develop>ed scripts prepared for radio and
television performance, dramatic compositions, music, works of art, draw-

ings of a scientific or technical character, photographs, and motion pic-

tures may all be copyrighted prior to publication. However, under the

express provisions of the Act, copyright secured for a work before it has

been published does not exempt the copyright proprietor from the de-

posit of copies when the work is later reproduced in copies for sale. A
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second registration is then necessary. On the other hand, books (includ-

ing pamphlets, and leaflets)
,
periodicals, maps, and prints require publi-

cation with notice of copyright before a copyright claim may be registered.

4. How does an author go about getting a copyright^ and what is its

duration?

An author, speaking now of a "book" author, which includes a short

story writer, or his publisher, secures copyright for his work by having it

published with the required notice of copyright. The notice of copyright,

if the work is a printed literary, musical or dramatic work, must consist

of the word "Copyright" or the abbreviation "Copr." or the symbol (c)

accompanied by the year of publication and the name of the claimant,

thus: "(c) 1961 by John Doe." This notice, in the case of books or dra-

matic works, must moreover appear either upon the title page or the page

immediately following, of the work. For musical compositions the notice

must be placed either upon the title page or the first page of music.

It is imjx)ssible to overemphasize the importance of seeing that the

provisions of the Act with respect to the copyright notice, both as to its

form and position, are strictly complied with. The existence of the copy-

right itself hinges upon it, as the courts have time after time ruled. More
opportunities to copyright have been forfeited by first publication with-

out notice of copyright, or with a faulty notice, than for any other reason.

Promptly after publication with notice, two copies of the best edition

of the work should be sent to the Copyright Office, Library of Congress,

Washington 25, D. C, together with an application and the registration

fee. If the work is a contribution to a periodical and copyrighted separ-

ately, it is necessary to submit only one copy of the issue of the periodical

containing it, with the application and fee. Unpublished works (see the

answer to question 3) can be copyrighted by dep>ositing one complete

copy of the work, an application and registration fee. The Copyright

Office furnishes the proper forms upon request.

Copyright in the United States endures for a first term of twenty-eight

years and may be renewed for a second f>eriod, called a renewal copyright;

also for twenty-eight years. Thus the maximum period for copyright pro-

tection in this country is fifty-six years. Any work published more than

fifty-six years ago is in the public domain, which means it is no longer

under copyright, insofar as the original version is concerned.

The law of renewal copyright is too complicated to touch upon more
than briefly here. The application for renewal may only be received in

the Copyright Office during the twenty-eighth or last year of the first term.

It must further be in the name of the person entitled to claim the renewal,

for it to be effective. Failing receipt of a proper application within the

last year of the first term, the copyright lapses, and the work falls into

public domain. Where any doubt arises as to rights of renewal, the author

would do well to seek legal advice from a copyright attorney.

We have explained the procedure involved in securing statutory copy-

right. What protection, then, does an author have for his works before

they are copyrighted, in the case of a book or short story, by publication?

Prior to publication, an author's rights in his manuscript material are

fullv protected under the common law. It prevents the copying, publica-

tion, or use of such unpublished work without his consent and enables

him to obtain damages therefor. It may be asked why, if an author's rights
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are protected under common law, he should bother to secure statutory

copyright at all. The answer is that if his work is intended for publication

he must copyright when publication takes place or else the work is dedi-

cated to the public; which is a way of saying it becomes public property,

free to the use of all. Statutory copyright possesses other advantages—

notably, specially enumerated rights, the f>ossession of a certificate of copy-

right registration which enables the holder to sue in a federal court, and

minimum allowable damages in lieu of provable damages.

As regards those classes of works that can be copyrighted in manu-
script form, such as plays and musical compositions, which are intended

for performance rather than reproduction in copies for sale, the same
advantages exist, but the author need not copyright. He may rely upon
his common law rights. If, however, it is intended to have an unpub-

lished musical composition recorded on disks or tapes it would be ad-

visable first to copyright the sheet music.

5. Can a copyright, or various parts of it, be transferred?

Copyright may be transferred or assigned by an instrument in writing

signed by the proprietor of the copyright. The document of assignment

should be recorded in the Copyright Office, it being necessary, however,

to submit the original. Subsequent to recordation, the assignment is re-

turned with a certification under the seal of the Copyright Office.

There can be but one copyright existing in a work and this copyright

is indivisible, although more than one person may share in the right.

When it is sold or assigned as a whole, all rights pass with it. Partial

rights, such as book, magazine, or motion picture rights, may be disposed

of separately under license agreements, provided that the ownership of

the copyright is retained.

6. Does an author have to obtain a fresh copyright on reprints, new
editions of books, or reissues?

A mere reprint of a copyrighted work is not subject to a new copy-

right. The copyright secured in the original publication protects the re-

print; provided such reprint bears the original notice of copyright.

New editions of works in the public domain, or of copyrighted works

when produced with the consent of the copyright proprietor, may be

copyrighted to protect whatever new copyrightable matter there may be

present. Such additional copyrights, however, apply only to the new
matter. They neither extend existing copyrights nor recreate copyrights

of originals that are in the public domain.

7. After a story has been published in a newspaper or magazine, how
can the author get the copyright?

If the story is published in the newspaper or magazine, bearing a

separate copyright notice in the author's name, he has it already and
should register it. Otherwise, by contractual agreement with the pub-

lisher, the author may arrange to have the copyright in his story assigned

to him after it has been published as part of the copyrighted periodical.

If the periodical is not copyrighted as a whole and the story bears no
separate notice, then there is nothing the author can do subsequently to

secure the copyright. It has been dedicated to the public.

8. What constitutes infringement of copyright? How much can you
quote without violation?
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The Copyright Act nowhere defines infringement and the courts have

been reluctant to do so, except under the limitations of the particular facts

of the case they were deciding. Generally speaking, the unauthorized re-

production of any substantial part of a work, the monopoly of which is

secured by statutory protection, would be infringement. A test sometimes

used to determine whether there has been copyright infringement is to

inquire whether the demand for the original work has been diminished

to a substantial extent through competition from the alleged infringe-

ment.

The question of "How much can you quote without violation," can

only be answered indefinitely. Under the so-called doctrine of "fair use,"

one is at liberty to quote to a limited extent from a published copyrighted

work for the purpose of criticism or review. No hard and fast line of de-

marcation can be laid down between fair and unfair use, however, for

the reason that each case must depend upon its own peculiar circum-

stances. For example, text books, by their very nature and purpose may
carry an implied authorization to copy portions on the blackboard or

otherwise for the purpose of class instruction. On the other hand, in the

case of musical works it is more a question of quality than of quantity as

to what is considered in connection with "fair use." Here, the whole

"meat" of the comf>osition may be contained in a single musical sequence

of short duration and its unauthorized reproduction, regardless of the

number of bars, might constitute infringement. Mere acknowledgement

of a copyrighted source may not be taken as a license for substantial re-

production of the work. Permission is essential and where it cannot be

obtained, the only safe thing to do is to avoid use of the work.

9. // a writer wants to make a compilation from another author's books

or to put out an abridgement or anthology, does he get a copyright on his

book, and is he infringing on the original author's copyright?

Compilations are regarded as new works under the copyright law and
as such are subject to copyright upon their own merits. A copyrightable

compilation is one consisting of quite a number of independent works and
is the result of selective skill and a degree of authorship on the part of

the compiler. The term would include anthologies. Abridgements likewise

are copyrightable when they express a condensation of the original work
resulting in a rewriting, i.e., a new work of authorship. Mere deletions

are not generally considered sufficient grounds upon which to base a new
claim to copyright.

A writer wanting to make a compilation from another author's books,

or to put out an abridgement or anthology, must secure permission to use

material which is under copyright protection. He secures this permission

from the copyright proprietor, usually represented by the publisher.

10. // an author uses a pen name, does the copyright get registered

under his real name or the pseudonym?
A work may be copyrighted under a pseudonym, but the full, legal

name should preferably appear on the application as well as the

pseudonym.

11. Are illustrations for a book protected under the cof)\right of the

book in which they appear?

Yes. Section three of the Act, provides, "That the copyright provided

by this Act shall protect all the copyrightable component parts of the
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work copyrighted, and all matter therein which is already subsisting, but

without extending the duration of such copyright."

12. How are copyrigJits /?? joreiffn countries senned hv an Amerrnn
author or proprietor? A writer copyrights his work in foreign countries.

It is pirated in one of them. What is his recourse?

A United States citizen may secure copyright protection for his works

in the majority of the free countries of the world most easily by taking

advantage of the existing international copyright conventions.

Under the Buenos Aires Copyright Convejition, works of United States

citizens may obtain protection in the other countries which have ratified

the Convention, upon obtaining copyright in the United States by pub-

lication with the statutory notice which constitutes "a statement that in-

dicates the reservation of the property right."

The Universal Copyright Convention, to which a steadily growing

number of countries belong, likewise affords protection as between con-

tracting countries, one of which is the United States. For unpublished

works, no formalities at all are required. Protection is automatic. For

published works it is necessary only that all copies of the work, at the

time of first publication, bear the convention notice, consisting of the

symbol (v) accompanied by the year date of publication and the name of

the copyright proprietor (thus, © 1961 by John Doe). Since this is a

form of statutory copyright notice under United States law, copyright in

the United States, using this notice, in effect secures copyright in all of

the other countries adhering to the Universal Copyright Convention.

Another group of countries, mostly European but including some
countries of Asia, together with Brazil and Canada, but not the United

States, comprise the so-called Berne Union. Notwithstanding our not be-

ing a member of this Union, if the work of a United States citizen is,

simultaneously with its first publication in the United States, also pub-

lished in a country party to the Berne Union, then the work will be pro-

tected under the relevant convention in the countries parties thereto.

None of the Berne conventions afford protection to unpublished works

of United States authors.

Certain countries are not parties to any of the above mentioned con-

ventions. Protection for U. S. published and unpublished works in such

countries is generally based upon the domestic law of the particular

country or on special assurances given by the particular country to the

Government of the United States of America. Protection, however, may
depend on compliance with the formalities or other conditions prescribed

by the domestic law of the particular country. Since these conditions are

not uniform, it may be advisable to consult a lawyer or other expert to

determine whether protection is available in a particular foreign country

and, if so, under what conditions.

Lists of the countries that belong to the various conventions men-
tioned above may be obtained from the Copyright Office.

13. Will the Copyright Office give advice with respect to copyright

matters?

The Office gives general copyright information and renders assistance

in the registration of a copyright claim. The Office will also make a search

of its records for such information as they may contain relative to copy-

right claims, upon request and payment of the statutory fee. The Copy-
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right Office does not, however, practice law or give legal opinions concern-

ing the rights of persons in cases of alleged infringement, contracts, the

copyright status of any particular work other than the facts show'n in the

records of the Office, or matters of a similar nature.

14. Does the Copyright Office prosecute infringers?

No. Determination of the scope of a copyright or its enforcement after

it has been registered comes within the jurisdiction of the United States

courts.

15. How does one obtain information as to filing of application, fees,

and other administrative procedures concerning copyrights!

By WTiting to the Copyright Office, Library of Congress, Washington

25, D. C. The Copyright Office will send free, on request, application

forms and information relative to the operations of the Office.
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QHB 131

Road and Track 132

Salt Water Sportsman 132

Scholastic Coach 132

Ski Magazine 132

Ski Life 132

Skiing News Magazine 133

Sport 133

Sporting News, The 133

Sports Afield 133

Sports Illustrated 134

Woman Bowler, The 134

Yachting 134

SUNDAY NEWSPAPER
MAGAZINE SUPPLEMENTS

American Weekly, The 135

Argus Leader 135

Atlanta Journal and Constitution

Magazine, The 135

Chicago Sunday Tribune Magazine 135

Courier-Journal, The 135

Dispatch Sunday Magazine 135

Dixie Roto 136

Durham Morning Herald 136

Empire Magazine 136

Family Weekly 136

Herald Advertiser, The 136

Houston Chronicle Rotogravure
Magazine 137

Houston Post 137

Midwest Magazine 137

Minneapolis Tribune 137

Nashville Tennessean
Magazine, The 137

New York Times Magazine, The . . 137

Parade 138

Pioneer Roto Magazine, The 138

Providence Sunday Journal 138

Salt Lake Tribune
Features Section 138

Seattle Times Sunday
Magazine Section 138

Southland Magazine 139

Suburbia Today 139

Sunday, The Star Magazine 139

This Week Magazine 139

Times-Picayune Magazine, The . . . 140

Today 140

TRADE JOURNALS

Accent on Living 375
Active Advertising 326
Actual Specifying Engineer 358
Advertising Requirements 326
Agrichemical West 327
Air Conditioning, Heating &

Refrigeration News 416
Air Engineering 416
Aircraft and Missiles 337
Air Force Magazine and

Space Digest 337

Airlift 337
A.L.A. Bulletin 342

All-Pets Magazine 414
A.M.A, Journal of Diseases

of Children 397

AMA News 397
American Agriculturist 327

American Artisan 416
American Artist 369
American Banker 339
American Bicyclist & Motorcyclist . 429
American Brewer 343

American Builder 331

American Cattle Producer, The . .389

American City, The 404
American Druggist 349
American Dry Cleaner 345
American DyestufT Reporter 431

American Engineer 358
American Exporter 363
American Forests 389
American Fruit Grower 328
American Gas Journal 368
American Glass Review 418
American Gold News 402
American Hairdresser 342
American Hereford Journal 389
American Horologist & Jeweler . . .383

American Hotel Journal 377
American Ink Maker 421

American Jewelry Manufacturer . .384

American Journal of Nursing 375
American Laundry Digest 386
American Machinist/Metalworking

Manufacturing 392
American Motel Magazine 377
American Paint &
Wallpaper Dealer 410

American Painter & Decorator . . .410

American Paper Merchant 410
American Perfumer and Aromatics 342
American Philatelist . .434
American Poultry Journal 419
American Press, The 385
American Restaurant Magazine . . .377

American Roofer and Building

Improvement Contractor 358
American Rose Magazine 364
American Shoemakin^ 388
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American School Board Journal . . . 353
American Soft Drink Journal . . . .343

American Sunbather &
Nudist Leader 375

America's Textile Reporter 431

American Vegetable Grower 328
Apothecary, The 349
Appliance Manufacturer 358
Architectural & Engineering News .331

Arizona Engineer and Scientist . . . 358
Arizona-New Mexico Builder

& Contractor 359
Arizona Farmer-Ranchman 328
Arts and Activities 353
Arts & Architecture 331

Art Materials Trade News 369
Art Materials Trade News 370
Art News 370
Asbestos 430
Assembly & Fastener Engineering .392

Athletic Journal 353

Atom Industry 434
Audio Magazine 422
Author & Journalist 385
Auto and Flat Glass Journal 333

Auto Trim News 334
Autobody and Reconditioned Car . 333

Automatic Control 359
Automatic Launderer &

Cleaner, The 386
Automatic Machining 392
Automatic Service Dealer News . . 334
Automotive Chain Store 333
Automotive Industries 333
Automotive Retailer 334
Automotive Service Digest 334
Aviation Week and Space
Technology 337

Bakers Weekly 338
Bakers Review 338
Baking Industry 338
Bankers Monthly—National
Magazine of Banking
& Investments 339

Banking 339
Banking Law Journal 339
Bar Management 377
Barron's National Business &

Finance Weekly 339
Beauty Fashion 342
Beer Distributor 343
Better Fruit 328
Beverage Retailer Weekly 343
Beverage Review 343
Bicycle Journal, The 430
Billboard, The 428
Biscuit and Cracker Baker, The . . .338
Black Diamond 402
Boating Industry, The 403
Boating Progress 403
Book Buyer's Guide 342
Boot and Shoe Recorder 388

Bowling Proprietor, The 430
Boxoffice Magazine 428
Boys' Outfitter, The 345

Brake and Front End Service . . . .334

Brewers Digest 343

Brick and Clay Record 418
Broadcast Engineering 423
Brushware 426
Builder, The 359

Buildings 331

Building Materials Merchandiser . .331

Building Products and Building

Products Dealer 331

Building Supply News 390
Building Trends 331

Bulletin of Maternal and
Burrough's Clearing House 339

Business Commercial Aviation .... 338
Business Education World, The . . .353

Business Screen 414
Butchers' Advocate 365

California Beverage Bulletin

& Guide 343

CaUfornia PubHsher, The 385

Candy Industry and
Confectioners Journal 347

Canner/Packer 409
Canvas Products Review 431

Carbide Engineering 392

Casket & Sunnyside 367

Casual Living Magazine 373

Catholic Building and Maintenance 396

CathoUc Management Journal . . . .353

CathoHc School Journal, The . . . .353

Cattleman, The 389

Ceramic Industry 419

Chain Saw Age 390
Chain Saw Industry 390

Chain Store Age 349

Chef 377

Chicago Purchasor, The 379

China, Glass & Tablewares 419

Chicago Shipper, The 334

Child Guidance in Christian Living 353

Christian Bookseller 343

Church School Builder 353

Cleaning & Laundry Age 386

Coffee & Tea Industries 365

Coin-Op 387

College Store Journal, The 426

Colorado Municipalities 404

Commerce 339

Commercial Bulletin, The 390

Commercial Fertilizer 328

Commercial Car Journal 334

Commercial West 339

Compost Science 404
Compressed Air Magazine 379

Computers and Automation 380

Concept, The Journal of Creative

Ideas for Cemeteries 367

Concrete 430
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Concrete Construction Magazine. . .431

Confectioner, The 347
Confectionery-Ice Cream World . . .347

Construction 359
Construction Bulletin 359
Constructioneer 359
Construction Equipment 360
Construction Methods and
Equipment 360

Construction News 360
Constructor, The 360
Consulting Engineer 360
Contractor, The 416
Cooling Magazine 369
Cooperative Merchandiser 371
Corset and Underwear Review . . .345
Cotton Digest, The 431

Cotton Trade Journal 431
County Officer Magazine, The . . .404
CQ 423
Craft Horizons 433
Craft, Model & Hobby Industry . . .433

Credit and Financial Management 339
Crockery and Glass Journal 419
Crops and Soils 328
Cross Country News 337
Curtain and Drapery
Department Magazine 373

Daily News Record 431
Dairymen's League News 348

Dairy Record 348
Dance Magazine 428
Data Processing and Punched
Card Data Processing Annual . .406

Delaware State Medical Journal . . . 398
Department Store Economist 350
Design 370
Diesel Power 421

Diesel Power and Equipment 421

Diesel Progress 421

Display World 326
Dispensing Optician, The 384
Distribution Age 427
Dixie Contractor 360
Domestic Engineering 416
Drafting Equipment News 360
Drilling 411

Drive-In Management 377
Drug Progress 349
Drug Topics 350
Du Pont Photographic News 414
Earnest Worker 354
Eastern Dealer 328
Eastern Ski Bulletin 433
Editor and Publisher 385
Electric Appliance Service News . .356

Electrical Merchandising Week . . .356

Electrical South 356
Electrical Wholesaling 356
Electrical World 357
Electricity on the Farm 357
Electronic and Appliance SpeciaUst 357

Electronic Design 337
Electronics 423
Electronic Technician 423
Electronic World 423
Electric Light & Power 356
Engineering News-Record 360
Enthusiast, The 434
Everybody's Poultry Magazine . . . .419

Excavating Engineer 361

Executive Steward 377

Expert Collector, The 340

Explosives Engineer, The 402

Export Trade and Shipper 363

Fabric and Training News 350
Factory 380
Farm & Power Equipment 328

Farm Chemicals 328
Farm Power 357

Farm Profit 329

Fast Food 378
Feed Age 329
Feed Bag, The 401

FeedstufTs 401

Fence Industry 332
Fibre and Fabric 432

Film Daily, The 428
Film Quarterly 428
Finance 340
Financial World 340
Fire Engineering 404
Firemen 405
Fire Station Digest 434
Fish Boat, The 363

Fishing Gazette 363
Fleet Owner 334
FHght Magazine 337
Florida Contractor and Builder . . .332

Florida Trend 340
Florists Telegraph Delivery News . .364

Flower and Garden's Merchandiser 364
Food Engineering 366
Food Executive 378
Food Field Reporter 366
Food Merchants Advocate 366
Food Service Magazine 378
Food Topics 366
Forecast for Home Economists .... 354
Foreign Service Journal 434
Foundry Magazine 393
Frank Kane's Licensed

Freezer Provisioning 366
Fueloil and Oil Heat 416
Fuel Oil News 412
Fund Raiser, The 426
Funspot 428
Fur & Specialty Farmer, The . . . .329

Furniture Design and
Manufacturing 373

Furniture Digest 373
Furniture Manufacturer 373
Furniture Production 390
Furniture Retailer 373
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Furniture South 390
Furniture World and Furniture

Buyer and Decorator 373
Gas 368
Gas Age 369
Gas Heat and Comfort
Gasoline News 335
Gems & Minerals 402
General Aviation News 337
Geyer's Topics 407
Gift and Art Buyer, The 370
Giftwares and Home Fashions ... .370

Glass Digest 419
Glass Industry, The 419
Glass Packer, The 409
Gleanings in Bee Culture 434
Glenway Monthly Information

Bulletin 434
Golfdom 430
Go Magazine 335
Grade Teacher 354
Grain & Feed Review 402
Graphic Arts Monthly 421
Great Lakes & Inland Waterways .396
Great Lakes Architecture

& Engineering 332
Grinding & Finishing 393
Grocer's Spotlight, The 371
Guide, The 387
Handbags and Accessories 351
Handhng & Shipping Illustrated, .

.42"/

Hardware Age 372
Hardware & Farm Equipment ...372
Hardware Retailer 372
Hardware Trade 372
Hardware World 372
Hatchery & Feed 420
Hats 346
Health 376
Health Insurance Underwriter, The 382
Hearing Dealer, The 398
Heating & Gas Appliance
Merchandising Magazine 417

Heating, Piping and Air

Conditioning 417
High Fidelity Trade News 406
Highway Builder 425
Hoard's Dairyman 348
Home & Garden Supply
Merchandiser 364

Home Furnishings Daily 374
Horticulture 329
Hospital Forum 376
Hospital Management 376
Hospitals 376
Hospital Topics 376
Hotel Bulletin 378
Hotel Greeter, The 378
Hotel Management 378
House & Home 332
Housewares Buyer 435
Housewares Review 374

ce Cream Field 347
ce Cream Review 347
ce Cream Trade Journal 347
daho Farmer 329
llinois Dental Journal 399
Uinois Master Plumber 417
ndiana Farmer 329
ndustrial Electronic Engineering &
ndustrial Development and
Maintenance 423

ndustrial Distribution 380
ndustrial Distributor News 380
ndustrial Electronics 380
ndustrial Finishing 381
ndustrial Gas 369
ndustrial Maintenance &
Plant Operation 381

ndustrial Marketing 326
ndustrial Medicine and Surgery . .399
ndustrial Refrigeration 417
ndustrial Retail Stores 351
ndependent Petroleum Monthly. . .412

ndustrial Arts and Vocational
Rehgious Education 354

ndustry 381
nfant Health . . 398
nfants' and Children's Review . . .346
nland and American Printer

and Lithographer, The 421
nplant Food Management 366
nsurance News 383
nsurance Prospector 383
nsurance Salesman, The 383
nstitutional Laundry 387
nstitutions Magazine 378
nstructor. The 354
nternational Blueprinter, The . . .361

nternational Journal of

Education '. . .354

nternational Oilman 4l2
nvestment Dealers Digest 340
owa Food Dealer, The 371
ron Age 393
rrigation Engineering and
Maintenance 361

ewelers' Circular-Keystone 384
obber News & Electronic

Wholesaling 423
ournal of Plumbing, Heating and
Air Conditioning 417

ournal of the American Association

of University Women 354
ournal of the American Medical
Woman's Association 399

ournal of the American
Podiatry Association 399

ournalism Quarterly 385
ourneyman Barber, Hairdresser

& Cosmetologist Magazine 342

Juvenile Merchandising 351

Kansas-Oklahoma Oil Reporter . .412

Kart 335
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Kitchen Business 374

Knitted Outerwear Times 346

Knitter, The 432

Knitting Industry Weekly 346

Lamp Journal 374

Landscaping 365

Launder-Matic Age 387

Law and Order 405

Lawn Equipment Journal 435

Leather and Shoes 388

Leather Craftsman, The 388

Leather Manufacturer, The 388

Library Journal 343

Light Metal Age 393

Lighting 357

Lingerie Merchandising 346

Linens & Domestics 351

Local Agent, The 383

Locksmith Ledger 373

LP-Gas 369

LPGA Times 369

Luggage and Leather Goods 388

Machine & Tool Blue Book 393

Machinery 393

Magazine of Wall Street and
Business Analyst 340

Magnet, The 429

Maintenance and Sanitary Supplies . 429

Maintenance-Sanitary Supplies . . .396

Manage 340

Management and Business

Automation 407

Management Methods 340

Manufactured Homes Magazine . .332

Manufacturers Record 380

Manufacturing Confectioner 348

Manufacturing Jeweler, The 384

Marine Engineering/Log 396
Marine News 397

Marking Industry 435

Marple's Business Roundup 341

Mart Magazine 424
Mass Passenger Transportation . . ,335

Master Shoe Rebuilder, The 388
Material Handling Engineering . . .435

Materials in Design Engineering . .361

Meat Magazine 366
Mechanical Contractor 361

Mechanization—The Magazine
of Modern Coal 403

Medical Economics 399
Medical Missionary, The 399

Medical World News 400

Men's Wear 346

Merchants Trade Journal 351

Metal Fabricator, The 394

Metal Finishing 394

Metal Treating 394

Michigan Farmer 329

Michigan Investor 341

Mid-Continent Banker 341

Mid-Continent Bottler 344

Mid-Continent Jeweler 384

Mid-Contmcnt Mortician 368

Mid-West Contractor 361'

Midwest Industry Magazine 381

Midwest Purchasing Agent, The . .381

Mid-Western Banker 341

Midwestern Druggist 350
Military Engineer, The 362

Milk Dealer 348

Milk Products Journal 348
Milk Salesman, The 349

Mill & Factory 381

Mineralogist, The 403

Mining Congress Journal 403

Mining World 403

Montana Farmer-Stockman 329

Missile Design & Development . . .338

Mississippi Valley Lumberman ... .391

Mobile Home Dealer 433

Mobile Homes and Travel Trailer

Dealers 433

Modern Brewery Age 344

Modern Floor Coverings 374
Modern Garden Center 426
Modern Grocer 371

Modern Hospital, The 376
Modern Machine Shop 394
Modern Office Procedure 407
Modern Packaging 409

Modern Passenger Transportation .335

Modern Passenger Transportation .405

Modern Plastics 415

Modern Railroads 425
Modern Sanitation and

Building Maintenance 332
Modern Stationer and Office

Equipment Dealer 407
Modern Tire Dealer 335
Monumental News-Review Inc. . . .368

Motion Picture Exhibitor 429
Motor 335
Motor Age 335
Motor Service Magazine 335
Motor West 335
Mountain States Banker 341

MunicipaHty, The 405
Musical Courier 406
Music Journal 406
Musical Quarterly 406
N. A. D. A. Magazine 336
NAHB Journal of Homebuilding . .332

N. A. R. D. Journal 350
Nargus Bulletin 371
National Bottlers' Gazette 344
National Engineer 421

National Fisherman 364
National Funeral Service Journal . .368
National Fur News 368
National Furniture Review 351
National Future Farmer, The . . . .330
National Hardwood Magazine ... .391

National Industrial Service
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Association News 357
National Jeweler 384
National Parent-Teacher 435
National Petroleum News 412
National Photographer 414
National Provisioner, The 367
National Publisher, The 386
National Shorthand Reporter . . . .407

National Wool Grower 389
Navy Magazine of Sea Power . . . 435
NEA Journal 354
Neda Journal 424
New England Construction 362
New Equipment Digest 381
New Jersey Business 341

New Jersey Grocer 371

New Physician, The 400
New South Baker 338
Norbest Turkey News 420
Northwestern Banker 341

Northwestern Jeweler, The 384
Northwestern Miller, The 402
Notion and Novelty Review 351

Nursing Home Administrator 376
Nursing Outlook 376
Occupational Hazards 382
Office Appliances 407
Office Economist, The 408
Office Management and
American Business 408

Office, The 407
Ohio Farmer 330
Ohio Tavern News 344
Oil and Gas Equipment 412
Optical Journal and Review
Of Optometry 385

Optometric World 385
Oral Hygiene 400
Oregon Farmer 330
Outdoor Advertiser 326
Overview 354
Pacific Builder and Engineer 362
Pacific Coast Record 378
Pacific Drug Review 350
Pacific Factory 382
Pacific Fisherman 364
Pacific Goldsmith 385
Pacific Laundry and

Cleaning Journal 387
Pacific Oil Markets 412
Pacific Poultryman 420
Pacific Road Builder and

Engineering Review 425
Pacific Stationer and

Office Outfitter 408
Package Store Management 344
Pacific Work Boat 397
Packing & Shipping 409
Paint Industry Magazine 410
Paper and Paper Products 411
Paper, Film and Foil Converter . . .411
Paper Industry, The 41

1

Paper Sales 411
Paper Trade Journal 411

Park Maintenance 396
Personnel Journal 341

Pest Control 365

Petroleum and Chemical
Transporter 413

Petroleum Engineer Publishing

Company, The 413

Petroleum Equipment 413

Petroleum Refiner 413

Pet Shop Management 414

PF Reporter 424

Photo Dealer 415

Photo Developments 415

Photographic Trade News 415

Physician's Management 400

Picture and Gift Journal 370

Piece Goods Merchandiser 351

Pipe Line News 413

Pit and Quarry 431

Plant Engineering 382

Plant Maintenance & Engineering ,382

Plastering Industries 332

Plastics Design and Processing . . . .415

Plastics Industry 416

Plating Management 394

Play/South 435

Playthings 352

Plumbing and Heating Business . . .417

PMI—Photo Methods for Industry. 41
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Post Exchange and Commissary . . .435

Poultry and Eggs Weekly 420

Poukry & Farm Supply World 420

Poultry Processing & Marketing . . .420

Poultry Tribune 420

Power 362

Power Engineering 421

Power Wagon 336

Practical Builder 332

Practical Home Economics 355

Precision Metal Molding 394

Premium Practice 326

Printers' Ink 326

Printing Magazine 422

Printing Monthly 422

Printing Production Magazine . . . .422

Produce Marketing 367

Production 394

Products Finishing 394

Professional Engineer 362

Professional Photographer 415

Progressive Architecture 333

Progressive Grocer, The 371

Progressive Teacher, The 355

Proofs 400
Public Management 405

Public Power 357

Public Service Magazine 405

Public Utihties Fortnightly 405

Public Works 405

Publishers' Auxiliary, The 386
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Publishers' Weekly 343

Purchasing 382

QST 424

Quest For Tomorrow 341

Quick Frozen Foods 367

Quill 386

Rack Merchandising 352

Radio-Electronics Magazine 424

Railway Age 425

Railway Locomotives and Cars . . .425

Railway Purchases and Stores . . . .425

Rangefinder Magazine, The 415

Ready to Wear Scout 346

Record and Sound Retailing 424

Recorder Magazine 387

Reeves Plumbing & Heating

Journal 417

Refrigeration 418

Refrigeration Service and
Contracting 418

Register Publications 346

Rental Laundry Management 387

Rental Service Forecaster 435

Reporter of Direct Mail

Advertising, The 327

Resident Physician 400

Resort Management 378

Restaurant Equipment Dealer ... .379

Restaurant Management 379

Retail Digest, The 352

Retail Lumberman 391

Retail Tobacconist 432

Rivers & Harbors 404

RN National Magazine 376

Rock Products 431

Rocky Mountain Construction . . . .362

Rocky Mountain Oil Reporter . . .413

Rough Notes 383

Rubber Age 436

Rudder, The 404

Rural Electrication Magazine , . . .357

Rural Roads 405

Safety Maintenance 396

Sales Management Magazine 426

Sales Meetings 426
Salesman's Opportunity Magazine. .426

Sample Case, The 427

Sanitary Maintenance 429

Savings Bank Journal 341

Saward's Journal 418

Scholastic Editor 386

School and Society 355

School Arts Magazine 355

School Bus Trends 355

School Shop 355

School Supplies Merchandising . . .427

Science of Man 403

Sea and Pacific Motor
Boat Magazine 404

Seedmen's Digest 365

Shipping Management—National

Hi-Way Shipper 428

Shoe Service Magazine 389

Show Business News 429

Signalman's Journal, The 425

Signs of the Times 327

Skipper, The 404

Sound Merchandising 425

Southern Advertising and
Publishing 327

Southern Automotive Journal 336

Southern Beverage Journal 344

Southern Dairy Products Journal . . 349

Southern Farm Equipment 427

Southern Florist & Nurseryman . . .365

Southern Food Processor

Combined with Southern

Canner and Packer 409

Southern Funeral Director, The . . .368

Southern Hardware 373

Southern Hospitals 376
Southern Innkeeper 379

Southern Jeweler 385

Southern Lumber Journal 391

Southern Lumberman 391

Southern Motor Cargo 336
Southern Pharmaceutical Journal . .350

Southern Plumbing, Heating &
Air Conditioning 418

Southern Power & Industry 421

Southern Printer & Lithographer . .422

Southern Pulp & Paper
Manufacturer 41

1

Southern Stationer and
Office Outfitter 408

Southwest Advertising &
Marketing 327

Southwestern Baker 339

Southwestern Retailer 352

Soybean Digest 330
Space Age News 338
Specialty Salesman 427

Sponsor 327
Sporting Goods Dealer, The 430
Steel Magazine 395

Stockman Magazine, The 389

Stores 352

Sugar 367

Summer and Casual Furniture . . . .374

Sunday-School World 355

Super Market Merchandising . . . .372

Super Service Station 336
Surgical Business 400
Surplus Record 395

Swimming Pool Age 436
Tap and Tavern 344

Taxes 342

Taxicab Industry

—

Auto Rental News 336
Tea and Coffee Trade

Journal, The 367

Telegraph Delivery Spirit 365

Telephone Engineer &
Management 362
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Tennessee Banker 342

Texas Beverage News 345

Texas Laundry &
Cleaning Journal 387

Texas Parade 382

Textile Bulletin 432

Textile Industries 432

Textile World 432

Tic Magazine 401

Timberman, The 391

Tire, Battery & Accessory News . .337

Tire Review 337

Tobacco 432
Tobacco Jobber 432
Today's Secretary 408
Tooling and Production 395

Tourist Court Journal 379

Toy Retailer, The 427

Toy Wholesaler, The 352

Traffic Safety 405

Trailer Life 434
Tropicals Magazine 364
Trucking Management 436
Trusts and Estates 342

Turkey World 420
U. S. Fur Rancher 368
United States Investor 342

Upholstering Industry Magazine . .374

Variety Store Merchandiser 352

Vend 347

Venetian Blind News 375

Veterinary Economics Magazine . .401

Virginia Municipal Review 406
Volt-Age 358
Volume Feeding Management
Magazine 379

Voluntary and Cooperative

Groups Magazine, The 367

Wallpaper &'Wall Coverings ....375
Washington Farmer 330
Water Conditioning Sales 436
Water Well Journal 436
Waterways Journal, The 397
Welding Design & Fabrication . . .395

Welding Engineer 363

Westchester Law Journal 388
Western Advertising 327
Western Apparel Industry 346
Western Architect and Engineer . .333

Western Aviation, Missile &
Space Industries Magazine 338

Western Baker 339
Western Bottler 345
Western Brewing and Distributing 345
Western Building 333
Western Confectioner 348
Western Construction 363
Western Dairy Journal 349
Western Farm Equipment 330
Western Farm Life 330
Western Feed & Seed 402
Western Floors 375
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Western Furniture Manufacturing 375
Western Livestock Journal 389
Western Machinery & Steel World . 395
Western Metalworking 395
Western Milk & Ice Cream News . . 348
Western Paint Review 410
Western Tobacco Journal 433
Western Tobacconist 433
Western Trucking—Motor

Transportation 436
Western Underwriter 383
Wilson Library Bulletin 356
Wines & Vines 345

Wire & Radio Communications . . .358

Wire and Wire Products 436
Wisconsin Argiculturist 330
Women's Wear Daily 347
Wood & Wood Products 391

Wood Construction and
Building Materialist 391

Wood Working Digest 392

Wooden Barrel, The 409

Work Boat, The 397

World Oil 413
World Petroleum 414
Writer, The 386
Wyoming Stockman-Farmer 330

WOMEN'S MAGAZINES
American Baby, The 145

Baby Talk 145

Career Model 145

Everywoman's Family Circle '

Magazine 145

Good Housekeeping 145

Hadassah Newsletter 146

Hairdo 146

Harper's Bazaar 146

Ingenue 146

Ladies Home Journal 147

Living for Young Homemakers . . . 147

Mademoiselle 147

McCall's 147

Modern Bride 148

Mother's Home Life 148

My Baby Magazine , 148

National Business Woman 148

New England Homestead 148

Parents' Magazine 149

Redbook Magazine 149

This Day Magazine 149

U. S. Lady 150

Vogue 150

Woman's Day 150

Your Baby 150

Your New Baby 150

WESTERN MAGAZINES
Hoofs and Horns 141

True West 141

True Western Adventures 141

Western Horseman 141
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Photo Marhets index

ANIMAL MAGAZINES

All-Pets Magazine 11

Aquarium 11

Audubon Magazine 11

Cats Magazine 11

Frontiers 11

Our Dumb Animals 11

Popular Dogs 12

Quarter Horse Journal, The 12

Turf and Sport Digest 12

Western Horseman 12

AUTOMOTIVE MAGAZINES

Car and Driver 14

Foreign Car Guide 14

Hot Rod Magazine 14

Motor Life 14

Motor Trend 14

Motorcyclist 15

National Motorist 15

AVIATION MAGAZINES

Air Progress 16

Flying 16

CALENDAR PUBLISHERS .... 315

CANADIAN MAGAZINES

Annals of Good Saint Anne
de Beaupre 289

Automotive Retailer 289

Beaver, The 289

Building Supply Dealer 289

Canadian Audubon 289

Canadian Automotive Trade 289

Canadian Electronics Engineering . . 290

Canadian Fisherman 290

Canadian Geographical Journal . . . 290

Canadian Grocer 290

Canadian Milling and Feed 291

Canadian Mining Journal 291

Canadian Packaging 291

Canadian Paint and Varnish

Magazine 291

Canadian Printer and Publisher .... 292

Canadian Pulp & Paper Industry. .292

Canadian Transportation 292

Chatelaine 292

Family Herald 292

Food in Canada 293

Hardware & Housewares 293

Hunting and Fishing in Canada ... 293

Industrial Report 293

Laundry and Dry Cleaning

Journal 293

Leather World 294

Maclean's 294

Merit News 294

Motor Carrier 295

Motor in Canada 295

Our Family 295

Plant Administration 295

Public Works in Canada 295

Rod & Gun 296

Toronto Star Weekly 296

Weekend Magazine 296

Western Business and Industry. . . .297

CONFESSION MAGAZINES

True Nurse Stories 23

True Story Magazine 24

DETECTIVE AND MYSTERY
MAGAZINES

Master Detective 26
Official Detective Stories 26
Startling Detective 27

True Detective 27

FARMING AND RURAL
INTEREST MAGAZINES

Almond Facts 36
American Bee Journal 36
American Hereford Journal, The. . . 36
Badger Farm Bureau News 36
Farm and Ranch 36
Farm Bureau Mirror 36
Farmer-Stockman, The 37
Florida Grower and Rancher 37
Georgia Farmer 37
Illinois Rural Electric News 38
Jersey Journal 38
Kentucky Farmer, The 38
National Livestock Producer 38
Oregon Cattleman 38
Organic Gardening and Farming. . . 38
Rural New Yorker 39
Shorthorn World, The 39
South Dakota Stockgrower 39
Successful Farming 39
Washington Farmer 40
Western Fruit Grower 40

FRATERNAL MAGAZINES

The Lions 41

GENERAL EDITORIAL
MAGAZINES

American Legion Magazine, The ... 42
Cosmopolitan 42
Ebony 42
Look 43
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National Geographic Magazine,

The 43

Practical Knowledge Monthly .... 43

Sepia 44

Yankee 45

HEALTH AND MEDICINE
MAGAZINES

Life and Health 46

Listen Magazine 46

Strength and Health 46

Today's Health 46

HI-FI AND MUSIC MAGAZINES

Tape Recording 47

HOME SERVICE AND
GARDEN MAGAZINES

American Home, The 48

Better Homes and Gardens 48

Flower and Garden Magazine For

Mid-America 48

Flower Grower 48

Home Modernizing Guide 48

New Homes Guide 49

Popular Gardening 49

HOUSE ORGANS

ADM Archer 259

ADT Transmitter 259

ALCOA News, The 259

ALCO Review 259

American Youth 259

Bandwagon 260

Baptist Leader 260
Bee-Hive 260

Bell News 260

Blue Blaze 260

Brew Magazine 260
Brown Forum, The 260

Bruce Magazine 261

Buick Magazine 261

Builder, The 261

Building Magazine 261

Calcium Chloride Institute News . . 261

Canadian Red Cross Junior 261

C-B Manifold, The 262
Cenco News Chat 262
Central of Georgia Magazine . . . .262

Chemicals Outlook 262
C-I-L Oval 262
Clues Magazine 262
Crosstalk 263
Dodge News Magazine 263
Dragon, The 263
Driller, The 263
Earnshaw's 263
Eastern States Cooperator 263
Educational Focus, The 263
Electric Heating Journal 264
Electricity In Building 264

Electronics Illustrated 264
Family Handyman 264

Fed, The 264

FIA Sentinel 264

Firemen's Fund Record 264
Flying A, The 264

Food Merchandising 265

Ford Times 265

Foreman 265

Frozen Food Age 265

Furrow, The 265

General Agent, The 265

Golf 265

Grassland News 265

Gym 266
Harley-Davidson Enthusiast 266
Haver Lockhart Messenger 266
Highway 266
Hobart ARC Welding News 266
Imperial Oil Fleet News 267
Inter-View 267
It's on the House 267
Lawn Care 267
Leica Photography 267
Lift 267
Lookout, The 268
Lufkin Line, The 268
Maine Line 268
Marion Groundhog, The 268
Maytag Merchandiser 268
Milkpail, The 268
Mirican Merchandiser, The 269

Motor Travel Magazine 269

Nettleton News 269
News Illustrated 269
Northwestern Bell 269
Oak Leaf, The 270
Outboard Boating 270
Perfect Home Magazine 270
Plant Food Review 270
Plymouth Traveler 270
Port of Houston Magazine 270
Production Road 270
Progress 271

Pure Dealer Progress 271

Record, The 271

Red Triangle Magazine, The 271

Reporter 271

Restaurant Digest, The 271

Retailer's Review Magazine 272

Rodding and Re-Styling 272

Scanner, The 272

Singer Light 272

Small World 272

Sohioan, The 273

Steel Horizons 273

Sweetheart Times 273

Texaco Tempo 273

Think 273

Tile and Till 274
TMC News & Views 274
Toys & Novelties 274
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Travelers Health Bulletin 274

Westward 274

Witching Rod, The 275

Woodmen of the World Magazine . . 275

Your Own Collector 275

JUVENILE AND YOUNG
PEOPLE'S MAGAZINES

American Farm Youth 50

American Junior Red Cross Journal 50

Boys and Girls 50

Catholic Boy and Catholic Miss ... 51

Catholic Youth 51

Child Life 52

Children's Stories 52

Christian Youth 52

Friends 53

Hi! A Catholic Magazine
for Growing-ups 53

His 54

Junior Catholic Messenger 55

Junior World 55

Missionary Youth 55

One Magazine 56

Onward 56

Progress 56
Scholastic Roto 57

Standard 57

Stories for Children 57

Storyland 57

Storytime 57

Story Trails 57

Straight 58

Teenbeat 58
Teen Time 58
'Teen Magazine 58
Teens 58
Trailblazer 59

Twelve/Fifteen 59

Venture 59
Vision 60

Wee Wisdom 60
World Over 60
Young People 60
Youth For Christ Magazine 61

Our Sunday Visitor 61

MEN'S AND ADVENTURE
MAGAZINES

Adam 63

Adventure 63

Argosy 63

Cavalier 64
Escape to Adventure 65
Fling Festival . 65

For Men Only 65

Male 66
Man's Life 66
Modern Man 67
Nugget 67
Pic 68

Playboy 68

Real Magazine 68
Sir! 69

True 69

True Adventures 70

True West 70

MILITARY MAGAZINES

American Weekend, The 71

Army 71

Infantry Magazine 71

Leatherneck 71

National Guardsman 72

Navy Times 72

Ordnance 72

Our Navy 72
Quartermaster Review 72

United States Naval
Institute Proceedings 73

MISCELLANEOUS GENERAL
MAGAZINES

Antiques 74

Contest Magazine 74

Diplomat, The 74

Fate 74

Natural History Magazine 74

Railroad Magazine 75

Sky and Telescope 75

Weekday 75

MOVIE MAGAZINES

Motion Picture 77

Movie Life 77

Movie Mirror 77

Movie Stars TV Close-Ups 77

Photoplay 77

PHOTOGRAPHIC AGENCIES . .234

PHOTOGRAPHY MAGAZINES

Better Movie Making 81

Good Photography 81

Modern Photography 81

Pix Incorporated 81

Scholastic Roto 81

U. S. Camera 82

POPULAR CRAFT AND
SCIENCE MAGAZINES

American Modeler 89

Family Handyman 89

Flying Models 89

Home Craftsman, The 89

Home Maintenance & Improvement 89

Mechanix Illustrated 89

Model Railroader 89

Popular Electronics 90
Popular Mechanics Magazine 90

Popular Science Monthly 90

Practical Knowledge Monthly .... 90
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Railroad Model Craftsman 90
Science and Mechanics 90
Science News Letter 91

Workbench 91

QUALITY, QUARTERLY AND
LITERARY MAGAZINES

American Swedish Monthly, The . . 92

American-Srandinavian Review ... 92

Contact 94

Freeman, The 95

Ideals 97

Pennsylvania History 99

Saturday Review 100

Southwestern Lore 101

RADIO AND TV MAGAZINES

Electronics Illustrated 104

TV Picture Life 104

TV Guide 104

REGIONAL AND TRAVEL
MAGAZINES

All Florida Magazine 106

Arizona Highways 106

Cue 106

Desert Magazine 106

Down East Magazine 107

Grafic Mexico 107

lowan, The 107

Magnoha, The 107

Mobile Living 107

Motor News 108

Negro Traveler 108

New Hampshire Profiles 108

New Mexico Magazine 108

Old Time New England ..... 108

Ohio Motorist, The 108

Sunset Magazine 109

Trail-R-News Magazine 109

Trailer Topics Magazine 109

Travel 109
Tropical Living 110
Westways 110

RELIGIOUS MARKETS

Baptist Standard Ill

Catholic Book Reporter 112
Catholic Digest 112
CathoHc Herald Citizen 112
Catholic Home Messenger 112
Catholic Reporter, The 112
Christian Home, The 113
Christian Science Monitor, The . . .113
Church Management 114
Crosier Family Monthly 114
Crusader's Almanac, The 115
Episcopalian, The 115
Evangelical Beacon, The 115
Far East, The 115
Gospel Messenger 116

Hand in Hand 116

Hearthstone 116

His 116
Home 117

Home Life 117

Improvement Era, The 117

International Journal of

Religious Education 117

Jubilee 118
King's Business, The 118
Living Church, The 118
Lookout, The 118
Lutheran, The 119
Lutheran Companion, The 119
Marianist, The 119

MaryknoU 119

Message Magazine 120
Methodist Layman, The 120
National Lutheran, The 120
One 120
Presbyterian Life 121

St. Anthony Messenger 121

St. Joseph Magazine 122
Sign, The 122

Steps 122
Sunday School Junior Pupil 123

Sunday School Messenger 123

Sunday School Times, The 123

Teens 123

Teenways 123

These Times 123

This Day 123

Torch, The 124

United Evangelical Action 124

Upward 124

Victorian Magazine 125

Voice of St. Jude, The 125

Walther League Messenger 125

World Outlook 125

Youth's Instructor, The 125

SCIENCE FICTION MAGAZINES

Analog Science Fact Fiction 127

SPORT AND OUTDOOR
MAGAZINES

Alaska Sportsman, The 128

American Field 128

American Rifleman, The 128

Archer's Magazine, The 128

Arizona-Wildlife Sportsman 128

Baseball Magazine 129

Bow Hunting 129

Bowling 129

Cleveland Athletic Journal 129

Field and Stream 129

Fur-Fish-Game 129

Game Breeder and Sportsman .... 130

Golf Magazine 130

Golf Digest 130

Guns Magazine 130
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Guns and Hunting 131

Motor Boating 131

National Bowlers' Journal 131

Outdoor Life 131

Pool Life 131

QHB 131

Road and Track 132

Salt Water Sportsman 132

Scholastic Coach 132

Ski Magazine 132

Ski Life 132

Skiing News Magazine 133

Sporting News, The 133

Sports Afield 133

Sports Illustrated 134

Yachting 134

SUNDAY NEWSPAPER
MAGAZINES SUPPLEMENTS

American Weekly, The 135

Argus Leader 135

Chicago Sunday Tribune Magazine 135

Courier-Journal, The 135

Detroit News Sunday
Pictorial, The 135

Dispatch Sunday Magazine 135

Dixie Roto 136

Durham Morning Herald 136

Empire Magazine 136

Family Weekly 136

Herald Advertiser, The 136

Houston Chronicle Rotogravure

Magazine 137

Houston Post 137

Midwest Magazine 137

Milwaukee Journal 137

Minneapolis Tribune 137

Parade 138

Picture 138

Pioneer Roto Magazine 138

Providence Sunday Journal 138

Salt Lake Tribune Features Section 138

Seattle Times Sunday
Magazine Section 138

Southland Magazine 139

Suburbia Today 139

Sunday, The Star Magazine 139

This Week Magazine 139

Times-Picayune Magazine, The ... 140

Today 140

TRADE JOURNALS

Accent on Living 375

Actual Specifying Engineer 358

Agrichemical West 327

Air Conditioning, Heating &
Refrigeration News 416

Airlift 337

All-Pets Magazine 414

AMANews 397

American Agriculturist 327

American Artisan 416
American Brewer 343
American Builder 331

American Cattle Producer, The . .389

American City, The 404
American Druggist 349
American Dry Cleaner 345
American Forests 389
American Fruit Grower 328
American Gas Journal 368
American Hotel Journal 377
American Jewelry Manufacturer . ,384

American Machinist/Metalworking
Manufacturing 392

American Motel Magazine 377
American Paint & Wallpaper

Dealer 410
American Painter & Decorator . . . .410

American Poultry Journal 419
American Press, The 385
American Perfumer and Aromatics 342
American Roofer and Building

Improvement Contractor 358
American Rose Magazine 364
American School Board Journal . .353

American Sunbather &
Nudist Leader 375

America's Textile Reporter 431
American Vegetable Grower 328
Appliance Manufacturer 358
Architectural & Engineering News .331

Architectural Record 331
Arizona Engineer and Scientist . . .358
Arizona Farmer-Ranchman 328
Arizona-New Mexico Builder

and Contractor 359
Art Materials Trade News 369
Asbestos 430
Athletic Journal 353
Audio Magazine 422
Auto and Flat Glass Journal ... .333
Autobody and Reconditioned Car .333
Automatic Control 359
Automatic Launderer &

Cleaner, The 386
Bakers' Review 338
Baking Industry 338
Bankers Monthly—National

Magazine of Banking &
Investments 339

Bar Management 377
Beer Distributor 343
Better Fruit 328
Bicycle Journal, The 430
Boating Industry, The 403
Boating Progress 403
Boot and Shoe Recorder 388
Bowling Proprietor, The 430
Boxoffice Magazine 428
Boys' Outfitter, The 345
Brake and Front End Service .... 334
Broadcast Engineering 423
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Brushware 426
Bulletin of Maternal and

Infant Health 398
Builder, The 359
Building Materials Merchandiser . .331

Building Products and Building

Products Dealer 331

Buildings 331

Building Supply News 390
Building Trends 331

Butchers' Advocate 365
Candy Industry and

Confectioners Journal 347
Canner/Packer / 409
Canvas Products Review 431

Casual Living Magazine 373
CathoHc Management Journal . . . .353

Catholic School Journal, The . . . .353

Central Constructor, The 359
Ceramic Industry 419
Chain Saw Age 390
Chain Saw Industry 390
Chain Store Age 349
Chicago Purchasor, The 379
Chicago Shipper, The 334
China Glass & Tablewares 419
Christian Bookseller 343
Cleaning & Laundry Age 386
Coffee & Tea Industries 365
Coin-Op 387

College Store Journal, The 426

Commercial Bulletin, The 390

Commercial Car Journal 334

Commercial Fertilizer 328

Compressed Air Magazine 379

Concrete 430

Concrete Construction Magazine . .431

Confectioner, The 347

Construction 359

Construction 359

Construction Bulletin 359

Constructioneer 359

Construction Equipment 360
Construction Methods and
Equipment 360

Construction News 360
Constructor, The 360
Co-operative Merchandiser 371

Cotton Digest, The 431

County Officer Magazine, The . . .404

CQ 423
Craft Horizons 433
Craft, Model & Hobby Industry . .433

Crops and Soils 328
Crockery and Glass Journal 419
Curtains and Drapery
Department Magazine 373

Dairy Record . .

." 348
Dance Magazine 428
Data Processing and Punched
Card Data Processing Annual . . .406

Department Store Economist . . . .350

Design 370
Diesel Power 421

Diesel Power and Equipment ... .421

Dispensing Optician, The 384
Distribution Age 427
Dixie Contractor 360
Domestic Engineering 416
Drilling 411
Drive-In Magazine 377
Drug Topics 350
Du Pont Photographic News 414
Eastern Ski Bulletin 433
Electric Appliance Service News . .356

Electrical Merchandising Week . . .356

Electrical South 356
Electrical World 357
Electricity on the Farm 357
Electric Light & Power 356
Electronic and Appliance Specialist 357
Electronic World 423
Everybody's Poultry Magazine . . . .419

Excavating Engineer 361

Executive Steward 377
Expert Collector, The 340
Explosives Engineer, The 402
Fabric and Training News 350
Factory 380
Farm and Power Equipment 328
Farm Power 357
Farm Profit 329
Fast Food 378
Feed Bag, The 401

Feedstuffs 401

Fence Industry 332
Fire Engineering 404
Firemen 405
Fire Station Digest 434
Fish Boat, The 363
Fleet Owner 334
Fhght Magazine 337
Florida Contractor and Builder . . .332

Florists Telegraph Delivery News 364
Flower and Garden's Merchandiser 364
Food Engineering 366
Food Executive 378
Food Merchants Advocate 366
Food Topics 366
Forecast for Home Economists . . .354

Foundry Magazine 393
Frank Kane's Licensed

Beverage Review 343
Freezer Provisioning 366
Fuel Oil News 412
Fund Raiser, The 426
Funspot 428
Fur & Specialty Farmer, The . . . .329

Furniture Design and
Manufacturing 373

Furniture Manufacturer 373
Furniture Production 390
Furniture Retailer 373
Furniture South 390
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Gas Age 369
Gas Heat and Comfort

Cooling Magazine 369
Gems & Minerals 402
General Aviation News 337
Geyer's Topics 407
Gift and Art Buyer, The 370
Giftwares and Home Fashions . . . .370
Glass Dfgest 419
Gleanings in Bee Culture 434
Golfdom 430
Grade Teacher 354
Graphic Arts Monthly 421
Grain & Feed Journals

Consolidated 401
Grain & Feed Review 402
Great Lakes & Inland Waterways . .396
Grinding & Finishing 393
Guide, The 387
Handbags and Accessories 351
Handling & Shipping Illustrated . .427
Hardware Age 372
Hardware & Farm Equipment . . . .372
Hardware Retailer 372
Hardware Trade 372
Hardware World 372
Hatchery & Feed 420
Hats 346
Health 376
Health Insurance Underwriter, The 382
Hearing Dealer, The 398
Heating & Gas Appliance
Merchandising Magazine 417

Heating, Piping, and Air
Conditioning 417

High Fidelity Trade News 406
Highway Builder 425
Hoard's Dairyman 348
Home & Garden Supply

Merchandiser 364
Horticulture 329
Hospital Forum 376
Hospital Management 376

Hospitals 376
Hospital Topics 376

Hotel Management 378

House & Home 332

Housewares Buyer 435

Housewares Review 374

Ice Cream Field 347

Ice Cream Review 347

Ice Cream Trade Journal 347

Idaho Farmer 329

Illinois Dental Journal 399

Independent Petroleum Monthly . .412

Industrial Arts and
Vocational Education 354

Industrial Distributor News 380

Industrial Electronics 380
Industrial Gas 369

Industrial Maintenance &
Plant Operation 381

Industrial Marketing 326
Industrial Medicine and Surgery . .399

Industry 381

Infants and Children's Review . . .346

Inland and American Printer

and Lithographer, The 421

Inplant Food Management 366
Institutions Magazine 378

Insurance Prospector 383

Insurance Salesman, The 383

International Blueprinter, The . . .361

International Oilman 412

Investment Dealers Digest 340

Iron Age 393

Irrigation Engineering and
Maintenance 361

Jewelers' Circular-Keystone 384

Jobber News & Electronic

Wholesaling 423

Journal of Plumbing, Heating
and Air Conditioning 417

Juvenile Merchandising 351

Kansas-Oklahoma Oil Reporter . . .412

Kitchen Business 374

Knitter, The 432

Knitting Industry Weekly 346
Lamp Journal 374
Landscaping 365

Launder-Matic Age 387

Law and Order 405

Lawn Equipment Journal 435

Leather Craftsman, The 388

Lighting 357

Light Metal Age 393

Linens & Domestics 351

Lingerie Merchandising 346
Local Agent, The 383

Locksmith Ledger 373

LPGA Times 369

Luggage and Leather Goods 388
Machine & Tool Blue Book 393

Machinery 393

Maintenance and Sanitary Supplies 429

Maintenance-Sanitary Supplies . . .396

Manage 340
Management and Business

Automation 407
Management Methods 340
Manufacturing Confectioner 348
Marine Engineering/Log 396
Marine News 397
Marking Industry 435
Mass Passenger Transportation . . .335

Master Shoe Rebuilder, The 388
Materials in Design Engineering . .361

Meat Magazine 366
Mechanical Contractor 361

Mechanization—The Magazine
of Modern Coal 403

Medical Missionary, The 399
Medical World News 400
Merchants Trade Journal 351
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Mart Magazine 424

Metal Progress 394

Metal Treating 394

Mid-Continent Jeweler 384

Mid-West Contractor 361

Midwestern Druggist 350

Midwest Industry Magazine 384

Military Engineer, The 362

Milk Dealer 348

Milk Products Journal 348

Milk Salesman, The 349

Mill & Factory 381

Mining Congress Journal 403

Mining Engineering 403

Missile Design & Development . . .338

Mobile Home Dealer 433

Mobile Homes and Travel

Trailer Dealers 433

Modern Brewery Age 344

Modern Floor Coverings .374

Modern Garden Center 426
Modern Grocer 371

Modern Office Procedures 407

Modern Packaging 409
Modern Passenger Transportation .335

Modern Passenger Transportation .405

Modern Plastics 415

Modern Sanitation and
Building Maintenance 332

Modern Stationer and Office

Equipment Dealer 407
Modern Tire Dealer 335
Monumental News-Review, Inc. . .368

Motion Picture Exhibitor 429
Motor 335
Motor Age 335
Motor Service Magazine 335
Motor West 335
Musical America 406
Music Journal 406
NAHB Journal of Homebuilding . .332

N. A. R. D. Journal 350
Nargus Bulletin 371

National Bottlers' Gazette 344
National Fisherman 364
National Funeral Service Journal . .368
National Fur News 368
National Furniture Review 351
National Future Farmer, The . . . .330
National Hardwood Magazine . . . .391

National Industrial Service

Association News 357
National Jeweler 384
National Parent-Teacher 435
National Petroleum News 412
National Provisioner, The 367
Navy Magazine of Sea Power . . . .435

NEA Journal 354
NEDA Journal 424
New South Baker 338
Northwestern Jeweler, The 384
Northwestern Miller, The 402

Notion and Novelty Review 351

Nursing Home Administrator . . . .376

Office Executive 408

Office Management and
American Business 408

Office, The 407

Ohio Farmer 330
Optical Journal and Review

of Optometry 385

Oral Hygiene 400

Oregon Farmer 330

Outdoor Advertiser 326

Pacific Coast Record 378

Pacific Drug Review 350

Pacific Goldsmith 385

Pacific Laundry and Cleaning

Journal 387

Pacific Oil Marketer 412
Pacific Road Builder and

Engineering Review 425

Pacific Stationer and Office

Outfitter 408
Package Store Management 344

Packing & Shipping 409

Paint Industry Magazine 410
Paper and Paper Products 411

Paper, Film and Foil Converter . .411

Paper Sales 411

Park Maintenance 396
Pest Control 365

Petroleum and Chemical
Transporter 413

Petroleum Engineer Publishing

Company, The 413

Pet Shop Management 414
PF Reporter 424
Photo Dealer 415
Photo Developments 415

Photographic Trade News 415

Piece Goods Merchandiser 351

Pipe Line News 413

Pit and Quarry 431

Plant Engineering 382

Plant Maintenance & Engineering 382

Plastering Industries 332

Plastics Industry 416
Play/South 435

Plumbing and Heating Business . . .417

PMI, Photo Methods for Industry 415

Popular Boating 404

Post Exchange and Commissary . .435

Poultry and Eggs Weekly 420
Poultry & Farm Supply World . . .420

Poultry Processing & Marketing . .420

Poultry Tribune 420
Power Wagon 336
Practical Builder 332

Printing Magazine 422
Printing Monthly 422
Printing Production Magazine . . . .422

Product Engineering 394

Production 394
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Products Finishing 394
Produce Marketing 367
Progressive Grocer, The 371

Progressive Teacher, The 355

Public Power 357

PubHc Works 405

PubHshers' Weekly 343

Purchasing 382
QST 424
Quick Frozen Foods 367

Rack Merchandising 352
Radio-Electronics Magazine 424
Railway Age 425
Railway Locomotives and Cars . . .425

Ready to Wear Scout 346
Record and Sound Retailing 424
Reeves Plumbing & Heating
Journal 417

Refrigeration & Air Conditioning
Business, The 418

Register Publications 346
Rental Laundry Management . . . .387

Rental Service Forecaster 435
Resident Physician 400
Resort Management 378
Restaurant Equipment Dealer . . . .379

Restaurant Management 379
Rock Products 431

Rocky Mountain Construction . . .362

Rocky Mountain Oil Reporter . . .413

Rough Notes 383
Rubber Age 436
Rudder, The 404
Rural Electrification Magazine . . .357

Rural Roads 405
Safety Maintenance 396
Sanitary Maintenance 429
School and Society 355
School Arts Magazine 355
School Bus Trends 355
School Shop 355
School SuppHes Merchandising . . .427

Science of Man 403
Sea and Pacific Motor Boat
Magazine 404

Seedmen's Digest 365
Shoe Service Magazine 389
Shipping Management—National

Hi-Way Shipper 428

Signalman's Journal, The 425

Skipper, The 404

Sound Merchandising 425

Southern Automotive Journal . . . .336

Southern Beverage Journal 344

Southern Dairy Products Journal .'
. 349

Southern Farm Equipment 427

Southern Florist & Nurseryman . . .365

Southern Food Processor

Combined with Southern

Canner and Packer 409

Southern Funeral Director, The . .368

Southern Hardware 373

Southern Hospitals 376

Southern Innkeeper 379

Southern Jeweler 385

Southern Lumberman 391

Southern Motor Cargo 336
Southern Plumbing, Heating &

Air Conditioning 418
Southern Power & Industry 421

Southern Pulp & Paper

Manufacturer 411

Southern Stationer and Office

Outfitter 408
Southwestern Retailer 352

Soybean Digest 330
Specialty Salesman 427

Steel Magazine 395
Stockman Magazine, The 389

Summer and Casual Furniture . . . .374

Sunday School World 355

Super Market Merchandising . . . .372

Super Service Station 336
Surgical Business 400
Swimming Pool Age 436
Taxicab Industry—Auto

Rental News 336

Tea and CoflPee Trade Journal, The 367

Telegraph Delivery Spirit 365

Telephone Engineer &
Management 362

Texas Beverage News 345

Texas Laundry & Cleaning

Journal 387
Texas Parade 382
Textile World 432
Tic Magazine 401

Timberman, The 391

Tire, Battery & Accessory News . .337

Tire Review 337
Tobacco Jobber 432
Today's Secretary 408
Toy Retailer, The 427
Toy Wholesaler, The 352
Traffic Safety 405
Tropicals Magazine 364
Turkey World 420
Upholstering Industry Magazine . .374

U. S. Fur Rancher 368
Variety Store Merchandiser 352
Vend 347
Venetian Blind News 375
Veterinary Economics Magazine .401
Volt-Age 358
Volume Feeding Management

Magazine 379
Voluntary and Cooperative Groups

Magazine, The 367
Wallpaper & Wall Coverings 375
Washington Farmer 330
Water Conditioning Sales 436
Waterways Journal, The 397
Water Well Journal 436
Western Advertising 327
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Western Apparel Industry 346

Western Baker 339

Western Bottler 345

Western Confectioner 348

Western Construction 363

Western Dairy Journal 349

Welding Engineer 363

Western Farm Equipment 330

Western Farm Life 330

Western Feed & Seed 402

Western Floors 375

Western Furniture Manufacturing .375

Western Livestock Journal 389

Western Metalworking 395

Western Milk & Ice Cream News . 348

Western Paint Review 410

Western Tobacco Journal 433

Western Trucking—Motor
Transportation 436

Wire & Radio Communications . . .358

Wisconsin Agriculturist 330
Wood & Wood Products 391

Wood Working Digest 392

Wooden Barrel, The 409
World Oil 413
World Petroleum 414
Work Boat, The 397
Wyoming Stockman-Farmer 330

WESTERN MAGAZINES

Hoofs and Horns 141

True West 141

True Western Adventures 141

Western Horseman 141

WOMEN'S MAGAZINES

Baby Talk 145

Career Model 145

Hairdo 146
Ladies Home Journal 147
My Baby Magazine 148
National Business Woman 148
Redbook Magazine 149
This Day Magazine 149
U. S. Lady 150
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Cartoon Markets Index

AUTOMOTIVE MAGAZINES

Motor Life 14

AVIATION MAGAZINES

Flying 16

CANADIAN MAGAZINES

Canadian Metalworking 291

Laundry and Dry Cleaning

Journal 293

Montrealer, The 295

FARMING AND RURAL
INTEREST MAGAZINES

Badger Farm Bureau News 36
Better Farming Methods 36
Farm Bureau News 36
Florida Grower and Rancher 37

Hoosier Farmer, The 37

Kentucky Farmer, The 38
National Livestock Producer 38

South Dakota Stockgrower 39

GENERAL EDITORIAL
MAGAZINES

American Legion Magazine, The . . 42

HOUSE ORGANS

Adm Archer 259

American Youth 259

Atlantic Coast Line News 260

Baptist Leader 260

Bohack News, The 260

Brew Magazine 260

Builder, The 261

Canadian Farming 261

Canadian Red Cross Junior 261

C-B Manifold, The 262

Contact 262

Crosstalk 263

Electronics Illustrated 264

Family Handyman 264

Furrow, The 265

General Agent, The 265

Golf 265

Grassland News 265

Gym 266

Haver Lockhart Messenger 266

Highway 266

Humble Sales Lubricator 267

Inter-View 267

Lone Star Safety News 267

Main Connections 268

Miller, The 269

Nettleton News 269

Pacific Telephone Magazine 270
Pet Milk Magazine 270
Progress 271
Progressive Dealer 271
Pure Milk News 271
Rodding and Re-Styling 272
Scanner, The 272
Southwestern Telephone News . . . .273

Sweetheart Times 273

TMC News & Views 274
Travelers Health Bulletin 274
Westinghouse Service Beacon 274
Witching Rod, The 275

Woodmen of the World Magazine . . 275
Your Own Collector .275

JUVENILE AND YOUNG
PEOPLE'S MAGAZINES

Catholic Youth 51

Tay, The Allied Youth 58
Teenbeat 58
Teens 58
Vision 60
Youth For Christ Magazine 61

MEN'S AND ADVENTURE
MAGAZINES

Adam 63

Argosy 63

Dude and Gent 64
Escape to Adventure 65
Male 66
Man's Life 66
Men 67
Modern Man 67
Nugget 67
Playboy 68
Real Magazine 68
Rogue 68
See 69
True 69
True Adventures 70
True West 70

MILITARY MAGAZINES

Leatherneck 71

Our Navy 72

MISCELLANEOUS GENERAL
MAGAZINES

Diplomat, The 74

NATIONAL AND WORLD
AFFAIRS MAGAZINES

National Review 79
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QUALITY, QUARTERLY AND
LITERARY MAGAZINES

Harper's Magazine 96

Tradition 102

RADIO AND TV MAGAZINES

Electronics Illustrated 104

TV Guide 104

REGIONAL AND TRAVEL
MAGAZINES

Grafic Mexico 107

Magnolia, The 107

Mobile Living 107

Motor News 108

Negro Traveler 108

Ohio Motorist, The 108

Travel 109

Westways 110

RELIGIOUS MARKETS

Christian Herald 113

Church Musician, The 114

Crosier Family Monthly 114

Hearthstone' 116

Observer, The 120

One 120

Teens 123

This Day Magazine 123

Together 124

SPORT AND OUTDOOR
MAGAZINES

Arizona Wildhfe-Sportsman 128

Bow Hunting 129

Field and Stream 129

Golf Magazine 130

Golf Digest 130

National Bowlers' Journal 131

Road and Track 132

Ski Magazine 132

Ski Life 132

Skiing News Magazine 133

Sports Afield 133

Woman Bowler, The 134

SUNDAY NEWSPAPER
MAGAZINE SUPPLEMENTS

Empire Magazine 136
New York Times Magazine, The . . 137

Parade 138
Star Weekly, The 139
Suburbia Today 139
This Week Magazine 139

TRADE JOURNALS

Accent on Living 375
AirHft 337
American Bicyclist &

Motorcyclist 429
American Horologist & Jeweler . . .383
American Roofer and Building
Improvement Contractor 358

American Sunbather & Nudist
Leader 375

Arizona Engineer and Scientist . . .358
Atom Industry 434
Author & Journalist 385
Automatic Service Dealer News . . .334
Auto Trim News 334
Bar Management 377
Bowling Proprietor, The 430
Building Products and Building

Products Dealer 331
Bulletin of Maternal and Infant

Health 398
Coin-op 387
Compressed Air Magazine 379
Computers and Automation 380
Constructioneer 359
Crops and Soils 328
Cross Country News 337

Data Processing and Punched Card
Data Processing Annual 406

Eastern Ski Bulletin 433

Electronic and Appliance
SpeciaHst 357

Electronic Technician 423

Executive Steward 377

Farm & Power Equipment 328
Firemen 405

Fire Station Digest 434
Fish Boat, The 363

Food Executive 378
General Aviation News 337

Great Lakes & Inland Waterways. .396

Hardware Age 372

Health 376
Health Insurance Underwriter,

The 382
Hospital Topics 376
Housewares Buyer 435

Independent Banker, The 340
Independent Petroleum Monthly , .412

Indiana Business and Industry

Magazine 340
Inland and American Printer and

Lithographer, The 421

Industrial Electronic Engineering

& Maintenance 423
Industrial Research 381

Institutional Laundry 387
Insurance Salesman, The 383
International Blueprinter, The . . . .361

Journal of Plumbing, Heating
and Air Conditioning 417

Journal of The American
Medical Association 399

Journal of The American
Podiatry Association 399

Kansas Construction Magazine . . .361
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Local Agent, The 383

LPGA Times 369

Maintenance-Sanitary Supplies ...396
Marine News 397

Marking Industry 435

Mart Magazine 424

Medical Economics 399

Metal Treating 394

Mobile Home Dealer 433

Modern Grocer 371

Modern Medicine 400
Modern Passenger

Transportation 405

Modern Sanitation and
Building Maintenance 332

Modern Tire Dealer 335

Motor Age 335

Music Journal 406
NAHB Journal of Homebuilding . .332

National Future Farmer, The . . . .330

National Shorthand Reporter 407

New Jersey Business 341

New Physician, The 400
New York State Journal

of Medicine 400
Optical Journal and Review

of Optometry 385

Outdoor Advertiser 326
Personnel Journal 341

Pet Shop Management 414
Photographic Trade News 415

Piece Goods Merchandiser 351

Pipe Line News 413

Plating Management 394

Play/South 435

Printing Magazine 422

Printing Monthly 422
Post Exchange and Commissary . . .435

Rangefinder Magazine, The 415
Recorder Magazine 387
Rental Laundry Management 387
Resident Physician 400
Retail Digest, The 352
Safety Maintenance 396
Shoe Service Magazine 389
Show Business News .429

Space Age News 338
Texas Parade 382
Tic Magazine 401

Timberman, The 391
Tropicals Magazine 364
Trucking Management 436
U. S. Fur Rancher 368
Veterinary Economics Magazine . . .401

Welding Distributor, The 395
Western Tobacco Journal 433
Wilson Library Bulletin 356
Wire & Radio Communications . . . 358
Wood & Wood Products 391

WESTERN MAGAZINES

Hoafs and Horns 141

WOMEN'S MAGAZINES

Career Model 145
Everywoman's Family Circle

Magazine 145

Good Housekeeping 145
Redbook Magazine 149
This Day Magazine 149
U. S. Lady 150
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Filler Markets Index

ANIMAL MAGAZINES

Cats Magazine 11

Our Dumb Animals 11

ASTROLOGY MAGAZINES

Horoscope 13

AUTOMOTIVE MAGAZINES

Motor Trend 14

Speed Mechanics 15

CANADIAN MAGAZINES

Canadian Baker 290
Canadian Fisherman 290
Canadian Florist 290
Canadian Metalworking 291

Canadian Packaging 291
Canadian Poetry Magazine, The . .291

Canadian Pulp & Paper
Industry 292

Chatelaine 292
Hunting and Fishing in Canada . . . 293
MacLean's 294
Queen's Quarterly 296

CONFESSION MAGAZINES

Revealing Romances 22

Secrets 22

Tan 23

True Confessions 23

True Story Magazine 24

FARMING AND RURAL
INTEREST MAGAZINES

A-1 Digest 36

American Bee Journal 36

Farm Journal 37

Farmer-Stockman, The 37

Hoosier Farmer, The 37

National Weeklies, Inc 38

Organic Gardening and Farming . . 38

South Dakota Stockgrower 39

Successful Farming 39

Washington Farmer 40

FRATERNAL MAGAZINES

Kiwanis Magazine, The 41

Rotarian, The 41

GENERAL EDITORIAL
MAGAZINES

American Legion Magazine, The . . 42

American Mercury 42

Coronet Magazine 42

New Yorker, The 43
Reader's Digest 44
Saturday Evening Post, The 44
Yankee 45

GREETING CARD VERSE
PUBLISHERS 316

HEALTH AND MEDICINE
MAGAZINES

Listen Magazine 46

HI-FI AND MUSIC
MAGAZINES
Tape Recordmg 47

HOME SERVICE AND
GARDEN MAGAZINES

Popular Gardening 49

HOUSE ORGANS

Baptist Leader 260

Canadian Red Cross Junior 26i

C-B Manifold, The 262

Electronics Illustrated 264

Furrow, The 265

Gym 266
Lawn Care 267

Lookout, The 268

Nuggets 269

Seng Book, The 272

Telephone Review 273

Think 273

TMC News & Views 274

JUVENILE AND YOUNG
PEOPLE'S MAGAZINES

Boys and Girls 50

Calling All Girls 51

Child Life 52

Children's Stories . 52

Conquest 52

Crafts 53

Datebook 53

Evangel 53

Friendways 53

Humpty-Dumpty's Magazine 54

Jack and Jill 54

Junior Life 55

Junior World 55

Missionary Youth 55

Onward 56

Pictures and Stories 56

Power 56

Progress 56
Sentinel, The 57
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Standard 57

Stories 57

Stories for Children 57

Storyland 57

Storytime 57

Story Trails 57

Story World 58

Straight 58

Teenbeat 58

Teen Time 58

Teen Talk 58

Teens 58

Til 8 Stories 59

Trailblazer 59

Trails For Juniors 59

Venture 59

Vision 60

Wee Wisdom 60

Young Catholic Messenger 60

Youth For Christ Magazine 61

Youth's Comrade 61

LOVE MAGAZINES

Ranch Romances 62

MEN'S AND ADVENTURE
MAGAZINES

Adam 63

Fling Festival 65

Gentlemen's Quarterly 66

Man's Life 66

Nugget 67

Playboy 68

Real Magazine 68

Saga 69

See 69

True 69

MILITARY MAGAZINES

Leatherneck 71

Marine Corps Gazette 71

National Defense Transportation

Journal, The 71

Our Navy 72

United States Naval Institute

Proceedings 73

MISCELLANEOUS GENERAL
MAGAZINES

Diplomat, The 74

Fate 74

Highway Magazine, The 74

MOVIE MAGAZINES

Modern Screen 77

Motion Picture Producers 318

NATIONAL AND WORLD
AFFAIRS MAGAZINE

Nation, The 79

National Review 79

PHOTOGRAPHY MAGAZINES

Modern Photography 81

Scholastic Roto 81

Popular Photography 81

POETRY MAGAZINES

American Bard, The 87

American Weave 87

Beloit Poetry Journal, The 87

Blue River Poetry Review 87

Caravel 87

Epos 87

Essence 87

Flame 87

Pasque Petals 87
Patterns 88
Poetry 88
Poetry Digest 88
Quicksilver 88
Scimitar and Song 88
Seven 88
Spirit 88
Wings 88

POPULAR CRAFT AND
SCIENCE MAGAZINES

American Modeler 89

Home Craftsman, The 89

Mechanix Illustrated 89
Popular Mechanics Magazine .... 90
Science and Mechanics 90
Workbasket, The 91

QUALITY, QUARTERLY AND
LITERARY MAGAZINES

Archer, The 93

Arizona Quarterly 93
Atlantic 93

Carolina Quarterly, The 94
Chicago Jewish Forum 94
Chicago Review 94
Coasthnes 94
Contact 94

Cresset, The 94
Epoch 95
Explicator, The 95
Freeman, The 95
Georgia Review 96
Grecourt Review, The 96
Harper's Magazine 96
Hilltop and the Booklover 96
Horizon 96
Hudson Review, The 97
Ideals 97
Inland 97
Kansas Magazine, The 97
Kenyon Review 98
Keystone Folklore Quarterly 98
Literary Review, The 98
Mainstream 98
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Names 98
Negro History Bulletin 99
New Campus Writing 99
Northwest Review 99
Paris Review, The 99

Personalist, The 99

Perspective 100

Saturday Review 100

Snowy Egret 101

Southern Folklore Quarterly 101

Texas Quarterly, The 101

Thought 102

Tradition 102

University of Kansas City Review. . 102

Views 102

Virginia Quarterly Review, The . . 102

Western Humanities Review 103

RADIO AND TV MAGAZINES

Electronics Illustrated 104

REGIONAL AND TRAVEL
MAGAZINES

Arizona Highways 106

Desert Magazine 106

•Grafic Mexico 107

Magnolia, The 107

New Mexico Magazine 108
Ohio Motorist, The 108
Promenade Magazine 109

Trail-R-News Magazine 109

Westways 110

RELIGIOUS MARKETS

American Judaism Ill

Ave Maria Ill

Baptist Leader .111

Buddhist World Philosophy Ill

Catholic World, The 112
Christian Century, The 112
Christian, The 113

Christian Home, The 113
Christian Science Monitor, The . . .113
Christianity Today 113
Church Management 114
Church Musician, The 114
Columbia 114
Conquest 114
Crosier Family Monthly 114
Daily Meditation 115
Daily Word 115
Family Digest, The 115
Good Business 116
Gospel Herald 116
Gospel Messenger 116
Hand In Hand 116
Hearthstone 116
His 116
Home 117
Home Life 117
Jewish Frontier 117

Juniors 118

King's Business, The 118

Living Church, The 118

Lutheran Companion, The 119

Magnificat, The 119

Marianist, The 119

Marriage, The Magazine of

Catholic Family Living 119

Message Magazine 120

One 120

Onward 120

St. Anthony Messenger 121

Sign, The 122

Steps 122

Sunday Digest 122

Sunday School Messenger 123

Sunday School Times, The 123

Teens 123

Teenways 123

This Day 123

Together 124

Upward 124

Victorian Magazine 125

World Outlook 125

Youth's Instructor, The 125

SPORT AND OUTDOOR
MAGAZINES

Alaska Sportsman, The 128

American Field 128

Cleveland Athletic Journal 129

Game Breeder and Sportsman .... 130

Golf Digest 130

National Bowlers' Journal 131

Pool Life 131

Ski Magazine 132

Skiing News Magazine 133

Sports Afield 133

Woman Bowler, The 134

SUNDAY NEWSPAPER
MAGAZINE SUPPLEMENTS

Suburbia Today 139

Today 140

TRADE JOURNALS

American Baby, The 145

American Bicyclist &
Motorcyclist 429

American City, The 404

American Horologist & Jeweler . .383

American Restaurant Magazine . . .377

Atom Industry 434
Author & Journalist 385
Baby Talk 145

Bakers' Review 338
Biscuit and Cracker Baker, The. . . .339

Book Buyer's Guide, The 342
Boxoffice Magazine 428
Boys' Outfitter, The 345
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Bulletin of Maternal and
Infant Health 398

Business Screen 414

Candy Industry and Confectioners

Journal 347

Cattleman, The 389

Ceramic Industry 419

Church School Builder 353

Computers and Automation 380

Concept, The Journal of Creative

Ideas for Cemeteries 367

Contractor, The
.^

416

Corset and Underwear Review . . . 345

Craft, Model & Hobby Industry . . .433

Crops and Soils 328

Dairy Record 348

Drive-in Management 377

Eastern Ski Bulletin 433

Electric Appliance Service News . .356

Electronic Technician 423

Firemen 405

Flower and Garden's Merchandiser 364

Fund Raiser, The 426

Furniture Retailer 373

Hardware Age 372

Harper's Bazaar 146

Housewares Review 374

Ice Cream Field 347

Illinois Dental Journal 399

Industrial Distributor News 380

Industrial Refrigeration 417

Insurance News 383

Insurance Prospector 383

Inplant Food Management 366

International Blueprinter, The . . .361

Jobber News & Electronic

Wholesaling 423

Ladies Home Journal 147

Leather Craftsman, The 388

LP-Gas 369

Luggage and Leather Goods 388

Mademoiselle 147

Magnet, The 429

Marple's Business Roundup 341

Medical Economics 399

Medical World News 400
Mother's Home Life 148

Motor 335
Motor Age 335
My Baby Magazine 148

N.A.D.A. Magazine 336
National Business Woman 148

New England Homestead 148

Notion and Novelty Review 351

Ohio Farmer 330
Oil and Gas Journal, The 412
Pacific Drug Review 350
Playthings 352
Progressive Grocer, The 371

Progressive Teacher, The 355
Redbook Magazine 149

Reporter of Direct Mail
Advertising, The 327

Retail Digest, The 352
Rivers & Harbors 404
Southern Innkeeper 379
Southwestern Baker 339
Space Age News 338
Foreign Service Journal 434

Glenway Monthly Information

Bulletin 434

Water Well Journal 436

WESTERN MAGAZINES

Hoofs and Horns 141

True Western Adventures 141

WOMEN'S MAGAZINES

Sporting Goods Dealer, The 430

Summer and Casual Furniture . . .374

Super Service Station 336

Telephone Engineer &
Management 362

Textile World 432
This Day Magazine 149

Tic Magazine 401

Tourist Court Journal 379

Toy Wholesaler, The 352

Variety Store Merchandiser 352

Western Livestock Journal 389

World Oil 413

Wyoming Stockman-Farmer 330
Your New Baby 150
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Index

A-l Digest 36

Abbott, George 247

Abelard-Schuman, Limited 182

Abingdon Press 182

Academic Press Inc 182

Academy Film Productions, Inc. . . . 280

Academy Guild Press 182

Academy Press 182

Accent on Living 375

Ace Books 214

Active Advertising 326

Actual Specifying Engineer 358

Adam 63

Adams, George Matthew,
Service Inc 179

Adcox Associates 176

Addison-Wesley Publishing, Inc. ..182

ADM Archer 259

ADT Transmitter 259

Adventure 63

Advertising Requirements 326

Agrichemical West 327

Air Conditioning, Heating &
Refrigeration News 416

Aircraft 289

Air Engineering 416

Air Force Magazine and
Space Digest 337

Aircraft and Missiles 337

Airlanes 16

AirUft 337

Air Progress 16

A. L.A. Bulletin 342

Alabama Review 92

Alaska Sportsman, The 128

ALCOA News, The 259

ALCO Review' 259

Maxwell Aley Associates 247

Alfred Hitchcock's Mystery
Magazine 26

All-Canada Radio and
Television Ltd 280

Alley Theatre 166

All Florida Magazine 106

All-Pets Magazine 11,414

AlUed Publications 259

Almond Facts 36

Alpha Photo Associates 234

Harry Altshuler 247

A. M. A. Journal of Diseases

of Children 397

AMANcws 397

Amazing Stories, Fact and
Science Fiction 127

American Academy of Arts and
Letters 241

American Agriculturist 327

American Amateur Press

Association 240

American Artisan 416
American Artist 369
American Astrology 13

American Baby, The 145

American Banker 339
American Baptist Convention 280
American Bard, The 87

American Bee Journal 36
American Bicyclist & Motorcyclist 429

American Book Company 182

American Brewer 343

American Builder 331

American Cattle Producer, The . . .389

American City, The 404
American Dance Festival 160

American Druggist 349

American Dry Cleaner 345

American Dyestuff Reporter 431

American Engineer 358
American Exporter 363

American Farm Youth 50
American Feature Syndicate 176

American Field 128

American Forests 389
American Foundation For The

Blind, Inc 280
American Fruit Grower 328
American Funeral Director 367
American Fur Breeder 368
American Garden Guild Book Club 227
American Gas Journal 368
American Girl 50
American Glass Review 418
American Gold News 402
American Greetings Corporation . .316

American Grocer 370
American Hairdresser 342
American Heart Journal, The . . . .397

American Hereford Journal,

The 36,389
American Heritage 92
American Heritage Publishing

Company, Inc 182

American History PubHcations
Society, Inc 227

American Home, The 48
American Horologist & Jeweler . . .383

American Hotel Journal 377
American Ink Maker 421
American Jewelry Manufacturer . .384
American Journal of Clinical

Pathology 398
American Journal of Nursing 375
American Journal of Obstetrics

and Gynecology 398
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American Journal of Orthodontics 398

American Journal of The Medical

Sciences 398

American Journal of Tropical

Medicine and Hygiene 398

American Judaism Ill

American Junior Red Cross Journal 50

American Laundry Digest 386

American Legion Magazine, The . . 42

American Library Association .... 182

American Literary Exchange 247

American Machinist/Metal

Working Manufacturing 392

American Mercury 42

American Modeler 89

American Motel Magazine 377

American National Theatre

and Academy 152

American Newspaper Boy 50

American Paint & Wallpaper

Dealer 410

American Painter & Decorator . . .410

American Paint Journal 410

American Paper Merchant 410

American Perfumer and Aromatics 342

American Philatelist 434

American Poultry Journal 419

American Press, The 385

American Pressman, The 421

American Quarterly 92

American Record Guide, The .... 47

American Restaurant Magazine . . .377

American Review of Respiratory

Diseases 398

American Rifleman, The 128

American Roofer and Building

Improvement Contractor 358

American Rose Magazine 364

American-Scandinavian Review ... 92

American Scholar, The 92

American School Board Journal . . . 353

American Shoemaking 388

American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers 241

American Soft Drink Journal 343

American Sunbather & Nudist

Leader 375

American Swedish Monthly, The . . 92

American Trade Press Clipping

Bureau 315

American Vegetable Grower 328

American Weave 87

American Weekend, The 71

American Weekly, The 135

American Youth 259

American Zionist, The Ill

Americas, The 92

America's Textile Reporter . . . : . .431

Amphoto 182

Amster, Leonard 247

Analog Science Fact Fiction 127

Anchor Books 214

Anchor Productions, Inc 318
Angel Island Publications, Inc. . . . 182
Annals of Good Saint Anne De
Beaupre 289

Antioch Area Theatre 164
Antioch Press 183

Antioch Review 92
Antiques 74
Antiques Book Club and
Americana Book Club 227

AOPA Pilot, The 16

AP Newsfeatures 176
Apothecary, The 349
Appleton-Century-Crofts 183

Appliance Manufacturer 358
Aquarium, The 11

Aqua Theatre 166

Arcadia House 183

Archer, The 93

Archer House, Inc 183

Archer's Magazine, The 128

Architectural & Engineering News 331

Architectural Book PubUshing
Co., Inc 183

Architectural Record 331

Arco PubUshing Co., Inc 183

Argosy 63

Argus Leader 135

Ariel Books 183

Arizona Engineer and Scientist . . .358

Arizona Farmer-Ranchman 328
Arizona Highways 106

Arizona-New Mexico Builder &
Contractor 359

Arizona Quarterly 93

Arizona WildUfe-Sportsman 128

Arkham House, Publishers 183

Armed Forces Writers League, The 239

Army 71

Arrow Book Club 232

Alex S. Arnott Syndicate 176

Artists and Writers of Connecticut,

Inc 238

Art Materials Trade News 369

Art Materials Trade News 370

Art News 370

Arts and Activities 353

Arts & Architecture 331

Arts, Inc 183

Asbestos 430
Asia Publishing House 183

Aspire To Better Living Ill

Assembly & Fastener Engineering. .392

Associated Booksellers 183

Association Press 183

Association Press 214

Astrology—Your Daily Horoscope. . 13

Athletic Journal 353

Atlanta Journal, The and
Constitution Magazine 135

Atlantic 93

Atlantic Coast Line News 260
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Atlantic Monthly Press 183

Atom Industry 434
Attic Theatre, The 166

Audio Magazine 422

Audio-Master Corp 280

Audobon Magazine 11

Audobon Society 234

Augsburg Publishing House 183

Augustana Book Concern 184

Authenticated News 234

Author & Journalist 385

Authors and PubUshers Service . . .247

Auto and Flat Glass Journal 333

Autobody and Reconditioned Car . .333

Automotive Retailer 289

Auto Trim News 334

Automatic Control 359

Automatic Launderer & Cleaner,

The 386
Automatic Machining 392

Automatic Service Dealer News . . .334

Automotive Chain Store 333

Automotive Industries 333

Automotive Retailer 334
Automotive Service Digest 334
Auto News Syndicate 176

Avalon 245

Ave Maria Ill

Aviation Week and Space
Technology 337

Avon Book Division of The
Hearst Corporation 214

Baby Talk 145

Bacon, R. H., & Company 315

Badger Farm Bureau News 36

Baker Book House 184

Baker's Plays 156

Baker's Review 338
Bakers Weekly 338
Baking Industry 338
Ballentine Books, Inc 214

Bandwagon 260

Bankers Monthly-National Magazine
of Banking and Investments . . .339

Banking 339

Banking Law Journal 339

Banks Upshaw and Company 214

Bantam Books 214

Baptist Leader 260

Baptist Leader Ill

Baptist Record, The Ill

Baptist Standard Ill

Barker Greeting Card Company . .316

Bar Management 377

Barnes & Noble, Inc 184

Milton Baron Producer 152

Barrons Educational Series, Inc. ..184

Barron's National Business &
Financial Weekly 339

M. Barrows & Company, Inc 184

Barter Theatre 166

482

Bartholemew House, Inc 184

Baseball Magazine 129
Basic Books, Inc 184

Basic Books, Inc 227
Bataan Magazine 106
Bay Area Writers Club 237
Bay Writer's Group 239
Beacon Press 184

Beacon Press 214
Beaumont Writer's Club 245
Beauty Fashion 342
Beaver, The 289
Maximillian Becker 247
Becker, V. S., Productions 280
Bee-Hive . 260
Beer Distributor 343
Beginner Book, Inc 184

Bellman Publishing Co 214
Beloit Poetry Journal, The 87

Bell News 260
Bell Syndicate, The 176

Belmont Books 214
Benefic Press 184

Bennet, Charles A., Company, Inc. .185

Benson, W. S., and Company 185

Bentley, Robert, Inc 185

Benziger Brothers, Inc 185

Berkley Publishing Corp 215

Berhtz Publications 185

Best Crossword Puzzles 25

Best-In-Books 227

Best-In-Children's Books Club ... 232
Bestseller Mystery Magazine 26
Bethany Press, The 185

Better Farming Methods 36
Better Fruit 328
Better Homes and Gardens 48
Better Movie Making 81

Better Theaters 428
Better Way, The 260
Bettman Archives, Inc 234

Beverage Retailer Weekly 343
Bible Truth, The 50
Bicycle Journal, The 430
Billboard, The 428
Binfords & Mort 185

Bips ..176

Biscuit and Cracker Baker, The . .338

Black Diamond 402

Black Star 234

Blackstone Valley Writer's Guild . . 244

Blaisdell Pubhshing Co 185

Blakiston Division, The 185

Bloch Publishing Company 185

Block, Al 176

Blue Bell, The 260

Blue Blaze 260

Blue River Poetry Review 87

Boat and Motor Writers Syndicate 176

Boating Features Syndicate 177

Boating Industry, The 403
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Boating Progress 403

Bobbs-Merrill Company, The 185

Bodin, Edward 247

Bohack News, The 260

Bold Men 64

Bond Wheelwright Company, The 185

Book Buyer's Guide, The 342

Book Club for Poetry 227

Book Collector's Society, Inc 227

Book Find Club 227

Book League of America 227

Bookman Associates, Inc 186

Bookplan, The 232

Books Abroad 93

Book Society of Canada, Ltd., The 212

Boot and Shoe Recorder 388

Borchardt, Georges 247

Boston University Studies in English 93

Bourcgy, Thomas, and Co 186

Bowden and Bullock 152

Bow Hunting 129

Bowker, R. R., Company 186

Bowling 129

Bowling Proprietor, The 430

Box Cards 316
Boxoffice Magazine 428
Boxwood Press, The 186

Boys and Girls 50

Boy's Life 51

Boys' Outfitter, The 345

«Brainstormers, The 237

Brake and Front End Service 334

Brandt, Barbara 247

Brandt and Brandt 247

Brandford, Charles T., Co 186

Braziller, George, Inc 186

Breen, Robert 152

Brew Magazine 260

Brewers Digest 343

Brick and Clay Record 418
Brigham Young University 166

British Book Service (Canada) Ltd. 212

Broadcast Engineering 423

Broadcasting 423
Broadcasting Program Service .... 280

Broadman Press, The 186

I Broiler Business 419

Brooklyn Contest Club 242

Brooks, Anita 247

Brown, Curtis, Ltd 248

Brown Forum, The 260

Brown, Henry C 248

Brown, James, Associates, Inc 248

Brown, William C, Co., PubHshers 186

Bruce Magazine . 261

Bruce Publishing Company, The . .186

Brunswick Chalk Talk 261

Brushware 426

Bucknell Review 93

Buddhist World Philosophy Ill

Buick Magazine 261

Builder, The 261

Builder, The 359
Builders Ill

Building Magazine 261

Building Materials Merchandiser . .331

Building Products and Building

Products Dealer 331

Buildings 331

Building Supply Dealer 289
Building Supply News 390
Building Trends 331
Bulletin of Bibliography and
Magazine Notes 93

Bulletin of Maternal and Infant

Health 398
Bunyan, Paul, Playhouse 162

Burke, Shirley, Agency 248
Burrough's Clearing House 339
Business Commercial Aviation . . . .337

Business Education World, The . . .353

Business Leaders' Book Club 227

Business Screen 414
Butane-Propane News 368
Butchers' Advocate 365

Butterworth & Company (Canada)
Limited 221

Buzza Cardoza 316
Calcium Chloride Institute News . .261

California Beverage Bulletin &
Guide 343

California Crossroads 93

California Medicine 398
California Monthly 106

CaHfornia Publisher, The 385

CaHfornia Studios 318
Callaghan & Company 186

Calling All Girls 51

Camden County Music Fair 163

Camera Clix 234
Campus Book Club 227

Canadian Audubon 289
Canadian Authors Association .... 246
Canadian Automotive Trade 289

Canadian Baker 290
Candian Builder 290

Canadian Business 290

Canadian Dairy and Ice Cream
Journal 290

Canadian Electronics Engineering 290

Canadian Farming 261

Canadian Fisherman 290

Canadian Florist 290

Canadian Geographical Journal . . . 290
Canadian Grocer 290

Canadian Homes 290
Canadian Hospital 291

Canadian Messenger of The
Sacred Heart 291

Canadian Metalworking 291

Canadian Milling and Feed 291

Canadian Mining Journal 291

Canadian Modern Language
Review 93
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Canadian Motorist 291

Canadian Packaging 291

Canadian Paint and Varnish
Magazine 291

Canadian Poetry Magazine, The . .291

Canadian Printer and Publisher . . 292
Canadian Pulp & Paper Industry . . 292
Canadian Red Cross Junior 261

Canadian Shipping and Marine
Engineering News 292

Canadian Transportation 292

Candy Industry and Confectioners

Journal 347

Canner/Packer 409
Cantor, Ruth 248

Canvas Products Review 431

Cape Cod Melody Tent 161

Cape May Playhouse 163

Capital City News Bureau, Inc. . . .315

Capitol Publishing Company, Inc. 186

Car and Driver 14

Caravel 87

Carbide Engineering 392
Career Model 145

Carhsle, Dodd, Inc 186

CaroUna Food Dealer, The 371

Carolina Quarterly 94
Carr Syndicate Feature Group . . .177

Casket & Sunnyside 367
Casual Living Magazine 373
Catechetical Guild 186

CathoHc Book Club 228
Catholic Book Pubhshing Company 186
Catholic Book Reporter 112

Catholic Boy and Catholic Miss . . 51

Catholic Building and Maintenance 396
CathoHc Children's Book Club ... 233
Cathohc Digest 112

CathoHc Digest Book Club 228
Catholic Herald Citizen 112
Catholic Home Messenger 112

Catholic Lamp, The 112
Catholic Literary Foundation .... 228
Catholic Management Journal . . .353
CathoHc Poetry Society of

America, The 242
CathoHc Reporter, The 112
CathoHc School Journal, The 353
Catholic World, The 112
CathoHc Youth 51
Cats Magazine 11

Cattleman, The 389
Cavalier 64
Caxton Printers, Ltd., The 186
C-B Manifold, The 262
Cecilwood Summer Playhouse ... .163
Cenco News Chats 262
Central City Opera House 160
Central Constructor, The 359
Central of Georgia Magazine 262
Century House, Inc 186
Ceramic Age 418

Ceramic Industry 419
Ceramics Monthly 89

Chabrun, Jacques, Inc 248

Chain Saw Age 390
Chain Saw Industry 390
Chain Store Age 349

Challenge 79

Chanticleer Press, Inc 187

Chapman Co., Bruce, The 280

Charlotte Writer's Club, The 243

Chatelaine 292

Chapman, Gerald 177

Charmcraft Publishers, Inc 316

Chase Barn Playhouse 162

Chef 377

Chelsea Pubhshing Co 187

Chemical Publishing Co 187

Chemicals Outlook 262

Chicago Jewish Forum 94
Chicago Natural History "Museum . .187

Chicago Purchasor, The 379

Chicago Review 94
Chicago Shipper, The 334
Chicago Sunday Tribune Magazine 135

Chicago Tribune-New York News
Syndicate, Inc 177

Child Guidance in Christian Living 353

Child Life 52

Children's Chapel Productions ... 280

Children's Friend, The 52

Children's Playmate Magazine ... 52

Children's Press, Inc 187

Children's Stories ? . . . 52

Chilton Company—Book Division 187

China Glass & Tablewares 41S

Chiropractor, The 398
Christian, The f 13

Christion Advocate 120

Christian Bookseller 343

Christian Century, The 112

Christian Herald 113

Christian Home, The 113

Christianity Today 113

Christian Life 113

Christian Parent, The 113

Christian Picture-Story Productions 177

Christian Science Monitor 113

Christian Trails 52
Christian Trails 113

Christian Youth 52
Christie, M 248

Chrysalis 94
Church Management 114

Church Musician, The 114

Church News Service 177

Church School Builder 353

C-I-L Oval 262

CILCO News 262

Citadel Press, The 187

Citadel Press, The 215

City Center of Music and Drama. . 152

Classics Club 228
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Classmate 52
Cleaning & Laundry Age 386
Cleveland Athletic Journal 129

Climax 64

Clues Magazine 262
Coach House Press, Inc 156

Coastlines 94
Fred Coe 152

Coffee & Tea Industries 365
David Cogan 152

Coin-op 387

Colby Manuscript Service 248
College Store Journal, The 426
Colorado Municipalities 404

Colorado Quarterly, The 94

Columbia 114

Columbia Pictures Corporation . . .318

Columbia Pictures Corporation . . .319

Combine Photos 234
Commentary 94
Commerce 339
Commercial Bulletin, The 390
Commercial Car Journal 334
Commercial Fertilizer 328
Commercialists 237

Commercial West 339

Commonweal, The 79

Commonweal, The 114

Community Press Service 177

Community Theatre Playhouse ... 163

Comora-Bernbrock Agency 248
Compass Books 215

Composers and Authors of

America, Inc 245

Composers, Authors, Artists of

America 239
Compost Science 404
Compressed Air Magazine 379
Computers and Automation 380
Comstock Publishing Associates ... 187

Conaway, Charles 152

Concept, The Journal of Creative

Ideas for Cemeteries 367

Concordia Book Club 228

Concordia Publishing House 187

Concrete 430
Concrete Construction Magazine . .430

Confectioner, The 347

Confectionery-Ice Cream World . .347

Confidential Detective Cases 26

Congress Bi-Weekly 114

Conquest 52

Conquest 114

Consolidated News Features, Inc. ..177

Construction 359

Construction Bulletin 359

Construction Equipment 360

Construction Methods and
Equipment 360

Construction News 360

Constructioneer 359

Constructor, The 360

Consulting Engineer 360
Consulting Service and Your

Consultant 262

Contact 94
Contact 262

Contest Magazine 74

Contest News 87

Continental Digest, The 263

Contractor, The 416
Co-operative Merchandiser 371

Copley News Service 177

Copp Clark Publishing Company,
Ltd., The 212

Corinth Books, Inc 215

Corn Belt Farm Daihes 389

Cornell, Katherine, Productions . . .152

Cornell Maritime Press, Inc 187

Corning Summer Theatre 163

Corn Stock Theatre 160

Cornsweet, Harold, Literary Agency 248

Coronet Magazine 42

Corset and Brassiere Magazine . . .345

Corset and Underwear Review . . .345

Cortina, R. D., Inc 187

Cosmopolitan 42

Cotton Digest, The 431

Cotton Trade Journal 431

Council Fires 52

Council Fires 114

Country Cousin Greeting Cards . .316

Country Gourmet 177

County Officer Magazine, The . . . .404

Courier Journal, The 135

Covenant Books 187

Coward-McCann, Inc 187

CQ . 423

Craft Horizons 433

Craft, Model & Hobby Industry . .433

Craft Patterns 177

Crafts 53

Crawford, Cheryl 153

Creative Enterprises 188

Creative Writers 244

Creative Writers Association 245

Credit and Financial Management 339

Credit Union Bridge, The 16

Cresset, The 94

Crest Books 215

Crestwick, Inc 316
Creswell Predicts 177

Criticism 95

Criterion Books, Inc 188

Critics Associated 248

Crockery and Glass Journal 419
Croft, Arthur G., Publications .... 188

Crops and Soils 328
Crosier Family Monthly 114

Crosley Broadcasting Corp 280
Cross Country News 337
Crosstalk 263

Crossword & Fill-in Puzzles, Easy
Crosswords, Fifty Simple Cross-
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words, The Puzzler's Magazine,
Quickie Crosswords 25

Crossword Pleasure, Crossword
Time, Crossword Treat 25

Crowell Co., Thomas Y 188

Crown Publishers 188
Cruikshank, Lawrence, Agency .... 248
Crusader's Almanac, The 115

Crux News Service 177

Cue 106

Cupples & Leon Co 188

Current History 79

Curtain and Drapery Department
Magazine 373

Curtis-Brown, Anne 247

Daily Meditation 115

Daily Metal Reporter 393
Daily Mill Stock Reporter 411

Daily News Record 431

Daily Word 115

Dairy Plant Fieldman 36
Dairy Record 348
Dairymen's League News 248
Dalrymple, Jean 153

Dance Magazine 428
Dartnell Corp., The 188

Data Processing and Punched Card
Data Processing Annual 406

Datebook 53

Daughters of St. Paul 188
David, Jonathan, Publishers 195

Davis Co., F. A 188

Davis Publications, Inc., The .... 188

Day, Gordon M., Productions 280

Day, John, Company, The 188

Daye, Stephen, Press 203

Dayton Writer's Club 243

Decca Records, Inc 280
Delaware State Medical Journal . .398
Denison Summer Theatre 165

Denison, T. S., & Co 156, 188

Denlinger's 188
Dent, J. M., and Sons (Canada)
Ltd 212

Dental Digest 398
Dental Students' Magazine, The . .398
Department of Theatre Arts 166
Department Store Economist 350
Desert Magazine 106
Dcsgranges, John 212
Design 370
Design Photographers International

(DPI) 234
Desilu Productions, Inc 318
Detective Book Club 228
Detroit News Sunday Pictorial, The 135

Dettrich, Frank E 189
Devaney, A., Inc 234
DeVorse and Co 188
Dew, Loree, Press Intelligence, Inc. .315
Dial, The 95
Dial Press, The 189

Diamant, Anita, The Writers

Workshop, Inc. 248
Diesel Power 421
Diesel Power and Equipment 421
Diesel Progress 421
Dietz Press, Inc. The 189
Diplomat, The 74
Disney, Walt, Corporation 318
Dispatch Sunday Magazine 135

Dispensing Optician, The 384
Display World 326
Distribution Age 427
Dittrich, Frank E 215
Dixie Contractor 360
Dixie Roto 136

Dodd, Mead and Co 189

Dodge Books, F. W. Dodge
Corporation 189

Dodge News Magazine 263

Dolph Radio & Television

Productions, Inc 280

Dollar Book Club 228

Dollar Mystery Guild 228

Domestic Engineering 416

Dominion Broadcasting Co 281

Donen Humor Service 177

Donohue & Co., M. A 189

Doubleday and Company, Inc. . . . 189

Doubleday and Company, Inc. . . .215

Doubleday One Dollar Book Club 229

Doubleday Syndicate 177

Douglas Whiting, Ltd 177

Dover PubUcations, Inc 189

Dover Pubhcations, Inc 215

Dowling, Eddie 153

Down East Magazine 107

Drafting Equipment News 360

Dragon, The 263

Dramatic Publishing Co., The ... ,156

Dramatics 95

Dramatists Play Service, Inc 156

Dresser, R. C, & Co., Inc 189

Drew, John, Theatre 164

Driller, The 263

Drilling 411

Drive-in Magazine .377

Drive-in Management 377

Drug Merchandising 292

Drug Progress 349

Drug Topics 350

Drury Lane Theatre 160

Dude and Gent 64

Duell, Sloan & Pearce, Inc 189

Dunes Summer Theatre 161

DuPont Photographic News 414

Duqucsne University Press 190

Durham Morning Herald 136

Dutton, E. R, & Co., Inc 189

Earnest Worker 354

Earnshaw's 263

Eastern Dealer 328

Eastern Feed Merchant 401
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Eastern Ski Bulletin 433

Eastern Slope Playhouse 162

Eastern States Cooperator 263

Ebony 42

Echoes 292

Edgewater Beach Playhouse 160

Editor and Publisher 385

Educational Focus, The 263

Educational Publishing Corp 190

Educator's Book Club 229

Eerdmans, William B.,

Publishing Co 190

Eldridge Publishing Company 156, 190

Electric Appliance Service News . .356

Electric Heating Journal 264

Electric Light & Power 356

Electrical Merchandising Week . . .356

Electrical South 356
Electrical Wholesaling 356
Electrical World 357

Electricity in Building 264
Electricity On The Farm 357

Electronic and Appliance Specialist 357

Electronic Design 337

Electronics Illustrated 104

Electronics Illustrated 264
Electronic Technician 423
Electronic World 423
Electronics 423
Elks Magazine, The 41

Ellery Queen's Mystery Magazine 26
Elliott, John Tiffany 249
Ellis, Michael 153

Elmo, Ann, Agency, Inc 249

Elstein, Joseph, Inc. 190

Emmu Summer Theatre 163

Empire Magazine 136

Empire State Musical Festival, Inc. 164

Engel, Lyle Kenyon, Assoc 281

Engineering News-Record 360
English Record, The 95

Enterprise Productions 281

Enthusiast, The 434
Episcopal Book Club, Inc 229

Episcopalian, The 115

Epoch, The 95

Epos 87

E»-iksson-Taplinger Co., Inc 190

Escapade 65

Escape To Adventure 65

Essence 87

Eternity Magazine 115

Evangel 53

Evangelical Beacon, The 115

Everybody's Crossword Puzzle

Magazine, Fast 'n Easy
Crosswords, Fun Crossword
Puzzles, JifTy Crossword
Puzzles 25

Everybody's Poultry Magazine . . . .419

Everywoman's Family Circle

Magazine 145

Ewing Galloway 234
Excavating Enginer 361
Executive Books 229
Executive Steward 377
Expert Collector, The 340
Explicator, The 95
Explorer Books 215
Explosives Engineer, The 402
Export Trade and Shipper 363
Extension 115
Fabian Books, Ltd 190
Fabric and Training News 350
Factory 380
Fairfield Publishing Company ... .316
Family Bookshelf 229
Family Digest, The 115
Family Handyman 89
Family Handyman 264
Family Herald 292
Family Reading Club 229
Family Weekly 136
Fantastic 127
Fantasy and Science Fiction 127
Far East, The 115
Farm and Power Equipment 328
Farm and Ranch 36
Farm Bureau Mirror 37
Farm Chemicals '.328

Farm Journal 37
Farm Power 357
Farm Profit 329
Farmer-Stockman, The 37
Farrar, Straus and Cudahy, Inc. . .190

Farrar's New Features 178

Fast Food 378
Fate 74
Fawcett Books 215
Fed, The 264
Feed Age 329
Feed Bag, The 401

FeedstufTs 401

Feldman, Laurence 153

Fell, Frederick, Inc 190

Fence Industry 332
Feuer, Cy, and Ernest Martin .... 153

Fia Sentinel 264
Fibre and Fabric 432
Fideler Co., The 190

Field and Stream 129

Fierst, A. L. 249
Film Associates of California 319
Film Daily, The 428
Film Quarterly 428
F;Ims In Review 77

Films In Review 95
Finance 340
Financial World 340
Fine Art Features 178
Fine Editions Club, The 229
Fire Engineering 404
Fireside Theater Book Club 229
Fire Station Digest 434
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Firemen 405

Firemen's Fund Record 264

First Collingwood Writers' Club . . 246

Fishbein, Frieda 249

Fish Boat, The 363

Fishing Gazette 363

Flame 87

Fleet Owner 334

Fleet Publishing Corp 190

Flight Magazine 337

Fling Festival 65

Florida Contractor and Builder . . .332

Florida Grower and Rancher 37

Florida Trend 340

Florists Review 364

Florists Telegraph Delivery News . .364

Flower and Garden Magazine
For Mid-America 48

Flower and Garden's Merchandiser 364

Flower Grower 48

Flying 16

Flying A, The 264

Flying Models 89

Foley, Joan, Agency 249

Follet Publishing Company 190

Food Engineering 366

Food Executive 378

Food Field Reporter 366

Food For Thought 293

Food In Canada 293

Food Merchandising 265

Food Merchants Advocate 366

Food Service Magazine 378

Food Topics 366

Foothill Play House, Inc 163

Ford Times 265

Forecast For Home Economists . . .354

Foreign Car Guide 14

Foreign Service Journal 434
Foreman 265

Forer & Company, Inc 316
For Men Only 65

Fortune 16

Fortune Features 178

Foto/Find Picture Agency 234
Foundation Press, Inc 191

Foundry Magazine 393
Franciscan Herald Press 191

Frankcl, Gene 153

Franklin Junto Writers 244
Fravessi-Lamont 316
Freeman, The 95
Free Press of Glcncoe, Illinois, The 191

Freezer Provisioning 366, 416
Fremantle International, Inc 281

French Book Guild 229
French Broadcasting System 281

French, Samuel 157

French, Samuel, Inc., Literary

Dept 249

Friar 116

Friends 53

Friendship Press 191

Friendways 53
Frontier Press Co., The 191

Frontiers 11

Frontier Times 66
Frozen Food Age 265
Fryer, Robert, and Lawrence Carr. . 153

Fuel Oil News 412
Fueloil and Oil Heat 416
Fund Raiser, The 426
Funk & Wagnalls Co 191

Funk, Wilfred, Inc 191

Funspot 428
Fur & Specialty Farmer, The 329
Fur-Fish-Game 129
Furniture Design and
Manufacturing 373

Furniture Digest 373
Furniture Manufacturer 373
Furniture Production 390
Furniture Retailer 373
Furniture South 390
Furniture World and Furniture

Buyer and Decorator 373
Furrow, The 265
Galaxy Science Fiction 127
Game Breeder and Sportsman .... 130
Ganeles Hebrew Cards 317
Garden Centre Theatre 167

Garon, Jay 153

Garrard Press, The 191

Gartenberg, Max 249
Gas 368
Gas Age 369
Gas Heat and Comfort Cooling
Magazine 369

Gasohne News 335
Gateway Enterprises 164
Gateway Summer Theatre 165

Geis, Bernard, Associates 191

Gems & Minerals 402
General Agent, The 265
General Aviation News 337
General Service Studios 318
Gentlemen's Quarterly 66
Gentry, E. E., News Service 315
Georgia Farmer 37
Georgia Historical Quarterly 95
Georgia Review 96
General Card Co 317
General Features Corporation .... 178
Gernsback Library, Inc 215
Gertz, Mitchell, Agency 249
Geyer's Topics 407
Gibson Art Company, The 317
Gibson Greeting Cards, Inc 317
Gift and Art Buyer, The 370
Giftwares and Home Fashions . . . .370
Gilkey, Stanley 153
Gilmark Feature Syndicate 178
Gingrich, Harold R., Productions. .281

Ginn & Company 191
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Glamour 145

Glanzer News Service 178

Glass Digest 419

Glass Industry, The 419

Glass Packer, The 409
Gleanings In Bee Culture 434
Glenway Monthly Information

Bulletin 434
Globe Photos 235

Globe Photos, Inc 178

Globe Syndicate 178

G. M. Productions, Inc 319

Gnome Press, Inc., The 191

Go Magazine 335

Golden Press, Inc 191

Gold Medal Books 215

Golf 265

Golf Digest 130

Golfdom 430
Golfing 130

Golf Magazine 130

Good Business 116

Goodheart-Willcox Co., Inc 191

Good Housekeeping 145

Goodkind, Larney 249

Good Photography 81

Gordon, W. L., Features 178

Gospel Herald 116

Gospel Messenger .116

Gospel Trumpet Co 318
Gourmet 48
Grade Teacher 354
Grail Publications 191

Grain & Feed Journals

Consolidated 401

Grain & Feed Review 402
Graphic Arts Monthly 421

Grafic Mexico 107

Grassland News 265
Great Lakes Architecture &

Engineering 332
Great Lakes & Inland Waterways 396
Greater Amusements 429
Grecourt Review 96
Greenburger, Sanford J 249
Greetings, Inc 317
Gregory, Blanch C 249
Grinding & Finishing 393
Grocer's Spotlight, The 371

Grosset & Dunlap, Inc 191

Grove Press, Inc 216
Guide, The 387

Guideposts Magazine 116

Guild Press, Inc 192

Guilty Detective Magazine 26

Gulliver, Lucile, Literary Bureau . . 249

Gun Book Club 229

Guns Magazine 130

Guns and Hunting 131

Gurian, Manning 153

Guy 66

Gym 266

Hadassah Newsletter 146
Hafner Publishing Co 192

Hahlo, Sylvia, Management 249
Hairdo 146

Hale, E. M., & Co 192

Hall Syndicate, Inc 178

Halsey, Reece, Agency 249

Hambleton, T. Edward 153

Hammond, C. S., and Co 192

Hampton Publishing Co 192

Handbags and Accessories 351

Hand In Hand 116

Handling & Shipping Illustrated . .427

Harcourt, Brace, and World, Inc. . . 192

Hardware Age 372
Hardware & Housewares 293
Hardware & Farm Equipment . . . .372

Hardware Retailer 372
Hardware Trade 372
Hardware World 372
Harian Publications 192

Harley-Davidson Enthusiast 266
Harper & Brothers 192

Harper's Bazaar 146
Harper's Magazine 96
Harrison Co., The 192

Hart Publishing Co 192

Harvard Advocate, The 96
Harvard University Press 192

Harvey House 192

Hastings House Publishers, Inc. . . .192

Hatchery & Feed 420
Hats 346
Haver Lockhart Messenger 266
Hawthorne Books, Inc 193

Hawthorne-Sommerfield, Inc 317
Health 376
Health Insurance Underwriter, The 382
Hearing Dealer, The 398
Hearthside Press 193

Hearthstone 116
Heath, D. C, & Company 193

Heating & Gas Appliance
Merchandising Magazine 417

Heating, Piping, and Air

Conditioning 417
Hebrew Publishing Company 193

Heid, George, Productions 281

HeUcon Press, Inc 193
Hellmer, Kurt 250

Herald Advertiser, The 136

Herald House 193

Herder and Herder 193

Heritage Club, The 229

Herman & Stephens, Inc 193

Herschensohn Motion Picture

Production 319

Herzl Press 193

Hesperian House Book Publishers,

Inc 193

Heuer Publishing Company, The . . 157

Hi! A Catholic Magazine For
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Growing-ups ^i^

Hi-Fi/Stereo Review ^^
High Fidelity Magazine 47

High FideHty Trade News 406

HighUghts For Children 54

Highway Builder 425

High Way Magazine, The 74

Highway 266

Hill and Wang, Inc 216

Hilltop and the Booklover 96

Hinshaw and Stohlmann 250

His 54

His 116

History Book Club 229

Hoard's Dairyman 348

Hobart Arc Welding News 266

Hobby Times 178

HoHday 107

HoHday House 193

Hollis Productions, Ltd 281

Hollywood Press Syndicate 178

Hollywood Professional Writers

Group 237

Holman, A. J., Co 193

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. . . 193

Holt, Stella 153

Holy Name Journal, The 116

Home 117

Home & Garden Supply

Merchandiser 364

Home & Highway Magazine 266

Home Craftsman, The 89

Home Furnishings Daily 374

Home Library News 194

Home Life 117

Home Maintenance &
Improvement 89

Home Modernizing Guide 48

Hoofs and Horns 141

Hoosier Farmer, The 38

Horch, Franz J., Associates 250

Horizon 96
Horizon Press 194

Horn Book, Inc., The 194

Horn in the West 164

Horoscope 13

Horseman's Book Club 229

Horticulture 329

Hospital Forum 376
Hospital Management 376
Hospital Topics 376
Hospitals 376
Hotel Bulletin 378
Hotel Grecter, The '. 378
Hotel Management 378
Hot Rod Magazine 14

Hot Springs Writer's Workshop . .237

Houghton Mifflin Co 194

House and Garden 49

House and Home 332
House Beautiful 49
Housewares Buyer 435

Housewares Review 374
Houston Chronicle Rotogravure
Magazine—"Texas" 137

Houston Post 137

Howell-North Books 194

Hudson Review, The 97

Humble Sales Lubricator 267

Humpty-Dumpty's Magazine 54

Hunting and Fishing in Canada . .293

Huron Playhouse 165

Ice Cream Field 347

Ice Cream Review 347

Ice Cream Trade Journal 347

Idaho Farmer 329

Idaho Writer's Group 239
Ideal Love Stories 62

Ideals 97

If 127

Illinois Dental Journal 399
Illinois Master Plumber 417

Illinois Rural Electric News 38

Immaculate Heart Messenger 117

Imperial Oil Fleet News 267

Improvement Era, The 117

Ince, Alexander Sandor 154

Independent Banker, The 340
Independent Petroleum Monthly . .412

Indiana Business and Industry

Magazine 340
Indiana Farmer 329
Industrial Arts and Vocational

Education 354
Industrial Development and

Manufacturers Record 380

Industrial Distribution 380
Industrial Distributor News 380
Industrial Electronic Engineering

& Maintenance 423
Industrial Electronics 380
Industrial Finishing 381

Industrial Gas 369
Industrial Maintenance &

Plant Operations 381

Industrial Marketing 326
Industrial Medicine and Surgery . .399

Industrial Refrigeration 417
Industrial Report 293

Industrial Research 381

Industrial Retail Stores 351

Industry 381

Infantry Magazine 71

Infants' and Children's Review . . .346

Ingenue 146

Ingersoll, George, Agency 250

Inland
^. 97

Inland and American Printer

and Lithographer, The 421

Inplant Food Management 366

Inside Story . . 79

Institutional Laundry 387

Institutions Magazine 378

Instructor, The 354
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Insurance News 383

Insurance Prospector 383

Insurance Salesman, The 383

Inter-American Review of

Bibliography 97

International Blueprinter, The . . . .361

International Collectors Library

Book Club 229

International Journal of Religious

Education 354

International Journal of Religious

Education 117

International Oilman 412

Iternational Religious News Service 178

International Textbook Company . . 194

International Trade Review 267

Interstate Printers and Publishers,

Inc., The ....194

Inter-View 267

Intimate Story 22

Investment Dealers Digest 340

Iowa Food Dealer, The 371

lowan. The 107

Iowa State University Press 194

Irish Book Club, The 230

Iron Age 393

Iron Worker, The 267

Irrigation, Engineering and
Maintenance 361

Irwin, Richard D., Inc 194

Issues 117

It's on the House 267

Jack and Jill 54

Jackinson, Alex, Agency 250

Jackson, Edith 250

Jacky, Frederick, Productions .... 281

JafTe Agency, The 250

JaflFe, Herb, Associates 250

Jaslow, Bert, and Annette Schern. .154

Jefferson House, Inc 194

Jersey Journal 38

Jewelers' Buyers Guide 384

Jewish Book Guild of America, Inc. 230

Jewelers' Circular-Keystone 384

Jewell Radio and Television

Productions 281

Jewish Publication Society of

America, The 194

Jewish Frontier 117

Jewish Life 118

Jewish Social Studies 118

Jingle Mill, Inc., The 281

Jobber News & Electronic

Wholesaling 423

Johns Hopkins Press, The 194

Johnsonian News Letter 97

Johnson, Margot, Agency, The .... 250

Johnson & Thompson 250

Jones, Marshall, Company 195

Joseph, Nannine 250

Journal of Metals 393

Journal of Negro History, The ... 97

Journal of Nuclear Medicine . . . 399

Journal of Oral Surgery, Anesthesia

and Hospital Dental Service 399

Journal of Plumbing, Heating and
Air Conditioning 417

Journal of the American Association

of University Women 354

Journal of the American Medical
Association 399

Journal of the American Medical
Women's Association 399

Journal of the American Podiatry

Association 399
Journalism Quarterly 385
Journeyman Barber, Hairdresser

& Cosmetologist 342
Jubilee 118

Judy Publishing Company 195

Julien, Jay 154

Junior Catholic Messenger 55

Junior Leagues of America, Inc. . .158

Junior Life 55

Junior Life 55

Junior Literary Guild 233

Juniors 55

Juniors 118

Junior World 55

Juvenile Merchandising 351

Kane's, Frank, Licensed Beverage

Review 343

Kansas Construction Magazine . . . .361

Kansas Magazine, The 97

Kansas-Oklahoma Oil Reporter . . .412

Kart 335
Keats-Shelley Journal 97

Keeping Track Magazine 293

Keep 'N Touch 317
Keister Advertising Service 1 79

Kenedy, P. J., & Sons 195

Kentucky Farmer, The 38
Kenyon Review 98
Keystone Folklore Quarterly 98
Keystone Newspicture Syndicate . .179

Keystone Press Agency Inc 235
Kilpatrick, Thomas 154

King's Business, The 118

Kingston, Al, Enterprises Inc 250
Kiplinger Book Club 230
Kitchen Business 374
Kiwanis Magazine, The 41
Klausner, Bertha, International

Literary Agency Inc 250
Klein, William L., Productions 281

Knitted Outerwear Times 346
Knitter, The 432
Knitting Industry Weekly 346
Krichmar, Celia 250
Knopf, Alfred A., Inc 195
Knox, John, Press 216
Kre.sjel Publications 195
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Kroll, Lucy, Agency 250

KTAV Publishing House, Inc 195

Ladies Home Journal 147

Lakes Region Playhouse 162

Lake Sunapee Playhouse 162

Lake Whalom Playhouse 161

Lakewood Theatre 161

Lamp Journal 374
Lancaster Farming 38

Landscaping 365

Lane Book Co 195

Langdon, Eleanor, Associates .... 251

Language 98

Lanin, Howard 154

Lantern Press Inc 195

Launder-Matic Age 387

Laundry and Dry Cleaning Journal . 293

Law and Order 405

Lawn Care 267

Lawn Equipment Journal 435

Layton Film Productions Inc 319

Lea and Febiger 195

Leather and Shoes 388

Leather Craftsman, The 388

Leather Manufacturer, The 388

Leatherneck 71

Leather World 294

Leica Photography 267

Lenniger, August, Literary Agency 251

Leonard, Claire 251

Lerman, Oscar 154

Levey, Jules, Productions 318

Lewis, Frederic 235

Lewis, Henry, Agency 251

Liberal Arts Press, Inc 216

Liberty 294

Librairie Dussault Limited 212

Library Journal 343

Library of Science, The 230

Liebman, Max 154

Life 43

Life and Health 46
Life Book Dept., Time, Inc., The. . 195

Lift 267

Light, The 118

Light Metal Age 393

Lighting 357

Linens & Domestics 351

Lingerie Merchandising 346
Linn County Writers 244
Lion, The 41

Linsk, Lester 251

Lippincott, J. B., Co 195

Listen Magazine 46
Literary Agency of Washington . . .251

Literary Clipping Bureau 315

Literary Guild of America, The. . . .230

Literary Review, The 98
Lithographers' Journal 422
Littauer & Wilkinson 251

Little, Brown & Co 196

Liveright Publishing Corp 196
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Living Church, The 118
Living For Young Homemakers . . .147
Lloyd, David 251
Local Agent, The 383
Locksmith Ledger 373
London International Press, Ltd.. . . 179
Lone Star Safety News 267
Longmans, Green & Company . . , .157
Longmans, Green & Co. Inc 196
Longmont Writers' Club 238
Look 43
Looking Glass Library 196
Lookout, The 268
Lookout, The 118
Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Co., Inc.. .196
Lord, Sterling, Agency, The 251
Lortel, Lucille 154
Louisiana Grocer 371
Louisiana State University Press. . . 196
Louisville Writer's Club, The 240
LP-Gas 369
LPGA Times 369
Luce Press Chpping Bureau Inc.. . .315
Lufkin Line, The 268
Luggage and Leather Goods 388
Lutheran, The 119
Lutheran Companion, The 119
Lutheran Readers Club 230
McBride, Robert M., Co., Inc 196
McCall, Monica, Inc 251

McCall's 147
MacCampbell, Donald, Inc 251

McClelland and Stewart Ltd 212
McClintic, Guthrie 154

McClure Newspaper Syndicate . . .179

McGraw Hill Book Club, The 230
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. .196
MacGregor, C. P., Co 281

Machine & Tool Blue Book 393
Machine Design 393
Machinery 393
Roy Mack Agency, The 251

McKnight & McKnight Publishing

Company 196

MacLean's 294
MacMillan Company, The 216
MacMillan Company, The 196

MacMillan Co. of Canada Ltd. . . .212

McNaught Syndicate, Inc 179

McNaughton, Frank, & Associates 281

MacQuarrie, Earl 251

MacRae Smith Co 196

Macy, George, Companies, Inc.,

The 197

Macy, Gertrude 154

Mademoiselle 147

Magazine of Wall Street and
Business Analyst 340

Magid, Lee 154

Magnet, The 429

Magnificat, The 119

Magnolia, The 107
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Magnum Photos, Inc .235

Main Connections 268

Maine Line 268

Mainstream 98

Maintenance and Sanitary Supplies. 429

Male 66

Manage 340

Management and Business

Automation 407

Management Methods 340

Manistee Summer Theater 162

Mann Publishers 216

Man's Day 66

Man's Life 66

Man's Magazine 67

Man's World 67

Mansfield Women Writers' Club ... 243

Man to Man 66

Manufactured Homes Magazine. . .332

Manuel, Alvin G., Agency 251

Manufacturing Confectioner 348

Manufacturing Jeweler, The 384

Manuscript Club of Akron 243

Marboro Book Club 230

Marian, The 119

Marianist, The 119

Marine Corps Gazette 71

Marine Engineering/Log 397

Marine News 397

Marion Groundhog, The 268

Marion, John F 252

Markey, Frank Jay 178

Marking Industry 435

Mark Twain Journal 98

Marple's Business Roundup 341

Marriage, The Magazine of

Catholic Family Living 119

Marshall Organization Inc 281

Mart Magazine 424
Mary Immaculate 119

MaryknoU 119

Maryknoll 267

MaryknoU Book Club 230
Marzani & Munsell 197

Mass Passenger Transportation . . .335

Master Detective 26

Master Shoe Rebuilder, The 388
Masterson, Carroll and Harris .... 154

Material HandUng Engineering . . .435

Materials in Design Engineering. . .361

Matoaka Lake Amphitheatre 166

Matson, Harold, Company 251

Maxton Publishing Corp 197

Mayor and Manager 405
Maytag Merchandiser 268
Meat Magazine 366
Mechanical Contractor 361

Mechanical Engineering 381

Mechanix Illustrated 89
Mechanization—The Magazine of

Modern Coal 403
Medford, Ben, Agency 252

Medical Books for Children

Publishing Co 197

Medical Economics 399
Medical Missionary, The 399
Medical World News 400
Melmont Publishers, Inc 197

Melody Fair 164

Men 67

Mendez, Toni, Inc 252

Men's Wear .

.' 346
Merchants Trade Journal 351

Meredith, Scott, Literary Agency,
Inc 253

Meridian Books, Inc 216
Merit News 268
Merit News 294
Merrill, Charles E., Books Inc 197

Message Magazine 120

Messenger of the Sacred Heart . . .120

Messner, Julian, Inc 197

Metal Fabricator, The 394
Metal Finishing 394
Metal Progress 394
Metal Treating 394
Methodist Layman, The 120

Metro Artist Bureau 281

Metropolitan Lithograph and
Publishing Co 317

MGM 318
MGM Studio 318
Michelson, Charles, Inc 282

Michelson & Sternberg, Inc 282
Michigan Farmer 329
Michigan History 98
Michigan Investor 341

Mid Atlantic Apothecary 350
Mid-Century Book Society Inc. . . . 230
Mid-Continent Banker 341

Mid Continent Bottler 344
Mid-Continent Jeweler 384
Mid-Continent Mortician 368
Midwest Broadcasting School 282
Mid-West Contractor 361

Midwest Folklore 98
Midwest Industry Magazine 381

Midwest Purchasing Agent 381

Mid-Western Banker 341

Midwestern Druggist 350
Midwest Magazine 137

Mike Shayne Mystery Magazine. . . 26

Military Engineer, The 362

Milk Dealer 348
Milk Products Journal 348

Milk Salesman, The 349

Milkpail, The 268

Mill & Factory 381

Mill, M. S. Company Inc 197

Miller, The 269

Milwaukee Fictioneers 245

Milwaukee Journal, The 137

Mineralogist, The 403

Miniatures, The 230
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Mining Congress Journal 403
Mining Engineering 403

Mining Record 403
Mining World 403

Minneapolis Tribune 137

Minutes 269

Mirican Merchandiser, The 269

Missile Design & Developing 338
Missionary Volunteer Book Club . . . 230
Missionary Youth 55

Mississippi Valley Lumberman ... .391

M-J Productions 281

Mobile Home Dealer 433
Mobile Homes annd Travel

Trailer Dealers 433
Mobile Living 107

Model Airplane News 89

Model Railroader 89

Modern Brewery Age "..... 344
Modern Bride 148

Modern Fiction Studies 98
Modern Floor Coverings 374
Modern Garden Center 426
Modern Grocer 371

Modern Hospital, The 376
Modern Library Inc 216
Modern Library 197

Modern Machine Shop 394
Modern Medicine 400
Modern Man 67

Modern Office Procedures 407
Modern Packaging 409
Modern Passenger

Transportation 335, 405
Modern Photography 81

Modern Plastics 415
Modern Press 221

Modern Railroads 425
Modern Romances 22
Modern Sanitation and Building

Maintenance 332
Modern Screen 77
Modern Stationer and Office

Equipment Dealer 407
Modern Tire Dealer 335
Molson, Gordon, Associates Agency . 252
Monarch Books, Inc 216
Monarch Books, Inc 197
Monkmeyer Press Photo Service . . . 235
Montana Farmer Stockman 329
Monthly Review Inc 197
Montrealer, The 295
Monumental News-Review, Inc. . . .368

Moody Press 216
Moorepark, Howard, Literary

Agency 252
Morehouse-Barlow Company 197

Morgan and Morgan, Inc.

Publishers 197

Moritz, Albert 154

Morrow, William, & Co 197

Mother's Home Life 148

Motion Picture 77

Motion Picture Exhibitor 429
Motor 335
Motor Age 335
Motor Boating 131

Motor Carrier 295
Motorcyclist 15

Motor in Canada 295
Motor Life 14

Motor News 108
Motor Service Magazine 335
Motor Travel Magazine 269
Motor Trend 14

Motor West .335

Mountain Playhouse 167
Mountain States Banker 341

Mountain Theatre 164
Movie Life 77

Movie Mirror 77

Movie Stars TV Close-Ups 77

Movieland and TV Time 77

Mr. Magazine 67

Mueller Record 269
Muhlenberg Press 198

Municipality, The 405
Music Journal 406
Music Trades 406
Musical America 406
Musical Courier 406
Musical Leader 406
Musical Quarterly 406
Music Circus 160

My Baby Magazine 148

My Counsellor 55
My Love Secret 62

My Romance 22

Mystery Writers of America, Inc. . . 242

Mystic Arts Book Society 231

N. A. D. A. Magazine 336
NAHB Journal of Homebuilding. . .332

Names 98
N. A. R. D. Journal 350

Nargus Bulletin 371

Nashville Tennesean Magazine,

The 137

Nation, The 79

National Bottlers' Gazette 344

National Bowlers' Journal 131

National Business Woman 148

National Defense Transportation

Journal, The 71

National Engineer 421

National Fisherman 364
National Funeral Service Journal. .368

National Fur News 368

National Furniture Review 351

National Future Farmer, The . . . ,330

National Geos^raphic Magazine,

The \ 43

National Guardsman 72

National Hardwood Magazine . . .391

National Horseman, The 11
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National Industrial Service

Association News 357

National Jeweler 384

National Jewish Monthly, The . . .120

National Laugh Enterprises 252

National Lithographer 422

National Livestock Producer 38

National Lutheran, The 120

National Motorist 15

National Newspaper Syndicate . . .179

National Parent-Teacher: The
PTA Magazine 435

National Petroleum News 412

National Photographer 414

National Planning As.sociation .... 198

National Police Ga/ette 67

National Provisioner, The 367

National Publisher, The 386

National Research Bureau Inc. . . .282

National Review 79

National Shorthand Reporter . . . .407

National Weeklies, Inc 38

National Weekly Newspaper
Service 179

National Wool Grower 389

National Writers Club, The 238

Nation's Business 16

Natural History Book Club 231

Natural History Magazine 74

Navy Magazine of Sea Power 435

Navy Times 72

Naylor Company, The 198

NC Feature and Picture Services. . . 179

NEA Journal 354

Nebraska Writers Guild 241

NEDA Journal 424

Negro History Bulletin 99

Negro Traveler 108

Nelson, Thomas & Sons 198

Nelson-Hall Company 198

Nelson, Thomas & Sons (Canada)

Ltd 212

Nettleton News 269

New American Library of World
Literature, Inc 216

New Campus Writing 99

New Directions 217

New England Construction 362

New England Homestead 148

New England Newsclip Agency,

Inc 315

New England Quarterly, The .... 99

New Equipment Digest 381

Newhall, Patricia 154

New Hampshire Profiles 108

New Homes Guide 49

New Jersey Business 341

New Jersey Grocer 371

New Jersey Writers Roundup,
The 241

New London Players 162

Newman Press, The 217

New Mexico Magazine 108

New Mexico Quarterly 99
New Physician, The 400
New Republic, The 79

News Illustrated 269
New South Baker 338
Newspaper Enterprise Association. .179

New Writers' Book Club 231

New Yorker, The 43
New York Free For All 269
New York Graphic Society 198

New York Herald Tribune
News Service 178

New York State Journal of

Medicine 400
New York Times Magazine, The. .137

New York Writers Group 242

New York Writers Guild 242
Night Writers, The 243

Nonmetallic Minerals Processing. . .419

Norbest Turkey News 420
North American Newspaper

Alliance 179

North Jersey Press Bureau 180

North Jersey Writers Roundup . . .241

North Shore Music Theater 161

Northern California Cartoon and
Humor Association 237

Northwest Beverage Journal 344
Northwest Cartoonists and

Gagwriters Society 244
Northwestern Banker 341

Northwestern Bell 269
Northwestern Jeweler, The 384
Northwestern Miller, The 402
Northwest Review 99
Norton, W. W. & Company Inc. . . 198

Notecaster 269
Notion and Novelty Review 351

Nourse Publishing Co 198

Novo Card Publishers 317
Nugget 67

Nuggets 269
Nursing Home Administrator 376
Nursing Outlook 376
Oakdale Musical Theatre 160

Oak Leaf, The 270
Oberlin College, Gilbert and

Sullivan Players 161

Oblensky, Ivan, Inc 198

Observer, The 120

Oceana Publications Inc 198

Occupational Hazards 382
ODR Reproduction Review 407

Odyssey Press Inc 198

Office, The 407

Office Appliances 407
Office Economist, The 408
Office Executive 408
Office Management and American

Business 408
Official Detective Stories 26
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Ohio Farmer 330
Ohio Motorist, The 108

Ohio Tavern News 344

Ohio Valley Writers' Guild 243

Oil and Gas Equipment 412

Oil and Gas Journal, The 412

Oklahoma State Writers Club .... 244

Okun, Lillian 282

Old Log Theatre 162

Old Time New England 108

Olney Theatre 161

One 120

One Magazine 56

Onward 56
Onward 120

Open Court Publishing Company. .217

Opera News 47

Optical Journal and Review
of Optometry 385

Optometric World .385

Oral Hygiene 400
Orange Judd Publishing Company. . 199

Ordnance 72

Oregon Cattleman 39

Oregon Farmer 330
Organic Gardening and Farming. . 39

Orientation 120

Ornato, Joseph 155

OSU Theater Collection Bulletin

The 99
Ottenheimer Publishers Inc 199

Our Dumb Animals 11

Our Family 295

Our Navy 72

Our Sunday Visitor 61

Our Sunday Visitor 121

Outboard Boating 270

Outdoor Advertiser 326
Outdoor Life 131

Outdoor Life Book Club 231

Oval, The 160

Overview 354
Owen, F. A., Publishing Co 199

Oxford Book Co. Inc 199

Oxford University Press 217

Oxford University Press 221

Oxford University Press Inc 199

Ozark Writer's Club 240
Pacific Affairs 79

Pacific Book Publishers 199

Pacific Builder and Engineer , . . .362

Pacific Coast Publishers 217

Pacific Coast Record 378
Pacific Drug Review 350
Pacific Factory 382
Pacific Fisherman 364
Pacific Goldsmith 385
Pacific Laundry and Cleaning

Journal 387

Pacific Oil Marketer 412

Pacific Poultryman 420

Pacific Road Builder and

Engineering Review 425

Pacific Stationer and Office

Outfitter 408
Pacific Telephone Magazine 270
Pacific Work Boat 397

Package Store Management 344

Packing & Shipping 409

Page, L. C, & Co. Inc 199

Pageant 43
Paint Industry Magazine 410
Paint, Oil and Chemical Review. . .410

Palmer, Nancy, Photo Agency .... 235
Pantheon Books Inc 199

Paper and Paper Products 411

Paper and Twine Journal 411

Paper, Film and Foil Converter. . .411

Paper Industry, The 411

Paper Mill Playhouse 163

Paper Sales 411

Paper Trade Journal 411

Parade 138

Paramount Line, Inc., The 317
Parella, Anthony 155

Parents' Magazine 149

Parents' Magazine's Book Club for

Beginning Readers 233

Parents' Magazine's Book Club for

Children 233

Paris Review, The 99

Park Avenue Literary Agency Inc. . . 252

Park Maintenance 396
Pasadena Playhouse 158

Pasque Petals 87

Pastoral Psychology Book Club ... .231

Patterns 88

Paulist Feature Service 180

Peggy Cloth-Books, Inc 199

Penguin Books, Inc 199

Pennington Press 199

Pennsylvania History 99

Pen Pusher Club 240

Pendle Hill Pamphlets 217

Perfect Home Magazine 270

Personalist, The 99

Personal Romances 22

Personnel Journal 341

Perspective 100

Pest Control 365

Pet Life 12

Pet Milk Magazine 270

Peterborough Players 163

Petosky Playhouse 162

Pet Shop Management 414

Petroleum and Chemical
Transporter 413

Petroleum Engineer Publishing

Company, The 413

Petroleum Equipment 413

Petroleum Refiner 413

PF Reporter 424

Photo Dealer 415

Philosophical Library Inc 199
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Photo Dcvolopmonts 415

Photoiijraphir Trade News 415

Photoplay 77

Photo Researchers Inc 235

Phylon 100

Physician's Management 400

Piano Trade Magazine 406

Picture ...138
Picture Agency Council of America. 235

Picture and Gift Journal 370

Pictures and Stories 56

Piece Goods Merchandiser 351

Pioneer Drama Service 157

Pioneer Playhouse of Kentucky ... 161

Pioneer Playhouse Summer
Theatre 162

Pioneer Roto Magazine, The 138

Pipe Line News 413

P. I. P. Photos 235

Pit and Quarry 431

Pix, Inc 235

Pix Incorporated 81

Plant Administration 295

Plant Engineering 382

Plant Food Review 270

Plant Life 270

Plant Maintenance & Engineering. 382

Plastering Industries 332

Plastics Design and Processing . . . .415

Plastics Industry 416
Plastics Technology 416
Plastics World 416
Plating Management 394

Piatt & Munk Co., Inc., The 199

Playboy 68

Playhouse-on-the-Green 165

Players Ring Theatre, Inc.

Players Ring Gallery 160

Plays 157

Play/South 435

Playthings 352

Plumbing and Heating Business . , .417

Plymouth Traveler 270

PMI 415

PMLA 100

Pocono Playhouse 165

Poetry 88
Poetry Digest 88

Poetry Workshop of the Greensboro
Writers 243

Pollak, Julius, & Sons, Inc 317

Pomona Writers' Workshop 238

Pool Life 131

Popular Boating 404
Popular Dogs 12

Popular Electronics 90
Popular Gardening 49
Popular Library Inc 217

Popular Mechanics Magazine .... 90
Popular Mechanics Press 199

Popular Medicine 46
Popular Photography 81

Popular Science Book Club 231
Popular Science Monthly 90
Porcelain, Sidney E 252
Port of Houston Magazine 270
Post Exchange and Commissary . . .435
Poultry and Eggs Weekly 420
Potash Bowl .

.' 163
Potter, Clarkson N., Inc 200
Poultry & Farm Supply World . . .420
Poultry Processing & Marketing . . .420
Poultry Tribune 420
Power 56
Power 362, 421
Power Engineering 421
Power Wagon 336
Practical Builder 332
Practical Home Economics 355
Practical Knowledge Monthly .... 90
Practical Knowledge Monthly .... 43

Prairie Schooner 100
Precious Blood Messenger 121

Precision Metal Molding 394
Prediction 13

Premier Books 217
Preminger, Otto 155

Premium Practice 326
Prentice-Hall Inc 200
Presbyterian Life 121

Press Alliance Inc 180
Press of Western Reserve

University, The 200
Primary World 56
Princeton University Library

Chronicle, The 100

Princeton University Press 200
Printers' Ink 326
Printing Magazine 422
Printing Monthly 422
Printing Production Magazine . . . .422

Produce Marketing 367
Product Engineering 394
Production 394
Production Road 270
Products Finishing 394
Professional Engineer 362
Professional Photographer 415
Professional Writers' Club of

Washington, D. C, The 239
Progress 56
Progress 271

Progressive Architecture 333

Progressive Dealer 271

Progressive Grocer, The 371

Progressive Teacher, The 355
Promenade Magazine 109

Prometheus Book Club 231

Proofs 400
Providence Sunday Journal 138

Provincetown Playhouse 161

Public Affairs Press 200
Public Management 405
Public Service Magazine 405
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Public Power 357
Public Utilities Fortnightly 405
Public Works 405
Public Works in Canada 295
Publishers' Auxiliary, The 386
Publishers' Weekly . .343

Publishers Syndicate 180

Pulpit Digest 121

Purchasing 382
Purdy, CarHsle & Dodds, Inc. ..... 200
Pure Dealer Progress 271

Pure Milk News 271

G. P. Putnam's Sons 217

G. P. Putnam's Sons 200
Pyramid Books 217

QHB 131

QST 424
Quarter Horse Journal, The 12

Quartermaster Review 72

Quartet Films Inc .319

Que Recording Co 282
Queen's Quarterly 296
Queen's Work, The 56
Quicksilver 88
Quill, The 241

Quintero, Jose 155

Quest . . . for Tomorrow 341

Quick Frozen Foods 367

Quill ' 386

Rack Merchandising 352

Radio and Television Weekly 424

Radio-Electronics Magazine 424

Radio Recorders 282

Radiozark Enterprises Inc 282

Railroad Magazine 75

Railroad Model Craftsman 90

Railway Age 425

Railway Locomotives and Cars . . .425

Railway Purchases and Stores 425

Rand McNally 200

Ranch Romances 62

Random House Inc 200

Rangcfinder Magazine, The 415

Rapho-Guillumette, Inc 235

Ray and Bcrger 282

Reader's Digest 44
Ready to Wear Scout 346

Real Estate Books Institute 231

Real Adventure 68

Realife Guide 46
Real Magazine 68

Record, the 271

Record and Sound Retailing 424
Recorded Publications Labs 282

Recorder Magazine . .387

Red Barn Theatre 164

Redbook Magazine 149

Red Triangle Magazine, The 271

Reconstructionist 121
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Reeves Plumbing &
Heating Journal 417

Refrigeration 418
Refrigeration & Air-Conditioning

Business 418
Refrigeration Service and

Contracting 418
Regents Publishing Co., Inc 200
Register and Tribune Syndicate . . 180
Register Publications 346
Regnery, Henry, Co 200
Reilly «& Lee Co 201

Reinhold PubHshing Corp 201

Religious Book Club, Inc 231

Religious News Service 282
Religious News Service 180
Renascence 100

Rental Laundry Management 387
Rental Service Forecaster 435
REO News 271

Reporter 271

Reporter of Direct Mail
Advertising, The 327

Republic Radio &
Television Features 282

Resident Physician 400
Resort Management 378

Restaurant Digest, The 271
Restaurant Equipment Dealer . . . .379
Restuarant Management 379
Retail Digest, The 352
Retail Lumberman 391
Retail Tobacconist 432
Retailer's Review Magazine 272
Revealing Romances 22
Revell, Fleming H., Company ... 201
Reynal and Co., Inc 201
Reynolds, Paul R., & Son 252
Rhode Island Writer's Guild 244
Rice, Virginia . 252
Rider, John F., Publisher Inc 218
Ritchie, Ward, Press, The 201
Riveredge Playhouse 165
Rivers & Harbors 404
RKO Radio Pictures 318
RN National Magazine for Nurses 376
Road and Track 132
Robbins Bros 282
Rock Products 431
Rockett, Frederick K., Co 319
Rocky Mountain Construction . . . .362
Rocky Mountain Oil Reporter . . . .413
Rod & Gun 296
Rodding and Re-Styling 272
Roeburt, John 155

Roffman Associates 282
Rogue 68
Romance Philology 100
Ronald Press Company, The 201

Rose-Adair Enterprises 152

Richards Rosen Press 201

Rosicrucian Digest, The 75
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RosiKM-, Milt, Agency 252
Rotarian, The 41

Rough Notes . 383
Row, Peterson & Company 201

Row- Peterson Plays 157

Roy Publishers 201

Royle Forum 272
Rubber Age 436
Rudder, The 404
Rural Electrification Magazine ...357
Rural New Yorker ^ 39
Rural Roads 405
Russell, Betty J 252
Russell, Jack, & Associates 282

Rust Craft Publishers, Inc 317
Ryerson Press, The 212

Saalfield Publishing Company . . . .201

Sacramento Writers Club 238
Safety Maintenance 396
Safety on the Bottom 272

Saga 69

St. Anthony Messenger 121

St. Anthony's Guild Press 201

St. John Terrell's Music Circus ... 163

St. Joseph Magazine 122

St. Martin's Press 201

Saint Mystery Magazine, The .... 26

Saints Herald 122

St. Subber 155

Sales Management Magazine 426

Salesmen's Book Club 231

Sales Meetings 426
Salesman's Opportunity Magazine .426

Salisbury, Leah, Inc 252

Salt Lake Tribune Features Section 138

Salt Water Sportsman 132

Sample Case, The 427

Sams, Howard W., and Co., Inc. . . 202

Samuels, Sam . 282

Sandpiper Press, The 202

Sangamon Company 317

Sanitary Maintenance 429

Saphier, James L., Agency, Inc. . . 282

Satcustein, Sidney 252

Saturday Evening Post, The 44

Saturday Night 296

Saturday Review 100

Saunders, S. J. Reginald, &
Company Ltd 212

Saunders, W. B., Company 202

Savage, Alma 253

Savings Bank Journal 341

Saward's Journal 418
Scanner, The 272

Scarcrow Press Inc 202

Schenck, Joseph M., Enterprises

Inc. 319

Schocken Books, Inc 202

Scholars' Facsimiles and Reprints . . 202

Scholastic Coach 132

Scholastic Editor 386

Scholastic Magazines 56
Scholastic Roto 57
Scholastic Roto 81

School and Society 355
School Arts Magazine 355
School Bus Trends 355
School Shop 355
School Supplies Merchandising , . .427

Schulberg, Ad 253
Schuller, William, Agency 253
Science and Mechanics 90
Science Book Club 231

Science Digest 91

Science Fiction Book Club 231

Science News Letter 91

Science of Man 403
Science Service 180

Scientific American 91

Scimitar and Song 88
Scott, Foresman & Company 202
Scott, W^illiam R., Inc 202

Screen Stories 77

Screenland 78

Scribner's, Charles, Sons 202

Sea and Pacific Motor
Boat Magazine 404

Seabury Press, Inc, The 202
Seahorse Press Inc, The 202
Seattle Times Sunday
Magazine Section 138

Secrets 22

See 69

Seed Trade News 365
Seedmen's Digest 365
Seng Book, The 272
Sentinel, The 57
Sentinel Books Publishing Inc. ... 202
Sentinel of the Blessed Sacrament .122
Sepia 44
Seven 88
Seven Arts Book Society 231
Seven Arts Feature Syndicate ... .180
Seventeen 149
Sexology 46
Shady Lane Playhouse 160
Shakespeare Newsletter, The 100
Shakespearean P'estival 167
Shapiro, Max 202
Shawn, Ted, Theatre 161
Shaw Review, The 101
Sheed & Ward Inc 203
Shelley Players 164
Shengold Publishers, Inc 203
Shipping Management

—

National Hi-Way Shipper 428
Shoe Service Magazine 389
Shoe String Press Inc., The 203
Shore Society of Creative Writers .241
Shorthorn World, The 39
Show Business News 429
Shyre, Paul 157
Siegel, Jerry 253
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Sign, The 122

Signalman's Journal, The 425

Signet Books 218

Sis^is of the Times 327

Sifver Burdett Co 203

Silv^er Screen 78

Simon & Schuster 203

Simon and Schuster Inc 218

Singer, B. P., Features 180

Singer, Evelyn, Literary Agency . . 253

Singer, L. W., Company, The 203

Singer Light 272

Sir! . . ^ 69

Skiing News Magazine 133

Ski Life ; 132

Ski Mas[azine 132

Skipper^ The 404

Sky and Telescope 75

Sloane. ^Vi^iam. Associates 203

Small House Planning Bureau .... 180

Small World 272

Smith, Peter 203

Snowy Egret 101

Soccer Associates 203

Society of Magazine \Vriters 242

Sohio Spotlight 273

Sohioan, The 273

Somlyo, E. T., Agency 253

Soul Magazine 122

Soundac Productions Inc 282

Sound Merchandising 425

South Atlantic Quarterly 101

Southern Advertisine; and
PubHshing ^ 327

Southern Automotive Journal . . . .336

Southern Beverage Journal 344

Southern Dairy Products Journal . .349

South Dakota Stockgrower 39

Southern Farm Equipment 427

Southern Florist &. Nurseryman . . .365

Southern Folklore Quarterly 101

Southern Food Processor 409

Southern Funeral Director, The . . .368

Southern Hardware 373

Southern Hospitals 376

Southern Hotel Journal 379

Southern Innkeeper 379

Southern Jeweler 385

Southern Lumber Journal 391

Southern Lumberman 391

Southern Methodist

University Press 203

Southern NIotor Cargo 336

Southern Pharmaceutical Journal . . 350

Southern Phunbing, Heating &
Air Conditioning 418

Southern Power & Industry 421

Southern Printer & Lithographer . .422

Southern Pulp &
Paper Manufacturer 411

Southern Stationer and Office . . . .408

Southgate, Maeve 253

Southland Magazine 139

Southwest Advertising &
Marketing 327

Southwest Builder and Contractor .362

Southwestern Baker 339

Southwestern Lore 101

Southwestern Miller 402

Southwestern Retailer 352

Southwestern Telephone News , . . 273

Southwest Review 101

Sovereign Grace Book Club 231

Soybean Digest 330

Space Age News 338

Spaeth, Sigmund 283

Specialty Salesman 427

Specter, Edward 155

Speed Mechanics 15

Spenserian Press, The 218

Spirit 88

Spiritual Book Associates Inc 232

Spodheim, Renee, Associates 253

Sponsor 327

Sport 133

Sporting Goods Dealer, The 430

Sporting News, The 133

Sports Afield 133

Sports Book Club 232

Sports Illustrated 134

Sportsman 134

Stackpole Company, The 203

Stag Magazine 69

Standard 57

Standard Printing &
Publishing Co 203

Standard Publishing Company . . . .157

Stanford L'niversity Press 203

Starlight Musicals 161

Starlight Theatre 164

Starlight Theatre 162

Startling Detective 27

Star Weekly, The 139

State College Arena
Summer Theatre 164

Steck Co., The 203

Steel Horizons 273
Steel Magazine 395
Steps 122
Sterling Publishing Co., Inc 204
Stern. Alfred 155

Stillwater ^Vriters 244
Stockman Magazine, The 389
Stores 352
Stories 57

Stories for Children 57

Story-A-Month Club 240

Story Classics 232

Storyland 57

Storytime 57

Storv Trails 57

Story World 58

Straight 58
Strassman. Toni 253
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Strength and Health 46
Stuart, Lyie 204

Suburban Writers 240

Suburbia Today 139

Succesjiful Farming 39

Sugar 367

Summer and Casual Furniture . . .374

Summer Theater 166

Summer Theatre Workshop 164

Sunday, The Star Magazine 139

Sunday Digest 122

Sunday School Junior Pupil 123

Sunday School Messenger 123

Sunday School Times, The 123

Sunday-School World 355

Sunset Magazine 109

Sunshine Magazine 75

Sun-Times Daily News Syndicate . . 177

Superior Feature Syndicate Inc. ..180

Super Market Merchandising . . . .372

Super Service Station 336

Surgical Business 400

Surplus Record 395

Swallow, Alan, Publisher 204

Sweetheart Times 273

Swimming Pool Age 436

Syracuse University Press 218

Tab Books Inc 204

Tamarack Review, The 101

Talespinners 238

Tan 23

Tap and Tavern 344

Tape Recording 47

Tax Book Club 232

Taxes 342

Taxicab Industry—Auto
Rental News 336

Tay, The Allied Youth 58

T B C Recording Co 283

Tea and CoflFee Trade
Journal, The 367

Tech 273

Teenbeat 58

'Teen Magazine 58
Teen Talk 58

Teen Time 58

Teens 58

Teens 123

Teen Age Book Club 233

Teenways 123

Telegraph Delivery Spirit 365

Telephone Engineer &
Management 362

Telephone Review 273

Telescope Messenger, The 123

Tel National Inc 283

Tennessee Banker 342

Tennessee Farmer and
Homemaker, The 40

Texaco Tempo 273

Texas Beverage News 345

Texas Laundry &
Cleaning Journal 387

Texas Parade 382
Texas Quarterly, The 101

Textile Bulletin 432
Textile Industries 432
Textile World 432

Theatre Arts 101

Theatre By-the-Sea 165

Theatre Under the Stars 167

These Times 123

Think 274

This Day 123

This Day Magazine 149

This Week Magazine 139

Thomas, Charles, Publisher 204

Thoroughbred Productions 283

Thor Publishing Company 218

Thought "^

102

Three Lions 235

Tic Magazine 401

Tile and Till 274

Til 8 Stories 59

Tilson, Irving, Productions 155

Timberman, The 391

Times-Picayune Magazine, The . . . 140

Tire, Battery & Accessory News . . .337

Tire Review 337

TMC News & Views 274

Tobacco 432

Tobacco Jobber 432
Today 140

Today's Health 46
Today's Love Stories 62

Today's Secretary 408
Together 124

Tomorrow 75

Tooling and Production 395

Torch, The 124

Toronto Star Syndicate 181

Toronto Star Weekly 296

Toronto Telegram News Service . .181

Torrey, Arthur H 253

Totem Pole Playhouse 165

Tourist Court Journal 379

Town and Country 44

Toy Retailer, The 427

Toy Wholesaler, The 352

Toys & Novelties 274

Towers Summer Theatre 163

Tradition 102

Traffic Safety 405
Traffic World 409
Trailblazer 59
Trailer Life 434
Trailer Topics Magazine 109

Trail-R-News Magazine 109
Trails for Juniors 59
Trained Men 274
Transamerican Features Company . 181

Transamerican News
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Service Company 181

Transatlantic Arts Inc 204

Transcription Sales, Inc 283

Transworld Feature

Syndicate Inc 180

Traube, Shepard 155

Travel 109

Travelers Health Bulletin 274

Tray Productions Inc 181

Treasure Books Inc 204

Treasure Chest 59

Tropical Living 110

Tropicals Magazine 364

Trucking Manasjement 436

True ^ 69

True Adventures 70

True Confessions 23

True Detective 27

True Experience 23

True Life Secrets

—

Actual Confessions 23

True Love 23

True Men Stories 70

True Nurse Stories 23

True Police Cases 27

True Romance 24

True Story Magazine 24

True West 70

True West 141

True Western Adventures 141

Trusts and Estates 342

Tudor Publishing Company 218

Turf and Sport Digest 12

Turkey World 420

Tustin Playbox 160

Tuttle, Charles E., Company 218

Tuttle, Charles E., Company 204

Tupper and Love Inc 204

Twayne Publishers Inc 204

TV and Movie Screen 78

TV and Movie Screen 104

TV Guide 104

TV Picture Life 104

TV-Radio Mirror 104

TV Star Parade 104

Twelve/Fifteen 59

Twentieth Century-Fox Corp 318

Twentieth Century-Fox TV 319

Twentieth Century Literature , . . .102

Ullman, George, Agency 254

Underwood & Underwood
News Photos 235

Ungar, Frederick, Publishing Co. . . 204

Union of American Hebrew
Congregations 204

United Amateur Press Association

of America 240

United Evangelical Action 124

United Feature Syndicate 181

United Film & Recording
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Studios, Inc 283
United Overseas Press 181

United Press International 181

United States Investor 342
United States Naval Institute

Proceedings 73

United States Tobacco Journal . . .432
Unity 124
Universal Books Inc., PubHshers . .204
Universal Library 218
Universal Pictures Company, Inc. 318
Universal Pictures Company, Inc. . .319
Universal Syndicate 219
University of California Press 219
University of Chicago Press 205
University of Georgia Press 205
University of Kansas Press 205
University of Kansas City Review 102
University of Michigan Press . . . .219
University of Missouri Press 205
University of New Mexico Press . . . 205
University of Oklahoma Press .... 205
University of Pennsylvania Press . .205

University of Pittsburgh Press .... 205
University of Washington Press . . . 205
University of Wisconsin Press 205
University Publishing

Company, The 205
Univ'ersity Theater 162

Upward 124

Upholstering Industry Magazine . .374

Upper Room Radio-Television

Parish 283

U. S. Camera 82
U. S. Fur Rancher 368
U. S. Lady 150

U. S. Naval Institute 219
Utah Farmer 40

Vanguard Press 205
Vanguard Productions 319
Van Nostrand, D. Company, Inc. . . 205
Variety Store Merchandiser 352
Vend 347
Vendo Red Top, The 274
Venetian Bhnd News 375
Venture 59
Verlan Books, Inc 206
Veterinary Economics Magazine . . .401

VFW Magazine 73

Victorian Magazine 125

Views 102

Viking Press Inc., The 206
Vim 274
Vinson, Owen, & Co 283

Vintage Books 219
Virginia Magazine of History

and Biography 102

Virginia Municipal Review 406
Virginia Quarterly Review^ The ... 102

Viscount Films 319

i



Vision 60

Vision Books 206
Vista Books 219

Viking Press 219

Visual Equipment Co 213

Vocational Guidance Manual Inc. 206

Vogue 150

Voice of St. Jude, The 125

Volt-age 358
Volume Feeding Management
Magazine 379

Voluntary and Cooperative

Groups Magazine 367

Walck, Henry Z., Inc 206

Walker-de Berry, Inc 219

Wallpaper & Wall Coverings . . . .375

Walther League Messenger 60

Walther League Messenger 125

Ware Shoals Life 274

Warne, Frederick, & Co. Inc 206

Warner Brothers 318

Warner Brothers 319

Washburn, Ives, Inc 206

Washington Farmer 40, 330

Washington News Features 181

Water and Sewage Works 362

Water Conditioning Sales 436
Waterside Theatre 164

Waterways Journal, The 397

Water Well Journal 436
Watkins, A., Inc 254

Watts, Franklin, Inc 206

Wayne State University Press 220

Webster Publishing Co., Inc 206

Weekday 75

Weekend Magazine 296

Weekly Reader Children's

Book Club 233

Wee Wisdom 60

Weiner, Robert 155

Weinstein, Henry 155

Welding Design & Fabrication . . . .395

Welding Distributor, The 395

Welding Engineer 363

Wesleyan University Press 220

Westchester Law Journal 388
Westminister Films . 319
Western Advertising 327
Western Apparel Industry 346
Western Architect and Engineer . .333
Western Aviation, Missile & Space

Industries Magazine 338
Western Baker 339
Western Bottler 345
Western Brewing and Distributing 345
Western Builder 363
Western Building 333
Western Business and Industry . . .297
Western Canadian Writers 246
Western Confectioner 348

Western Construction 363
Western Dairy Journal 349
Western Farm Equipment 330
Western Farm Life 330
Western Feed & Seed 402
Western Floors 375
Western Folklore 103
Western Fruit Grower 40
Western Furniture Manufacturing 375
Western Horseman 12
Western Horseman 141
Western Humanities Review 103
Western Livestock Journal 389
Westernlore Press 206
Western Romances 62
Western Machinery & Steel World 395
Western Metalworking 395
Western Milk & Ice Cream News . .348
Western Pennsylvania Historical

Magazine 103
Westminster Press 206
Western Paint Review 410
Western Printing &
Lithographing Co 206

Western Tobacco Journal 433
Western Tobacconist 433
Western Trucking-Motor

Transportation 436
Western Underwriter 383
Westinghouse Service Beacon .... 274
Weston Playhouse 166
Westport Country Playhouse 160
Westward 274
Westways 110
Wetmore Declamation Bureau .... 157
White Barn Theatre 160
Whiteside, Inc 206
Whitman, Albert, & Co 207
Whitman Publishing Co 206
Whitman, Wah, Review 103

Whittlesey House 207
Wide World 181

Wilde, W. A., Co 207
Wiley, John, & Sons, Inc 207
Wilkes, Alton 155

WilHams & Wilkins Co., The 207
Williamstown Summer Theatre ..161
Wing, Willis Kinsgley 254
Wilshire Book Company 220
Wilson, H. W., Co., The 207
Wilson, Lambert, Associates 254

Wilson Library Bulletin 356
Wines & Vines 345

Wings 88
Wire & Radio Communications . . .358

Wire and Wire Products 436
Wisconsin Agriculturist 330
Wisconsin Regionl Writers'

Association, Inc 245

Witching Rod, The 275

Woman Bowler, The 134

Woman's Day 150
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Women's News Service 181

Women's Wear Daily 347

Wonder Books, Inc 207

Wood & Wood Products 391

Wood Construction and Building

Materialist 391

Wooden Barrel, The 409

Wood Working Digest 392

Woodmen of the World Magazine 275

Word 103

Words of Cheer 60

World Over 60

Workbasket, The 91

Workbench 91

Work Boat, The . .397

World Book Co 207

World Broadcasting System, Inc. . . 283

World Oil 413

World Outlook 125

World Petroleum 414
World Pubhshing Company, The . . 207

World Publishing Company, The . . 220

World Union Press 181

Worldwide Press Service 181

Writecrafter Agency 283

Writer, The 386
Writers Book Club 232

Writers' Club of Whittier 238

Writers' Guild 246

Writers League of Washington, The 239
Writers' Workshop 238

Writers' Workshop 243
Wyn, A. A., Inc 207
Wyoming Stockman-Farmer 330

Yachting 134
Yale Review, The 103
Yankee 45
Yoseloff, Thomas, Inc 207
Yost, Mary, Associates 254
Young Adults' Division of Library

of Science 233
Young Adults' Division of The

Literary Guild 233
Young Catholic Messenger 60
Young Crusader, The 60
Young Folks Book Club 233
Young People 60
Your Baby 150
Your New Baby 150
Your Own Collector 275
Your Personal Astrology Magazine 13
Your Romance 24
Youth 60
Youth For Christ Magazine 61
Youth's Comrade, 61

Youth's Instructor, The 125

Ziegler, Jules 156
Zondervan Pubhshing House 207
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